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Foreword

"Mabel Lee has been enamoured with physical education for most
of her life, and physical education has reciprocated." So wrote Celeste
Ulrich, 1976-77 Alliance president, in the foreword to the first volume

Alliance
these memoirs, published in 1977. She went on to write: "The

has been grateful to Mabel Lee for many thingsfor her
presidency, for her committee work, for her writings, for her archival
organization, for her example.... Now we accept, with gratitude, one
more gift, Memories of a Bloomer Girl. We will continue to draw upon
her wisdom, her insights, her knowledge and hope that she will continue
to be a part bf the great physical education adventure for a long time."

With publication of this book, Memories Beyond Bloomers, the
Alliance again expresses its gratitude, its appreciation, and its respect
for the First Lady of AAHPER. Mabel Lee has had an impact on the
organized profession of physical education that is unequaled. For over
half a century she has been in the forefront of the movements that
have advanced this area of education. Her personal philosophy, her
abilities to adapt to change and to cope with new problems, her positive
approach to solutions, her reactions to the people and events of the
educational worldall have significance for us today and for those who
will follow us. Her feelings and experiences, as charmingly and candidly
expressed in these memoirs, constitute a history of physical education
in microcosm.

The first sentence of the first volume refers to the "women of vision
and intuitive drive" who had tried to improve conditions for the edu-
cation of women.over the years. Mabel Lee herself is one of these women
whose vision of physical education for girls and women has come about
because of her her enthusiasm, her courage and perseverance.
Always the lady, she led the way to expanded opportunities in physical
activities for girls through her example, her teaching, her administra-
tive decisions and accomplishments.

xv



Learning about Mabel Lee, from reading her own story of a dedi-
cated career, is a prerequisite far professional understanding. The
Alliance is proud to add to its AAHPER Leaders Speak Series this book
by and about Mabel Lee.

George Anderson
Executive Vice President
American Alliance for Health,
Physical Education, and Rebreation

xvi
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Prologue

7

.4

',."-As-,with my earlier book, Memories Of A Bloomer Girl, this book
.

wiitten with workers in. the field of physical education particularly
in mind and deals priniarily with my personal experiences. A contin-
uation of that earlier stor_:,.k- this book covers from the;Lmid-twenties to

retirement at mid-twentieth century.

I regret that I have been's° long produding these two books since Wel-
lesley College granted me the Amy Morris Homans Award to write my
professional memoirs. By now practically all of my professional contem-
poraries, as well as= practically all my school friends with whom I shared
the experiences of the earlier years of these two books, are deceased.

Memories Of Bloomer Girl covered experiences of my years of
schooling ,anal early teaching years at Coe College, Oregon Agriculture
College ati;141eloit College. It also covered the last years of bloomers
as a gymnastic and snorts costume. This book picks up the story with
the year 1924 when I went to the University of, Nebraska which marked
a great change in my professional experiences as I then entered teacher-
training work.

Although much of this story deals with experiences at a national level,
the home base for all of it is Lincoln and the University of Nebraska.
From there I journeyed forth and had most interesting experiences in
spreading my wings.

Many' other topics are treated but briefly since I am enlarging upon
them in a later book for lay readers. It may seem that I have given undue
space to a few of the topics discussed herein such as the creation of the
Women's Athletics Section of AAHPER, which has grown into today's
National Association for Girls and Women in Sport (NAGWS); the
Women's Division of National Amateur Athletic Federation; and the
Division of Physical Fitness of the World War II period. All these stories

13
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. ,
I am able to tell from first-hand experience, which results in -behind-
the-scenes" stories for the record.

4

Again I wish to acknowledge the help of Ruth Diamond Levinson
and Marie Hermanek Cripe, both former pupils and former staff mem-
bers of mineboth ever my friendswhose interest and concern over
this manuscript made the task of preparing much easier than it would
have been without their good services. My continuing thanks also go,to
Wellesley College for the Amy Morris Homans Award which operks'd

the door to the possibility of my writing these books. To Joseph Svoboda,
archivist of the University of Nebraska, my thanks for his generous aid
in searching out records of University concerns, and to the reference

departments of the Lincoln Public Library and the University of Ne-
braska-Lincoln Library for their helpful services.

My continuing thanks to George Anderson, executive secretary of
AAHPER and his staff, including Constance Lacey and Louise Sindler,
editors, for their concerned interest in and editing of this book.

As with Memories Of A Bloomer Girl, it would have been impossible
to write this story in such detail had I riot had at hand my diaries to fall
back on to set the memories straight, as well as many boxes of records °

and correspondence of the years 1924-1952, which still clutter my home.
For afl these several years in which I have been at work on these books,
my sister and two nieces, all that remain of my irnme ate family, as
well as close friends and neighbors have been most p rent with my
shutting myself away alone in my study for long perio of time. My
thanks to all for their kind understanding.

This book is very different from the earlier book. But then the temper
of the times through the turbulent late twenties, the Depression and
World War II years was far differed( from that of the Gay Nineties, the
turn of the century, and the Great War era. Also I was a far different
person in the late twentie on from the shy, slow-blooming young girl ofty
the early twentieth centu . I had grown up! The world, even I, was
changed. The changed world, the changed type of position, brought
totally different experiences. Deeper responsibilities took over.

The gift of this second book I gladly make to the American Alliance
for Health, Physical Education and Recreation as further expression
of gratitude for all the, opportunities it has given me throughout my
professional career for service to my profession,/ alsot for the several

honors it has so generously bestowed upon me. May the Alliance ever

prosper and serve well our beloved country!
Mabel Lee
Lincoln, Nebraska
September 1977

2
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\ Chapter I
An Insistent Offer

New Challenge

O

New professional adventuresa new challenge awaited me! It
had been 14 years nce I had completed my two years of professional
training work at the ston Normal School of Gymnastics and the De-
partment of Hygiene an Physical Education at Wellesley College, after
four years of 'undergraduate work at Coe College. I had eight years
back at my alma mater as director of physical education for women,
then a year in the same position at Oregon Agricultural College where
the flu epidemic of the Great War had forced my resignation for a year,
followed by four years in the same position at Beloit College.

When Chancellor Samuel Avery of the University of Nebraska invited
me to come to Lincoln, he followed up the invitation with a letter ex-
plaining the physical education setupone department for bbth men
and women, with the head football coach overall director of physical
education and athletics. Under him there were the director of physical
education for men, who was also head of all teacher training in physical
education, for both men and women, and the director of physical edu-
cation for women, who was head of all physical education and athletics
for the general run of women students exclusive of professional prepa-
ration. Knowing the frustrations of several women acquaintances in
trying to give women students a good physical education program where they
were under men coaches, I was at once skeptical about the position
at Nebraska. The very fact that the professional training work for women

3



in physical education was under the director of physical education for
men seemed ominous to -rye in light of the fact that I had been affiliated
with both the Middle W*4 Society of Directors of Physical Education
for College Women and th Middle West Society of Physical Education
for six years and not once h d I met or heard of a living soul at meetings

of either group who was from the University of Nebraska. This was
only the second time I had ever heard of the university offering profes-
sional training in my field.

Although I had been teaching in the Middle West for 12 years,
had never encountered a graduate of this professional training depart-
ment other than Vera Barger (whom I had met in Oregon in 1919 when
she was in Portland on national YWCA work) or even a person who was

teaching or had ever taught at Nebraska. Also I felt that if I were going

to make a move, I would want to advance professionally and the thought
of getting into professional training work intrigued .me. But Chancellor
Avery's letter threw cold water on thoughts of an opportunity in spat
direction. )

Although unaccustomed to using the telephone for long distance
except for real emergencies, I called the chancellor and told him that
in view of the fact that the director Of physical education for women
was subservient to both the football coach and the director of physical
education for men for important parts of the physical education work,

Is would not be interested in the opening there. But he begged me to
come and talk it over anyway. Having warned him of my doubts, my
conscience was clear, so I accepted the invitation. What an eye-opening

experience awaited me!

Imjnediately upon my arrival on the morning train froth Chicago, I
was taken to meet the chancellor. I was instantly attracted to his down-
to-earth, homespun personality. He was warmly friendly, a person one
could feel at ease with at once. We chatted for almost an hour and he
told me that the women students were quite unhappy with the present

situation. I was soon to learn that the women's athletics received no
help or encouragement from anyone on the staff, man or woman, and
that what little they had, they put on entirely on their own, even raising
their own money to finance the Women's Athletic Association. The
general women students were offered nothing but gymnastics all nine
months of the school year for two years=no classes outdoors in the
spring or fall, no sports, no dance except a class in esthetic dancing
to majors and upperclass fine arts students. Worst of all, the profes-
sional training courses for physical eduCation majors were taught by
only two persons, and one of these taught from lecture notes that were
at least 15 years old, according to a woman major whose class lecture
notes had been handed down to her niece.

4
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. It seems that the women students were deeply aroused andpad de-
manded a complete reo ganization of physical education for women.
They had even gotten a earing with the regents who, in turn, had asked
the chancellor to start search for a wonqin from -"the outside" vivid,
to head an independent department for women. This hail. been a special
request of the students or, as they put it, the yomen's department was
at a standstill, with all its staff graduates of the department and they
in turn children of gr duatesa long histly of inbreeding.

It was a sorry story quite an indictmeiiCaild'iadmired the chancellor
for having the coura to display at once the skeleton in the family closet
to me, a stranger. o ease his embarrassment, for he quite humbly
confessed that he w siraid he had been guilty of neglecting the women,
through allowing h self to(beso ignorant of the ptelicament they were
in, I hastened to /assure him that this was somewhat the situation of
women in other universities where the head of physical education for
women, well_prepared professionally, was all too frequently uncle. a man
coach who didn't even realize that he didn't know the liffy.sial,education
profession or under a man physical director who was assumed to be
professionally prepared in the field but was after all only a coach, not
an educator, with no professional training in the field. Then I timidly
inquired about the educational backgrounds of Nebraska's director of
physical education and athletics and of the director of physical edu-
cation for men. Seemingly a bit reluctantly, the chancellor informed me
that he was afraid Nebraska was one more such school. And later infor-
mation proved his fears well-grounded.

He wished me first of all to meet the women students who were de-
manding changes and said he had asked that a private meeting
arranged with them and that I would be escorted there at once Dr.
Raymond Gustavus Clapp, a medical doctor and the director of physical
education for men. The chancellor asked me to beg the women students
to talk freely of their criticism of the present setup and of their hopes.
To my surprise the meeting was a regularly scheduled meeting of a
teacher-training course with both men 'and women physical education
majors there, the class teacher (the acting director of physical education
for women who with 'no- professional training beyond the bachelor's
degree had not been given the directorship), and all the women staff,
all of whom turned out to be graduates of the department and none
of whom had as far as I could learn studied elsewhere.

Dr. Clapp introduced me to the class and asked those with Fomplaints
please to speak out since I was being considered for the position of
director of physical education for women. Needless to say,,no one had
anything to ,say since this meeting was anything but private. But the
looks of disappointment and dismay on the faces of many women stu-

.
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dents told me much. However the period was not a dead loss, for one
of the women teachers had just received a sample pair of girls' shorts
which she brought to the meeting. 'ems I saw this new garment for
the fist time, as apparently did all others present, from the "ohs" and
"ahs.'

When the class bell rang, a few of the girls ran up to me, exclaiming
that the chancellor had promised them an opportunity to talk With me
privattly. I assured them I would report the situation to him and that I

ould insist on the private meeting. These girls interested me very much"
nil I Wanted to hear what, they hadth say.

At noon Dr. Clapp took me to the University Club (a town cluKie
then located on N Street, where a group of six or eight faculty women

shad ited to meet mec.I was drawn at once to the head of the
°home eco mics department, Margaret F(edde, but sensed immediately
that was being looked over most critieally by the dean of women
Amanda Heppner, a history professor, Lava Pfeiffer, and the hecl of
the dram4 department, Alice Howell. I wjas glad I had worn-my prettiest
hatthe lavender braid one lined in sky thlue silk and trimmed by a
large pink rose which broke-the austerity of mypearl gray tailored suit
and my premature gray hair, I had worn the hat and suit which I had
worn the year befo;:e\when I made my maiden speech on intercollegiate '
athletics at the University ofChicago before a mixed audience.

These women were very critical of an upcomin university track meet
for women which was being ballyhooed all o er town with a° parade
planned down 0 Street (the city's main stre t o open the meet, with
the track women displaying the latest style, shorts. Attleast, this was the
talk. What did I think of it? Were 1 director of physical education for
women at the University of Nebraska, would the women students, be
Parading down 0 Street and in shorts? At my instant and strong "no"
to both the parade and the shorts in public, I apparently satisfied these
ladies because from then on they relaxed.

The afternoon was filled with looking over the facilities and with

brief conferences with the women physical education staff members,
each of whom sought me out for a private conference with but one main,
problemthe hope that if I came to Nebraska I would see that she`
would get a raise in salary. Although I was shocked that none expressed
concern about upgrading department work, I tried to keep a poker face.

The next morning the chancellor informed me that "everyone" wanted
me to come to the university and he was prepared to make me an offer
of $2,500, which I rejected at once since Beloit College was raising my
salary there to $2,600 for next year. At this, he raised the offer to $3,000
but I demurred, saying that I had, as yet had no opportunity to talk

6
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privately with the women, students who had demanded changes. This
surprised him and he called Dr.°Clapp by telephone and informed him
that I was to have the day free to roam about unescorted and to arrange
for myself whatever conferences I desired with faculty and students.

vtConferepces,wjth two or three of the wom n staff members, left me
shaken. There was one thing all the women ere agreed upon, staff as
well as studentsthe professional training work for the women must be
removed from under the control of the men's physical education di-
rectos, who, they said, may hav,e been a famous track star at Y4-But
Was unqualified to handle their professional courses. Also there were
other things all the staff agreed about: Each-451ainethabout her
heavy schedule,. When L inquired into this, I vAs sturdied at their,
ideas of what a heavy schedUle s''. It also soon 'becameobapparent thatL
when it -came to principles and philosophy of. physical education"; we
did not talk the same professional language. ' /

/ ...." ,
° As 1 roamed about theogymnasium, a few student5 cornered me (I
was, unable to 'arrange a group conference ,,hour with the protesting
leaders) and,'seizing upon what littlempportAity presented itself, they
individually poured out tales of woe about the lack of proper profs- '.
sional training of their teachers, their own lack of,respect for the de-

4.
ipartment, :Nazi their insistence that t must be divorced from the men's '

depaAment.,

When t returned to the chancellor late in the afternoon I frankly told
him that the department was in such a sorry condition that nothing
could induce me to accept his offer. He told me that if I would only,
come and straighten things out I would receive a warm'welcome, for a
group' of women students had been in earlier in the day and begged
him to offer me the position and that the dean of.women and the head

the home economics department had both urged him to put through
my appointment and:, n his wife was campaigning for me.4

"I've been thinking it over and since you say it involves teacher-training
work beyond what you have at Beloit and .since the men's physiCal
education director is loathe to give up this work I still offer the $3,000
and you need have no responsibility for that part of the work."

-
"But that is the very thing the women majors are complaining about

the most. They want to bring the teacher-training work up -to to
hold its own with professional work in other' universities." 1 k.

"Then why won't you come?"

"Do you want the truth?" I countered.

"Yes, the truthall of it as you see it."



So I enumerated the difficulties as I 'saw them, such as outmoded
professional courses, lack of 'control by a womian recognized as actual
head of Women's work, subservience of womph to men incompetent to
be heads over women's work, too. man part-time teachers instead of a
few full-time o the women's staff, k of cooperation within the wo-
men's staff plti lack of loyalty to ea or to the department,
staff members i adequately prepared fo their ,positions, all profes
sional courses taught by ohly two person neither of whom demanded'
the respect,Of the students as teachers, for e regutaf" college woman

an outmodP and inadequate prOgram, and facilities-Vhich were en-
tirely too limitfd: I also reminded him thati-women students unhappy-
with their second -class /treatment in the one gymnasium were btigging

for a building'of their own, and, for good\measure I stressed whpit I saw

as a serious ca(of provititialism that was a detriment -t6lhe pro-
fessional trainingthe failure of the staff to keep '''Iteast of the times
within the profession. I pointed out that just a few weeks before I had
been present at the birth of a very important national organization,
the National :Association of Physical Education for College Women,
when, Nebroka's 'neighboring -states were ,represented but not 'a soul
from Nebraska.

It was quite an indictment, all of which Chancellor, Avery took
calmly, no doubt .since the students had already poured out all of this
to the -regents from their own point of view. My findings verified their
complaints.' I addedr item that since- 'no Woman on the' staff
cared to be bothered with extracurricular activities, he Women's Ath-
leticAssociation. was completely under the control ofa sportswoman on
the faculty from another department. This I could not countenance
wFre I head of the department.

The-chancellor contemplated for some time my many regsons why I ,

felt the position would be "mottling but a headache," and finally rising
from his swivel chair; he paced his office floor -for a round or two,
hands clasped behind his back and head bowed, Then he suddenly
dropped back into his big chair and leaning towards me, said:

"We all want you to come. How about a full- professorship and $3,500?

"Oh, no:" Chancellor Avery, I am not playing a game with you to get
a still' better offer. I ,do not want thi..* position at any price!"

He was -durtibfounded, yet adamant. "Not- if L tell you I am in
sympathy with all o your criticisms and will give you my 100 percent'
'backing and suppo in clea.,ing up this department and reorganizing
it!"

"Does that megp I. would be absolute head of my own department

8



for all, work, in absolute control of both required work and .professiocal
training for women and all women's out-of-class physical activities,
such as WAA?"

"Yes,, butwe can't make all these changes without going through:;;
necessary red tape and the regent's .approval. It may. take a year to-'
accomplish all "these changes, but you can count On my backing to get
them made as fast as possible. The staff has already been rehired for
next year but they do not have tenure and the year after that you can
bring in a staff of your own choosing. And as to the women Having
a building of their own we hope to have 'a women's gymnasium soon
now and we will want yo1 to plan it. That' will be one of the first things
we will expect of you."

All this put a different light on thingsthere was hope now that
maybe the department could be rescued from its present decay. But
then the chancellor quickly added.;

"We'll have to take if easyparticularly go slow on the teacher-training
part. The pFesent head of that work will not let go of his authority
readily and he his been in charge of this6work for 22 years now. Couldn't
you take, my word for it that you will -be, as fall as I aril concerned,
head of the ,women's work in all aspects but for next year accept the
two men as the heads until the regents can make a change officially?
You can have your own way ultimately and maybe can get many things
changed even,next year by being tactful--and patient."

)
This odd way of working didn't sound too hopeful to me-, so I said I

couldn't accept' the offer. Then Chancellor Avery begged me to stay
over another day.

"You haven't .seen our lovely city. I'll arrange for someone to drive
you around this evening, sleep over...my offer tonight. After a good
night's sleep you'll wal?e up in the morning ready to accept my offer,
Fm sure."

SoI agreed to stay over. In the night I awakened from a bad dream
calling for help. In my dream I was standing with my back against a
wall fighting off attackers and I cried out, "Isn't there one person who
will help me?" That was it! Awakened from my bad dream, I knew
where the weak spot was in the chancellor's offer. So when I arrived at
his office the next morning he asked if I could now say "yes" and let
him report my acceptance to the women students and faculty pestering
him for Amy reply.

"No, I still can't accept and wage this battle all by myself." . -

"But you won't be waging it alone. I will be standing back of you!"



"Yes, I know and appreciate that but there will be no one on my
staff whose loyalty I can depend on. I just couldn't stand up to-all that
I will surely encounter without the support of at least one loyal staff
member." ,

"Oh! Is that all that stands between us?" he exclaimed with a gleam
of an idea in his eyes. "Would you come if you could have one full-time
staff member of your own choosing?"

"Well," I said in surprise, not expecting that favor, "that does put a
different light on it."

"How about $1,800 for another full-time staff member, an instruc-
tor? Go out and find her yourself. Just send me her name and I'll put
through the necessary papers. Now will you say 'yes'?" he added laugh-
ing, Then he quickly added as, an afterthought:

"But wait before you answer. I'll go even further. You can have one
trip out of the state each year to attend one professional meeting of
your own choosing, all expenses paid. We'll want you to keep up with

.your professional organizations."

"Yes! I can say yes now," I replied, laughing at his insistence. "I
guess it was fear of having no loyal co-worker on my staff that was
really standing in the way of acceptance."

"Good, I'll have my secretary call the newspapers and announce your
appointment."

"Oh, please, not yet," I begged. "I can't formally accept until I have
told President Mauer at Beloit. I can't let him learn of it through the
newspapers."

It was agreed that I would see President Mauer as quickly as pos-6
sible on my return, tender my resignation and then wire Chancellor
Avery my formal acceptance. He escorted me to the train and as I
mounted the parlor car steps. he called, "I'll be waiting for that tele-
gram of acceptance." So it came about that I was to leave Beloit
College and pursue my professional career in Nebraska, Mother's girl-
hood home state, which was completely strange to me.

As to my salary, as I learned later, there were four women on the
faculty whose salaries were above mineall graduates of the university,
all on the faculty from 10 to 30 years and getting salaries from $3,600
to $4,500. So Chancellor Avery had done very well for me at a starting
salary of $3,500. Only two faculty members, the chancellor and the
dean of the Medical College, received salaries that topped the $6,416
salary of Coach Fred Dawson, head of physical education and athletics.
Football seemed to be the tail that wagged the dog at Nebraska.
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* * * tp.

And.that full professorship was a victory for women, although I little
appreciated it at the time. For some reason which I cannot explain
satisfactorily, the change in my academic situation for the second time
in my life from no academic rank to full professorship gave me no
special thrill as it also had not six years previously when I went from
a position at Coe College to Oregon Agricultural College. Perhaps the
reason it meant so little was because at that time it was the title of
"director" that meant much to us women, even more than academic
rank, and fortunately that title had been granted to us readily.

The full professorship of 1918 at Oregon Agricultural College I had
inherited from my predecessor, but the one offered' me at Nebraska in
1924 was a first for the position there. The few other women who held
professorships at Nebraska were all graduates of the university. I was
the one outsider. I little realized then how favored I was, considering
the many years of service of the other women professors there before
they achieved full professorial rank.

'When we women working in college physical education in the early
years of the twentieth century got together, we never talked of aca-
demic rank. If any of my women acquaintances held profegsorships 4
had no knowledge of it, and it never entered my head to tell my
professional friends, not even my family, that I had been granted such
rank. I knew that Amy Morris Homans had held a professorship at
Wellesley College since 1915, but that was the extent of my knowledge
concerning women in my profession. I wasn't even curious about who
else might hold such rank.

The title "directory' I had held from my very first year of teaching.
(Of my 41 years of teaching, all were in the college field, all as a
director of a department; 12 of the 41 years were with no academic
rank whatsoever, 29 as a full professor.) I never knew the joys or woes
of advancing step by step from an instructorship to a full professor-
ship. Circumstances handed this last rank to me too easily, perhaps the
directorships, too.

As I came off the professional assembly line in .1910 there was such a
scarcity of professionally trained women inary field that we who were
prepared were a favored.few, and 'the few of us who had., 4 college
degree besides were the exceptions. Good ,salaries, the choicest titles
and academic recognition came to those few of us easily. In later years
when we finally did become academic-rank conscious, I was amazed to
realize that I was one of only a few women in my profession holdipg a
full professorship.



The facilities of the departments of physical education and athletics
consisted of Grant Memorial Hall (a building whose east wing; Grant
Hall, was then 33 years old, and the west wing, Memorial Hall, 25
years old, a new stadium, which was a memorial to the soldiers of the
Great War, and the coliseum, then under construction, which when
completed would house the departments of athletics and physical edu-

_ cation for men.

My concern was Grant Memorial Hall which theTti/omen shared on
what was most probably a 20 to 80 percent basis with the men. In 'a
couple of years it was to become a 100 percent facility for women's
physical education until the women could have a new gymnasium built
for thent alone, a building which would truly be a woman's gymnasium.

Grant Memorial Hall, a very large building, was the third dest on
campus. It was in fact two buildings back to back. The larger east
wing, built in the late 1880s, had been named for General Grant since

,

Grant Memorial Hall, University of Nebraska. Window at left on
second floor marks the office of Lt. John J. Pershing, commandant of
ROTC. 1891-1895. (Courtesy of University of Nebraska).
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it was primarily an armory for the Military Department as well as a
gymnasium. The west wing, Memorial Hall, was built in 1899-1900 as
a memorial to the university soldiers of the Spanish-American War. It
housed a pipe organ and had balconies along the north and south
walls. The wall separating the two wings on the main floor level had
been torn out recently and replaced by great folding doors which when
opened, threw the two gymnasium floors into one huge room for
intercollegiate basketball games, large assemblies and University dances.
The men's athletic and physical education and military departments
claimed the entire east wing as their special domain, leaving the entire
new but smaller west wing for the women's physical education depart-
ment except tior certain choice hours which the men' demanded for
wrestling and the musk department for band practice. Because of the
pipe organ and two balconies, the Music School demanded the wing at
frequent intervals for musical programs and the university demanded it
now and then for convocations.

The balcony of the east wing, Grant Hall, had been converted into a
sort of mezzanine floor with a level floor laid over the original slanting
floor with a runway at the front leading to a series of offisces, ane used
as heqdquarters for the Military Department, one for the college band,
one for the student newspaper staff, and one for the Student Council. In
fact, the building was an armory, gymnasium, sports area, auditorium,
dance hall, chapel, student union, college mess hall, and music hall all
in one. In this situation, I soon became adept at crawling over wres-
tlers, band instruments and music racks, to say nothing of musicians
themselves whenever I ventured out of my office anytime of late after-
noons, which was practically every day.

For our athletic field we were allowed to use a large vacant stretch
between the Social Science Building on the west and the Teachers
College and Ellen Smith Hall on the east where now stand Love Library
and the Administration Building. Most of that space (much of it today
a stretch of lawn south of Love Library) was vacated by a string of
residences facing on R Street with their basements recently filled in and
levelled off. At every big rain, all sorts of broken crockery, dishes and
glassware worked their way to the surface and the playo,,'had to clear
the field before starting. At times, old basements and wells caved in
unexpectedly and play had to be stopped until the holes were filled and
levelled. One day when too many girls converged on the hockey ball at
one spot, their combined weight was too much for a fill-in and the
place caved in tumbling all the players to the ground. On another
occasion when caretakers were dragging the hockey field, another base-
ment fill-in gave way so deeply under the weight of the horse and drag
that it took several men to extricate the frightened horse.

13
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Since this area had long been a sort of public passageway from north

13th Street to 0 Street, the town's main throughway, the university
refused to fence it off for a women's athletic tield so that at the sight of
every pedestrian approaching, especiallyfyip small children, baby car-
riages, a child's wagon or what not, the teacher was to halt all play
until the passersby were out of the way.

It was quite frustrating to conduct outdoor lasses or after-school-
hour sports under such a situation. But it was better than nothing.

The town campus in 1924 stretched from 10thto 14th streets and from
R to W Streetsa four-block square domain, with one building, the
Temple (where the YMCA, YWCA, drama department, and the uni-
versity cafeteria Were located) across the campus at 12th and R, in the
direction of Q Street and the downtown shopping district.

The 6,500 students of that day 'lived all over town in their own
homes, in rooming houses or in fraternity and sorority houses which
were usually large nineteenth Century 'residences abandonV by ctheir
owners for modern homes in new residential sections There were nvel

(c/doritories for either men or women students. The faculty. also liv d
scattered all over the city.

Lincoln, a city of around 85,00 population, was largt,enough not to
be dominated by the university. It was a lovely city with wide streets'
and lots of shade treesall planted by the earlier settlers when the area
was a treeless prairie.

H,,..

-,'.ere 1-cast my lot in 1924 and from that day to this, Lincoln has
been home for me. For my first year I rented an apartment in the first
apartment house ever erected In/Lincolnthe Ingleside, south of the
southeast corner of the State

r---Capital groundstoday a parking lot.
In my second year at the university Mother came to Lincoln to make a
home for me. Father had passed away, my two younger sisters were
married, one living in Norman, Oklahoma and one in Guthrie Center,
Iowa, and my older sister had become a buyer at Marshall Fields in
Chicago. I had been living for the past 21 years, ever since my first
year in college, in college dormitories for 12 years and in apartments
for 9 years. Now I was to have the joy of home life once more and
Mother's good cooking and green-thumb gardening. And Mother was
returning to the state of her girlhood years of the 1870sto be exact,
returning on the 45th anniversary of the very day she left Nebraska as a
bride to make her home in Iowa. She had longed to attend the Univer-
sity of Nebraska but 'fate had other plans for her. Now one of her
daughters was a professor there. ,.

We lived happily in a small Cape Cod house at 2248 Ryons Street in
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what was then spoken of as South Lincoln. Since Mother's death in
1947, I have lived in this little cottage alone. The "At settler" of this
neighborhood, I have lived in this house for 53 years as this book goes
to press. As far as I know, no member of my family on either my
mother's or father's side ever lived in the same house for so many years
"and that predates the War of the Revolution. The over 200-year-old
migration westward from Eurqpe to America stopped with my mother's
Aikman family in south central Nebraska.

fJ
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Chapter II

The Torch Is Handed On

As I took up my work at Nebraska and began meeting early women
graduates of the physical education department who still lived in Lincoln,
I soon realized that the department I had ,inherited was indeed a pio-
neering one, especially in the Missouri Valley. But the more I learned of
the beginnings of the academic major, other than from uncertain, ran-
dom hearsay, the more I became bewildered over conflicting tales.

It took several years of my own research delving into old catalogs,
college yearbooks,- student and local newspapers and. registrar office
records to help me set straight the many conflicting stories of enthusi-
astic raconteurs. From these forays into history, I learned that of the
public universities west of the Alleghenies, the University of California
(Berkeley) offered the first bona fide department of physical education
for women-1889. As early as 1877, the University of Illinois had of-
fered some classes in calisthenics to women taught part-time by a teacher,,
in another field, but this could not be considered the beginning of a
real department any more than the military drill offered before the
1890s in many land grant schools.

At the University of Nebraska I belatedly learned that in a letter dated
December 18, 1883, 74 "young ladies" petitioned the board of regents
to give the "lady students" three hours a week of gymnastics training
"equivalent to the military drill provided for gentlemen."' The petition
was granted in that a room was furnished but no teacher was .em-
ployed. Two years later (no doubt at more petitioning from the young
ladies), a teacher from the local ConservatOry of Music was hired to
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teach calisthenics..Another three years later, Lt. Griffith, commandant
of the ROTC, organized a Ladies Cadet Corps to give the "young,
ladies" physical exercise.

In 1890, with the completion of Grant Memorial Hall as an armory-
gymnasium, a physical education department was born but without, a
special teacher, and Lt. Griffith continued to teach both the men and
women. In 1891 Wilbur Bowen came to Nebraska from the faculty of
the Normal School of Ypsilanti, Michigan to organize a physical educa-
tion department. At the same time Lt. John J. Pershing, a recent grad-
uate of West Point, replaced Lt. Griffith. Disapproving of women be-
ing taught physical activities by a man, Lt. Pershing begged the chan-
cellor, then James H. Canfield, to employ a woman to take over these
courses, offering to carry on with the military marching and fencing for
the ladies until the chancellor could find a woman teacher and stipu-
lating that the marching he taught to women was to be carried on
strictly indoors away from public view,',,y.

By the fall of ti1i192 Mr. Bowen had located in Lincoln a young
woman, Anne Barr, who had learned to swing Indian clubs at the town
YMCA, to teach this activity on an hour-pay basis. With Mr. Bowen teach-
ing calisthenics and barbell and dumbbell drills, the young women had
their requested physical education program.

The following summer (1893), Miss Barr attended the Chautauqua
Summer School of Physical Education in New York State, which Mr.
Bowen had attended earlier,' and there she had a first experience
with professional training in physical education. She received training
in Swedish gymnastics under Jacob Bolin, a leader in that field, and
had her first experience in esthetic dancing under Rebecca Larsen,
a pupil of Melvin Ballou Gilbert,' famous dance master of Boston.
It was three years later, however, before she introduced any form of
dance to the girls at Nebraska.

Throughout Miss Barr's second year of teaching, both Mr. Bowen
and Lt. Pershing urged Chancellor Canfield to hire her on a salary
basis, recognizing her work on a faculty appointment. In the fall of
1894 she did join the faculty as "Class Leader of Physical Education
for Women," a first recognition at Nebraska of physical education for
women. With the, close 9f the school year 1893-1894, Mr. Bowen re-
signed to return to the faculty of the Ypsilanti Normal School where
he remained all the rest of his professional career, becoming an out-
standing leader in the profession. A year later, Lt. Pershing returned
to West Point as a faculty member.
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Anne Barr, first woman physical education teacher,
University of Nebraska, 1894-1908. (Courtesy of Uni-
versity of Nebraska).

Succeeding Mr. Bowen was Robert Clark, M.D., a graduate of Wil-
liams College and the Medical College of the University of Vermont.
He came to Nebraska in the fall of 1894 from the faculty of the Inter-
national YMCA Training School of Springfield, yIassachusetts, where
he had been teaching for the past three year /under Luther Halsey
Gulick.' Dr. Clark, a great camera enthusiast, introduced the use, of
the camera at Nebraska as a part of posture examinations with a fe-

-male nurse conducting the examinations of women students. In the
following year (1895-1896), Dr. Clark started anthropometric studies
of students' physiques, as announced in the catalog of 1895-1896:

Eliery student in the University is entitled to a phy§ical exam-
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ination each year, and, members of gymnastic classes are expected
to take the examination. A plotted chart of measurements is fur-
nished to each student desiring it, at the cost of the price of the.
chart. Instructions for special practice will be given when neces-
sary, and photographs will be taken of spinal cases, d?"

The last part of the announcement, "photographs will be taken of
spinal cases," is intriguing.

This is probably one of the earliest records of the use of the camera
for such work in the Midwest. However, Dr. Dudley Sargent had been
using the camera as early as 1888 for his posture work with Harvard
students, and Dr. Paul Phillips had been using it since 1892 at the
New York City. YMCA' before joining the Amherst faculty. Now Dr.
Clark was using it at the University of Nebraska by 1895 with the work
later carried on by his successor, Dr. W. W. Hastings. Since there
are no other reports of such work at Nebraska, I assume it died out
with the departure from Nebraska of these two men.

When I arrived at Nebraska, 30 years later, and attempted to use a
schematograph forvsuch work with women (a later development which
was a far cry from an actual camera), there was such an uproar on
campus and in the community that it threatened to land me in jail.
Shaken from that experience, imagine my amazement years later when
I stumbled upon the catalog announcement quoted above.

In the summer of 1896 Anne Barr attended the Harvard Summer
School of Physical Education and came under Dr. Sargent's influence.
(When she studied at the Chautauqua Summer School of Gymivstics
in 1893, she met Jay Seaver, M.D., of Yale University who was alms,
ognized leader in work in anthropometry. But as yet Miss Barr, whose
earlier interest* in courses as a special student at Nebraska seemed to
be in the line of music, in all probabilities had not as yet studied anat-
omy.) Following Miss Barr's summer study of 1896, the next year's
catalog of 1896-97 announced that all women students "requiring

°special attention, and whose health will not permit)taking the general
class work, will be given special work under the direction of the in-
structor." One wonders where .Miss Barr got the idea of such work
since she did not have professional training other than a few weeks
course in the summer of 1893 at the Chautauqua Summer School
and this second summer course at Harvard in 1896. Dr. Clark must
have passed on his enthusiasm to her. and set her to studying on her
own, inspiring her summer study at Harvard.
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In the .spring of 1898, Miss Barr had a leave of absence (according

to the board of regents' minutes, from April 18, 1898 to September 1,

1898) to travel in Europe to visit and observe work in physical edu-

cation. These dates contradict the memories of both Dr. Clapp and
Mrs. Adelloyd Williams (an early graduate of the department and an
early assistant to Anne Barr). In October 1941 the National Association

of Physical Education for College Women published, as a Supplement

to the APEA's Research Quarterly, its Pioneer Women in Physical
Education. At my insistence it carried a biography of Anne Barr (since
1903 Mrs. R. G. Clapp) written by Miss Barr's former assistant,
Adelloyd Williams, in which Mrs. Williams stated:

she attended the Anderson Suhimer School of Gymnastics

at Chautauqua, New York, in the summer of 1894 [other records
give 1893]. In 1896 she entered the Sargent School of Gymnastics

at Cambridge, Massachusetts, attending a part of the winter term
and continued through the following summer ....

In the fall of 1897 she went to Sweden and spent the following

year in the Royal Central Gymnastic Institute in Stockholm ....
Here she did intensive wl k in corrective and Swedish gymnastics

She observed work in the Normal School in Copenhagen.

She spent several weeks in Berlin where ... she was permitted to
observe work there ....

During her year in Stockholm .... °

Mrs. Clapp had approved Mrs. Williams' biography in all details.
So imagine my surprise in 1945 shortly after Mrs. Clapp's death and
four years after the material was off press, to have Dr. Clapp inform
me that Mrs. Williams was wrong in writing that Anne Barr had been
in Europe during 1897-1898 instead of 189W-1899. He said she had
returned in the early summer of 1899 and had gone directly to the
Chautauqua Summer School of Gymnastics as a member of the staff as

a folk dance specialist..There Dr. Clapp first met Anne Barr. Although

he disagreed with Mrs. Williams on the, year Anne Barr travelled in
Europe, he, too, claimed tbat she had spent a full school year there
chiefly studying at the Royal Central Gymnastics Institute in Stock-

holm.

My August 1972 research into the-Mversity archives indicated that
Mrs. 'Williams and Dr. Clapp were in error not only as to dates but
also as to the length of time Anne Barr was absent .for European travel

and study. The full year turns into a'20-week trip (according to the
regents' minutes) which included travel in the United States to and
from ports, two ocean voyages and time spent in CopetWa'gen and
Berlin, leaving little time for study in Stockholm.
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Dr. Clapp told me, shortly after Mrs. Clapp's death, that his wife
had travelled in Europe under the guidance of Dr. and Mrs. Jay Sea-
ver. Whether she was theoonly person travelling with the Seavers or was
a member of a party of physical educators is pure conjecture; if the
latter, this trip may have been one of the earliest study-travel groups.

My research indicates that the Royal Central Gymnastics Institute
had no tuition charges for foreigners who were admitted to courses
only as auditors or observers, and that the school operated only from
September 15 to May 25.' Therefore,. at the most, Anne. Barr could
have olisesved work for less than a month since she didn't leave Lincoln
until April 18.

Later, other discrepancies in Anne Barr's biography came to light
but not until after she, Dr. Clapp and Mrs. Williams were all de-
ceased. Wishing to check on the exact dates of Anne Barr's attendance
at the Sargent School of. Gymnastics, mentioned in her biography,
and the courses she took there, I was astonished to learn from today's
Sargent College of Boston University (successor of the old Sargent
School) that no such person had ever matriculated there. However,
the registrar had checked with the archivist of Harvard College and
learned that Anne Barr of Lincoln, Nebraska was registered at the
Harvard Summer School of Gymnastics in 1896. Since the University
of Nebraska catalog recorded Anne Barr as also having studied ate.

the Anderson School of Gymnastics, 1 checked with Arnold College \
(today's successor of the Anderson School) to be informed that no one
by her name had ever registered there but that she may have attended
the Chautauqua Summer School directed by Anderson. So the univer-
sity catalogs that for several years listed Anne Barr as having studied
at both of these schools had been in error. But in her biography, Mrs.
Williams had named the Chautauqua School for 1893, not the Ander-
son School in New Haven.

In regard to Anne Barr's appointment on the staff of the Chautauqua
School for the summer of 1899, Dr. Clapp claimed that she came
there that summer directly from Euiope. The fact is she returned
home late August 1898 and reported .directly to the University of
Nebraska where she taught the year 1898-1899 before going to teach
at Chautauqua. (Many local newspaper records and registrar's reports
attest to her presence at the university throughout most of the school
year 1897-1898 and the full year 1898-1899.)

The errors indkated here in Mrs. Williams' biography of Mrs. Clapp
cannot be blamed on the author; they occurred because of the unavail-
ability of 1890 records at that time and Mrs. Clapp's seeming reluc-
tance to discuss the beginnings of the department.
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In September 1898 a "Special Course in Physical Education" was
inaugurated at the University of Nebraska. This was an academic
major leading to the bachelor's degree and a certificate in physical
education. Nebraska was the first state university to establish such a
major, although not the Erst.schoof of collegiate rating to do so.

It was George Wells Fitz, a physiologist, who started the ball rolling
for academic status for professional training in physical education when

in 1891 he established a department )afjanatomy, physiology, and phys-
ical training at Harvard College offering the first academic major in
physical education leading to the bachelor's degree. Two ye later,7)s

James F. Jones was the first graduate of this course. He w nt from
Harvard to Marietta College in Ohio as director of its gymnasium.°

In 1892 Thomas D. Wood, M.D., at Leland Stanford Jr. University,
established the second such academic major (the first in a coeduca-
tional private college) and in 1897 graduated its first student, Walter
Wells Davis of Maynard, Iowa, who went to IowaXollege in Grinnell

as director of physical training and later served from 1916 to 1942 as
supervisor of health and physical education for the Seattle, Washington

"schools. 8a

In September 1899, the first woman in America to take an academic
major in physical education, Stella Rose, graduate at Leland Stanford
Jr. University. A year later she returned to her m-.,,a later as a mem-
ber of the staff of physical education for r en.'

In June 1900, Alberta Spurck became the University of Nebraska's
first graduate with an academic major in physical education. After
graduation she studied at the Chautauqua Summer School before
going to a private girls' school in Seattle for her first year of teach-
ing, followed by an assistant professorship at the University of Wash-
ington where she helped establish the department of physical education
for women. A year later she married and, as was the custom in those
years, was immediately lost to the profession.'°

The story of the development of this branch of collegiate professional
trainingthe first at a private eastern men's college in 1891, the sec-

ond at a private western coed college in 1893, and the third at a mid-
west state university in 1898 in a span of seven yearsis an interesting

omistory of educational doors opening for w en as well as for men. The

Nebraska story is a strange tale of many year of search for the truth,
sorting out from actual records fact from fiction and false memories
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Alberia Spurfk. Nebraska 1900, first student to graduate from a state
iuniversity wA an academic major in physical education. (Courtesy of. .
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once the University of Nebraska established its archives and made
3 records available as it did in the late 1960s."

graduates of the physical education department at the Univer-
% (Nebraska and Dr. Clapp (in a letter to the board of regents

of February 21, 1905) both claimed that Anne Barr originated the
normal training course. The records, however, point quite definitely
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to Dr. Clark and Dr. Hastings as the prime movers in this educational
venture.

Immediately on coming to Nebraska in 1894, Dr. Clark set up a
certificate short course in teacher-training in physical education, and in
18% he offered a special summer teacher-trai4g course in physical
education for public school teachers. Many years of experience with
college faculties and their red tape attest to the fact that new major
courses are usually quite some time in the m ng -1-1bre they are
listed in school catalogs so that Dr. Clark, with his concern for offering
teacher-training courses, must have done all of the spadework for this
major in physical education leading to the bachelor's degree before he
left the university at the close of the 1896-1897 school year. His grad-
uate work and several years' teaching experience in professional train-
ing in physical education at the Springfield YMCA Training School
strongly point to him as the creator of the physical education major
rather than Miss Barr with her lack of a bachelor's degree and of
physical education professional training except for a few weeks for a
couple of summers. Dr. Clark was recognized as an innovator and was
a member of Phi Beta Kappa of Williams College," Nebraska Chan-
cellor Canfield's alma mater, which doubtless opened doors at Nebraska
for the acceptance of Dr. Clark's ideas. Dr. Hastings, who most cer-
tainly put the new major into action, held four degrees in addition
to being a graduate of the International YMCA Training School of
Springfield.

Although public announcement was made of the establishment of
the new academic major in the University Calendar of 1897-1848,
the major was not actually offered until September 1898. The June
1898 University Calendar reported that a new Special Collegiate Course
in Physical Education was to be offered by the university, the fourth
such course of specialization leading to a college degree. (The other
three were a teachers course, a law and journalism course, and a med-
ical course.) The catalog and class schedules listed Dr. Hastings as
the teacher of all the theory courses and Miss Barr as "assistant to
Dr. Hastings, the instructor." Miss Barr also was listed to teach pelvic
anatomy for women, Swedish gymnastics for women and the activity
classes for all women. The Special Physical Education Course called for
77 credit hours of specialization in related sciences which included for
theory: 10 credit hours each of chemistry, physics and zoology, 4 of
physiology, 2 each in hygiene and pedagogy, 33 in specialization in
physical education including 27 hours of theory(3 each in an-
thropometry, history and philosophy of physical education, kinesiology,
and physiology of exercise; 2 each in educational gymnastics, equipment
in physical education, methods, physical diagnosis, physical measure-
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ments, practice teaching, and prescription of exercises; 1 hour of
emergencies), and 6 credit hours of practical work, which meant
training in physical activities.

Although the professional course at Nebraska was designed for both
men and women, no positive records have come to light of men regis-
tering for the course in the earliest days other than Elmer Berry who,
when Dr. Hastings resigned in Decembei,1900, dropped the physical
education major at Nebraska but completed the work for the bachelor's
degree the following June. He then followed Dr. Hastings to Spring-
field to complete his professional training. Elmer Berry later became
recognized as a distinguished graduate of that school.

Alberta Spurck's graduation from the University of Nebraska as the
first person in a state university to earn a bachelor's degree with a
major in physical education passed unnoticed within' the profession
for 40 years until I learned of it most belatedly and brought the fact
to public notice." (However, because of my too ready acceptance of
memories of early graduates, I erroneously claimed her to be the first
person to earn a bachelor's degree with an academic major in physical
education instead of merely the first in a state university. It was 1969
before researchers brought to light the earlier graduates at Harvard
and Stanford, as mentioned earlier, and it was 1973 before Stanford's
first woman graduate of 1899 was publicly proclaimed to the profession
in one of my articles."

The year 1898-1899 was momentous for physical education for wom-
en at Nebraska in that Soldiers Memorial Hall (the west wing of
Grant Memorial Hall) was completed, greatly expanding facilities
and specifically offering the women facilities of their own. Now Anne
Barr was given the official title "Director of Women's Gymnasium."

After three and a half years at Nebraska, Dr. Hastings resigned
unexpectedly, December 31, 1900, to return to the Springfield YMCA
Training School on an emergency appointment, this time as a member
of the faculty there.I5 When the university was unable to find a replace-
ment for Dr. Hastings, Anne Barr carried on alone as acting head of
physical education for both men and women, being thereby promoted
from instructor to adjunct professor. Surely this must mark an Ameri-
can first in physical education in the college worlda woman head
of both men's and women's physical education at the turn of the cen-
tury (all of the calendar year 1901 and first half of 1902).
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Dr. Hastings was still teaching at the Springfield school in 1909
and 1910, where he was publishing the magazine Hygiene to which we

students at the Boston Normal School of Gymnastics were ordered to
subscribe, so that his name was familiar to us students. The magazine
died shortly thereafter when he left Springfield to enter the ministry,
thus becoming lost to the profession.

***

When in 1899 Anne Barr became a member of the staff of the
Chautauqua Summer' School of Physical Education, aspecializing in

the teaching of Swedish folk dancing, she met another new staffer,
Raymond Gustavus Clapp, who was the track and field coach. A recent
Yale graduate and star pole vaulter, Dr. Clapp had become a well-
known track record holder for some athletic club in the East and had
started medical studies at the Keokuk (Iowa) Medical School." Elected
to succeed Dr. Hastings at Nebraska when he completed his medical
studies, Dr. Clapp came to Nebraska in September 1902 with the rank
of full professor, a recognition not granted to his predecessori..

The following summer, Dr. Clapp and Anne Barr were married and
as the early graduates of the professional course at Nebraska put it,
he also married the department of physical education for women be-
Cause from then on a unique liaison developed between the men's
and women's physical education departments that was to persist until
I arrived there 21 years later. In 1902 he took over completely the
major. in physical education and Anne Barr, now Mrs. R. G. Clapp,
continued as "head of women's gymnasium" under his directorship
until 1908. Evidently controversy soon arose among some of the state's
taxpayers over the university's employing two persons from the same
family, enough controversy that' apparently the subject was broached
to Dr. Clapp, who replied in a letter of February 21, 1905, to the
'board of regenti:

I believe the question arising as it does in the Physical Educa-
tion Department should be considered differently from the general
policy, because in this department questions of a delicate nature
regarding the health of young men and women in the University
are constantly arising and therefore make it very desirable for the
directors of these two departments to be man and wife. At the Uni-
versity of California this arrangement has been in vogue for some
time and is considered the ideal system. Ohio University quite re-
cently engaged a man and wife to direct the joint work for this rea-

son.r'
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The regents' reply is not on record but it was shortly determined
that Mrs. Clapp would give up her position and that it would be of-
fered to another woman.

The salary budget was finally determined by June with Mrs. Clapp
listed at $600 compared to $1,000 she had been receiving for the year
1904-1905. So apparently she had been retained but, presumably to
appease some of the critics, only for part-time.

\ 41

In 1908 Mrs. Clapp resigned; succeeded as "Director of the Wom-
en's Gymnasium" by Alice Towne, a 1905 Nebraska graduate who had
stayed on for two years as an instructor under Mrs. Clapp and for
the third year travelled in Europe, visiting physical education schools
and auditing some work at Stockholm's Royal Central Gymnastic Insti-
tute. Under the overall directorship of Dr. Clapp, she gave promise of
leading the department'to a wider program by bringing in fresh ideas
from the outside world but after only one year in the position she re-
signed to be married.

From 1909 until 1924, according to reports from several graduates,
the department remained at a standstill for 10 or 11 years and then for
the next 4 years sadly deteriorated because of too much inbreeding
(practically all the staff were Nebraska trained) and domination by. Dr.
Clapp.

The years following Anne Barr Clapp's resignation were turbulent with
a succession of women directors all under the doctor's thumb and un-
able to advance any new ideas. In 16 years, 1908 to 1924, there were
six different women as "Head of the Women's Gymnasium." The sec-
ond was Ina Gittings, a Nebraska graduate of 1906, who after five
stormy years (1909-1914) went on leave of absence for one year, to
step back into the head position for two more years, serving in such
a troubled atmosphere that she finally resigned in 1917.

The third Head of Women's Gymnasium was Bessie Park, a grad-
uate of the New York State Teachers College, Cortland and the New
Haven Normal School of Gymnastics. She brought to the program Ger-
man gymnastics and esthetic dancing, both taught for many years else-
where in the country. Having been Miss Gittings' assistant for one
year, she served as head of women's work while Miss Gittings was on
leave of absence, 1914-1915. Miss Park, at the close of that year, re-
turned to her alma mater in Cortland where she taught until her re-
tirement.
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The fourth head, Marion Young, was also a graduate of the New

Haven Normal School of Gymnastics. She remained less than a school
year, having angered Dr. Clapp, who fired her in April 1918, supposedly
for backing a young teacher (Jessie Beghtol Lee, a Nebraska graduate
and sister of a prominent attorney in Lincoln) who was fired for trying to
organize a Women's Athletic Association againgt Dr. Clapp's wishes.
The board of regents ignored the firings, accepting instead the resig-
nations of the two, the young instructor's to take effect "at once,- the
head of the department's in May, the latter presumably to permit time

to find someone to take over in the emergency.

To fill the position, Mrs. Clapp was prevailed upon to return to her
old position on a part-time basis. She stayed for two years while the
authorities searched for a new director.

By the end of World War I the professional training work in physical
education at Nebraska had deteriorated so seriously that the profession
did not even recognize its existence. When in the late 1910s the Ameri-
can Physical Education Association made a survey of schools Offering
such training, the University of Nebraska was not included."

In 1920, the year the survey results were announced, the position was
finally given to one of the department graduates who had previously
served on the staff in a lesser position. But she was granted only the
title of acting director. She meekly got along with Dr. Clapp as best
she could and the search for a director now bogged down for the next
four years until the women students declared war on the drifting situa-

tion.

All these years Dr. Clapp (so the stories from graduates go) kept a
firm grip on the women's department, brooking no suggestions from

women teachers and sternly disciplining any of them who questioned
his decisions or procedures." And for the last four years in particular
the department deteriorated with 100 percent inbreeding within the
staff. Apparently there was much uncertainty as to just what Dr. Clapp's
authority covered. His title was under constant change, no doubt each
change representing some fresh argument and yet another effort to
define more clearly just how far his authority over the women stretched.2°

In 1920, Frederick Luehring accepted the position at Nebraska as
director of physical education and, athletics, but apparently only reluc-

tantly, for after a visit to the campus he wrote the chancellor and re-
gents a long letter enumerating the many things' wrong with the depart-
ment and advising changes and additions. He urged that the work for
both men and women be updated and that the needs of the men and
women be provided impartially. He pointed out the need for improve-
ment in the physical and medical examinations as paramount and
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called for the e tablishment of a university infirmary. He called for a
course in fund entails of physical education for all students as quickly
as possible and, stated that since 70 colleges and universities and hun-
dreds of high schools had swimming pools, Nebraska could no longer
neglect the need for such a facility. He called for an intramural pro-
gram for all students, requiring at once at least 10 baseball diamonds,
4 soccer fields, 50 tennis courts, and 10 volleyball courts. In regard to
professional training, he wrote:

Nebraska, I understand, has developed the first Normal Course
iW#Physical Education and Athletics in a state university. This is
a fact to be proud of .... The work should (now) be greatly ex-
panded."

He also called for a, full-time phySician to be head of physical and
medical examinations with Dr. Clapp to serve as the assistant rather
than head of that wort. He pointed out the need to hire a head of
men's intramurals at once. To this lengthy epistle the chancellor re-
plied, in part:

You will come to Nebraska with united support and backing
from everyone .... In so far as we can cause the donors and tax-
payers of the state of Nebraska to catch our visions, these visions
will become a reality."

In light of this exchange of letters, the events of the next four years
take on new meaning.

Mr. Leuhring stayed in Nebraska from 1920 1922, stirring things
up and awakening the department. Dr. Clapp, hgwever, protected his
domain as head of professional, training in physical education for both
men and women. When Mr. Leuhring left, things appatintly reverted
to the old status quo routine.

Succeeding Mr. Luehring was Fred Dawson who came from Prince-
ton University as head football coach and director of all physical. edu-
cation and athletics.

Twenty-four years after the: graduation of its first major in physical
education, in June 1900, 111 young women and a few young me.
received their college degrees at Nebraska with the major in physical
education.

Whatever prestige the department of physical education had acquired,
by the 1920s it had drifted into professional anonymity to the despair
particularly of its women students. Finally in the class of 1925 there
were many women students who, joined by a group of juniors, actually
waged battle to force the administration to bring in a new head of
physical education for women, one from the outside world who had
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received professional training at a school of prestige and who would be
given authority to break the tiew that for so iiiany years had bound the
women's professional training wotk in physical education to a man
director who, according to the women students, was unqualified and
inadequate. The chancellor and regents listened to their demands.
had been chosen for the po§ition and now it was up to me to carry on.
Knowing nothing of this department's history, since it had successfully'
"hidden its light under a bushel," I had accepted the challenge, well
aware, however, that there were going to be many tough thorns in this
rose garden.

Mary Wheeler, my very efficient assistant at Beloit College," had hap-
pily accepted the instructorship I wis able to offer her at Nebraska.
Well that she did, for the staff I inherited was entirely too small for
the work to be done, with most of them (five out of seven) being on
part-time duty only, and the total time of the five scarcely equalling
one full-time assignment as I interpreted full-time. Even with Mary
Wheeler and myself both full-time, the staff was still too small for the
university enrollment, but I was determined that we would nevertheless
do as good a job as possible, and in the meantime would work toward
a larger and better trained staff, and most c r ainly for none but full-
time teachers insofar as possible.

For the past several years the physical education classes for women
at Nebraska had been about 90 to 120 pupils per section, thus reducing
the number of teaching hours. All work in the department ran from
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday and Friday only. At all other
times everything was locked up and all teachers unavailable. Not one
stayed to help with late after-school sports which the WAA girls ran on
:heir own, furnishing their own sports equipment since, for service
classes, the department was teaching nothing,but gymnastics and there-
fore owned no sports equipment.

The teachers offered no scheduled conference hours for students,
held no staff meetings, and apparently made no efforts to get together
to coordinate department work. In fact, when I discovered that Mary
and I were the only ones to report for work on Tuesdays and Thursdays
(not to mention'Saturdays), I immediately called for staff meetings on
those two days and was informed by the other staff members that I
need not expect them to attend since they had been hired solely to
teach the classes scheduled on Monday, Wednesday and`Friday. How-
ever I posted notice that the staff would meet every Tuesday and Thursday
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morning in my office to plan the reorganization of the departmental
work and whoever desired to participate in these plans should make
every effort to come. This brought out some of them now and then
but usually with much grumbling. As a rule, Mary and I held the staff
meetings alone, and when it came time to make out class schedules
for second semester we rejoiced to be alone for without hindrance we

`put in classes for all five days of the week, filling all five days with
crass sections and limiting enrollment in all sections drastically. This of
course Meant more teaching hours for the entire staff, and I all but
had a riot on my hands.

The only courses that had been offered for the past several years by
the department .to the credit classes required of all university under-
classmen were twoSwedish gymnastics, all nine months for the fresh-
men, and German gymnastics; all nine months for the sophomores

'no sports, no rhythms, no outdoorclasses. There was elective classwork
in esthetic dancing offered to upperclass women, mostly fine arts stu-
dents and P.E. Majors, taught by a faculty member's wife who had a
private dance studio in town and came to campus for this one class.
Since she had been taught dancing by excellent teachers in the United
States and in England she was well prepared, but she knew nothing of
physical education. However she was deeply interested in her classwork
and thoroughly competent.

Gradually I was able to build a staff of full-time teachers and of
persons trained in the finest schools in the country, opening the doors
to some fresh breezes from other parts of the educational world. These
new teachers gave the department vigor and life, new perspectives. By
the end of the 1920s I had a staff of nine full-time teachers and was
able to reduce the service classes to around 30 pupils per section com-
pared to as many as 120 in 1924.

Gradieally, too, I managed to get control of the majors' theory courses,
but for the first two years at the expense of a terrific teaching load
for myself and Mary Wheeler. In addition to administrative work and
WAA after-school sports, Mary and I worked five days a week, 8 a.m.
to 6 p.m. and on Saturdays from 8 a.m. to 2. and 3 p.m. and were
frequently back on Sundays to clear out office work and keep things
moving properly until Lcould have a full staff of competent and will-
ing workers, including an office girl.

Once I got things completely in my own hands and had a good staff,
the physical examinations (that before my coming had taken up all
class hours all fall even at times almost up to Thanksgiving vacation)
were completed in two weeks and we quickly had the girls out for field
hockey or tennis all the rest of the wonderful weeks of autumn.
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The costumes the students at Nebraska were wearing for physical
education work in the early 1920s were unbelievably old-fashionedthe
sort that had already, been old-fashioned when I started my teaching
career 15 years earlier. Apparently no one had cared enough to order a
new style. Many suits were so worn out that it was obvious they had
been handed down for years. Some were so old that they were faded
and greenish black with age. At best, the suits more recently manu-
factured were also hopelessly out of style and the students intensely
disliked them. No wonder the girls hated gym classes as in large num-
bers they claimed they did. This had to be remedied quickly. As soon
as possible I contacted the firm that made these odd costumes, asking
that their representative come with up-to-date samples. When he ar-
rived I learned that no other school used the old-fashioned suit still
worn at Nebraska. This firm served schools nationwide and the Neb-
raska order had to be made up as a special lone item much to the
amusement and annoyance of the entire firm, but since they had been
unable to interest earlier directors to take the time to decide on a new
style they quietly filled the old order, year by year, and were careful
not to let any other firms know they were still making this old style
suit for this one school. They were, happy about discarding the old
style. (It was the delighted salesman who jokingly started the saying
among other salesmen of professional books, equipment and costumes,
"I am going to Lincoln to see Lee in Grant." This quip persisted
throughout my directorship at Nebraska.)

Bloomers with middy blouses had been the preferred style for the
past 15 years everywhere else, but at Nebraska only the girls who came
out for after-school WAA sports had adopted this style on their own.
The new suits (odd looking today but selected by students as well

as staff), consisted of a pair of soft black flannel (not stiff serge) skimp
bloomers with practically no knee hangover, worn with a white cotton
shirt-style blouse, and black ribbed cotton hose and white canvas sneakers.
Silk hose had by now become common for street wear by the affluent
and greatly desired even by many who could not afford them. We ruled
that silk hose were not to be worn with gymnasium suits, since they
were expensive. Silk hose never did become an acceptable feature of a
gymnastics costume, for by the time the social scene had changed to
accepting them for all-round everyday wear, gymnastic costumes called
for bare legs and ankle socks!

Through the years students had built up a great dislike for the old-
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time Swedish and German gymnastics, so we eliminated these activi-
ties. However old-fashioned the physical education program for women
was in the early 1920s at the University of Nebraska, Indian Club
swinging and dumbbell exercises had at least been discarded even
though some programs elsewhere still clung to them. As late as 1913,
according to a program for the Ninth Annual Gymnastic Exhibition at
the University Armory, the men were still having barbell and dumbbell
drills and the women wand drills.

In keeping with a search for change, the college women of America
were taking a great fancy to the Danish gymnastics of Nils Bukh who
had toured the country in the mid-twenties with a group of his stu-
dents, exhibiting the gymnastics he taught at his school in 011erup.
Several American college women physical directors who had taken his
summer course in Denmark had introduced his gymnastics into their
promms. In my third year at Nebraska I hired on my staff a young
Swedish teacher who had come to America with Bukh on his first tour
and had remained here to teach. After a season or two at the Univer-
sity of Illinois, she came to Nebraska and introduced Bukh's work.
As this form of gymnastics stressed flexibility and was of a marked
swinging, rhythmical nature, the girls took to it at once. Gymnastics
now became so popular that one of my new staff members, Miriam
Wagner, a graduate of Beloit and Wellesley, went to 011erup to study
under Bukh, so that shortly we had two staff members trained to offer
this work. But we could not drop the old forms of gymnastics com-
pletely until the old staff members were weeded out, for apparently
these were the only activities they were prepared to teach.

My immediate personal concern was for corrective gymnastics for
students with unusually poor postures and/or with need for restriction
in their exercise programs. All my teaching years I had been offering
such work. At Nebraska I soon discovered that correctives, at least by
name, were nothing new. (As I learned later they had been available
off and on in some form from the days of Anne Barr's and Alice Towne's
visitations in the late 1890s and early 1900s of work at the Royal Cen-
tral Gymnastics Institute in Stockholm, where medical gymnastics were
in high favor. But with both of them gone it had been mostly "off"
from what I could learn.) What I found going on in the mid-twenties
in the name of correctives was a sad imitation of what such work
should be. Fortunately, very few students were registered for the course
since it soon became evident that a large percentage of underclass
women, supposedly physically unfit, had been granted "reprieves" from
the departmental requirement by the acting director of physical educa-
tion "to cut down on enrollment" as one staff member informed me.
Evidently the few enrolled in correctives really desired such work or
they, too, would have been given reprieves.
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To get correctives offered to a college woman needing special atten-
tion for her own particular physical developmental needs I had to edu-
cate the University Health Service as to my own definition, aims and
objectives of correctives and to explain to those skeptics what we were
prepared to do for special cases of varying disabilities if only they would

support us and get these students to us instead of demanding that be-
cause they were not physically fit they should be excused from work in
physical education. This concern for the physically inadequate caused a
great uproar in certain parts of the campus, with most disapproving
of my philosophy of what physical education was for. However, there
were a few who applauded 'our stand.

Dancing (heretofore offered in the form of interpretive dance to the
majors and fine arts students and a few upperclass girls who wished
to take it as an elective beyond the first two years' requirement in physi-
cal education) we now offered to all students, in the form of folk, tap
(as clogging was now being called), and interpretive dancing. For the
last we leaned decidedly upon pupils of Margaret H'Doubler of the
University of Wisconsin. Shortly I was able to bring one of her finest
students, Dorothy Simpson, to the staff who introduced this form, of
dance to the university and in 1926 established the dance group, Or-
chesis, a chapter of the original Orchesis born earlier at the University
of Wisconsin. Although there had been a dance club in the department
at the university in the late 1910s and early 1920s, this was not a mod-
ern dance club as one graduate thesis asserts, since the term modern
dell'ce,did not come into use until the late 1920s and early 1930s. It
had died out so completely that it was unknown to both students and
staff by 1926, so that this venture of Miss Simpson's was in no way a
revival of the earlier efforts. The girls loved this new form of dancci
thus ringing the death knell for the old' esthetic dance which had ifir
heyday in the 1890s and early 1900s and had hung on too long at
Nebraska..

The evening before Ivy Day, 1929, Orchesis presented on campus
a three-part recital of Miscellany, Lake Spirits (a tribute to Lorado
Taft's monument The Great Lakes then but recently unveiled in Chi-
cago), and the Nibelungen Ring. Wilbur Chenowith, a rising young
musician of Lincoln, had arranged the music for the last two parts,

a small 'orchestra of piano, violin, cello, cornet and tympani.
It was an ambitious program for amateurs and for our young; new
dance iyfCuctor,Beatrice Richardson, who was a pupil of Miss
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H'Doubler. She had succeeded Dorothy Simpson is head of dance.
In just five years our department had made 4 definite and cecognized
contribution to culture on the campus. .

,

With great enthusiasm, the women responded to our early announce-
ment that sports were to have a big place in the physical education
classwork. We offered a variety of both team and individual sport's ,

for the girls to choose from and they were so intrigued with field hoc-4:2`,
key, a novelty to the campus in 1924, that we made it a fall require-
ment for all freshmen taking regular -work.

When I first arrived, students and staff both insisted that this game
had never been played at Nebraska. I was most unbelieving for as a
college freshman I had played field hockey in Iowa 20 year's earlier/ and
it had been popular there all the years since. How could Nebraska
have missed this fascinating game? After 50 years of "off and on"
research into department history I have unearthed the facts as best
I can! According to Margaret Kiefer, a '1914 graduate of the depart-
ment (who as Mrs. Joel McLafferty of Lineoln became Nebraska's'
Mother of the Year in 1959), as early as the fall of 1910 Ina Gittings,
then head of women's physical education, introduced the game to
Nebraska which lasted through 1913. Then it died out for a couple of
years until Dorothy Baldwin came to the staff from the outside, world
in 1915 and revived it. With her departure two years later it died'
again, not to be revived until I came in 1924.

- The Women's Athletic Association, established in 1917, had a mem-
bership in 1924 of mostly physical education majors. Thii group was
crying for help and Mary Wheeler took over the sponsorship. She
attended all their practices and games, and 1er Office and all facilities,
were open to them. For the more strenuous m- sports, 'Mary-inter-
ested the girls in a regime of healthful living. With much enthusiasm
they entered upon a schedule of three regUlar meals ,a day, not eating
between meals, no coffee, and in bed by 11, p.m. on weeknights. "No
smoking" would certainly have been on the schedule had it not been
that as yet it was,unthinkable for any college ,girl other than a rare
"far outer" to do such a socially unacceptable thing.

One of our first moves was to open the organization to all women
students and to offer a varied sports prcigranito interest a great variety.
of students. We also urged giving up the custom of spending money
on awards to individuals, such as medals, bracelets, loving cups, and
expensive college N blankets and N sweaters, and urged stopping pay-
ment for meals at downtown hotels' for executive committee and board
meetings, as attested to in WAA minutes of earlier years. Instead we
suggested that money be spent on sports supplies and equipment. for
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all to use and on continuing to send delegates to the Athletic Con-
ference of American College Women athletic conferences.

There was one big fly in the ointment. Mary Wheeler and I had
become a bitter disappointment to the English teacher on the faculty
who, at the turn of the century, had put on an ambitious women's
intercollegiate basketball program at Nebraska and had assumed that
we would revive her program and lead the university into another so-
called golden era of women's athletics. When she learned that we
would not be following in her footsteps but instead would promote
sports for all women, she roundly denounced us on campus.

But the girls were delighted with this new form of organization and
in the spring, under Mary Wheeler's tutelage, they printed a booklet
in blue and gold containing the story of the Nebraska WAA reorgani-
zation, copies of the Athletic Conference constitutions of both the
ACACW and the new Nebraska WAA, and the local program for the
coming year. As a surprise, they dedicated the booklet to me:

To Mabel Lee

Director of Physical Education for Women of the University of
Nebraska, who stands as our living ideal of a sportswoman, do
we lovingly dedicate this Constitution of the Women's Athletic
Association

Their pleasure over the booklet touched me deeply. In fact they were
so pleased with the venture that they printed an extra supply and when
their delegate went to the spring convention of ACACW at the Uni-
versity of Illinois, she took along enough copies to present one to each
delegate.

The minute the booklet was off press, the officers ran to my office to
present me the first copy and then dashed to the English professor's
office to give her the second one, evidently unaware of her displeasure
with Mary Wheeler and me.

She took the booklet, read the dedication to me out loud with much
sarcasm, and to the amazement of the girls, threw the booklet down
on her desk in disgust exclaiming, "Sissy! Just a sissy!" For a split
second there was dead silence. Then she picked up the booklet again
and turned to the next page on which the officers of WAA had re-
corded their beliefs about sports for women which ended with "We play
for the fun of the game." Reading that entire statement too, out loud,
with a second burst of disgust she threw the booklet down once more
exclaiming: "Sissies! All sissies! Bah!"

With deep dismay, also deeply hurt, the girls ran back to my office
to report this incident. I calmed them down as best I could but was
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secretly delighted to sense their unshaken loyalty to Mary and me and
our philosophy of sports. The English professor, recognized locally as
the great sports woman of the day, never forgave me.

Not to be deterred in our dream of helping the high school girls
of Nebraska find an opportunity to engage in wholesome sports open
to all, Mary and I set about in 1925 to organize a Nebraska State
League of High School Girls Athletic Associations. At first we en-
countered much resistance from the state high schools superintendents
in their false suppositions}kgrwe were trying to get interscholastic
sports for girls underway iC imitation of a Girls Athletic Union in Iowa
which was receiving 'considerable attention from the press. We calmed
the superintendents and they gave us their support and the plans fin-
ally did go through. After several years, the organization, like so many
others, fell victim to the exigencies of the Depresiion.

Of all parts of the departmental program, the professional raining
of women majoring in physical education preser4edthe greatest chal-
lenge to me, and the greatest difficulty was th4 t Clapp ,vas un-
willing to relinquish his over 20-year direction Iftliough this was the
very thing the women were protesting most. I hdire never been able to
understand why, in face of the uprising of the women students de-
manding a change, the chancellor and board of regents hesitated to
relieve him officially of his control although they gave me a mandate
to reorganize and rebuild the program from the ground up and to have
complete control albeit as quietly and patiently as possible, while they
would maneuver to edge him out. As I understood it, he was to be
gently yet determinedly crowded out in such a way that he would ask
to be relieved from this work, but they evidently misjudged his deter-
mination to keep everything in the old mold.

There never was any question about the work for the few men taking
the physical education major. Apparently they, `too, were satisfied with
the status quo, and it was only the women who were to be freed from
Dr. Clapp's direction.

Since the turn of the century there hac,been a steady growth in
the number of collegiate institutions offering prOfessional training in
physical education. Now in the late twenties, according to a report
from the U.S. Bureau of Education," there: were 20 state universities
and 93 other colleges and universities offering four -year curricula in
physical education leading to a degree and 29 private non-collegiate
schools and 44 state teachers colleges offering such specialization
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but without degree. At last I was becoming part of that teacher-train-
ing world. I was to find in it the greatest satisfactions of all my teach-

ing career.

If I had found midwest girls quite different from eastern girls, Iowa
girls quite 'different from Oregon girls, the general run of Coe girls
quite different from Beloit girls, here in my new home I found Nebras-
kans a new sort of people with whom to deal. Never before had I en-
countered 'so many snobs, so many people with chips on their shoul-
ers, or so many special-privilege seekers; yet on the other hand never
ad I encountered a more wonderful group of dedicated earnest young

women seeking an education than the group of girls at the University
of Nebraska who, against great odds, were trying to earn a college
degree with a piajor in physical education, and as things were going
in the 1920s bn the Nebraska campus, finding it rough going. The
physical education majors of the classes of 1925, 1926 and 1927 wel-
comed me wholeheartedly and were ever after my loyal supporters. To
them I was their redeemer. To me they were my one big reason for
sticking it out in my first years at Nebraska, standing for the many
unpleasantnesses handed to me from many different directions just
because I couldn't bear even to consider deserting these fine young
women until I had straightened things out for them.

It was my task now to bring this major for the women up-to-date,
which meant building anew from the ground up. It was a challenge
that appealed to the great-great-granddaughter of a circuit-riding
preacher, but little did she dream of the difficulties awaiting her.

The curriculum itself needed immediate overhauling and updating
and the enrollment of those women majoring in the department needed
drastic housecleaning. This major course had become a dumping
ground. for other departments to get rid of undesirables and for girls
who liked physical activity but hated to study and thought that by
donning a gym suit and romping about for four years they could easily
pick up a degree. Fortunately many serious and studious young women
were preparing to enter the profession, but were handicapped by an in-

adequate curriculum, poor teaching, and by being held back by ir-
responsible students who cluttered up the classes.

One thing working in our favor was that the athletic department
was only too glad to help us separate the men's and women's profes-

sional training courses. For many years it had been the easy way out
for the football coaches to have their star players who chanced (as
some did at times) to be backward in their studies register as physical
education majorswith the assurance that these poor or lazy students
would at least come out of their physical education courses with good
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grades. Apparently there had been no worries about their flunking
courses and thus being ineligible to play football now and then. The
easygoing man director of the professional training course let them
"pull the wool" over his eyes for it was generally known that anyone,
as long as he was still breathing, whether he did the classwork or not,
could expect at least an average grade in any subject in the department
for which he was registered.

This pretense at being a bona tide student and keeping up in studies
was promptly challenged by me and my new staff. After issuing a
series of flunks to the football "greats" who were not doing passing
classwork, a great hue and cry went up from the coaches, resulting
in their insistence that separate sections be set up for all courses in
our department taken by both men and women, so that the men would
take all their theory physical education class work from the doctor,
leaving the women students to us serious-minded women teachers.
This suited us tine.

Having a group of men begging to be separated from us women
helped our cause. Once separated, it was not difficult to get chemistry,
physics and a foreign language added to the four-year physical edu-
cation course for women, and to revamp the old courses, add several
new ones, and drop a few antiquated courses.

As I looked over the records of courses taken by each major, I was
filled with dismay over the large number who had taken junior and
senior courses in their earlier years without the prerequisites, and at
the many juniors and seniors taking sophomore work. It was slipshod
advising all along the four-year course and I was shocked. Apparently
there had been no supervision of the registrations of these students
for the past several years, also no weeding out of undesirables and the
inadequate. These things I tackled as rapidly as possible. And I must
have had success for within three years, students elsewhere, hearing of
our improved course, were transferring from colleges in neighboring
states to take work under my direction.

The professional-training students who were left after a rigorous
screening process (which turned out to be difficult to apply in a state
school where the children of all citizens were to be given a chance
regardless of scholastic aptitude) were a fine group of young women.
The seniors of my first year were the ones who had, for the most part,
borne the brunt f the demands for a new director and a complete
departmental reor nization, and looking upon me as their chosen one,
I was accepted who heartedly, given a royal welcome and their con-
stant, devoteg backing. Never have I forgotten them although I was
on campus tillk one year with them and never had any of them in a
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class. But in reality I had them in several coursesinformal, unofficial,
unregistered classeswhen they would ask me td'go for a picnic supper
to one of the few picnic spots available (Lincoln did not have the sev-
eral parks it now has). There, seated about the sorry little bonfire w
could stir up from a meager supply of wo(A,- the' gifts asked me
I would have covered and what bookti'Would have had the study

if I had taught them this and thaptoutse. They ,knew t coursesf,--

had been inadequate and being, wittier students, drank i all the' help
I could give them in this str3Age,way. My helping the inAheir grop-
ing for knowledge bound u, ettigetWer, and we have been close all thesebound

A few of the senio (*hat first year still keep in touch.

From the very first day at Nebraska I quickly came to see that these
major students were going to be my joy. And so it was! On many an
occasion when the going was rough, when other faculty members, at
times even some of my own staff, became almost impossible to work
with, it was these students' loyalty and faith that kept me on an even
keel and would not let me desert them despite tempting offers of
positions elsewhere. They became my pride, my joy in my work. Now

I came to appreciate the statement of the essayist Benson from his
own college teaching experiences:

... it is better to stimulate than to correct, to fortify rather
than to punish, to help rather than to blame.

Yes, I saw that my task with majors in particular was indeed one of
stimulating, fortifying and helping. And it started with these seniors

with whom I was to have so"little time to work, so little opportunity
in contact. Eager for help, they made opportunities for brief

s and, long chats wherever possible. In fact they about
.to\death. Never have I torgotten how my all too-weak flesh

would moan on those days of my first year at Nebraska when I had
been sorely tried by the foot-dragging staff and these girls would turn
up at the end of the day armed with picnic supplies and dressed in
knickers, blithely announcing they were taking me "out for supper and
some talking" and I, so weary, couldn't see how I could walk the long
distance I knew such an invitation meant, and yet I hadn't the heart
to disappoint them. So I would set aside my worries and reluctance
and make myself go.

It was unthinkable for a student to have a car in those days and
streetcars didn't run to picnic spots, so we walked. Evening after
evening I walked with those girls, from the downtown campus out
south to Pen Woods (the woods by the penitentiary) and back, the
round trip at least 8 to 10 miles, or out east 0 street to the edge of
town, about the same distance. I always returned renewed in spirit,
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the walk doing me much physical good, and the companionship with
those eager girls renewing my courage to tackle the ne*t day's many
unpleasantries that were sure to be awaiting me in this strange new
position full of controversy at every turn. These were the "walkingest"
and "talkingest" students I ever encounteredfull as they were of
challenges about everything. And the nicest thing about them was that
they all clung together in a group, some sorority girls, some not, but no
crushes with two here and two there shutting others out of friendship.

With the help of these girls and the equally loyal juniors I got a
Physical Education Club organized to fill the many gaps in their edu-
cation. I tackled' first of all with this club the many complaints that
trickled into my office about some of the majors which put our pro-
fession in a bad light on campus. For instance, many professors ob-
jected to our girls reporting to their classes in gymnasium suits, as
some had been doing for the past several years. I disapproved of this
heartily as did many other faculty members, so I enlisted these seniors
to help me stop this practice of those girls who were too lazy to change
into street dress if they were going to another building. There was
much grumbling at first from some, but with senior student opinion
backing up my own views, such bad manners soon became a thing
of the past. But through the years I have smiled at the memory of how
outraged an old bachelor professor was to have a girl come to his class
in bloomers. He informed me that he would hold me personally re-
sponsible for such unladylike behavior if the practice continued. I

got it stopped quickly, however not without unhappy glares from a few
students.

Chancellor Avery, true to his promise when I finally accepted the
position, did give me his 100 percent backing but the board of regents
kept dragging its feet on giving me official recognition free of Dr.
Clapp's dictatorship. With the coliseum to be completed in early sum-
mer of 1926, staff members of all departments and groups formerly
housed in Grant Memorial, except those of the department of physical
education for women, were informed that they were to be moved out
as quickly as pOssible to prepare that building for a woman's gym-
nasium. Each had been given orders to pack all personal, departmental
and group belongings ready for moving before leaving town for the
summer. All obeyed these orders meticulously except Dr. Clapp who,
the day after commencement, merely walked out his office door, drop-
ping the key in his pocket and leaving at once for Estes Park, Colo-
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rado. His old office was to be my new office, and when the cleanup,
painting, and moving crews got to that room, they found that Dr.
Clapp had packed nothing, had not even i..mptied his desk, but had
left a note that he and the department of physical education for men
were not moving into the coliseum along with all the other men's
groups and the athletic department and to "leave his office alone."

A call to the chancellor by the head of buildings and grounds re-
sulted in orders from the chancellor to get the university trucks over
to Grant Memorial. Hall at once and to pack all of Dr. Clapp's office
things and the men's equipment and supplies as best they could and
take them to the coliseum. Having packed all of,,my,things to be moved
to Dr. Clapp's old office as soon as it was done c&er, I had left town
so Vhat I knew nothing of Dr. Clapp's actions and announcement.
Imagine my surprise on the opening day in the fall when Dr. Clapp
returned to his old office only to find that his keys no longerworked
and to find me enthroned in his freshly done over office. He angrily
demanded to know where his things were and how dared I take over
his office in his absence. Amazed at his amazement to find things
changed, all I could do was meekly insist that I knew nothing of how
his things got moved and suggested that he see the chancellor, at which
he stormily headed for the administration building. This was one thing
of which I was innocent. He did not return to Grant Hall. The old
building had been entirely done over for the women's exclusive use,
From then on things began to calm down a bit. However, in the end
I did not achieve freedom from his constant efforts to block my plans
on practically every move until after Chancellor Avery had given up the
chancellorship after over 20 years in that position to return to his
chemistry teaching.

When Dr. Edgar Burnett, dean of the Agriculture College, succeeded

Dr. Avery in the chancellorship in 1927, and the board of regents was
still dragging its feet as to my official standing, my heart sank for I
feared I might not have the loyal backing of the new chancellor.

On several occasions in my first three years at Nebraska, when. Dr.
Clapp was seriously holding up my work, I had turned to-chancellor
Avery for help, and he had called Dr. Clapp and me to his office to-
gether in hopes that perhaps with our united efforts we might persuade
the Doctor to hand the reins for the women's work over to me willingly.
But all efforts failed. With a new chancellor I did not know whether I
could depend upon such backing and began wondering if I should
give serious thought to some of the offers for new positions that were
coming my way. But always I felt I could not abandon these wonder-
fully tine young women at the University of Nebraska until this prob-
lem' was 'resolved. For Chancellor Barrages first year, I felt it wise to
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suffer things alone, but in his second year, my fifth one at Nebraska,
I felt things should drift no longer. The situation had to be settled
or I would have to resign. So one day when the registrar's office and
the Course of Study Committee both refused to accept reports, records
and recommendations concerning professional training work for women
with my signature, saying that Dr. Clapp was recognized head
of all such work for women, I went at once to ncellor Burnett
the first test for his decision as to which one of us e would support.

With the door now open to him on this topic I at last had my first
opportunity to tell him the story of my appointment and assurances
that I was to be head of all physic;I education work for women, tea-
cher-training as well as the service ourses for the general women stu-
dents and that now into my fifth year Dr. Clapp was still refusing
to let go of the teacher-training work and was getting the support
of important persons wbo could block my work. I urged him to go to
Dr. Avery for verification of my story. Whether he followed this sug-
gestion I never knew.

One-day shortly after this conference the chancellor called me to
his office and informed me that I was indeed head over all work in
physical education for women and that he would immediately notify
all necessary authorities, through letters of verification, that such was
the case. But first he wished to put through telephone calls to this
effect in my presence to various deans, the registrar and other officials
to inform each that I was in his office as witness to his telephone call
and he wished to inform each that I was absolute head of all physical
education work for women, the professional training as well as all
other parts of the departmental work, and that my signature should
be honored as official on all departmental reports, communications
and recommendations. This finally ended four years of struggle on my
part in behalf of the women students to gain control that had been
promised me before I accepted the position.

In all fairness to Dr. Clapp, I must add that once the contest ended,
he let go completely and at once and seeming!: held no grudge. When-
ever on tare occasions I found myself seated iicxt to him at faculty
luncheons or dinner or even at some private dinner party, I always
found him a courteous. interesting and entertaining conversationalist.
I was glad that later years gave me opportunity to pay tribute to his
wife for her early pioneer work at Nebraska," which seemed to give
him much satisfaction.
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Chapter III
Divertissements and Dilemmas

The University of Nebraska student body. of 1924 numbered around
6,000 and the faculty (mostly men) around 350. There were only four
women heads of academic departments besides myself, all graduates of
the university. I was the outsider, and from the reception I received
from some faculty, I was definitely regarded as an interloper. I soon
perceived that my coming was resented at first by all but one of the
women headsthe head of home economics who welcomed me warmly
and became a staunch friend.

There were a few other women teaching in various departments but
the greatest number employed on campus wr1, and secretaries in
the administrative offices. In this gr(-,.T were twu wort on heads of
offices, the registrar and the dean women, both graduates of the
university. The first received me co7Jialty and shortI\ ,ecan.e a good
friend; the other held aloof initia...y ,t gradually became :=.1-iendly.
Practically all other women besides these three ignored illy existence.
One woman in particular, when she discovered that she colald not
dictatejo me how to conduct siiorz.: for WOr1C11, dropped all friendly
advances. She had been more than cordial at first, in fact embar-
rassingly so, but she later developed my severest critic, becoming a
thorn in my flesh for all the rest of my :ong tenure at the 1:.niversity,
even past her retirement to the time of her death.

At the turn of the century this woman, a graduaw of the University
of Nebraska, then 10 years out of college and for most of those years a
member of the faculty, had successfully organized, coached and man-
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aged intercollegiate btisketball for women at the university. Since then
she had made quite a name for herself in the sporting world through
her various local, state and district championships in tennis and golf.
In my early teaching years, I had encountered her basketball rules for
women' and had been placed bn the defensive about them. When she
first called at my office, she inquired if I was familiar with her basket-
ball rules. So this was the creator of the old controversial rules of my
student and early teaching years. I had never known where she lived or
who she might be and none of my own profession had the slightest
idea.

Apparently she had assumed that with my coming there was to be a
revival of the intercollegiate program. To my dismay she immediately
took possession of me, told me which faculty members I should culti-
vate and those I. should not bother to cooperate with, even naming the
dean of students and the dean of women as persons I should fight at
every turn, under no circumstances cooperating with them about any-
thing. I was shocked beyond words but hid my feelings. As tactfully as
possible I avoided discussion with her of my plans for sports and
reorganization of the department.

By spring she realized I had no intention to revive intercollegiate
athletics and, worstthan that, I was not going to let her dictate the
management of my department. On several occasions when she had
tried to interfere with my work, I appealed to the chancellor about how
to deal with her as she had much influence with powerful groups in
town and on campus, even in the state. I wished at all costs to avoid
conflict with her, yet not permit her to disrupt my work.

"So she is trying to pull you, too, around by the nose," the chancellor
exclaimed. He was surprised at this turn of events for'shortly after my
arrival this woman had congratulated him on his deterniination to have
the department reorganized and freed of male domination. She said she
was particularly pleased over his selection of me to head up the depart-
ment.

"In my 15 years as chancellor, bringing you here is the only thing I
have ever done that ks pleased her. And now you, too, are in her dog
house," Then after illgbng silence, he added, "That woman is a thorn
in my flesh." He again pledged his support of my work and urged me
to go ahead with my plans, ignoring her disruptions as much as
possible and keeping in touch with him. By spring, as she put it to a
few students in particular and to many faculty in general, she had
found me out "as a sham."

As far as the other women were concerned their indifference and
resentment to my presence seemed to stem entirely from the fact that I
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was an outsider. It was a peculiar sort of loyalty to one's alma mater
which was difficult for me to understand and accept. I found it difficult
to work on a faculty where there was so much inbreeding. Everything,
it seemed, was judged by whether it was the way it had been done at
Nebraska in the years past. Nothing seemed to matter excepi that the
status quo be undisturbed. Every move I made to 'bring about any
change seemed to be interpreted by many Nebraskans as disloyalty to

the university.

The faculty men, however, were generally cordial and several of
them, apparently sensing my cool reception by many women, hastened
to smooth my path whenever they could. Chancellor Avery, having
persuaded me to come to the university, was ever my friend and
supporter, and fortunately he welcomed change.

The students at Nebraska were quite different from those I had
known in earlier positions. I was struck by the overweight and lack of
sophistication of most of these corn-fed girls. Never before had I seen
so many fat girls, and our physical examination records verified this
fact. These Nebraska girlsfat or thin, short or tall, sophisticated or
unsophisticated, whether from the largest city or smallest village, or
from a small farm or huge western ranchall of them for the most
part I learned to like very much. It was, for the most part, the students
and Chancellor Avery who sold Nebraska to me. On the whole, the
students were eager, earnest, sincere, grateful, fun-loving and cordial.
The historian, John D. Hicks, spoke of these Nebraska students of the
late 1920s as "a constant joy, perhaps the most appreciative students I
have ever taught."'

In my first few years at Nebraska, women students numbeied around
2,500, about two-thirds of whom were underclassmen and required to
take physical education. Instead of offering for credit only one activity
(gymnastics), as had been the program at Nebraska for the past several

years and had been the pattern of the nineteenth century across the
land, I introduced this department into the twentieth century -We
offered a choice of baseball, basketball, field hockey, golf, gymnastics,
riding, rifle marksmanship, soccer, speedball, swimming, tennis, track,
tumbling, and volleyball, besides a variety of dance.
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Mary R. Wheeler, head of women's sports, University of Nebraska,
1924-1927.

Once we had our affairs a bit organized and under control on
campus, Mary Wheeler and I begari looking about for possible profes-
sional contacts in the city but there was nothing organized there or in
the state, so we set out to remedy this. Shortly Mary met a physical
education teacher from Beatrice, Nebraska who was a graduate of the
Chicago School of Physical Education, and when Mary talked with her
about the Illinois State League of High School Girls Athletic Associa-
tion, she showed much interest in it.' So with her help Mary organized
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the Nebraska State League of High School Girls Athletic Associations,
modeling it after the first one, the Illinois League, in which she had
worked. The Nebraska League flourished for a few years but, after
Mary left Nebraska, without Mary's strong leadership, it soon was
taken over by the State High School Activities Association and there
died from lack of nourishment. It had been a big boost for physical
education for girls at the high school level while it was functioning.

At about that same time I was having little luck in a state venture of
my own. When James E. Rogers, field secretary of the National Recrea-
tion Association, dropped into my office one day in September 1928
from New York City and I complained of the lack of physical education
in Nebraska schools, he said, "What' you need is a state director of
physical education in the state superintendent's office." Always over-
flowing with energy and enthusiasm, he offered right then and there to
help organize a statewide committee to get a state director for us. He
said, "You can go farther, faster, if someone from the outside starts
the ball rolling. If you'll do what you can to keep the ball rolling, I'll
start it."

4

In no time, he had interviewed the state officers of many important
organizations. All were enthusiastic about the idea. They met in my
office and organized a state committee to procure a state director.
Before I knew it, I was chairman of the committee. We held our first
meeting in connection with the State TeaChers Convention in Omalla.
The group then planned a meeting with State,Superintendent Taylor to
learn if he would be willing to have such an additionvto his. staff mid if
so, what needed to be done to get the-,person7Hegislation or what?
Superintendent Taylor was delighted with the idea. He informed us that
all that was needed was to get himan, increased budget to" cover this new

\salary and expenses, and he could then. appoint a director, without
legislation but-and here was' the .catch we would haye a hard nut to
crack to get the governo1. tp increase his bUdgefifor:FT,h a cause. -

Also immediatel triy!,,fetractors in-tlie..cbmrnamity kegan working
against thecommittee -siply.bedause I was 'the 'airman. When the
Chancellor alceclAyhy'l was `so ,unli3Opy-that I trying, toAcreate a
new position' for myself st the State I-Vouse, as been tied
wag' the case, I, was duinbfounded: When .4, ex lame hat we re
trying to do, I received' his bleSslng to go altba Then t move. was
get a conference with the go+nor, Charles Bryan;; brot er-of William
Jennings Bryan, but,it took some time to arrange. ,

When the day eame, we found a polite but cool 'reception awaithieb
However; whin ctIQgovernot_ spied the very, attractive"committee

member who had been head of our WAA my first two years at Neb ska
and was ,now *chin, be warmed, up a bit. Seeinit-his interest;

.
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and,also that,he was quite impresed by J. Stanley Welch, a promineRt
Lincoln physician, I introduced my committee, carefully mentioning tfie\
state group each reprqented and stated our cause. Then I tossed the
ball to Dr. Welch and our pretty young girl to carry on for an opener.
ir.Not even they nor all of us combined could make a dent in the
governor's, preconceived idea that since Nebraska still had so many

- cows to milk, so' much walking to be done, and so many farm chores to
be performed by its young people, the schools couldn't possibly need a

'physical education program. Nothing anyone could say even in behalf
. of sports;,, particularly team sports for growing boys and girls, could

shake his belief that every boy and girl in Nebraska should get in his own
--,,home all the physical activity he needed.

. Not even the personnel of our committee swayed him, though they
represented the state officers of the American Legion, Red Cross, TB
Association, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Camp Fire Girls, Federated
Women's Clubs, Parent Teacher Association, High School Boys' Athletic
Association, State Girls' Athletic League, State Teachers Association,
and many local groups such as Lincoln and Omaha Recreation Boards,
Rotary Club, YMCA and YWCA. Even one of the university regents
was a member of the committee, besides heads o' physical education in
Omaha, Lincoln and several colleges.

Although discouraged, the committee persisted and began an educa-
tional campaign throughout the state, informing the public of the
splendid things being accomplished in 15 states which had state direc-
tors of physical education. But the stock market soon crashed, the
Depression set in, and our committee folded up, but not until it had

'performed a useful task in behalf of the state superintendent. A com-
'mittee of physical educators was set up under the supervision of Windom
A. Rosene of the State Education Department and it prepared and
distributed a state Manual of Physical Education for rural and small
town schools' throughout the state. It was in use for many years and
was issued in many reprints, and upon requests from all over the
United States was sent out to state departments of education and to
many city departments all over the country. The Chicago Department
of Parks and Playgrounds begged for so many copies that Superin-
tendent Taylor ordered an extra, printing just for them. Since such a book
could not be sold, it may have "put Nebraska on the map" educa-
tionally, but it about wrecked Superintendent Taylor's budget. How-
lver, for several years afterwards the Nebraska State 121partment of
Ec4ication bragged that the Manual was the most popular publication it
had ever published.

The silver lining to the defeat of our committee to procure a state
director of physical education was the opportunity to become acquainted
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with the leaders of all these state groups. Acquainted with what we
were trying to do at the university, they gave us moral support for our
reorganization work. Ever since I had experienced the good comrade-
ship of the Oregon state physical education group, I had wondered why
we few physical education people in Iowa and later in Wisconsin did
not get together. Now, perhaps, we could get a Nebraska group or-
ganized to build cooperation between the physical educators in the
state and between "town and gown" within the profession.

I prevailed upon Earl Johnson, supervisor of physical education and
athletics in the Lincoln public schools, who had given Mary and me a
friendly welcome to town on the rare occasions our paths crossed, to
stir up the men of the state to join the several women with whom I had
become acquainted. I asked Dr. Clapp to interest the male faculty
physical educators in this project but he said I was wasting my time
and that he was not interested in wasting his, and anyway we didn't
need a state organization. So Earl Johnson and I went on alone,. We
called for an organization meeting in my office at the university in the
fall of 1926 at the time of the State Teachers Convention in Lincoln.
Catherine Carrick of the Omaha public schools and a few others joined
us, and thus the Nebraska State Physical Education Association was
born. But it was hard to keep it alive, and it actually didn't get going
on a permanent basis until 1931, five years later.

At the turn of then, century, President DeWitt Hyde of Bowdoin
College declared that ale program of exercise "is best which reaches the
largest number and does the most for the weakest man."' This was my
belief which I was trying to sell to the University of Nebraska in the
late 1920s. But it was difficult because physical education was con-
sidered by so many in Nebraska even in the 1920s as merely the
equivalent of housework or walking to and from classes. I was fighting
a 100-year-old battle in Nebraska. As early as 1825, an educator,
William Bentley Fowle, had said that girls in their seminaries should by
all means carry on household labors and take walks but that these
should not serve as a substitute for their gymnastic exercises.'

Not only did I find a widespread belief that physical education was
not a legitimate part of education but also a great nuisance imposed
upon the students. Even the University Health Service apparently em-
braced these beliefs. The ruling of the board of regents was that every
young woman enrolled in the university was required to take physical
education three hours per weep for her first two years of residence
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unless excused by the director of physical education for women. How-
ever, there existed..the unwritten, yet apparently well-known, provision
that the director pf physical education for women would be bound in her
decision on each petition for excuse on health reasons by what the
Health Service advised in each case.

To my amazement I soon realized that any student who did not wish
to register for physical education could procure, a written statement
from the Health Service advising that I give ',her- a deferment for the
semester, or for the year, or a reprieve from having to ever fulfill the
physical education requirement. No reason was offered for such a
demand. I also soon learned that the Health Service considered the
reasons fdr this system to be their own exclusive knowledge. I took
careful note of the large number of requests and queried the Health
Service about them and was curtly informed to attend to my own
business. I insisted that this was my business and, getting no coopera-
tion, took the problem to the chancellor who ordered the Health Service
to give me reasons for each request.

According to the Health Service records on file in my office from
then on, I was given to understand that an unusually large percentage
of the young women who attended the University of ;Nebraska had such
weak hearts that it would not be wise for them to take part in any
physical education activity of any nature. They were practically inva-
lidsthe great majority of these seemingly husky corn-fed Nebraska
girls.

But I had to accept the Health Service pronouncements ,(ri each case
as well as statements from out-state physicians, knowing from the
gossip I was hearing that these excuses were the laughingstock of the
campus, most certainly openly acknowledged as such by the students as
frauds. I decided not to challenge them but to seem to accept them as
sincere, and then do all the public talking I could about the "poor
health of Nebraska girls," hoping to shame the perpetrators of this
trick into becoming sincere cooperative working partners of my depart-
ment.

Imagine my joy when in the start of my third year at Nebraska I
received a letter from the president of the Nebraska State Federation of
Women's Clubs asking me if I would be a guest speaker at their
coming state convention to be held in Lincoln. Here was my chance: to
have a statewide audience for the many things I wished to say about the
terrific incidence of physical unfitness of Nebraska girls, as shown by
actual records from the medical profession on file in my office. Maybe
those Nebraska club women would sit up and listen to my story. Maybe
thus it would get wide publicity which might lead to the medical
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profession doing an about-face in its attitude toward physical educa-
tion. What if my plan backfired? I decided that it was a chance worth
taking if victory might be won. So. I accepted this invitation. But
because "a funny thing happened to me on my way to the rostrum," I
almost lost that chance.

Tailored suits were quite the vogue for street and business wear for
women, and I had a beautifully tailored one to wear to this state
meeting. Fearful of appearing mannish, especially since I was working
in physical education which too many lay persons still looked upon as a
calling for mannish women, I carefully selected my accessories to look

as feminine as possible. My predecessor was decidedly on the mannish
side in build and style of clothes and I, still somewhat a newcomer to
the state, was eager to give the public a different picture of what a
woman director of physical education could look like. I wore a lacy frill
at the neck and a sapphire blue velvet hat which went so well with the
long bar-pin of sapphires and pearls I wore on the lacy jabot. I had
paid an atrocious price for that hat but it looked so well with my
prematurely gray hair and I felt that the visual impression I might
make on the ladies, who would come from all over the state was just as
important for my cause as whatever I intended to say, so I bought the
hat and went without other less important things. Assured by my staff
that I looked just right for a "once over" by the ladies, I arrived at the
big St. Paul's Methodist Church downtown, where the general sessions

of the state covention were held, well in advance of the time for my
speech. I had not seen any of the convention committee members nor
they me since all arrangements between us had been made by telephone
and follow-up correspondence. Arriving early and not seeing an usher, I
sailed down the aisle towards the rostrum and at the first row of seats
was overtaken by a woman who asked what I wanted.

"I am Miss Mabel Lee, the next speaker," I whispered to her.

"Yes, yes," she replied, visibly irritated with me, "I'll find you a
seat."

"Can't I just sit here on the front row?"

"No, you will be in the way there. Follow me," and leading me to the
last row of seats in the auditorium, said, "Sit here. We'll call you when
we are ready for you."

When it was time for my speech I arose and started down the aisle to
be near at hand but the usher ran after me calling, "No, No, it isn't
time for you yet. Just be seated here in the back row."

I thought it was strange but I returned to the back seat. The ladies
on the platform were obviously upset about something and whispered
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together and looked out over the audience. Finally they called an usher
and sent her on an errand and one of the group stepped to the lectern
and began what was obviously an impromptu speech and as she talked
she would turn now and then to whisper to the presiding officer. As
she droned on and on, I was beginning to grow impatient for the
precious time allotted for my speech was slipping away. Several times I
arose to go to the platform but each time was pushed down by an usher
demanding that I remain where I was,, Several ushers were by now
clustered at the rear and running from entrance door to auditorium. At
last I heard one say to another, "Maybe she slipped in earlier and no
gone saw her."

"Well, you would think she would have made her presence known to
someone, introduced herself at least to an usher!"

A third one spoke up, "I called the university and they said she left
her office all of 40 minutes ago." At that I jumped to my feet but
before I could say a word the presiding officer flagged down the
impromptu speaker and called out to the audience, "Could it be
possible that our next speaker is seated somewhere in the audience?"

At this,' by now on my feet and shaking off an usher, I called out
from the back of the room, "I believe I am the next speaker," at which
the presiding officer at the lectern gave an impatient gesture for me to
be seated, saying, "Our next speaker is Miss Lee, the head of physical
education for women at the University."

"I am Miss Lee," I called back refusing to be seated again and as I
started down the aisle the presiding' officer called out angrily, "Why
didn't you let us know you were here! We have been waiting all this
time for you."

By then I was as angry as she and I called back to her from the
length of the room, "I did report there at the rostrum and introduced
myself and the usher insisted upon my coming back here and staying
here until my name was called." By then I was striding down the long
aisle, so upset over the presiding officer's displeasure with me that I
was having great difficulty pulling my wits together. It was obvious the
platform ladies considered me entirely at fault and were more than out
of sorts with me. And here was I, too upset to speak at first and with
my precious time by then half gone.

After a few sentences I regained my composure and got on with the
task at hand but felt I had made a frightful botch of it trying to cut as
I talked for it was impossible at that late hour to give my entire speech.

.After I had finished I learned that sonic crackpot woman had been
'pestering them throughout the convention for a place on the program
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to expound on some pet theme and that all ushers had been warned to
be on the lookout for any woman trying to get to the platform and by
all means to keep her away.

To complicate matters, all had been commissioned to watch for me
and I had been described as an overweight, mannish looking woman
which described my predecessor. The woman who claimed she would
know the head of the department of physical education at the university
when she saw her described my predecessor to the ushers, not knowing
there was a new woman in that position. The usher to whom I intro-
duced myself, not expecting a smaller, non-mannish person, was so
sure when I determinedly walked to the rostrum that I was the other
bothersome woman that she had paid no attention to my name, think-
ing only of the necessity to get me chased to the back of the room. It
had been a comedy of errors all because I turned out not to be a
mannish-looking woman. This sort of thing I have suffered from my
entire professional career and it has always angered me for although
there are always some women in our profession who are mannish just as
in any other profession, the great majority are not.

During my speech, I showed the audience charts giving the actual
data (from physicians' reports) showing the high incidence of heart
difficulties among our women students. I was confident that a great
percentage of these records were not sincere and had been obtained
under duress with either the mother or daughter, or both insisting that
the doctor give a written, unfavorable statement of daughter's health so
she would not have to, as they put it, "take gym," But I accepted these
records as sincere and placed them as such before these women. From
the figures (almost half of the freshmen and sophomore women were by
physicians' reports too physically incapacitated to engage in phy%ical
exercise of any nature), I was able to report that I knew no other
college or university that had such a high percentage of physical
incapacity among its women students as this. Then I dramatically
asked why Nebraska girls were in such poor health condition, and I

briefly outlined what we would do for these students if given a chance.
My audience gasped and what an uproar ensued! But I' had actual
written reports from physicians from all over the state as well as from
our own Health Service to back up my statistics!

Immediately after my speech became public, as it did since reporter
from leading newspapers were present, I received several calls from
local doctors and letters from out-state doctors to the effect that now
with a better understanding of our program, they wished to reexamine
tlipir patients who were our students. Delegates wrote in from all parts
of the state asking for a copy of my speech, but I referred them to their
state office and it finally published the full speech in their magazine.
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Newspapers all over the state took up the question of the poor health
condition of Nebraska girls as shown from the statistics I had gathered.
The Lincoln Journal (Nov. 24, 1926) came out with a headline: "Health
of Co-eds Provides Problem," followed by a long article reporting my
figures. Finally I was asked by a local medical group to produce my
figures. This was what I wanted above all thingsa chance to place
these statistics before the medical profession and at their invitation.

This meeting with the medical organization gave me a rare chance to
tell a large group of physicians what we were prepared to do for
Nebraska girls who actually were not physically fit, and I begged for
their cooperation. With this, victory was won! Resistance toward our
departmental work died down. The hundreds of requests for deferments
dropped off immediately to a mere trickle and these were obviously
for students honestly needing them. From then on the statistics on
the health condition of University of Nebraska girls showed that they
were as healthy as girls at other universities.

Out of fairness to the Nebraska physicians, I must admit that many
were justified in not wanting their patients to take physical education at
the university, in light of the work offered in the past, at least in the
early 1920s, when the staff for the most part was disinterested in the
health protection of the students and unqualified to give proper
stricted or corrective work to those needing it. Another drago am!

Well not completely slain! The Health Service dragged its feet for
some time longer on recognizing us as any more than "Indian club
swingers" as the head of that department spoke of us along with other
labels as his fancy dictated when he wasn't labelling me in the presence
of students in his physiology class "that half-baked woman." The
dragon also was not completely slain with many faculty members who
liked to please their apple-polishing women students by abetting them
in their requests for physical education reprieves which were no longer'
theirs merely on demand. But gradually, with infinite patience and a
lot of stubborness, we won this battle. The cooperation of the medical
profession meant rapidly building special classes to accommodate all
the students the doctors wished us to take care of. This, in turn, meant
that I, myself, must teach all these special classes which I did until I
could bring to my staff a trained woman.

Gradually, although most begrudgingly, Os stealth Service began to
recommend correctives (as such special as were labelled then)
instead of reprieves from the departmen- ement. Gradually, too,

the students and some of the student faculty advisers began to recog-
nize the value of this work. Soon local parents began dropping by my
office and out-state parents began writing to express their gratitude over
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/the improved physical condition of their daughters. We were merely
following a philosophy for our departmental work put so well by Dudley
Sargent when he said:

Let us give less attention to the exploitation of the strong and
more attention to the instruction of the weak. Let us give courage
to the timid, energy to the feeble, grace to the awkward, and hope
to the despondent.'

That was also my beliefmy plan.

For several years past many students made up their minds they
would not take physical education because they didn't like physical
activity or didn't like to dress an extra time or being nonconformists
they didn't like requirements for anything, because they were the spe-
cial privilege seekers. There seemed to be about as many reasons why
such persons should be excused from the requirements as there were
persons to think up reasons. Some that particularly amused me were: I
am married and live with my husband; I have to walk so many blocks
each day and therefore should be excused; I am overweight and physi-
cal education would be damaging; I am underweight and physical
education would be damaging; my weight is just right and therefore I
do not need physical education; I play the piano and must protect my
hands; I wear glasses and physical activity would endanger them; I
have fallen arches and physical education would make them worse; I
am a Christian: Scientist and cannot take a physical examination; I am
modest (my mother has particularly brought me up so) and I cannot
dress and undress any place but in the privacy of my own home; I like
to be alone and I would not be alone here; I can't afford to pay the
locker fee; I cannot wear a gym costume for men might come into the
building and see me thus attired; I belong to a sorority and it says it is
silly to take physical education; and many other such excuses long since
forgotten.

I sympathized with students who wished to avoid physical education
as it had been offered for the past several years, a program outdated
for almost 25 years. I knew, however, that if I were ever to build a
good department to serve all well, I had to stem the great tide of
deferments which had been keeping teaching schedules light. The first
term I was there, 21 percent of all the students supposed to be taking
work had been excused the spring before, and as much as 50 percent of
the underclass women of one popular sorority and from 23 to 45
percent of nine other sororities were excused. Within a few years I was
able to cut this demand for deferments to a mere trickle but it was a
great struggle to educate the university authorities, physicians, parents,
and students to the fact that the department of physical education for
women existed for a real purpose and had something of value to offer.
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It was a battle royal that I had to wage at Nebraska to put across the
idea that a college degree should stand for physical as well as mental
efficiency. Willistyne Goodsell, a well-known woman educator, had just
written a widely acclaimed book, The Education of Women, and I
conspicuously posted copies of the following statement from her
book and referred hesitant students and colleagues to it:

Perhaps the determining factor in developing an attitude of so-
cial approval of physical training for women has been, or is, the
tremendously enlarged social opportunities and responsibilities of
women which make exacting demands upon their self-control, self-
reliance, and physical and nervous endurance. No physical weakling,
undeveloped of muscle, deficient in nervous control and hampered by
uncorrloted bodily defects can ever hope to grapple successfully
with the complicated situations of modern life as they arise in a
vocation, in politics, and in the give and take of strenous social
living.'

Physical education for men and boys had been dominated for years
by coaches who knew little of physical education and were interested
only in the good athletes; hence arose the perverted idea that physical
education was for the physically fit only. Having fought this battle 14
years earlier at Coe College and 4 years eailier at Beloit College, I now
had to start all over again to convert not just a college campus but,
since this was a state university, the entire state as well. As I found
ever-increasing opportunities to talk to women's clubs and men's service
clubs, I had captive audiences and slowly began to crack that surface of
resistance to understand physical education's. Teal aims and objectives.
Finally we could refuse to give deferments to the physically-unfit with-
out stirring up all sorts of hornets' nests and could instead register
these girls for corrective and restricted work and educate them phys-
ically to be able to live in a world of normalcy instead of one of
invalidism. The hundreds of girli who later came to think us for our
special attention to their physical needs and inadequacies were ample
reward for the unpleasantness we had to suffer in this battle to educate
the university and the public to our aims.

Strange a§, it was, the university Health Service as then organized was
the most difficult department to persuade to cooperate with us, and yet
Ore were so dependent on its cooperation. This became a struggle of
several years, victory never completely won until the head of the depart-
ment, a man wcdded to the status quo, retired, and the doors were
opened to progress and a new day in that department.
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In 1927 Dr. Avery,, who had held the chancellorship since 1909,
resigned because of ill health. Before leaving he did what he thought

was a favor to me. He learned that it was difficult for me to get new

courses passed on favorably by the faculty of the Arts and Sciences

College, to which all physical education was assigned and whose faculty

was packed by Dr. Clapp's cronies who voted against any recommenda-

tions once they got the signal from him. He advised me to ask to have

the normal training course transferred to Teachers College where he

believed my wishes would receive better reception. The dean of that
college at the time was most friendly to our department. This I con-

,
sented to since it was teacher-training work. After a conference with my
staff who approved the idea, I put in the request for a transfer and Dr.
Avery piloted it through the proper channels to success.

What a furor that precipitated among the parents and friends of
several women physical education majors. They quickly beat a path to

my office door weekdays and to my home on Sundays, protesting that a

girl cou)d not possibly be considered really educated if she didn't
graduate from the Arts and Sciences College and most certainly not if

she didn't "make" Phi Beta Kappa, and to be eligible for that she had
to meet Arts and Sciences College requirements. I recall asking one
mother, "Are you sending your daughtef to college to get a Phi Beta

Kappa key or an education?" and she replied:

"If she gets a Phi Beta Kappa key, I will know that she got an
education and if she doesn't, she will have failed."

I felt sorry for that student with the threat of that key hanging over
her head, hung there by a falsely ambitious mother.. Yet on the other

hand I was all for heavy doses of cultural courses for my majors. Some

years after that, under a new dean, I was ordered out of a Teachers

College faculty meeting by the dean following a too impassioned speech

on my part in behalf of cutting back on requirements in so-called

"education courses" to make room, for a requirement in history in the

hopes of working in more cultural subjects for our captive students. I
took his shouted order literally, "If that's the way you feel, you are in
the wrong collegeget out of here!" kreplied, "That's exactly the way

I feel" and immediately gathered up my briefcase, purse and coat, and

as the rest of the faculty sat in stunned silence at this clash, I pro-

ceeded out of the room and down a long hallway with (as I Was told

later by one who saw and heard the entire episode), my heels clicking
determinedly the entire length of that long walk, clearly heard by the
others stunned into silence. That was not the only occasion when' I

regretted' having been forced into Teachers College by Dr. Clapp's
intransigence; there were many, many more.
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So the department of physical education for women was divided with
all courses for teacher-training work placed in Teachers College under
the dean of that college and all other departmental courses left in Arts
and Sciences College,under the Arts and Sciences Dean. For adminis-
trative work (budget, staff, facilities, etc.) I was still directly responsible
only to the chancellor.

The new chancellor, Dr. Edgar A. Burnett, a University of Michigan
graduate, for the past several years had been dean of the Agricultural
College. I worked under him longer than under any other of the eight
college and university presidents of my entire teaching career-11 years
in all, his entire period as chancellor of the University of Nebraska,
1927-1938. He had to be sold on the values of physical education as a
part of an educational curriculum. Apparently he had no brief against
it although he apparently had none for it either. However, he accepted
me with an attitude as if saying "I suppose we have to have physical
education for women. Well, if so, I am glad to have you running it. I'll
just leave you alone and let you chart your own course."

As Chancellor Avery before him, he gave me his support and I was
happy about that. In him I found a man who was somewhat reticent,
and with women, even shy, or at least ill at ease, as if unsure how to
deal with them. Although he seemed to want to be enthusiastic about
my department work, he gave me the impression that he didn't want to
be bothered any more than was absolutely necessary. I missed Dr.
Avery's enthusiasm and kindly concern about my work, yet felt that
Chancellor Burnett was equally friendly and enthusiastic but not capa-
ble of being demonstrative. I was thankful that he was always kindly,
courteous and considerate.

Before accepting the position at Nebraska, I had been assured that a
new building exclusively for the women's gymnasium was to be erected
"in the near future" if I would only come and make the plans for it.
Shortly after my arrival, I found the Coliseum in the planning stage as
a new facility for men's sports. When I inquired what that meant for
the women. I was informed that since the new buildings, would house all
men's athletics and physical education, and the various other organiza-
tions such as ROTC and the college paper, the women could in a
couple of years have all of Grant Memorial Hall, both wings, to
themselves. Therefore, the new women's gymnasium would have to wait
a while longer!
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For two years we suffered it out sharing Grant Memorial Hall with
the Military Department, men's athletics, men's physical education,
university band, student newspaper staff, university convocations, uni-
versity luncheons and dinners, and university dances, trying at the same
time to offer a good program of our own to the women students.

Acquiring all of Grant Memorial Hall in place of the promised new
gymnasium did not seem altogether unreasonable since it would mean
for our own exclusive use one large gymnasium floor, one smaller one,
and considerable locker and dressing room and office space besides
other odds and ends of spaces to convert into auxiliary classrooms for
correctives, golf and other individual sports practice rooms. It meant at
least triple office space and double shower and dressing room space
over what the women had before.4 saw great possibilities for expansion
of department work even with the old building, and since considerable
money went into its renovation we happily accepted it with the under-
standing that this was to be a temporary arrangement.

So large a building gave us a variety of exercise rooms, even though
all awkwardly arranged and obviously makeshift. An old boiler room
had been made into a physical examination room, an old storage closet
into an office, an old shower room into a rest room, the football
equipment room (which, with its north private entrance door, had been
the girls' very own in the 1890s) into a study room for the majors, an
old bowling alley into a dressing room, and similar strange adjustments
throughout. We were "making do" quite well and happily but we felt
that this couldn't go on forever.

At last with Chancellor Burnett's blessing we worked on plans for a
new building. But before I had plans far enough along to ask for a
conference, the chancellor sent me word that he would like to discuss
building plans with me. I was jubilant at this message and hastened to
set an appointment, hoping that my request for one large gymnasium
floor, one smaller all-purpose floor, a dance studio, a swimming pool, a
cdrrectives room, plus accompanying necessary, dressing and shower
rooms, several offices, a general departmental office, a lecture room
and a study room for majors, to start on, would not be asking too
much. Imagine my surprise when we met and the chancellor unrolled a
set of blueprints, saying, "If you will give me your written endorsement
of these to submit to tpe-iikents I believe we can get at this building
right away. I find on a-quick estimate it will not cost nearly as much as
I feared you would feel that you need. I see our way to find funds for
these plans at once."

As I walked over to the table to inspect the blueprints, filled with
curiosity as to where they had come frorri, a queer sense of frustration
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and defeat took possession of me. As I inspected them in alarmed
silence and saw that they called for one basketball court with large
spa e on both sides for spectators, a small swimming pool, also with
spac for spectators at the expense of the size of the pool, two or three
office , and small dressing and shower rooms, and nothing else, I could
not speak for some moments for shock and astonishment. Sick at
heart, I asked where he had procured these blueprints. To my amaze-
ment I learned that the faculty sportswoman from 'another department
who on various occasions had taken an interest in our department had
submitted these plans backed by a group of prominent .women in the
state. A letter accompanying the blueprints said the women "wished to
restore to the university the days at the turn of the century when its
women's basketball teams triumphed over high schools of the state and

^7 the neighboring universities."P.
The chancellor, thinking I had helped draw up the plans, was sur-

prised when I informed him that the project was not only unknown to
me but also that the plans were inadequate for current and future
educational purposes.

"You won't endorse these plans, then?"

"Oh, nol I couldn't_accept`a new building as inadequate as this. We
have much more space in Grant Memorial Hall now that it is all our
own."

I explained to him our needs, insisting that any new building must
take care of the physical education and recreational needs of all women
students, not just those highly skilled in basketball and swimming.

"We can't meet such demands as yours as of now. You can have this
building now or for the present give up your desire for a larger build-
ing. Which shall it be? Take it or leave it."

Without one moment's hesitation, I replied: "We will leave it and
keep our dreams."

When word spread that I had rejected plans for a new women's
gymnasium which would be built at once, I was accused not only on
campus but also in the city and even in the state of "selling the
university women down the river." In fact, this accusation was made
even in St. Louis at a Saturday luncheon meeting of the American
Association of University Women when the faculty woman who had
presented the plans was the guest speaker. A close friend of mine, a
member of AAUW, living in St. Louis was present at this luncheon.
Blissfully unaware that a close friend of mine was in the audience, the
speaker mentioned the new director of physical education for women at
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Nebraska wtio wiis holding:up prosr s. But, she admonished her
listeners not to woFrY because a committee of prominent women through-.

out the state was organizedto get rid of me which they hoped soon to
, .

accomplish. 1
,

, ..
,

.

Although my St. Louis friend was greatly incensed at this,, she let -,---,1/4-

one there know That she knew me. Instead she called me long distah
that evening and rep rted the :incident. The follow'i'ng Mpriday,

ported to the cha ello about the state ck ee to get ,

and when this committee\ (for indeed ther'evas him

to start wogsitir campaign or the sake of the wo s , give

them a cold shoulder a. d nothing, more was heard of suc i.A mmisttee

until many years later. t apparently was resurrected to influence a later

chancellor about another matter concerning e. I wqi told that he,,.....,
too, gave them an equally cold shoulder.-,

As to the building plans, These militant .feminists, fighting for the
best interests of a privileged group of women students, oVer the best
interests of the great mass of women students, had "beaten me to the
draw." Although I was deeply interested in getting for all women
students their just desserts and was in that respect a wholehearted
women's rights exponent, these militants looked upon me as a reac-

tionary whose struggles were to be discounted. I had to learn not to let
such disapproval bother me unduly. The struggle between myself and
this "influence peddling" group followed me to the end of my active
career and even into my retirement years. This willful group of women
wielded much influence not only on campus and city-wide but even
statewide. In the years ahead I paid a bitter price for my views.
Fighting against their usual behind-the-scene attacks it seems as if I
stood alone. Fortunately the constant support and loyalty of the great
number of women students as well as of the chancellor and many
faculty members were compensation to weather these storms. I learned
the hard way that there are many different facets to the struggle for
women's rights. For what rights? For which women?

/ Later I learned that the year before I came to Nebraska, with women
(despairing of ever having their interests given a hearing, the noted

sportswoman on the faculty had indeed organized a committee of
prominent women in the city and state to push for a woman's gymna-
sium at the university. When this committee asked for a conference
with Chancellor Avery he suggested that they draw up plans for the sort
of building they felt was needed. The following year when I came to
reorganize the department, he had assumed that this group had solicited

my help. But such was not the case. It was not until my fourth year
that this committee submitted its plans to Chancellor Burnett. These
plans (I was told later) had been hastily drawn up when the group
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learned that my staff and I were at work on plans not including large
space for spectators for girls' basketball.

Surprised that it was a member of another department,not I who
had submitted the plans, he had sent for me to discuss the project. The
chancellor stood by me and rejected the inadequate plans. My staff also
stood back of me 100 percent on this decision to hold onto our dreams

*

If I was having trouble getting the men's physical director to enter
the twentieth century along with the rest of us, others were also holding
up progress that affected my department. The head of the Health
Service, also wedded to the past, intensely disliked having anything
brought to his attention that might interfere with his closing up shop at
the regular hour. I was disturbing his routine by asking that more
attention be given to medical examinations for our pupils. I was also
against his ruling that no one but an M.D. render first aid to students.
I had insisted on the right of my staff members who held American
Red Cross First Aid Certificates to give first aid to pupils needing
attention at hours when the Health Service was closedwhich was
always from mid-afternoon on and all day long on Saturdays, the very
hours we had much activity in our department.

Following these irritations, and not knowing of Frederick L ring's
efforts of 1920, as related earlier, I began pressing for the unive ity to
establish an infirmary open at all times and staffed by full-time octors
and nurses. This was apparently the last straw for the head of the
Health Service who exploded violently when I first broached the subject
anckordered me out of his office, shouting:

"What do you think we are running here? In case you don't know, I
will sell you that this is a university, not a hospital. You and your wild
ideas!! Bah!"

The next hour following this outburst he met a physiology class for
which several of our majors were registered. Apparently he was still
irritated with me for he opened the class period with a tirade against
me, naming me right out so all would know whom he was talking
about.

"I have just had a very disturbing experience. That half-baked woman
running the woman's gymnasium next door thinks we should have
an infirmary here at the university. She should tend to her own Speciality
[here doing mock -arm bendings and stretchings to the great amuse-
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nt of the class] and leave such ideas outside her realm to those of us
wh6 have been educated to know about such things."

At this, one of the women physical education majors rose from her
seat and started to walk out, followed by all the other women majors.
Once clear of the lecture room, they ran to my office, bolting in upon a
conference and exclaiming in one voice what the angry doctor had said.
They were furious and rightfully so, for he had been rude and unethical,
but I burst out laughing. To me his remarks were so ridiculous, I

thought them funny. This calmed the girls. We then discussed the pos-
sibilities of an infirmary some day, and I pledged then and there to
keep up the effort to get one. (Just for the record, it was to be many
years before this dream came true--in fact, not until that director of
the Health Service had retired and a young, energetic physician, Dr.
Samuel Fuenning, took his place.)

Troubles, troubles, troubles! yWhy did I come to Nebraska?" I
asked myself day after day in my first few years there. The intransigence
of a few I had to work with closely all but broke my spirit on several
occasions. But then those wonderfully tine girls who needed my help
and welcomed it so heartily would come to mind and I would have
courage to carry on and fight to get things righted for them. Then, too,
there was ever present the loyal support of the chancellor and his kindly
interest in everything I did. To my great relief I received a friendly re-
ception from the newspapers, except from an angry young photographer
from some Omaha paper who called me a prude because I would not
permit him to go into the girls' dressing room to take pictures of girls
emerging from the showers either "towel-draped" or in "angel robes"

as he "generously" said he would accept them.

However, our department reorganization plans got a good press for a
statewide springboard to educate the taxpayers to the sort of a physical
education department I hoped to build for them. On March 6 and 13,
1927, the Lincoln Sunday papers carried a half-page spread about our
Women's Athletic Association program and the very next Sunday a full-

page on our overall departmental program.

Once I was able to bring to my staff young teachers who were not
only well trained but also interested in doing a good job, not afraid of
hard work, willing to go "an extra mile" when necessary, personable
and cooperative, things began looking up at once. The campus began
taking notice and gradually gave us recognition as a worthy part of the

university family.

The staff, year by year, increased in size so that in five years it had
grown from 2 full-time and 5 part-time teachers to 10 on full-time.
These teachers were graduates of Wellesley College, Beloit College, the
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Universities of Minnesota and Wisconsin, Columbia University, Nils
Bukh School of Gymnastics in Denmark, Central School of Physical
Education, and the Boston School of Physical Education. At last we
were turning out graduates of our own reorganized department and
shortly I kept one or two for my own staff.

Bringing in these young people from other schools posed a problem
for I soon sensed that as "outsiders" they were as socially ostracized as
I was. So I did what I could to organize some social life for them on
weekends. When I enlarged my project to include single men on the
faculty who also were out of whatever social life there was, I was sum-
moned to the office of the dean of women and informed that I was
furnishing much amusement to the rest of the faculty with my "matri-
monial bure u." I was furious! No one else on campus was doing any-
thing for t young, unattached faculty members. Refusing to let this
jibe deter e, I went ahead organizing Friday evening sports nights for
the faculty singles. At the gymnasium they came together for dancing,
volleyball, table tennis and badminton, and in the spring and fall, pic-
nics. The fun they had was reward enough and sufficient antidote for
having fun poked at me about it.

Although it had never been so in my other positions, grading became
a major headache for me. Early on my arrival I was advised by the staff
members I inherit, that I should quickly learn which students were
sorority members aird to which group various ones belonged. "Why?" I
asked in innocence, only to be informed that if poor grades were given
to sorority, girls we would have not only their local chapters but also
their "alums" to deal with because all were constantly striving to get a
good scholarship rating for their group. "What about the non-sorority
girls?" I inquired, trying to keep a poker face. I was informed that
since they had no one "to make it hot" for us if we gave them poor
grades it didn't matter. I was told that a poor grade could be given
occasionally to members of certain sororities but never to girls belong-
ing to the four or five leading groups. As my chief informant said, the
leading socialites of the community were "alums" of these groups and
would stand for no nonsense from our department.

This was anathema to me and the first time in my life I had
eacnuntered it although there had been sororities at all three of my
previous teaching positions. I immediately gave orders that we should

`,lean over backwards not to know about students' sorority affiliation
, that students should not be aware of our sorority affiliation, and

no girl was ever to get any grade but that which she had actually
earned.

What a price I, paid for that stand! But I 'hood firm and, although it
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took speral years, I finally got the sororities and their alumnae and
also the parents and some professors who kowtowed to the "correct"
sororities, educated to the fact that we didn't "give" grades but instead
the,students "earned" them. In this educating process I received in my
office many an irate "alum" and irate teachers from other departments
and also prominent social leaders of the community who were used to
having people bow to their whims. All of them berated me roundly for
ruining a sorority's scholarship rating by poor grades which I permitted
to go out of my office over my signature. I informed all groups that if
their members wished good grades, they wduld have to earn them.

Needless to say, I soon became persona non grata among certain
sorority alumnae. I resisted all efforts to persuade me to change grades
to fit into their plans and thereby gained a reputation for being stub-
born when L was only standing for what seemed to me to be right and
honest.

Not all these interviews ended in displeasure. A nationally-known
author came to see me one day in dismay over the poor grade her
daughter had received in a tennis class. "We aren't used to poor grades
in our family," she said. But she wasn't accusing me of wrongdoing.
She merely wanted an explanation of how we had arrived at the grade
and to know if her daughter had been in error.

"My daughter tells me that she was never absent," she informed me.

"But just being present doesn't mean that she will get a good grade,"

I replied.

"What else is there to go on?"

"Her performance in class, her grades .on the tests."

"You mean you give tests?"

"Certainly, just as other departments do!"

I sent for the daughter's records and was able to point out that
despite faithful attendance she had not improved her tennis playing or
even passed some tests in fundamental skills nor had she learned the
rules of the game. The mother was surprised and delighted to learn
that we had expected her daughter to learn something and to acquire
some skills in her class just as in other departments. The interview
ended on a friendly note, the daughter was to accept the grade without
complaint and was to be informed that after this she had to "produce"
in her physical education class if she wished a good grade. Thus one
important citizen was educated about our educational philosophy on
grading and became a friend of the departmentindeed even of the
head of the department for frequently after that we met for lunch
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together. Many other fine citizens, once we had a chance to explain,
accepted our department's new philosophy with good grace, not asking
special favors, but some social leaders in the community never did
forgive me for not bowing to their requests to have poor grades within
their sorority changed to good ones.

In the twenties, as an aftermath of the Great War, various parts of
the country were suffering attacks of Americanism of peculiar, even
sinister forms, and Lincoln, Nebraska was one victim of this obsession.
As late as the mid-twenties many main street stores carried in their
windows placards with inscriptions such as: "We serve only real Ameri-
cans here," or "America for Americans only," and the like. To add to
the confusion, the Ku Klux Klan was riding high, waging secret war
against Catholics. The instructor I brought to the university with me
was Catholic, as was also one of the women students majoring in
physical education. The very first Sunday after meeting the instructor,
the student encountered her at services at the Cathedral. A club of
Catholic university students was planning a dance just then and needed
chaperones who were supposed to be faculty members, but the faculty
was short on Catholics. The chaperones didn't have to be Catholics but
the students complained that they could persuade no Protestants to
chaperone for them. They were glad to discover that my new staff
member was Catholic, and she accepted their invitation to chaperone,
persuading me to attend with her. The local papers carried the news of
the dance, naming the two of us as chaperones. Immediately it was
assumed we were both Catholic.

This was about the time I asked the university purchasing agent to
call for bids from various merchants in town with the idea of giving the
order for women's gymnasium suits to the local firm that would offer
the students -the lowest price. When it becanie known which firm had
made the lowest bid and would carry the new costume for the depart-
ment, representatives`of several main street firms called on me and the
purchasing agent, putting on pressure to get us to split the order
among all the firms although all had had a chance to make a bid. In
the midst of this pressuring I was called upon by a professor (one who
chanced to know that I was not a Catholic) who informed me that the
chosen firm was owned by Catholics which had not been known to me,
and if I did not want the Ku Klux Klan after me I had better not swing
university business to that firm. That led me to stand firm on the first
decision. Nothing in the world could make me switch for a reason like
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that and the purchasing agent stood with me. This became one more
count the Ku Klux Klan had against me.

Mary Wheeler, our new instructor, definitely known to be a Catholic,
was under constant false attacks about her work, all made known to
me in such a way that her real attackers always managed to keep
hidden, and her religious affiliation was never even hinted at. I had
been placed on the defensive about her from the very first report that
she was attending Catholic services, but I had managed fairly well, so I
thought, to keep my experiences in her behalf unknown to her.

After three years she left for an excellent position elsewhere so the
attempts "to run her out of town," as I was once told the KKK
intended, were no longer necessary. Now they could concentrate on me.
Not even Mother escaped their machinations. She frequently received
anonymous letters, even telephone calls, complaining about my work at
the university. Thus I came to realize first-hand how members of
minority groups are sometimes persecuted.

Dr. Burnett had just taken over the chancellorship, in July 1927, and
one October Saturday morning he called me to his office to tell me that
I was being investigated by the chief of police because of complaints by

some citizens and that the chief would be asking to see me shortly. The
chancellor wanted me to be forewarned and also to know that he had
confidence in me and was standing behind me. I asked what the
charges were and he said they were too ridiculous for him to even
discuss. I would get it all directly from the chief. He felt sure I could

answer the charges but I should know that apparently I had acquired
'serious enemies in the short time I had been there, and he was con-
cerned in my behalf.

"What is back of it all, I simply don't know, and I do not like it,"
he said as he dismissed me.

I didn't, have long to wait. Within the hour the chief called for a
conference. Shortly after the lunch hour he appeared at my office. I was
glad that it was Saturday afternoon when I was alone in the building.
However, I felt deep concern for I couldn't think of anything anyone
could honestly complain about to the police and therefore it had to be
some trumped-up charges, and this seemed sinister. And sinister it

turned out to be. I had been reported as taking photographs of women
students in the nude and selling them to young men on the campus. I
was too stunned to say anything until I suddenly thought of the silhouet-
tograph machine I had introduced into the department for our posture
work. I explained this to him and showed him a few of the shadow-
graphs of body outlines on sensitized papernot photographs at all
such as I would have liked but could not afford. He inspected the file
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drawers where these were kept and noted that they were kept in
drawers with locks and in a cabinet in an inner private office with a
lock. These bore no names, merely code numbers for protection from
inquisitive ones. Some "before" and "after" silhouettographs showed
marked improvement in posture after class work, and he became in-
terested in our posture program. He was a real convert to what wk were
trying to do for the women students. Seeing that it was impossible to
make copies of these silhouettographs, he assured me he was on a fool's
errand and he was very apologetic. All the time my mind was in a whirl
of questioningwhy this trumped-up attack on me? And by whom?

I had shortly before learned from Catholic friends that there were
people on campus who offered to bet that I was a Catholic and they
could find no takers, so sure were all others that I was. This had
merely amused me at the time as trivia, but now I decided this police
investigation must be stemming from the Ku Klux Klan. I asked the
chief the names of those complaining against me. Before he could
answer I added, "I wish my father were stilt?live. He and his Masonic
friends would come to my defense against, his evil thing."

fr

"You mean that your father was a Mason?" the Chief replied in
astonishment.

"Yes, I am the daughter of a Mason."

At that he slapped his hands vehemently on the arms of his chair
and jumping up, exclaimed "Wait until I take this news back to those
complaining against you. This will shut them up!"

He asked if he might take a sample shadowgraph to show to one
person in particular. As he bade me gooe'aye I felt sure I had one more
friend in Lincoln, one who gave me the impression that he would
cheerfully have pitched into those who had sent him on this foolish
errand. He apparently wasted no time for the following Tuesday he
returned the shadowgraph with a statement, "I wish to state that it has
served its purpose. The rumor has quieted down."

Almost immediately after this I was told by a faculty woman that it
was rumored that the local chapter of the Ku Klux Klan had drawn up
a list of persons it felt it should run out of town but after some police
investigations they were revising it. And seemingly casually she added:

"I hear you are a Presbyterian."

"Yes, I am,' I said

"Well, why didn't you let people know that when you first came?"
she asked with a, bit of a note of irritation in her voice.
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"Why should I?" I countered, surprised at the question.

"Oh,-1 guess there is no real reason," and the subject was dropped.
At the time this conversation puzzled me.

From then on, other faculty members became friendly, as if sensing
that perhaps I needed a friend or perhaps to my great disgust, because

they had gotten the news about my not being a Catholic. Although this
police investigation had cleared me of some quister charge and in-
cidentally opened a friendly door at the police station, it had been an
unpleasant and disturbing experience.

Later on the department could afford an actual camera for our
posture work. Students, pleased over their improvement, begged me to
let them have copies of the photographs to show to their parents, but
remembering the earlier charge, I went to the chief of police for advice
about it. He sent me to the postmaster. This dignitary assured me that
an enemy wishing to make trouble for me could accuse me of giving a
student "obscene" material to send through the mail even though the
photographs were taken of girls in bathing suits. He asked to see
sample photographs and when I returned with them he decided that it
would be best if I posted the photographs for the students from my
University office, and to protect me he would have on file in his office a

it signed by him for me to send such material through the mail.
s alerted I got the necessary protection and through the years many

a set of parents throughout Nebraska and neighboring states saw the
potentially "obscene" literature and rejoiced over this proof of their
daughter's improvement and wrote me grateful notes.

Immediately after the chief of police informed me that the case
against me had died out, I called on him and asked if I might have the
name of one of the persons who had first made the charge against me.
He said that it was a student at the university and her parents whose

names he did not have but he gave me the name and address of a per-

son he thought might be helpful. When I called on this person at his
downtown office he received me courteously and after consultation with
persons in another room gave me a name and address of the person
who made the original charge. It turned out to be both a fictitious
name and a fictitious address. I let the matter rest since it seemed use-

less to pursue it further.

By then I was caught up in turmoil with a student with whom the
whole department, it seemed, had been im conflict all of the previous

year. She made unreasonable demands and refused to attend classes
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and then was violently angry at -us for reporting her failing in her
work. Only five days after the police chief had told me the charges
against me had died out, I was confronted by this girl's father. He
informed me that because of my refUsal to give his daughter a per-
manent excuse from taking ?physical education,' although there was no
legitimate reason for ,granting such a request, he was retaining two
lawyers td sue me.

Since the earlier confrontation came through a student and her
parents I wondered if this could be the same people picking up in this
why to harass me as the other try, failed. If they were one and the same
group, did the KKK tefuse to go along with them any further? I

never knew the answers to these questions. But I-felt it-quite possible
that they were one and the same and now the parents were determined
to proceed on'their own, no longer mg able to hide behind the skirts
of the. KKK.

At any rate I was alarmed enough to take this threat to Dean Foster
of the Law' College. He laughed and advised me to ignore it. "Do
nothing," he said. "They haven't a leg to stand on and they, know
it. The father is trying to scare you into giving in to his demands."

Six days later Dean of Student Affairs Theos cl'hompson told
- me some man, naming' the very, man who threateniciAo sue me,

: -had been in his office complaining about me. He advised me,to call
on the girl's hysician ''to determine if there might be an emotional
situation we should know about to determine future action. When
I saw her physician three days later, he declared that there was no
reason why the student,should not profit from taking physical edu-
cation,' in fact she seriously needed to get into. some team sport and

'learn how to.e'give and take" with others. This I reported to Dean
Thoinpson. Nine days later the dean called me to his office for a
confrontation with the father who was in his office making serious
charges against me. The dean,. had insisted that, he repeat them in

'my presence with himself as witne'ss. I dashed to the dean's office.
The fattEr immediately became 5o abusiire and-threatening toward me
that the dean rose and went to thy chair to stand by me in a pro-
tecting manner. and ordered the father from his office until he, could
behave Ve a gentleman. Following this I received such abusive anony-
mous telephone calls which I laid to this man's door, that when
I informed Dean Thompson of them he went with me at 'once to
Dean Foster's office to report. them to him. The dean said to stand
firm and the father would surely soon tire of it all seeing that he
could not intimidate us.

Now the harassments increased and the father sent word to me that
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he was going ahead with his stiit against me. At7ttns,,,,,ifikan Foster
decided it was tirne--The chancellor be informedthe?-chancellor said
to stand firm. As harassments increased still more the chancellor de-
cided the regents should be informed of the trouble. they.sald to stand'
firm, especially so since Dean' Foster reported that ever2since 1)2,94_

when the rule was set up by the regents requiring every woman student
to take physical education three pouts per week for the first two .years
in residence, the ruling had not been,challenged in the courts and there
would never be an easier case to win than this one.,SoDean Foster
then sent for the father whorn,he informed in my presence that since I
was acting as an agent for the uniVersity he could not sue me person-
ally but would have to sue the university if he wished to pursue
the matter.- The father. again became abilbve and threatening toward
me. Finally he shouteeL:

"Don't think for' one moment we haven't,been investigating

give my daughter a permanent reprieve or the Sunday mOrtf

.

gand,he concluded, ,"l will give you until"
4

ht negtzvirat

will be out with big headlines giving the full stog of your s
Turning to Dean Foster, he added, "I'll be suing-the u
He than stalked out angrily. I was too stunned for words an was

by then on my feet. Dean Foster immediately stepped uP, to me and
placing a kindly hand,.on my shoulder 19,619ed me intently in the eye:

"Vy dear, is th4anything at all in your past, that he might have
found out that you wouldn't want known?'.'

you,'

I serif& at once., that he ha,to ask ,thatAtieStion land I answered:
c-,...

"Absolutely nothiirtg! Anything that gives the 'papers of any shady
past of nine will have to be lies.'?"

**Well, then, youll not give in to him'
-.i.

Certainly not!" ..',,, f ''
We couldn't have an easier case to win .- I hope he does go ahead

and sue,''''ttie Sara added jubilantly. :-, '`

Late?, the dean,, worrying in my behalf,,realizin'i that even lies about
some iMaginiry past of rnineleould be hard for me and even the
university to IiVe down once tley were Out in headlines in the news-

. papers; went to the chancellor to ask what he thought we should do.

"It's piire blackmail," the chancellor said. I hope Miss Lee is will-
ing to stand by her decision to fight.", .: ., .-

-And, he called me in. "Yes, let's fight," I said. Then the chan-
cellor got to worrying about what thee regents might say. They, too,
hoped I'd be willing ,,to go on with it. Again I said, "Let's fight."

. t )
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Then one regent became concerned about how lies in the newspapers
about me,might affect my mother, and they asked me to discuss it with
her. I had thus, far kaiith word of this unpjeasantry from her. As I
told the story to Mothef, I noticed her spine stiffening and I said,
"What do you think I should do, Mother?"

"What would your Father say if he were here." she asked.
"He would say 'fight.' He would never give in to blackmail."

"Indeed not!" Mother said. "And I, too, want you to fight."

And so it was. We refused to give in. We had one last conference
with the father during which the dean warned him that if he gave
one untruth about me to the newspapers the university, for whom I
was acting as an agent, would sue him for libel. That Saturday night,
Dean Foster called me at bedtime, wishing me a good night's sleep
and begging me not to worry over what might appear in the Sunday
morning paper. As he said,

"Just remember you have 'the 100 percerity,backing of the chancellor
,and regents." 4.:

But it was a long, wakeful, worrisome night for both Mother and me.
Morning came with neheadlines of my "flaming" past, and Dean
Foster called me early, exclaiming:04

"I was never so disaPpointed! I thought that at last I was going
to find out all about your unsavory past, and I find nothing in the
paper." And with another chuckle he added, "From now on, watch
your step."

The angry father had backed down completely when we called his
bluff. But we lost the chance to try out in court the regents' rule
requiring physical education for' all women students.

#0 -
As the years passed by, the university hs threatenethseveril other

times with lawsuits because of various exigencies connected with
departmental work and always the dean rose to the occasion, as if he
were mounting a white charger, fence in hand, to-defend some maiden
threatened in her castellated tower. Grant Memorial Hall did have
castellated towers of sorts to ,make such fantasy seem ,.a bit real. Dead
Foster always took keen delight in these threatened legal .ski riiojles
as if to say, Now we are living!" And if perchance I ha en
over to seek his advice and help for quite some time, when h uld
meet me on the campus he would break into a broad grin with merry
Krjnkles about his eyes and in mock seriousness would exclaim:

"What, no troubles! Surely you haven't been behaving yourself!"
He was such a joy to work with. This was the end of such harassments.
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Chapter IV

The Turbulent Twenties
and Professional Concerns

If the times brought turbulence in my work at Nebraska, they also
brought rumblings of change within the various organizations of my
profession. Men were not only pitted against other men in argument
over curricula, philosophies and principles of physical education, but
women, encouraged by the 1920 victory of equal suffrage, were beginning
to press for greater attention to their needs and rights for physical
education and for a place in the sun in professional organizations.

The Women's Division of the National Amateur Athletic Federation,
founded by Mrs. Herbert Hoover in 1923, was rapidly extending' its
influence throughout the country. In several states where-interschool
sports for girls were running wild under promotion by men coaches,
other groups of men (high school principals, school superintendents
and men physical educators) were giving increased support to the
Women's Division, urging that correct sports programs advocated by
the women be support to replace the unfavorable type of sport.
But the men promoters of girls' sports were not giving up without
a fight. They accused us women of trying to ban all competitive
sports for girls. Nothing was further from the truth. We were fighting
to correct abuses and to abolish only the wrong kind of sports.

For the 1925 Women's Division spring convention in Chicago, Mrs.
oover invited me to be one of the speakers at the opening session.



This was the first time I met that very interesting woman. I was now
drawn into the inner work of this group, which was to concern me
deeply for the next 15 years.

At the 1925 meeting of the Women's Division it waste_po rted-.that
my own survey of the women's intercollegiate athletics_ sift:ratio& ptib,;,
lished in two periodicals in 1924 and in reprints sent .all Over,,the
country by the Women's Division, had led several colleges to 'give up
their intercollegiate contests in favor of Play Days. So the Women:s

standards were making an impact.

In my last year of teaching at Coe in 1917-1918, I had
become interested in the one-year-old organization, the Middle West
Society of Directors of Physical Education, for College Women and had
joined in its second year ofiexistence.' This interest I had carried
on while at Beloit College, when similar eastern and western groups
haciejoilbibisvith the Middle West Society to create the national organ-
ization in,1924. In the spring of my first year at Nebraska I was
elecjed,lresident of the middle west group, following the presidencies

.-ofJ. Anna Norris of the University of Minnesota, Blanche M. Trilling
*,; the University, of Wisconsin; .Louise' Freer of the University of

..! inoii? and rydia...ftlit of Ohio 'State University. Lydia Clark was
ent when 'the, national organization was born in Kansas City

in 19/4. Becau,'nf t peculiar' arrangement for selection of officers,
e ant inatil M, bea e the, first national president. This arrangement

Ls,tha : whAever,ihe -national group held its annual meeting in a
v`, t tory,, whoever was president of the host district group auto-

ic y :he ame the national president. In other words, this national
;.. A CW) at first was not an entity in itself but a federation
10-4,- reedistrict groups. When the second annual meeting was
,., herd' i East, Alice Belding of Vassar College, as president of the

,

Eiste (xi-eV, became.NARECW's second national president to carry
I on4ntil the site 9,___,f-the next national meeting was chosen. When the
p.gro accepted the invitatiogtf ..FI' betglialsey, who had recently

\*.of, physical'e Wo en at the University\, et at,lowa Ci .,

.I, ng themiddle west
cally begpa IffesiAent.w

When anal p
,,.. ..
ncy 0 me reached. Lincoln, the

itiniversi ere neYolis In their euirgratulations.
If e s and .article' about it, "the al
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paper had a writeup, .a
ciation of Universi
With such felicitati
years of service to m

In a way, I t
for I had not b
I came to feel,

the Lincoln: branch of the rican Asso-
(43-kCJW) sent me special congratulations.
red what"was destined to become over 50
ion on the national level.

fortable about this NAPECW presidency
on a national vote. Thus, at that early date

rule was ridiculous and embarrassing to the
that if in my presidency we did not get any

other thing accomplished, we would change this rule, and after long
discussions in Iowa City we did just that, calling for a vote for officers
nationwide. Other changes in the constitution set this new national
group on the path to become completely a national entity on its own
not just a federation of district groups. (It wag we midwest directors
who held out the longest but finally a few years later swung into
line to change from a directors' organization to one open to all women

college teachers of physical education.)

Thirty years later, the historian of the Mid West Association of
Physical Education for College Women, in writing about this confer-
ence at Iowa City, failed to do her research in depth and, before
rushing into publication, did not submit the material to us older
ones still on the scene, especially to me who was president of both
the midwest and the national group at the time. I could have given
her the full story of that three7day conference from my thick folder
of records and, from the many pages in my diary. Instead the final,
supposedly accurate historical material referred to MI Conference as
merely a one-day affair:

On April 12, 1927, the Mid West Directors' Society held its
10th Annual meeting at Iowa City on the day preceding the Des
Moines meetings.of the Mid West < Physical Education Association
and in some fora] or, conjunction with the National Directors
Society. This 'was at the conclusion of the first -decade, and this
would have been, a good time for taking stock but aVarently
in the hustle of scurrying off to Des Moines, no such idea occurred
to the vg,Oirning board. Meetings were held over the luncheon
table-mid at other odd moments and nothing of mach consequence
appears in the minutes.'

WPM'

office holder. I resolved.

To,..put the record straight as against this offeaiar.but inaccurate
°.kreport, it was a three-day meeting; and the meeting in Des Moines

was a meeting of the'American Phynical Education Association (APEA)
not a midwest one, and the Iowa City gathering was indeed in some-
conjunctioi*with the national dipctors' society, for we of the middle
west were playing host' to the naVoittl.grotisi for the first time to put on-'

'2.41R
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a prograin. We thus had voted to give up our own regional affairs and
concerns in the interest of the national group. Therefore with much
of consequence of a national order on the agenda, the middle west
governtig'board, which then was also the national board, took up only
the bare necessities of its own business, working its meetings around
those of the national board. And whatever "scurrying" took place to
get off to APEA convention in Des Moines must have been quite
subdued since the train we took to Des Moines did not leave for almost
24 hours after our last midwest business meeting. So much for accurpcy
of some historical research!

We spent muchctime changing the national constitution. For one
thing, we agreed )that t was important to elect our national officers
without regard to where the conferences were held. The original rule
was an outgrowth of an era when people, especially women, didn't dash

11 over the country attending conventions as Americans soon came to

4t a conference, it seemed necessary to have them located in4he area
o At that time, to ensure that the national officers would be present

of the conference. But within three years, with the sudden increased
use of automobiles by women traveling alone, we saw that we could
change this policy. After much discussion and plodding, especially
from Lydia Clark, Alice Belding and myself who shad experienced
firsthand the original type of organization, we elected the officers
on A national basis with the district groups to be affiliated and the
presidents of each district sit on the national board to assure
coordination.

_

For the record, this 1927 meeting at the University of Iowa
in Des Moines

oth conventions in the
.founcling meeting in

-p ysiat! education . for
at the next meeting

9274onfgrence in Iowa,
gan atiokfrortit-the very start,

-day meeting s 'an ambitious-; serious- affair,
d,iirogramb chairman,'Elizabeth

held immediately preceding the lar er AP
so that NAPECW members could
one trip to the Middle West..
Kansas City in April 1924, 17.,

women from throughout the cp
at Vassar College, 32 attend
76 wer egisteredrrtwas a -gr

° and,
iphirk

trp
Seas11146rq.
Chia:VIM et*Tre4g-ar

University .Orthopedic
These last two talked

am was a distinguished group of edit, 0ors,
As the main speakers, inciuding DeaiN:

iyayilogist; Dr. Bird Baldwin, director of the
4,ation; Dr. Arthur Steindler, director of the

ospital; and Dr. Fritz Miller, a gynecologist.
on posture training 14n the specialist's

nq years 12efore, the midwest group had met
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for one day only and in a bedroom of a roominghouse at the Univer-
sity of Michigan with seven physical directors from six states, it was a
big stelichforward to meet for a three-day program with 76 physical
directors from across the United States. I soon discovered that a
national presidency brought problems and annoyances. Immediately
following the convention, newspapers across the country carried a

United News syndicated articlea purported interview with me as
president of the National College Women's Directors Society of Physical
Education, as many called it. My first knowledge of the purported
interview carnedrorn a San Antonio, Texas paper, but clippings from
all parts of the country later were sent to me. In this so-called inter-
view I was reported as having said:

Because the mortiern college girl takes prescribed courses in
physical education, she is better looking than her mother ....
She actually trains for beauty .... We must not allow [menj to
exploit American womanhood, Miss Lee declared with an emphatic
crack of her athletic fist on her desk.

Hockey has become.tt#Je most popular outdoor sport for women,
Miss Lee said, pregictin-tathat co-ed4ockey games between univer-
sities would come into vogue within five years.

Utter nonsense! I never made such a silly statement as that first
one to anyone and I was never guilty of cracking a fist (athletic or
not) on any desk as I talked and never in my wildest frame of mind
would I have uttered such a statement about co-ed interctIleglate

h ey. This initiation into syndicated newspaper reporting was rYve

e arrassing but nothing to what I was to suffer in later years the
hands of other untrustworthy reporters. But for this first time `I"was
utterly amazed, particularly so because I had not been interviewed by a

7.;
single soul.

*
* * *

At lasti1 w -becoming acquainted with both men and women
workers in my re's5fon,An the early 1920s we college women directors
were a small, "closely-knit group content just to attend women's galas/r-
ings and talk only with one another about our teaching problems.

However, I bad attended my first convention cif the Middle West
Society of Physical Education irii:..P.P8,1n Detroit, and again in 1923
in Chicago wh'ire I made my tir4,4eech before a mixed group on
intercollegiate athletics for womenlad served as Airman of the
College Women's Section' of that:::organiiation for the convention of
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1926 in Minneapolis, thus attending the next meeting of the council
as representative of that section. But I had become acquainted with
none of the men in that one opportunity. Now at the APEA convention
in Des Moines (my first such convention), I was getting acquainted
with a feW men in our ofession. C. H. Mc Cloy, recently returned
from many years in Chin and now at the University of Iowa, I met
for the first time.

Another outgrowth of the NAPECW presidency was the invitatin
from the International Race Betterment Association to be one of the
speakers at its Third Conference, January 2-6, 1928, to be held in
Battle Creek, Michigan. There were 87 speakers in all-78 men and
9 women--called upon from every imaginable discipline in the world
that had anything to offer toward raee -betterment., ffeey were from
several European countries, Japan, Russia, Mexico, and the U.S. I

Was asked to represent the field of physical education and athletics
for women. Amos Alonzo Stagg of the University of Chicago rep-
resented physical education for men, and Fielding Yost, then coach
at the University of Michigan, men's athletics. We three carried the
ball for our profession. I 441 met Coach Stagg a ew years earlier
at a Women's Division-NAAF 'battcort in Chicago.'

It was a heady experiehce to eat 'three meals day at the Battle
Creek Sanitorium with these visitors from all over t worldthe 87
of us guests of Dr. John Harvey Kellogg at his Sanito ium. Coaches
Stagg and Yost, both old enough to be my father, fell ligto the habit
of savg a seat for me at their table at mealtime.. They carried on
much teasing at my expense, labeling me, to my great 'amusement,
"Miss Nebraska," a title which stuck all the years to follow whenever
our paths crossed.

On one memorable evening when Henry Ford entertained 'the con-
ference at an everting of square dancing, I was fortunate to do the first
dance in a square with him and Mrs. Ford, my partner being Irving
Fisher, the famous economics professor of Yale. At Mr. Ford's urging,

)-Professor Fisher had joined in but protested that he had not square-
danced since his youth. I happened to be nearby and turning to me
he asked if I knew square dances. When I said that I too had square-
danced a lot in my youth but not at all of late years, he asked if I
would be his .partner and pilot him as safely as possible through
the steps. Henry Ford and his wife were letter perfect. Dr. Fisher and I
got lost in the steps now and then but we managed to recover with
Mr. Ford helping me and Mrs. Ford swinging Dr. Fisher into line. I

`have never forgotten their patience with us.
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When I learned that Jesse Williams, M.D., of Columbia University
was to be the guest speaker at the 1928 Middle West convention
in Detroit, I determined I must go if for no other reason than to
hear firsthand the profession's "firebrand" from theEast. He was
becoming the recognized leader of the progressive education group
within the profession of physical education. At the same time Carl
Schrader, Massachusetts State Director of Physical Education, and
Charles H. Mc Cloy of the University of Iowa were coming to the front
as the leaders within our profession to hold the line for "effort"
and disciplined education.

Jesse Williams was born the same year as I, as was C. H. Mc Cloy.
In his mid-flu. 'es he received national attention in our profession
through his book, Organization and Administration of Physical Edu-
cation, published in 1922. Dr. James Huff McCurdy, editor of the
American Physical Education Review, reviewed the book in the Feb-
ruary 1923 issue of this magazine, saying in part:

The author seems unduly critical of the older methods [of gym-
nastics] and assumes that the older methods still in use are used
from choice, when, in many cases, the more formal types of work
are used more largely because of lack of adequate equipment for
any other type of work .... The book summarizes and arranges
much of the best material which has appeared in the American
Physical Education Review and other magazines during recent
years, as well as giving a definite contribution from the author on
the subject of administration of physical education.

This review elicited a scathing letter from Dr. Williams to the editor
in which he attacked persons who would write a critical review without
signing it and demanded that his letter be yublished in the Review's
next issue. The editor complied and in a note folleN;ing the Williams!
letter claimed the critical review as his own,.saying it was not the custom
to have a name signed to a book review unless it was written by some-
one other than the editor. Then in the same March issue (pp. 118-122),
the editor published a statement from J. F. Williams:

It is not customary to read in the Review comment on articles
' that appear therein. I know of np valid reason why a professional

journal, such as ours, should not only print but even stimulate cor-
respondence concerning questions presented by the papers pub-.'
lished.

Then Dr. Williams went on to say he wishSto raise some questions
about ansarticle by Mr. C. L. Brewer of Detroit in the December 1922

Review, entitled "The American System of Physical Education.".Then
he attacked Mr. Brewer's defense for formal work on the basis of
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."thoroughness, discipline, mental and physical alertness, and correct
%Oily growth." Following that article was a letter signed by both the.
president and secretary of the North American Gymnastics Union, pro-
testing Dr. Williams' slighting remarks in his recent book to the effect
that "many instructors of the Turnverein type do not have even a high
school education.".

What we protest against. is the slur contained in the words
quoted. We think that this is entirely uncalled for and we point
with perhaps pardonable pride to the many men who have come
from the Turner Associations and who are now holding a high
rank in America among educators inlet lines.'

Battle lines were definitely being drawn publicly through the pages of
the Review and from the sidelines I watched with much interest the
clash between proponents of the old forms of gymnastics and the bold
challengers of the twenties.

Then at the national convention in'Springfield, Massachusetts in the
spr'w,- of 1923, Dr. Williams made remarks in a speech before the
Public School Section which angered many people. He belittled physical
education teachers' long practice of using breathing exercises in their
day's order of exercises, presenting physiological support that breathing
exercises, as such, are not necessary, and he attacked formal gymnastics
441 Varieties.

There can be no such thing as German truth, or Swedish truth,
or Danish truth, or American truth! There is truth! Scientifically
determined liuth!s

But he seemed unwilling to admit that perhaps some German, some
Swede, some Dane might discover a truth which some American could
accept.

William Steelier of the Philadelphia public schools, in particular,
had been so angered by this speech before the Public School Section
that he replied to it in the same issue of the Review,' saying that hun-
dreds of thousands go gladly to gymnasiums all over the country to do

_formal gymnastics and Iike it. As he aid, they go voluntarily-and pay
for the privilege, and do not hate the, formal work as J. F. Williams
says they do. Stecher said, "Some people like cherry pie while others
would rgher,eat caviar." In that article be also attacked Dr. Williams'
-upholding of pSychologists who spefiak for intgrest versus effort, saying:

In growing children, "effort" as well as "interest" is needed
yes, I am not afraid to say that in education it sometimes is wise
to demand effort even when interest appears to be lacking. Life
after all isn't' all fragrance and moonbeams, and at times a fair
dose of wise compulsion is beneficial ...
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It isn't the type of work but the type of teacher .... that deter-
mines the result.

At this time Dr. Williams was chairman of a subcommittee of the
Committee of the Children's Bureau of the U.S. Department of Labor
set up to stud "intensively the problem of physical fitness and physical

vigor of child n."' He also headed a subcommittee of this overall
committee to work on functional tests. With such important recognition
in his early years, he was probably beginning to "feel his oats..! He was
also showing a propensity to take concepts of 'others and, mounting a
platform which the originators of the concepts' seemed heSitant to 'd*,,i,.,.
would declare these concepts to the world,,',1#,,pf/mounced -thein 'over;..

and over again and quickly rushed into print !,t1I:rpugh_ skethes and
books proclaiming them still more insistptly*.sii:that soon he was
accepted by many in the profession as the apostle of the new creeds.
Thus' ideas advanced by him were accepted by, his fervent follpwers as
hi, although they, were. apt to be the origins ideas of Thomas D.
Wood and. Clark Hetherington. '

In June 1922 I had first met Clark. Hetherington, early pupil of
Thomas D. Wood, and with a large group of women physical educators

had sat at his feet and listened to his firsthand report of these new
ideas of physical education for America. So I was not one who was
hailing Jesse Williams as the true "John the Baptist, crying in the
wilderness." Yet because of the controversial material involving him in
the Review, I was curious to hear him. I found him a d amic speaker.

Up to then Thomas D. Wood, in an effort to bring physical educa-
tion into line with John Dewey's philosophy, had quietly been advocat-
ing the use of "natural gymnasticslas he called them, ;in" pracp of the
old:world German and Swedish forms. In 1927 Jesse Williams had

replaced Dr. Wood on the Columbia University faculty as head of
:4>71-'.' physical education Wien Dr.' Wood took over there as professor of

health education.--WAereas Wood had quietly stressed the positive, not
so much attacking the old formalism as advancing a new idea to
replace the old, Williams immediately mounted an out-and-out war
against the old forms of gymnastics in particular, offending deeply all
who had ever championed the old, and they were. legion throughout the

country.

The battle bet-, _en the two
education. The extremists of
and finally succeeded in deleting

"bring us to the undisciplined, effortless form of society of later'clecades
from which we now are struggling to extricate ourselves. Ff0Alittle.we
sensed in the late roaring twenties to what extremes =this philosophy, if
not checked, would lead us.

for many years in all facets of
education got the upper hand

me and effort from' education to'
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We middle-roaders who wished to break with the extreme "formalism
of gymnastics of former years, gladly embraced this challenge but were
frowned upon by those who rushed to climb on the bandwagon of the
Progressive1who regarded us as obstructionists and devotees of horse-
and-buggy days. (Now that the automobile was taking over in our
national life, this derogatory term was coming into vogue.)

Iv his 1928 speech delivered with dramatic flair, Jesse Williams held
up to scorn all forms of physical education which involved drill or
direction , imposed from without, demanding that children be freed of
the drill a As I gathered from his speech he would throw out the
window ' 'ly all formal activities but also the teacher, leaving the
children to grope'for themselves to find ways satisfying to themselves to°,
partake of physical activities. Following his speech a storm of protest
went up from the floor and from then on at all infornial gatherings
throughout the rest of the convention, delegates argued the subject.
Most declared that:riot all children have ability to do creative thinking
and that with this permissive method most children in any group w ill 411$
become mere onlookers as the few exercise. As someone said: "Selfish
children will dominate and become more selfish and timid children will

11.1

withdraw and be inactive."

At this convention, President Clarence C. Little of the University of
Michigan was a guest speaker, using the topic "Ektra-Mural Athletic
Competition for Women and Girls."'-He was critical of the role college
girls were playing/in the world of men's intercollegiate athletics, as he
said:

... yelling their heads off over men's games, wasting their time
and energy following men's teams, and making fools of themselves
over men athletes.

This struck a responsive chord in me who had so recently gone through
unpleasant experiences of trying to ,chaperone "football specials" (quite
a tale for another day). But neither-I her any of the other women agreed
with his proposed solution to this unsatisfactory situationto organize
for the women their own intercollegiate games'to follow and get excited
about.

How little he knew the schoolgirls of the 1920s. The very girls who
were "making fools of themselves over- Men athletes" and "wasting
their time anSI energy following men's teams" were the very last girls
who, if offered in collegiate games of their own; would ever ciime out
for them. Needless o say. however, he aroused much controversy and
enUvened. tht convention meetings. But we women refused to take him
seriously. 1.

* * *
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Plot being a member of the Council of the Middle West Society of

.,Pb.`ysical-,Education, I knew nothing of what transpired at its 1928
Spring business meeting. In fact I left the convention before the council

meeting was held and was not present ;at .the.closing session when the

newly elected officers.were announceckft also missed the announcement
that the Middle West Council had vote 0 publish a monthly maga-
zine, The Pentathlon, with Professor. Elmer Mitchell of the Uni-
versity ofMichigan as editor. The first "issue was to be off gress in
October and sent to all midwesterners registered at the convention.

Having spent the summer of 1928 touring Europe with three friends

(we did some bicycling in England and climbed Mt. Snowden in Wales),

I had no occasion to encounter professional friends who might have
enlightened me about the closing events in Detroit in May. However,

one October day I received my copy of Vol. 1, No. 1 of The Pentathlon.

Since I had heard not even a rumor .that there was to be a new
magazine, it came as a great surprise. On first glance, I saw at the
bottom of the cover the words, "Journal of THE MIDDLE WEST
SOCIETY OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION Published at Ann or

Michigan." "How interesting!" I thought, and turned to p
to my great surprise, my own name jumped out at me. I b
looked again. There it was unmistakably in the list of Miest
officers for 1928-1929:

PresidentL. M. Post, Detroit
Vice-presidentMabel Lee, University of Nebraska'
Secretary-Editor--E. D. Mitchell, University of Miairik.,
Retiring PresidentE. C. Delaporte, Chicago

How could they have made such a mistake? WhaOlgitnan's name
belonged there in place of mine? I hoped she wouldn't be angry! of
course it was a woman, vice-presidents 'almost always were women!

Almost immediately the October issue of The American Physical
Education Review arrived. It, too, listed my name as an officer. I then

wrote the Middle West president, Loren Pok of Detrkt, calling his
attention to the error. A few days later, James E. ngers of the
Playground and Recreatn Association of America came to Lincoln

and his first question was, "What plans are being made for the mid-

west convention next spring?" (He spoke of it as midwest, a shortened
versionsthat was shortly to replace the older designation.) When I said I

knew nothing of any plans, he was surprised and Said, "Why, you are

the vice - president" and I said, "Oh! that is an error in The Pentathlon!"

But M. Rogers._said it was not an .error for he had sat in on the
council meeting in Detroit in May and was present when I was elected.
In fact, when they were hunting for some woman to put up for vice
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president, someone said it was time they nominated someone from west
of the Mississippi River or better still, even' farther west and that he,
himself, had suggested my name and they accepted it. So it was no
mistake! -.

.

It was almost two mkinth later before, President Post replied to my
letter, informing me that t e listing was no error and that lie had his
committees set up for the ar and plans for convention were underway
so there was nothing for m to do. Should anything arise which he felt
I should do or should know a's . ut he would contact me. It was obvious
that the vice-president of the iddle West was ,not considered even a
member of the executive commi ee. All plans were made and I had not
heard anything. He did not e en let me know what city,...wastfeing
considered for the 1929 convention or the dates for IC, , ,

I decided not to let it bother me. Bu y-did they have a vice-presi-
dent if there was nothing to do? Then ther came t c mind the thought
that -a vice ifitsidenewould be needed in ca e the esident shrduld be
compelled for some reason to be abse hat a ought! To have to
take over as president and not know one thing bout any inner work -
ings of the organization and without eing perm tted to know about the
president's aspirations or plans for he organ atipn. I dismissed the

;- whale thing fpm mid the best I cou elf*, ased to hold such a
queer office.

This first is ue of The PentathAn proclaimed that it was not born to
challenge or compete with other periodicals. However, many in the
Midwest and some in the East, too, hoped it would compete with and
challenge the Review if for no other reason than to wake it up. To start

?thi; magaZine had not been a fly-by-night decision. Iri 1926 'when
Margaret McKee of the Des Moines public schools was president of the
Middle West Society she had appointed an editorial board to carry out
the council's wish to study the possibility of establishing an official
Midwest periodical. Dr. J: Anna -Norris of the University of Minnesota
was chairman of this board, with Elizabeth Halsey of the University of
Iowa, W*3. Bowen of Ypsilanti Normal School, E. W. Everts, Minne-
sota State irector of Phyifeal Education, and Floyd Rowe, then of
Cleveland-public schools, as her board members. The Pentathlon was
the result of this boar'd's initial efforts.

4 The magazine was a success from the first issue. It was the sort of
thing so many midwesterners had hoped the Review would become. It
carried many illustrations and eye-catching advertisements. It also had
photographs of the authors of the leading articles. The first article in
the first issue was J. F. Williams', controversial address at the Middle
West convention the. preceding spring.
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At the last meeting of the American Physical Education Association
Council in Baltimore in connection with the, spring 1928 national c'bri-

. vention, there had been 2 -2 members-, 21 men and one woman, Florence
Somers, representing the Women's Athletic Committee which was then
generally.spoken of as the Women's Athletics Section, although unoffi-
eTally so. Of the member's, 17 were easterners, 2 midwesterners, and 1
each from the West Coast, the South and Canada. It was glaring proof
that 'the rising charges of women were true that APEA was merely an
eastern organization catering almost exclusively to men. A small group
of APEA leaders were determiried to change this situation.

One thing decided was to invite a large number of women, wito
would be likely to be in New York,City at the next Christmas holiday to
attend' the Women's Division of NAAF meetings, to corn- e a day" or so
earlier and lunch with the APEA Council as an advisory group to
suggest ways of increasing women's participation in the Association's
governing affairs.

On January 2, I went to New York City to attend the meetings of the
Women's Division of NAAF. I had been invited to share the platform
for one session withiDr. Lillian Gilbreth, the much talked of woman in
the engineering profession 011o was greatly interested in the work of the'
Women's Division, and with Mrs. Henry Breckenridge, wife of the
president of the National Amateur Athletic Federation. I had been
assigned the topic, "SportsAn Educational Dynamic Force,"'and
was apprehensive about my part of the program.

This was the fifth year the Women's Division had ut on a winter.
conference in New York City during the Christmas holidays in rder to
gain the much-valued attention to their work from the leadi men of

f the profession. As in years past, the men were in New Y City at this
. time of year attending the annual meetings of the Foo all Coaches

Association, the Council of APEA ,I.v1f5h through the yeas had been
largely a men's group, and the,,,ColisegtPhysical Education Association
which, born in 1897 under the leaderShip of Edwayd" Hitchcock of
Amherst, was recognized as that day's top group of men leaders in
physical education.

No sooner had I arrived at the Pennsylvania Hotel in 'New York City
4in those days, a glamorous hotel and the most popular conference site
°in that city for educational groups) than I was discovered by Edith
Gates, Marjorie Bouve and Florence Somers, who had attended the
APEA New Year's Day luncheon put on by the Council of:APEA at the
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City Club. They took me to.task over the troubles the Middle West
group was suppbSt(dly making for the American Physical ducation
Association.

I had heard "rumors that the APEA luncheon had -made a grand
gesture toward the ladies and was curious to know who had been
present. As gossip reported the event, a group of leading men in our -t,1
,profession had drawn up a list of the 12 leading women of the physical
/education profession as of 1928 who would probably be in New York
City. As a matter of passing interest, the list was as .follows: Marjorie
Bouvd, Ethel Bowers, Edith Gates, Mary' Gross, Germaine Guiot,
Signe Hagelthorn, Marguerite 'Hussey,,Helen McKinstry, Ethel Perrin,
Mazie Scanlon, Florence Somers, and Agnes Wayman. Lydia Clark,::-.
Alice Belding and Ithe first three women to hold the presidency of
the National Association of Physical Education fpr College Womenas
well as Blanche Trilling, J. Anna Norris and Ai Ty C. Coleman were all
in New York City to attend the Women's Divisi meetings but none of
us had been invited. Lydia in particular was qui upset about this list,
which Marjorie BOuve had given tome.

These three wopen who accosted, me had quite p indictment against
the Middle, West, Society of Physical Education and, as its vice-presi-
dent, I was being taken'to task. Although Mr. Post was listed as 'a
men;tber of APEA ,Council as the Middle West representative, he
did not attend _this January 1 meeting. As his vice-president' I could
easily gave served as his proxy since I was to be in New ,York City for
otheys eetingS.

developed that Emil .Rath of the North American Gymnastics
Union School Indianapolis, unknowing of Middle West plans to hold
its 1929spring convention in Chicago, had invited the APEA to hold its
spring convention in Indianapolis and his invitation had been accepted.
Learning of the Middle West plans, C. W. Savage of Oberlin College,
ylrko was just completing his third year as APEA president, had used
his influence as a midwesterner to persitade the Middle West group to
abandon its plans for a convention in Chicago and to/ join forces with
the national group for a joint, convention in Indianapolis. But Loren
Post of Detroit, the new Mfddle West president, and E. C. Delaporte
the Chicago public schools,' the outgoing president, were aclarn*,
insisting that the Middle West would have its own convention alone in
Chicago. I was 'shocked to learn that there was much ill -will, against
APEA on the part of several Middle West leaders and that, with that
faction at itie helm, they apparently meant to bet APEA feel their
displeasUre. I disclaimed all knowledge of any of this and informed
these women that thus far I had been completely ignored as the
vice-president.



Besides this complaint I was informed that Mr. Post had accepted
6 appointment by the APEA president as chairma' n of a national commit-

tee to study the possibility of enlarging the national council with the
thought of making room for more women, but he sent no report to this
meeting. Dr. McCurdy informed the council that he had sent Mr. Post,
as chairman of this study committee, a letter recommending the follow-
ing: (1)' that each district society be represented on the council by its
president plus two others (at least one of the group to be a woman); (2)
that the Women's Athletic Section have three representatives instead of
just one:, and (3) that the Public School Section have two representa-
tives, one man and one woman. (This is interesting in light of criticism
that it was Dr. McCurdy wh wished to hold down female representa-
tion on the council.)

These women also informed me that Dr. Frederick Maroney, super-
visor of physical education for the public schools of Atlantic City, had
been elected APEA president for 1929 and urged me to contact :him
immediately since he had declared that APEA needed many changes
and he, hoped to 'undertake a reorganization at once. This was the
hotheaded fiery Irishman, Fritz Marohey, whom I had heard much
aboUt and was destined shortly, to meetthe man Who was to launch
me unceremoniously into the limelight of my profession.

* * *

The December issue-of The Pen athlon which reached me belatedly
announced the midwest conventio site and dates for 1929. I waited until
the last of January to hear from resident Post about plans for it..Fle
did not contact me so I wrote hi Sort January 30, telling him I had heard
in New York City that all was not well between APEA and the
Middle West S'bciety and that I hoped he would invite President Maroney
of the APEA to attend our conference and discuss frankly any difficulties
between us. Then I wrote to our new APEA,President as follows:

$8

Dear Mr. Maroney:
c,

While attending the meeting of the Women's Division of NAAF
in New York City during the holidays, I learned that there has
been some misunderstanding between the AEA and the Mid West
Association resulting in the giving up of plans for. an APEA meet-
ing this spring. I also understand that the National Council is
drawing up plan of reorganization.

As Vice - President of the Mid West Society, I feel decidedly con-
cerned about this. ...



Frederick W. Maroney. president of the American
Physical Education Association. 1929 and 1930.

Please understand that in any reorganization plans you may have,
you will receive loyal support from a large circle of members of the
Mid West Society.

If there isl,anything I can do, please let me know.

I received a reply from Mr. Post dated February 5, thanking me for
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the sttogestion and saying that he was asking E. C. Delaporte, the Chicago
cOnvattion manager, to invite the national president. The same day I
received a reply from Dr. Maroney, which said in opening and in
closing:

My dear Miss Lee,

Thank you for your cordial and helpful letter of January 30th. I
assure you that I appreciated the splendid spirit which pronfpted
your writing so frankly to me. ...

I would appreciate an invitation from the Program Committee of
16 the Mid-West Section to appear before the Convention and make a

plea for national unity within our ranks.

Two days later, I received a telegram making me president of the
Middle West Society of Physical Education! I knew practically nothing
,of the Society's history and absolutely nothing of its inner working. I
knew only a few women members and practically none *of the men
members. I was vaguely aware that there was dissatisfaction of APEA2
within the midwest grOup but knew none of the details. I knew, not'the
slightest detail of any >f the convention plans, not having been informed
on one single item or even asked for 'an opinion or idea. Never before
had I realized the absolute nothingness that a vice-presidency could
mean.

This telegram instantly disrupted "the noiseless tenor of r way,'"
suddenly catapulting me into profejssional organization work thatbled to
wider responsibilities. It marked a great turning point in my life. I

realized that from that moment on I was president 6f the Middle West
Society of Physical Education with the burden of all these problems
suddenly transferred to my shoulders. It couldn't h ve happened to
anyone less prepared.

Tfte_telegram infprnlitd me that Loren Post had,4ied suctnly from
pnetiniAnia aftera very brief illness. I had received a letter .from him
written only four days before. Exactly one year, ten months, and three
weeks later, _the events precipitated by that telegram landed me in the
national presidency of my professional associati6nan office no woman
had ever held.

,Orfe thing I quickly decided upon. That has to conduct the Associa-
tion affairs as democratically as possible. I/had been a member of the
Mid West Council once before (1926); In 1927 I had been a member of
the National' Council and, since May 1928/ supposedly was a member of
the Mid West Council again. In all three of these experiences I had
never teen told- anything that was.going on, yet a person or persons
somewhere'had been making decisions and getting things donebut auto-



cratically.. I was determined to put democracy to work in our Mid West
Council and ifound most were delighted, to be consulted and to be
made to feel a. part of it although all were surprised and one or two
also bored. Why these last had accepted office, I didn't know.

I fpund this method laborious and time-consuming but it paid off in
building up fine esprit de corps within the group. Those who refused to
work, even the little task of answering a letter, I soon put on my
blacklist as persdns who let, themselves get elected to office with no
intention of producing. This method involved tremendous correspond-
ence but it boUnd us all together since we could not meet personally
except at convention time.

i
In thinking it through, I decided that since all'convention plans were

complete, I had 'best accept them and carry on with whatever the
convention committee had plaiwd for the -president to do. But the
council meetings themselves would .'be mine to do withf.as I thought
best. I would indeed be president there, and if I got nothing else
accomplished I would ferret out, if possible, what the midwest people
were unhappy about with APEA' and try to resolve those difficulties,
But first I had to meet my 12 council membe 'ts face to face aid get a
bit acquainted with them. Two I had seen before (E. C. Delaporte and
Dudley Reed, past presidents), but I ha. d never ,met them or any ofthe
other ten members. . .

- ° . -.
,

I wrote at, once to Elmer M itthell, the secretary, asking that '1,,be.y nt .
a copy of the constitution and any written material available, and to let
me know The duties of the president, but he;had nothing MAO me.t
There was not even an extra set of the.oinutes of the last, Me tings
which I could jook over. As vice-president, I. had neveryiren,:se4 old a-
copy. Apparently tAe Middle West Society just ran alor wit:g4Wiit-

,ten plant and with little inner organization. Elmer Mitalti4aS14'its
first year as secretary-editor and as I learned later,also wittrideriniitkitT
it was all about. Each year, as I soon learned, there was a°4:Oirierttiol ..--°.:
chairman and he wag-apparently a, law unto himself: ,No -3an'i bad'.ileft
any written rebprds, not even of do's or don'ts for.tharisucCetsors.'The ;'c'',.,,,..
secretary,was so involved with the added duties of ed#fir (all"yoluntem,-..." ,CI

work) that he had no time for secretarial work beyond bare necetsities,',.1
so his work, too, was a laW unto itself. There we're;a1So°some vaguely -; V
known committees, each apparently a law unkitse/lf. ,There was little' ., c

coordination and no written plans or b-,clers,, thrincoming officers and (
chairmen to go by. Everyone before me obviously had started out in the
daik and did what he could purely by trial ,and error an did not
bother to pass on any advice to his sue4essor.

Later I was to learn that the national association was....run similarly.
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Each apparently tried to function as well as possible with as little
correspondence as necessary. This unwillingness, by early officers to
carry on wide correspondence resulted in their making all the decisions
themselves except when the council met. This resulted in feelings (and
rightly so) that the organization was run by a few officers and not by
the officers and the group of people elected to represent various other
groups and interests. This prevented the district and national organiza-
tions from becoming businesslike and effective. Of course in the earliest
days, all correspondence had to be written in longhand and it must
have been laborious!

I also soon learned in.the Middle West organization that people west
of the Mississippi River thought that those east of the river controlled it
too much. I thought a lot about all of this between February 9 and 440
April 24 when we came together for convention. I took what time I
could to delve into early Reviews to try to learn what I could of Middle
Westand national history and proceedings at council meetings. I de-
dided that before the convention began, I would make sure that the
national president would be'there to talk with us. Before I would step
out of office with a new'president taking over at the conclusion of the
convention, would do what I could to bring out in the open all
criticism of the American Physical Education Association. We would
learn what we could of APEA and discuss what our proper relations
with it should be. I was determined that each council member would be
given every opportunity to speak out. Also I resolved to throw the
council meeting open to all members who cared to attend, with all free
to speak even if without a vote. I wanted to get at the bottom of
complaints,and to force complainers to speak up.

There was no one in Lincoln with whom I could talk over such
matters. I felt professionally stranded in Nebraska. So I thought out My
problems alone. Later, when confronted with still greater problems, It
at least did not have to face them alone. By then I had built up a small
circle of professional friends with whom I could correspond for advice
and support even if distances from Nebraska were to0 great for pet-
sonal get-togethers.

President Post had been as good as his word and did, just before his
death, get word to the convention managers E. C. Delaporte (who was
also the immediate past president) that he wished the president of
APEA to be invited to the convention. Mr. Delaporte had at once
issued the invitation.

Immediately on receipt of the message of Mr. Post's death, I wired
this information to Dr. Maroney, and, as the new Middle West presi-
dent, I renewed the invitation for him to attend the Middle West
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convention in April with the hope that the two groups would find a way
to pull together.

As news of Mh Post's death spread in the Midwest, letters began
pouring in upon me and I began to learn what various midwest people
disliked about APEA. As I studied the problems presented, I began to
see that I, too, felt APEA needed serious revision. So I entered into the
ariuments wholeheartedly and began a rushed correspondence with

_both Middle West leaders and national president, Dr. Maroney, trying

rarrive at some conclusions before the April convent s.

By mid -March I was able to send Dr. Maroney la list of nine chief
complaints against APEA raised by the Middle Wegt Council members,
all reasonable and controversial. At the same time, I entered into
correspondence with Dr. A. D. Browne, first President of the newly.-
organized Southern District Society (my old friend of World War I days
in Oregon, then at Peabody College in Tennessee) and learned that
they, too, in the Southern District were making about the same com-
plaints against APEA. I also drew into correspondence on the subject
Mary Channing Coleman who was serving as first convention chairman
for the Southern District under Dr. Browne. She would become presi-
dent of- this Southern group followingt Jackson °Sharman of the Ala-
bama State Department of Education and Elliot Graves of the Virginia
State Department.

As soon as I received a typed copy of the main outline of the Middle
West program for the Chicago convention and learned the dates and
hours set. for council meetings and the name of the convention hotel, I
sent Dr. Maroney a copy and informed him that when he arrived in
Chicago I Auld let him know the day and hour when my council
planned to have a special meeting with him to discuss APEA and
Middle West mutual interests. As it was by then almost, convention
time, he wired his thanks and said that since he could not arrive for the
opening day he would send the national secretary- editor, Dr. James
Huff McCurdy, to represent him at the first council meeting set for that
date. This bothered me considerably for I was not inviting the national
president or any representative of his to attend my first of two council
meetings.

I worried all the way to Chicago as to how I could politely yet firmly
let both Dr. ,McCurdy and Dr. Maroney know that I wanted to talk
with my people alone for my first meeting with them. I was ashamed to
confess to them that I knew none of the Middle West Council mem-
bers, even by sight, and wished some chance to get a little acquainted
before taking on the national officers who were also strangers.
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Dr. McCurdy was in Chicago ahead of me and contacted me. As I
checked in at the hotel I had to tell him he could not attend my first

meeting. I deeply regretted my seeming rudeness for Dr. McCurdy,
although not angry, turned away with a look of hurt and disbelief. I
sensed that he was a gentleman of the old school. He was of my ather's

generation aizl I was deeply uncomfortable over this incident, as if I
had been rude to my own father. But I felt that the midwesterners
would not talk freely of their displeasures with the national association
were he present and that I must learn their true feelings before meeting
with the national officers. It was many years before Dr. McCurdy was
at ease with me, although I tried go assure him that this was not an
unfriendly gesture.

As I turned away from him, I approached some men in the lobby
who looked the athlete type and asked if they would point out Elmer
Mitchell to me were he in the lobby. They did so and I was able to
walk up to him nonchalantly and say, "How do yout,do,.Mr. Mitchell, I
am Miss Mabel Lee from Lincoln, Nebraska." I did not want him to
know that I didn't know him by sight, and my scheme worked well. He

was equal to the occasion for he answered at once, "Yes, indeed, Miss
' Lee! I am glad to see you again!" I was sure he had never seen me

before but he, also, did not want me to know that. So the ice broken,
he introduced me to several men I was supposed to know but did not.

I had my private session with my council the next morning, after
which Mr. Mitchelland I hunted up Dr. McCurdy and President
Maroney for a talk with them before the Council would meet again.

I had been warned that Dr. Maroney was a hotheaded Irishman and
I was certain that unpleasantness was in store for me when he learned
from Dr. McCurdy that I had closed the first council meeting to him. I
was not wrong. He obviously had a chip on his shoulder. He introduced
himself to me quickly and immediately blew up over my treatment of
Dr. McCurdy. I told him I regretted the incident but would do it over
again because I hid a legitimate reason and I would like to explain it
to him. His angry only increased, so I took him firmly by an arm and,
looking him intently in the eye, asked:

"Did you come here to quarrel with me or to try to find a friendly

.,

way to

open- mouthed

settle our differences ?"

He looked at me with open-mthed disbelief and I saw the color
*se 'in his face. Though my remark angered him further, he bit his lip,

sto silent a moment, then threw back his head and burst into hearty
laughter, "Spoken like a prince," he said, and then corrected it to
"like a princes." Appalled at my own temerity to'speak to him so and
relieved at his sudden change of mood, I, too, burst out laughing. At
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Elmer Dayton Mitchell, editor of The Pentathlon", 1928-1930 and of The
Journal of Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Research Quar-
terly, 1930-1943.

this he extended a hand, saying, "Let's be friends," and we shook
hands. From then on Fritz Maroney and I got along famously as we
worked together to try to make APEA over to be a more truly demo-
cratic and national organization.

To my delight I found that all my hasty correspondence with council
members the Middle West group had paid off and, united, we were
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officers in the wildest, off-gtiard° moments would have uttered. Any-
thing for a sensational story. I blush even today for the things I was

*: quoted 4s having said. After orf session, a Chicago paper came out I
with a large headline:

FEAR FOA U.S. OF,,,PALLID MEN, STURDY WOMEN

Then there -: followed a lengthy article of-how the men delegates
deplore the ,puny Asperican mEn "weakened by lack of exercise,
stunted by long hours of .work ..-. sallow, anemic, palsied creatures"
but how theY- " rhapsodized" about American woman "ar.a dynamic '
combination of Diana and Viihus beside whom man will cower shame-

° ully." The article closed with this:

But while the men educators were fearful of what will become
of Manly physique in the future, Mab21 Lee of the University of
Nebraska, acting President of the Association, grew lyrical, in pic-
turing the feminine beauty of 1950 ... Outdoor spurts now so
popular among wren and interpretive daniafig are serving to
develop both the minds and bodies of women so that ugliness is
becoming decadent and pulsing beauty the order-of the day.'

Utterly ridiculous! Neither the men nor I had givenany such interviews
or said any such things.

At the convention banquet, for the second time at a physical educa-
tion meeting, I found myself seated next to Amos Alonzo Stagg. This
time, he was the speaker and I was the president of the group. Thus a
friendshli-started a few years earlier was given another push. He was
always a 'delightful dinner companion.

At the closing council meeting the grdup would not take "no" for an
answer. They insisted that,I had started a cleanup campaign and that
now I must carry on, and so I was elected president of the Middle West
Society of Physical Education in my own right for the coming year, the
fourth woman so honored in 17 years.'" And a fine group was elected
into the council, not mere figureheads but workers to carry on with me.
By now all were acquaintances and more than that, friends! We agreed
to push constructively fot radical changes in APEA, chief of which
would'be to incorporate the district societies as integral parts of its own
organization but all with freedom of action within their own districts.
The Middle West Council voted to pay the expenses of its president
after this to the annual official APEA Council meeting, held for so
many years past during the Christmas hohdays in New York city. This
meant the Middle West would have no excuse not to be officially
represented and to have its voice heard.
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Therefore, during the Christmas holidays of 1929 I attended the
annual council meeting of APEA as the representative of the Middle
West Society of Physical Education. (The council meetings held at
APEA Tnventidns in the spring were not the annual official business
meetings with election of officers.)

At the APEA Council meeting I encountered much ill will towards
the so-called illegal, yet winked-at, Women's Athletic Section under
which the Women's Athletic Committee functioned. I soon learned that
some of the men of the profession were causing quite a furor over their
discovery that the Women's Athletic Committee had quite a sizeable
treasury which came from the royalties from the Athletic Guides which
it produced and which it used to cover- the expenses of its publications:
There had never been any intent,to keep the existence of this treasury a

secret; it was known to the officers of APEA, but apparently not to the

men who were quarreling with the women. They seized upon this as
still another great irregularity within APEA since no other Section had
a treasury of its own. The cry was immediately raised that the women

should turn this treasury over to the APEA treasury and that APEA
'1,should budget-the committee's work. This gave the w men deep con-

cern. It also became apparent that there were some women in the
profession who were complaining to some ofthe men' eaders that the
Women's Athletic Section was a "self-perpetuating" group and a
"closed door corporation." This increased the resolve of some of the
men to bring this group of women-to task.

President Maroney had hoped during his first yeaf in the national
presidency to iron out l difficulties with both the obstreperous mid-
westerners and the determined ladies of the unofficial Women's Ath-
letic Section through informal get-togethers at a national convention,
but the Middle West Society's insistence on meeting alone in Chicago
in 1929 forced APEA's cancellation of plans fora national meeting. at
Indianapolis. However, at the December 1929 official national council
meeting, Dr. Maroney was elected to a second year in the presidency.

He promised a complete reorganization of APEA with all parts of the
country, and women as much as men, given a voice in the reorganiza-

tion.
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As the new President of the/Middle West Society of Physical Educa-
tion', I fait strongly that it was all wrong for the mAidwesterners to
criticize e national organization without at the same time trying to do
somethi g constructive abOut changing the things we did not like.
TherefOre I hoped I might' at the. Christmas holiday council meeting of
1929 have an opportunity,,to "put the middle west cards on the table"
for all to see in the hope,ofbringing'oilr disagreements out in the open
for discussion. But the full agenda allowed no time to discuss middle
west displeasures. As we were running behind time, the meeting "came
to a close without a cchance to say the things that weighed heavily upon
my mind and which I felt it was my duty to say.

/

Before closing, the officers for the next calendar year were elected.
Dr. Jarties Huff McCurdy, then 64 years old, who had been secretary-
editor for the past 23 yearst had res ed during the fall, and Elmer-

. Mitchell of the University of Mi o-had for a year been putting
out the Middle West's very 'ppp, Pentathlon, had been elected.
by ,,mail vote to 'take his place.:; rew the door wide open for a
complete reirataping of the natio sociation's magazine. Its name

,
d

' was to be changed to The Jotzlnal of Health and Physical Education,
beginning with the January '190 issue.

These we the days when people were not asked ahead of time if
they would Permit their name to be submitted as candidates for office.
Now, I, the gadfly m the Middle West Society, prodding for com-
plete reorganization an radical changes in the national association was
chosen vice-president, as they weren't having enough trouble with the
women. But perhaps they thought this might at least put me on the
team that was on the defensive. However, after my recent Middle West"
experiences; no one knew better than I the utter futility of a vice-presi-
dency, the completeJack of any responsibility, so that when my name
was presented I made no protest. This office had been handed around
among the women for many years as a polite gesture, with the presi-
dency, that holy of holies, reserved exclusively for the men. But I
thought I might find worthwhile work which a vice-president might do.

I was disappointed in not getting a chance to present some grievances
at the council meeting but luck played into my hands at the open
luncheon meeting that followed the council meeting. There was, besides
the council members, a rather large attendance of friends and members
of the Association, mostly men, who were in New York City for various
holiday meetings of men's groups. President Maroney introduced me as
the new vice - president, saying jokingly that he had been having quite a
time the past year trying to handle the obstreperous midwest folk. To
my surprise, he added that perhaps I might like "to say a few words"
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in their defense. There wasn't a moment to collect my wits, but I knew
I couldn't let this opportunity slip by. So I arose saying I felt that
APEA's sins in relation to district organizations were inexcusable and
needed correction. I confessed that I had attended but one national
convention and'tfiat I knew little of APEA and had much to learn. I
said that I felt the Women's Athletic Section problem was going to be
hard to solve. I congratulated the former editor for granting the women
a permanent page in the magazine starting with March 1929, for the
Women's Athletic Committee and the Women's Division to use jointly
on topics related to athletics for girls and women. I added that as much
as I was interested in the work of that group I could also see that many
women had little Appreciation of the larger overall problems of an
organization that had to serve men's interests as well as women's. I

tossed in the remark that I felt the organization had pampered the men
entirely too much and too long, forgetting the women. At all this I was
met with hearty but friendly laughter.

So here was I, January 1, 1930, as the Terrible Twenties came to a
close, caught up in undefined, unexpected duties as vice-president of
APEA and as president of the Middle West Society of Physical Educa-
tion, with the national convention scheduled for ,,Boston immediately
following the middle west convention in Milwaukee the last of March.

In many ways the twenties were a disturbing decade. There was
much unrest in all segments of society. The Great War; catapulting the
United States into world politics, had been an upsetting experience for

the entire country, and the recovery period seemed to be dragging out
indefinitely. Many young people, although a noisy minority, even many
middle-aged people, were "kicking up their heels" and having a great
fling at life as if to make up for time and opportunities lost during the
war. They made' enough of an impression with their "goings-on" to give
the decade the names, The Roaring Twenties, The Terrible Twenties,
The Disturbing Twenties, and so on.

As for myself,-then in my early forties, life, as far as the professional
side of it was' concerned, was indeed beginning at 40, as a popular
book of that era proclaimed to be the case for all."

At this time therewvas just beginning to be talk on campus about
college girls smoking back East so why not in Nebraska? I firmly be-
lieved from my earliest teaching days that elders owe it to youth to
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take-a clear open stand on issues affecting them. Here was as, serious
issue I felt deeply committed about, to warn all young girls coming
under my influence against the harmfols physiological effects of
smoking. There were many of the medical.ilrpfession who werefurniph-
ing proof enough of the dangers of smoking. My staff of that day
supported me 100 percent on this issue.

Since no smoking was done as yet, at least not in the open, I decided -
that as the director of physical educatio 'women, I should take a
stand so that the girls would know ri ht from e start that was,.:at
least one woman on the factilty who opposed it and why. However,
before I did anything, I checked to see if the Health Service might ,
be thinking of promoting a non-smoking campaign, on campus and
if so, to offer my departmenN-COoperation. I was rebeived by the head of
the Health Service with amazement that I would be willing to give
time and energy for "these unnecessary things" and it wps suggested that
I "`ten a to my own business" So I decided to carry on, vith thilDproject
alone.

Although I personally opposed smoking not as a moral' issue but
entirely from a health standpoint, I now realized that here in Nebraska,,
where many people still objected to fdancing, even folk dancing,, on
moral grounds, I.would get more support from the moralists on this,
issue than from the University Health Service. However I was happy to
find support from any group although I raised a loud voice about the
harmful physiological effects of smoking.

I opened the campaign by asking for a few moments with ea
physical education class during which I called the girls' attentionto t
fact that smoking was becoming a fad among college girls back East
and that if any Nebraska girls were thinking of taking, it up hoped
they would give serious consideration to the fact that it ik habit-forming
and when it becomes a habit is a serious menace to health. Fortified by
all the physiological facts I had beenable to muster about smoking and
quotations from nationally-known physicians, I kept my talk strictly on
a health basis. Then I followed the talks by huge posters against
smoking plastered on all the bulletin boards in our own building.
Within two days I had reached practically every underclass girl and
many upperclass women. This talk triggered one big topic of conversa-
tion at all the sorority houses and rooming houses (so I was informedY
and, from reports that seeped back to me, also in many private homes
about town as well. The Omaha Bee, hearing of my campaign, sent a
reporter to-interview me and the newspaper carpe out, November 1,
1925, with a headline:
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BEAUTY MORkTHAN SKIN DEEP U OF N. PHYSICAL

. EDUCATIONJXPERT AVERS

This was followed with a lengthy writeup of my -views against smok-
ing. It was for me the first shot fired in public in 'a battle I waged for
many years, most of the time a lone battle, and ever a losing one
against the tide of public acceptance of smoking by women, regardless
of consequences.

It has always been amazing to me to discover through the years that,
of the many who believe in a thing, few will ever take a public'stand on
it. As I recall, not one faculty ,member outside my staff joitiedemye'
crusade publicly, although many of the men and one or two of the
women called me at once to congratulate won my stand. °However,
the st ent leaders in the Women's Athletic Associationenthusiastically,
joined he campaign at once and immediately adopted a training rule of
"uo smoking" for all its teams, making the following_public statement
in explanation:

Not that University of Nebraska girls are inclined to smoke but
there' is a slight tendency for the girls inr many schools and colleges
td exploit 4,4 new so-called "right" and we are simply nipping the
idea in the bud."

Almost immediately the LincgIn newspapers asked for interviews on
the subject, and the editor of the State P)arents Teachers Association
magazine 'asked me to write an article 0 the subject for them'. The
Lince:dn papers, not to be outdone by thrtrffaha paper, now carried
articles on'bther health campaigns that we were promoting for the educa-
tion of the university girls in the hopes of getting them to discard high
heels in favor of low heels for school wear and milk-drinking instead of
so much candy-eating between meals. For the sake of the many girls
who couldsmot afford silk stockings for school wear- (and there were
indeed many of them) we tried to persuade all university women to
wear lisle hosiery for school wear, as I did to set, an example. With
almost every underclass girl on campus registered in our classes we had
a large captive audience for our campaigns.

But I paid a price for all this, especially for my stand against
smoking by women. Shortly the dean of women informed me that I
should know that I was the laughingstock among the few faculty
women and faculty wives who were themselves taking up the fad, but .

that she herself and many others were glad that someone was speaking
against it. I wondered why she and the others were not helping us. I
soon came to see, however, that it was my staff and I who were looked
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to for this unpopular task. taut we stuck to our guns and kept up our
somewhat lonely crusade, and I in particular immediately became per-
sona non grata with the faddists who themselves were smoking.

*N../

Erratum
Page 103, caption missing. Caption should read:

Interpretative
dancer Nebraska in mid-twenties

showing the shocking new fad

bobbed hair.
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Chapter V
A DepresMs And Other

f-Aiino nets
'to

Aar

Who of those persons 'Who lived -through _them will ever forget fl(e

difficult years of the Gre'a;t' Depression? They were years of 'deep worries
to all. Many of the j(Oung peOple who did" get to college came at great
inancial sacrifice of their parents. There was constant stream of

emotionally disturbed girls in my office (at boys, too) seeking
advice as to whether they' should continue with their studies or return

- + home to help, with family finances, or at least to ease the load of
4

expenses. Never before or after did I so frequently h(ve to replace the-
box of tissues always on my desk for girls with colds but .now for
weeping girls, too'. Also never was the studio- couch in my private office-

.. so frequently occupied by weeping students seeking solace there, ...Shut
away from the -prying eyes of classmates and other teachers. The

`i students of these years missed' the eXperisnce of happy carefree Years,.
such as-d' -had known in my 'college days al the turn of the century

The Depression took a great toll of, education. Speaking at the
opening of the Citizens Conference on The Crisis in Education held in
Washington, D.C., January 5-6, 1 33, President Hoover said:

Above , may I ask at, throughout your deliberations you
bear in m d that the prope 'care and training of our children is
more impO ant than any ojt er process that is carried on by our
government. If we are to ontinue to educate our children; we
must ,keep. and-sustain our teachers and our schools. l'
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Despite this warning, President Hoover had no more than stepped
down from high office when the full fury of the Depression broke and
the need to sustain our schools was forgotten by too many.

The need to curtail expenses came to mean doing away with "frills,""
miffing salaries, and reducing the size'of staffs. Music, vocational edu-'
cation, home economics and physical education (in the order listed)
were named as the chief frills and, therefore, suffered the most from

-Outs. Coming to the defenke of physical education wils a National,Com-
mission on Physical Education coinposed of Jane Addams of Hull
House; Harry Emerson Fosdick, a noted New York City clergyman;
Stuart Chase and Norman Thomas, both well-known political theoreti-
cians; the superintendent's of schools of Chic*, Philadelphia, Detroit,
Providence and Denver; the presidents of several leading colleges and

) universities; and the presidents of the American Medical Association
and,the.American Public Health Association. This group issued a State-
ment' imploring the pqblic to realize that hi these trying times physical

. education was more essential than ever in our schools if youth were to
be trained fof worthy living and if serious social problems were to be
avoided in the yeari ahead, youth. must be trained in functional motor
skills and interested in wholesome play.

At thisIsame time, H. L. Mencken, editor of The American Mercury,
and John Dewey, professor of philosophy, Columbia University, took
public sides on the question, "Shall We Abolish School Frills?" Mencken
spoke facetiolasly, as was his habit, but Dewey, taking the negative
side, said:.

The schools represent the interest of the young. The young do
not constitute a vested interest; they are not organ' d nor power-
ful. But they stand for what -is most precious in erican life and
for the future cointry that is to be: F e reasons I do not
think the ridicule of literary folk nor the direct assault of big tax-
payers will be successful.'

Statements from the National Commission on Physical Education and
John Dewey plus many more from leaders of the physical education
profession stemmed the tide to the extent that physical education was
only eighth on the list of subjects that suffered most from elimination
of staffs at this time) .

Many of us wrote articles for the lay public defending physical
education as a necessary part of education. We also seized every oppor-
tunity to speak before school boards, men's service clubs, women's
clubs, PTAs, and other educational groups wherever we could find
them and could "get a foot in the door." It was a disturbing time but
through these efforts we won a fairly good victory. When it came to a
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final decision, most laymen by-then_zould not .visualize a school func-
tioning adequately without sports, and this recognition carried with it
the other adOvities of a physical education program. Physical education
actually suffered less from cuts than did other subjects also not con-
sidered academic.

Practically all salaries as well as operating budgets of schools took a
big cut during the Depression, reaching their lowest in the year 193A-
34 from the top figures of 1928 and not returning to the 1928 levels
until around the late 1930s, if then. It was a 10-year orry but almost
everyone was in the same boat. A few of my colleagues o were heads

of college physical education departments weathered the storm without
cutting salaries but most of them did so by cutting staf s, thus adding
to the great mass of unemployed since it was almos impossible for
anyone out of a job' at that time to find another. How er, some schools

and businesses took the humanitarian way and red ed their staffs by
not tilling vacancies, retaining all others and giving salary percentage

drop to all alike.

When orders went out from the chancellor's office at the University
of Nebraska that all salaries were to be cut 22 percent across the board,
and that each department was to delete a percentage of its staff to
correspond with the percentage enrollment drop in the department, we
department heads were plunged into serious difficulties. It was up to us
to decide which staff members were to be droppedthi5 with a great
certainty that those dropped would not find other positions. What
sleepless nights followed that order!

A tragedy befell the Romance Language Department as a result of
that order! I just happened to be standing at one of the north windows
in our west gymnasium one morning when an instructor in that depart-
ment ran from behind another building into a grassy plot of lawn in my
line of vision and shot himself to death. Only a few minutes before, the
instructor had dashed into the classroom of the head of his,department
and, before the astonished and terrified students, shot the department
head, catching him in the wrist as he tried to duck behind his desk.
Then the attacker ran out of the building and into the grassy plot
under a shade tree and killed himself. Needless to say, the campus was
in pandemonium for quite some time. When we later learned that this
man, a bachelor, was the sole support of his invalid mother, it was easy
to surmise the panic he experienced when notified that he was to be
dropped from the staff to meet the department quota of deletions.
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Just previous to this I had the unhappy duty of deciding which one of
my own staff was to be droppedthankful that it was only one. Is had
been .through a somewhat unpleasant experience Net., after long delib-
eration, I had selected one of the latest comers and was sick at heart
over the whole business only to be met with angry protests and accusa-
tions that I "had it in for her." Adversity is hard for anyone to take
and when my interview with the chosen one was over, the load weighing
heavily on my heart was immediately somewhat lightened by her turn-
ing the situation into charges -that I was attacking and firing her
without cause. Her quickness to see nothing but evil in my action made
me realize that my choice was, after all, a wise one. She scarcely spoke
to me again, sullenly finished the term, and walked out of my life
completely.

My sister, Ferne, a buyer' at Marshall Fields in Chicago, had at this
same time been sn'tnmoned to her head office and informed that before
the closing hour she was to decide which of several workers in lier
department were to be told that their employment would end that very
day. Several of the young girls were the sole supporters! of- invalid
parents or of younger brothers and sisters. That experience of having to
deckle which employees to drop was so traumatic that she was almost
sick in bed from it. In, fact, both of us wound up with bad cases of, the
shingles which we then attributed to our unhappy responsibilities.

Completely ignorant about shingles, I finally went to my doctor with
my sores and pains in hope of securing relief.

"What is your trouble?" he asked.

"Well," I replied, "I would swear that' I have been bitten all around
my waist by spiders and that a mule has kicked me in the ribs."

With a roar of laughter the doctor said, "You must be the world's
best diagnostician! I'll wager at once that you have the shingles. What
has been bothering you?"

And so it wasI had the shingles. The world must have been full of
people with shingles those worrisome years even if shingles are caused
by a virus as my physician today assures me is the case.

It was to be many years before the size of our staff returned to its
pre-Depression total. By the end of the 1910s we were still down to 78
percent of the salaries we had at the opening of the decade.

At Nebraska, as no doubt in most schools, salaries of women
teachers on the whole were lower than those of men teachers. Not until
the 1940s did I, as a full professor, receive as much as the miiiimum
salary for that rank, even though I was also head of a department. It
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Nis a struggle to bring any salary on my staff up to the declared
minimum for each rank. The minimum, maximum or average salary,
for any rank was information very difficult for me, a woman head of a
department, to obtain. When in some years I was able to learn of these
ITU res it was always because a male department head in chance con-
versation let information slip to me, not realizing that this was ap-
parently supposed to be privileged information for men only.

Worried about going out to teach at Depression salaries, if they were
so fortunate a,s to get a position, the upperclass students majoring
under me were frequently asking how they were going to manage on
such low salaries. I decided that the time had come to work into one of
my upperclass courses a special talk on budgeting one's money. I went
to a banker to ask advice for this talk and he gave me three sample
budgets to represent thre9 types of" persons: the tightwad, the spend-
thrift and the thrifty. Since these were made our for a man with a
family to support and-so would in many details not meet budget needs
of a professional single woman, the students and I worked them over,
falling back on my own experiences of earnings and savings. Together
we drew up what seemed a reasonable budget 'for a woman teacher
without dependents. The bankers' budgets were as follows:

Living , Education Recreation Giving Saving
eio

Tightwad 37% 1% 1% 1% 60%

Spendthrift 58% 1% 40% 1% 0%

Thrifty 50 °A 10% 10% 10% 20%

Together the students and I worked out a budget for the unmarried
woman teacher without dependents: living 50 percent (covering board,
room, clothing, laundry, health needs, transportation, taxes, personal
gifts, and the like); education, 7 percent (covering professional expenses,
travel for professional business, advanced study, professional books and
magazines, and the like); recreation, 8 percent (covering social clubs,

travel, amusements, recreational reading materials, entertaining, and
the like); giving, 10 percent (covering church, college, gommunity and
charity'donations and impersonal gifts); and saving, 25'percent (cover-
ing life insurance, funds for retirement, savings accounts, stocks and
bonclti, and the like). From this we moved into a study of budgeting for
buying clothes and for travel, both worrisome items if to be held in
balance.

Although I couldn't give much time to this in actual class, the girls
were always so interested that we had several non-required, out-of-class
followup discussions on the topic. Usually most of the students turned
out, so interested did they become in personal budgeting. For many
years after these girls had graduated I received grateful notes from
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many, particularly those who had married, telling me how grateful they
and their husbands were for these budget charts as a guide as they were
establishing their homes and families. Anci wally there was an added,
"My husband says no one ever mentioned s7Fh a topic to the fellows in
any of their college courses and he is as grateful as I for this help."

O
,

Times have changed so that I wonder what today's bankers offer for
suggested budgets. Then we had not yet entered the period of wide-
spread going into debt for luxuriesthe "dollar down and a dollar a
day" era. We still felt, as did the generations before us, that we should
not only live within our income but also save some of it. These budgets
carried no item for paying interest on loans. Also, :axes were neither
high nor numerous and we knew no such thing as paycheck deductions
as ay. We also knew nothing of government social security and little
of funds. What financial security we were to have for the future
we knew we had to save for on our own.

For most of the 1930s I worked under the kindly but somewhat
unetventful leadership of Chancellor Burnett. A few high spots of these
tears cling tenaciously to my memory. How well I recall a certain
November' day in 140 when he stood up firmly for women's rights
against a group of Women questioning them. The ladies arrived in his
office without an appointment to complain about an aspect of my
department work. Imagine my alarm that morning when the chancellor's
secretary called me to his office to answer to complaints of the state
officers of the Women's Christian Temperance Union who were there in
a body, deeply wrought up over one of the courses our department
required of its majors.

I ran over to the Administration Building a bit breathlessly, wonder-
ing, "What now?" The indignant ladies had plenty to say about our
department's requirement that the women majors take.a course in hu-
man anatomy. As they said, it was bad enough to ree,life. a woman to
take such a course; but worse still from a man teac/- and with men
students in the class, and worst of all they were even, heaven forbid,
doing laboratory work in dissection, so they had just learned, and with
men present.

I had understood that the battle for women's right to study such
subjects had been fought and won years before. In fact, over a 100
years before, Emma Willard in New York State had fought and won
this very battle. Now I had to wage this war all over again in Nebraska
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and against the admirable ladies of the Women's Christian Temperance
Union, this time not a group of dissenting men.

Without previous warning I had tovepare my impromptu defense as

I stood before those irate ladies. The'ir arguments against the course
were indeed time-worn. Mrs. Emma Willard herself no doubt would
have recognized many of them in the 1820s; But I played in better
luck in the 1930s than she did for' I had hack of me a chancellor
who spoke for all men educators of the new day when he defended the
requirement of this course. I was glad when he informed them that ever
since 1900 the University of Chicago had been offering such a course to
other than medical students and in coeducation classes. Together we stood

firm in favor of the course and I went to lengths to explain why the
course was required. Finally satisfied, the ladies agreed that perhaps
after all the course should be continued. My informing them that my
father had for many years been an ardent worker. in Iowa for the cause
of temperance and a staunch supporter of the lowa.WCTU did no harm
in softening the belligerency of the opening momev 4- the (i-ntervi

v .

In the midst of these ,alarms and disturbances there was the ever-
,-

present concern for the stlie-tAls and their recreational needs as an
outlet for their worries. As the Depression' deepened, students had.
evezAecreasing allowances for Movies, dances and the usual Weekend

diversions. Recalling what fun I.had during my undergraduate years
at the. fun nights at th,-gzyrn, I enlisted the help of my staff. For
long stretches of time our department put on Friday and Saturday
night coed fun nights at the gym for any students who cared to come.
This project helped hundreds of young -people in mixed groups to find

recreational outlets free of cost and avhilable on campus under univer-

sity auspices.

A well-remembered memory of the Dspression years is of the day
when I asked Coach Dana X. Bible, hVad of men's athletics, if he
would be interested in joining my women's department in putting on
co-recreational evenings open to all interested students. He was happily
disposed toward the idea but, being quite busy at the time, said

that he would give the project his enthusiastic backing in every way
other than being personally drawn into it. If my department would
do all the planning, organizing and running of the program,.his depart-
ment would do what it could to put the idea across to the fellows,
would let us use whatever of their facilities and equipinent would
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be free at necessary times and above all would° give our efforts their
hearty blessing.

I had previously approached the director of physical education for
men to seek his cooperation, but he assured me that such an under-
taking could not possibly succeed without a desire for it on the part
of the students which he was sure I would find non-existent. So,
bolstered by Dana Bible's enthusiasm and offer to help, my department
went ahead with the plans and for several years this project was a
great success. We were happily surprised at the numbers of both men
and women students who came out to bowl and to play volleyball,
ping-pong, badminton and tennis together. We furnished the setting,
equipment and facilities for much good fun for several hundred stu-
dents.

It was in this decade that I published my first booka college
text. What an experience it wasnot only in the writing of it but
in events leading up to it and also 4o the strange circumstances that
transpired after its publication.

Nothing was farther from my thoughts in my early years of teaching
than writing a college textbook, but after a few years in teacher-
training work I sensed the great need for a book, on organization
and administration of physical education done by a woman for the
girls' and women's departments. Although a few men had tackled
the topic supposedly for both men and women, nevertheless any
young, inexperienced teacher had to search those textbooks to find
aids for good organization and administration procedures in behalf
of girl's and women's workalso had to digress somewhat when it came
to the consideration of the philosophy and principles guiding girls'
and women's work as differentiated from that for boys and men.

Among the professional courses offered to our majors, I was ex-
tremely protective of three courses in particularorientation in physical
education for underclassmen, philosophy and principles of physical
education, and organization and administration of physical education
of women's work for upperclassmen. Others could teach techniques
and methods courses, history of physical education, kinesiology, physi-
ology of exercise and all the other courses, but I, the head of the
department, clung zealously to the teaching of these three courses
in particular. I was determined to start all entering majors with an
immediate taste of my own philosophy about physical educatio9 in the
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hopes of quickly weeding out the misfits and of starting the others
immediately on what I considered a "right path"call it orientation,
propaganda, brainwashing or anything else. I wanted every girl to feel
from the very start my own enthusiasm for the piofession, an under-
standing of my beliefs, hopes and dreams about it, and the firm
knowledge that it would be hard but rewarding work. -

Disillusioned over the inadequacies for women teachers of the texts
on organization and administration prepared by lien, I began toying
with the idea of doing a textbook for my own students. It would
make teaching the course ch easier and would send my students
out to teach with a guideb k at hand. Also by now I had become
recognized as somewhat of an authority on women's physical education.
Heads of girls' and women's departments in colleges and high schools
and YWCA leaders had begun writing me that they could find no
satisfactory published.guides for organizing and administering their
own departments and, in their own training they had taken such
courses taught by men, all aimed in general at boys' and men's depart-
ments. They asked if I would kindly write them how to do this and
that. But most of all I received letters from Nebraska schools at first
and gradually from schools in neighboring states and after a while
from far-away states, saying, for example: "I am an English teacher
(or home economics or history or whatever) and have been assigned to
teach physical education part-time. Please tell me how to get started
(or what to teach and how to teach it)."

These letters asked as many different questions and called for as
many different types of help as there were writers. No two ever seemed

to call for the same thing so, as desperately as I wished. that I could
formulate a few form letters to send out in reply, I never could..
I couldn't bear to let _these calls for help go unheeded. The sum
total of these evergrowing numbers of letters clearly called for a text-
book. Finally many letters began to come saying: "Enclosed is a
stamped and addressed envelope. Please write me whatever I need to
know to organize and run a girls' department of physical education."
They proved the last straw. I decided that if for no other reason
than pure self-defense I had to do a book.

I had moments of doubt about it. Who was I to write such a book?
I had never in my own professional training years had the benefit
of such a course. When I went out to teach I knew absolutely nothing
about _organizing and administering a department for girls other than
what I had learned by observing my own college physical' director at
work, and yet I stepped at once into the directorship of a department.
The organization and administration of the Boston Normal School
of Gymnastics was no guide for me as it was purely, a small pro-
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fessional school. So I had learned on the job by trial and error.
But I had learned a lot and why not share this knowledge with young
teachers who, some professionally trained but inexperienced and some-
totally untrained, were nevertheless out teaching physical education
and asking for help? I had had no one to turn .to for help. All
of us teachers in the early 1900s were feeling our way on our own
and without benefit of textbooks. But we had learned many things
by that method and now were in a position to guide the new generation.
to save them from too much error in their own efforts. So this book
becapie a crusade with me. The only time I could work on it was
Saturday afternoons, Sundays and vacations (for in those years
scarcely had a free dvening during the week). It took me three years to
complete the project.

The three summers of 1934, 1935 and 1936, except for a few weeks
each summer in stes Park for hiking with family hiking enthusiasts, I
was in my study at work almost dail:,y from 6 a.m.' to dark. Mother
brought me mid-morning and micl=afternoon snacks of cookies and
milk to cheer me on and insisted to all inquirers that I could not come
to the phonebless her understanding that I should not be disturbed.
With her guarding my time, I had the entire book in first draft
by the end of summer 1935 andin second draft by the end of summer
1936. On weekends and vacations of the school year 1936-37, I put
it into third and fourth drafts and had my Conduct of Physical Edu-
cation in the 'publisher's hand by commencement time. The first
publisher I approached took the manuscriptbeginner's luck!

The November day .after I received the first copy of my book, Mother
had a surprise dinner party for me inviting my entire staff to cele-
brate the occasion. How happy she must have been to realize that at
long last home life could return to normal. My staff decided to make
the celebration a hilarious occasion. On the staff were some clever
young women who could stir up ,the most jovial 'parties, and this
was to be an extra-special one. They had persuaded Mother to slip
them copies of the book's table of contents listing all the chapter
titles and went quickly into production of a book of their own, a
spoof on my book to present to me at the dinner party.

Shortly before the dinner hour on that evening, Mother sent me on
some errand to keep me away for some time. In my absence the staff,
parking their cars at a distance from our house, helped Mother set
the table fo'r 12 guests. As I was always most unconcerned about
what Went on in the kitchen until dishwashing time, Mother had had
no difficulty in keeping that part of the dinner secret. When I re-
turned what a surprike awaited me! But that was nothing compared
to the after-dinner surprise when my staff solemnly presented me with
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their "book," entitled Staff SiMple Supplement published by .Foolish
Ness, Inc. It was bound in pink cardboard with lavendar decoration,
copying the design, if not the color, of my own book Lover. The author
was listed as C. Nalj Temp, a fictitious name from the initials of the
staff members. The pink and lavender cover served as a gesture to my
love of pastel ,colors.

What a treat awaited the opening of that rare volumea one -copy
edition. The frontispiece carried a picture of me with dedication of.
the Supplement to "that other famous work," The Conduct of Physical
Education. The preface was a Pre-Face followed with a statement
that "Page- reference are not necessary because the pages are not

numbered." The table of contents declared five chapters numbered
in the authors' own inimitable way of handling Roman numerals I, II,
III, IIII,

Chapter I dealt with "Appraisal of Activities" with subheading
"Euthanasia through Physical Education." It offered besides profuse
illustrations of anatomical charts and the likel the following as part

of its subject matter:

And now we have reached the class designed to meet the needs
of that large group of delinquents who have heart trouble. The
prerequisite to this class is a fraternity Noe Splendid instruction

in "lassooing" technique is given here to show the girls the
ropes ....

Now, you take the subject ofNat feetoh, noyou take it
I'm tired of it all and in closing may We quote Wilma Haynes'
article in the Research Quarterly. March, 1931, page 215; "After
College, What?" So what!

The third chapter was on "Marks and MarkingGrades and
Grading" and to match my use of a quotation to head each chapter,
it carried the admonition, "Of two evils, choose neither." It offered
several methods of grading such as the Monte Carlo, the Red, White
and Blue, the Share-the-Wealth, H & W or Soak-The-Rich, the
Greek or Please-All, and the 'Rubber Elbow or N M.B. The authors
claimed these methods to be "free of precedent standards, norms,
statistics, and the warping, binding, biasing in luences clinging to
traditional educational procedures:" also that "they are fresh, untried
and unsound, being less than 24 hours old."

The chapter on competition is full of zany advice to teachers and
offers among its more classic statements the following:

As-exemplified at the University of Nebraska, 90 percent of the
women studenit give no thought to becoming Miss America
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About 50 percent have been elected some sort of a sweetheart, and
authorities express their faith in declaring that the rest will be
elected as soon as more traditions can be concocted.

This unusual book is. profusely illustrated by paste-in cutouts from
all kinds of magazines, lay as well as professional, all of which may
or may not have any bearing on the subject matter. The illustrative
climax is reached with silhouettographs of'all staff members and the
janitors and dressing-room matrons, offering all imaginable represen-
tations of "before and after" postures. This pink and lavender bound
limited-edition book is one of my choice mementoes.

Later I turned the tables on the authors of this limited edition.
During the Christmas vacation I took a sadly needed rest at the sea-

'shore at Galveston, Texas. I had worked on the manuscript on vaca-
tions and free days, many a day from 14 to 16 hours at my desk, and
on niglits when university work claimed my day and early evening
hours until 1:00 and 2:00 in the morning. I was dead tired! What
a surprise awaited me on the beach at Galvestonsand dollars! They
gave me sudden-inspiration. I brought back a great box full of these
dollars. Mother put on a second "book" party for me and my staff.
With these dollars I paid them unexpected royalty on their Sup-
plementto their surprise and great hilarity.

I had guessed correctly that there was a need for a book on
organization and administration of physical education written by a
woman for girls' and women's work. My book was adopted as a text
in colleges and universities across the country and to my ssurpris
and pleasure by men's professional training departments since man
men would go out to head up girls and women's departments as
well as those for boys and men, and the training schools were glad to
have a guide for this purpose. It also enjoyed good foreign sales
chiefly in England (where it was reviewed in a British journal) Australia,
South America, Japan ana China. It was reviewed in many state
education journals as well as in the NEA Journal and the American
Medical Association's Hygeia, and was voted by NEA as one of the
60 best educational books published in 1937. Within five months it
went into a second printing. It was a somewhat heady experience since
it was my first book but I was shortly brought down to earth about
it by queer experiences related to it.

The first peculiar experience came closely on the heels of completion
of the first draft. By then word had gotten about that I was writing a
textbook and when I received a call from a local educator asking
for a conference on a personal matter, imagine my surprise to learn
that he wished very much that I would take his wife, who had had
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some training in physical education, into partnership on my book. I
protested that all the research work was completed and the manuscript
in first draft, all entirely my own personal work and that _I would no
consider adding any name to mine as co-author. But the husband
protested that his wife could now take all the rest of the responsibility
off my shouldersshe would put it through second and still later drafts
as I would think advisable and attend to all other details of getting it
published. Surely such work would warrant adding her name to mine

as co-author. Never have I encountered such insistence. He had an
answer to each protest I could offer. The fact that I had produced this
book entirely on my own all based on my own years of experience
and that now it was past the stage where I could have used a co-
author to do half of the drudgery meant nothing to this man.

He pleaded with mein the end almost tearfullysaying that his,.
wife had a great ambition to be an author and this would give her an
opportunity to make that dream come true. But I was adamant
as his friends said, stubbornand insisted that this effocrt was to be
mine and mine alone. What I didn't tell him was that I was by then
well-known nationally within my profession, and that alone would
surely help considerably to put my book across without adding the
name of his wife, an unknown beyond local areas. Also I refrained
from telling him that his wife had no professional experience to bring
to the writing of such a book that could possibly mean anything at
all to me. Before her marriage she had had a few inconsequential
positions and had not made herself felt in any but a small professional
circle. Her training in my field had been at a school known to me
and at a time when its professional course offerings were decidedly
run-down. Since graduation she had no training anywhere else to
bolster her poor training.

When the husband finally gave up trying to break down my resis-
tance, his friends took over the project. I was annoyed for several
weeks by telephone calls, interviews at icy office, evening and Sunday
calls at my home, all denianding to know why I was unwilling to
accept this woman as co-author of my book, and persistent that
the success of my book I surely needed her help. But finally, at
great expense of time, energy ancritleience, my stubbornness won out
and this peculiar annoyance ceased.

Still greater and most unexpected, annoyances were awaiting the
actual publication of the book. No sooner was it off press (and
given a most generous review and acclaim in the local city press)

than I was hailed to the chancellor's office to answer toe charge
made by an unnamed accuser that I had had my manuscript typed
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by my department secretary on university time and therefore at the
state taxpayer's expense. Astounded at such a false accusation, I could
only beg the chancellor to take my word for it that the charge was
not true until I could have time to produce proof of its falsity. He
insisted that my word alone was proof enough as he most certainly
would accept My word against that of my accuser, but I insisted
on producing tangible evidence.

The next day k returned to his office to show him the cancelled
checks on my personal banking account with which I had paid my
typist. The chancellor admitted that he was glad to have this evidence
to produce in addition to my word as he, too was under attack by the
same person who was attacking me. It was well for us both that he
be armed with concrete proof. My accuser had up to this time been
the only woman, on the faculty whose publications hailed her as a
recognized author in her field (although none of her writings was used
as textbooks); apparently she was jealous of that reputation as the only
woman author on campus and my book was now a threat to it.
I had meant her no harm but apparently she took it as a personal
insult. And troubles did trot stop there.

I had written the book in the first place because I wanted a text-
book for my students so naturally as soon as it was off press I desig-
nated it as the text to be used in my course on organization anfl
administration of physical education. However, I felt some embarrass-
ment since it meant that I would be profiting personally from the sale
of the book. I got around this possible criticism by ordering the copibs
for my class on my own personal order at author's discount, which
would cancel out the royalty payment and charge the students just
what I paid for them. Also, I paid all express charges myself instead
of adding them to the students' payments. Thus the students bought
the book at a greatly reduced cost and I profited nothing from the
use of the book financially.

Soon someone went to the manager of the university bookstore
that handled required texts for students and complained that I was in
the bookselling business, cheating the store out of legitimate business.
He went to the chancellor and I was called in about this. When I
explained what I was doing and why, he laughed and said I was
leaning too far backward in trying not to profit personally at my
students' expense and advised that I place my textbook order after
this with the usual channelthe university bookstore. This I agreed
to do but with the provision that I would reimburse each student
10 percent of the cost of the book so that I still would not profit
at the students' expense. The chancellor laughed at my persistence
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to be above reproach but I reminded him that when one had detractors
such as both of us had, constantly watching for some fault to accuse
us of, one had better be wary.

This care was not enough to appease those determined to keep me
from using the book, at least oh the University of Nebraska campus.
The next attack took a different direction. This time a person whose
name was never known to me (although guessed at) complained to
various members of the board of regents and apparently painted
so black a picture of me abusing my position that it was agreed
to make a ruling that no faculty member could use extbook which
he had authored or co-authored. The ruling too this form no doubt
to avoid pointing a biased finger at any one/person. I was told that
it caused much debate for several professors/had published textbooks .e
used by their students. Although no faculty member mentioned the
ruling to me o asked me to join them in protest, several did join
together an song a hearing with the regents which ultimately
resulted in a et can ellation of the ruling. Thus, local unpleasant-
ness over the local use o my book finally died ddiarn.

One happy occasion to counterbalance the unpleasantness was a
luncheon which the A. S. Barnes & Co., my publisher, gave in Atlanta
the following April to celebrate their 100 years in the publishing
business and to honor the president, John Barnes Pratt. Since I was
one of their newest authors I was seated at the head table at that
large luncheon party that filled the ballroom of the large hotel.

In later years the yourig women of my profession came to speak
of my Conduct of Physical Education as their professional bible. It
had filled a real need of that period.

As women in ever-increasing numbers began to smoke in the .1930s,

following a start in the twenties, the habit, to my amazement, engulfing
more and more women of the physical education profession, I was in-
creasingly caught up in a personal crusade against it. It was so out of
keeping with every tenet of a quest for physical fitness, which to my
way of thinking was one of the great cornerstones of any physical edu-
cator's credo.

' Unlike many of my friends who entertained the same objections to
smoking as I did, I was not content to keep quiet. If I were to influence
young women to avoid tobacco, I needed positively to let students know
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th I myself did not smokenot to leave them wondering if I did so in
'ecret as many did at first when smoking by women was still tabu in

the teaching profession. To be in the strong position of practicing what
I ,preached, I made an effort to haV.#-P.on my staff only young women
whO did not smoke and were interesteck in using their own example and
inflUence in preventing students from taking up the habit.

So in the thirties, even more vigorously than in the 1920s, I waged
war against smoking by women and they became persona non grata
among; many women in my professionM that f, preached to them,
for Ittrongly felt it was none of my business what any of my peers or
older acquaintances did about the probleffi. My responsibility, as I saw
it, lay eitirely in my work with young Oils who came under my influ-
ence. Nonetheless 'several old friends who, had taken up the habit (and
by so doifag had sold their birthright to try to influence young girls not
to take itt/up) began avoiding me. Friendships I had previously enjoyed

of my women professional co-workers in particular I thus
rst it hurt', but I soon realized that any friendship that could
T

a difference of opinion was not a worthy one.

1c stand against smoking, as did a later one against drink-
Ing, broustt me surprising support from a most unexpected direction.
''"had n 'veil the slightest thought to what the men co-workers, either

or ou f my profession; might think of this battle. I was merely
doing wh,t I felt was right for anyone working in the health field without
brought a to who may or may not take the same stand. Had I stopped
to think I thrbugh, I would have realized that the great majority of
men in pihysical education and athletics did not themselves smoke and
would o4 approve of it, but since I had not given a thought in that.A:

'cjirectionl wa agreeably surprised to discover after mY first public out-
burst against smoking that some of the women and almost all of the
men present gave me a hearty round of applause.

"xi., ,.
Through --the years our professional meetings were almost totally free

of smokerCuntil women took up the habit. From then on, smoking at

with so
lost. At

ki not sury

our proktssl 41 meetings became common, with almost all of it done
by the en. And although through the years:, many women con-

' gratulat 1 me° for having the courage to take such a public stand
against smoking, it was usually the men who gave me the heartiest sup-
p Win this crusade.

lding office in three different national professional organizations,
as did in the 1930s, enabled me to speak out frequently in many
different parts of the country. I made the most of these opportunities,
becoming deeply entrenched as the recognized woman leader of, the
group deploring the bad habit of smoking. If my stand cost me some
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friends, it brought me new ones. It also brought me, within the educa-
tional world, a reputation as a woman leader against smoking, judging
from the many letters I received throughout the thirties from college
presidents, school superintendents and YWCA secRtaries, asking me to
recommend teachers for their physical education4 jepartments who did
not smoke. They added that they had turned to me for help since they
understood that at the University of Nebraska I took a strong stand
before my students against smoking.

At this time the national YWCA was so strongly against smoking by
its staff members that word was passed throughout the country that
there were two colleges where they could turn for help in procuring
physical education staff members who did not smokethe University of
Nebraska, and Oberlin College where Gertrude Moulton, M.D., was
head of the department of physical education for women. So for a while
some of us were trying to prepare teachers who did not smoke and
others were trying to find teachers who did not smoke. But it became a
losing battle as more and still more women took up this habit.

I have understood why many of my co-workers were unwilling to
forego smoking themselves for the sake of the beneficial influence they
might otherwise have exerted over their pupils and young friends. The
thirties were critical years for those decisions since before then smoking
by women was frowned upon as a moral issue, so there was little temp-
tation for most women to experiment with it. But now aware of the
growing addiction of the drug habit by women, I protected the influ-
ence of my department on the women students -on our campus by ad-
vising all applicants for staff positions not to apply if they smoked or
drank since they would find themselves misfits in our local situation.
Thus I was able to keep our department staffed fairly well only by
young women who-practiced what we as a group preached.

In the early thirties I was suddenly catapulted into profession4I notice
on the national level (as related later) and took the first opportunity to
speak out as a recognized leader who,.was against both smoking and
drinking. Drinking as a growing problem for women was just then
beginning to rear its ugly head, but it was still quite unthinkable that a
teacher would so demean herself. When it first came to my notice at a
professional gathering there was such immediate denunciation, that I
have never forgotten it.,The incident occurred in the ballroom of the
leading hotel of one of our large cities. Our national professional as-
sociation had held the opening session of its annual convention and the
convention manager had asked the audience to withdraw while the floor
was cleared for dancing. When the group came together again it .soon
became apparent that out of 'a small group of men and women who
had returned together, one woman was inebriated. Her companions
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quickly abandoned her and she roamed about the ballroom, an embar-
rassment to the other delegates. Immediately a small group of young
men, so young they ,must have been attending their first convention,
searched me out and begged me to remove the woman from the ball-
room. I demurred thinking that her companions should be held respon-
sible for her.

"But you are the one woman here whom everyone recognizes as one
who would disapprove of her behavior," one earnest young man ex-
claimed. "It is a disgrace to the profession for her to be here in such
condition."

I was in hearty accord with his last statement and said I would do
what I could about it. So I turned to a group of older men to discover
that they were all equally indignant. They agreed that one of the group
who had first been with the offending woman should escort her to her
room. When buttonholed, her companions objected to assuming this
duty but the group of protesting men grew ever larger until at last one
man and one_ woman took their unsteady companion to her room.
Never have I seen a group of men so indignant over the behavior of a
woman. I knew then where I could find hearty support within my pro-
fession for any campaign against drinking. I was indeed flattered that
the younger men in particular just entering the profession would single
me out as someone they could turn to in this situation.

All my life I had known of men whose lives and families' lives had
been ruiner! by drink. I decided early in life that when it came to habits
that ruin health, I was my brother's keeper. My example was to cause
no one to fall. However I soon came to realize that my presence was
unwelcome in many small get-togethers such as I had preiiously at-J.
tended and enjoyed. I soon learned that frequently lonely is the cru-
sader bul I accepted that as a price one pays for "taking a stand."

To me teaching has always seemed to be a "pedestal" profession
Where young people look up to the teacher for guidance. Thus it be-
hooves the teacher to be worthy of being "looked up to."
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Chapter
Progressive Education

Movement Takes Its Toll of
Physical Education

Those of us who were not in sympathy with the extremes of the
Progressive Education Movement were disturbed by theories coming
out of Columbia University as experienced particularly in the heyday
when methodology became all-important. A teacher must know how

to teach whether or not well educated in the subject matter to be
taught. To protect the educational interests of my own department,
I locked horns many a time with members of this group. There were
some teachers college faculty members who chiseled away at college
requirements in disciplined learning to increase requirements in their
"education" courses, thus producing the gradual lowering of standards
in the curriculum. This erosion pushed for the dropping of difficult
coursescourses which as a rule do not appeal to most American
college girls, such as chemistry, physics, laboratory work in anatomy
and physiologyall courses needed in the preparation of a well-

educated physical education teacher.

I was constantly on the defensive with many teachers college faculty
members over the retention of these requirements in my department's
curriculum. This group seemingly had control of state departments of
public instruction so that in order to get a certificate to teach in a
public school one had to take as many of these "education" courses
as dictated by the teachers colleges to the state departments.
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The educationists made a/great assault in this era on the old liberal
_arts education, casting aside the old general requirements in foreign
languages and much in sciences and mathematics, history and litera-
ture, and replacing these with "education" and life - adjustment courses.
The liberal-arts teachers were fighting for their very existence in the
lives and education of those who were to become teachers.

Having been brought up in the liberal arts tradition, I was heartsick
at what I saw unfolding. Although I was one preparing students to go
out to teach, I found myself at great odds with educationists who called
the shots on how teacher training was to be carried on. It was to be
carried on to prepare all prospective teachers to go into the public
schools only and to teach according to the educationists' limited ideas
of education. The greater percentage of our physical education majors
were planning to teach in colleges, YWCAs, recreation departments,
and suchnot in the public schools. (Few public schools of the 1930s
offered opportunities to teach in this field.) They would therefore not
need a public school teaching certificate, yet all had to conform to the
public school certification requirements to get their bachelor's degree
an inexcusable rigidity that was finally escaped by the creation of
schools of health, physical education and recreation within several
universities, most of which were free of teachers college ties. Those
students who were not preparing to teach in public schools no longer
had to meet the certification requirements of public school teachers.

I was thankful that the certification "racket," as I called it, did not
reach into the college field so that college sqrdents other than those in
teachers colleges and schools of education could be taught by persons
who had specialized in the field in which they were teaching, not in
so-called "education" courses. I was also thankful that all my own
teaching years fell into the college category, thus saving me the need of
taking those education courses, instead of psychology, philosophy,
anthropology, French and German, etc.

My struggle against the extremists of both the Progressive Education
Movement and the educationists as they affected my own profession
of physical education came to a head in the thirties. By then the Pro-
gressive Education Movement had taken on new impetus and new
ideas. The lower schools were to furnish guidance, facilities and equip-
ment, but the children were to educate themselves. Teachers were not
to offer information except as students asked for it, and, to cut the
teacher down to size after many decades of enthronement on a raised
platform, the pupils were to call him by his first name.

Caught in the rush to make teacher education as well as public
school education easy for everyone, I found myself in the ever-de-
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creasing minority fighting to maintain high standards of disciplined
education. How I suffered when, as head of a department caught up
in the philosophy of teachers colleges of the 1930s, I was forced to give
in to a majority vote, first on this and then on that requirement, in
order to substitute more and ever more courses of teaching and the
like. These were the sort of courses which, if he were entering the field
of physica4 education, anyone with a head on his shoulders could figure
out on his own and learn on the job unlesshe were going into profes-
sional sports or on the stage for a dance career. But the fundamental
sciences, which are the "roast beef' for which the "milk toast" courses
were substituted, a student can never readily pick up on his own if
deprived of well-educated teachers and the use-of science laboratories.

Although I' highly approved of holding onto these disciplined re-
quirements for their own values, I had one other reason for wishing
to retain thema'psychological one. In earlier years, Mary Lyon at Mt.
Holyoke had clung obstinately to her household work plan because,
as she said, "the domestic work would prove a sieve that 'would exclude
from the school the refuse, the indolent, the fastidious, and the weakly
...and leave the finest of the wheat, the energetic, the benevolent and
those whose early training had been favorable to usefulness, from whom

you might expect great things."'

What a sympathetic response Mary Lyon's reasoning called forth
from me, who was struggling 100 years later to weed out the weaklings
and hold the requirements of chemistry, physics and modern lan-
guages, and laboratory work in both physiology and anatomy, in the
curriculum for young women preparing to teach physical .education.
Although I was in complete accord with the other reasons for holding
to these requirements, I was also conscious of the need to retain these

4 s' courses as a sieve to weed out those not in earnest about an education
in my field. But the philosophy of many \so-called educators was too
much for me. I frequently went down in defeat before their onslaught
to make education as palatable and easy as possible for everyone.

According to the theory that you teach children, not subject matter,
there developed now in our teachers colleges the "ear-to-the-ground"
technique in advising prospective teachers about their major subject-
matter fields. When word went out from the placement bureau that
there was a shortage of English teachers, students were advised to
prepare to teach English; if a shortage in mathematics teachers, then
the specialization must be pushed in that direction. It mattered not
at all whether the prospective teacher was interested in teaching Eng-
lish or mathematics. All were to become educational "opportunists."

At this same time, Teachers College was giving all its entering stu-
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dents a vocational test in which the student was to check on a long
list the subjects he liked to study and then he was matched up with
a vocation in which he supposedly should make good according to the
particular subjects he checked. Our prospective women majors in
physical education were deeply frustrated for physical education was
not on this list; only nursing was matched for women with a liking to
study anatomy and physiology. All these .hopeful physical education
majors Were called in one at,a time for a serious conference and in-
formed that their schooling would be wasted if they did not prepare for
the Reid of nursing. I had to console many weeping girls and give them
courage to stick by their desire to be physical educators.

ti

More students than ever were going into graduate work in the 1930s
and standards also began slipping here. A graduatqdegree that sup-
posedly stood for advanced work, with greater depth of learning than
at the undergraduate level, now in some areas came to stand merely
for more work of the undergraduate level.

As early as 1903, William James decried the lack of real learning
involved in too many Ph.D. programs, speaking of the growth of this
threat to education as the "Ph.D. Octopus."' By the 1930S- the octo-
pus had grown to much larger proportions than James had known.
As the schools demanded higher degrees for hh er salaries, graduate
programs proliferated across the country to meet the demand. It was
a source of great annoyance' to me when certain teacheriCollege pro-
fessors at Nebraska began pushing for graduate work to be offered
by the department of physical education when it had all it could do
financially to offer excellence in its undergraduate work. I also felt
strongly that our undergraduates should go on for graduate work to
other schools for wider experiences, and that they should specialize in
advanced work in those disciplines which contribute to the advance-
ment of physical education, such as anatomy, physiology, psychology
and sociology. )

Shortly after his arrival at the university in 1938 to succeed Dr. E.
A. Burnett as chancellor, Dr. Boucher, former dean of the
Graduate College of the University of Chicago, called me to his office
to inquire indignantly why I had not discussed with him my project to
push for graduate work in physical education instead of his having to
learn of it through a group of Teachers College professors who had in-
terviewed him in behalf of such a program. My amazement at learning
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of this for the first time was matched by his, learning that I knew
nothing of such a movement and Oerefore was not a party to it.

"Good heavens," I said to him, "we are not yet doing the high
quality of undergraduate work we should be doing, hampered as we are
by limitailoirs in staff, equiment and facilities. How can we ever offer
proper graduate level work until this other fault is remedied?" And
catching my breath, I hastened to add:

"Anyway physical educators should study for their advanced degrees
in the fields of physiology, sociology, psychology, and the likenot
take more physical education courses. Many physical education courses
some schools give for graduate credit are merely at undergraduate
level. There are already too many schools offering graduate work in
physical education when they are inadequately prepared to do it

properly."
_

He was indeed surprised at my outburst, also delighted and he called
out: "Bravo! I didn't know there were people like you in the physical
education profession!"

"Ah! There are lots of us. You should get acquainted,"

He assured me he Would block this push to get physical education set
up at graduate level at Nebraska. I was amazed when I later found
out who made up the little group that proposed it ,,d yet had never
approached me on the subjectsome people -.'ho probably thought
they had discovered an easy way for some of their friends to pick up
an advanced degree with little effort. My stock went up materially with
the chancellor from that day on and later I felt that my stand on this
won me victories in other unexpected and important directions with
him.

With the great proliferation of doctor's degreesdoctors of educa-
tion as well as doctors of philosophymany people were awakening to
the realization that the top- degree without a good personality plus
social consciousness to go with it cannot of itself produce a good
teacher.

If the ProgressiVe Education Movement was creating general havoc

here and general advances there in various parts of the country, de-

pending upon whether it was the education "crackpots," the liberals or
the conservatives in control, it was also creating extremes here and
moderation there in way of changes in my own profession.
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In the early post World War I period:all activities that did not give
the child opportunity to plan movements for himself became suspect to
the progressivists as not contributing to his personality and social de-
velopment. Dr. Thomas D. Wood had from the 1890s advocated ex-
ercises that simulated activities which were an outgrowth of needs of
everyday life, such as running, jumping, leaping, throwing, wood
chopping, sawing, lifting, carrying, stooping and the like. From these
evolved a form of class activity which he called "natural" gymnastics.
He urged substitution of these gymnastics for the "foreign" systems
broUght to the United States by thc.Germans and Swedesgymnastics
originally intended to develop fitness for military service. To Dr. Wood,
the objectives of these gymnastic systems were wrong for American
physical educators whose aim was to develop young people to be
physically fit to enjoy life in a- democracy.

Clark Hetherington, a member of the first freshman class at Stan-
ford, had become an ardent admirer and loyal follower of Wood, and
later a co-worker to advance this philosophy in America. Hetherington
had also been influenced by the great psychologist, G. Stanley Hall,
who took an early interest in physical education. Hetherington worked
with him at Clark University in the late 1890s. In his book, Adoles-
cence, Hall stated that gymnastics need "radical revision and coordina-
tion of the various cults and theories in the light of the latest psycho-
physiological science."' Wood and Hetherington had been aiming at
this revision through the early decades of the twentieth century' but it
was not until the late 1920s and early 1930s that their views began to
receive attention from the profession as a whole. However, schools were
slow to adopt the new natural gymnastics, not because of any inherent
fault in them but simply because there were not sufficient leaders pre-
pared to teach them.

How v,911 I recall the fiasco at the APEA convention in Boston in
April 1910 when at last we were to be given a demonstration, of natural
gymnastics as taught in a high school by a graduate of Teachers Col-
lege, Columbia University,' who had received her professional training
under Jesse Feiring Williams. We had heard much talk of this new
form of gymnastics and I was quite intrigued' and most receptive, even
wondering where I could find a teacher for my staff who would be
properly trained to teach it. Particularly did I desire it for our profes-
sional training students, and I was eager to see specialists-at work. No
doubt many others went to that demonstration as expectantly as I.

But alas, the.demonstration was a dismal failureat least most of us
felt so since we saw nothing but a large group of high school girls enter
the gymnasium and seat themselves in a semi-circle about their leader.
As soon as an announcement was made of what they proposed to do
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and how, the girls began discussing something with the teacher; the
audience did not catch what was being said. Now and then, a girl
would rise and run to a piece of apparatus and ta leader would follow
her. After the student's question was answered, both resumed their
seats on the floor. When the period ended, there had been much talk,
but no one had had any physical activity. It was a great anti- climax.
As far as I was concerned that was the death knell of natural gymnas-
tics as demonstrated by one of the supposedly top-notch teachers. And
from the disappointed "buzzing" on all sides, I was not alone in my
let-down feelings. All these years since I am still wondering what Thomas
Wood and Clark Hetherington, had they been present, would have
thought of that demonstration. It certainly could not have portrayed
what they had in mind as a class hour spent in natural gymnastics.

Although some forms of natural gymnastics were offered in some
schools about the country (in fact at Amherst since the 1860s), Wood's
excellent theories languished-from lack of proper leadership. -Hence the
profession was left at the mercy of two groups waging war against each
otherone group calling for a complete overhaul of physical education

programs in favor, of permitting each child to determine for himself

what he wished to learn and how, while the other group clung to the
old disciplined formal activity, with the pupil submerged in group
action executed at the teacher's commands. .

Advocates of the new philosophy overlooked the fact that most chil-
dren have more physical likenesses in common than physical differ-
ences and therefore can be developed physically through actkities
based on their common needs to which formal gymnastics can contri-
bute as they exercise in unison. On the other hand, many advocates of
the old system refused to see the needs for social training. The quiet
leadership of Wood and Hetherington now gave way to a militancy
previously unknown as Jesse Williams struck out violently at all opposi-
tion to his ideas and at all who advocated the old gymnastic forms.

Since formal gymnastics had been the core, in fact almost the entire
body of the school physical education program before World War I
and even into the 1920s in many places, it was, of course, formal gym-p
nastics that bore the brunt of the progressivists' criticism. Once the
Great War was over, people were in no mood to have any activity in
the schools that smacked in any way of foreign authoritarianism,
and what did so more than the old formal gymnastics? Because of
Williams' militancy, in some extreme situations the very word "gym-
nastics" became almost a dirty term within the profession.

As the slogan "America for the Americans" became popular after the
war, so, too, did the idea of "American ideas, American ways for
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Americans." Then, too, Wood's advocacy of natural gymnastics as a
peculiarly American idea compared to the old foreign forms was catch-
ing on, at least in theory, to further the transition. But failure to pro-
duce the' necessary teachers of this new form was the stumbling block
to a successful launching of natural gymnastics.

It soon became apparent, however, that even this form was not ful-
filling the purpose since this type of exercising did not come to children
naturally in the gymnasium but had to be demonstrated and taught by
a teacher, just as with exercises of the old German and Swedish forms.
Hence, as many saw it, the old was merely to be replaced by new
teacher-contrived, teacher-wntrolled, teacher-imposed exercises under
a new name. When taught by poor teachers, full of theory but short on
practical and creative skills to arouse pupils' recognition of a need to
ask for'assistance, little happened other than a lot of talk. There was
lit* exercising which after all was the main purpose of the class meet-
ing in the first place. This stirred up much contention since many
teachers clung to the idea tliat a teacher should teach and a leader,
lead. Carl Schrader, Massaclitsetts State Director of Physical Educa-
tion, was one of the most outspoken defenders of this idea in our own
profession.

As the battle line was formed, there came to the front to wage war
for their beliefs the old German and Swedish gymnastics proponents
versus the progressivists. It was a battle that waged within tifil4profes-
sion throughout the thirties and into the early forties. It took nothing
less than another world war to resolve itthe war of course didn't
settle the dispute but it claimed everyone's attention in other directions
and the battle died from lack of support from either side. In the end,
neither side won. Yet in a way both sides won for in the sixties there
was a vigorous revival of gymnastics in the schoolsan entirely unique
form consisting partly of the early progressivists' ideas, partly of the old
foreign forms in use of apparatus in particular, yet even that in a form
quite different from the old. 4

But while the battle raged in the 1930s, it created much excitement,
particularly at the physical education conventiops. Never was the name
of the recognized fighting leader of the progressivists, Jesse Feiring
Williams, listed on the program for any convention meeting that he did
not draw a large crowd for everyone knew there would be fireworks.
Williams affected people in decided wayseither one liked him very
much or disliked him very much. Yet in another way he affected al-
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most everyone the same wayalmost everyone feared him. He was a
highly intelligent man and his thrusts at an opponent could be impres-

sively vital. Alsd he could be bitingly and cleverly sarcastic to anyone
who dared disagree with him, so that unless one could "stand the
gaff," he thought it over seriously before entering the arena against

him.

The opposing side had no one recognized leader, probably because

there was no single teacher-training institution recognized as the leader
in prepaying teachers to teach according to the old ways. The old Bos-

ton Normal School of Gymnastics, perhaps more than any other insti-

tution, had prepared women teachers for Swedish gymnastics but it had

long ago, as had the department of physical education,and hygiene of
Wellesley College, given up the old Swedish form for an Americanized
version under Dr. William Skarstrom, a Swede who had worked in
earlier years at Columbia University with Thomas D. Wood. Swedish
gymnastics, even Skarstroms's modified form, had all but vanished
from the schools by the thirties, and no voice was raised to espouse

it.

The Normal School of the North American Gymnastic Union at In-
dianapolis, however, was still loyal to German gymnastics but Emil

Rath, its director, was a kindly, friendly soul who would never will-

ingly have tangled in a public argument with anyone. There were many

enthusiasts for .i.epman gymnastics in the public schools of Cincinnati,

Milwaukee, St. Louis, Kansas City and Chicago, to name but a few.

These people were willing to argue, but it was the person in the teacher-

preparation field who was in the strategic position to influence the

situation by indoctrinating the teachers sent out across the country,

not the public schdol person. Lacking the strategic position enjoyed by

the progressivists through their support by Columbia University, never-

theless, the opposition usually mustered a few fighters who took turns
;Williams Carlentering the arena against Dr. WilliamsCarl Schrader, a native-born

German transplanted to Amer ca in early childhood, Charles H.erIc-
Cloy of the State University, of owa, William Streit of Cincinnati Pub-

lic Schools, Strong Hinman of Wichita, Kansas public schools and

August H. Pritzlaff of the Chicago schools. Now and then, Jay B. Nash

of New York University or Neils P. Neilson of the California State De-

partment of Education would get into the act, although they were not
diehards for the old formal gymnastics.

But no matter how many were ready to wage battle on the one side it

was usually the indomitable Jesse Feiring Williams who took on all

comers singlehandedly for the other side. Every time I saw him step

forwarfon a platform sensing a fray, the hairs on the back of his neck

britirng, his every muscle seemingly tensed and an expression on his
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face that most certainly declared his assurance of victory, Ithollght of
Sir Walter Scott's lines in The Lady of the Lake:

Come one, come all! This rock shall fly
From its firm base as soon as I.'

The greatest debates were of the Williams versus McCloy variety.
Whenever these two were listed in a convention program, the conven-
tion manager knew He should book the largest auditorium available
since everyone wanted to be present for the excitement.

In those days physical educators flocked in huge numbers to Teach-
ers College, Columbia University, for their advanced degrees and ap-
parently, as far as I knew, never did a degree candidate in that depart-
ment ever openly oppose the head of the department or publicly take
issue with him on any subject. Dr. Williams° was a man who brooked
no differences of his opinions. Everyone, except a small handfal of
brave souls who had never been his pupils, stood in great awe of him
and were fearful of opposing him in any waythat 'is, every'ote, ap-
parently but C. H. McCloy.

Not only did Dr. Williams castigate .the Old World iimnastics in
school programs and also those who taught it, but he even berated
setting up exercises such as Walter Camp's "daily dozen." He held mi
to scorn C._H. McCloy in particular who defended them for certain
people unable to exercise otherwise, although he disclaimed their use
for a school physical education program.

Dr. McCloy 'took all criticism in easy stride. These two were well
matched. Although Dr. Williams was past-master at the use of sar-
casm, what Dr. McCloy lacked in sarcasni he more than compensated,
for by sheer down-to-earth logic and comagn sense ancI his pretense'
not to notice the sarcasm. Each had a larefollowing. However, many.
of McCloy's followers were hesitant to speak out publicly, fearful of the
invectives, taunts and sneers that would come' from the opposition.
Followers on the other side had no such fears of Dr. McGioy to deter
them, so that from public display of support the sides seemed unevenly
matched. While McCloy stuck strictly to the 'issues, refusing to indulge
in personal invectives, Williams freely castigated sand ridiquled everyone
who dared take side against him. While he, too, always put on a good
showhe was a brilliant and polished speakerhe left his Audience
chilled by the taunts and sneers levelled at all opponents. It was indeed
an intrepid soul who was willing to cross swords with him..

Although C. H. McCloy was not adverse to natural gymnastics, pro-
vided the children actually got worthwhile physical activity (Which
seemed doubtful from all he had seen of it as, it was taught), he could
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not accept complete rejection of the tested good of the old. In this he

had strong backing from the German, Swedish and Danish Americans.
In many speeches Mc Cloy stood his ground against Williams' attacks
on his person as well as on his views, and now and then handed back a

bit of subtle sarcasm of his own, such as the following:

I hope that the next 50 years will show physical educators to ...
seek for facts proved objectively, to supplant principles based on
average opinions of the people who don't know but who are all
anxious to contribute their averaged ignorance to form a consensus

of uninformed dogma.'

Jesse Williams' idea of a cure for the wrongs of the physical educa-
tion programs seemed to be to kill gymnastics completely and, with the

aid of his ever-increasing body of followers, he fairly well succeeded in
doing just that, not, however, without a protest from gymnastics enthu-
siasts. The most influential leaders among the women who felt that the
Swedish and German gymnastics had served their day also advocated a
change, but not a killing. During the summers of the late 1920s, Helen
McKinstry (later president of Russell Sage College) organized groups of

Ame ican women to study Danish gymnastics at Nils Bukh's school in
011e up and bring this form back to American schools. Radcliffe as

earl as 1925, and following its lead, Barnard, Wellesley, Wells, Mt.
Holyoke, Bryn Mawr, Vassar, Smith, and Goucher Colleges (all wo-
men's colleges) by early 1930s had adopted this form of gymnastics
in their physical education programs. Graduates of the professional
training courses at Wellesley and Smith Colleges soon carried it into

the women's departments of other colleges and universities and large

high schools of the country. Thus, the women quietly discarded the o14

German and Swedish gymnastics for the Danish form, but the great)

run of men who clung to gymnastics in their programs doggedly held to

the old forms.

While the new progressivists in the 1920s were demanding the break-

ing of all ties with gymnastics of the old formal forms, the Columbia
University group was by the late 1930s no longer pushing even natural
gymnastics. It had proved of too little value unless taught by teachers

who were creative and talented in this new form of teaching. Such

teachers were entirely too scarce for the movement to spread. Appar-

ently such teaching leadership, actually non-teaching and entirely pu-
pil inspired, was too difficult to attain. Now this group was calling for
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the elimination of all forms of gymnastics from the school physical edu-
cation programs, with sports, dance and related activities (camping,
etc.) to make up the entire program. In many women's departments in
colleges, far in advance of the men's department, sports and dance had
long held thespotlight, with gymnastics a small side show, if offered at
all, so that the war was being ,waged mainly to win the support of
college men's departments and the program builders in the lower
schools.

But proponents of natural gymnastics dicip not give up readily and
while the struggle lasted they were the targets of Mc Cloy's claims that
much that they included in natural gymnastics was not "natural" after
all but, like the old formal forms, was teacher-imposed. On the other
hand he boldly attacked his opponents' criticism of apparatus work,
which was an important part of every gymnastics class, as an activity
unnatural to youth.

Recalling the free play of my own childhood years, much of which
was most certainly a form of natural gymnastics, I could not under-
stand what this rejection of apparatus work wa.a0out. Vaulting over
the box and boom was certainly a continatio of childhoodflexperi-
ences of vaulting over the fences which surround :almost ever yard in
town; walking,the balance beam, a repetition of ,walking the picket
fence; swinging on flying rings a continuation'' of swinging on wild
grape vines down in the woods; swinging on travelling rings a simu-
lation of swinging from branch to branch of a tree; wriggling in and
out of the rungs of the Swedish ladder but an aftertaste of the joys of
squirming in and out of the inviting openings in Aunt Mary's ornate
porch railing; vaulting the low buck but a sequel to hilarious games of
leap frog; climbing swinging ladders a postscript to climbing shaky
ladders leading to haylofts. McCloy and his followers understood all
this clearly and could not for the life of them understand this rejection
)f apparatus work in a gymnasium as something' unnatural and there-
fore taboo in an educational program. But then maybe Dr. Williams
rnd his followers never knew the joys of such free play in their child-
lood. If so, it is understandable that they did not see the connection
*twesti the apparatus work of a gymnasti4;program and this natural
'rte p* of childhood. 1

l'

I also couldn't understand the great cries of anguish from Jesse
Williams and his followers over offering even; the free standing exercises
',calisthenics) of Ornnastics, in a physical ,education program. That
;coup claimed that all youth hated gymnastics and those who did par-
ake of it did so only under coercion. My own personal experience as a
eacher rejected this claim. I had taught Swedish gymnastics to college
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exceptions

it from a master teacher. Maybe these two things
wer. a of
traittitIt8hrlyi

teaching

it

women students for many years and with few excP I
But then I liked teaching it and I had received mY

the reasons for its acceptance. However, by the end cit the 1930s gY111-

nastics bad almost completely disappeared from oar physical education
programsDanish and Finnish (which had come in elatedly after the

Danish) as well as Swedish and German particularly y in woruen's Pro-

grams, to be replaced entirely by sports and dance'

While this battle to rid educatiOn of gymnastic5
was raging on the

grounds that children should not be subjected to all nu-American ac-

tivitytivity requiring group action at commands of a I could not

understand why the same objections were not aimed at bands, orches-

tras, glee clubs and choruses which also require submission wwithin a

group and obedience to a leader. I decided that these would

have been objects of equally unreasoning attacks musicians
if the had

developed within their group persons who misinterpreted
phi-

losophy as violently as did the extremists amon physical educators who

hated old world gymnastics.

The advocacy of sports to the exclusion of gymnastics physical

tics program was far better than a poor sports
ograt a

such
fn:aas-

ii "education program drew tire from many who held t
anl

seizing John
schools put up with. The extreme progressivists --,g upon

liges and while
Dewey's philosophy twisted it to fit their own dislikes

the extreme conservatives, refusing to accept the tiew' were stultifying

our program. In spite of the uproar, as usual, the, great numbers of,
calm, middle-roaders prevailed, and physical edue

anon
''40ved

forward

quite sanely.

In the end it was largel economics, not the-Tcora °f its" Williams

and not the Progressive ducation Movement,
that rah death

lknell of old world gymnast s in the physical ed
Ilea

America. When school boards ound that th y
d sti°11LIP

t programs
programs of

of sports and dance on a less ex ve basis than gYmilasties (for gYrn-

nastic apparatus was more costly) they gave up gymnastics

;The would-be killer's of the so-called "fads and
frills

°-
f

education and

the extremists of the Progressive Education Move0ent did not hold the

stage alone in the 1930s. There were the pessimi5t1c writers and
speak-

ers of this period who proclaimed that there were no neu, frontiers
to

challenge the youth as our fathers, grandfathers' great_ and great-
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great-grandfathers had known. "No more worlds to conquer." It was a
great topic of conversation for speakers in the depression decade.

A group of women in our profession became excited over the idea of
teaching children to live wisely in a democracy. They seemed to think
that the idea was entirely new with them, discounting all that had gone
on quietly for many years before under the guidance of wise teachers,
not only in our own field but in all fields of education. But now this
group of women physical educators with their "new" ideas was going to
make over at least the entire profession of physical education if not all
of education. They talked endlessly of the democratic process. One
woman in particular amused the rest of us considerably ivhen her eter-
nal talk on the subject was pitted against her undemocratic behavior,
bordering on the dictatorial in conferences, committee meetings, and
the like. In theory she had all the answers about the democratic pro-
cess but in practice she set a poor example.

Then there also arose among the women of my profession a vocal group
that became enamored of the idea of counselling students which took on
such importance with some that it seemed to take precedence over all
other objectives and aims of a physical education program. From
the way this group promoted the topic, they seemed to think that they,
too, had been the first to discover this facet of education. They also
amused many of us considerably, especially those of us who had been
counselling students for 20 and more years but doing it without fanfare
as a side issue outside our classroom work. Now under the tutelage of
the promoters of this "new" idea we were, to save time in private coun-
selling, to use our class periods for group counselling, which even we
older ones did see as a new technique. But we objected to it when used
as a substitute for activity in classes.

These overly ardent crusaders lost all sense of proportion, forgetting
that many teachers in other departments were also interested in these
same pupils and were also counselling them. They also forgot that in
many schools there were deans of girls and deans of women who looked
upon their own function as primarily counselling. To these physical
education zealots hoping to build a new world of education, counselling
was apparently the one thing that would get the job done and they
alone were to do it. And they would do it by having girls don their
gymnasium suits and sit on the gym floor in a semi-circle about the
teacher while s e extolled the values of democracy and moved on to
discuss their gr up personality problems. The class bell rang and, in
extreme cases, t c girls would return to the dressing room and doff
their gym suits without having had any real physical activity. Yet these
were the only teachers in the entire school who were prepared and
hired to give them physical activity. When they neglected this part of
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the school program it was a total neglect but if they did -not do the
counselling there were many teachers in several other departments who

made up for the neglect.

In these years of tensions I argued ,4/ANany a young physical edu-
cation .teacher that she must not,.,i0ei,eageriiess to take over in the
group counselling field, lose sigleof. her main job which was to teach
physical education. Anyway moist Were totally Unprepared to do group
counselling even though t kLep held rmIch fascination kr them. Some
who had taken some lifilte work, met up with new theories and had

40
become enamored a )Ydea of the dramatic presentations by
groups to bring pe hanty conflicts out in the ()Pen, psycho-dramas
they were called. These ideas were much talked of and tried out at
some physical education conferences. A few women leaders of the "new
thought" went to summer seminars and picked up a little learning on
the subject which they palmed off on delegates to our own conferences

as the last word in the techniques of effective teaching. As I sat in on
these demonstrations, I was always conscious of the old saying, "A

little knowledge is a dangerous thing." After a while this fad passed
over and we came back to earth and presumably again taught physical
education.

I was glad I was 'by then anchored in the safe harbor of administra-
tive work. Nothing remained of the exercise program I had been taught

to teach in my own professional training days. Gymnastics which we
knew best of all were out, as was esthetic dance. Even sports classes

now were taught from art altogether different (and I must say better)
angle with drill in the fundamental techniques preceding actual playing

ame. In my school days we played at-the game until we le,arned
ruing by doing" as people spoke of it later but with a somewhat

different connotation. It was a greatly changed world of physical educa-

tion by the late 1930s and I must confess (for all I disapproved of the.,
extremes of progressive education) a better one.

The pull of the extremists had brought us out of a rut and stopping
short of the extremes, physical education had been greatly improved.
In the mid and late 1930s it became impossible to bring to my staff
good gymnastics teachers since the professional departments in colleges

no longer gave training in gymnastics. But dance had settled dowti into

a form accepted all across the country, known as modern dance, the

successor to esthetic, nature and interpretive dance of earlier years. It
offered such splendid physical developmental activities (not for their

own sake as the dance teachers were quick to point out) that I seized

every opportunity to see that every student under my direction regis-
tered for modern dance some time during her college years at Ne-
braska. Although a sports enthusiast, I recognized that sports alone
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could not replace the physiological values of gymnastics which I felt
strongly were fundamental to sports. Therefore I gladly adopted mod-
ern dance through its fundamental exercises as a fitting substitute for
gymnastics for our women students.

By the 1950s several books were published that proved to'be effective
attacks on progressive education." The opposition of the far left, far
right, and in-between were all calling for a return to academic disci-
pline, with all children required to study history, English, sciences,
mathematics, and foreign languages as their birthright and for teacher
training to be reunited with the arts and sciences faculties, and the
schools to be removed from the control of professional educationists
with a de-emphasizing of pedagogy. In reality they were objecting to
:he excesses of Dewey's followers who had not only misinterpreted his
Thilosophy but also had not developed a body of teachers who could
adequately handle their ideas. The result for the schools in far too
nany places had been merely chaos.

The pendulum had swung back leaving in the schools much of Dew-
:y's own philosophy but divorced of its ill-fated trimmings which were
idded by extremists whose views he himself did not share. Dewey did
Paint the way to something much better than our schools knew in the
iineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Who today is not sold on the
[lea that in the education of the child there should be a recognition of
ndividual differences, opportunity for personality development and for
proper social and emotional growth as well as for proper physical
rowth, yet woven through it all discipline? The transition period of the
xperimentation of the twenties and thirties led to something much
,etter in the education of the child than anything the pre-World War I
eriod dffered.

By 1940 the movement had come under such criticism that the Pro-
ressive Education Association died in 1955 with its magazine, The
5urnal of Progressive Education, holding on two more years before it,
)o, folded, thus ending a tense, controversial period in the history of
lucation.



Chapter VII
Petticoat Rule Comes To One

National Professional
Organization

In, its infancy in the late 1880s and 1890s, the American Association
for the Advancement of Physical Education had served well the north-
eastern seaboard of the United States where physical educators were for
the most part concentrated. By the turn of the century, it had begun to
draw an increasing number of members from the middle states and
then from the Pacific Coast and as far south as the Gulf of Mexicoin
other words, its membership had become truly a national group. But it
was still provincial in its outlook, still very much ruled and controlled
from the East, so that by the 1910s there were discernible rumbles of
impatience from the hinterlands.

It took 35 years for the Association to elect as president one who was
not working on the Eastern Seaboard, Dudley B. Reed, M.D., of the
University of Chicago. He served as national president for three calen-
dar years, 1920 through 1922. By then the workers in the profession in
the Middle West, largely ignored by the workers in the East, had al-
ready set up their own independent professional organization, and soon
became a challenge to the older supposedly national group.'

A "late bloonier'" in so many ways throughout life, I had been un-
usually slow in the first years of my qareer in involving myself in profes-
sional concerns beyond my own little teaching job. However, my profess
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sion had done little before The Great War to reach the young roots at
the local levels. We young teachers were awakened slowly to broader
professional interests. I had been teaching eight years before I plunged
my first irons into the professional fire when I discovered in 1918 first
the Middle West Society of Physical Education and then the Middle
West Society of College Women's Physical Directo

The 1920s offered still more irons for my professional fire when I
discovered the Women's Athletic Committee of APEA, the Women's
Division of the National Amateur Athletic Federation, and the Natiorial
Association of Physical Education for College Women; into the 1930s
these several irons glowed warmly ''as with each passing year I was
drawn ever deeper into the inner work of these groups. Now in the
1930s I added two more irons, the Nebraska Physical Education Society
and APEA. In 1931, Earl Johnson of the Lincoln Public Schools and I
revived the Nebraska State Society of Physical Education, following the
1926 unsuccessful attempt of the two of us to get a permanent organi-
zation going. In the late 1890s there had been other unsuccessful at-
tempts at organization, unknown to usq'

Elmer Mitchell, editor of the new Journal of Health and Physical
Education turned over the editorial column of this first issue January
1930 to Frederick Maroney then president of APEA and to me then
president of the Middle West Society, the two groups whose magazines'
had been merged to create the new one. President Maroney wrote of
"American Physical Education at the Crossroads," calling attention to
the early workers who had laid a strong foundation for our profession
saying that all teachers of physical education must work together, "for
a better understanding of our program and we must keep faith with the
men and women who were the pioneers of our subject in the schools of
the land." In my part of the editorial I said that the Middle West
Society was proud to contribute its magazine The Pentathlon and its
editor to the national association and that "we are more earnestly than
ever before committed to national unity."

Upon my'election as president of the Mido.- V% est group, I seized
the initiative and kept control of the Middle West convention as presi-
dent. In previous years, the convention had been in the hands of a con-
vention chairman. Presidents and their councils had been looked upon,
as far as conventions were concerned, as mere figure-heads. The presi-

-dents gave their addresses, presided at any business meeting that might
be called (although in the national association the official business
meeting was held in New York City during the Christmas holidays
apart from the convention), and, aside from these two tasks, were only
sideline guests. The convention chairman was the head person at the
convention and his will was the law. Whatever programs were offered
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reflected the philosophy and wishes of the convention chairman, not
those of the president of the Association and his Council.

Frederick Maroney, a young fire-brand, was not afraid to upset the
status quo whenever it seemed necessary to do so. He had been cheated
out of a chance to have a convention during his first year in the presi-
dency,(1929) because of the Middle West's obstinate insistence upon
holding its own convention in Chicago although APEA-desired to come
into its territory at Indianapolis. This caused APEA to give up all plans
for a convention for that year altogether.

With the national slated for a convention in 1930 in Boston with
Dr. Maroney elected president for a second calendar year, the Boston
Physical Education Society, upon signs of his intentions of running his
own convention, demanded that previous custom be observed and that
the entire responsibility be placed in the hands of the local person it
would name as conyention chairman. Dr. Maroney reluctantly con-
sented to this. Carl Schrader who as a past president had himself been

a ,mere figure-head during three conventions (1923, 1924, 1925) was
named convention chairman, and if Frederick Maroney was not being
allowed to run his own convention at least Carl Schrader was now
having his chance to put on a convention, and since he was a close
friend of President Maroney he did naturally talk many things over
with him. But this inability to make the convention his, added to the
many unpleasantnesses met up with earlier in dealing with the Middle
West, gave Dr. Maroney a great feeling of inadequacy. He was a man
used to success, to having his own way and to having his plans carried
out. He encouraged me as president to keep the reins of the Middle
West Society in my own hands if at all possible, and it was easily pos-
sible because although the Milwaukee people wanted to have the con-
vention there in 1930, the person they rained. a _tni7Pntion chairman

was apparently none too eager for a lot of extra work.

When J. E. Rogers of the Nati.nal Reel ation A ,ciati m dropped

into Lincoln early in 1930 I check :el t ins ith him and ask :d him for
advice, for he had helped put :n mai, Playground ,,nd F.ecreation
Association conventions. When lit asked what arrangements lad been
made with the hotel for complim-mtary roor Is for -op officers, I was
astonished. It had never entered r.--; head that there might 5e such a
possibility. As acting president at le Chicago convention in 1929,

stepping in at the eleventh hour to fill vacancy caused by Mr. Post's
sudden death, I had paid for my own rv.)m. It 'lad neve. occurred to
me to ask for a complimentary room as ac ng president, and appar-
antly it had not occurred to Mr. Mitchell, the secretary, or Mr. Dela-
porte, the convention chairman, to ask in my behalf. I never have
known if the Morrison 4-lotel in Chicago furnished complimentary
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rooms for them in 1929. I never could bring myself to ask. So I was
learning the hard way. And Mr. Mitchell was learning, too.

When I now wrote Mr. Mitchell asking what he as secretary was
doing about contracts with the Milwaukee hotel for 1930 and to in-
vestigate the possibility of complimentary rooms for the president and
secretary, he replied that it was highly doubtful if the hotel would
consider complimentary rooms, so I dismissed the idea. Later I wrote
the hotel making a reservation for one of their lower-priced single
rooms since I was going on from there to the 'national in Boston and,
with allowance for traveling, only to one out-of state meeting the two-
convention trip was going to be quite expensive, So when convention
time came around I found myself settled in a very small and undesir-
able inside room, next to a freight elevator, and from there carried on
as president of the organization. Then when I reported to pay my bill
when checking out the hotel manager made the "magnificent" gesture
of writing on the room bill "complimentary to the president of the
Middle West Society." If they intended to give a complimentary room,
why not a decent one instead of a mere hole in the wall! And why was
I not so informed ahead of time or at least when checking in? Again
I couldn't bring myself to ask Mr. Mitchell wliat his experience had
been as secretary.

Caught up in the Vetails of putting- on a convention by correspond-
ence, I was meticulously making a record of every piece of work to be
done to pass on to my successor with warnings of "Do's" and "Don'ts,"
as I was learning entirely from trial and error. Not one scrap of paper
had been turned over to me from my predecessor's files. I was deter-
mined that never again should a person in the Middle West Society
come to the presidency with no guides.

The members of the Middle West Society of Directors of Physical
Education for Coll. Women went to Milwaukee early to attend their
own private conference preceding the larger Middle West Society con-
vention, so that all of us were safely tucked away before the March
25th blizzard struck. Mr. Mitchell had had all the programs printed
in Ann Arbor and had sent them to Milwaukee by a staff member
going by auto. But they got caught in the blizzard. Although Mr. Mit-
chell and President Maroney and all the east-of-Chicago crowd travel-
ing by train were held in Chicago for hours because of the storm, they
did finally arrive most belatedly, but the auto with the programs and
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association records did not arrive until the closing morning of the
convention. Most delegates who had ventured to go by auto were stalled
at farm houses across Iowa, Illinois, Minnesota, Michigan and Wiscon-
sin, as we learned later, and many as soon as they could get out of the
snow turned back home. So it was a sadly depleted crowd that did
manage to get there. But those who arrived made a great holiday of it.
Without printed programs, everyone had to gather every two hours
in the hotel lobby to read the large bulletin board announcing what
would take place next and where. Fortunately, we officers had our
typed copies of the program. And as each meeting closed, announce-
ments would be made of coming events. No one could plan for anything
in advance and as some speakers never did arrive, all sorts of im-
promptu substitute programs were arranged. As everyone took the
emergency in good spirit, it all made for much merriment and there
developed among the delegates, a wonderful, unforgettable spirit of

camaraderie.
Traffic signals were just then coming into vogue in our pities and

were something of a novelty. Our convention chairman persuaded the
city traffic manager to let him have a stop-and-go lantern set on a
post which he installed on the platform to be controlled by hand. The
idea was that as soon as a speaker was introduced and arose to begin
speaking, the head time-keeper would flash on the green light and
when the time alloted for that speech was up, he would flash on the
red light which came on accompanied by the loud ringing of a bell just
as happened in the street connections. I was dismayed at the prospect
of running our meetings this way, for although I was all for friendliness
and informality, I felt that this bordered on rowdyism, but I held my
tongue when I saw how gleefully everyone was accepting the innova-
tion. But the speakers, fearful of not finishing on time, watched the
traffic signal post nervously along with the audience.

Finally, a woman guest speaker, annoyed by this loud ticking signal,
stopped in the midst of her speech and pointing an accusing finger at
the signal, called out angrily, "Take that thing out of here!" At'this I
stepped up to the platform and called for the convention chairman to
get help and cart it off the stage. And Dr. Maroney, our guest from the
national association, looked as though he might be going to have a
stroke from his efforts to keep from bursting into the gales of laughter
that struggled to possess him. At heart one of us Mid Westerners not
attuned to the reserved, sedate and formal ways of so many Easterners,
he was having ahilariously good time among us unpredictable, uncon-
ventional, and outgoing folk from the Midlands. And the merriment
and informalities seemed to dispel the last of any hard feelings left over
from the 1920, between the Middle West Society and the National
Association.
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When I invited Dr. Maroney to sit in on our last Middle West coun-
cil meeting he thanked the Middle West Society for giving the national
its new secretary-editor, and then. turning to me, he bowed, and added,
"also its Vice-President who is to be the next president of APEA." I
was astounded at this as apparently were the others for all sat for a
moment, as did I, in stunned silence. No woman had ever been presi-
dent of APEA. How ridiculous could he be! Seeing my embarrassment
and the surprised silence of the others, he hastened to. add: "Of course-
I have no power to control such things but you all now know my wish!"
I was speechless! When I regained my composure, I ignored his re-
marks, sensing for the moment no other way to handle such an embar-
rasiment, and hastened on to the business matters at hand. As soon as
the meeting was over, I cornered Mr. Mitchell and procured his prom-
ise to persuade Dr. Maroney that there were to be no more foolish state-
ments, particularly none the next week in Boston.

With the convention at an end, those of us Middlewesterners who
were going on to the national convention in Boston made up a jolly
group for the railroad trip east. From a furious last of March blizzard
such as is well known in the Middle West at that time of year, we
stepped directly into spring in Boston. There I attended the second
APEA convention I had ever attended. Put on by Carl Schrader, Mas-
sachusetts State Director of Physical Education, as convention chair-
man; and Marjorie Bouve of the Boston School of Physical Education,
Boston, as hostess, it was a brilliant convention, meticulously correct
from section meetings to formal banquet:

Presented at the general session as vice president of the organization,
I began enlarging professional contacts to include Westerners as well
as those of the Middle. West and East.

True to his promise to the Middle West group that he would do what
he could to get APEA reorganized on more democratic lines and func-
tional lines, President Maroney had announced at the December 30,
1929, council meeting that all sections and affiliated groups were to be
discontinued temporarily. Each was instructed to think through its
reorganization plan and apply for re-admission through the constitution
committee, Clifford Brownelrof Columbia University, chairman. These
groups wishing to be re-admitted were to meet certain standards to be
established and announced shortly. The year 1930 was to be a reorgani-
zation year.
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Also at this December 1929 council meeting the president announced

that a group of women hAd persistently demanded recognition as a
group to put on a program in swimming for women, at the spring
convention in Boston, apart from the program put on of late years by
the unofficial Women's Athletic Section (WAS), saying that they ulti
mately hoped to establish an independent Section on Swimming for
Women. Since the earlier group; WAS, had been permitted a program
at conventions for the past several years, it also petitioned for a place
on the Boston convention program and, when there was some, hesitancy
about granting the request in light of all the reorganization worries, a
few of the WAS women became naggingly insistent, knowing nothing
as yet of this other group of woMen pushing for a separate swimming
program.

This nagging insistence of two groups of women proved too much for
President Mironey and having reached the end of his patience with all
of his other nagging worries, he'exclaimed, "Okay, we'll have a pro-
gram on athletics for boys and men, too," and he announced that
both programs would be set up as subgroups under the Public School
Section and that all must understand that this was but a temporary'
arrangement for the Boston 1930 convention only and that neither
group was to elect chairmen at the program to carry on for, the fol-
lowing year because, as he said, there were no official sections' on either
men's or women's athletics and that "this nonsense has to stop.'` How-
ever, Dr. McCurdy, always a, friend of the Women's Atfilefic ComTit-
tee and its programing counterpart, WAS, had in the March 1229 issue:
of the Review started a permanent Page On ,'athletics for girls and
women to be a special feature of the magazine condtcted jointlyby -the
Women's Division of NAAF and 'the- WAS. he. ks secretary-editor
of APEA had publicly recognized.,a section A women' athletics.`

Then at the December 1929 council. tifeetine,' Presjdent Maroney
announced .that as the) newly elected vice-aid tii I 'would beta mem-
ber of the program ommittee for-the, next, c36ention.
after this eting the chairMap of t e Nitric School Section

approeched me in alarm because he:had his og'xanr plans well under.r.
way and he'clid riot want'theSnwosub-gr ups lAishal oif_on his pro-
gram. Also,the,,women began pressing me to o'er le President-Ma-0
roney's decree-about their lace on th4pr gram.' ing that t presi
dent's decree could notJbe set aside lig ly, ,1 re sec' they request of
both groups and thereby won the enmity of ai.feyi., men although the
Public School 'Section Chairman took it in s, de :and conceded he
could not set how I could have ruled otherwise: I Urged the woCrrieo to

be more p tient -dust a few- of them declared ,later, in, reporting the
meeting, that I had ,;'sold the women down the river," ,
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The following DeCember the official annual business meeting of the
APEA Council wkis held, as in the past, in New York City, in connec-
tion with .meetings of groups of men of our profession, such as the
College ,Physical Education Association (then 33 years old) and the
Football Coaches Association. These two groups alone called out many
physical educators, so that most of the APEA council members, pre-
dominantly men, were coming to New York City anyway for other
meetings at the holiday season. The Women's Division of NAAF, then
seven .years old, had also established the habit of meeting at this same
time in New York City. With deep interest by now in both the APEA
Council and the Women's Division, I joined the holiday pilgrimage
crowd headed for this winter professional Mecca.

During this year of my national vice presidency, I was in a position
where I could advance the cause of a large group of women pushing
for recognition for the unofficial Women's Athletics Section. To protect
the interests of the Section (meaning to put it in a position where it
would have a vote in the council, a move bitterly opposed by some of
the men), I was actively fighting a little sub-rosa group of women who
were opposing the other women with the secret backing of a little group
of men who hoped to defeat the Women's Athletics Section through
this sub-rosa group. These were men who felt the women were pushing
for too much but, unwilling to come out in the open about it, were
working through this little group of dissident women. Also I had
learned that some of the status quo men were critical of Dr. Maroney's
propensities for breaking with tradition, and his seizing every oppor-
tunity to insist that I was to be the next president surely became an
irritation to this group.

There was no movement of women to push for a woman president.
It was much more geography, than sex, that set whatever battle lines
existed within the profession. From the very year of APEA's founding
in 1885, women had been elected to the lesser offices. Only the presi-
dency itself was considerbd the prerogative of men only, and that ap-
parently had never been challenged. In fact, Dr. Maroney had been
taken seriously by no one, not even the women, and least of all by me.
Whenever he dropped his little bombshell of an announcement, there
was no denying the expression on the faces of the listiners as if saying
in the idiom of a later day, "You've got to be kidding!" In 1930 no

/one but Frederick Maroney and his little group of followers seemed to
think it possible to have a woman president of this national organiza-
tion.
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When the official business meeting of APEA council was held De-
cember 30, 1930, in New York City, I never dreamed that Frederick
Maroney would have his wish confirmed. Nothing could have been
more casual than the circumstances surrounding the election of officers.
They used no nominating committee in those days. The president
merely announced it was time for election of officers and he was ready
to receive nominations from the floor whereupon Carl Schrader arose
and said, "Mr. President, I feel it is high time we have a woman presi-
dent and I nominate Miss Mabel Lee." As I recall it, it was Dr. Arthur
Lamb of McGill University of Montreal who seconded the nomination.
Since no other name was offered, the call for nominations was declared
closed, and I was elected by unanimous vote of those present. I was too
stunned for words. It had all happened in a momentno remarks by
anyone in support of my candidacy, not one word to the effect that a
tradition of 45 years was being broken, just the barest formality!
Equally casually and informally, Jesse F. Williams was elected vice-
president, but it could have been no surprise for he, although a con-
troversial figure, was well known across the country as a popular author
and much sought-after speaker in our field.

I was as surprised as everyone else especially because up to two years
before I was virtually unknown within the profession except by the
group of women physical education teachers in colleges. Serving as
vice-president was not looked upon as a stepping-stone to the presi-
dency. Only twice before had a vice-president stepped to the top posi-
tion and both occasions were in the early 1890s, so holding that office
some 40 years later gave no encouragement towards moving into the
top office.

Even though Dr. Maroney had been warning me that I was to be the
next president I was totally unprepared for it. I was at first so com-
pletely stunned that 1 was practically speechless and perilously near
tears. However, when called upon for a few words, I managed to get
to my feet to thank- them for the confidence thg had placed in me
and to ask for their loyal support. On sudden thought, I reminded
them of my speech just a year before when elected vice-president when
I had pleaded for complete reorganization of APEA on a more logical
and grass-roots-watering basis. Now I expressed my delight and the
elight of the entire Middle West Society that had been demanding

cbanges `Which, under Dr. Maroney's fine leadership, were showing
signs of beginning to come true. And I pledged myself to advance the
work.

Of the six women on the national council at that time (Edith Gates
representing the National YWCA physical educators, Helen Hazelton of
Purdue University representing Women's Athletics Section, Ruth Elliott
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Author in 1931 when she broke the sex barrier for the top office in
her national professional organization.

of Wellesley College, Gertrude Moulton of Oberlin College representing
NAPECW, Natalie Wilson unknown to us other women, and myself
as vice-president) only two were present besides myself (Edith Gates
and Helen Hazelton). So one woman (the WAS representative did not
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have a vote) and 31 men, representing other
APEA laemhershiPs,

Physical
elected the first woman president of the American

Education

Association. Two other women were present as visitcrs ((Marjorie B°I116

of Boston and Mazie Scanlon of Atlantic City). Thus us rule
men was

(as the coming of women into-high office replacing
spoken of in those days) came to one national mi%e

-sex organization

to take over for the calendar year of 1931.

At this council meeting Clifford Lee Brownell, ellaltnlatt of the con-
p.:te reorganization

stitution committee, presented plans for almost call
of APEA, meeting the major criticisms of the
The changes were accepted by a large majority- .°t only were the

district groups to become integral parts of the oren.izatio,,J
then

on, each with representation on the executive committee,

14 lri" e West group

but the an-

nual official business meeting was to be held in connection with the

annual convention, making the December 1930
gathering

the last Of-

ficial council meeting of the past 20 years to be
held apart from a

convention."

The official meeting of the council elected at that
time

for the calen-
dar year 1931 would be held April 1, 1931, marking the close of that

meeting

desire

to
regime preparatory to swinging into a pattern of spring

spring meeting from then on.
congratulate me. It

As soon as the meeting adjourned all flocked to
was a tremendous outpouring of friendliness, entlia
help. So the presidency of the first woman was OP

ButEveryone seemed pleased and the men most of all. Hut th"e4nrars osual

they were in the great majority and they seemed tc)want to strut over

aakti_d.ioneysirrl

their achievement of having elected a woman. Tills had not been aat 10ng
campaign of women against men with the women,
their candidate over. My election had been proposed b

tti

ndy man a

sponsored by the men. I had been nominated by Aman am the twirl

altholig
nation was seconded by a man, and the men held the

although there
controlling votes,

so that in a sense I was elected by the men
there nn op-

posing vote. The first woman was stepping into the Presidency seem-

ingly with the complete backing of the men who lla been absolute

control'-of the Association for 45 years. TheY were happy because it

was their idea and their doing. The women were
13'13Y because at last

a woman was recognized. As some of us talked it over later, not
one

of us, knew at the time a single mixed-sex national °rgattization other

than the National Education Association that had ever had woman

president.

altholigh

favor-

able
Surely never did a woman president enter

office under

able circumstances. However I sensed that it ,as .n' ,,0
.',

aasPi-
%
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cious beginning it would take some maneuvering to keep the waters
calm, and I prayed I might be equal to the occasion. Indeed I entered
upon this new era for the national association happy that for the mo-
ment everyone else seemed to be happy over it. I saw that the day had
come (if only I did not blunder too much) when women could at last
have an equal place beside the men as partners in the professional
workno longer looked upon as a minority group to be shunted in and
out of vice-presidencies at the will of then and permitted nothing more.

One of my first undertakings was to appoint Dr. J. F. Williams, who
had been elected vice-president, to se as chairman of a committee to
study the problem of allocating the va ous states to the districts so that
this work would be completed in time to ncorporate the allocation into
the new constitution by April, 1931. I had been flattered to have Dr.
Williams as a member of my team. I wrote Mr. Mitchell, January 16:

Dr. Williams' name added to the list of officers adds great pro-
fessional color. His name alone is an asset to any list.

This I wrote in all sincerity for I felt as practically everyone else seemed
to at that time that he was the acknowledged scholar of the new group
coming into prominence.

Then I entered upon lengthy communication with Secretary Mitchell
over the constitution. We had served as a team together when I was
president and he was secretary-treasurer-editor of the Middle West So-
ciety through two conventions. Now we were entering upon the same re-
lationship in the national office.

However it was the forward-looking and liberal Middlewesterners who
had first opened the door to the top position to a woman within our
profession. As early as 1917, this regional group, then five years old,
having had two men presidents, elected Ethel Perrin of Detroit as its
first woman president. A graduate of my own professional school, the
Boston Normal School of Gymnastics, she was one of the few women in

the country then head of physical education in a large city school sys-
tem. She was the first woman in our field to be recognized by the top
'office by even a district group. Five years later, J. Anna Norris, M.D.
of the University of Minnesota (also a BNSG graduate) held that same
presidency for three successive years. Immediately following her in that
presidency was Margaret McKee, reared and educated- in England,
head of physical education in the public schools and city recreation in
Des Moines, Iowa. These three dynamic women set a good pattern as
women presidents of a mixed group in the Middle West from 1917 on
at the district level. Now in 1931 the national group had its first woman
president (I, also a BNSG-Wellesley graduate).
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_ A few months later the Eastern District Society, then 12 years old,
having had five men presidents, elected its first woman president, Mar-
jorie Bnuve (another BNSG graduate). At the same time the Southern
District Society, then four years old with three men past presidents,
elected its first woman president, Mary C. Coleman (BNSG-Wellesley
graduate). Three years later the North West District Society fell into
lineafter four years with four men presidents, it elected Ruth Weyth-
man ot Washington State College at Bellingham. The Central District
Society, born in 1933 by a division of the old Middle West group into
sections east and west of the Mississippi River, elected a woman, Clare
H. Small (BNSG graduate) of the University of Colorado as its first
woman president in 1934. In that year the South West District was
born, and its third president was a woman, Louise S. Cobb (another
BNSG-Wellesley graduate) of the University of California (Berkeley).
From 1912 to 1934, the entire country was covered by district societies
within my profession, and in the period 1917 to 1938 women came into
their own in the top offices in all these regional groups.

Except for a few isolated unpleasant experiences with a few women,
prompted in all probabilities by envy or jealousy, and with a few men
prompted no doubt by a desire to dominate over women, I do not see
how any woman could step into a national presidency as the first of her
sex under more auspicious circumstances than did I nor how one could
have on the whole a happier experience from it. (I have often wondered
how it was in 1911 with Ella Flag Young when she became the first
woman president of the huge National Education Association after
many yearsiX none but men presidents.)

At this time the American Physical Education Association boasted a
membership of almost 6,000 from a start of 49, 45 years earlier. Ninety
years after its founding, (1975) it had 46,782 members and in 1977,
46,854 members.

Now I had a task to perform. I couldn't let all these people down
the men who had the power to hand me this honor and the women who
were happy about it and were offering me their loyal support. Since the
election had taken place during the Christmas holidays of 1930 I had only
three months to prepare for the national convention and to carry on the
reorganization of our national association which Frederick Maroney
had started in an effort to meet the many criticisms of the Middle
West group. Now one of the Middle West's own was at the helm. I

simply had to make good!

Fortunately things on the whole went well for it immediately became
an unwritten law that men and women should alternate in the presi-
dency of this national organization, a custom breached but twice in all
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kcese over 45 years since, and then witholit question from the women.
Had I failed it would have been a long time before a second woman
would have been given a chance at the presidency.

As word of my election spread, the women were rather dazed. Had
there been a women's movement to push for reorganization any one of
several women who were well known in the profession would most
surely have been pushed for the officemost certainly not I. But after
they got over their first surprise and astonishment, most women ac-
cepted me as the first woman president in fine spirit and with great
loyalty. I was besieged with telegrams, letters, notes of congratulation,
pledges of loyalty and offers of assistancefrom men as well as from
womenso that it was a heart-warming experience.

Just before the spring convention of my presidency opened, a Middle
West woman who was almost a total stranger to me, wrote the follow-
ing:

Whatever you believe or whatever you do, I hope you are con-
scious of the fact that the women in physical education are over-
whelmingly proud to have any woman as president of the national
association, but when it is possible to have someone we admire and
respect professionally and personally as we do you, the women
physical educators are almost certain to bust a button during the
first week in April. [Referring to the first convention with a woman
president]'

I knew I was being watched and tested in the name of all women of
our profession. I had to make good or it would be a long time before
the men would entrust a woman again with the Association's highest
office.

The first of the two spring conventions which I put on as president
was held in Detroit in April, 1931, at the somewhat new Book-Cadillac
hotel. As president, I had been assigned a suite of two twin-bed rooms,
each with its own bath, plus a connecting large living room and
entrance hall. During the winter I ha, --headed a drive among
Boston Normal School of Gymnastics a rn, tf to finance the trip to
this convention for Miss Homans long- director of this school who
was to be honored and who was then 83 years old and seriously failing
in health. A few of us had been informed that she was living in greatly
restricted circumstances financiallypensioned niggardly by Wellesley
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College. This situation surely would have been far front the thoughts of
Mrs. Mary Hemenway, of Boston when she stipulated in her will in the
1890s that her legacy should not only finance the Bostoh Normal School
of Gymnastics through affiliation with some collegiate institution but
should also, as we understood it, finance Amy Morris Homans, her
trusted co-worker thrfugh her directorship of the department of physi-
cal education in this collegiate tie-up and her later retirement. My dear
friend, Marion Watters Babcock of my own BNSG-Wellesley Class of
1910 had volunteered to go from her home in Philadelphia to Wellesley

'to accompany Miss Homans to Detroit and back home by train and to
be her constant companion throughout the stay irr Detroit. I was able
to have both in on of the bedrooms of my suite.

From that van age point Miss Homans held court in the flower-
bedecked parlor. Besides floral tributes to Miss Homans, a great num-
ber of people and organizations sent flowers to celebrate the presidency
of the first woman so that the suite of rooms was festive. There Miss
Homans received her former pupils and a great circle of admirers. It
had been many years since she had attended an APEA convention.
Every morning Henry Ford sent a car and chauffeur to take her and
her friends for a drive but I was never free to accompany them. And
each afternoon one or both of his two sisters (old friends of Miss
Homans) called at the suite. Miss Homans had a last wonderful reunion
with many bld friends and former pupils.

In my maiden speech as president, at the opening general session, I
made reference to the historic Boston physical education conference of
1889 which hadbeen organized and directed by Amy Morris Homans
because of her presence with us that evening. As I spoke from notes
rather than a manuscript, I do not have a record of my exact words but
whatever they were they unfortunately gave the impression that I looked
upon that event as the beginning of our Association history, for no
sooner was I off the platform than the first critic called my attention to
this error, pointing out that it was W. G. Anderson who had founded
thi Association and the year was 1885. Two or three others kindly but
firmly set me straight also, so I really had bungled that statement all

unintentionally. And this faux pas must have been reported (no doubt
gleefully by some people back East who looked upon us Midwesterners

as somewhat uneducated) for in May, I received a courteous letter from
Dr. W. G. Anderson, then long retired from his position at Yale
University, sending me a souvenir of the birth of APEA and telling me
briefly the story. The souvenir was a copy of the letter of invitation sent
out by him calling the first convention. I was delighted to have it and
even more so to have this courteous friendly letter from our founder.
That letter turned out to be the beginning of many years of delightful
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correspondence with a charming, friendly gentleman. However, it was
not until four years later at our Golden Jubilee Convention in Pitts-
burgh that I had an opportunity to meet him but by then we were well
acquainted as "pen pals."

My presidential address had been kept short for there was an unusual
and important ceremony to take up most of the evening. For the past
two yeah, at Frederick Maroney's instigation, the Association, through
a spetial committee, had been at work on a plan to honor leaders in
the profession. An Honor Award had been agreed upon, the honorees
had been selected, and the first presentations were to be made by me at
the opening session of this 1931 convention. As these were the first
awards ink; our 45 years of conventions, it was decided 'for this year to
recognize a large group consisting of early outstanding leaders still
living as well as exceptional leaders still at work but nearing retirement.
Forty-eight honorees had been selected and 24 had signified their
intentions to be present in Detroit. Thirteen (all Easterners) who could
not be present were to receive their awards at the Eastern District
Convention which would follow in a few weeks in Trenton, N.J. and 11
would be honored at Detroit in absentia. So with 35 citations to read at
that opening session, the slate was full. Since there were no precedents
to go by, Elmer Mitchell and I were faced with dozens of questions to
be answered quickly as to the details of the ceremony. We were estab-
lishing precedents ourselves.

Among the more notable of the honorees besides Amy Morris Homans
(with her elegant tortoise-shell trumpet- like.bearing aid, quite the vogue
in those years before something better was invented). were James
Naismith, creator of basketball, and Amos Alonzo Stagg, both well
known nationally in sports circles as well as in physical education.
From the platform I could look over the array of honorees as the 24 of
them were seated in the front row of seats-12 on each side of the aisle.
As Detroit's Mayor, Frank Murphy (later to become attorney general of
the United States and still later a justice of the Supreme Court) and
Superintendent of Schools Frank Cody made their addresses of wel-
come, I sat back and studied this group. It was, indeed, a ,rematkable
group. This first Honor Award ceremony had brought together all the
great of our pioneer days who were still living and could get there. Most
Were but names to me and I was glad they were seated alphabetically,
so I could identify each from the printed program.

I was happy to be the one to confer this honor not only on Amy
Morris Homans, the director of my professional training school, but
also on three of her earlier graduates, all by then friends of mine
Lydia Clark, J. Anna Norris,-and Ethel Perrin',. besides Blanche Trilling
a later graduate and for extra measure of joy, a recent friend, Elizabeth
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Burchenal, a Sargent School graduate, head of the American Folk

Society.

Dr. Maroney, our immediate past president, was to receive the av

and was to be present at both the national and Eastern District con
tions. In deciding whether to receive the Honor Award from me,
new president whom he had championed as the first woman to
that office, or Dr. Jesse Feiring Williams, his close friend who held
vice presidency of the national and also the presidency of the Eas
District Society, he finally chose to wait until a few weeks later so
it would be Jesse Williams who would make the presentation.

Since the conferring of these first honor awards was such an hiss

event within the Association, a listing of the 1931 honorees se
appropriate here. The single star before the name means the award
presented at the national convention in Detroit, a double star mea:
was presented in Detroit in absentia, and all other awards were prese
by Dr. Williams at the Eastern District convention in Trenton,
Jersey, a few weeks later. The list is as f011ows:

**
1. W. G. Anderson
2. Jessica Bancroft
3. Howard Braucher

* 4. John Biown, Jr.
* 5. Elizabeth Burchenal
* 6. William Burdick

** 7. Joseph Cermak
* 8. Lydia Clark
* 9. Louis J. Cooke

*25. Gertrude Moulton
*26. James Naismith
*27. J. Anna\Norris
28. Henry Panzer

*29. Ethel Perrin
30. J. E. Raycroft

*31. William Reuter
*32. Charles W,Savage

33. John Schmidlin
*10. Gertrude Dudley

* *11. Delphine Hanna
12. Oliver Herbert

"13. Clark W. Hetherington

34. E. C. Schneider
*35. Carl Schrader

36. Herman Seibert
37. George Seikel

*14. Amy Morris Homans **38. William Skarstrom
*15. Eugene Howe *39. Amos Alonzo Stagg

*16. Henry Kallenberg 40. William Stecher

"17. W. H. Kilpatrick **41. Thomas A. Storey

*18. A. M. Kindervater *42. Henry Suder

**19. William Kopp *43. Blanche M. Trilline=-3
**20. Joseph Lee

21. Frederick W. Maroney
*22. James Huff McCurdy
23. R. Tait McKenzie
24. George L. Meylan

*44. Jesse F. Williams
*45. George Wittich

**46. Thomas D. Wood
**47. August Zapp
*48. Carl Ziegler

Since Miss Homans w,as the oldest of the group present and sev
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handicapped by hearing difficulties, we decided to call her first so that
she could be escorted from the ballroom if she became tired. All others
were called in alphabetical order.'

In the group at Detroit that April evening of 1931, there were past
presiden4 of the Association, the creator of th&game of basketball, the
country's most talked of football coach, 7 retirees, 8 women and 16 men,
all ranging in age from 45 to 83, the youngest being Jesse Feiring
Williams who had risen quickly to national recognition within the
profession. Of the 7 women in that group besides Miss Homans, 5 were
in important positions at prestigious colleges and universities and 2
headed up national organizations.

Of those honored in absentia that evening (two women and nine
men), five, both men and women, were retired, and four men were still
at work. The names Bancroft, Hanna, Hetherington, Wood, almost 50
years later, still mean much in our profession as does that of Joseph
Lee, patron saint of the playground movement in America.

Of the group of 13 upon whom the. naiibnal Honor Award was
conferred at the Eastern District convention that same April, the three
stars of the occasion were W. G. Anderson, founder of APEA, R. Tait
McKenzie, president for four years (calendar years 1912 through 1915),
and George L. Meylan earliest of all living past presidents of that day.

With these two lengthy ceremonies, APEA united its past with its
present, starting a tradition that almost 50 years later is still gding
strong.

The spring before, the Bostonians had put on the national convention
to my liking in its social amenities which seemed to come easily to them
but were difficult to sell to the Middle West.,In the few years I had
been attending conventions I had become used to being one of a very
few women who donned dinner dress for dinner and formal evening
dress for later social affairs. Many women arrived at the conventions in
tailored suits and wore them morning, noon, and night, and the men,
too, wore only business suits all the time. And with men usually at
the helm and oblivious of the fact that they should be setting the tone,
we seemed destined to remain socially inept as a professional group. I
had stoutly maintained that if our profegsion was to be accepted on a
social footing with other professions (and a social acceptance seemed to
me important as -well as a professional acceptance) we must show that
we know how to hold our own in the social world. But I had no
"platform" then from which I could make my voice heard.

So now; spurred on by the memory of the lovely social touches of the
previous year's convention by the Eastern District hostesses, I was
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determined to do what I could to bring the Middle West physical
educators around to an improved social consciousness. So I quietly

passed the word around that I expected everyone to be in formal attire
at our banquet. Some of the men exploded-and said I would kill the
affair. But enough of them assured me I could count on them and on
their swinging the others into line that I stuck to my guns backed by
Vaughn Blanchard; our Convention chairman. This does not mean that
Middle West folk had never before dressed up. There had always been,
as far back as I knew, a small core of both men and women who bowed
to social custom and came to the banquet in formal attire. But they
were conspicuous among the much larger group who obviously couldn't

be bothered. This lack of leadership in social direction had always
annoyed me a great deal with our professional leaders, and now that I
was thrust into a leadership role I intended to make my influence felt.

So practically every letter that went out of my office to professional
workers the last, few weeks before convention carried a long-hand post-

script, "Formal please, or our banquet." And never had a
professional banquet in the Middle,West had such a big turn-out. The
huge ballroom of that lovely hotel was packed with tables for six to
eight except for the small space reserved in the center for dancirto, for
the Detroit banquet committee had begged to have it a dinner dance,
then a new social fad taking the country by storm. By far the great
majority of men and women were in formal attire. But everyone was
timid at starting the dancing between courses. After the orchestra had
played its first number to an empty floor, Miss Homans seated near me

at the head table, whispered to me, "My dear, I think everyone is
waiting for you to start the dancing!" Such a thought had never entered
my head. I was not yet used to this strange new role, nor to-having

Miss Humans say, "My dear," to me. And as if he had been in league
with Miss. Homans, Fritz Maroney seated at her other side- excused
himself to her asking if I would lead off with him for the next dance.
'Terrified at the thought of dancing with all those people watching, I
knew I must forget my fears and accept the invitation. So I replied, "if
the orchestra will give us a waltz," for, after Gilbert's strenumis coach-
ing, I was always best at waltzing. So word was passed along to the
orchestra. Immediately when we whirled onto the dance floor, other
couples joined us and soon the floor was crowded, The ice was broken
and the dinner dance was a huge success. As we passed Miss Homans
on our return to our seats, she motioned to me and whispered, "My
dear, you dance very well." Praise from her who had scolded me un-
ceasingly for two worrisome years of schooling!

Never did a banqtiet of our Association have more brilliant speakers:
Carl Schrader, a skilled toast master; Dudley Reed, of Chicago Univer-
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city one of the profession's greatest wits, who gave a never-to-be-forgot-
ten spoof of our research workers who at times were taking themselves
t seriously; and Agnes Wayman and Mary Coleman, both quite
c ver at repartee. All let me in for a lot of "ribbing," proclaiming this
a ew era of "petticoat rule." Who but Agnes would have the bravado
in 1 31 to say "petticoat" right out in a mixed audience?

When the dessert was brought on, it equalled any imagined setting of
an Arabian Nights Tale. Although i later years I was to see variations
of this dramatic idea, this was the fi t any of us had seen it. The lights
were turned off in the great banquet hall and there Marched in a long
processimPof waiters bearing aloft trays of iced desserts, their fancy
shapes and designs fantastically outlined by hidden electric lights glow-
ing through the icy forms, the only lights in the great ballroom. For the
moment it was a breath-taking, fairy land! When the lights came back
on in the ballroom Vaughn Blanchard announced this had been a
special surprise for APEA's First Lady!

For our closing Saturday morning session we offered "fireworks" in
the form of two debates on currently controversial topics. For one, Dr.
J. F. Williams proclaimed that we are becoming too health-conscious,
While Dr. John Sundwall, Director of Public Health of University of
Michigan denied the allegation; for the other, Frederick Rand Rogers,
the New York State Director of Physical Education who had recently
eliminated all state school athletic championship tournaments in his
state, proclaimed that all state athletic tournaments for high school
boys should be abolished, and Dr. William Burdick, Maryland State
Director of Physical Education, defended such tournaments. These two
debates held a large crowd over fdr this closing -session.

I had had a very difficult time persuading the last two to debate
publicly even though each was an ardent advocate of his side- of the
question. But I had acted on the great urging of a large number of
men. We immediately got into heated arument over the conduct of a
debate. Frederick Rand Rogers insisted that the affirmative has the
closing speech and Dr. Burdick insisted as vigorously that the closing
rebuttal goes to the negative side. When I checked with our University
of Nebraska debate coach and was informed that the affirmative should
be last and so informed both speakers, Dr. Burdick wired me that we
might follow such a custom "in the West" but Easterners did not
accept such a pattern. Then I turned to a debate coach who had
prepared teams for contests with England, Australia, Canada and other
sections of our own country, and I found that the University f Nebraska
coach had informed me correctly and I was not being prov1cial. Thus
fortified, I settled the pre-debate debate by ruling that Or. Rogers, as
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N-si, r

the affirmative,"woulcl hart the lastword. At last Dr. Burdick conceded
the point but only most reluctantly. It was apparent' he was greatlx4% '
displeased with me:. Howiver as fgr as 1 was aware the debate went off '

quite well; a lot of heat was generated and, allot of men had a 'ch ce

to let off steam over the topic afterward. But. I didn't learn until
that the debate opened old wounds and that after the 'meetin
adjourned many lin ered on to prolong the debatdointo argum.
left new wounds at were Many years i healing an
healed.

This 1tade me wo er if a convention sho d be ferthe
setting for quarrels ithin a profession. In reviewing, later my long
correspondence with Dr. Rogers and Dr. Burdick o.ve these arrange-
ments, I came to agree with both., that aMtough c,..zoversial topics
should be presented, they should not be. In up as debates, inviting
"free for ails" immediately after when tempers had'been aroused. Both
speakers had objected to the debate idea but the many men in the
profession who insisted upon having the topic presented thus had been
too much for all of us. I still had a lot to learn.

One unexpected incident during the. convention filled us with dismay
but the executive committee could do nothing about it, taken by sur-
prise as we were, when two or three black delegates were refused
permission to eat in any of the hotel dining rooms, public or private.
On checking with the hotel management, we learned that a black
delegate could not room there either but could sit in at convention
meetings that were not held in connection with meals. Although we had
very few black members at the time, we were deeply disturbed by this.
Whether this was the first that such a problem had arisen within our
profession or that black members of our profession had registered at a
convention, I was never able to leatn from any past records.

In late March, 1976, LeRoy T. Walker, vice-chancellor of North Caro-
lina Central University and head coach of the USA Olympic Track and
Field Team for 1976, became the first black president-elect of the

/American Alliance for Health, Physical Education and Recreation.
None but white males held the top office for 451/4 years, fall 1885
through December 1930, when the election of a white woman broke the
sex barrier. Now 451/4 years later the election of a black male presidenf-
elect broke the color barrier for tie top office. Today blacks room at
the same hotels as do we white members ancLive received in all dining
rooms, but it took federal laws to bring this about. As far as I was able
to learn, the acceptance of blacks in hotels never was a problem of our
profession's making. We were victims of rulings by hotel managements.
Gradually, succeeding groups in control learned to clear these things
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with hotel managers before naming their hostelry as convention head-
quarters.

The convention program was the frosting on the cake. The real work
came with the official business meetings of the executive committee and
council which, as related earlier, were for the first time in 20 years to
be held in connection with the national convention instead of during
the Christmas holidays in New York City. There were to be two official
council meetings at annual conventions after this, the first to be the
official annual meeting when the old council would elect officers for the
new year and conclude its year's work, and the second when the new
officers and new section chairmen elected during section meetings of
the convention would meet with the officially recognized representatives
of affiliated organizations and districts to plan the work for the coming
year. A difficult task lay ahead.

Earlier, as vice-president I had spoken quite freely of changes that
needed to be made in the national professional organization. Now as
the new president I had been given the go-ahead signal to put the
changes into effect. Almost at once I began striking snags. My ignorance
was colossal about how some people cling to the status quo as some-
thing sacred; how persons long entrenched in an undertaking re loathe
to give way to newcomers; how the many Easterners lacked nfidence
in Middle Westerners and Westerners; about the queer satisf tion that
a few stubborn men get out of opposing women no matter what the
issue and that some women get out of challenging and defying men just
for the game of fighting them; and last of all my ignorance was also
colossal about the queer quirk of human nature that leads a few women
to demand greater recognition of women, and then when one is
singled out for recognition to turn on her and criticize her every move.
I had much to learn.

Now I learned the truth of things which I had only surmised before.
Surely no one with less experience could have been catapulted into the
presidency. It was only four years earlier that I had attended my first
national convention and at that time had sat in on a council meeting as
president of National Association of Physical Education of College
Women. Then two years later as president of the Middle West Society
of Physical Education I had attended the official holidays council
meeting where I was elected vice president. Three months later as vice
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president I attended my second national convention and a third council
meeting and my first executive committee meeting, and nine months
later attended my fourth council meeting at which time I was elected
president. So I had had little opportunity to learn of the inner workings
of the national organization. I had no commitments to earlier factions,
I was the unknown quantity on whom the organization was taking a
great chance.

Working out in Nebraska somewhat alone professionally, I had not
been drawn into any factions and had little opportunity to make

enemies or friends.

The reorganization of our national association embodied the district
organizations as integral parts; not as opposing organizations, and the
doors were opened to spread responsibilities for expanding the profes-
sion to the various sections of professional interests.

I knew rather vaguely that the women had been quite unhappy for

the past several years over the men's lack of interest in permitting them
to expand interests in behalf of women's athletics. I also was somewhat
aware of the struggles of the college women teachers. to set up a college
women's section only to be forced by majority rulings to make it an
overall women's section which the women did not desire. The men had
been adamant and had kept out a college women's section. A running
battle about this had been going on for several years and now we
women wanted this nonsense brought to an end. With a woman in the
presidency and a complete reorganization going on anyway, it was easy
to see that at last the women should have their way on this since it was
the college women alone, asking for such a section. Moreover the
fact that the college women had their own separate national organiza-
tion by now still did not alter this wish in relation to APEA since the
new organization catered to heads of departments and an APEA's
college women's section would cover the concerns of all women teaching
physical education at the college level. Shortly the college women direc-
tors group opened its doors to all women teaching at college level.

But this 10-year struggle by the college women for recognition as a
college women's section was nothing compared to the equally long
struggle of the women in general to gain recognition of a women's
athletic section within the national set-up. They had been for the past
several years asking to have their heretofore unofficial Women's Ath-
letic Section (an outgrowth of the earlier National Women's Athletic
Committee) legitimatized so they would not have to beg favors of the
men for recognition of their work and for tip privilege to put on
programs at conventions. I first had to acquaint myself with the story
back of the women's efforts. As a teacher of course I knew that this
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grow put out the official rules for women's sports and I had learned a
little of their difficulties in the early 1920s when I had been drawn into
one of their programs to present the topic of intercollegiate athletics for
women, but my work had been with the Women's Division of NAAF
rather than with them, and so I knew little about the history of the
group. Now I frantically fought for free time to dig into old records for
the story of this group so I could make decisions. However the records
were discouragingly meager.

At the first council meeting on the opening day of convention (April
1), the last under the old constitution, there was much final spade work
yet to be done to get ready to swing into the new type of organization at
the next meeting scheduled for closing day (April 4), when a new
council would take over. For one thing the council declared that the
officeripted December 30, 1930, to serve for 1931 according to the
old con tution under which they were elected should complete the full
year's term and then since there would not be a regular official meeting
again until April, 1932, they should carry on from January 1, 1932,
through the 1932 spring convention when the next official afinual
business meeting would be held. Therefore, the officers of 1931 had an
extra short term of three to four months to make the transition to a
new fiscal year. This meant a second convention for the officers of 1931

to put on and with a full 12 months to put the new constitution on
trial.

A committee had been set up, under Jesse Williams as related
earlier, to divide the USA into districts with the states allocated to the
various districts. Much of the country was already functioning under
districts except for the far west states. The allocation of states of 1931
stands today except for one state, Wyoming, which was assigned to the
North West District but later transferred to the Central Distiict as a
result of a division of the old Middle West Society into two units for the
sake of better grass-roots tefiding.

There was one real skirmish over this allocation work when it was
learned that Jesse Williams' committee on allocation of states had
assigned Colorado to the South West. Members of the Colorado State
Society of Physical Education were immediately up in arms over this,
Insisting that they had belonged to the Middle West Society for all its
20 yead of existence and had no intention to be tossed out of it withou
a hearing. But the Easterners were a majority on that committesr
their chairrrian had a reputation for bull-dog tenacity for his ow_
of view. It was a real battle for a brief period, but finally t
what a barrier the Continental Divide could bey, coupled with the nit
that the vast majority of 'Colorado physical educators lived_ east of that



Divide, swung the decision in favor of leaving Colorado to the group
with which it had long been associated.

With allocations made, the districts were to be officially represented
on the Executive Committee from then on. From a previous canvass of
all existing state physical education societies and the Canadian one, it
was found that Canada and 28 state groups met the new requirements
of 25 members of APEA, plus other considerations, and all were thus

permitted representation on the new Council.

All sections under the old constitution were instructed that the year
of April 1931 through April 1932, was to be a trial period of the new
plans, and at the convention in 1932 final plans would be drawn up and
accepted and the new APEA constitution was to be in effect from then
on. In other words, the new constitution was to be on trial for the
coming year. The following old sections were accepted at once as
meeting the requirements of the new constitution: Public Schools,
Therapeutics, Teacher Training, and Research. And a new section,
Dancing, was accepted on trial. The omission of the Section on Wo-
men's Athletics from this list does not mean that it was rejected but
that because of its peculiar functions it required special consideration,
to be carried on by a special committee throughout the year.

At the Detroit 1931 convention, the new council stayed on Saturday
afternoon to organize for the new year and to review the changed
situation. The national Association was entering a new era under a
completely new constitutiona constitution aimed at making the na-
tional really nationally minded and to unite all parts of the country and
all district societies. The changes were radical. For one thing, this new
council was the first since 1907 set up to serve from spring convention

to spring convention (a custom renewed in 1931 and still followed
today). Under the old set-up there had been for the calendar year 1930,

8 women on the Council out of a total of 40 members-20 percent
women. Now for the new year 193121932, there were to be 16 women
on the Council out of a total of 61 members-26 percent women.

One drastic change we all hoped for was the breaking of the strangle-
hold that some of the old guard in the East had on the Association.
They were dying hard over this new constitution and its greater democ-
racy which spread the privileges and responsibilities throughout the
country. The newcomers went to this first council meeting under the
new organization curious to see who would turn up with official records
to show their election according to the new rules. When I asked the
secretary to call off the names of the sections now recognized and for
the newly-elected chairman of each to announce himself and present his

credentialsof we were delighted at the new faces that were appearing.
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When a particular section was called, a young member from the Mid-
dle West claimed the chairmanship and the secretary verified that he
was the new duly-elected official representative of that section. After
these formalities were finished and we had moved on to other business,
one of the old guard entered the room and before taking a seat came to
me and asked that I pardon his tardiness and record him as present
representing this particular section. This presented a serious difficulty.
He had been chairman of that section continuously for many years. It
was reported that he never bothered to hold an election (just dismissing
the meeting year after year without an election), and that he reported
himself to the new president as the chairman of the section. This same
slipshod procedure had been going on for years in other sections, too,
so I was informed. Now we were cleaning house. No one objected to
any person holding any office provided he was properly elected. We
merely wanted to put the affairs of the Association on a business-like,
legal and democratic basis.

So here was a ticklish problem. Had it been almost anyone else I
would have said that there must be some mistake but one didn't handle
this particular man that way. He was already at odds with me over my
"standing up to him" when he was unwilling to let the women control
their own affairs in the Women's Athletic Committee and over other
matters, and now it was up to me to stand up to him again by refusing
to let him hold on to that section chairmanship any longer unless he
had been officially elected. I couldn't have a scene right there before all
the council anyway, so I did not at the moment challenge his state-
ment, thinking to have a conference first with the person claiming to be
the newly-elected chairman and with the secretary, Mr. Mitchell. Later
a check proved that the new man had indeed been officially elected as
official representative at the business meeting which had been called by
the secretary at the close of the program when the chairman had
absented himself before the program ended and did not return to
conduct a business meeting himself. It must have been a shock to him
to give up the chairmanship after so many years in possession of it.

I asked this gentleman to remain after the meeting was adjourned for
explanation, at which time he accused me of "high-handed" methods.
But I stood my ground. He finally angrily bowed to my ultimatum and
departed. Later he wrote me a highly indig letter of protest over
the ':shabby way" he had been treated aft 20 years of faithful service
to this section.

Apparently these men, were firm believers in the divine rights of
kings. But we new officers at the helm were not. One old guard
member frequently at my second convention in 1932, so I was told,
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called attention to little groups of delegates to "the sorry mess" a
woman president was making of things.

In the end this man maneuvered to hold a seat in the new council by
persuading his state's Society of Physical Education to appoint him its
representative. Since we were dropping all city-level organizations from
our national council, all those previously representing these groups were
dropped from our rolls. There couldn't help but be many hurt feelings

over this too.

At the Detroit meeting I appointed Jay B. Nash to represent APEA

on a National Olympic Committee which was planning to have an
International Congress on Physical Education at the time of the Olym-
pic Games in Los Angeles in 1932. Also it was decided upon Dr.
Maroney's motion that the constitution make provision for Dr. James
Huff McCurdy, former secretary- treasurer - editor for man)4, years, to be

a permanent member of the legislative council.' Most organizations
petitioning for affiliation under the new set-up were accepted. However,
all sub-groups of a national organization were rejected. For instance,
the National Association of Directors of PhysicalEducation for College
Women was accepted as a new affiliated group but not the district
associations of that mother organization on the grounds that as a
national we affiliate only on the national level.

Beginning with the new year 1931-1932, all APEA district presidents
were to be -members of the executive committee along with two other
persons elected at large by the Council. At last one more of my musts
on reorganization to tie the districts together and to tie all to the
national in important relationships transcending state representation
had become a reality. At last, too, I had seen the local societies
dropped from representation on the national councilanother pet aver-
sion of mine of the old organization. I felt that these locals should
function only through their states to strengthen the state groups.

Mr. Blanchard reported an unprecedented take of $2,200 from ex-
hibits and urged election of a permanent exhibits manager; the matter
was referred to the executive committee with power to act.

In closing the meeting I reminded all that there would be no more
annual business meetings apart from conventions, that there could be
special called meetings at other times but not for transaction of routine
annual business. I also called their attention to the fact that under the
new constitution we hoped each state would soon have a state physical
education society with enough APEA members (25) for representation

on the national council and that we hoped each district would sponsor
the state groups within its territory and each state group would sponsor
local groups within its boundaries. I also informed them that with this
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new constitution we were entering a new era in which we hoped sections
would function not only at conventions by putting on programs but that
all would appoint working committees and further the cause of their
interest through the year.

As Miss Homans told me goodbye that April day of 1931 in Detroit,
she kissed me and said,

"I hope that some day you can forgive me."

"Forgive you?" I asked in great astonishment.

"Yes, I greatly misunderstood you when you were a student, also
your family and the part of the country ou came from."

Recovering from my amazement at her remarks I insisted that it was
I who should be asking to be forgiven for never having taken the time
to tell her how grateful I was for all the attention she had given to me
in my student years to help make me an acceptable teacher. Thus we
parted. I never saw her again. Two years later she diedOctober 29,
1933.

After she and Marion had gone and I was packing to leave, as I took
the large photograph of my mother from my dresser, I recalled that.
when I showed it to Miss Homans she had seemed to be unbelieving
that it could possibly be a photograpa of my mother. It was one taken
by Harris and Ewing of Washington, D.C., only three years before, in
which she was wearing the black evening gown with the bodice en-
crusted in rhinestone designs which she had worn at a reception at the
White House during the Coolidge administration. Then I realized that
no doubt Miss. Homans had all thyears since my student days still
pictured me as coming from a backwoods setting, my parents uncouth
settlers of the wild and wooly West. Mother, sixty-six years old when
this photograph was taken in 1928 was a handsome woman of much
poise and dignity which the photographer had caught. Miss Homans
had gazed at it silently with a puzzled look and finally said, "She is
lovely. I fear I greatly misjudged you!" And no several days later she
had again repeated that statement.

A year following the Detroit convention when Marion visited her in
Wellesley, Miss Homans talked about the changing educational scene
and expressed worry over what was happening in the Depression years
to physical education in the schools, finishing with the remark, "I
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should not be surprised if Mabel Lee is the one among us to handle the
sittRition." I would have been elated beyond words to learn that after
our reunion in 1931 she had at last accepted me wholeheartedly as a
worthy worker in our profession and beyond that even had unreasoning
faith that 1 might be able to put professional affairs in order. But
Marion, busy at the time with her famous surgeon husband and four
little children, and the cares of servants in a town honse, cowl(' y
house, seashore house, and mountain hou, could not keep close
contact with school -day friends, so that it was 34 years later betbre she
passed on this remark to me. reminded of it when we were having a
reunion and enjoying together her diary.

Before election to the presidency of APEA,_I had promised my
mother that I would take her on a trip to Europe the summer of 1931.
Such a trip was the great dream of her life. Not to have the entire three
months a complete loss professionally. I searched out the addresS of a
leading professional school of that day in England to visit and, armed
with a few sheets of APEA social note paper headed "Office of the
President" which I naively considered sufficient fin advance introduc-
tions for use in Europe, I confidently set out. But what a humiliating
experience awaited me first in France where I quite by accident stumb!. <1

on the head officers of the national French Physical Education Associa-.
Lion, an experience which at the time I blamed on language-difficulties,
and later in England. Embarrassingly. I had to blame my own- stupidity
in not realizing that France and England of the early 1930s were not
prepared to believe that a woman would hold the presidency of Amer-

ica's national physical education organization.

In both countries. I was given the full treatment reserved for im-
posters of the first order. What a surprise, what a humiliating experi-
ence, the second one in England all the more amazing because there
was no excuse of language barrier to explain it. More astounding still
was the snubbing given me there by women and not by men as was, the

case in France. In the summer of 1931 neither men nor women physical
educators of Europe could believe that any woman claiming to be

President of the American Physical Education Association could be
anything but an imposterin short, a liar! And I was given full
treatment reserved for such! Never can 1 forget it!

In 1972 when Charles E. Lee, Director of South Carolina Archives
and History. introduced himself in Vienna to the President of the
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.Society of Austrian Archivists as the President of the Society of Ameri-
can Archivigts, he was given a warm reception.' I wonder if the same
thing would halm happened had he'instead been a woman and the year;
1931. A
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c.

Chapter Vq%

Presidential 'Corker/is

4

Encouraged by the successes of my, first year:of national presidential
work, I buckled on my armor a bit, tiOter for there was a second
convention to put .on. And it was vi,g1lAhat I tightened the armor for
erious troubles* ahead. By then the hon4f-incion with a first woman

'president was oiZr and a few storm 'clouds,-had othered.

Ose.very serious storm developed over Bernair, McFadden, the no
torNis physics ,fitriess expt5nent, *he_ was .trying- curry favor With

our: ational pr4essional orgariizaiion'for the-.adViiiitage it°cOtild bring

to, his questionable magazine, Physical 0416 tre, This caused serious
trouble within the executive comthfrie 40&,ibra few others resulting
in unhappy*` confrontatibn which. Ieft longgasting Woundsalmost a
halfcentury later -1!:.aril 'Still Well atife -of the scars of those wounds.

As one person caught up in the very, center of all this unpleasantness
And as:.~onvwho kept a lengthy personal written record of the affair;
I airs leaving a Nil rep6rttof it for ptisterity as'a bit of AAHPER history
that Should 6e"preserved, even, if at the 'time the majority ruled that

,

it shotarbez coVered up. "Tye, coVer-hp was so complete that official
records of-that ay reveal nothing of it. Following that there was an
appeasement rim to preserve 'peace of which I also highly disapproved

but I was again' the losing minority side.

Only- three of s, of all who were drawn into the conflict, still live
and of these .sthree I am the only) one who kneW the full story first
hand. My records of his will become the property of AAHPER Archives
,after my death, to be available to research workers but only after the

to specified.
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4..
There was one last big reform to fini le.;Lif possible, before writing

"fini" to my adventures at reforming our national professional organi-
zation. I had been shocked to learn that the elections of officers were
casual, controlled by a small Eastern clique, and undemocratic. I re-
solved that never again, if I could help it, would officers be electediwithout a nominating committee, open call t a 11 members to suggest
names of candidates, a slate of at least thre and a secret
ballot. When I proposed this in the 1931 reorganization to be put into
effect in 1932, I was met with what may literally be labelled as cries of
anguish from the old guard in the East and ac,FU$ations from a few
that I was playing "dirty politics."

So it goes down in history that this democratic ' procedure finally was
voted in under my successor's presidency,Wio into effect in 1934 but it
was I who fought desperately and at tittles 1 'teemed almost single-
handedly the two years before to put this idea over. In fighting for it,
I lost one or two of the very friends who had put me into office. But

-in the end I won. It was without %doubt the fote of the Middle West
group pulling together that finally put it over, and it was only fitting
therefore that the first president' to be elected by this democratic pro-
cess should be one of our own Middle West groupStrong Hinman,
the man who made the presentation of the-plan to the council for con-
sideration. It was equally fitting that the chairman of the first nomi-
nating committee should be an Easterner but as one appointed by the
president, Macy Coleman, a Southerner, that Easterner was carefully
chosen. He was Dr. John Brown, Jr., head of physical education for
International YMCA, who had no sympathy wittl, the Eastern bloc that
had for so long run things. He was all f real democracy and the pro-
tection of the rights and privileges of the rank and file of our members.
Political wire-pulling was out!

In 1933, Mary Coleman, my roommate of Boston Normal School of
Gymnastics days, the vice-president, was moved into the presidency (to
my delight). 7t'

It was quite a platform I had set for myself for my presidencynot a
publicized one, yet nevertheless one I was determined to carry out.
There yet remained to do: (1) bring all the dtrict groups into the fold,

-I2) establish a rotating system for conventions throughout the several
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districts, but entering a district for convention only on invitation of the
district society and in conjunction with it, (3) establish the policy of
placing on all important committees a representative from each cistrict
in order,to reach down to the grass roots for all typ of work, .(4)3
investigate the igformal but persistent rumors about f(,possible:".tiotp
with the Department of Physical Education of the NationatEdtteation
Association, and (5) procure section status for women's ithleticS: and
for dance groups. I believed in these matters and felt committed to
them :so I went after their acceptance with all the influence I could:.
mtiiter, Most I accomplished but not without a bitter fight over cer-
tain features of number 5 above, which developed into a real contest-of
the women versus a small group of determined men, as related later.

. AS to district organizations, the East, Middle Nest, South,and North
'WeSt were organized, the last less than a year old then, but the South
West was still out of the fold. (It was to be another three years before
it would organize, delayed because of the very large and independent
California State Society which, out-of-step through the years with APEA,
felt no need for expansion, /bus leaving Nevada, Arizona, Utah and
NeviCxico unorganized and needing at least California's help.)

As to rotating national conventions throughout the various districts
ofekr'to reach the grass roots frequently, there had been up to then

Conventions. in the 45 years-22 in the East, 10 in the Mid-
die,West, 3 in the 'South, West,' and fl in Eastern Canada. This may-
4SOOF1 unfaii but ;i6 4lielninefeenth.century and at the turn of the twenti-

h there ,were ,:iiot enough graSs roots anywhere to support a national
ccifiv the4Ease.' However, since the Great War, physical
edu ti n4 atl sgre rapidly and grass roots were developing fast in

;pa Jibe ountry. Since that 'war there had been 11 conven-'
*-4.,,tion :in thel,East, 4;in the.L,Middle West (2 in today's Mid West and
'.12"-i'414,1,aes' Central), and 2, in the unorganized South West. Now the

NOrth West were to be given national consideration.

\eeded 'to be past when the national organization could, put
+on"a convention in a district' uninvited and in competition with that dis-
trict oWn' conventions 'Sncli action had been a bone of contention

*190 tnan one
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public 'schools h
Wood, M.D. h
Clark Hetheringt
more recently Jay,
position. All e

ment of Physt
started thei

active interest in it. Later, Thomas D.
itit'ere'stecl.in,it, and still later, (1910-1911)

Id the presidency of the. Dekartment,2 and
sit, a protege of Hetherington, had held that
se last named men had worked in the Depart-

non of NEA rather than in the APEA. All three
nal careers in California and through the years

California worker in .the profession had dragged their feet with APEA

in favor of work-in the profession through NEA. In 1917 these Cali-
fornians apprciached APEA with the suggestion that APEA merge with
the DepartMent of School Health and Physical Education of NEA for

the common good. (The discussion of this was to develop into a 20-year
project.) But. Dr. WilliaM Burdick, then president of APEA, was not

interested enethh to push discussions.

By 1926, Jay B. Nash had followed Woodand Hetherington to New
York City and as head of physical education at New York University he

was once more pushing the Department of School Health and PhysiCal

Education of NEA. When Charles W. Savage of Oberlin College be-

came president of APEA for the calendar year 1926, Nash, an Oberlin

graduate, made the most of that contact.

At the December 31, 1926 annual business meeting of the APEA
Council in New York City, Jay B. Nash, representing the Bay Cities So-

ciety but by then of New York lAniversity, reported that the far West was

not friendly toward APEA and was trying to do,A6mething about it.

He said that the Physical Education Section of tile California Stip
Teachers Association was getting 500 to 800 out to their meetings and

they had no dues. He added that APEA should, be one with the De-

partment of Health kind physical Education of NEA. He then moved

that a committetrbe. appointed Iwstudy with Dr. McCurdy the interre-
lationships of thesections of APEA and the teacher groups of NEA.

The motion passed and President Savage appointed a committee with

Carl Schrader as the chairman, and Frederick. Maroney t'nd Jay B.

Nash to work with him. But it was three years before the committee
brought`itkereport and it called merely for further study. The delaying

ganie developing. In 1929 the new APEA rplesident, Frederick

Maroney, under pressure of the former California s-;.appointed a new
committee to carry on the investigation with Williath Burdick of Balti-

More its chairman, and Carl Schrader, C. Vea.vage, Jackson 4Shar-
i

man, Ethel Perrin, and James Huff McCurdy as members. Nothing,

came' of his committee work eithbr.

As lAtepped into the ANA presidency, J'anua'ry .1, 1931., Jay

Nash began pushing for con e, action on this, NEA merger. I begai0.

an investigation and discovered at it was4oubtful iftr. Burdick'
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ever called ,a committee meeting, merely reporting each year, "no final
rt as yet" and thus holding the chairmanship and control of the

c mittee firmly in his own hands. At the time I put this down to
p rastination. However, I had been learning about peisons who ac-
cept important assignments, do nothing, and yet cling 'to the appoint-
ments for whatever place in the sun they /might get. This was one more
such case I decided, and not wishing, to carry dead timber in my ad-
ministration I tried to move the chairman to action and when that
failed threatened to discharge the committee. I had already ,become
involved in argumen with this one die-hard Easterner of the did guard
over my champoni g of the women pushing for an officially recognized
Women's Atlitetia ection, over his 1931 debate' with Frederick Rand
Rogers, and now over this APEA-NEA affiliation committee. In this
matter I was not opposing any stand he was takingin fact the com-
mittee had been so inactive that I didn't know what its stand was;
I merely insisted upon action. When I used the threat to discharge the
committee as a prod to action, he disarmingly countered,that the com-
mittee could not be discharged 'until it brought in its filial report and
that was not as yet ready. So I gave in, wishing no more trouble with
him. '

In the meantime, Dr. Nash, then chairman oirthe NEA Department
of School. Health and Physical Education, was pushing me to appoint

. a, new committee and he offered to appoint one from his NEA group
in the hope'that the tw uld become an official joint committee to

elrpush for affiliation. H `ttied me that several state physical education
associations were dissatisfied with APEA and were ready to withdraw
from it 'and join NEA instead,,Invesligation seemed to prove that the
states of the Southwest werektver,1 to be loyal APEA territory.

until we did have a tie -up p ' NEA. This was the one
section of the United States a4strict within our" ha-
tional association organizatidits" was a ry.

re

On October r1931, 'Itti. e-)4,4Ong letter which said in

.eglke that some plan could h$ foimulated to preserve t e
the American Physical Educatiollikgociation, to
`vtties and at the same time to tie up iriein:v'ery ad-

:i4111.the leading 'educators in this count
s ate is an opportune time to take these van

,-,4;.t 43114d.. the'stigngth of all of them in one big movem
9

The more I looked into the matter, the more I became!) convinced
that affiliation of APEA as a whole with *EA was not logical and until
I could round up a following for my point of view I came to see that it
quite suited my p u r s e s for Dr.Burdick to stall a bit linger.
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While NEA's interests were widespread in the field of education,
they were limited to the public school sphere. On the other hand,
APEA's interests were confined to the field of physical education alone
and encompassed many spheres of action outside the public schools.
Our organizational interests lay not only in the public schools but also
in the college world, in the YMCAs and YWCAs and recreational
domains, in the medical sphere of exercise, and in the world of sports
and dance. How could we become merely a department of NEA and
foster all,,these other interests? Also we supported a Public School
Section wh'icHiparalleled NEA'sinterests in physical education through
its Department of Physical Edition. Here as I saw it was the answer
to the question of affiliation.

I got in touch with Our secretary, Elmer Mitchell, about Dr. Nash's
long letter and my reactions to it, and on October .14, 1931, Mr.
Mitchell wrote me as follows:

As you know, the5e has always been a strong sentiment in the
Far West to affiliate the APEA with the Physical FducationSec-
tion of the NEA. I' yik you have analyzed the sittiation( most
remarkably and `perhaps your suggestion to affiliate the Public
Schbol Section with the NEA Physical Education Section is far
the most practical solution of this problem.

Before Mr. Mitchell's letter reached me, I had written to Dr., Nash
that Dr. Burdick had beeri chairman for the previous fe'w years-jot' a
somewhi inactive committee on NEA affiliation and that I had alked

Burdick to get in touch with him. I also told him quite IE4nkly'
where I'stood on this issue and that I, personally, would be interested
only in an affiliation with our Public School' Section. Now when I
learned that Elmer Mitchell!Japprovea my idea about our Public School
Section, I felt better about my stand. From -the ;pressure building up
about NEA affiliation, I had begun, to wonder if I' -stood alone in my
opposition.' :tradually I discayefed others whCwere with Elmer
Mitchell and Atil..what was beginning to look like a very small mi-
nority Obsessed with the,thought that we should affiliate
with NE4 onl rough our Public School Section, I got the idea that
we should dev deipaoments and make it a Public; School Depart-
ment of APEA instead of aSection; then it would seem logic, ko.to
others for our Public School Department df APEA to affiliate with the
School Health Physical Education Department .of NEA. Thus we,"
would not -seem to be completeliyokover by' NEA.

But I was filled with question the various personalities I had
to deal vAtti. I regretted that I kiieWthgsea men so little. They were
all comparative strangers to met.--Althetikly I was getting, acquainted
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rapidly with the men leaders in our profession, I still knew next to
nothing of behind-the-scenes personalities and their conflicts. And
Elmer Mitchell, a person not given to small gossip and personality
probings as I was finding out, seemed to know no more about such
things than did I. So a was no help to me in trying to get at the bot-
tom of why some peopl acted as they did. I found I needed to know
about people so I coul counter their actions well in behalf of APEA
work.

Alden Thompson, Michiga State Director of Physical Education,
was by now the new chairman of the APEA Public School Section
and I wondered if it would be wise to appoint him as anew member
of Dr. Burdick's APEA Committee, but I suggested4o,..Elmer Mitchell
that he have a personal conference with him first ItAtert him to our
joint thinking on the NEA affiliation matter. On October 29, 1931,
Mr. Mitchell wrote me as follows:

Mr. Thompson has been to see me concerning your suggestioti,
that the APEA "affiliate with the NEA through the Public School
Section. He seems to.favor this suggestion an everyone else with
whom I have talked thirtks-that it:would be a ig mistake to affili-
ate the APEA as a whole beeiuse we would lose our present sup-
port 4,;.port from the college, private school, rec tional YWCA and
YMCA people. Your solution seems absolutely he ideal one and
I' hope that we can go ahead on that basis.

Itilwas later that I learned that up to then Jay B. Nash had not
worked in any way in APEA but had worked enthusiastically in the
Department of School Health and Physical Education of NEA instead
and that not only was he enthusiastic over 'this department of NEA
but also downright hostile toward 4ePEA. I hoped to break down this
hostility and to enlist his support for the new APEA which we Middle-
westerners were'helping the Easterners contrive out of the old. In a way
my earlier ignorance of these undercurrents was a help for I blundered
along "where Angels fear to tread" and this blind blundering,trecog-
nized as such, was forgiven and my advances accepted;

At this time, a Linco'n, Nebraska woman, Ruth Pyrtle, was presi-
dent of NEA and I talked with her about affiliation and from her
learned some very surprising things. I had asked the NEA office re-
peatedlypeatedly for a list of persons of our profession rho were interested
workers in NEA's Department of School Health at4'Physical Educa-
tion and had gotten no place with these requests probably not from
intent but from failure-to take care of correspondence. So now, at my, .

request, the president of. NEA immediately sent copies of the minutes
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of recent meetings of the group, as well as the list of names. On De-
cember 9, I wrote Mr. Mitchell as follows:

To my very great surprise I have learned that A.W. Thompson
is vice-president of this Department [of School, Health and Physical
Education of NEA], J. E. Rogers, secretaryjtreasurer, and Ethel
Perrin, F. W. Maroney and William Burdick members of the
executive committee. Dr. Burdick and Ethel Perrin are both mem-
bers of our committee on NEA affiliation and I had wanted A. W.

Thompson to serve on that committee since he is chairman of our
Public School Section, but now that J. B. Nash has named him
chairman of his NEA Committee to confer with our committee, I feel

that should therefore not have him on our committee. I really
feel tfrat our APEA committee should be made up of persons who

are not in any way connected with the Department of Physical
Educationof NEA so that we would get an absolutely unprejudiced
viewpoint from them. Now I discover that even our own chairman
(Dr. Burdick) is a Member of their exeetktive committee.

Now I find in their minutes that they are definitely committed

"to accomplish, if possible, the immediate consolidation of the
two organizations into one Department." To me this pups an
altogether different light upon the whole proposition.

I was, indeed, upset to discover that the chairman of our own APEX
committee to investigate NEA affiliation was a member of the executive
committee of the other group and as such committed to a definite
course and as chairman of our committee in a position to push APEA
into that course. Mr. Mitchell and I both felt that this AFEA Com-
mittee should consist of disinterested persons entirely so that they
would look at the matter from APEA's own best future good. And
here unwittingly I had placed Mr. Thompson,:chairman of our Public
School Section, on our committee only to learn now that he; ag well
as the chairman and other committee members, are members of the,

other group's executive committee. It was a surprise to find that even
J.E. Rogers, whom I felt I knew quite well, as N A's group's sec-
retary, and I had not known it. And Dr. Burdick, r. Maroney, Alden
Thompson, J.E. Rogers, and Ethel Perrin, all committed in behalf of

' NEA to push APEA into "immediate consolidation of the two organ-
izations into one." It all smacked too much to suit me of what in" a
later day we call a "Chit operation," infiltrating the enemy's camp.,
But was APEA infiltrating NEA's committee or was NEA doing the
infiltrating? I felt quite sure the CIA oilkatives were APEA personnel

and
it
I was very unhappy about it.

How could our APEA members at large expect a disinterested in:
vestigation of the NEA affiliation from a committee seemingly over-
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weighted with persons already committed to a set course? If only I
could have disbanded the APEA committee without a fight but pi.
Burdick, although, he refused to correspond with me about it, held onto

' it with bull-dog tenacity. I wanted no one on our APEA committee
who was also on the NEA Executive Committee.

With all theSe worries on my mind I awakened suddenly one night
to recall a whispered joking remark I had overheard a few years ago
to the effect that the NEA affiliation matter would always be safe as
long as the chairmanship of our committee was in Dr. Burdick's hand.
At the time, a few years before, the remark meant nothing to me., Now
it came to me in a flash. Dr. BurdicILAt the president who appointed
him were not in favor of NEA affiliation and his committee set-up
was merely their subtle way of playing politics to keep the matter from
coming up. Dr. Burdick would hang onto that chairmanship, do
nothing, and thus kill it. When was I going to learn to play the game
of politics? How naive I was! Well I wasn't for NEA affiliation either
but I had been willing to have the topic discussed Ad, settled by a
41Ikority vote. I had tried to push Dr. Burdick into action. I had re-
ferred Dr. Nash to him. Dr. Burdick and Fritz Maroney had probably
purposely gotten themselves onto that NEA Department Executive
Committee to block things there. Well, I had a bit of a chuckle over
their clever way of operating, and I decided that since I had so many

'other worries just now (the MacFadden affair was taking on bother-
some proportions) I would just let Burdick and Nash "slug it out"
alone.

On Deceibber 14, 1931, I again wrote Mr. Mitchell that I was still
unable to get any reply from Dr. Burdick after five attempts. ut I had
had correspondence from others which led me to say in this *ter:

I ani'afraid we are being railroaded into absolute consolidation
and the more I think about it the more I am sure that is not what
we want. ,,

Mr. Mitchell replied. once that. "there are a number of things that
Warn me that we should go very carefully into, this matter." But there
seemed to 'be no. way at this 'point(_by which we could get rid of Dr.
Burdick'scold committee without, causing bitter dissension. As I wrote
Elmet:iMitChell in that December 14 letter:

.0it has been a hard struggle to swing the Middle West and the
National into friendly relationship. I do not' need to remind you
of tbat, We must seize every opportunity to make the ,bonds be
tween the two groups 'strong.

And as Mid Westeiners, we both knew that whatever errors we
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complete merger and he did put it into effect during his APEA presi-
dency.

The EA office was transferred in 1938 to the NEA building in
Washin on, D.C. Jay B Nash, a loyal worker in APEA, four years
later became president and was from then on an acknowledged top
leader of APEA, his interest and labors never flagging until his death
in 1965. 13 years after his retirement. Wit within 30 years after .vf-
filiation, many in the profession were having after-thoughts about tine
merger. Prodded by NEA, it expanded to take on first health education,
then recr tion, then safety education, driver education, school nurse
educa spreading itself ever and ever thinner as it grew ever and
ever largerfast approaching 50,000 members by the end of tie)
sixtiesuntil our original function of promoting and advancing physi-
cal education became greatly watered down. Of the minority group that
tried to swing the,affiliation only of the. Public School Section, only a few of
us are still living-and I, for one, as I hear the discussions on all sides
that we are too fragmented for the protection of our origin'al caus: tith
tempted to say: "I told you so." But as I hold my tongue I think that
my idea about affiliation of the Public School Section only was a good
one after all, and when I am reminded of a remark of- Dudley A
Sargent in 1920, I realize I would have had a supporter in that project
had that great leader still been alive. His remadc was:

I am a little bit concerned'for the good of our cause when I see
so many subjects brought forward under the head of Physical'
edvation.... This (referring to the American Physical Education
Association) is the parent organization of physical education and
we should stick strictly to physical education.'

Perhaps it was a natural thing to tie health' education with physical
education administratively although they are two totally different fields
of education. After World Wai I, pressure was put on the schools to
take on health education. Most:schools could not afford such special-
ists and where vLould they have found them anyway at that time? Since
physical educators were supposed to have had some training in the
fundamentals of health education, it was the path of least resistance
to appease those pushing for health education by assigning this work
to the physical educators. So there grew up in the public schools an
acceptanee,of the two as joint responsibilities whether the persons were
qualified oz not. It was easy to wink at this bit of pretense in the name

ft.._of education s' ce the public had become accustomed thirough the
years to have s rts coaches assigned physical education work even
/hough nibst of them had no training in physical education -E-other
than a Small piege of it concerned only with coaching sports: This
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Chapter IX

Women'. ib 1930s Style

ti

Groups wishing to set up new sections hin APEA for official
recognition un r the new constitutipn had to make formal application
for permission function, presenting organization plans to conform, to
the new rules or such groups. This meant new hope for the women's
group interested in promotion of correct athleticslor girls and women,
which had been clamoring for Official recognition for the previous 10

or more years., As Dr! Maroney left the office of president, December
31, 1930, this group of women, along with all other section officers,
were informed to get busy, draw up plans, submit them at the Detroit
cotyention of April 1931, and enter into a trial year for 1931-1932'
with hopes of final official acceptance as an official section at the con-
ventionf April 1932.

On Jarinary 1, 1931; I stepped into the presidency and thereby in-
,. herited the`task, also the privilege, of being the one to see the old

unofficial Women's Athletic Section officially become a bona fide

section of our overall national professional organization. The struggle
to accomplish this one step in equality for women seems almost un-
believable today in light of.what has transpired in thin way of women's
rights and privileges during these intervening .45 and more years. A

brief review of events related to this struggle leading up to the 1930s
seems to be in order.

This:is the story.' In 1894, Senda Berenson of Smith College, and
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then other women, modified Naismith's basketball rules for use by girls
:and women. When confusion arose about the several variations of

rules, ,Ivfl§s Berenson asked the officers of APEA to appoint a com- -

mittee to be officially recognized on basketball rules for girls. This
sugkestiOn was accepted. At one of the monthly council meetings he,k1

in June 1899, Dr. Dudley A. Sargent, then president of APEA, set up
such a committee naming Alice Foster, then of Oberlin College, its first
chairman with Senda Berenson as o,ne of the members to edit the rules.
This committee produced the first official rules in 1901, published for
it by the American Sports Publishing Company.

In 1905, when Dr. Gulick was resident of APEA, the women asked
that their rules committee be expo ded into an overall basketball corn-
mittee' to widen its field of actio This move was made and Senda
Berensgn became chairmanof the National.Women's Basket Ball Com-
mittee. Ely 1917 the need was felt to encompass more than basket%
ball in the committee's work. Prodding by the women resulted in
APEA, under President William Burdick, changing the old committee
to the Nati9nal Committee on Women's Athletics, which became
generally knol.)n as the Women's Athletic Committee. (Had this occurred
15 years later in the days of alphabetized groups: it would have become
known as the WAC, anteceding the more widely-known military title
the WAC of World War II years.)°

At this time Senda Beret-1,03n asked to be relieved of her over 25
years' work in promoting and making basketball rules for girls.
beth Burchenal, executive secretary of the Girls' Branch of the Athletic
League of the Ptiblic Schools of New York City, was appointed chair-

man. It is interesting to note that althoygh both Presidents Sargent
Ind Gulick had given the women the; reins complet y (1899-1917),
President Burdick appointed two men to the new commit .

Burnett of the Sargent School of Physical Education and Dr. E. A.
Peterson of the Cleveland public schools, thus setting a ecedent
which caused considerable trouble in later years. The othe members of
this overall sports committee were Elizabeth Bates of Brown University,
Florence Alden of the Baltimore Pu is chools Athletic League, Ethel
Perrin., head of physical education of etroit public schools, Blanche
M. Trilling of the University of Wisconsin, Winifred Til n of Iowa State
College (Andes), and Maude Cleveland of ,the,,Universit of California
Berkeley. It.was a most representative committse with both private and
public schools and colleges representing the East rid Wrt coasts and

the Middle -West.

This committee had been appointed in January 1917 so there was,
time fa5it to plan a program for spring'convention, but it had been
informed that committees were not recognized as progratning groups.

o
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So they contented themselves witlin a paper by- Florence Somers, then
of the Cleveland public schools, on the Standardization of Athl cs for
Women, which they sneaked into the Women's Section mee ing with
the bfessing.of Gertrude Dudley of the. University of Chicago. Gertrude
Dudley was chairman of that unofficial bait winkethzt group which .had
won the privilege of a program because of the influence of immediate
past-president Dr. E. H. Arnold of the New Haven School of Physical.

'Education; who, like Sargent and Gulick, was.not loathe to -open doors
to women. -.

Under President Burdick they did not fare so well. The foil* wing
year they offered no program ut resolved to call an open Committee
meeting the following year. There' is no record that they did have such
a meeting but the lack of a report does no rove that they did not.
Blanche Trilling, talking informally from memo ust before her retire-
ment, claimed that the first meeting of the Wom n's Athletic Section
was held at a national convention in Chicago in 1911 There is no record
of an APEA convention in Chicago in 1911, ajid at hat date the Wom-
en's Athletic Section was not yet bOrn, even wit sub rosa status.
There was nothing then but a six-year-old Women' Basket Ball Com-
mittee. However, there was a national convention in Chicago in 1919,
the very year the Women's Athletic Committee was determined to
have an "open" committee meeting as a program feature. It is highly
pro able that Miss-Trilling was speaking of this convention. If so, it
did ifiarlythe first program of an unofficial gioup on women's athletics.
It is a possible that 1911 is a printer's error in The History of Na-
tional Section of Women's Athletics; by Eline von Borries, published in
1941. So much for historical resegrch!

-For;10 years (1917-1927), as chairman of the National Committee on
Women's Athletics, El&beth Burchenal Blanche Trilling and Kathe-
rine Sibley tried continuously to get ,a place on convention programs to
diss the problems of women's athletics but they met with constant
rebuff from the majority of the men who were continuously in control
of the national association.

Peace-loving, fun-loying, outgoing Elizabeth', Burchenal
steered the National Committee on Women's Athletics from 1917 to
1921. Blanche Trilling, her successor, won important skirmishes s/iith
the men in the committee's fa;or and did get the door opened at least
a crack. These were the years just preceding and folloWing women's
victory for suffrage when some men who had been against that move-

. ment bull-headedly were unwilling to grant women any rights which they
had it in their power to withhold. Some women still could not -resist the
temptation to be militant in demanding rights,, which irritated even the .
men who were not inclined to oppose them, losing even their support.
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In 1925 the chairmanship of this committee fell to the very tactful
Katherine Sibley of the University of Syracuse. No doubt Piesident
Schrader welcomed the change from the militant Middle West Blanche

Trilling to a less militant Easterner when Katherine Sibley took. over.

She carried on the struggle for an official seat on the APEA Council
for the Women's Athletic Comittee for two years. In her first year, she
won recognition for her committee as an unofficial section within
APEA, but for program purposes only. Even this was'not automatic.
Permission to attend council meetings" depended upon invitation, year by

year, as each president cared to handle it.

Dr: McCurdy the secretary-editor of APEA, sent her an invitation
to attend the council meeting, January 1, 1925, "as a guest," saying
that he felt that the National Committee on Women's Athletics' should
be represented there even though it Wasnot,officially recognized as a
Women's Athletic Section as yet. The door was opening a bit more for
the women. They now had a voice in council meetings if no a vote; it
was at least a step toward recognition and apparently fully,00ncurred in
by President Carl Schrader. It was not so much the Association presi-
dents 4,410 -held out against the women through these years as other
men whose votes and influence counted heavily. (Incidentally, at this
meeting, Miss Sibley was elected vice president of APEA for the year
1925, which meant she did-have a vote.

The 1925 convention was. held,in J ne in Los Angeles. The absence
of records of a wornen's"?meeting le s one to conclude that the women
took a holiday this year from atte pts to further the women's athldtics
cause: However, encouraged.by t 1925 show of friendliness, Miss
Sibley requesteci a place on the 19, convention program in Newark,
N. J., for a discussion of women's athletics. The new president, C. W.
Savage of Oberlin College, set up a temporary unofficial Women's Ath-
letic Section, naming Jessie Bancroft, then assistant director of physi-
cal training of the public schools of Greater New York, as temporary
chairman. Jessie Bancroft then tarried her meeting over to Katherine
Sibley and her National Committee on Women's Athletics.

To protect himself from possible charges of favoritism towards the
women, Mr. Savage set up a temporary unofficial Men's Athletic Sec-
tion, too, with Elmer D. Mitchell of the University of Michigan as its
chairman. The two groups then were given permission to set up pro-

grams. For the fourth time Row, women had managed to get the topic
--of women's athletics on the program. But this. was the first that a sec-

...
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tion on women's athletics had been mentioned even though temporary
.and unofficial. At least it meant a toe in the door.

The part of tint program given over to the Women's Athletic Com-
mittee was later reported as having Grace Jones of Summit, N.J.- as
chairman. This was most certainly an error as Katherine Sibley was
still chairman of the committee, and Grace Jones did not come into
that position until five years later. It may have been that Grace Jones
was presiding at that Oh of the program ..as a substitute for Miss
Sibley and so-was listed as chairman instead of merely as the one who
presided. (The APEA Review of those years was full of such errors.)

In the spring of 1927 I attended the APEA convention in Des
Moines, Iowa. The delegates were friendly and, trained in a variety
of physical activities, seemed to like to dance (ballroom, square or folk
type of dance) so that in joining in the social mixers each evening
following the speeches, I began to get acquainted with others beyond
the college women's group. Here I first learned that all was not har-
mony among the women leaders working in the field of women's athlet-
ics and some of the men of the profession.

As an utter greenhorn at professional organization maneuvering, I
sat in-on the council meeting as the representative of NAPECW at
this convention and from the sideline voted for whatever the Women's
Athletic Committee was fighting for. They won long sought-for opeA
recognition of the ,committee as an unofficial Section of Women's
Athletics, but were given verbal warning before the council members
that the Section was to have only guest status at APIA Council meet-
ings and the privilege of putting on programs at convention only with
special permission of the president, year by year. This was actually
nothing new since this situation had existed for the previous few years.
The only difference was' that now it was more out in the open. It meant
that the door was pushed, a little farther open.

When Florence Somers of the Sargent School of Physical Education
was appbinted by President Savage to take over the chairmanship of
this committee in 1927, she seized the bull by the horns and applied'
to the council for her committee to be recognized officially as a section
so that it would have Kiting membership on the council. The women
working in the interests of women's sports were tired of their many
years of hard work without official representation on the council or
voting privileges.

Since agreement could not be reached, the women decided to let
sleeping dogs lie and went ahead planning programs as if they were
a section, but not holding elections. It was a strange situation openly
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winked at by the leaders among the men to arouse as, little friction

as possible. The editor, Dr. McCurdy, even listed the new chairman's

name in the Review as if she were an official member of the council

repreenting WAS.

Florence Somers was a quiet, tactful, non-militant, yet forceful

leader, who steered a sure but quiet course ever nearer the desired

goal. Open acceptance by the council his new section status, even'
though still unofficial, was at least o more step forward, even thdifigh

ntt
a sort of lefthanded salute to the ladies. Now Miss Somers began the

fight for that next steprecognition as an official section.

The one big reason for the holdout of the men against full recog-

nition was the fact that the women were not willing to permit their

officers to be elected annually and most certainly not by APEA mem-
bers who happened to sit in on the program when the election was
hetd, as was the case for all sections within the Association. This

group, unlike practically all other sections within APEA, was a year-'

round working group committed to the task of putting out the official

rules for Women's sports\, This called for selection of highly skilled and

trained workers. For this reason the. women felt strongly that it could

not be subjected to the whims of such elections of officers, This proved

a real stumbling blockto negotiations since the men held the majority

vote in the council, and many of them, wedded to the past, re sed to

recognize this essential working difference between this gro and

other sections.
., b °

Under 'Florence Somers' chairmanship, the Women's Athletic Section

(the WAS as' it became 'nicknamed) put out a seri0s of syndicated,
articles through the National Newspaper. Service of Chicago which was

carried in papers in all parts of the country. She also persuaded Dr.

McCurdy to give the section, jointly with the Women's Division of

NAAF, space in 'the American Physical Education Review for articles

of intointer on girls_' athletics. 1

Finally a compromise was reached. ,Th chairman of the National
Committee on-Women's Atljletics,appointed by the president of APEA

for a term of two to four years, would automatically become chairman

of an unofficial Women's Athletic Section and, thus would have a voice

in the 'council and would be empowered to arrange programs for ,con -'r

ventions without annual need of permission. Even more, important, theft

members of the Committee on Women's Athletics whom she could

\ appoint would beFome her executive committee. his protected the
group's right to select. its own skilled worker f rules-making free a

of pOlitidal eleCtions. Since this section yet unofficial, it did

not have to. elect .its chairman annually at conventions. Thus, Miss
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Somers, a presidential appointee, was able to carry on for three years
(1927-1930) while the problem was being negotiated of how to reconcile
differences and become a legitimate section.

A Baseball Rules Committee was added to WAS with Helen ;Hazle-
ton (then of the University of Minnesota) as its chairman: Under her,
Gladys Palmer of Ohio 'State University did for girls' baseball what
Senda Berenson had done 35 years before for girls' basketball-modified
the men's rules. All of these women had to stand up against a group
of determined men who were pulling strings behind the scenes, making
a last stand agaihst change. The 1920s were exciting yegs for women
trying to get what they wanted and thought 'they should have within
the American Physical Education Association!

As Frederick Maroney.of the Atlantic, City public schools stepped into
the presidency of APEA January 1, 1929 the battle lines were being
drawn between one large, group of determined women representing
all parts of the country on the one hand, and a small but die-hard
group of men on the East Coast on the other. At the same time, a
small group of women, never_ clearly identified, complained to the
die -hard group of men that Ale Women's Athletic Committee was A
self-perpetuating group and a "closed-door corporation." This only
increased the resolve of these men tar bring to task the unoffici AS
and dissolve it if possible. -o)

At this time a delegation of women who never identifi thenislyesi',
used Jess -F. Williams as their "front man" to present a-.p
put on a women's swimming demonstration at the spring tconveai0-',;:
in Boston with the openly declared intention of organizing a Aiintris-1:44:f
Section on Swimming vkich would be no part of the Women tlfrlefI

Section. This was a complete surprise to the WAS; leaders: It 'placed
their entire project in jeopardy were it to develop that thtworrierithein: ""
selves were divided. The women who signed this petition dicl'not ap'peaf
in person to plead their ease 'nor had they even approached the WAS
leaders with a hint that they Wished-swiTming be isolated from all
the other women's. sports. The petitioh'Avas reftis`edl. Their absence
et the meeting puzzled me since they were known to be in New York

( City at that 'very time. I have always been suspicious that the swim-
ming group was put up to this by a few nien just Mr the sak of pro-
ducing a rift in the Women's Athletic Section.

4,

r
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At that meeting I was elected vice-president of -APEA, and upon
adjournment one of the ringleaders of this new women's group, whose

identity, I did not get at the time, besieged me outside the meeting
room, to back them and use my influence in their behalf. When I
refused she bitterly attacked me and began a campaign of innuendos
against me -and the WAS, swinging to her side a few men who were

only too eager to have a cause for fighting this particular group Of
. women.

Following this meeting President M- aroney informed me that the day

was past when a vice-president had no responsibility. He asked me to
try to find out what needed to be done to mollify the Middle Wester-
ners and to swing the Wonie,'s Athletic Section leaders to get the
demands of both women's groups into line with APEA's best

interests as the over-all mother group. Many men hailed -this develop-
,
ment as a definite rift in the women's ranks and made the most of it.

As ItoOk over the vice-presidency of APEA for 1930, President
Maroney also assigned me the task of looking after his interests on the
program committee for the coming Boston convention with special
orders to "calm down the women.f," 'This was a .disturbing task and in
the end, in trying to protect APk..s best interests as I saw them, I
had the hot-headed ones of both grbups angry with me. Some of the
WAS group were naggingly impatient and, because I did not give them-
a full, clear and immediate go-ahead, accused me of betraying their
interests. At the same time the naggingly insistent women Of the other
group (who I strongly felt should be granted no consideration since
they seemed interested not so much in having a women's swimming'

_section as in using such plans to cause a rupture in the women's ranks)
passed the word around that I was holding back progress. Thus I was
taught in the middle between two hostile groups of women..

I was in luck when the calm, clear= headed Helen Hazelton of Purdue
University took over the chairmanship of the WAS from equally calm,
clear-headed Florence Somers. Helen soon quieted down the excitable
ones of her own group. She carried on with the task of devising some plan
of organizatidn that would be acceptable to both the women and the die-
hard men, and she sought advice from Mr. St. John, Ohio State Uni-
versity Athletic Director, whose opinions and advice were highly sought

on sports matters by thkmen of the profession. No clearly-defined woman
leader emerged from the other group. Just who they were no one knew
for sure. Their displeasure with WAS leaders and with me was made
known to us now and then in a roundabout way by the die-hard men
opposing WAS. I never had an opportunity to deal with these women
directly. It developed into a sort of cloak - and dagger, affair that I have
never ceased to wonder about. Why didn't they come out in the open and
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negotiate with us? Soon this group evaporated and we heard but little
from it until another two years as related later.

At the 1930 convention in Boston', President Maroney, in keeping
with -his, promise to the Middle West group that APEA would be re-
organized along more democratic lines, announced that all old sections
were disbanded and all groups wishing to continue as sections and all

, groups wishing to create new sections should present their recom-
mendations at the December 1930 Council meeting,folloWing the new
pattern set for such groups. The big stumbling block to official recog-
nition of this woman's group was selection of the chairman. She could
not be selected at the whim of an audience or on .a poptarity basis
but instead should be chosen carefully for her expertise in sports,
Fier sports philosophy, and her drive to get the rules revised and pub-
lished on time. There were constant publication schedules to be mg.
following long and important committee meetings on rules revisions.

By--1930 theie publications were bringing in a good financial return;
.85 percent of the royalties came from the Basketball Guides alone.'
Their budget stood at around $4,000, qdite a fortune that day in re-

Helen Hazelton of Purdue University who piloted
the women through to final victory in their over
10-year struggle to win national section status for
women's athletics within the American- Physical
Education Associa
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lation to the APEA treasury., This, too, was a stumbling block 'to the
group's acceptance. Some of the men insisted that no section should be
allowed to have a treasury of ikNown. The women at first adamantly
refused to enter ipto any agreement with the APEA Council as to how -

the group would tarn, control and handle its money.

Most of the misunderstanding between the men anci women arose
over this publishing question. The men in APEA had no such concerns
since all sports rules for men had from the very beginning been put out
by 'separate committees for the various sports. Each was an indepen-
dent group and practically all were functioning before APEA came into
existence. There,had been no rules for women's sports published before
Senda Berensori and her group' started girls' basketball in the 1890s
and set up their rules under APEA. Gradually they took over rules for
other sports. No other groups Centered this field until after the APEA
groups were already welt established.

During the Boston convention .of 1930 the women involved in the
Women's Athletic Committee and others interested in setting up, under
the reorganization plan; a section to be Officially recognized and called
the 'Women's Athletic Section (such as had been .functioning since

%1927) did a lot of conferring. Some went sq far as to suggest that the
Women's Athletic Committee disband as a committee of APEA and
organize as an independent organization and then ask for. affiliation

with A PEA.

On July 30, 1936, the APEA Constitution Committee had a meeting
in New York City, then sent out copies of the first draft of a new sug-
gested constitution to all council members to study. Upon receipt of it,
Helen Hazelton of Purdue University wrote me:

As far as I could make out, there is still no provision for our
body recently known as the Sectiop on Womed's Athletics but
inaccurately So knciwn for we are not a whole section and would

not want to be. We have a special, unique function to formulate
rules and edit Guides. The problem is to name and legalize us.
There are two prerogatives which we want to insure to ourselves
the right to elect our own officers and committee members, and
representation on the National Council.

On August 15, 1930, Miss Hazelton wrote Dr: Brownell, then chair-
man of the APEA Constitution Committee, that her group was a rules-
making body in the field of.women's sports and that it would not want
to becorde an organization apart from APEA as had been suggested by
some. She wrote him that perhaps the Women's Athletic Committee
should become a standing Committee of APEA on rules for women's
athletics, and that there should be established a Women's Athletic
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Section with this standing committee under it. She also wrote. to me for
my opinion of this procedure and told me that "it has been suggested
to me that we become a standing committee or commission." She did
not say where the suggestion came from. Izppr,oVed the idea and wrote
Dr. Brownell calling for his careful consideration of ,the idea that in
organizing a Women's Athletic Section the peculiar functions of the
old Women's-Athletic Committee should be kept in mind. This com-
mittee must be kept separate so ii could carry on its work, including
provisions that the committee could select its own officers and experts
to carry on its work. As vice-president of APEA and the only woman
on the Executive Committee, I pledged to Miss Haze lton my, whole-
hearted support of her plans,

By November 1930 a group of women supposedly from Columbia
University, who had the year before petitioned to be recognized as a
Women's Section on Swimming, came to life again. They had been
refused on the grounds that one Section on Women's Athletics was
sufficient. This refusal was strongly supported by the women of WAS
as they considered this new group an attempt to weaken their position.
They suspected that it was being promoted behind the scenes by a few
men who wished merely, to cause trouble for WAS. After the 1930
convention in April, the swimming group, enlarged and more deter-
mined, began bringing pressure upon President Maroney to be given
a place on the 1931 convention program. Although he had appointed
me as chairman of the Program Committee, he ordered the new chair-
man of the Public School Section, Strong Hinman of the Wichita
public schools, to make, a place on his part of the 1931, convention
program for these women to, offer an "on-trial" Women's Swimming
Section program.

Since Mr. Hinman had his entire program planned, he refused
claiming that there was no reason why his section offerings should be
the scapegoat to support this "fly -by- night" women's group which the
WAS women were not promoting. He turned to me as chair an of the
program committee to support him. I did, but I had q to a I:Pattie
on my hands with our president. "Fritz,". as every one called him once
they became acquainted with him, was a hot-headed Irishman, quick
to anger. More than once in the two years I worked clbsely with him,
when he exploded into sudden wrath over some problem I would, as if
his big sister, seize(cliim by the shoulders and give him a shake.

. "Stop that," I would exclaim, "you are acting just like a spoiled
little boy who needs a spanking. Calm down and let me explain to you
just what it really is that the women want and why." His explosions
most frequently came over what he called "women pushing too hard for
power."
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If he was quick to anger, he was equa quick to repent, and he
would calm down and shamefaced would turn on that Irish charm and

'beg to be forgiven for the angry outburst. I would explain the women's
point of view the best I could on whatever problem was the cause of the
outburst and he usually came 'around to the women's side. Then he
had to placate the men who were dragging their feet over letting the
women "have any,tore power," as they put it.

On December 8, 1930, Miss Hazelton sent to all working members
of the National Section on Women's Athletics a suggested new form
of organization proposed by her committee on reorganizationMargue-
rite Hussey, Flprence Somers, Gladys Palmer and herself. The group
had done a complete about-face in its thinking. In August they did not

want to become a separate organization. Now they proposed again that

they become a separate organization affiliated with APEA, thus
preserving their freeborn to handle their own affairs and their own
funds. In addition-" they offered a Women's Athletic Section within.
APEA, which would be apait from this other rules-making new
organization, for the sole purpose of putting on programs at con-

ventions.
On December 15, 1930, I informed Miss Hazelton of my approval of

the latest plans and assured her I would use my influence to get them
accepted. Miss Hazelton then said she had approval from the Consti-
ttition Conimittee for her group to go ahead with the plans. At the
December council meeting she would apply for recognition by APEA
as an affiliated organization to be .known as the Women's Athletic
Rules Association.

By the time of the annual council meeting in December 1930, when
all petitioning sections were to report their plans, the former unofficial
WAS proposed a new section and also the Women's Athleti Rules
Association. This independent association would take ova:at sports
rules-making funcrir,a&ancltvitlay s own treasury. When in plan was
reported to the council, there was enough of an outcry from se eral of
the men that the council as a group expressed displeasure. In 'sudden
gesture of irritation with the women, President MaArney pointed a
committee (one of his last acts before stepping out of the presidency)

to get the old unofficial Women's Athletic Section reorganized to the
better liking of APEA. He named three men to the committee, with
one of,them as chairman: Carl Schrader. Serving with him were Dr.
William Burdick, an outspoken critic of the women promoting WAS,
and Ralph LaPorte of the University of Southern California, who was
just then finishing his term as president of the College Physical Edu-
cation Association (a men's organization then over 30 years old). The
other two members were Helen Hazelton, the new chairman of WAS,
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and Marguerite Hussey of New York University. Even though Mr.
Schrader was -generally considered a champion of the women, this
sudden appointment of such s committee angered most of the women.'
I still feel to this day that Dr...Maroney was4drying to appease the

. _
die-hard Men to make them think' that they were still in-control ,with
a-cleat majority in syr1pathy with their wishes. But many of the women
refused to-Ism it that 'way. Helen Hatelton took on the responsibility of
trying to l'calny diem down." All :the past yeat's hard work of the WAS
women was now seemingly swepi.aside by the men. ,

4

By Presidential dec-fee, the whole thing seemed to, be ken out of
their hands and placed in this6hands of another committee with a man
as ---chairman. To be sure;" tile two w9men members *were their own

0
JelderS, but why this sudden action and why, if the.touneil wished

(-4-such 'a committee set up, didn't, it wait until the new president, who:
chanced to be a woman, 'was elected on134 a few 'minutes after this
committee was announced? Alio why was there a specialAPEA Com-
mittee set up to reorgpize this section alone of all sections? Miss
Hazelton told her executive committee rater thatg the men had ex-
plained' to her that the committee had been appointed because the men
might wish wine day to set. up rules committees too and this .new com-
mittee should work out a scheme of organiAtion ttat would hold for
both Men and women. Although it was obviously a subterfuge of face-

, saving on the part of the men who were back of this scheme, Miss
Hazelton politely accepted the explanation and determined to make
this new committee work effectively for the sake of peace and progress.

So the' fear 1930 ended with seeming peace except for the serious
problems7of bringing the Women's Athletic Rules Association and
the Women's Athletic Section into an acceptable relationship with
each other and with APEA. The problem Vas serious only because a
group of obstinate die-hard men made it so. On January 1, 1931, as
related in Chapter VII, I took over as president of APEA.

To meet the requirements for reorganization of sections, the new
chairman of the old WAS-from 1931 on known as the National Section
on Women's Athletics (NSWA)was for the first time elected at an
open meeting from the floor of the 1931 Detroit convention. She was
Grace Jones of Summit, New Jersey public schools who had for the past
few years been working on various committees of WAS and thus was
a welcome choice of the women. For the coming year of probation
(1931-1932) it was decided that the APEA president should appoint
the chairman of the Women's Rules and Editorial Committee (a new
name now adopted for the proposed Women's Athletic Rules As-
sociation), which would take on this special function while Carl
Schrader's special committee would continue its work on final or-
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ganization plans of NSWA. When earlier at the 1931 convention I
announced that this committee had now concluded its work, such an
uproar ensued from,a few men that I felt it wise to reappoint it to carry
on through the 1932 convention, by which time the Association would

be ready to function entirely on its new constitution. Anything to keep

the few belligerent men mollified. It had been proved anyway that the
women's interests had been well served under Carl Schrader's chair-
manship of this illogical committee. ft preserved the peac4, and got`ik

good job done. Grace Jones tactfully accepted it as .shad Helen Hazelton

before. her.

At the official annual council meeting held at the 1931 Detroit con-
vention (the first in 24 years held in connection with a national con-
vention instead of during the Christmas hOlidays in New York City),
Carl Schrader was called on to report for his ad hoc committee on the

. reorganization of the WAS. He reported that they had produced two
;plans and he asked that Helen Hazelton, the chairman of the womeit's
Athletic Committee, be called to explain the favored committee pro-

posal. Miss Hazelton presented both plans. She.. reported that the
Executive Committee had approved the favored plan which was for the
former Women's Athletic Committee to carry on for the co ng year as

a standing committee of APEA as it had been functioning ince 1917.

Now it was to be known as the Women's Athletic Editorial Committee
with all monies to be turned over to the APEA treasury instead of to

the committee as before. The committee was to be put' on a budget
which should be drawn up by' the committee and approved by the
APEA Executive Committee.,,l_The plan provided that the work of this

editorial committee was to be completely divorced for the trial year

from the Women's Athletic Section. which Mr. Schrader's ad hoc
committee proposed should be given official sanction on the year's
trial basis. The council approved these suggestions.

In order to give the newly approved Women's Athletic Editorial
Committee official sanction as a, standing committee of APEA, Ger-
trude-Moulton of Oberlin College moved that the president appoint it

as an on-trial standing committee for the coming year. The motion

carried, and I immediately named Helen Hazeltt5n as chairman with
the following of her selection to serve with her: Harriet Rogers of
Virginia, Eline von Borfies of Maryland, Harriet Brown, Amy How-

land, Marguerite Hussey and Ethel Bowers of New York, Florence
Hupprich of Texas, Katherine Montgomery of Florida, Doris White
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and4 Marjorie Camp of Iowa, Helen Sheddon of Pennsylvania, and
Gladys Palmer of Ohio. Except for Marguerite Hussey, the secretary
of the Women's Athletic Committee, the members of the committee
were the current sports subcommittee chairmen.

Following that, Grace Jones anounced that she represented a gpup
of women who wished to Present a peliti'orkfor the creation of a Na-
tional Section on ,Women's Athletics, to function for the coming year
on a.' trial basis and to present its final organization plans at the hext
convention meeting of the Council. Immediately some man moved that
the petition be rejected, but his motion was lost for want of a second.

Upon questioning, Miss Jones assured the council members that the
group she represented was known to to Women's Athletic Committee
and that th4 petition met with_their:., oval. This allayed worries that..
the women might not be punk . -Miss Jones explained that
the petition coming from a gOy an from the Women's Ath-
letic Committee itself meant ,tha women were organizing for a
complete separation of the funpon he rules-making body and the
Convention programming work. The new National Section. on Women's
Athletics (NSWA) could carry-On as did all other sections, with dee:
tions from the floor' of program meetings without interfering with the
continuity of the rules4making. This seemed to answecthe criticisms
of many men and the petition was planted with the adrhonition that
since there was a progr of a Women's Athletic Section forthe next
day, that group-should e ct a chairman for the coming, year. They
agreed to this. After the pr gram meeting on Thursday, April 2, pre-
sided over by Elmore Biggs who had been elected at the unofficial
sectionmeeting the year before to produce a program at this conVen-'
tion, Grace Jones, as related earlier, was elected chairman of this on-
trial section for the coming year.

On June 2, 1931, Grace Jones wrote me that she was at work on the
new constitution of NSWA for presentation at Philadelphia next,spring.
She presented a plari for the Women's Rules Committee (which was to
function independently the coming year during reorganization) to
become a standing committee of NSWA. The plan called for an execu-
tive committee of 10 members-1 each from the 5 APEA districts; 2
at large; 2 representing Women's Division of NAAF, and the chairman
of the Rifles Committee. She asked for my advice and suggestions on
this. She informed me she had appointed a constitution committee of
Grace Davies, Helen Hazelton and Agnes Waymari and that the treas-
ury from the Women's Athletic Committee had been turned over tem-
porarily to the new Editorial Rules Committee. She asked how she
should get necessary funds for her NSWA work in fhe interim.
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Technically the reorganization ad hoc committee set up for the old
unofficial Women's Athletic Section by Dr. Maoney in December 1930

should have died with the old constitution. It would have been easier
for all of us if it had, for it now served no useful purpose other than'
to mollify a group of foot-dragging men. All other sections were re-
organizing on their own without special committees set up to reorganize

for them.
,

Prolongation of this committee seemed utterly ridiculous! I disliked

carrying this farce any further, but when I intimated that this.commit-

tee no longer was needed, one of the men members immediately de -.

nounced me as being autocratic for declaring committees disbanded

before they had completed the work for which they had been appointed.

So I sought advice and it was decided that rather than further alienate

the small group of m'en ready to attack me on any move since their

animosity would in this case be turned on NSWA, it would be better

to continue to recognize the committee until the period for trying out

the new constitution ended in April 1932. So I begged' the women for

their own best interests to acknowledge this ad hoc committee as still

the over-all committee to propose reorganization 'pla.ris ftcr NSWA.

We all agreed that the chairman, Carl Schrader, and Mr. LaPorte,

one of the other two men on the committee, were friendly.to NSWA's

hopes. Only the third man, Dr. Burdick, might make trouble for them.

So at Grace Jones' "I am green and would So like to get started in the

right direction. I will be grateful for any help which you may have time

to send me," I wrote her, June 8, explaining that this old committee

was the official committee to reorganize NSWA but I was appointing

her as a new member of the committee. I was Sure Mr. Schrader would

welcome all of het' suggestions.

Because the reorganization of the National Section on Women's Ath-

letics had developed into such a ticklish business, I decided to have a
preliminary meeting with Grace Jones representing the NSWA, Helen

Haze lton representing the Women's Rules and Editorial Committee,

Agnes Wayman representing Women's Division of NAAF, and Mar-

jorie Bouve, the other woman member'of the APEA Executive Commit-

tee before my special meeting of the Executive ComMittee, December

29, 1931. I wanted Miss Jones to brief us on her group's final plans in

the hopes that we women could present a united front to put the plans

over. I had great confidence in both Grace Jones and Helen Hazelton

and was eager to do what I could as president of APEA to put their

wishes into effect. The men on that committee were in an embarrassing

position, too, and,were eager to get the committee assignment over.

An unofficial Christiitas holiday meeting of the Council had been

called at the urging kf the men for December 1931, but no official
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business could be transacted. We could only discuss, but discussion
could clear the air and by December 1932, maybe the Eastern old
guard would be weaned away from the ol9time December meetings in
New York City. ' \ , 1

Before this December meeting I was able to work in a brief 2relimi- ,

nary meeting with the four womerf, as planned. When the executive
committee met, Carl Schrader reported that the women had consented °'
to have their finances placed under t'h treasury and that they '
would present I proposed budget. Grace Jones r oited that her NS'OvA
executive committee wished to pre,snt the main outlines of their pro-
posed reorganization-and if it were approved they.would then proceed
to work on minor details before -the spring meetingf. The main outline 1,

she said had been approved-by the Women's Rules and Editorial Com- r
mittee through its chairman, Helen Haz,elton, and by the chairman of . m

the Women's Division of NAAF, Agnes Wayman, -a by the NSW
officers represented by fierself. It had also been ap rked 111j, e as
presiden-IWAPEA. The executive committee of APEA expres confi-
dence in the plan presented and advised her,committee to,pr ceed with
details. Then Helen Hazelton gave a report. on her coffimittee work
and called on Marguerite Hussey to report on the treasury of the Wom-
en's Rules and Editorial Committee. Then Grace Jones reported that
whereas this editorial committee was now functioning 'as a standing
committee of APEA appointed by the president of APEA, the women
agreed that after April 1932, they wanted it to become a standing com-
mittee of the NSWA instead. The executive committee of APEA re-
ceived the idea favorably.

At the Philadelphia convention of April 1932, all sections prent
their final petitions for readmittance into the American Physical Edu-
cation Association under the new constitution.

It soon became noised about that Carl Schrader's committee on reor-
ganization of the Women's Athletic Section was not unanimous in its
decisions and that in all probability a'minority report would be pre-
sented which would please a large number of the men who were mem-
bers of the new legislative council. This deeply concerned the women.
After their hard work of the many months past, it had seemed that
at long last they were to get approval of their desired plans. I also was
told that the women's group that had earlier proposed the formation of
a Women's Swimming Section was reviving its plans and would now
appear before the council to petition for its acceptance. At the time
this proposal first came up, the women of the Women'1Athletic Sec-
tion were greatly disturbed thinking that such a section would invade
their field of work. For some reason the proposal died down and now
two years and three months later it bobbed up again. Nita Sheffield of
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Columbia University was given is the person, who was representing this
group of women. It was reported that_their petition had the' endorse-

ment of Dr. Jesse F. Williams-.

I wall asked to put Miss Sheffield's request on the agenda of the
April 'ouncil meeting: I did so, but with ,misgivings, because some

members of this group had been recently causing much needless un-
pleasantness. We had great difficulty scheduling the proposed Wom-
en's Swimming Section program at days and hours to suit their whims.

Aroused by this turn of, events which .might cause a break in the
women's heretofore united front, and by the insistent rumors
was not in agreement on Carl Schrader's committee, I was worried' it

about the possible failure of the National Section on Women's Athletics

to get its .,osed plan through the council for -CO approval, I real.: ,

ized that if failed would be because ofc lack of support by the men
since they were in the decided majority on the council. So I set out to
try to find out where the heart of the opposition lay and why. ,

I discovered that an ardent supported of the women was Dr. JAn,
Brown, Jr., a council-inember representing the National Association of

the YMCA ,Physical Directors. He was equally concerned when I tqld

him my worries ancl--lie resented as much as did I.the attempt of the
other group of women to split the women's efforts by proposing another
women's athletic section. All these 40 or more years later I do not
know yet whether or not this other group from ,Columbia University

was acting in good faith.

In my conferences with many men, I discovererThhtt there were some

men in APEA Who were opposed to a Women's Athletic Section since

they saw no need for a Men's Athletic Section. Others felt that the

\ -women "busied" themselves too uch throughout the year and magni-

fied the importance of their work hen the affairs of APEA had moved

along nicely all Ole previous year without groups working between Con-

ventions. Others were said to resent women's increasing importance in
Association affairs. Some even resented having a woman president and
although they said they had nothing against me personally, they hoped

my election was not going to set a precedent. Some even asked where

this was going to lead to if this tendency were not checked.

After hearing my explanation of what it was the women wanted and
what they were working for, not one man with whom I talked Was
opposed to their petition. Practically everyone told me that the affair
had not, been represented to them in that light by the men who were
trying to organize enough strength to defeat the women's plans. All
these men now pledged their support for the women.
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At the council meeting, Atpril 20, at the 1932 APEA convention in
Philadelphia I called for a report of the Committee on Reorganization
of the National Section on Women's Athletics. Carl Schrader,' the
chairman, presented a majority report callin for council approval. of

that the committee had not been in .agr ement; Dr. Burdick 'of
the plans which ,the. women themselves prop sed. Then announcedhe

the committee requested the privilege of presenting a minority re-
port, 1 plan unanimously rejected by the women .on the committee.
Imniediately, it was moved and seconded by two men that th nil rity
report be..accepted and approved. A split s cond ahead o ca Is of
"question," John Brown jumped to his feet de 'fig reco nition and '
launched into an impassioned speech insisting at t women be

g)allowed tip' plans they desilvd ,and that if after tryin them out the
Associatidn found fault. with them they could later be forced to
change their organization to'meet Association wishes. He also made
some ,scathing remarks about men who were unwilling to give the
women a place in Associatitn work and were thus obstructing progress.
This silenced the opposition And gave the woAen a victory. The earlier
unofficial Women's Athletic Section now became the. official National
section on Women's Athletics (NSWA), with a Women's Rules and
Editorial Cenunittee set upras a standing committee within the Section.
This proteCte`di the need to appoint' specialists' in this group rather

I than have the work ,done by persons elected at random.
When 'later I called on the group requesting a Women's Swimming

Section to present its petition, no one rose to speak for it. The petition
was lost by default.

Thus ended a 15-year struggle of one group of women to gain their
rights to a place in the sun within the official working of one national
organization. The fac - that there had to be such a struggle seems
strange today, but th ,etelling of, this story should give hope to other
groups still fighting t their rights. There is always, so it seems, a
hard core of die-hards to defeat before rights of any kind become a
reality.

Following this final victory the program meeting of the NSWA was
offered. The audience was so large that it filled- the ballroom of the
Benjamin Franklin Hotel. It was reported to the audience that there
now was an official National Section on Women's Athletics (NSWA)
and that the former Women's Athletic Editorial Committee of APIA
was now the Women's Rules and Editorial Committee, a standing
committee of NSWA. These announcements were received with great
enthusiasm. At the election that followed, Grace Davies was elected the
new chairman pz) succeed Grace Jones. The women of our profession
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should never forget the >wonderful work done during those trying times

by Helen Hazelton arid-tracelones, assisted by their Many fine commit-

tee members. , .

At the legisl iive council meeting April 23, under the new council'

the women's group asking fo.rnsid tin of creation of a Section on -

Swimming for ,Women Avithdrcw its p ti ion which resolved that prob-

lem. At ticat same meeting, ,Grace Jon s, as the outgoing chairman

of NSWA)presented the treasury of AP with a' gift of $200 from

the funds/of NSWA as a token of goodwill, adding ffl% hope- -that the

women's 'worts would always prove an asset vto AREA

ritit Thus ended a bitterly contested battle ,now NSWA was recognized
Tts

as a legitimate,s,eetion of 4PEA. I was happy to have bee_kihe presi-

, dent of APEA/to see that battle for the womeilm,through to a victory

When so many'men fought it vigorously, but-it wotf?'d never have been

accomplished without the final plea of Dr. John Brown, Jr., wh wung

enough meh into line to.assure, the final majority victory 4ote.

At the inclusion of the NSWA program, Agnes Wayman presented

a resolution which was passed unanimously by the section. The copy,

given to me by thechairman, Grace E. Jones, is one of my cherished , .

mementos and'reads as follows:

In as' much as the APES is just finishing its first year under the

leadership of its firgst'woman president, and in as much as Misg

Lep hag' contributed :much to' the cause -of 7hysical education

through her constructive leadership, her gracjousness and her
ability, and in as much as this is 'a,,;;voman's section, I would like

to suggest that we give a rising vote to show our appreciation
of Miss Lee- and her 'accomplishments: I would further suggest
that this be spread upon our records and a copy of it be sent to

Miss Lee.
Twenty-seven years later this women's group, grown into a large

Organization, was granted division status within the national association

where .it had unquestioned equal rights with all other seven divisions.

Today it, has advanced 'to the .status of'National Association for GirIS

and Women in Sport (NAGWS). It offers, service to the nation,.

tricts, states and local grass roots in the field of girls' and 'women's

sports: it sets standards 'for all" women's sports and publishes sport's

guides ancl'official rules of womenTorts: Today hundreds of women

'trained in Our pr fession toil th ear 'round in its many pi:ojects,:jUst

as did a smaller, coup from the ttfrn of the century on.

- No more would the women have; resort to all sorts of subterfuges'

to carry on importatit_work in behalf of women's sports. It had been-a.

16 -year struiggle since the section's birth under President Arnold-
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1916 as a mere committee. Recognition of that group as a full-fledged
section had been so bitterly :fought by so many men. that I seriously
doubt if the wishes of the women would,ever have been achieved until a
woman was in the presidency. 1931 and 4912 gave them their chancd,,
and at last thermal:le it.

Grace Davies carried on as chairman NSWA 1932-1934, and
Eline von Borries of Goucher College from 934 to 1936. -Under both,
NSWA prospered and settled into quiet cceptance by,,,APEA. ,After
so many years-Of struggle for a place in, sun it was alelief to have ,

peacefutcooperation. )7"

At the same time the group of women was,fighting for rights of
women's 'athletics within the Assotiation, another group of women was
also asking (or- recognition. This group wanted a section within our new
national organization to advance'fhe interests'of dance in the schools.
They had much enthusiasm and push and like the group for women's
athletics, they chafed under the- man-made restrictions that did not
hamper the other sections since they were composed mostly of men and
were not year -round workinggroups.

Throughout the years I had come to sense a difference "between the
drive of most women working in the profession compared to that of
most men I had encountered working in this field in the opening years
of the century., Many men resented a second group of women pushing
for "a place in the sun," as they-spoke of it, especially another group
intent on year-round work to promote their professional interests. The
pattern of bestirring themselves only once a year to put on a convention
seemed to many of the men to be sufficient extra work for the year
They didn't like to be stirred up too much for the advancement of
physical education. The original titles of the professional organization
had been the American Association for the Advancement of Physical
Education,(AAAPE) bin at the turn of the century the word, "advance-
ment," was deleted and the title became American Physical Education
Association (APEA). Many men seemed content to forget about that
word, "advancement," but not the women, and now another group was
pushing for attention.

At the Middle Vest Society convention in Milwaukee in 1930, a
group interested in dance got together informally °and discussed the
possibility of creating a Dance Section within APEA. Ruth Murray of
the Detroit Teachers College was named their organizing chairman. At
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the national convention which took place the following week in Boston,
there was a place on the program for a discussion of dancing in the
elementary schools, which was set up under the sponsorship of the

`College Women's Section.

This section, by the way, was another unofficial section which year
by year throughout the 1920s had been allowed to -sponsor progranis
for women's interests. One year it was called a College_Women's Sec-

tion, another, a Women's Section, depending upon who had the upper
handMrs. Persis McCurdy, assistant editor of the American Physi-
cal Education. Review, who wanted such meetings to-be for all women.
or Gertrude Dudley or Blanche Trilling, or someone else of thvollege
women directors groups who wished a chance at conventions to discuss
their own college-level problems. This was in the years before the Na-
tional Association of Physical Education for College Women. Mrs.
McCurdy resigned in 1929 so there was no conflict in 1930. But -by
then NAPECW was quite well established and the need for a College
Women's Section w;ts no longer telt so that this group let the unofficial
women's section die with the 1930 Boston meeting.

At this last meeting of the unofficial College Women's Section, the
leaders asked Dorothy LaSalle, then a graduate student at Columbia
University, to present the topic of dancing in the elementary schools. It
was a logical topic since the college directors were heading up teacher-
training work for women in many colleges by then. At the close of that
meeting the chairman was asked to present to the APEA president a
retiuest for the appointment Of a committee to study dancing in tJe
elementary schools and suggested that Miss LaSalle be appointed chair-

man of this committee. President Maroney honored the request and
added this -committee to the long list of booklet committees which he
had previously created to.prepare monographs on a great variety of.
topics published by APEA and distributed about the country on calls

for help.

As vice-president of APEA and chairman of the program committee
for the next spring convention, I asked Miss Murray and Miss LaSalle
to get together to put on a program on dance in the schools at the 1931
convention, and to include Miss LaSalle's report on her study-of dance
in the elementary schools. Miss LaSalle was asked to act as temporary
chairman to plan for a permanent organization of a Dance Section,
with Miss Murray as secretary. Miss -LaSalle could not accept the
chairmanship because of her responsibilities under Dr. Thomas D.
Wood for his part of the 1930 reports on the White House Conference
on Child Health. I then appointed Ruth Murray to take over the chair-
manship of an unofficial Dance Section, to procure signatures of 25.
APEA members to a petition for official recognition as a section, and
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to set up a program for 'the 1931 Detroit convention. At the dose of
that convention program it, would be necessary to hold a business meet-
ing, effect a permanent organization and elect a chairman for the year
1931-1932. Miss Murray accepted the appointment, prepared a pro-

10' gram and arrived at the convention in Detroit with a petition with the
necessary signatures. At, their business meeting, Mary O'Donnell of
Columbia University was selected chairman for 931-1932.

At the 1931 Council meeting the petition was presented and the
group was instructed that the Dancing Section was accepted on a year's
probation (as was the case with all groups asking f4 recognition under
the new constitution). At the next annual business meeting they were to
ask for official recognition as a permanent section. So two women's
sections were at last functioning with full official blessiqg for a year's
trial by the close of the Detroit 1931 convention.

All this was going on with considerable opposition from some men
who wanted no more women on the council with voting power and from
others angered by this group's taking over Miss LaSalle's monograph
on Dancing in the Elementary Sckols insisting. that it be/pub-
lished by a commercial publisher with the royalties accruing tio the
Dance Section to build up its own treasury. There had been enough
difficulty getting acceptance of the idea of the women's sports group
having its own treasury, and now another group of women was asking
the same privilege. Even though they had given up their commercial
publication idea and stepped into line with the other APEA booklet
committees and had their monograph published in APEA's Re-search
Quarterly (December 1931 issue), some of the men were still angry at
them for demanding special treatment and were using this as an excuse
to get enough votes to deny the women a Dance Section.

In order to save the day for them I had urged the women to give up
graciously this commercial publishing scheme but my efforts were

taken by some of that group as opposition to their total plans to estab-
lish a section. In the end I got most of the opposing men and some of
the women calmed down but it was quite a struggle because Miss
O'Donnell, their chairman, was temperamental.

The group seemed to want to do everything its own way,, regardless
of patterns of action set up for all such groups. It also seemed greatly
indisposed to live by any rules laid down bjPEA. The many bcJoklet
committees set up by President Marone), had been warned to run'iip no
expenses without authorization. The Dance Section, appropriated the
booklet committee on dance as its own special project, to which no one
really objected, except that it ignored the dictum about expenses,:-All
these monographs were to be published by the Association but-?the
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Dance Section turned its monograph over to a commercial publisher
with royalties tp be paid directly to the section. This was unknown to

us officers until the publisher, thinking the arrangement a bit out of

order, called our attention to it.

The executive committee decided that the manuscript must be re-
claimed from the publisher. To head off a quarrel with this group of

women, the Association paid the expense of the morn raphss prepara-

,,tion even though the expense had not been authorized. This brought
down upon my head in particular (since I was a woman opposing them)

the anger of Miss O'Donnell and her group. Their leader was obviously

under the intluence of the little cell of die-hard men which backed

them to make trouble for me. (The author of their monograph was not

one of this angry group, and her monograph Dancing in Elementary

Schools, which was published in the Research Quarterly, proved to be

one of the most popular of all the series of monographs.) It was. quite

enlightening' to learn, in }his unpleasant way how naggingly insistent

some women can sometimes be in their.determination to have their own

way regardless of common decisions for the common good.

I came to realize Ifter how deep was the curiosity of some of that

group about what I had written on these difficulties to others. Someone

took from my office in Lincoln, Nebraska, my complete file of corres-

pondence concerning the Dance Section. Shortly after I stepped out of

the presidencidiscovered this entire tile was missing. For almost 30

years I never knew what became of it. Then, when in the Washington

D.C. national office in 1962, as the Association's first archi(ist, I was

going through old file drawers,,,of materials accumulated before 1938

and stored away in the sub-basement. I came upon a package still

wrapped and tied just as it had been posted to Washington. It had

never been opened, but the postmarks and name and address of

sender were all obliterated by smudges so that it was impossible to tell

who had sent it or from w it had been sent. So I opened

the package and to i Itter amazeme' f Ind it was my long-lost file

of Dance. Sectio correspondence and records. Who had pilfered it

from my offi To whom had it been sent? And why? And who had

sensed its ter historical value and sent it to the National office? And

what a quee circumstance that of all people, the very one whose prop-

erty it 'was, ,uld chance to be the AAHPER archivist these many

years later an would be the one to find this collection of my personal

papers in Washington, D.C. The thief and the recipients of the thiev-

ery, if perchance they still live, will no doubt be surprised to learn that

at last I 'found my lost papers.

In the end, by April 193, the group had enough favorable votes in

the council to accept the Dance Section as a permanent group. The
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monograph was aiko in such demand that the council gave permission
for it to be published by A. S. Barnes & Co. with the royalties accruing
to the section through the APEA treasury.

However, 1, who fought so hard for this group of women to have
their wishes come true, had to bear the brunt of the displeasure of
many men over their lack of patience. Since I was in the position of
authority at the time I was the one who,had to say "No" to them on
occasion, thereby acquiring the enmity of some of the Women, too.

Today, the Dance Section has become the National Dance Associ-
ation with a large following of both men and women. It is a very
active member of our national organization.

a

B.
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Chapter X
Delights and Leftover Cares

to 4

In spite of several deep-seated worries and many little concerns, I

found some time to enjoy the Philadelphia convention of 1932, the '/
second convention over which I presided as president. This time I knew
better and arranged ahead of time for help in my suiteof rooms at the
headquarters hotel, the Benjamin Franklin. A former secretary of our
department at the University .yf Nebraska who was married and living
in Philadelphia moved into the hotel with me and became my secretary-
maid-telephone and door-ansa-rinig service. My Philadelphia friend of
Boston Normal School of Gymnastics and Wellesley College years, Mrs.
Wayne Babcock, came each day with her car and chauffeur and took
me for a drive. No matter d5ow little time I could spare she firmly
insisted that I go with her if 'only for a few blocks or for a cup of tea at
her town house in Rittenhouse Square nearby. This proved a veritable
life-saver since the MacFadden, affair had cast a gloomy mantle over
everything as far as we top -officers were concerned and we were
working under great tension. .

For another diversion, the Philadelphia Physical Education Associa-
tion and the Second Alarmers Association (Philadelphia's famous fire
followers) gave all convention delegates a trip to Valley Forge and a
picnic supper in a beautiful park. The weather was'Nnriwtrutiful. Grover
Mueller, supervisor of physical education for the Philadelphia public
schools, as our convention chairman was a superb host and manager.

A

In spite of our fears (the Depression was beginning to be felt), we
had a splendid enrollment of almost 2,000 delegatesmore than at
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Detroit. The many letters of congratulation which I received from,
all parts of the country after convention was over indicated that the
program was an unusually fine one. Nellie Lee Holt, who had made a
great hit at the Detroit convention the year before, again was a guest
speaker at a general session and again she pleased the men as well as
the women. ,(Two years later, she returned to Philadelphia to make her
home as the wife of Judge Curtis Bok.) Bill Streit of the Cincinnati
public schools, our song bird of the Middle West, organized a male
quartet which performed throughout the convention. Thiy gave us
frequent interludes of music and led the delegation in song, making a
lot of fun on several occasions.

At. the banquet Frederick Maroney was the toastmaster and never
was there a more witty one. When he introduced me as "Our Mabel,"
he was first met with astonished silence. In 1932 a woman was not
addressed by her first name in public. It was a bit of daring which only
Fritz would attempt and hope to get away with. Not only daring but
audaciously presumptuous! It seemed that every eye in that large ball-
room was riveted on me to see how I was taking this bit of impudence.
As soon as I recovered from the f4rst shock of it, amused at Fritz's
impertinence, I threw back my head in hearty laughter. The whole
room full of people burst into relieved shouts of glee. The appellation
"Our Mabel" stuck for many years but, of course, only with close
friends. Dr. R. Tait McKenzie would not be a party to such informality.
When he arose to address the gathering on "Benjdmin Franklin and
Physical Education," he first made me a courtly bow befitting the
gentleman of the old school that he,was and addressed me as "Our first
lady," a title by which the addressed me from that evening orriptil his
death six years later.

That banquet was a brilliant affair. After my insistence that all wear
evening dress for the banquet in Detroit the year before, which was a
great success, I issued no further orders for the Philadelphia banquet
trusting the more formal Easterners toset the pattern. Again practi-
cally all dressed for the occasion and gave our banquet dignity befitting
a national organization of educators. President and Mrs. Gates of the
University of Pennsylvania were our guests that evening, and also Mrs.
R. Tait McKenzie whom I met for the first time.

The following day Dr. McKenzie called for me with a car and driver
and took me to the University of Pennsylvania to show me his collection
of autographed photographs of APEA leaders through .the years and
also the original molds for his many pieces of sculpture. On the way to
his office he asked the driver to take us to his statue of Benjamin
Franklin on the campus. I told him that four summers befote I had
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seen and deeply, admired his Scottish-American monument The Call in
Princess Street Gaidens in Edinburgh, when the monument was less
than a year old. The preceding summer I had seen, and admired his
statue The Homecoming in Cambridge, England, which was nine years
old. He protested that I had "done penance enough" as he put it.
When I exclaimed about his wonderful collection of autographed photo-.,
graphs of professional friends, he asked if I would permit him to
present me with an autographed photo to start a collection of my own

and I proudly said "yes."

When I arrived home, the)romised photograph, a large one, was
there ahead of me. It bore the inscription, "To Mabel Lee, First

Woman to fill the President's chair of the APEA. 1932. Sincerely

yours, R. Tait McKenzie." All these years it has blen a cherished
possession from a man of culture and refinement, internationally
known in the world of art as well as in medical and physical education
circles. He was a little younger than my mother and I was happy to
have this opportunity to become a bit acquainteck with him. We had
before this met only most casually. I found him at once a most cordial
and friendly person. Would that I had come to know him earlier. He
would have been one to whom I could have turned for comfort, sound
advice, and support in the difficult recent months.

All of a sudden, it ,seemed, my presidency was over. There had
not been a dull momentthe first presidency with a woman at the
helm. Looking back at it from today's perspective, I see that my
second short term, the transition period, was, a disruptive, disturbing

period. As if anticipating later national unpleasant history; we had our

own APEA "cover-up" operation; a few years ahead of Britain's Cham-

berlain our own private APEA "give-in" to appease an offender io buy

"peace in/our time"; and even by 40 years foretelling "Watergate"

by our own APEA type of CIA operation "break-in" to steal papers.

After a man had followed me in the national presidency of this
double-sex organization, Mary Channing Coleman, my old roommate
of BNSG days, followed him, thus setting the pattern, still honored,
of having alternately men and women presidents. This I look upon

as a great 'compliment to both Coley and me. ,Only twice has the
pattern been broken, during the merging with NEA and during the
World War II years when we were dealing with our contemporaries
all around the worldlands where women were not yet recognized

in such top professional. offices. It was a wise and understandable
move to have William Hughes of Columbia University at the helm
at that time.
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Home again after convention, a second year's outpouring of congrat-
ulatory letters awaited me as I stepped out of national office with
women's place at long last acknowledged not only in the presidency
but in women's groups with official voting power in the council. A
letter from one man in particular (Carl Schrader) I have never for-
gotten. It said in part:

I have enjoyed working with you, and the history of the Associa-
tion when again written will refer very definitely to its first woman
prcsident. I have great admiration for you. The sea was not always
calm. But anyone can sail a boat in a still pond.

Indeed the sea had been rough at times but I had good luck and
wonderful support in most ventures and so brought our craft safely
to harbor although seriously damaged. I had learned a lot and surely
had grown a lot, tool

One reward was to gain back one more Christmas Eves and
Christmas Days with my family. Every' Eve, and many New
Year's Eves also, 1927 through 1931, found me tucked away in some
lower berth on a Pullman coach headed for or from New York City
and meetings of the Women's Division of NAAF and/or the council
meetings of APEA. Christmas of 1932 was the first in six years that
I was able to spend the actual day with Mother and my sisters and
their families.

Shortly I began to sense the price I had to pay for this honor, fortu-
nately a price set by but a few; nevertheless a price that hurt. Imme-
diately, I,began to realize that gone were the days when various women
friends would write to arrange for us to meet to take the same train to
convention or the same train home, or at convention would call my
room to arrange for us to go to meetings and meals together. I now
had to roam about by myself except for a few deeply loyal friends.
When I entered a dining room alone where a group of former friends
were together there were no longer calls to nie to join them. So I usu-
ally ate alone until a group of men would discover me alone and call
for me to join them, or until my new women friends: happened along.
As old friends dropped away new ones with larger hearts and greater
understanding now discovered mewomen whose friendships have re-
mained true and firm all these years. So it worked both ways! I was not
too aware of all this at first, for at conventions I was swamped with
business which tied up almost my every moment so that I had not time
to look about, little time to be alone.

It had been a wonderful experience even though a handful of willful
men, fearful of granting women too much, made it very uncomfortable
for me and for women -leaders in general and a handful of jealous
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women had also made it uncomfortable for, me in particular. But

the great majority of the men stood staunchly by me and the other

women and won the victory for us, for it was they who had the majority

vote. We were entering a new era in national association affairs. The

feuding between the Middle West and the national Association groups

was at an end.

A year later after still more women had become members of the
council, a small group of men complained jokingly to me that now the

women did most of the talking in council meetings, to which I replied:

"But you men have done practically all of the talking for 47 years,
surely you don't begrudge us our turn!"

"Of course not," one replied, "it is good that at last the men and
women of our profession are talking together." And all present nodded

ready assent.

Now in one more segment of our national life the struggle for women

to have an equal place in our professional organization was over!

Frederick Maroney had set the ball rolling for the new constitution

in 1930. It had gone into effect on January 1, 1931. My council

and I had put it on a one-year trial and in April 1932, saw it through

its final form and acceptance.

The committee that had drawn up this new constitution consisted

of 12 persons: 10 from the Eastern territory including the chairman,

Clifford Brownell; 6 from the Middle West group including me (then

APEA Vice-President); 3 from the South; 2 from the Southwest; and 1

from the Northlyest. The six representing the Middle West group had
forced the issue for a new constitution. Never before had a constitution

been drafted for this organization by a committee with representation
from all parts of the country. The chairman hpd given all members
opportunity to be heard repeatedly. He had carr(ed on laborious corres-
pondence in order to get this work done. It ws,democratic procedure
to the nth degree. Because of the nation-wide representation and the

democratic procedure followed in the committee work the new con-
stitution was happily received and adopted by an overwhelming major-

ity. Not until this 1931-1932 constitution was representation: on the
executive committee given to specifically defined districts as an inte-,
gral part of the national Association.
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Under my presidency, five new interests were recognized as sections:
teacher training in 1931, and recreation, men's athletics, camping,
and dancing, in 1932. Under my presidency the Women's Athletic
Section had at last achieved legal status as the National Section on
Women's Athletics.

I had one big task to complete after the 1932 conventionone that
I assigned to myselfto revise the Convention Guide which I had
prepare)d the year before following an earlier Middle West one I had
prepared in 1929-1930. I had entered national office in 1931 as had
also the secretary and the convention manager without as much as one
sheet of paper of "Do's" or "Don'ts" to, go by, without 'a guide of
any kindnot even a convention budget or a list of precedents to
follow.

There is a record that during the presidency of Charles Savage in
1926, Jay B. Nash had spoken up for a record of "how things have
been done before" as a guide to local people when putting on a con-
vention. He was backed up in this request by E. H. Arnold, a former
president. It was moved, seconded, and passed that the secretary
should prepare a statement of precedents as a guide to those who put
on conventions. However nothing came of this.

After Frederick Maroney and I had lamented together in 1930 over
the lack of written guides for action, he had appointed a Convention
Guide Committee which finally in December turned in a report of two
or three pages of mere generalitiesan utterly useless piece of work.

On October 23, 1930, I wrote President Maroney complaining th
the 1930 Convention Report was most inadequate and that as vi
president I was still finding myself lost in a sea of unanswered qu
tions. He replied October 28, reminding me that he hoped I would
be the next president and that I. would keep records to pass on to the
next convention chairman. In that day when teachers in general were
at last driving cars' in large numbers, he closed with:

I hope that I may pass the wheel of control to you with the
ignition in fine condition, the battery charged, the tires well in-
flated, the upholstery renovated, and the bikes well adapted
to national driving conditions.

And he reminded me that he had come into office two years before
with absolutely no records on file to go by as guides for action.
He in turn left me nothing.

I decided then and there that if I did not do on other thing during
my presidency I would myself make as a contribution to APEA a
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minutely detail&l Convention Set-Up Guide from my own 1929-1931

experiences.

So starting from scratch, I had devised a set of procedures. It

developed after the 1931 convention into a sizeable booklet and now as

I stepped out of office I brought it up to date and turned over to

our national office a booklet of 34 typed pages of instructions. This

was the first such record, and my successor-was the first president to

step into office, with any procedures to go by thank's to much burning

of midnight oil. Since then these procedural guidelines have been kept

up to date and as changes in procedure have develgped, a great

volume of material is now 'on file in the national office as Constant

guides.

I am proud that it was I who made the first real start in that

direction. It was an important piece of work, first for the Middle
West Distric and then for the National.

Strong nman brought the Middle West proLdures up to date in
1933. Foll wing the split of this large district into the Midwest and
Central Dis icts, C. H. McCloy worked the procedures over throughout

the year of hi entral District presidency so that he stepped out
of office with even more minutely detailed procedures for the conduct
of Central District affairs. Thus the ball, started rolling in 1931, snow-
balled until by 1934 not only the Midwest but also the national and
then the Central District had developed convention guides from my

small start:

There was another task which I felt was as important as the Con-
vention Guide. As soon as people saw the value of that piece of work,
they began clamoring for a guide to cover the many precedents and
traditions which the workers needed to be cognizant of but were not
proper for the constitution and bylaws or as convention set-up material.

So I was drafted by President Mary Coleman to draw up a set of
traditions and precedents whieTt had been in effect through the years as
the result of council and executive committee actions. It was as time-
consuming to4start that work from scratch as it was to start the Con-
vention Set-Up, but I got a fine winmittee together to help me and
from 1934 to 1939 we slaved away at it.

This committee was composed of one representative from each
District: Grover Mueller (East), Margaret Bell (Midwest), Paul Washke
(Northwest), Mary Coleman (South), Winifred Van Hagen (Southwest),

and me as chairman representing the new Central District. Ar--
,

At the San Francisco convention in 1939 we were ready with our
report which startedsout as follows:
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Recognizing that while the Constitution and Bylaws give us the
foundations for our main procedures, there are constantly many
details and minor actions' to be considered if our organization
is to function effectively and according to the wishes of the major-
ity, President Hinman appointed .,a committee in the fall of 1934
to compile a list of precedents and traditions for guidance. The
committee niade a study of the precedents that were already a
record of official action, of those' that were in use informally
but not authenticated .by official approval, and of such as might
well be inaugurated for the sake of more effective functioning
of our Association affairs.

As a result of this work, some earlier actions of the council were
rescinded as no longer in keeping with the times, Many precedents
already in practice were .given official sanction, and a few that needed
to be established for smoother functioning were adopted. This report
of many pages was ordered printed in booklet form and made available
to all workers.

k-

*

^,\

Having been so very deep into the struggle to keep the East (under
the guise of being national) from dominating the Middle West, I was
quickly sensitive to the fact that the Middle West group east of the
Mississippi River in its turn dominated,4he Middle West Society. Dr. J.
Anna Norris of the University of Minnesota, Margaret McKee of the
Des Moines public schools, and I of the University of Nebraska
(strangely enough, all three women) had been the only presidents out
of a total of 13 from west of the Mississippi in all its 21 years of
existence. And in all those years there had been but four conventions
west of the river.

For 1932-33 there was at long last one more president, Strong
Hinman, and one more convention, at Wichita, for this section, so
this seemed a good time for C. H. McCloy, Strong Hinman, and me
to raise the question of dividing the Middle West into two districts
with the Mississippi River as the dividing line. Unlike the APEA-
Middle West argument, there was no hatd feeling between the two
groups. In fact we three who thought up the split and engineered
its acceptance realized we would be in a way cutting ourselves off from
our good friends on the other side of the river. Practically no one
from west of the river attended even a district convention except when
it came west of the Mississippi; and that had been at most only
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9nce in five years. We saw a great potential for professional growth
in this territory through a division and so we started our campaign.

At first most of the small group west of the river who were accus-
tomed to going to district conventions and working- in the Middle
West Society upbraided us soundly for even suggesting such a move.
Four leading women, in particular, bitterly opposed the division. It
was difficult to get them to see the possibility of new friends in the new
group nearer home or the need for missionary work at home.

Sensing the intensity of the opposition from a few directions, we
three, jokingly adopting the sobriquet "The Three Musketeers" among
ourselves, met in secret for several sessions. Our plans and proposals
were very hush-hush until we had worked out every last detail of the
reorganization with all possible arguments, both for and against, out-
lined for a /united front, before "going public" with the final pro-
posals. We rushed the plans and presented them fo enough forward-
looking westerners to assure success and, then presented the idea to the
Middle West group as a whole. Dismayed at first, the group east
of the Mississippi asked what we were unhappy about and what they
had done to hurt our feelings. Once we explained our missionary
zeal and a complete absence_of any hard feelings about anything,
all quickly caught the idea as one for progress. Except for the few

vociferous die-hards from some of the prairie and plains states (Color-
ado, Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri),, all women who dreaded the divorce
for personal reasons alone, the plan was voted in by a big majority.
There remained only the task of getting the split officially approved
by APEA which cane about quickly.

The very next year (1933-34) found the two new groups, the Central
and Midwest District Associations, peacefully and happily at work.
(The title Midwest now replaced the old Middle West.) In a very short
time the new Midwest District Association was far larger than The old
Middle West even when it included all the states of today's two dis-
tricts, and the new Central alone had as large a membership as the old
Middle West. Our predictions came true quickly and our hopes were
more than fulfilled.

One strange outgrowth of this split has been the different way the
two groups have looked upon their combined history of 1912-1933
when they were one unit. The new Midwest considers its history to
have started in 1912 and considers as their past officers, those who

served from west of the river as well as those who served from the
eastern section. But the Central District considers its history as starting
with the year 1933'1934, ignoring the, years when all these states,
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botW'east and west of the Mississippi Rivait, were organized and func-
tioning,as one group.

It was not as if the states of the antral District had not been
organized in APEA until 1933. I am inclined to think that the fact
that one-group retained the old name Was led all unthinking ones
not interested in history to think the 'years 1912-1933 belonged only to
those who retained the old name...When a *man changes her name
in marriagg she does not consider that she Pt not lived before that
date. (0r, does she?) At least she does not claim the date of her new
name as her birth year! In 1959 I talked ,-6tiefly with the president
of the Cent* District ,about its history and I found him quite sur-
prised to learn that the states of today's Central District had any
professionalrOtganizational history before 1933.

,,
.HaVing n o heart the fact that as one of the presidents of the

nati I orga itation I knew little of its history, I resolved to correct
th ista qUickly as possible. At my first chance for such re-
searc work arly 1935, I suddenly realized that we were approach-
ing ctnr-50th.a niv6rsary and I had not heard one word about any
celelitCation. I of in touch at once with the national president, Strong
Hinman, and I arried that he, too, and apparently everyone else, was
unaware of tits important milestone. Grateful for the information, he
and his executive opmmittee quickly channelled all plans into a Golden
Anniversary convention and were lucky to be able to bring to the pro-
gram Dr. W. G. Anderson, the founder and first secretary of the
Asswiation, then long retired from his position as head of physical
educaltion University.

In tile late 1920s and early 1930s I had put in ',many years of
Ito ;isly demanding work in behalf of our professional organ-
izaLsn. 4" had taken the lead in th% settlement of the quarrels between
APEA and the independent Middle West Society. I had led in the
struggle to get APEA reorganized to function as a national organization
in fact as well as in name. Almost single-handedly and with much
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opposition I started the struggle to put the election of officers on a
democratic basis. I had engineers the end of the men's sniping at the
women over their Women's Athlet. Section. I had raised the question
of trying to force hotels to accept blacks the 9me as whites. I had
given the Association its first written set of procedures for putting
on conventions and running its affairs, and I had chaired the first
committee to collect and put into written form the precedents And tra-

ditions of our organization as guides for action. Given power by the men
I had opened the 'door to equal participation of women with men in
all organizational work on the n'ational level. By the 1940s the national
association had become accustomed to its democratic set-up and func-
tioningso accustomed to it that the newcomers, the younger genera-
tion most probably little sensed that it had not always been so.
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Chapter XI
The 1932 Olympics

and Related Excitements

The summer of 1932 brought great excitement to the United States
as host to the Tenth Olympiad in Los Angeles. It had been 28 years
since the USA had hosted an Olympiad and the entire nation was
going all out for this one.

Many organizations were planning their annual summer conventions
around the Olympic Games and California. My attorney brother-in-law
had such a convention scheduled for Los Angeles preeeding the Games,
and was driving out with his family. The NAPECW planned its meeting
for Mills College in the San Francisco Bay Area preceding a conference
of the Women's Division of NAAF to be held at the Biltmore Hotel in
Los Angeles, which in turn was to precede the First International
Recreation Congress in Los Angeles to be held for the entire week
preceding the opening of the Olympicsa full two weeks of national
meetings in which I was deeply involved.

Since 'my sister Madge and her husband and 13-year-old daughter
were driving to San Francisco to visit old friends before Earl was due
at his July convention, they invited me to make the automobile trip
with them. It was a great adventure to drive even from mid-America
to the West Coast in those days. The countryside beyond the Missis-
sippi was poorly organized for automobile tourists. It was a long tedi-
ous trip from Lincoln, Nebraska on', but a fascinating one full of re-
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minders of settling of the West. The night accommodations in what tourist
camps were available were of the crudest kind. Off at one edge of the
camp there would be a crude shack with toilets and showers for
women, and at the opposite edge a matching one for men. The cabins
were bare shacks with a floor, four walls, a roof, a door and a window
or two, and a bare electric light bulb hanging on a cord from the
center of the ceiling. They were furnished with uncomfortable beds
or cots, a crude chair or two, a wash stand with a wash bowl and a
pitcher of water, and towels hanging on nails. There were shelves
in lieu of dressers and nails all around the walls to hang clothing.
No rugs, no draperiesjust the barest necessities. Many were outfitted
with small wood-burning stoves. Some did not even hal* a lock for the
door. If you asked for a double cabin there would be a curtain strung
on a wire to divide the space into two rooms. At least it was a place
to rest with a roof over one's head.

Filling stations other than in towns were unknown; everyone carried
red containers of extra gasoline in boxes secured to the car running
boards plus containers of water for car radiators. Cars of those years
were outfitted with tool cases for "do -it- yourself' tire changing or re-
pairing.

It was another 20 years before I would venture to drive a car alone
to the West Coast. The changes in that brief time in highways, cars
and tourist accommodations were almost unbelievable.

In San Francisco, I went to Mills College where the College Women
Physical Directors were meeting for three days under the presidency
of Dr. Gertrude Moulton, of Oberlin College. I was booked as one of
five speakers for the banquet along with Neils Neilson who was attend-
ing the meetings along with Clark Hetherington, the honor guest,
Rosalind Cas'sidy, our hostess, and Dorothy Ainsworth of Smith College
with whom I was getting acquainted for the first time.

I had made rail reservations to travel by night from San Francisco to
Los Angeles. When I was invited by the Stanford University women's
staff to spend a day visiting.their campus, I accepted provided I could
arrive in San Francisco in time to claim my Pullman reservation. They
persuaded me to let them cancel that reservation and drive with them
to Palo Alto where there would not be the slightest question about
picking up another reservation as that particular train made a stop at
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Palo Alto. Arriving at Stanford, I was told by the department secretary
that there was not one Pullman ,berth available for that night. This
-threw me into a panic for just before I was leaving Lincoln, the
Women's Division in New York City had called to inform me that Mrs.
Herbert Hoover, our nation's First Lady, had just learned that Presi-
dent Hoover could not go to Los Angeles to open the 'Olympics and
therefore she would remain in Washington at his side. As Honorary
Chairman of the Women's Division she was to open their conference
July 21st. Agnes Wayman, chairman of the Women's Division, would
not be in Los Angeles either. Mrs. Hoover asked if they would ask me
to preside over that ,first evening's meeting in her place. Of course I

said, "yes," flattered to be the substitute for Mrs. Hoover.

I just had to get to Los Angeles on that night train but later calls to
the station to inquire about possible cancellations offered no encourage-
ment. By early afternoon I was greatly disturbed, but, suddenly I had
what seemed to be nothing less than a miraculous break. The USA
Men's Olympic track team and the All-Western College football team
(which was booked to play the All-Eastern College team as a special
program feature of the Olympics) had been in practice the previous two
weeks at Stanford and were leaving that night on an all-male special
Olympic train for Los Angeles. As soon as "Pop" Warner, Stanford's
football coach heard of my predicament he assured me that he could
and would find a berth for me on that train. He arranged for a berth
for me in the same coach with Lou Little, football coach of Columbia
University who was at. that time also coach of the USA Men's Track
Team. He courteously accepted me and personally introduced me to all

the men assigned to that coach. They "rolled out the red velvet carpet
for me"the only woman on that long private train full of star track
and football athletes, their trainers, managers, coaches, and assistant
coaches, and all the paraphernalia required by such a group. What a
train journey!

What an experience awaited me the next morning as that train
pulled into the Los Angeles station. One glimpse of a woman getting
off that train sent the mob into a frenzy of excitement"the Babe, the
Babe," they shriekedwell at least they had to settle for the Babe's
mother after they spotted my gray hair. Lou Little asked two of the
track stars to escort me off the train and stay with me until a police

escort came to get me out of that mob.

_dt
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Thus I arrived safely and on time to preside at the opening meeting
of theWomen's Division of NAAF, and to introduce Dr. Rufus B. von
Klein-Smid, president of the University of Southern California, who
was the 'guest speaker that evening in the ballroom of the Biltmore
Hotel. The next day I gave the keynote speech for the conference as
Mrs. Hoover had invited me to do a few months earlier since I had
been first woman president of APEA.

On July 23rd, the First International Recreation Congress opened at'
the same hotel. It was a long conference, seven days of it. My part in
that program was scheduled for the very last day so I checked out of
the hotel. It was an opportunity to visit old hometown and old Coe
College friend for a few days before Madge, Earl and young Marjorie
came from San Francisco and we took over our reservations together at
another hotel for the Olympics.

The American Physical Education Association had aligned itself
earlier with an International Congress of Physical Education which
hoped to do physiological research on the Olympic athletes. As Presi-
dent of APEA I had appointed Jay B. Nash of New York University to
represent APEA at the Congress. But at our executive committee meet-
ing in New York City in December 1931, Dr. Nash reported that the
Americans in charge of Olympic athletes (presumably the AAU officers
since J. Lyman Bingham 'was the official general manager of the athletes
for the X Olympiad) were blocking all attempts to arrange for any
physiological research on any athletes on the ground that it would have
a bad psychological effect on the contestants. The American officials,

4 all men of AAU, stood alone on this. Officials of foreign groups were
willing to permit it. However the Americans, as the host nation, had
the- last word and ruled no interviews, no observations, no experiments
of any physiological nature with any Olympic athlete.

Later, the International Congress of Physical Education turned to the
American Association of Physiologists to try to get permission but it
was also unsuccessful. The American Olympic officials were adamantly
against any research. Later the medical doctor members of the NAPECW,
'unaware of these efforts, tried to get permission to carry on physiologi-
cal research on women athletes for there were to be many women
contestants in this Olympiad, Europeans and Asiatics as well as Ameri-
cans. They, too, were refused permission.

In keeping with the ancient custom, the art,, music and drama
groups put on exhibitions, some involving competition for prizes. For
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this occasion, the University of Southern California brought to its
summer staff two of Europe's most, famous physical educatorsDoctor
Eugen Matthais, then of the University of Munich, and Doctor Carl
Diem, then the dean of the famous physical education school in Char-
lottenburg, Germany. He was looked upon as the Olympic spiritual
successor of Baron de Coubertin.

As one of its chief attractions, `The Congress staged an enormous folk
festival $;rne evening in the Rose Bowl at Pasadena, engaging many
different national groups. But I had bad luck and missed a part of the
festival. After the Women's Division conference ended and before I had
commitments with the Recreation Congress, I had a reunion with old
college friends who took me for a day at the beach. It was a new
experience to this land-loc4edgreenhorn and blissfully unaware of ,what
was happening to me as I relaxed on the beach in a scanty bathing suit
(at least scanty for conservative me) I picked up a serious sunburn. The
next day my family drove in from San Francisco and that,evening we
drove to Pasadena to attend the Folk Festival in the Rose Bowl.

About halfway through the program I began feeling dizzy and, fear-
ful that I was going to faint, I left my seat and just barely made it to a
corridor where I crumpled into a heap, unconscious. An usher blew a
sharp whistle (so I learned later) and stretcher-bearers appeafed like
magic from nowhere. In no- time they had me on a stretcher an&out of
the stadium and were on the verge of putting me into an ambulance
when my sister missed me. She heard someone sayla lady has fainted
and the Red Cross is taking her to an ambulance," called to her
husband and'they ran after the -stretcher-bearers just in times "claim
the body." As they arrived I came to and was transferred to their car
and taken to our hotel, wondering what under the sun had happened to
cause a scene like that.

On the hotel physician's orders I stayed in bed all the next day' but
the following day was up early to preside at a morning session of the
International Recreation Congriss, with delegates from 43 nations. I

felt quite all right except my legs were so swollen I could scarcely bend
my knees. But I had other things on my mind and went on rn.§ way
walking awkwardly and calling for help to mount the steps to the
platform of our conference room.

For that afternoon Dr. Charles LeRoy Lowman liad invited the
Congress delegates to visit the Orthopedic Hospital with its rather new
Memorial Building, a wonder of its day. It was added to the buildings
Dr. Lowman had built ten years earlier for what was then an Orthope-
dic Hospital-School Complex, a unique medical complex in that day for
any part of the country west -of the Alleghenies. Chartered busses would
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call immediately after lunch atithe confereke hotel to transport the
delegates to the hospital. The children were to offer a full program of
recreational games for handicapped children..

Margaret Andrews, a friend of BNSG and Wellesley years, was on
the physical therapy staff. She invited me to come 'Eally and meet Dr.
Lowman and the staff and have lunch with them before The crowd
arrived for the afternoon program. So after dismissing the morning
session, I managed to waddle off the platform and get myself to a taxi,
by now a bit alarmed at my frightfully swollen legs. As soon as I
arrived, Margaret demanded to know what was the trouble. When I
told her of my by now burning back and swollen legs and my fainting
at the Rose Bowl two days before, she took me straight to Dr. Lowman.

Thus I first met that extraordinary man who was the first surgeon
FsPecializing in orthopedics in Los Angeles and the first to build an
orthopedic center in the Southwestern United States. (In 1971 he was
named "Doctor of the Century" by the Los Angeles County Medical
Association, apci a year later was honored by the establishment of the
Charles LeRoy Lowman Chair of Orthopedic Surgery at the celebration
of his and the hospital's Fifty Years of Service With Sensitivity -1922-
1972. In 1974 he was honored by.the President of the United States for
his service to the nation.)

Introductions over, 'the doctor was solicitor s about my condition and
called his head nurse to take me in tow. She lathrmed me I had had an
attack of sun fever, treated. my legs and back with some ointment,
bandaged both legs from heels to tipper thighs, encased my upper back
in a bandage jacket, and put me in a wheelchair for the rest of the day..
From it, I joined one of the children's wheelchair volleyball teams in
the program for the delegates to the International Recreafion Congress.
The children had been playing in their wheelchairs for some time and
managed them cleverly. I was the dub of the team but they gave me a
hearty welcome.

Then Dr. Lowman ordered me back to My hotel and to bed for the
rest of the day and the next day and to drink orange juic by the quart.
Two days later I was able to join the enormous crowd heading for the,
stadium for the opening ceremonies of the Olympiad. I vowed I would
indulge in no more days on the beach.

The Tenth Olympiad opened July 30, 1932. The USA teams alone
totaled over 500 athletes. Women athletes were housed in the Chapman
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Park Hotel downtown, with bus shuttle service for them to the various
facilities to be used in competition.

The opening ceremonies with 2,000 athletes from 39 nations were
deeply impressive. They, of themselves, gave promise of a brotherhood
of man but after the athletic contests began, the inadequacies of
mankind to handle such a brotherhood began to show up. The dream
that perhaps men and women could come together from all parts of the
world Co match their athletic skills in friendly rivalry began to fade.

Of the women champions it was "Babe" Didrikson and Stella Walsh
who held most of our attentionthe "Babe" because of her bad man-
ners, social ineptness, and poor sportsmanship, and Stella Walsh of
Cleveland because of her controversial switch to enter as a member of
the Polish women's team.

As Baron de Coubertin had from the very first modern Olympiad
opposed the entrance of women in the Games, so too did we women of
the Women's Division of NAAF, NAPECW and NSWA of APEA
oppose their entrance. But since men promotors had proved too much
for us we accepted defeat and decided to observe carefully all we could
and do whatever we could to learn about the women in Olympics. To
this end a group of women of APEA got permission of Olympic
managers to go and come at their pleasure at Chapman Park Hotel
headquarters and to mingle and talk with the women athletes, except
when they were going into or engaged in contests or returning from
contests. The women physicians of the group were warned to make no
attempt to give contestants medical advice or inspection of any sort.

All this was very limiting but it was better than nothing. Dr. Gertrude
E. Moulton was one of this small group and because she was an M.D.,
she was granted .a pass in and out of Chapman Park Hotel and
permitted to ride with the athletes in their chartered bus. Later she
talked with me at length about her experiences but assuming that she
would put it all in writing from her own first-hand knowledge, I never
attempted to record what she told me. Now it seems that she never got
around to making written record of it. For this I have deep regrets.
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Chapter XII
Shorts and Leotards

By the mid 1930s shorts had become generally accepted in schools in
place of bloomers which had had a 40-year hold on the world of wo-

, men's and girls' sports and gymnastics. At first shocked at shorts, the
lay world finally adopted them and by the end of the thirties, they had
become a common sight on the streets of America's hamlets, small
towns and citiesa privilege never claimed for bloomers even at the
turn of the century.

As bloomers of an earlier day had been the symbol of a career in
physical education for women, so shorts became the new symbol. They

were worn by girls and women of all descriptions and ages but, because
of such universal acceptance as street wear and house wear as well as
for gymnastics and sports wear, they lost much of their significance as
the-symbol of a career. By the late 1970s shorts were still enjoying great
popularityalmost a 50-year vogue, far beyond any popularity bloomers

ever enjoyed.

*

As the Depression deepened and the 1930s wore on, dissension devel-
oped within the physical education profession over some aspects of
women's sports, partly because of misunderstandings and partly because
of human naturejealousies of the "ins" on the part of the "not ins."
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One of the misunderstandings was between certain leading members
of the Women's Division and certain members of a group of hockey
enthusiasts who were publishing a new popular magazine, The Sports-
woman. This misunderstanding was looked upon by some within the
profession .as a quarrel between the Women's Division itself and the
magazine, but I did not interpret it so. It came because of open criticism
by a few over-zealous leaders in the Women's Division of the field
hockey matches put on by private hockey clubs in several of our larger
cities. Personally many of us saw no harm in these matches. In fact I
rejoiced that there were women in America beyond college years who
loved to play the game enough to support several clubs around the coun-
try. As they were all promoted and managed by the women players them-
selves and, as far as I could see, absolutely free of all taint of com-
mercializationall matches were surrounded by social amenities and
devqid of intense desire to win at any costI could see no cause for criti-
cizing these efforts. To me they represented sports in an ideal situation,
the sort of thing we all claimed we would not be against if it existed any-
where.

However there was no occasion for anyone to learn how I felt about
the situation, and because several of my close friends were outspokenly
critical of these inter-club tournaments, some people apparently jumped
to the conclusion that I was equally critical. I didn't realize that I, too,
was being blamed by a few angry ones in the other camp until in an
early issue of The Sportswoman (put out by Constance Applebee of
Bryn Mawr College) the editorial of May 1931 gave me a dirty dig for
some critical remark I was reported to have made at the Women's Divi-
sion meeting of NAAF as the president of APEA in Detroit the month
before. My supporters laughed it off with me, but it angered Mary
Channing Coleman so much that she wrote the editor an angry letter or
two and finally cancelled her school's subscription to the magazine. She
sent me a copy of one of her letters which said:

Many issues of The Sportswoman have proved most disappoint-
ing in their emphasis on professional and spectacular aspects of
sports. Their rather acrimonious antagonism to the policies of the
Women's Division of NAAF has been a keen disappointment to
US.

It was this acrimonious antagonism of the group back of The Sports-
woman towards the Women's Division and its leaders that set many wom-
en against the Women's Division, an antagonism not at all deserved.
Never to my knowledge did the Women's Division ever officially take
stand against Miss Applebee's hockey clubs or her periodical but it got
the blame for the unpleasant remarks made by individuals who hap-
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pehed to be prominent in Women's ,Division work. Many others fol-

.
lowed Mary Coleman and cancelled their subscription to Miss Apple-.
bee's magazine. I held on to our Nebraska subscription for I wished to
be kept informed of their policies and criticism of Women's Division of
NSWA and APEA which, along with us women leaders in these groups,

came in for frequent abuse.

It was, certainly a non-conformist group of women back of the maga-
zine but just who "called the shots" for the editor we were never sure.
Whoever they were they hid behind Miss Applebee's skirts and we all
knew what a non-conformist she had always been. She was most capable

in her specialty, field hockeyan English woman transplanted to

America and apparently but little imbued with the idea of democracy in
sports. Although I knew nothing of her first-hand, several people told

me she had no sympathy for the great mass of girls who were "dubs" at
sports but who nevertheless hoped for some place, even though it be
lowly, in the sports activities of the day.

"-)
Aside from the occasional obvious digs at the ideals of those of us

who were fighting for the sports rights of all girls, the magazine was a
good one in the field of women's sports and served us for several years.
But finally when times grew hard and budgets were slashed I, too,
dropped our Nebraska subscription. There was no cash to spare for a
magazine that catered so exclusively to the highly-skilled sportswo-
mana type we new so little of in an area where we were still struggling

for the bare fun amentals of a physical education program.
--N..

Miss Applebee never aligned herself with the profession by work in
APEA, NSWA,,Women's Division of NAAF, not even in the National
Association of Physical Education for College Women even though she

was head of the department of physical educatidn at Bryn Mawr Col-

lege. There was an utter lack of communication between her, the
high-priestess of English field hockey in America, and the profession in
spite of the fact that so many of us women were promoting her pt
game which she, herself, had introduced to America.

Marjorie Bouve, I felt, hit the nail on the head when she, herself
extremely tolerant of the sometimes undue enthusiasm of the hockey
clique especially those in and around Boston and Philadelphia, said to
me one day laughingly, "Oh well, we just have to make allowances for

them. It is a sort of sicknesshockey feverthat they get. They almost
make a cult, a sort of religion, out of it." Agnes Wayman of Barnard

4. College always insisted that field hockey enthusiasts had a blind spot
*4----- for all other sports, all other activities. "They are all a little unbal-

anced," A nes said to me one day. "Let's hope they do not ultimately
split the ranks of women working in physical education." I never
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actually sensed this extreme enthusiasm working far away in Nebraska
where even the two largest cities in the state couldn't- come, up with
enough women to make two teams. I never was fortunAte enough to be
near any of the tournament sites when match play was in progress.'

However I most vividly recall my own efforts to whip together a
hockey club in Lincoln in the late 1920s and early 1930s. There was in
Lincoln at the time one of the largest chapters of American Association
of University Women in the country but not even among that group
could I get out enough women for weekend play, except for, a few
games with university girls which soon fizzled out. I finally reached out
to Omaha, a much larger city not too far distant, in the hopes of
organizing a Lincoln-Omaha Hockey Club. Surely the two cities to-
gether could stir up enough women who had played hockey in Vollege
and wished to keep up the fun. Even this proved but false hopes, and I
had to give up my dream of prolonging my love of playing-T-0d hockey
into middle age.

Throughout all my grown-up years I have filet few women wb red
to engage in sports beyond school years. Golf and swimming, yes-7-but
these two sports carried social status. My interests stei;nmed purely
from a love of sports for their own life-restoring, fife- refreshing, life-en-
riching values. Social-status values meant nothing,to me.

In the fall of 1931 as a woman president of APEA, I was deluged
with calls for help from superintendents of schools, prindipals of high
schools and men high school coaches assigned to coach girls' teams .
against their wishes who were being presstI by sports -promoters to'
organize their girls for AAU tournaments. Even boards of education
were being pressured when girls' ,physical education departmentS and
the school administrators failed to arouse enthusiasm for their pro*ts.
In one large city of the South the board of education capitulated' to
AAU pressure. When AAU attempted to force superintendent' of
schools to inaugurate at once a policy of interscholastios for girls,' he
wrote me begging for help in his arguments .with 'the board against this
policy.'

AAU even tried to draw into their net the few remaining private
training schools of physical educatio, hoping thus to- indoctrinate
prospective teachers, but they struck a snag when they attempted to
pressure Emil Rath, head of the Normal School of the 'American
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Gymnastics Union in Indianapolis. He, like most of us women. was all
for lots of good wholesome sports for all girls but he had no interest in
the kind of sports contests AAU wished to promote. When the pressure
on him became too concentrated, he, too, turned to APEA for help.
Pulling together we got him and his school freed of this pressure. He

tipped us off that the American College of Physical Education in
Chicago "needs help and enlightenment and needs it badly." The man-
ager of a team representing that school roamed about seeking matches
with schools and groups who would be willing to play boys' rulesthis
from a school specializing in turning out women teachers of physical
education. When the Women's Division of NAAF became aware of this
lack of standards in a professional training school, it raised the ques-
tion of APEA rating the physical education professional schools and
tossed the challenge in my lap as president of APEA. As APEA already
hall a committee at work on that question, I handed this query to the
committee.

Although few statistics were available as to what was transpiring in
the 1930s in interscholastics for girls, I have a few figures of my own.
Disturbed at what was then considered shocking costumes being worn
by girls of high schools engaged in interschool sports, the National
Section on Woman's Athletics of the American Physical Education
Association asked me in the early 1930s to make a nationwide sampling
survey of athletic and gymnastics costumes worn by girls of America.'
They also suggested that I procure information on extramural sports as
of that date. When the survey was completed the information on
extramurals made the article too long for publication so that it was
deleted. Now over 45 years later portions of it are being published for
the first time.

I received replies from 163 high schools across the country in cities
and towns ranging in size from 300,000 to 5,000 in population, which I
classified A, B, C, and D according to size. Thirty-nine percent of the
163 schools were engaging in extramural sports for girls, with the
highest percentage (49) occurring in the Class D, schools of the small-
est towns. It is probably quite safe to assume that in these schools the
only girls who were entered in the sports program were the highly
skilled. Basketball and volleyball were the sports played almost exclu-

sively by girls in theo schools.

Some state departments of education, notablyothose of New York,
New Jersey and California, concerned about the welfare of school girls
in relation to a growing interest in many towns in winning girls'
basketball teams, tried to keep the activities sane by setting up guides
for all schools, such as:
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1. No varsity practice in the sport before December 1.
2. Only two practices per week each of no more than one hour.
3. Health examination of participants by school or approved physician.
4. No contests until January.
5. No more than one game per week and that in the afternoon and

only nine per season.
6. No games that keep students away from home over night.
7. Sport in charge of properly-trained women instructors, but if from

necessity a man is in charge, he must, have special training in the
field of physical education with a woman assistant as advisor and
chaperone.

8. No girls' games in connection with boys' games.
9. No girls' games involving commercialism.,

10. No admission charge to girls' gamesthk contests to be financed
by the schools.

11. All publicity of games under control of the principal of the school
and it should emphasize the sport, not individual players.

12. No participation in games during menstrual periods.
13. Submerge these contests as much as pOssible in favor of intra-

murals.'
".fWhereas at the opening of the decade 57 percen)t of all four-year high

schools in New Jersey engaged in interschool sports for girls,. by 1933 all
had replaced interscholastic sports with intramurals.s

Of the small schools offering sports for girls none supported physical
education departments for girls. Such departments did not exist even
for boys although most assigned some male teacher to offer sports for
boys. What few small town schools did offer sports for girls offered
them only in an interscholastic setting and most with men coaches. The
men refused NSWA rules for girls, either using boys' rules or AAU
rules for girls. But these proved unsatisfactory and finally in the late
1930s by which time the Iowa Girls High School Athletic Union had be-
come nationally known, a set of basketball :rules was devised for it and
copyrighted by a sporting goods salesman. Those rules were quite ob-
viously devised with an eye to creating a sensational game for the public
to watch.

In the 1930s when this bit of educatinal nonsense was just getting
well underway across the country we women, trained in physical educa-
tion and concerned that the type of sport's offered to young girls should
be educationally sound, busied ourselves writing articles for newspapers
and periodicals and making speeches on the. subject before women's
clubs and men's service clubs. Chief among these were Ethel Perrin,
Agnes Wayman and Helen McKinstry in New York, Florence Alden in
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Oregon, J. Anna Norris in Minnesota, and Blanche Trilling in Wiscon-
sin (all graduates of BNSG, except Agnes Wayman). I, too, in Nebraska,
as well as many others in other states, was writing and giving speeches.
It was a bit of work we all entered into with missionary zeal.

In an attempt to appear exemplary in the face of criticism from
our profession and from lay people who recognized our profession
as the one best suited to set standards for women's sports, AAU
in the early? 1930s set up a National Women's Sports Committee.
None of us was able to pin anyone in AAU down as to what it was
doing or who were its members. I did find out the name and address
of' a Chicago woman who was supposed to be its chairman but in
spite of offers to meet her for formal or informal chats on various
occasions when I was to be in Chicago, I never obtained an actual
appointment. AAU wanted the public to think it wanted to cooperate
with us women professipnally trained to handle women's sports yet
avoided actual contacts with us.Apparentli to AAU, a sane and whole-

some pursuit of athletics meant nothing if it stood in the way of
a team's winning. To us women it meant a lot in behalf of girls
under our care. Therefore they were not interested in dealing with us.

Imagine our surprise when in early 1932 AAU, through Mr. J.
Lyman Bingham, chairman of AAU Women's Basketball Rules Com-
mittee, and assistant to Avery Brundage, president of AAU, invited
NSWA officials to join AAU's Girls' Basketball Rules Committee to
put out a joint set of rules. Grace Jones, then chairman of NSWA,'
ref9tred the matter to Eline von Borries, chairman of NSWA Basket-
ball Committee, and she at once got in touch with me for advice as to
APEA's stand on such a project.

I had heard so much unfavorable talk about AAU in regard to its
management of both men's and women's sports that I had no interest
in having that organization infiltrate our women's sports organizations
and committees. I had a strong feeling that to gain some semblance
of respectability they, like Bernarr McFadden, were eager to use any
opening as an excuse to seem to be associated with us. I doubted
if they had the slightest intent to cooperate with us. In fact at this
very time AAU was preparing for its Olympic try-outs in our own
University of Nebraska stadium in the coming summer. For the sole
purpose of swelling gate receipts (so I was told confidentially by a promi-
nent local businessman who was "in on the know" and unhappy about
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it) they were planning to import a women's (track team for the occasion.
Alerted about it, we women were furious since it was pure exploitation
of girl athletes. I had whipped together a local committee of promi-
nent women's club and PTA members to try to keep the women's
track team off the schedule and out of Lincoln. We were having
little success against the power of AAU, so I was in no mood to enter-
tain the thought of NSWA cooperation with that organization.

However when Eline von Borries informed me that Mr. Bingham very
much desired at least a conference with her and any others of her
choosing I agreed that we should at least talk with hiry to see if
we could convert him to our philosophy about sports for women.
Shortly Helen Hazelton, immediate past chairman of NSWA and the
current chairman of NSWA Rules Editorial Committee, and I were
to be in Columbus, Ohio, attending the convention of the Mid West
Society of Physical Education. We thought that Columbus would be a
convenient meeting place for Eline von Borries from Baltimore and
Mr. Bingham from Chicago, so a conference for the four of us
was set up for March 29, 1932, in the suite of rooms which the Middle
West Society reserved for me at the headquarters hotel, as guest of the
convention. Helen Hazelton was asked by Grace Jones, thenchairman
of NSWA, to be her official representative.

This historic APEA meeting of NSWA and AAU was held as
planned and Mr. Bingham offered NSWA the opportunity to put on
AAU's next women's basketball tournament for them in the name
of AAU. Without even conferring alone about it, we knew that APEA
would never consent to such a move even if we women desired it.
.The men leaders in APEA had for years been fighting their own pri-
vate battles with AAU over the control of men's sports. Bingham
also asked that NSWA join AAU in putting out women's basketball
rules, but he had so many strings attached to his proposals that
we were not interested beyond offering to submit his proposals to the
NSWA membership for consideration. We knew how such- a vote would
go and at the national convention a few weeks later in Philadelphia,
the members voted overwhelmingly to reject the proposals. AAU was
not as eager after all to have a joint basketball rules committee as to
have NSWA sit on its committee and be persuaded to try to convert
APEA to accept AAU's rules as NSWA's own official women's rules.
We had no interest in such a venture.

Following this I was particularly eager to talk the whole situation
over with some of our men leaders such as R. Tait McKenzie of the
University of Pennsylvania, Carl Schrader of the Massachusetts State
Department of Education, Dudley Reed of the University of Chicago,
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James Huff McCurdy of Springfield College; and. John Biown, Jr,,
of International YMCA, none of whom was in Columbus at the time
but all of whom I would probably ,see a few weeks later in Phila-
delphia. In that city I had an , opportuOty, for a.11 long talk with Dr.

McKenzie. He was recognized in purpyofession for his prudence, good

judgment and -clear thinking, arykl. told him bout the meeting in
Columbus with the AAU repretseritative, our purpose for the meeting,

and the gkt of our discus ,He expressed alarm and warned me
as president of the Am ep ,44Thysical Education Association not to

permit NSWA to be o ..W,k/even into AAU committees since, always

in the minority, it ' Uld.never be able to make. its influence felt
but through its membership would be exploited as seemingly lending
approval to AAU actions. He told me of behind-the-scenes experiences
with AAU which he and many of his friends had endured for years
over the conduct of men's athletics exclaiming that AAU little knows

what cooperation is and that it is a sup Core dictator, calling all the
shots and creating trouble.

Stay clear of that crowd. You women who want to keep women's

athletics clean in. America have in this organization the sort of
group about which you would not have the slightest knowledge

or experience in order to cope with it in your own interests. It

does not know what fair dealing or good sportsmanship is. It will

be too much for you women with your idealism. You will be
sucked in by it, used by it for whatever advantage your good
name will give it and' in the end your ideals will be besmirched.

You will have lost much and gained nothing. Have absolutely
,dealings with this organization.'

"1/44
This advice coming from so distinguished a person, an older man

of much worldly wisdom and experience and a well-known physician
who cared for health considerations in sports, left me shaken. I re-
solved that we women must do all in our power to keep the girls

and women of America out of AAU's grasp.

About this time the Women's Division of the National Amateur
Athletic Federation became deeply concerned over sports tournaments

for girls sponsored across the country by AAUtournaments shame-

lessly exploiting the girl players and bringing in large gate receipts

to the men sponsors. I had taken definite steps to use my influence

against these tournaments in my part of the country, and the national

office of the Women's Division in New York City knew they could

count on me for active support when it was needed. Therefore I

became accustomed to frequent letters and long distance calls from

that office when help was needed in Nebraska or neighboring states.
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At the ,conference with Mr. Bingham of AAU in ) Columbus, he
accused us women of being interested only in a destructive program
and against all competition of girls in sports. I decided it was time
he was informed about our intense interest in getting the great mass
of girls in America into sports programs with much competition for
all. So free of APEA presidential duties I wrote him a long letter
in January 1933, stressing our constructive program for all girls, not
just for star performers, closing with:

While we women are most interested in THE GIRL herself,
you men are most interested in the SPORT and champions. Our
differences arise entirely from this difference in emphasis.'

At this same time AAU was making a big bid to hold its national
girls' basketball tournament in Wichita, Kansas. The national office
of the Women's Division in New York City begged me to do what
I could to stop it, informing me that upon appeal from AAU represen-
tatives the Federated Women's Clubs of Wichita were considering
sponsoring the tournament. I got in touch with the leaders of that
group and told them enough to persuade them to refuse to spon-
sor the tournament. My letters to them had proved sufficient to raise
questions in their minds about the tournament. They were relieved
that they had not after all sponsored it. This led to discussion in.their
member clubs which resulted in the president of the PTA Council
calling a meeting and inviting the head of public school physical
education to discuss the matter with them. Fortunately for the cause
this person happened to be Strong Hinman who was at the time
president of the Middle West Society of Physical Education and an
ardent champion of everything we women were fighting for in correct
sports for American girls and women. The meeting closed (as reported
to the Women's Division office in New York City and relayed back to
me in Nebraska) with the women strongly opposed to bringing the
AAU tournament to their town but realizing it was too late to stop

'Q it. They decided that they could influence their husbands to refuse
to contribute any money toward the guarantee of $10,0008 demanded

4 of the group that finally did sponsor the tournament.

Because of speaking commitments, I didn't see how I could be away
so much from my University work, so I sent word to the Women's
Division that I couldn't observe the AAU tournament for them but
that I had arranged for a Wichita woman to act in my place. A
determined telephone call from New York City begged me by all means
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to be .there at least for the final evening. I changed my plans and

drove to Wichita on Thursday morning, arriving in time fora long
and shocking report from the woman who had been observing for me
also in plenty of time to take in the closing evening's events.

A week later I was hack in Wichita to attend the last convention

of the old Middle West Society of Physical Education which would

split into two new groups at its closeMidwest Association of Health,
Physical Education. and Recreation and the Central Association of
Health, Physical Education and Recreation. While there the Kansas
State Women's Division representative arranged a breakfast meeting

at which I was asked to he the speaker. The local group invited
representatives of the leading women's clubs in the city, women who
had scouted the recent tournament along with me, and a group of
women who had scouted an AAU all-city girls' basketball tournament
earlier in Kansas City put on by Miss Pattric R. O'Keefe, an elemen-

tary school physical education superviSor in that city. Miss O'Keefe
had brought down upon her head the ire of all the local women
high school physical educators. (One thing that had bothered them was

that in addition to sponsoring the AAU tournament in the first place,
she refused to use women officials who had passed NSWA top ratings

as basketball officials.) The local arrangements committee had also
persuaded the AAU Missouri Valley Commissioner to .join us. He came

and sat through my speech but hastily withdrew as I was closing

and so was not available for the discussion period that followed. But
the representatives of the Federated WoMen's Clubs, PTA, YWCA,
Business and Professional Women's Clubs and a national officer of the

American Association of University Women stayed on and we had a

long and enlightening session which swung these women firmly to our

side on the su ject of correct sports for women. All pledged to oppose

Avigorously an U tournament for women in their city again.

A week or two later, a group from all over the United States got
together at our APEA convention in Louisville. Kentucky. Agnes
Wayman, then chairman of the Women's Division, held a meeting
in which a group of us women reported on what we had observed
of women's participation in the past summer's Olympics. Agnes had
persuaded Avery Brundage, president of AAU, to take part in the pro-
gram, hoping to have him there for the discussion to follow but he was

too foxy for us. After speaking. he excused himself on pretext of

another pressing engagement, and we could not even find him later
for a private conference. He managed to elude us completely. But

we were cheered by. the large Kentucky delegation that reported that
after years of work the women physical education teachers had finally
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brought about the abolition of the Kentucky State. High School Girls'
Basketball Tournament.

The following year at our national convention in Cleveland, (when
I had to have protection from some anonymous vu i r sports follower)
we tried to tackle the problem of AAU promotio f women's sports
in that cityit was so contrary to so much that we women fought
for in correct sports for girls. The situation was made difficult because
the head of .alf physical education for the Cleveland public schools,
Floyd Rowe, was the AAU commi§sioner for that area. He refused
to see harm in anything he was promoting and was making it diffi-
cult for women physical educators on his staff who dared raise a voice
against his plans. Therefore, to leave the Cleveland women public
school teachers out of the argument, the women physical educators in
colleges of Ohio were waging the fight against his AAU efforts.
dreds of women all across the country were trying to keep the control
of women's efforts out of the hands of men sports promotors.

If I seem to have been greatly preoccupied throughout my teaching
career with dance, it was because dance more than other activities of a
physical education program was constantly changing and I felt that I
had to keep informed about its development and keep my department
up to date. Gymnastics in the 1930s had vanished generally from school
programs, and sports changed little from year to year, only a slight
modification of this or that ruls. Now and then a new sport came
along but already set as to rules and form. Swimming took on new
forms in "water ballets" and synchronized swimming which affected
our swim clubs rather than class work, but ,lance was always in a
state of unrest and change it seemed. It v, is ever demanding my
attention "not only in my early teaching years as a dance teacher
but also later as an administrator giving it a place in our departmental
program.

The soft-flowing draperies and ballet slippers of the World War I
Ira, and the 1920s, were now replaced by a garment which to the
amusement of us middle-aged and older teachers, resembled the old-
fashioned union suit of the winters of a bygone day. Called a leo-
tard, it was named after Jules Leotard, a nineteenth centur3, French
aerialist. Shortly, leotards were universally adopted, taking on all
colors of the rainbow after their introduction in somber black. Soon
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also they came in short-legged, short-sleeved cuts to lend great variety
to dance costuming.

Those students who wished to study dance as a creative expression,

not as a public display, were dependent entirely upon the forms
of dance we offered. I felt strongly that we should offer a form that
recognized the spiritual values in life in all its aspectshappiness
as well as bitterness, joy as well as frustration, triumph as well as
defeat, blessing as well as tragedy, purity as well as decay. Modern
dance, as I saw it offered by most leading exponents, depicted life only

in its negative forms.

Disturbed about this I asked some of our dance teachers abotit
this interpretion of life. I soon realized tli6t these teachers, reared
amidst our American freedoms, had experienced joy more than tragedy
and because of `their lack of despairing experiences in their personal
lives would not emulate the leaders unduly in their choice of themes
to interpret. I knew, on the other hand, that youth loves to pretend
that life is tragic, certainly not all \joy, and I did not object if a
teacher led her students into interpretations of life's realities.

With the coming of concert dancers to the world of the performing
arts such as Isadora Duncan, Ruth St. Denis, and Ted Shawn, there
arose the need to differentiate between the teaching of dance to pre -

4613are performers for the stage (since the later stage successes of Mary
Wigman, Martha Graham, Doris Humphrey, and Charles Weidman
had brought modern dance to public attention) and teaching dance
to students _so that they might know and enjoy dance as part of their
all-round education. From these two altogether different needs there
arose the argument as to where the t.iciring ..f dance belongs in a
collegein the fine arts or physiu,. education depart: ent. It seemed
to me to belong in either place with each approachir.1,, it from its
own perception of the needs of -.Jr is.

I always insisted upon proc_aing my dance Jail -Ally young
women trained first 'and foremost in physical education who would
appreciate sports and other acti ities and 1,,:yond that had specialized
in dance, not to become profe-Aional performers nor t: turn out
professional performers but to gi to our students an appreciation
for and some skill in dance as an _ducational experience. To fulfill
this requirement I sought young won-,,:n whe were prils or pupils
of pupils of Margaret H'Doubler who I t. tnrou;11 the tumultuous
years of the coming of modern dance largely from foreign sources,
had kept her American feet firmly on the ground for an American
form of modern dance.

Although what had been labelled interpretive dance in the late
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1910s and 1920s was still being offered in the early thirties in a some-
what changed form, the name gradually changed to modern dance.
The form of dance, at least that offered in the schools of America
was not as yet greatly changed from the interpretative form earlier
taught by Margaret H'Doubler at the University of Wisconsin and her
pupils scattered about the country. As modern dance developed I could
not understand why it rejected the title of interpretive that had been
coming into vogue for the past decade. But I suppose each new set
of leaders wants its own new titles to indicate in name even if not
in actuality a break with the old.

Not until German Mary Wigman came to America in the early
1930s to present her own form of dance, which was quite different
from what we had been offering as interpretive dance, did I realize
that there were two quite different forms. Repelled as I was at first
by Wigman's type of dance, I was glad that the teachers on my own
staff stuck to our American Margaret H'Doubler's forms of educational
dance. It changed from the earlier interpretive form, but did not go to
the extremes of Mary Wigman's ideas. Ultimately it did change and
took on the new name, modern dance.

In 1932 I had the pleasure of being seated next to Mary Wigman
at a luncheon on the day following her dance recital in Columbus,
Ohio. At that time Ike revealed to me a little of her sad and troubled
life during and following the Great War. This in a large measure
explained for me why the themes of her dancing were devoted so
exclusively to, interpretations of unhappy thoughts and I felt moved
to forgive her somewhat for the evening of gloom she had given us.

,

Two years later I saw our own Martha Graham in a modern dance
recital in Omaha, Nebraska, and I was repelled by her morbid por-
trayal of life through dance forms. Her recital was given in connection
with the convention of the Central Society of Physical Education so the
audience was largely physical educators. Back at the headquarters hotel
'following the program, what a scene! Most of the men had been out-
raged at calling such an activity dancing, and many of us older women
were distressed ove.redominance of cheerless, depressing interpreta-
tions of life. The complete absence of music other than percussion
instruments beati 'ng out rhythms had been irritating to many. A few
men had great fun dashing about the lobby cornering the heads of de-
partments demanding to know if we had tossed our pianos out the
window. The younger generation of women and a few older ones were
enthusiastic about this new form of creative dance.

In one way I was repelled by this new so-called modern dance
because of the fanaticism of its apostles. At one period they preached
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that it was most uneducational to dance a dance already created no
matter by how greaOn artist or to dance to music previously composed
no matter how gifted the composer. One must dance only dances
one's self or one's co-workers have created, and if to music rather
than to percussion instruments, then only to music created for that
particular dance (the music accompanies the dance and not the dance,
the music, as they put it).

I had many an argument with one dance teacher whose eternal
beating of tom-toms during her class hours was driving the rest of us
distraught day by clay. When she explained why she couldn't use piano
music at least some of the time for accompaniment, we got into a
discussion of why dancers must dance only dances which they them-
selves have composed and I asked,

"Then I suppose no singer should ever sing any song except what
she herself has composed?"

"Yes, that is so," she'replied.

"And no pianist must play any composition except her own?"

"Yes, I guess that would follow." she said.

t"And no one person hould ever read anything but what she herself,
has written?"

"You are not being fair," she cried out at me.

"It is you who are not being sensible. Just for the sake of developing
creative expression in our students, are we to discard all literature,
all music that was created before our dayeven all dances? What
could be more inspiring for students than to learn to dance to some
of Chopin's waltzes or mazurkas?" I asked.

"You simply don't undefstand modern dance," she countered. I had
to confess that I didn't.

When this form of dance tirst came into mode it distressed me
to pass through, our dance studio. I almost always found the students
writhing on the floor rolled up in little balls or crawling about groping
for the seeming 'unreachable. On the rare occasions when I would find
them up on their feet, heads thrown back. arms outstretched as if
at last they 'hay. discovered joy in livingrunning, skipping, leaping
] would be so pleased and so enthralled that I would forget my errand
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and stay on for a while. Gradually more action and less grovelling on
the floor took over and I rejoiced in the fine conditioning the dance
techniques were giving 'the studentsthe conditioning students of an
earlier generation got from gymnastics, which now, thanks to the pro-
gressivists, had fallen into such disfavor that students would never have
registered for such a course had we still offered it.

So the real reason I so enthusiastically embraced modern dance in
my departmental program I kept to myself knowing how unpopular
my reason for acceptance would be with the dance teachers of that
time. I had always been an ardent champion of gymnastics as a corner-
stone for building physical fitness. So with gymnastics gone from our
programs I now gladly seized upon modern dance which in its fun-
damental techniques was an excellent, substitute for gymnastics for body
conditioning apart from any other merits.

With the loss from the staff of both of our teachers who handled
Danish gymnastics and, without possibilities of replacements, gymnastics
were now lost to our program. We couldn't even find a pupil of Finnish
Eli Bjorksen, wh gymnastics were so popular in England. I would
have been a bit fea 1, however, of anyone who might turn our gymnastics
classes into the sort of cult worship I had witnessed in the summer of 1931
at a school of physical education near Canterbury, England. As splendid
as I thought the form of exercises to be, I was repelled by their almost
fetish worship of Bjorksen's gymnastics.

To replace gymnastics I would like to have made modern dance a re-
qnirement for all college girls but I couldn't go that far in my support
of one activity. I had to content myself with stressing dance all I could,
offering many classes and at choice hours. I thought it was a splendid
sugar-coated pill to offer the students to make up for the loss of gym-
nastics, and in a way it was even better since it offered values lacking
in the form of gymnastics which we had known. up to then.

After a while the craze for drum beating as dance accompaniment
passed, the piano was restored to the dance studio, and even music of
the masters was heard once more. Lincoln's prorninent pianist, Wilbur
Chenowith, later to become known as a composer, took an interest in
our modern dance classes after a trip to New York City in January 1930
to play some of his compositions for Rudy Valle's radio program. After
a chat with Margaret H'Doubler, he consented to compose for our uni-
versity modern dance classes and produced several outstanding selec-
tions for recitals. I soon noted that now and then students would do
some dances which others more talented than themselves had composed.
And also I noted a bit of cheerfulness, light and airiness creeping back
into the dance with Freudian ideas not so apparent in the background.
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While the "Freudian period," as some labelled it, was at its height,
Ted Shawn from the professional dance world was moved to speak of
modern dance, as presented by one of his own former and highly publi-
cized pupils, as morbid. So perhaps after all "I hadn't been too far off
in my criticism in the 1930s.

When a few young men 9 the University of Nebraska called on me
in the 1930s to ask permission to join our modern dance classes I was
glad to make room for them. I also pushed WAA to sponsor a recital
on the campus by Ted Shawn and his troupe of men dancers. It was a
great success.

Shortly after this performance one of the athletic coaches complained
that too many of the fellows were soft and needed toughening up, and
the word got into the student paper. Immediately I was on the phone
daring the complaining coach to send his softies over to the women's
gymnasium so we could put them to work in a modern dance class on
fundamental techniques that would put them in shape. He scoffed at
the idea but I said I was in dead earnest for I was sure-that the basic
techniques we taught had something worthwhile to offer his men: He
came to my office for a talk. In the end he was wilting to tifmy-plan
provided we kept it a dark secret.

a,
Our dance teacher was, enthdsiastic and agreed Wig° to the men's

gym and give the football men a sample lesson behind 'locked clpoxsi
The fellows felt sheepish :about it but went alofig with coach's "crazy
idea." At the end of ,their first sampling- they wete convinced that
modern dance had something for them-even ihmly..fn thewaY of body
conditioning. They Teti ltto line. The tedchetrayttb aeni Series, of les-

Sons and the Coach r-delighted nvethe resUlt .TAlthough theie

sons were most hush, ush, the coach apd tf fell8dls behind closed

doors *erne ardent Aloosters for-mektaking .brn dance.
:*** -1

Later we broughet,8 the campus Charles idm-an, -iirreans native

son and Americit's,-leading,,ipale expone* o mod dance. He had
started his dance career ytler Ted Shvi, and i 1928' with Doris
Humphrey, another -.pupil of the Denishawn 'opened his own

dance studio, in Isijew-York pity. °

If I didn't like' much in modfrn dance as an educatiohal (oft*,
especially themoibitt(Iileas it so frequently interpreted, I fiaci.no' quarrel

with it as a ,professional stage - offering to the public In gene . The-

'i`
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public could take it or leave it. As an educator I wanted dance as well
as sports in the schools at'least to offer creative expression and self-
enrichment forms as, well as 'wholesome exercise for the great mass of
girls and women of Ainerica. I was not interested in promoting forms
that appealed only to the highly skilled or highly emotional.

iP
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Chapter XIII
The Local Scene

of the Depression Years

The 1930s were as unforgettable because of the terrible weather,
especially in the spring and summer, as they were because of the De-
pression. Spring after spring we were harassed by terrible dust storms.
Never had I experienced catastrophes like these resulting from the
terrible widespread and long-drawn-out drought. Many a morning,
spring after spring, we found our front door stoop on the south of the
house literally buried in red dust that most surely had blown in from as

far away as Oklahomared dust not native to Nebraska or even Kan-

sas, so everyone said. The summers were distressingly hot, so hot that
people talked of frying eggs on the red-hot pavementat any rate most
everyone moved down into their basements. The laundry room double

gas-burner originally installed presumably for the wash boiler did yeo-
rogruservice as a replacement for the stove in the kitchen now deserted
for basement living. Evenings we "came up for air," shunning the still
hot screened-in side porch for the back garden which also was unbear-
able without the garden hose spraying nearby on the rare occasions
when we were permitted to use our water hose thus.

Trees 'ail over the city died and grass was burned out. The only es-
cape, summer after sunnier, seemed to be to get out of this part of the
country, which Nebraskans could quickly do with the Rockies in the
neighboring western state and the wealth of lakes and resorts in Min-
nesota and Wisconsin. My family in Iowa, Kansas and Nebraska now
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discovered for several summers Estes Park in Colorado and its wonder-
ful mountain trails.

For a few years we rented a cabin in Moraine Park at 8,000 feet
elevation. We could look across the Big Thompson River, not large at
that point, and the meadows from our front porch to the front porch of
the summer cottage of William Allen White, the nationally known
"Sage of Emporia." What all-day hiking trips we had doing thik
Bear Lake Trail, the climb up Twin Sisters: the trip to Gem Lake,
Hallet's Peak, Flattop, to boulder field of Long's Peak, Andrews Gla-
cier, and with always the climax of the trip, the Fern-Odessa Lake hike
starting at Bear Lake and ending at Brinwood. These were such won-
derful vacations, full of hiking with my sister Madge, my two brothers-
in-law (Earl the lawyer and Ted the minister, both born the year I
was), and niece Marjorie, plus a retinue of mountain cabin neighbors
from Kansas, Texas and points between. I came to feel that a year
without a chance to follow mountain trails for several weeks was a year
lost.

But the northern lakes called to us, too, and some summers we chose
them for Mother's greater enjoyment, and sortie summers we got in a
bit of both mountains and ;lakes. Then therewas the unforgettable
summer of 1931 spent roaming all over Europe` with Mother and two
friends; the auto trip to California in 1932 as related earlier; and the
summer of 1933 when a Madison, Wisconsin, friend, Elsa Fauerbach,
corralled a young niece and nephew there and I, a young niece in
Iowa and we, disappeared with them to Elsa's cousin's hunting lodge at
Bailey's Harbor across the peninsula from Green Bay.' The lodge was
miles from another cabin, so we let the three children shed their
clothing and run on the beach in the nude to their heart's content
(a 1930s sort of children's nudist camp, which' we were not too sure
we wanted to tell their parents about for fear they would consider the
maiden aunties doubtful proxy parents).

Following that escapade there was the trip of 1935 back East getting
in a bit of American Youth Hostel hiking in New England with Ger-
trude Moulton. The summer of 1938 there was a combination of north-
ern lake and Rocky Mountains when Dorothea de Schweinitz of my
Glacier Park mountain experiences of the early 1920s and I met, each
with her own car, at a resort in northern Michigan, she coming from
Washington, D.C. and I from Nebraska. A week later we decided
it was the mountains we wanted, not a lake, so we suddenly checked
out and headed for Lincoln in our two cars. From Lincoln, we went to
Estes Park, Colorado, in Dorothea's new sports car, and climbed
mountains for a week.
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In 1939 I drove with Mother to Cedar Rapids, Iowa in early June,
picking up my Iowa and Kansas sisters and meeting my Chicago sister'
at Coe College, which was conferring an honorary LL.D. degree on

me. After much festivity I headed back to Guthrie Center, Iowa to drop
off Madge, on to Lincoln to drop off Mother, on the next day to Law-
rence, Kansas to drop off lead, and then headed alone to Austin
where I was to teach at the University of Texas for the first summer
session as a guest professor.

Although most enjoyable, this my second fling at teaching in the
summer, convinced me all over again that it was not for me. I threw
myself into my work so intently the nine months of the year that I saw
once more, following a 1922 summer position, that I really needed the
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Author with her mother and three sisters in June 1939 at time of
conferring of honorary doctorate. LL. D. by Coe College. (Courtesy of
Coe College).
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summer months free for play, reading, contemplation, travel and relax-
ation. Patient Mother put up with my erratic hours without a murmur
during the regular school year, so I tried to make it up to her in the
summer by taking her with me on some trip planned with her in mind.
So this Texas summer, the minute the last class was over and grades
were in, I headed for home, picked up Mother and a new car that had
long been on order, drove to Chicago to pick up my sister Ferne and
then drove to the Canadian border for a few weeks of relaxation in a
resort near Macinac Island. From there we went East for a brief visit
with Mother's brother whom she adored but seldom saw. With the six
weeks of teaching, it proved a tiring summer and once more I vowed
never to teach in the summer. It was to be another 13 years before I
broke that vow.

Depression-years students majoring under my direction at the Uni-
versity of Nebraska became my joy in my work like those of the late
twenties. I soon realized that as they graduated I could serve them
better than the Placement Bureau functioning through the Teachers
College. The Bureau seemed to have a one-track mindall teachers of
physical education should expect to teach an academic subject along
with physical educationand it was highly critical of students who ex-
pressed a desire to teach physical education full-time.

Since my professional contacts had widened nationwide, colleges,
universities, high schools large enough to maintain full-fledged physical
education departments for girls, YWCAs, recreation departments, and
summer camps were turning to me directly to supply them with young
teachers. The Teachers College Bureau only showed an interest in
openings in public schools and since Nebraska was a state mostly of
small towns, this meant part-time physical education positions only.
They seemed to regard our department as set up primarily to serve the
Bureau so it could fill the incoming demands for teachers of English
and physical education, or history and physical education (whatever
academic subject was in current demand).

Every so often the Bureau director would demand to know why I
wasn't forcing every major in physical education to take a minor in this
or that, whether they had any feel for teaching this or that or any partic-
ular interest in it either. He even lectured me on my lack of loyalty to the
state of Nebraska, that I was sending our graduates all over the coun-
try to teach physical education full-time when Nebraska schools were
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crying for English (history or whatever) teachers. I constantly assured
him that whenever Nebraska schools would wake up and establish de-
partments of physical education to offer our graduates full-time posi-
tions, we would gladly urge them to accept these positions.

Finally giving up on me, the director tried a very direct approach.
He called the brightest physical education majors into his office one by

one and tried to persuade them to drop their major and instead special-
ize in whatever academic subject of the moment was in great demand.
"But I am not interested in teaching history" (or whatever subject was
being urged), the girls would exclaim, only to be given a stern lecture

on what did her being interested in the subject have to do with it.
Most of them weepingly came to me with stories of these annoyances.
He left one student very angry and, after repeated calls to the Bureau
director's office, she angrily poured out the whole story of these annoy-
ances to me. Since the director was so insistent that she was wasting
her time majoring in physical education, I decided that the time had
come for a showdown with the chancellor to learn which of us was
serving the university betterthe Bureau director who felt that the
desires of the public schools should be placed above those of the young
people who wanted an education, or I, who felt that the desires of the
student to get an education which would serve her to go out any place
in the entire world to engage in an activity in which she has deep inter-
est and to which she would be prepared to devote full time.

Chancellor Burnett was amazed that there should be a need even to
discuss such a matter. "01. course the students who come to the Uni-
versity of Nebraska for an education are to be served first and fore-
most. That is the main reason for the existence of the University," he
replied at once. In fact he was highly indignant that any student would
be so annoyed. He immediately phoned the dean of the Teachers Col-
lege in my presence, reported to him the reason for my being in his
office, and said that he wanted this annoyance of students stopped at
once. With that these disturbing incidents did stop.

With the subject thus brought up to the chancellor, I informed him
of the constant calls I was receiving to recommend graduates of our
department for full-timei positions in leading colleges and universities,
in large city YWCAs and high schools throughout the country, and

some from foreign countries. I was pleased with many such requests
that ended "We want a young woman who has been trair,d under your
direction, Miss Lee."

As to the young woman whom the Placement Bureau had particularly
harassed (Ruth Schellberg), she/stuck to her guns, held on to her full
major in physical education, and after a few years of teaching in a high
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school in Nebraska, the University of Minnesota and Macalester Col-
lege, she went on for the master's and doctor's degrees back East. I
finally brought her to our University of Nebraska staff a few years be-
fore I retired. After that she headed the women's department at Man-
kato State College in Minnesota until her own retirement during which
time she made an enviable place for herself not only in physical educa-
tion but also in outdoor recreation, becoming a North Woods guide,
taking through the years many canoe parties over the Canadian border
following the old trails of the early French voyageurs. (Life magazine in
its July 14, 1941 issue covered-one of her canoe trips including photo-
graphs.) She also devoted her summers for many years to camping for
girls, working her way from counselling to directorship positions in
summer camps across the country. In later years she has taken mixed

"groups of college students on dance and camping trips in Europe. One
memorable summer in the 1960s she took a group of college students
who were modern dance enthusiasts on a camping trip through Europe
with "Come dance with us" printed on a huge banner on the leading
van. Wherever they were camping they found young people to dance
with them. While teaching at. the University of Nebraska, she also
started courses in camp leadership and in canoeing. She has given
much time to the National Board of Camp Fire Girls. In 1974 the
University of Nebraska brought her back to the campus for Masters
Week, when each year outstanding alumni in diverse fields return for
meetings with students. In 1973 she was appointed archivist of the
American Association for Health, Physical Education and Recreation.

Physical education would have missed one of its finest teachers and
exponents of the good life if the University Placement Bureau Director
had persuaded Ruth Schellberg to drop the physical education major so
she would be prepared to teach physical education part-time with Eng-
lish, history or some other subject in some small town school in our
state.

When I was to preside over the first of the two conventions of my
APEA presidency and found myself domiciled in a complimentary suite
of two twin bedrooms (each with a private bathif, a large sitting room, .
and a good sized connecting hallway, I was quite overcome. There were
telephones ringing constantly in all three rooms and continuous knocks
on the door for callers and delivery of telegrams, flowers, and mes-
sages. By the time the first student from Nebraska called to see if
she could help me, she saw at once th was needed. We soon
realized that I needed two helpers to ans\ door and telephones,
do secretarial work, order meals, help t rcady for this .and that,
and even in the end to draw bath water, lay out my clothes and help
me dress. Several of my physical education majors had come to the
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convention and when they realized my predicament, they organized
an "assistants' squad." They mapped out all the hours in blocks,
7 a.m. to midnight for each day and saw to it that t(tiere were two on
the job every unit of time. What lifesavers they were and how com-
petent! Never was a president of anything better served! Almost 50
years later a couple of these girls still laugh with me about the fun
they had "giving Miss Lee free secretarial and maid service."

Those Nebraska girls have always been a great joy to work with. And
how proud I have been of the way they have used the training we gave
them, whether as teachers or homemakers.

In 1929 Dana Xenophen Bible came to Nebraska as football coach
and head of athletics after 11 years of coaching at Texas A. & M. He
stayed on for 8 years, winning 50 football games, losing 15 and tieing
7, and then left for a 10-year contract with the University of Texas
at Austin. In the sports world he is ranked among football's greatest
coaches. I rank him as also one of the greatest for a woman physical
educator to work with.

In 1937, the year before we changed chancellors again, we changed
the director, of athletics. It was with deep regrets that I saw
Dana Bible leave. The goings and comings of these athletic directors
would have concerned me little if the women's physical education
department were not dependent upon tifem for a share in the use of
parts of the athletic fields and the swimming pool in the Coliseum,
which had been installed in the summer of 1931. Also, our Women's
Athletic Association now held, at their pleasure, all concession rights
at the football and basketball games, the money from which financed
the WAA projects. I had none but most pleasant contacts with
Mr. Bible in every way.

At Coe, there had been "Prof', Ira Carrithers and Coach Eby of my
early teaching days with whom I shared a gymnasium and athletic
field most amicably, although the men always had first choice. Then at
Nebraska after an initial start in relations with both the men's physical
education and the athletic departments that were none too comfortable,
there was the pleasant but brief experience with Coach Berg and later
with Dana Bible. Now in 1937 Colonel Lawrence Jones took over as
athletic director. "Bift'' Jones, as every one called him, was a very
different type of manas much a gentleman as Dana Bible and a
charming person to meet socially, but a tough bargainer professionally.
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He was a West Point gr dua a and I soon sensed that I was dealing
with a military man, and apparently before World War II the military
was not used to dealing much with women. He always seemed a bit
surprised that I would want to discuss use of the secondary fields
never in our wildest dreams did we women imagine ourselves daring
even to ask to step foot, even in girl's soft shoes, on the sacred (varsity)

5:fpotball field.

"What is there to talk about?" he would ask. "I'll just send you
a memorandum of what you can have." With that, he would dis-
miss me, and I would come away feeling quite abused (but hiding
my feelings from him) because I had ndt been given a chance to pre-
sent otif; needs and wishes and because there 'had not been the slightest
gesture at arbitrating and adjusting. I was just "told."

Not so with Mr. Bible. He looked over the list of needs for my de-
partment and then showed .me the list for his department and that of
the men's physical education department. Then together we tried to
work everything in and agreed upon a schedule for the use of the facil-
ities. Even so, I always came away a bit disappointed, but after all I
had checked his needs against mine and felt he was justified in in-
sisting on certain choice times. With Biff Jones I never knew his needs
or whether we might have had a better break if I could have queried
him on some of the hours he kept for the men. I was merely informed
that I could use this or that at such a time. I could take it or leave it.

In later years in thinking back over these experiences I have had a
good laugh as I have come to realize that I got just_as favorable a
schedule of days and hours with Biff Jones as I ever did with Dana
Biblethe difference being merely in the way.each did it and made me
feel about it. The military way left me feeling frustrated, the civilian
way as if I were a partner in an educational venture. But I held no
grudge toward Colonel Jones for always with business affairs disposed
a he was as much as Mr. Bible a charming person. And I guess he
held no grudge toward me for wasting his time trying to discuss things
with him. Many years later after I had retired, when the Nebraska_
Rose Bowl football boys of his day were having a big reunion (and he
had returned to Lincoln for it,) I dropped in at the Cornhusker Hotel

-hoping to get a chance to say "Hello." I had no more than entered
the lobby,, thronged with men, when suddenly one circle broke open
and with no one running interference for him, Coach Jones broke loose
from the group not for a touchdown but for a passat mefor he
greeted me with a great 'big hug, swinging me off my feet. It was a
breathtaking "hello."

"My it was good to"work here at the university with you," he ex-
claimed.
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"You mean it was good bossing me about, the way you bossed all the

fellows!" I countered, and we laughed together, with the football

fellows joining in.

Before I came to Nebraska the Athletic Board had e'en WAA the
rights to parts of the concessions (candy and hamburgers) at athletic
games on a contract under Coach Dawson that called for WAA to pay

50 percent of the net profits to the Stadium Fund. When Coach Bible

came in 1929, the percentage was cut to 25 percent. The Corncobs (the

men's Pep Club) shared concession rights with the WAA but, fortun-
ately for the girls, they worked as two separate units under separate
accounts with the Athletic Board. I say "fortunately for the girls"

because they took their privilege seriously, were organized on a busi-

ness-like basis, worked hard on the job, and made good money, paying

a goodly sum into the Stadium Fund ...Filch year as well as into their

own treasury.

The boys had no business-like organization, evidently no record of
goods turned over to salesmen to sell, do accounting of monies taken

in nor of the amounts turned over by individual salesmen. This offered

easy opportunity for misappropriation of funds, and finally Coach Bible

refused to renew their contract, turning over the entire concessions
contract to the girls of the WAA.

During the Depression bank holdups were common, as were en-

counters on streets with desperados with guns who attacked anyone
suspected of having money to bank. By the time the game was over
and the salesgirls had turned in their cash and reports and were paid

their commissions, and the cashalways a large sumwas in the

money bags ready for the trip to the bank, the football crowd would

have vanished, darkness would be descending, and the few girls who

were heads of concessions would be left pretty much alone in that
almost deserted corner of the campus with only the cleanup crews at
hand. It seemed an ideal time for a holdup, and I worried for the girls'

safety and prodded them to speed up procedures to get out quickly.

The minute I saw from my office window the first of the crowd leaving

the stadium, marking the end of a game (I never could take time off

those Saturday afternoons even for a football game) I dashed to the

stadium to help them get off for the bank as fast as possible. I knew

that if there ever were a holdup these girls' parents would hav-e every

right to criticize the university authorities if no faculty member had
been with them, and as frightened as I was at the very thought of
encountering a man with a gun, I knew this was a responsibility I

could not delegate to another staff member.

What little prayers of relief I would send skyward from that stadium
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each home football game evening as I saw the girls climb safely into
the police car bound for the bank where a teller would be awaiting
them. After a bit of a false alarm one evening that left us all shaken,
I talked matters over with Coach Bible and John Selleck, who was then
business agent for athletics and student activities,' and had the cash
admission money to worry about, and it was agreed that we couldn't
run the chance of endangering those girls any longer. From then on the
girls had police protection during the game in addition to police escort
to the Coliseum where they turned over their money to Mr. Selleck who
from there on looked after it along with the athletic department
monies.

By 1938, as business was growing with an easing of the Depression,
it was increasingly difficult to get enough sales girls for football games,
so the WAA offered a 10 percent commission on all sales. This brought
out a large group of sales girls and increased net profits considerably
because of increased sales volume. That same year the girls dropped
their rights to sell at basketball games because the effort had become
scarcely worth the bother. It was about this time that the girls were
ordered by the Athletic Board to quit selling applesone of their best
sellersbecause of complaints of spectators of being hit by apple cores
carelessly thrown (perhaps some purposely so) and of cleanup squads
because of the many apple cores strewn all over the bleachers and field.
This meant a serious loss to their business but the problem was solved
when the Athletic Board compromised by ruling that cored apples
could be sold. WAA invested in an apple-coring machine, and Friday
afternoons and all of Saturday mornings of home football games, WAA
girls and most of the women's physical education staff cored apples.
No one escaped this task, and it paid off for apple sales skyrocketed
and the cost of the coring machine was soon more than written off.
What "mountains" of apples we all cored those years! What apple
eaters the Cornhusker crowds were! But then Nebraska was a great
apple-growing state!

Under Coach Jones the girls were persuaded in 1940 to give up their
rights in regard to the sale of soft drinks to give freshman football
squad fellows a chance to earn money. These items were heavy for the
girls to handle and they readily gave them up. As far as I could ever
learn, this was a chance for these fellows to put money into their own
pocketsa rather shocking thing to us women when the WAA girls
worked for the treasury of the WAA to serve all women students with
only the 10 percent commission going to the individual sales girls. This
was one pore thing that marked the gulf between men and women
over money matters in those years and all the years before. Women
weren't supposed to be paid what men earned, or even to ask for such
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or even to feel they had a right to such. However at this same time

Coach Jones got the 25 percent of net profits paid by the girls to the
Athletic Board for the privilege of the concession contract reduced to

18 percent.

In 1931 a swimming pool was installed in the basement of the coli-
seuni with the understanding that it was to be shared part-time with
women students. This meant providing dressing and shower rooms for
women all of which turned into one big headache because although the

top men in various departments made us welcome, the lower echelons of
coaches, managers and teaching staffs openly rebelled at sharing any

Out of that building with us. They made constant trouble for usfrom
student janitors to student men lifeguards who were foisted upon us to

give athletes a chance to earn money. But they felt no concern for
taking proper care of the pool and dressing rooms or for keeping their
scheduled hours, for lifeguarding, paid for by the women's department
but, on a ruling of the athletic department, not open to women guards.

And no one higher up assumed any responsibility for seeing to it that

these men athletes did the work assigned them. Sharing facilities with

men with vague ideas of good housekeeping and with little feeling of

importance for keeping to scheduled hours proved difficult everywhere

I ever taught, whether at Coe, Oregon State, Beloit or Nebraska. As
far as physical education and sports were concerned, women were
always second-class citizens. My several friends teaching in the wo-
man's world of women's colleges played in better luck in these respects.

In the fall of 1938 things at the University of Nebraska changed

markedly when Chancellor Burnett retired at the age of 72 and Chaun-

cey Samuel Boucher succeeded him. The two men were as unlike as

could be. Chancellor Burnett was slow, plodding, kindly, and in failing

health; Chancellor Boucher was alert, hard-working, impatient, young,

and motivated by some inner drive that kept him on his own toes
intellectually as well as physically, expecting that same drive of all
faculty members. Dr. Boucher had three degrees from the University of
Michigan, had done graduate work at Harvard, and had taught at
Washington University, Ohio State and at the Universities of Texas,
Wisconsin, Chicago and West Virginia. At Chicago he had been dean
of the College of Arts, Literature and Science, and at West Virginia,
president. So hebrought first-hand knowledge of many universities and

no doubt was amazed at the lack of-esprit de corps and the slow, easy-
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going tempo of faculty operations at Nebraska. It was high time, I felt,
for someone to stir up the sleepy place.

ose faculty members who liked the easy life, and, no doubt, every
cam us has some, had been having a heyday and enough of them had
succu .bed to the enticements of "flowing with the tide" that the ones
who wished "to be up and doing" felt under restraint. Now we were to
have an awakening. The energetic new chancellor usually arrived at his
office at 8 a.m. and from campus gossip it soon leaked out that by
8:01 a.m. he himself was on the, telephone calling deans and heads
of departments, and when not finding them in their offices, he would
exclaim to bewildered secretaries: "What, not in his office yet? A
new day has started! When do you expect him?" This last would
throw any secretary into a panic in a desire to protect her boss. Then
he would ask the secretary to inform her superior that the chancellor
had called at 8:01 or whatever time it was and was surprised not to
find him in. Word of this checking on the administrative officers soon
spread, and the little knots of faculty members clustered together
briefly and furtively in front of various campus buildings soon came to
mean a checking on who was the latest to be called.

Word got about from the secretaries, too. My own department sec-
retary became apprehensive that any day the chancellor would call and
learn that I was one more slacker, for I never made the slightest effort
to arrive before 9 a.m. Finally the inevitable call came and I arrived
lateQo_find the secretary in a dither of concern over me.

"The chancellor called for you at 8:03 a.m. and was surprised not to
find you here yet."

"Did he ask me to call him?"

"No, he just said, '# wonderful new day has started and she is not
here yet?' and hung up the receiver."

"Well, I will call him anyway."

"Oh, I wouldn't do that if I were you. He didn't sound in a very
good mood."

"Yes, I'm going to have it out with him right now. There'll never be
a better excuse for bringing up the topic of my personal work schedule.
He has a lot of things to learn about my work."

And so I called. He answered the phone himself.

"Oh! Chancellor Boucher," I called out blithely summoning courage
for such dramatics, "I understand you called me earlier. are such
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.a-,
a busy man t4t 1 414'1 Olould.tell you .itwill always
your time ever to try to find me in before 9 a.m."

,...,
"You meaci, you never come to work before 9 ?"

,. , 1

"That's exactly what I mean: I wish I could, tell you aboOt my
ule and the schedules of my, staff. May I cOme.to your officel'!.

"Well, well,''3{Sparently taken aback. "WellAyes, come
now."

i sue.

For some queer re son I didn't Stanc in aw o many-,

I felt he was being vj ry cockyin facti, I had classi le .s n intel-

lectual'

ntel-

lectual' smart alec who needed( to' be stood up to,. hilt I kept my
thoughts to myself. His tactics had spread a feelingdayfear among most

of the faculty members (for he had been save witte-gthers about other
things), a fear I was determined was -not going to get the better of me."
He was quite a handsome man, always well groomed and obviously
aware that he was putting up a good appearance. And because we were

on equal footing age-wise--he being just months older than II was
determined to make the most of it. I had chanced that morning to don

a severely but well-tailored suit avrid had, relieved its seeming man-
nishness by wearing a little sailor hat trimmed in a band of colorful
daisies and a blouse with frilly lace at the throat, so that I felt I could
hold my own against his smart appearance, and I sensed this to be
important in dealing with him. So I donned my hat and gloves and
putting on as jaunty an air as I could summon, fully aware that I was

in for a little "rough-going," I breezed into his office. He had re-
covered from the surprise of my insisting on seeing him.

"Well, now, let's hear your little story a to why you never come to

your office before 9."

"Indeed I don't!" I answered airily. "While most all the other fac-
ulty have departed by 3:30 and 4 p.m., my department is just swinging
into its busiest hours of the day. All of our recreational, non-elective
work comes then and on Saturdays, and my office is filled with girls
who take these free late afternoon hours and Saturdays to beg for con-
ferences and committee meetings with me. I never know what it is on
weekdays to get away before 6 and 6:30 and frequently even 7 p.m.

and then I come back two and three evenings each week for student

and faculty committee meetings."

He was amazed at this information, also interested. Until then, it

had been impossible to get a conference with him. As I rose to leave
he walked with me down the length of his office and at the door
paused before Opening it for me.

be a waste of
-
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"Now that I understand your schedule, I'll not call you again during
the 8 o'clock hour." Feeling a bit cocky, I replied jauntily, "Can I
count on this as a promise?"

" "Yes, indeed, you can!" And so I won my reprieve and told my sec-
retary she could stop worrying and suggested that this incident be a
secret just between us. There was enough talk about his cracking the
whip over everyone that I felt it would be better if no one knew of my
victory or that I, a mere woman, had stood up to him. That indeed
would have caused gossip.

Actually I had won more of a victory than I had guessed for I did
not know until later that he had been well imbued at the University of
Chicago with Robert Hutchins' skepticism about the merits of physical
education. In fact at one conference he openly boasted to me that it
was he rather than Hutchins (who got the credit for it) who had thrown
out football at the University of Chicago, at which I leaned forward,
looked him straight in the eye, and said:

"I don't think that is anything to brag about."

He looked at me for a split second in amazement at my temerity
and then relaxing, threw back his head with a great roar of laughter
which must have carried to his outer office for when I emerged a few
moments later the sedate deans, lined up waiting their turns at inter-
views, looked at me as if thunderstruck. I can well imagine that roars
of laughter emerging from that office were rare so that all w amazed
and brimming with curiosity as to who was enjoying relax chatter
with the chancellor.

But he didn't forget my brashness. A few days later when our paths
crossed on campus, he demanded to know what I really meant by that
remark, for surely I held no brief for the disrepute into which inter-
collegiate football had fallen in America. I stood by my guns but ex-
plained that although I certainly felt something drastic needed to be
done I nevertheless felt he should have done away with the evils that
had developed around the game, not the sport itself. He agreed but
pointed out the seeming impossibility of ever getting rid of the evils.
Thus the door was opened to conversations and gradually I was able
to acquaint him with what we were trying to do for the women students
through physical education, and little by little I broke down his dis-
interest in physical educationat least enough to win him over to give
my department the support we so very much needed.

After all it was not so difficult a task, for fundamentally he was
personally interested in physical education even though he refused to-

2 d
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\..\admit it to me at first. The information given out about him when he
rst arrived included the statement that he had been a distance runner

in his youth and had once held the faculty tennis championship at the
University of Texas and the faculty golf championship at the University
of Chicago. So I made the most of knowledge of these interests to
counterbalance the word that preceded his coming to the effect that he
would gladly eliminate physical education in all colleges. I knew that
the women's department at the University of Chicago, which had been

one of the nation's best before the Great War, had sadly deteriorated
of late years and perhaps he judged all departments by that one. Soon
I was able to bring Patty Berg to demonstrate golf to the students and
to be available for conferences for a couple of days. I invited him to
meet her and see her play. In his enthusiasm for that sport, the chan-
cellor came out and walked around the golf course with me and some
of my staff and students while Miss Berg played an exhibition game at
the Lincoln Country Club. Such maneuvering brought him to take a
closer look at our department and to readjust his thinking about phys-
ical eddcation in generalall to our benefit.

In an early interview with the editor of the student paper, The Daily
Nebraskan, the new chancellor had said that he had "no panaceas,
no cure-alls, no formulae for educational success." And the editor had
concluded: "Whatever he does will come from the deliberation of a
frank and open mind."' Shortly after his arrival, Chancellor Boucher
set up an administrative council composed exclusively of deans. Shortly
thereafter, he informed me that he was appointing me as a member of
this council because he felt that there should be another woman besides
the dean of women and I was the only other woman on the faculty
directly responsible to him for my work. Not being a dean, I felt like

an interloper, but the deans welcomed me cordially and later, on two

separate occasions, both they and I were glad I was there. At first I
was appalled at the new chancellor's autocratic handling of the council.

At its first meeting he unabashedly laid down the law and left no mis-
understanding as to some things he would not tolerate.

The first occasion when I was glad that I was present came when
eight of the deans were presenting their recommendations for advance-

ment in rank of their various faculty members for the coming year. At
that time the two departments of physical education were under no
college and so their recommendations had to be presented by the direc-
tors themselves. I had none to make that year, having acquired all the
advancement ranks for my staff that I sensed the "traffic would bear"
at the time and I did not wish to push too hard for too much too fast
and thus lose important future support.

Dr. Clapp appeared alone before the group to offer his two recom-
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-mendations for promotions, one for an advancement to an associate
professorship and one to an assistant professorship. Immediately
several deans spoke up against the recommendations; boldly declaring
that physical education was unworthy of such recognitions. At the same
time, they gallantly bowed to me, adding that they had no quarrel with
the full professorship conferred on the two directors, but implying that
such nonsense should stop there. From the expression on the faces of
the chancellor and the other deans it was apparent that all concurred
with this viewpoint. Their seeming assurance that physical educators
were unworthy of such recognition angered me. Amazing myself as well
as the others, I jumped to my feet and made a determined speech not
only in behalf of my profession but also in behalf of the two young men
concerned who, I declared, I personally knew to be dedicated, earnest,
hard-working teachers. My little speech turned the tide and in the end
Dr. Cla recommendations received a favorable vote. However much
more th that had been at stake. When the meeting adjourned aging
Dean LeRossignol' took me by the hand and said:

"My dear, thank you, for setting us straight. We were not being fair
to your profession."

Dr. Clapp graciously thanked me for my support and a bit more of
the high wall that had separated us for so many years came tumbling
down.

Later I came to see that that little victory had meant another impor-
tant thingthat I, a woman, heretofore trying to get the men's depart-
ment off my back and so becoming classified as a man-hater, would
fight for the interests of men in my profession when I felt the cause
was worthy. This change in my classification greatly improved my
standing among diehards critical of any woman who dared stand up
against a man for her rights. Whyt they saw I would fight for their
rights, too, the last barriers were removed between me and a few pre-
viously disapproving men.

The second occasion came a few years later when a new, young, lesser
officer came to the military department and deciding that the Univer-
sity of Nebraska was missing a great publicity opportunity not to have
drum majorettes or twirlers such as other schools were showing off to
the world, stirred up a few men students who presented to the athletic
departmeint a petition that such publicity be adopted for the footbal
games. The athletic department passed the buck to the chancel
always felt that had the athletic department wished such a noel
would have gotten away with it by going ahead on its own: This
of the buck meant to me a lack of interest. The ,chancellor turned the
petition,over to the Dean's Administrative Council but before the deans



got into a discussion .about it, the chancellor must have seen what must
have been a look of dismay on my face at such a proposal, for immedi-

ately he said:

"How about letting Miss Lee settle this matter for us? This concerns
the women students. Why shouldn't she decide whether to accept or

deny this petition?"

There were immediate cries of "Yes! Yes!" from several deans at
once and all turned to me for the decision. But I replied:

"I have a very decided opinion on such things but I think it only fair
to know how you deans feed about it."

"No, no! It makes no difference. We are in no position as are you to
know about such things," someone said. And the chancellor a bit im-

patiently exclaimed:

"Come now, your decision, Miss Lee! Shall we accept or refuse this

petition?"

"Refuse it, by all means," and before I could say another word all
broke into applause, and Dean LeRossignol seated next to me gave my
hand an approving squeeze. And so the University of Nebraska main-

tained its dignity as an educational institution. I never objected to such
performers on the vaudeville stage or in circus parades, but how could

an institution of higher learning present its comely girls prancing about

almost naked in the name of education? Thus, as long as I was an
active faculty member, I kept these inanities off the campus. I was
proud that the chancellor and deans let me make the decision for them
because although it let them all off the hook, it was an acknowledge-
ment that they would sometimes let me make a decision for them,

which did me no harm.

By the close of the 1930s, women had made a huge jump from bloom-

ers to shorts but not all of us were ready yet for the "Golden Girls" as

a part of academe.

The decade of the Depression thirties ended for my department with

a grand Fortieth Anniversary celebration which came about in a most

unexpected way. One day in ithe early fall of 1939, Chancellor Boucher
informed me that the administrative offices were cleaning house of old

records and that in the basement of the Administration Building were
several boles of materials that seemed to concern my departmental
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work. He asked if I would take a look at them and decide what should
be preserved.

"What do you know of your department history?" he asked.

"Very little for sure but a whole lot that is very confusing," I replied.

"What do you mean by that?" he responded. And I explained that
to my knowledge no official records had been preserved by the depart-
ment before my coming into the directorship, and I had been trying to
piece together the history from reminiscences of former staff members
and graduates whom. I had met in my 15 years at Nebraska. But fre-
quently such encounters only added up to confusion since these memo-
ries gave much conflicting information which could not be conclusively
settled by checking with college catalogs since these, too, often gave
inconclusive evidence. I assured the chancellor that I welcomed the
finding of any records that might possibly throw light on our history
and that I would look into the boxes of old records.

The task proved to be such grimy work from years of gathering dust
that I could not tackle it an hour here and there, throughout the work-
week. I finally had to devote many Saturday afternoons to the task
when with the chancellor's orders 'to the janitor to let me into the base-
ment storage room, I, arrayed in old clothes and a huge kitchen apron,
went at the work in all seriousness.

However, as I explained to the chancellor, we had previously made
some headway in piecing together bits of our history and collecting
important departmental records. For instance, from my very first year
at Nebraska, I had started to establish a list of all current majors and
graduates of the department before 1925. This proved an arduous and
uncertain task since the registrar's office could not help me with the
necessary data. In my third year I started to put out an annual depart-
ment newsletter to all graduating majors and former staff members
insofar as I had been able to procure names and addresses and asked
these to inform us of names missing from the lists given by years. At
that time no one who gave me information recalled when the first
major had graduated. These newsletters,proved valuable, but it was a
slow process pullirig together the department history.

In 1937 I heard Dr. Clapp say one day that Nebraska was the first
state university in the United States to offer a major in physical educa-
tion leading to an academic degree. This was the first I had heard of
such a claim in my 13 years at Nebraska, and it caught my attention
because for several years I had been told that Oberlin College gradu-
ates claimed their college to be the first of any school in this regard.
I resolved to follow up Dr. Clapp's claim as soon as time allowed.
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The next school year we had a break and were offered the services of

a National Youth Administration student for research work. I was

informed that much information I wished was availablh in old records
in the registrar's office but that we would have to dig it out for our-
selves. Now I received permission to send this student to look into these
records for us, and from this work I learned for the first time that the
University of Nebraska graduated its first student with a major in
physical education, a woman by the way, in June 1900. All of a sudden
I realized that 1940 would mark the 40th anniversary of the graduation
of Nebraska's first physical education major and since, as far as I

knew, no recognition of that event had been given in any of the pre-
ceding years, I felt strongly that we should whip up a celebration for

the spring of 1940. The majors and staff were solidly for it. And due to
a strange break just then in news from Oberlin College it turned out to
be a greater celebration than at first dreamed of.

Shortly after this, Dr. Gertrude Moulton of Oberlin CollegsInformed
me that in 1902 her college had graduated the first woman in the
United States to receive an academic degree with physical education as
her major. This date stuck in my mind. Although I had always ac-
cepted Oberlin's claim as fact, I had never known the date on which
Oberlin based its claim. 1902! And I had discovered Nebraska's date of
two years earlier. (Had Oberlin and Nebraska at that time been aware
of the 1903 article by Dr. Delphine Hanna, then head of physical edu-
cation at Oberlin College, which showed that both the University of
California and the University of Nebraska had established majors
ahead of Oberlin.' we could have spared ourselves all the red tape of a
formal challenge.)

Wanting very much in 1939 to have the exact truth from official
Oberlin records, I wrote to the registrar. The reply verified 1902 as the

date. I withheld public announcement of my finding until I could
notify the department of physical education for women at Oberlin. T6.,

my surprise, 1 learned from the outpouring of letters from Oberlin

faculty and graduates (once some of them learned of Nebraska's claim)
that Oberlin was not going to take this challenge lightly. Oberlin not
firstridiculous! Someone asked why Nebraska had kept silent all

those yearsan embarrassing cfuestion which could only be answered
satisfactorily by Nebraska eating humble pie and acknowledging the
many years of neglect of its own history.

The Oberlin partisans, unaware of Dr. Hanna's 1903 survey,

demanded proof by way of full records from the registrar's office
and early catalogs. These I gladly furnished but also asked for of-
ficial proof to back their claim.
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Lest it would seem that we were personally quarreling over this, I

wish to report that Gertrude Moulton, Oberlin's director of physical
education for women, was one of my closest friends, and this challeng-
ing back and forth took on the aspects of true historical research un-
tinged by personal feelings, at least as far as we two were concerned.
We could laugh together over the indignation of some of the more
loyal Oberlin graduates who refused to accept the facts and cede their
long-cherished claim. In fact, I am told that a few of the graduates,
these many years later, have still not forgiven me for what they called
the "unwarranted attack" on their school. I felt close ties to Oberlin
College, but in search for the truth we had to let the chips fall where
they would.

The entire school year of 1939-40 was taken up with this research
and correspondence and demands for still more proof resulting in
exchange of copies of the registrar's records of all courses taken with
dates by the earliest departmental graduate of each school, showing
exactly what was offered at each sch n,I. to be claimed as a physical
education major. Even then Oberlin 411i1= not capitulate until the elev-
enth hour of our Fortieth Anniversary celebration, but when they did
the timing was perfect for us. Just before our celebration banquet, I
received a telegram from the registrar of Oberlin College and one from
Dr. Moulton:

CONGRATULATIONS TO NEBRASKA FOR HIGH STANDARDS

SET FORTY YEARS AGO. OBERLIN FOLLOWS AND REJOICES WITH YOU..

Almost 40 years since that banquet I still smile at these memories for
ironically, it is now Nebraska's -urn to eat humble pie on this claim.
In 1972 I was researching material fc the publication of Parts I and II
of Seventy-five Years of Professional Preparation in Physical Education

for Women at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln: 18984973.5 A staff
member at the University of California (Berkeley) suggested that I

might find some interesting data, in the archives of Stanford Uni-
versity. I began corresponding with that office in the summer of 1972
and soon received official infortnation that Stanford conferred
an academic degree on its first woman to fulfill a major in physical
education in September 1899. Thus, September 1899 is the earliest
known date as of now for an academic degree to a woman with a
physical education major conferred by any college in the United States.

So much for the ups and downs of historica esearch. In a recently
published article,' I corrected my earlier publi d claim of Nebraska
being the first and acknowledged Stanford's claim, and have chal-
lenged any college or university to better Stanford's claim. Stanford
was quite unaware of its being first in this respect until I pointed it
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years after the event. What

tnelit

to them, fun historical research can

be!
quiter a 40We worked up t anniversary celebration in June 1940.

Alberta Spurck (Mrs. AlbertAlthough
not With she sent greetings from Seattle. How-INeb."1.51"1 shell."

Robinson, count
front 1c$)2 to 1924 (before my directorship)

graduate,

ever several graclaair

and many graduates" (Win all classes 1928 through 1939 did return for
Mrs. Aline .irarr Clapp who 48 years

Our two-daY progr311 thi.
We

feted to ti,aeh Indian Club swinging toearlier had comet
sub u"iversitY

the y Dung ladies a",(_, thirties
had opened many doors to women.

By the close of tpcn:."irtie%, women had made a big jump from
leotards, and from Indian Clubs to modernbloomers to .shorts a t I

dance!

*
*

Thedethpiarrtitemsebncta°1";_i Of the few women on the faculty, several
many new campus responsibilities my way be-

Yond
complained that tilefaculty

were keeping doors closed to them, but when
committees, they steadfastly refused. As a'asked to serve oilwoolen who work on committees drew more thanexult,

Our share of these
assign mamanynlents, of which were time-consuming

and thankless jobs t
hat nevertheless had to be done.

Night after night
for weeks end I would be back on campus at-

tending various faculty °I. student-faculty board or committee meetings

of /nixed groups' .1
Usually i was the only woman present. After

was a

and complaining
great tivie.wast

5crYlgl"sbit y to the chancel

trivialities, I was freed of that but pushed
chancellor who appointed me that it

faculty head of women's Panhellenic Boardseveral years of

instead into work the
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directly
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faculty nie-
committees

subtly know We were quite acceptable to doMany
inittees but should not attempt to offer ideas orsecretarial w 0 f k on
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proposals for advancing committee work. To them, we were second-
class citizens. '!

There as never a dull lament on the Student Union Board. In the
earliest, ays there was no student union building and fhatboard was
established to see that such a building be erected and that all plans be
laid for the running of it. On the board were, as I now recall, three
faculty men and one faculty woman, an alumnus and an alumna rep-,
rtsentative, and several student representatives of important student
organizations, some Barbs ("Barbarians," non-members of Greek-
named organi2ations) and some Greeks, -

It was an interesting group to work with and to obserVe, for there
was always campus "politicking" going on ip the background of many
important decisions. It was fun secretly to watch from the sidelines as
the fraternity men on the board maneuvered for good position against
the a r b's dr other Greeks, and particularly to watch two of the three
faculty men maneuvering, as they thought unobserved, to do the bid-

, ding of the particular Greeks whose interests'they were alwayseager to
further. I was often disgusted-with these two for I felt strongly that the
faculty on the:board should look after the best intereAS of all the stu-

9

dents.

For a while as the site for a building was being decided upon, then
as architects and contractors were,selected, still later as building plans
weresubmitted with important and many choices to be made, we met
frequently of evenings. It was time-consuming yet quite interesting. Fi-
nally as the building was nearing completion, .we were able' to settle
down to meetings less demanding of our time and for, discussions and
decisions, moving into the realm of care and maintenance of the build-
ing and organizaiion and administration of the activities to be carried
on there.

The building was completed in the spring of 1938, and the first
banqueilitto be served there was for the, Women's Physical Education

Club of my department.,

A fev Years later I had to take' my turn at the chairmanship of the
board. All in all I served on that Board seven or eight years. It took a
lot of time but it gave me an interesting contact with students,' faculty_
and alumni.

In the thirties our department was helping the Women's Athletic



Association select a site for and building and maintaining an outing
cabin financed by the 'profits from concessions atfoOtball games. In the

spring of 1934, we started search for a site intthe country' within five
miles of the city campus, no small task in the somewhat treeless Lin-
coln countryside. Weekend after weekend, we scoured the countryside,
hunting first for a shaded spot off the beaten path, by smile creek or
brook, and second, for a farmer who would lease us such a spot. With
no !pa, we widene our area to 10 miles and spent almost every week-
endlin the search. It toOkuntil November to find a place along Stevens
Creek, northeast oftown off Adams Street; and until the next June to
get a=lease signed, That June. the cabin was built. July the keys were

turned over to usj and by fall school opening we had it furnished and
ready for use....=three years later, to reduce the worry:over kfire from
careless girls with kerosene lamps, we had it wired fOr electricity. The
cabin was a jOylor years even though it was difficuli/o eneral

run of university women to take an interest in such .,. "vibes.

However the WAA girls, the physical education ma wo-

men's physical education staff used it constantly and enip'':,ok.Iemen-

dously.

The real joy of extra-curricular departmental work was our intra-
mural sportsOgrams put on by the Women's. Athletic Association

'4 under the s. sorship of the staff and as:an official departmental
offering. What fun the girls had!1-14W thet.miide the rafters of Grant

11,#morial Hall ring of lat fall, 'winter. and. edily 'spring late afternoons

and'SaturdaW The gredi lackeif otitdOor plaYing fields of odr own

hampered thellate spring and etrly, offeriatgS':but 'Cve always had a

good : turnout.

By the4late 1930s we .'.we offering: 1U:sports in team tournaments

and 7 iticlUb activjties,,vith bOWling, heading the list in popularity in

the -team sport<:f:rand riding headine-the club activities. The second
mdst .popUlar team sport was :volleyball, the second in club sports,
swinimiii. In team -sports there,,f011owed in this order of popularity:

soccer, baseball, deck tennis,s'Oftball, ping pong, badmin-

ton, .ssiimtriing and tennis. Of: the club sports there followed in this

order,rrnswim, club, OrchesiT Outing Club, with archery, golf and rifle
Marksmanship-. tinging up the rear together.

All 15 sororiti s on the campus and 11 independent groups entered
teams,;) the to rnaments, averaging seven sports per group. One so-

, roritY one year h d 96 percent of its total membership entered for tea_ m

tournaments.

When we started the intramural programin 1925 we were able to

--7.41tt interest only 3 percent of the women, but the idea caught on and by
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Corecreation at Nebraska during the thpression years.
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the fifth year we had 31 percent out. The percentage went up to 36
percent shortly thereafter and throughout the thirties it varied from 20
to 36 perceffe, despite lack of proper, facilities.

An interesting and highly-approved development arose in the thirties
co-recreation in the schools, in t*YM a49d YVyCAs4 and in the
community centers. Co-recreation ha existed frbm time' immemorial,
developing spontaneously wherever and whenever boys and girls or men
and women who liked to play games would get together, but this move-
ment as a school- and organization-sponsored activity was new. This
wholesome trend was clearly to the advantage of girls, even at this date
long after doors were first opened to women to take their plate 55.t the
side of men in the work-arday-world. Girls on the whole s d much
to learn even in the 193ds about living in what was (an s in the
1970s although to a lesser degree) a man's world. They alwa s have had
much to learn from boys of the "give and take" that is so much a part
of the man's world, and educators now came to see that engaging in
'sports with boys offered them an excellent educative situation for this
learning. Of course, there was much for boys to learn, too, from engag-

,,,, ing in sports with girls.
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Chapter XIV

A Multiplicity of Concerns

A "late bloomer" throughout life, I had been unusually° slow at
throwing myself into professional concerns beyond my own little teach-
ing job. But then my professional organizations had done little before
the Great War to reach the local levels beyond the eastern seaboard,
and we young teachers were awakened slowly to.kroader professional
interests. I had been teaching eight years before I plunged my first two
irons into the professional furnace (as discussed in my earlier book,
Memories of a Bloomer Girl) when I discovered the Middle West So-
ciety of Physical Education and the Middle West College Women's
Directors Society in 1918.

The 1920s presented still more irons for my professional fire when I
discovered the Women's Athletics Committee of APEA and the Ameri-
can Physical Education Association, besides the Women's Division of
the National Amateur Athletic Federation, the National Association of
Physical Education for College Women, and the State Leagues for High
School Girls' Athletic Associations. Throughout the 1930s these old
irons glowed warmltas with each passing year I -was drawn deeper into
the inner workings of each. At the same time I added four more irons.
In 1931, Earl Johnson of the Lincoln Public Schools and I founded the
Nebraska State Association of Physical Education. This followed an
unsuccessful attempt in 1926, which followed earlier attempts by others
in 1897 and 1917 each with btit brief success.'



At the turn of the century, a group of 11 questioning men, most of
them physicians and all working in physical education, led by Dr.
Luther Halsey Gulick, banded together to foster research in"the physical
education profession and to think through together thozOlillestiphic41,
basis for the professions's existence. Dr. Gulick was shortly lb preside
over the birth of the American Playground Association, arid if
Fire Girls of America. Dr. George Meylan of Columbia University,
later to :be one of the founders of the camping moverner,: in America,
had ,a;'summer camp on Sebago Lake in Maine close to the Gulick
summer .'camp, and he offered it for the annual week-long September--
get-takether of this small but dedicated group. Their young organiza-
tion was named the'American Academy of Physical Education.

Besides Dr. Gulick, then head of all physical education for the New
York City public schools, and Dr. Meylan, the other nine members
were Wilbur Bowen, founder of physical education at the University of
Nebraska but by then of the State Normal School, Ypsilanti, Michigan;
C. Ward Crampton of the New York City public schools; Clark W.
Hetherington. of the University oftMissouri, to become one of the founders
ofethAellit SCouts of America and at the time on leave of absence from
his lylisspori directorship to do advanced research on biological psy-
dicilograt the, University of Zurich; Fred 'Leonard of Oberlin College,

-, later theTrofession's first historian; Dr. James Huff McCurdy of Spring-
' field 'YMCA Trainin,g, Mang years editor of the American

pkalEdu"cati(W*Peyiew; R. Tait McKenzie of the University of
sylvanW.,laigr to becom:an internationally known sculptor; Dr.

:Pad .P C./MO.40:A erst 'College; Dr. Dudley A. Sargent of Harvard
.1.jnive city, A cipe e an, anathema to many Harvard alumni for his
;Efforts cldln house in American intercollegiate athletics, particularly

fr gotb , ..and 17r. Thomas A.L.,Storey of Leland Stanford University,
Ikter hoci state director of physical edtication in America.

spanned the continent. The organization had no officers,
no utt no,dues. The members convened informally to discuss
,etch otl r's research, and according to legendary tales that have per-
'gistecOhroligh the yearS',..much good talk for the advancement of
plysi4(al. e8ticati took' place. .

t' of this group were almost
aughf up in im troth here and abroad,

meetings h 4.11 Atigu§t' 1918, the
uthe-r Sebago camp

ne a bri frd° .Issarduous° vvar duties in
he ha h en h If - work Yin' behalf of the

an ExPedittbu FOrce. his MAI:: followed, short
f DO-ley'Sarg Cant; Fred rd; th `rg ization d ed out.
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In 1926 CI
York Unive
small group o
the profe, o
known th
McKenzi
for the

eririslOri,then head of physical' education at New
de& that the profession still seriously needed a

banded together to- advance -knowledge within
presented the idea to two others who also had

n of membership in the original AcademyR. Tait
iversity of Pennsylvania and Thomas A. Storey who

r 1 years had held the New York State Physical Director-

ship, but by 1926 had returned to Leland Stanford University. These three
invited two Others to join them as the founding group for a new
Academy of Physical Education: Dr. William Burdick, Maryland
State Physical Director, and a graduate of Oberlin College, Jay B.
Nash, a younger man whom Hetherington had met in California and
had brought to his staff at New York University. These five founders

of a revived Academy met on December 26, 1926 at the Astor Hotel
in New York City.

At this meeting, Clark Hetherington was declared organizing chair-
man and Jay B.Nash. secretary, and five more persons were invited to
join these five to make up the organizing committee. They included Dr.
James Huff McCurdy and Wilbur Bowen of the first Academy, Carl
Schrader, Massachusetts State Director of Physical Education, and Dal
Dudley B. Reed of the University of Chicago. In choosing the fifth
person, the original five gave recognition to the fact that the world had
changed since -the first Academy. The 78-year-old Woman's Suffrage
Movement had ended in victory in 1920 and oRened the doors to wo-

men in a man's world. Thus the Academy opened its doors to itsdprst
woman member, Jessie Bancroft who, for many years had been head of
girls' physical education for the public schools of Greater New York
City.

These 10 detide.erto follow the -pattern of the American Academy of
Arts and Letteis in selecting, by unanimous ballot, five new members
each year. Each member would be assigned a membership number.
Mr. Hetherington was assigned the number one spot, Tait McKenzie,
number two and the other founders numbers three through five. Those

selected 'in the next group were assigned numbers six through ten. It

wasf-now agreed that when there were 20 member!, a constitution would

be adopted; at 30 members, the charter ,rnembership,would be declared

completed, and the American Academy of Pkz,sic41 Education would be

officially born.

Before adjourning,- these 10 members unanimously 'elected S more
members, selecting Amy, Morris Homans as the one woman in the
group By then,;Miss Hor4.ns had been retired several years from..h7er

position at Wellesley Collegelut hI m4intained ficr interest and ctn.,-

tacts with the profession.
o
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Mir
In May 1928 (probably at the time and place of the AP conven-

Ection in: Baltimore), the group, now grown to 15, elected anot er group
of his time all men.

,

Aidong the next grotip of new members chosen some time in 1929,
was the third woman member, Dr. J. Anna Norris, one of Miss Ho-
mans' early graduates. She had earned a medical degree and had been
associate physician of the School of Education, University of Chicago,
for several years before going to the University of Minnesota' as director
of physical education for women, which position she held until Ittr re-
tirement. She was a s g leader not only in what we then called the
Middle West (a1)--stat s from the Alleghenies to the Rockies) but also
nationally, havirg be the guiding force in the creation of the Middle
West Society of Physical Education, the Middle West Society of Physi-
cal Education for College ,Women, plus the two recently established,
groups, National Association of Physical Education for College Women

d the Women's Division of the National Amateur Athletic Federation.

At the fifth organizing meeting held during the Christma holiday of
1929 in New York City the group elected Tait McKenzie its permanent
president. A constitution was adopted and the group proceeded to elect
the last of the charter members, adding 4 more to b;ing the total to 29
rather than the 30 originally decided upon. (Probably there was no
unanimous decision on a fifth person, with 25 members voting.)

The last group included fourth woman, Elizabeth Burchenal who
at the time, after many y With.the public schools of New York City,
was director of the American"Foli Arts Society. Elmer D. Mitchell,
C. H. McCloy and Arthur SteintLaus were the other three chosen ''to
complete the charter membershi

The predominantly men . gip
thus far taken no chances 'rThe four women ere in eves 1-

the group.

Ae. .

W111

group co
t War years were

rampton, Who had

the 29 members)? hail,
me& into membership.

ent match for the men of
,e-ra

AL,
all livineinig#112ets of the first
now members Of e'new Acad-

left the iirofe for.'private

-1 9
Two finer yet more dissimilar personalities could scarcely be imag-

ined than the persons who gave birth to thelikcadernyCldrk W: Heth-
eringtoh and R. Tait /McKenzie. Hetherington, in his early years, did
two years of graduafe4o1rk in psychology under the great G. Stanley

.tY!
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R/Tait Kenzie president of APEA four years. 1912 through 1915,
and first president -of the American Academy orPhysical Education,
1930-108. 410,

Hall and'also studied in Eurqmatig did ndt acquire advanced deli.ees
since he pteferred to do reteardi...rather than spend time at degree-
requirement courses not relater1.d$ his research. le. Tait McKenzie in
his early career was house physiciari;:to:,?he,Marquis of Aberdeen, gov-

'-e.
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Clark W. Hetherington, one of the founders of the American Play-
ground Association, 1906; .Athletic Research Society and the Missouri
Valley Athletic Conference, 1907; Poi, Scouts of America, 1910; Middle
West Society of Physical Education, 1912;., the Nationale Amateur
Athletic Federation, 1912: and the American Academy of Physical
Education, 1926.

ernor general of Canada, and held a lectureship in anatomy at McGill
University and later at the University of Pennsylvania. He had held
exhibits of his sculpture in France, Scotland, Holland, England, and
Canada as well as in the'United,States.
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Hetherington was contemplative and introspective, friendly but a bit
formidable. He was a perfectionist whose masterpieces were denied the
profession because he could not bring himself to write fini across his
several manuscripts, long contemplated and worked upon and long
awaited by an expectant profession, before death overtook him. Mc-
Kenzie, on the other hand, was an outgoing, warmhearted personality,
charming and creative. He, too, was a perfectionist, but a restrained
one whose masterpieces of sculpturing made him internationally known;
he was hailed as the first artist since the Greek Phidias to specialize in
sculpture of athletes. Despite these differences, there were many simi-
larities between the two menboth were ardent fighters for the correc-
tion of abuses in collegiate sports that were rampant in the early years
of this ceniory. Both were idealists with a great vision for our profes-
sion, Hetherington approaching it from the viewpoint of a psychologist
and educator, McKenzie from that of a physician and artist.

The newborn. Academy held its first meeting on December 30 and
31, 1930, at Hotel Pennsylvania in New York City. At the meeting the;
group gave the president authority to invite 10 to 12 men prominent in
physical education in foreign countries to bee-Olne corresponding mem-
bers. The first projects discussed were cooperation with the interna-
tional Committee of Physical Education and Sport for the 1932 Olym-
pics in Los Angeles, the offering of awards and scholarships .for excel-
lence in the profession, and the publication of lists of master's and doc-
tor's research theses to date.

At the second official meeting, December 30,-1931, also in New York
City, the charter members elected the first group of members to be
taken in under the constitution which called for a 90 percent favorable
vote of all members. The first such membership, number 30, fell to
me, with four men elected at the same time as numbers 31 through
34. 3

' Things were done most casually in the early years, chiefly, I believe,
because the president left all mundane tasks to the secretary who did
not take readily to mundane tasks. My membership certificate was not
received until over two years after my election and not until four months
later was I notified by the secretary. Thtyears after that, in January
1935 I received the first notice from the secretary that there would be
a meeting of the Academy in. Pittsburgh in April in connection with the
APEA convention.
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At that meeting, I was the only woman with 11 men, but I was by no
means a stranger in thisgathering. Our president, Dr. McKenzie, I.

had first met 10 or so years ago and had been his guest just three years
before, for an unforgettable afternoon at the University of Pennsylva-
nia. He had shown me his unusual collection of photographs in his
private office and some of his sculptured pieces in his studio in a quiet
retreat in the gymnasium. Since then he had sent me a large auto-
graphed photograph of himself to start my personal collection of photo-
graphs of leaders in the profession.

Up to then I had seen only the gracioulness and dignity of Dr. Mc-
Kenzie. I had not yet discovered .that ----4; like Old Jolyon in John
Galsworthy's Forsyte. Saga, had behind his courtly and gentle facade a
great capacity for uncompromising sternness when an occasion de-
manded it. Stich an occasion occurred the evening before our Academy
meeting. When I entered the ballroom to attend the APEA banquet,
Dr. McKenzie hastened to my side :asking if he could escort me to a
sea He led me to a small table of 8 to 10 persons. Seated across the
tal from me was a man with whorl I had had an unpleasant en-
counter a few years before. Ever since, he had nursed a grudge against
me and never let pass an opportunity to be rude. This evening proved
no exception. We were no sooner seated than he quickly seized upon
same remark of mine and, twisting it to mean something other than
what I had intended, hurled it back in a most insulting manner. I was
stunned. at this open hostility, but before I caught my breath from the
surprise, Dr. McKenzie had partially risen fforn his seat and leaning
over the tab16-qdward the offending one, held his eye with a stern look
of disapproval. The doctor never uttered a word, but his reproachful,
unrelenting gaze was sufficient reprimand. Suddenlyjn :that tense
silence the culprit pushed back his chair and hastily ,left'ilie banquet
room, not to return. With his departure, Dr. McKenzie, with a quick
apologetic smile, glanced about the table, saying, "Pardon me for the
interruption, now what were we talking about?" and'broke into light
and gay conversation. As others nervously picked up the conversation, I
whispered to him "Thank you" and he reached over and patted my
hand, whispering, "Do for et it. He isn't worthy of your concern." .

Dr. McKenzie recently b, d autographed for me a gift copy of Chris-
topher CAussey's biography of hirnself, published in London and edit-

ning illustrations of most of his pieces sculptured from 1900 through
I 7a cherished possession. I was quite overwhelmed that it was he
who had been my defender in an unpleasant episode.

At the 1935 meeting of--the Academy, C. H. McCloy of the University
of Iowa was elected secretary and he immediately pumped new life into
the infant organization. .
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For four years no new members had been elected, but by the 1936
meeting, Agnes Wayman of Barnard College, who was serving as the
third woman president of American Physical Education Association,
joined the group. She and I developed a strong friendship first forged
in work together in the Women's Division and in APEA but now
strengthened by our closer Academy fellowship.

When Dr. Mc Cloy became president-elect of APEA in the spring.
of 1936, he asked to be relieved of the Academy secretaryship. He was

replaced by Arthur H. Steinhaus of Gd'orge. Williams College, known
internationally as a specialist in physiology; of exercise; and *a:--1icturer

here and abroad. This secretaryship he,:ftlle0 most effecti,4!ely.,ftir:niany'i

years.

I was very disappointed not to ha* a reunion with Dr. McKenzie at
the 1936 spring convention. When he and Mrs. McKenzie invited me

to be their guest that coming summer atitheir summer retreat, the Mill
of Kintail4 near Alinonte, Ontirio, Canada, his boyhood hometown, I
was greatly,disappointed that I could not accept the invitation. By then
1, -.had a commitment with a publisher for my first book and felt I had
to bring that work to its conclusion. This3clecision was one of the great
mistakes of my life. I was promised a rain check on the invitation, but
fate decreed that it would never be claimed.

In April 1937 the Academy rnet in New York City"in Connection with
the APEA convention. I had vaited impatiently for thelirst Academy
meeting when our president might be presiding at a formal dinner
meeting. This time there. was no disappointment. Elizabeth Burthenal;

Agnes Waym and I were the only women present in the group of 19

male memo ers, the largest turnout the Academy had enjoyed. The
unusual charm of our president as he presided over the banquet table
was well matched, by the elegance of the members, all in formal even-
ing attire to mark the Academy's first formal dinner. The evening
before, Dr. McKenzie's statue, The Column of Youth, had been. ex-

hibited fc the first time the great ballroom of the Pennsylvania
Hotel (too. s Siatler 'e APEA banquet. Frederick Maroney

and L had been invited Kenzie to unveilThe Column This

however was not without embarrasSmentAs 'attempted to lift
the great blue chiftbn veil from my side of the tall column topped by
figures of heads of a young man and a young woman, back ,to, back, the

off
,

veil caught on something and refused to slide otf until Fritz came to
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my aid and loosened it. As I was returning to my -seat, feeling cha-
grined at my faux pas, Dr. McKenzie said to me, "It is a good omen
to have something go wrong at an unveiling."

. At the cademy dinner the next evening, Dr. McKenzie explained
how he had selected the models for The Column to represent the ideal
type of American girlhood and boyhood and how he had first studied

. these types in early Egyptian and later Eng4ish forms. From this sta-
tue, he later designed AAHPER's official seal. The statue became the
property of AAHPER and, as of the writing, is housed at the entrance
to an au ium in the NEA building in Washington, D.C.

For.m y years the profession knew practically nothing of the -exisstence of the Academy. Even we new members before election knew
little more than the rank and file of the profession. But having once
experienced the friendliness and charm of our leader and having felt
the great earnestness of his ideals for our profession, onecame away
inspired to greatei-efforts.

.4111t

It was a rare experience to see Tait McKenzie preside at a formal
dinner. He was not only a scholar, a man of culture and refinement,
but also a "gentleman of the old school" such as we like to recall in
these days of the commonprace! Even in the 1930s he represented a
type fast fading from the social scene, and to my,$reat amazement and
delight he had adopted me as if I were the daughter he never. had.

At the formal dinner in New York City Dr. McKenzie presented his
design for an Academy seala 'hand grasping a flaming torch and

aabove it second hand opened ready to receive the torch. He hoped the
Academy would bring the sacred fire to the altar, increasing knowl-
edge,'raising standards and lifting our profession to the level of other
learned professions. This was the second piece of his work we had
received within two days.

The next year we met in Atlanta, Georgia, again in connection with
the APEA national convention. (However, by then APEA had changed
its name to American Association for Health and Physical Education.)
Dr. McKenzie was his most charming self although quiet and pensive,
seeming glad just to sit back and let the rest of us carry on, happy to
be one ofour little group of 12. Before I, left home for the trip to. At-
lanta I had -received a note from him asking me to have breakfast with
him the nArni of our first session. When we met, he said he was
distressed that e nominating committee wished him to continue as
president*He ha erved for over eight years and felt that the torch
should be passed on to younger hands. The committee refused to9isten
to him and after tbi*king it over seriously he had decided to serve just

2
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acre provided 1 ,,,would be his vice president. Amazed, I re-
winwinded him that Was one of the newest members and was not even

one
of charter m

"1 need you and want
-entbers,

Yon at mY, side With tears in my eyes I gave
He his mind was firmly made up.
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,
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quiet dignity and all-en
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kindly smile and friendiy_.eyes created
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As the elirnax :f the evening. Dr, John Brow --;,tlie4dademy's vice
our president with an illumi Pi: scroll signed in

. ,- ,
., --:.

gold script by a
president

iv: living members of the Acade-in the first award
of the Academy gh 11 to our first President in recognition of hisrmany

,, toveachievements in fields of medicine, physical education, and art.

nlf. le3c1

Fie was deep,' by the beautiful scrollthis man who expected
no honors hittlse ut was usually the first to. plan honors for others.
At last a grout'ri was Paying honor to Tait McKen

The next day Elizabeth Burchenai and Dr.A McKenzie had tried. in
touchowt.vain to get 1 1 o me after lunch for a drive around the city.

Not being able..t:viLc'eate me the two had gone on and then returned

dceplY disappointed
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d- honed to find me at least to say goodbye. I was
that drive.and a leisurely afternoon

0 good
wo.fithKithhteasiei ttvv:ci
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now this. I wondered why -I had let
. ..

ra)iself get ta'.° e p in what now seem trivial professional affairs.
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when, had I been free, I could have spent the afternoon with Elizabeth,
blithe spirit that she was, and Tait McKenzie, that rare soul.

Five days later, April 28, 1938, Tait McKenzie died of a heart attack
at the age of 70. Early that spring had accepted the invitation of St.
Andrews University in Scotland o come there in' the fall to receive
an honorary doctorate, LL.D. M Gill University had so honored him

in1921, the University of Pennsyl ania in 1928 ',with the degree Di.FA.

But for this third honorary degfe death intervened.

I never received the notice of Dr. McKenzie's death
not

intotoeuacchh

Academy Fellow. Strange as it may s em (although I
''-with Philadelphia papers which gave arge space to nevvsqlf his de
I, gut in Nebraska, knew no-thing o his death until May days
later). I was attending ',the annual spri dinner of the department
majors. The out-of-state guest speaker seated n to roe, not even an
Academy smember, remarked most casually that s e osed that I,
too, had been distressed over...the news of Dr. cKehz 's death. I

was shocked beyondlatrds to get such news this fas To conceal
my sorrow I sat quite benumbedtlirouglio t the rest the dinner.

Now I suddenly sensed the reason for is insisten e (that I be his
vice prpigent. Dv sin4 .41931 when I h beco e APEA's first

fiwoman ikifesident Ife.had teasingly called me "A s rst lady." Now
that insistence ha made me the first 41/Oman president of the Acad-
emy, too. I was ov rwhelmed at the thought that this

in
was

in
all

his desire. radually we began hearing of bits his last letterspette
to old friends and in spoken words which reinterpreted after his death,
let us know that he had indeed made the supreme effort to be with us

v
for a last time in Atlanta doubting that he would ever be able to be
with. us, On'January 24 of that year he had written to William

icongratulate you on attaining your four-score I have,just
passed the three-score and ten, and only hope I

area
may a y be

against
i gs

orous as re ten from now; the betting 15
it, howevg?..

.

, .. c?
-

' In his last remarks to us in Atlanta, he had advised us not to be-
come oppressed with much machinery of organization, but instead to
protect our leisure, to have time to appraise professional movements,
to reflecteflect upon serious pieces of work, and to have leisure to taste of
comradeship.

Now wheels were set in motion by both the Academy and AAHPER
(by fall of 1938, the Association had added Recreation to its title),
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. for a memorial for this unusual man. The Academy established the R.
Tait McKenzie Lecture given 'annually at the AAHPER Convention
when an`2Ntstanding person from some field closely allied to physical
education speaks to our profession from his point of view (such
speakers as Dr. Paul Dudley White, a famous heart specialist). Prep
ceding each lecture the current Academy- president pays tribute to Tait
McKenzie. -AAHPER, which McKenzie had served' as president for
four years before World War I, devoted an entire issue of its Journal to
his memory.',

Twenty-nine years after his death, AAHPER at its 1967 convention
celebrated the 100th anniversary of his birth by establishing the R. Tait
McKenziaward for "outstanding contributions to the welfare of man
through service to the profession hand participation in the wider edu-
cation and community relationship.': A year later to my overwhelming
surpriSe I was chosen as the- first recipient of this, awardan honor
which for me was charged with emotion which the-younger leaders who
selected me could scarcely appreciate. Little did they know that Tait
McKenzie, old enough to be my father, 'had in years gone by offered

wile a rari friendship. It was -a, deeply ,fitirrinemoment to me when I
accepted the award from the stage of the St. Lo,uis Opera House which
Was tilled to capacity but probably with °nip' a few who had had the
privilege, as I had, to know this exceptional man. The words of-Roman.
Rolland in Jean Clirist6phe were with me that evening.

Everything must pass ... 'tt the contact of souls which have once
met and hailed each other amid the throng of passing shapes, that
never can be blotted out.'

Tait McKenzie, then 30 years deceased, I felt strongly inspirit by
nv side that evening. In the words of ather, also wr. ing of a 16-si
friend, "My remembrance of him will be forever green, verdant with
promise of eternal spring. I /hank Fate that in Nature's orderi g of
,things he passed my way.""

* * f

Following Dr. McKenzie's death, I, as new vice president, had the
responsibility of carrying on for the rest of the year in his place. Never
have.I felt more inadequate\ but the othef ' members rallied to ,my
assistance. We were holding out next meeting in San Francisco with

4)111' Organizing chairman, Clark Hetherington, recently retired from

Stanford University, living in retirement nearby.° Since he had returned
to California from New York he had been too frail to make the 'long
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journeys back East to Academy Meetings. The sudden death of our
president brought home to us the need to honor our other great le der
before too late.

In 1932 Tait McKenzie had first suggested that the Academy create

an aliwd for the founder of the organization'° but the Idea had become
lost wfiile getting the infant organization started. Dr. McKenzie's death
woke us and one of our earliest decisions was to present the Creative
Award for 1939 to Clark 'Hetherington. He was able to be with us at
our annual dinner" and Jay B. Nash, his protege of years gone by and
his secretary in the organizing-years of the Academy, made the presen-
tation in a happy and just-right speech.As acting president, I handed
him the Award Certificate and, suddenly touched by his frailty,. his
appealing kindliness, and -his little-boy-like shyness of the moment, I
impulsivelyikissed him on both cheek-s. It had en an emotion-charged
dinner with memory of Tait McKenzie's recent eath heavy on our
hearts and now this new 'honor to another fast- iling founder. In .
response, he told us of his efforts in the earlypOOS o found a, federal
universityefforts that met such resistance that the had to be aban-
donedthen 6f his dreams that this new Academy of Physical. Edu-
cation might become a body of leaders within the pro ssion who would
correlate and integrate research and scholarship which might be of
value. The following day he was the honor guest at a luncheon given
by the California State Association for Health and Physical Education
whenKtwas the guest speaker for the occasiononce more doing him
honor. T ee years later he died at,the age of 72.

fk,

BAore we parted 'after the 1939 meeting, the members insisted that
since 1. had carried on all the year as acting president, I now accept ,

the presidency in my own right, but I was still deeply mindful of rn)

-0--- experiences in France and England a few years before. They led me-to
see so clearly that other countries were not prepared to accept a woman )as their leader in our profession. We in America were being drawn ever
closer into the conflict already embroiling Europe and, of all our pro-r-
'fession, the Academy was the closest contact to our fellow workers

across the seas. Already we were drawn into emergency correspondence
with associate members from various parts of the world: all in a man's
world. I felt strongly that we must keep the channels of communication
open in times so troublesome to many of our European fellow-wOrkers
and that those channels could not be kept open readily with a woman
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'president. Two years later, with foreign contacts completely broken, I
.(8d accept the honor and became the Academy's first woman president.

* * *

In the thirties, professional concerns seemed to multiply. Interesting
.things were on. the move to claim attention. One, the American Youth
Hostel Movement, had grown considerably in New England. Eager to
learn about it first-hand, I persuaded Dr. Gertrude Moulton of Oberlin
College to investigate it with me in,the summer of 1935. We "did"
several hostels and afterward I contacted the movement's national
office in the hope of learning more to help me open this new door of
recreation to lily students. This resulted in several years of service in
the .AYH Association on the National Board of Directors for one year
(1943-1944) and the National Council for four years (1944-1948)..

In the 1920s I had started writing irony field. No short articles I
wrote it) later years received the recognition that my second offering
did, "The Case tor-and Against Intercollegiate Athletics for Women,"
of 1923 and its revision in 1931. The-litter was published whplly in two
periodicals and one bulletin and in part in two textbook-g,, three bul-

, letins, 4
and,several handbooks, and, reprinted in leaflets, was dis-

tributed iiy the hundreds all over the country by the Wome 's Division
of. NiNAF. Twenty-five years after the firs publication, a arge part
was reprinted verbatim in another perio cal and to my astonishment,
as the original work of another,author.

Another article publislied in the 1 20s was reprinted in three other
publications and aluither reprinted in six other publications, so with
the coming of the 1930s I was de y° into the professional writing
businessall; asois true of writings \hi most professional fields, without
pay but for,the advancement of -on-es profession. However, I turned
out 11 articles in the 1930s despite' many professional commitments in
other directions, fulfilled speaking engagements in 14 different states
and produced my first book.

Besides the several experiences previously related, I had been ap-
pointed a delegate to President Hoover's 1930 Whit, House ConferenCe

4 on Child Health ad Protection, elected the first American woman
associate ,member of the German Academy of Physical Education,
made an honorary faculty member of Mortar Board by the University
of Nebraska chapter, elected an alumna member of Phi Kappa Phi
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(honorary scientific fraternity) by the Coe Chapter, received the Honor
Award of APEA, and, to top off the decade, had garnered an'honorary
LL.D. from my alma mater, Coe College,. in recognition of leadership
in my career. It had been a most challenging and busy decade!

V

)
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Chapter XV

"A . Pretty Kettle 'of Fish"'

In the thirties I was drawn into,arguments with some leaders of the

Athletic Federation of College Women (the Athletic Conference of.

American College Women of 1917, renamed in 1933)iwho were p ing

toward intercollegiate athletics. Many' young teachers were turni to

the 'and to others of my age grotip for advice and support in holding

back on such sports programs. This angered several leaders amang
their advisors. And as some of the new leaders in NSWA had backed

the editors of The Sportswoman in attaeks on me, I who had been in

the front line of battle to get NSWA officially recognized by APEA in 1931

and 1932, now in 1936-1938 became persona non grata with -that group

too, so that I had a small group of leadets in both AFCW and NSWA

at ''swortvints with me. Tlx AFCW displeasure had little. strength

back of it nd was= short -lived but the NSWA grudge grew from 1936

on. ,1 -
_ a

Since NSWA had busied itself almost exclusively with rules-making

and promoting women's sports, and the Women's Division with stan-

dards-setting.for sports, their work was,complementary. WD's reason

) for ekistence was purely to back up the work 'NSWA was doing and in

its own endeavers to reach the 14 world to give it an understanding of

what correct athletics for girls and women in Ame ca should be. Its

"efforts were to supplement, not duplicate, NSWA.

Since NSWA was purely a pr-ofessional sr not committed in

,any way to wok lay women into its membership, the Women's Division
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became the organized connecting link between the profession of phys-
ical education and lay women interested in correct sports for women.

The birth of the Women's Division of NAAF in the twenties had
been timely. :TI forces generated for the promotion of sports for girls
by men, who apparently had little understanding of the psychology of
girls and women or of their physiological differences from men, were
too great for physical education women alone to cope with. It took an
organization of. physical edilcators plus lay persons who believed in
sports as a'valuable part of life and desired to keep them free of com-
mercialism and :exploitation. NSWA needed help to reach the lay
world. The Women's Division offered this.help.

At the organization meeting, April 6 -7, 1923, in Washington, D.C.,
over 200 delegates approved a set of 16 resolutions on the conduct of
women's sports' drawn up by a committee. headed by Dr. J. Anna
Norris. Out of these grew what came_to be Called the Women's Division
platform which was adopted at the first annual meeting in 1924 in
Chicago.'

At the April 1931 meeting in Detroit, the platform, revised in a few_
details under the chairmanship of-Helen McKinstry and with a new
plank calling for use of girls' official rules for girls' sports, was adop-
ted. Subsequently 100,000 copies of this platform were distributed all
over the United States to groups offering sports to women. It was also,
translated into German, French: Italian, Portuguese and Japariese andl
sent out to many foreign groups as well. At this meeting it was2dete0-
mined that the Women's Divisipn's second function should be_ to 'Serve
as a clearing house' for problems abatit girls' sports. This wad ' qtly
needed in the world of sports undei lay`'" promotion cOntr _a 4,

task untouched by workers in NSWA.

In April 1930 I was ofttred the position 'of field secretary, -thfil Ertingri,
created with a promise ,that Mrs. Hoover would, personally, guaranieb-'°;.
the salary and travel expenses if I could. pro-Cure two-Yea,f Wave

. -
'absence from my posiCion at the University of Nebraska. The,,,salitAy
was better than'my universityone but I felt I coulknot'accept lt, most.
impOrtantly becade I knew I was not cut out fora OA:fling poSition
or for a public relations job. My refusal turned out to be to -the t
Women's Division's great advantage for fate Jed them to Anne Hodg-

. kins, then recreation director" of the-Eaten Corhany of Toronto, Can:
ada. °

She loved the constant traveling all over the United States, meeting
many people, making speeches, and concerring 'with many co munity.
groups, 'ipreacliing the gospel" whereverhe could procure a aring.
Wherever she went, people were enthusiastic about her. When ar-
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ranged a series of meetings for her in Lincoln, I watched her in action
and studied the reason for her instant successes. Outgoing, she met

strangers head-on. I could never have matched her performance. I

reveled in watching her in action and we became warm friends. As it

, turned out, at the end of two and a half years, we were deep in the
worst of the Depression and the position had to be closed out. It was

the first year since the Women's Division was founded that Mrs.
Hoover's large check in support of the work was not forthcoming al-
though she continued her fihancial support for all the remaining years
of the organization, but on a, smaller scale.

Two years after refusing the field secretary position, I refused a place

on the executive ommittee simply because I was weary to the bone
after the responsibility' of two district spring conventions followed by

two national ones, plus my full-time work at the university, I offered

to do what I could in odds and ends of assignments to keep a finger

iri the pie, for the Women's Division work was close to nay heart. Then

with a year of fest\-(of sorts), re-entered the arena as a member of
the board of directors of the Women's Division, working on it for the
remaining seven`years of the, organization's existence,

...As the thirties wore -on, the lower echelon of workers in NSWA
began to be jealous of the Women's Division. Even as early as 1933, it
began to show. At that time WD was celebrating its 10th birthday
with a luncheon meeting in Louisville, Kentucky in connection with the
APEA convention. I was shocked to learn that some lower echelon
workers in NSWA (most assuredly not its leaders) were urging women

to boycOtt the luncheon. Others attended but openly poked fun at the
program, their bad manners annoying other guests considerably.

I wondered at the wisdom of WD holding its annual meetings in
connection with APEA. conventions (even though a large block of
APEA members, especially its leaders, were physical educators) when
the major objective of WD was to sell the principles of correct sports
for women to the lay world, which would never be reached at APEA
conventions. Oil the rare occasions when we met in New York City
apart from APEA, nationally-known men and women from the lay
world joined us. Then the Women's Division got much top rating in
metropolitan papers with interesting headlines calling attention to its
work. There were important lay people on the programs as well as
physical educatorsand we seemed to be fulfilling our mission. Meeting

so much in connection with APEA, however, apparently did not bother

the other WD members.

All this time the Women's Division was trying valiantly to bridge

the gap between physical education and the lay world interested in
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sports for girls and women. This was its unique contribution, but the
younger and newer NSWA leaders couldn't see this. Many of us felt
that this was their blind spot.

The thing that in the end caused' the Women's Division the most
concern was the animosity toward it within NSWA which should have
been its closest ally. They were allies until after the mid-1930s when a
clash of personalities and jealousies between the leaders of the two groups
developed, ultimately causing a great rift.

As early as 1930 a few whisperings were heard froth the "not ins"
that WD was controlled.by a little clique and that too mvy of them
were college teachers. The charge was somewhat true, but when Agnes
Wayman stepped out of the chairmanship of the executive committee
in 1933, the hold of the college group was broken. The chairmanship
was taken over by Edith Gates, head of physical education of the
National YWCA, followed by Anne Hodgkins from the recreation,
field, then director of the Girls' Service League of America, who was
followed by Emma F. Waterman of the physical education department
of the New YorktityVublic schools.

By 1934 whisperings came from NSWA -that there was unnecessary
overlapping of functions within the two organizations. Edith Gates,
chairman of WD's executive committee, called for a joint conference
of the leaders at the 1934 APEA convention in Cleveland to ,discuss
and, if possible, define the function of each in relation to the other.
Some lower echelon worker in NSWA raised the questions, "Why do
the two ,groups not merge?" and "Do we need both groups?" But
this conference clearly defined the functions of WD as standards set-
ting for the conduct of girls and women's sports and establishing con-
tacts with lay leaders on behalf of correct sports for American girls
outside the schools. NSWA was described as the rules-making body
for sports for girls and women and the contact group for the schools
and colleges in the field Of girls' sports. The leaders of both groups felt
that both organizations were needed. Each had its own special function
to perform in behalf of both.

By 1935, NSWA, then under the chairmanship of Eline von Borries,
had grown tremendously in its working personnel. It supported an
executive committee of eight members, a legislative board of 19 mem-
bers with a representative from each ,APEA district, two representatives
from the Women's Division (NSWA had reciprocal representation on
the WD executive committee), five advisers, and six members-at-large.
Of these 27 top echelon leaders,'22 were working in the college field
so that NSWA was now also criticized by the "not-ins" as being too
much in the control of college teachers. What could a group do when,
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as a rule, it was the college teacher rather than any other who was
permitted to be off the job to attend professional meetings? On this
point, critics of WD within NSWA were now silenced.

In 1936-1937, NSWA started to put out a News Service Bulletin
without APEA's authorization. It caused financial difficulties because
subscriptions to the Journal were cancelled in favor of the less ex-
pensive Bulletin. As cancellations kept pouring in, Elmer Mitchell,
the APEA editor, wrote me in dismay to ask if I could find out what
was back of the movement and to suggest ways to stem the tide.

I put my finger atonce on the new Bulletin as the troublemaker and
informed him. He asked me to approach the ladies, in his behalf. So I
turned to the president of APEA, William Moorhead of Pennsylvani.a
State Department of Education, calling his attention to this financial
threat to APEA. He sent a copy of my letter to the chairman of
NSWA, who, without any effort to learn the extent of damage her
project was doing to the mother organization (APEA), wrote me an
indignant letter accusing me of being a "traitor to NSWA." As she
spread the word of my "perfidy," I received letters from some of her
ardent folliwers, calling me a "busybody," "an obstructionist," "a
troublemaker," and offerirt the suggestion that I "attend to my own
business and leave NSWA alone."

This was a hacd pill to swallow when so recently I had, in NSWA's
behalf, fought a tiard core of men determined that women were to be
allowed no form of organization above the committee level, men whose
belligerency I alone had calmed down NSWA's behalf, Now when
called upon to help protect APEA's larger interest from their unwise
actions I was severely criticized. As one wrote me, "How' do you have
the temerity to raise a dissenting voice abut NSWA?" Well, I had
dared for I had been called upon for_help and I felt NSWA must be
informed that it could not enter upon projects that might endanger the
larger interests of APEA without first presenting their plan to APEA,
making adjustments if necessary and procuring APEA permission.
This was a hard lesson to learn for the younger ones who had now
taken over control from the more experienced members. In the end,
the problem was solved and the News Service 'became a Service Bak,'
letin. a *i4pplement to the Journal of Health and Physical Education,'
under the editorship of Alice; Frymer, a former physical education
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eacher, then with A.S. Barnes Publishing Company, and subject to
_.!control of APEA to protect its own interests.

With settlement of this problem, the NSWA chairman apparently
had better thoughts about my "meddling,-. for she asked me for sug-
gestions on how NSWA could better reach rural and small town
schools. I suggested she work through the state directors of physical

°education and not try to go it alone. I frankly told her that NSWA
was doing too much on its own and should use all cooperative agencies
possible. She then asked how I felt NSWA and the Women's Division
could work better together. I said I could not see'how any difficulties
should arise between them as long as neither duplicated the work of
the other. They should supplement one another and keep in close
touch.

o
441 When she asked what I thought was the function of each, I said that
the Women's Division was the standard-setter and liaison with the lay
world and NSWA was the sports rules-maker and liaison with the
schools It seemed strange that the new corps of younger workers

4 hadn't been told this in their professional training years. Many of the
older workers were impatient with their lack of knowledge and non-
cooperation which had grown out of their ignorance.

There was one area which the leaderS of both groups came to claim
in the late thirtiespromotion, and that caused trouble between them.
I felt a bit impatient with both sets of leaders, not understanding why
they couldn't both do promotOnal work. They were dealing primarily
with different groupsWD with the out-of-school world which so nat-
urally seemed its province with the woman head, of physical education
for the national YWCAs now chairman of the Women's Division, and
NSWA with the schools which so naturally seemed its province. I

couldn't understand why these fields didn't seem to be clear-cut and
why neither group understood that there was work enough for both if

'the erktire field were to be served. But it didn't work out that way and
this area caused a serious rift between the two groups.

NSWA began urging that it wad not necessary for both groups to
have a representative from each stateone person in each state could
serve both. When this idea was put into operation with WD's consent,

,,,iewas invariably a school or college physical education teacher, not a
recreation or YWCA-director who was given the appointmentnot on
purpose but because the school people were more available in most
states. Their 'chief interest lay with NSWA to the neglect of WD's
problems and advancement. This gradually led to many school and
college teachers dropping out of the WD which was hard hit anyway
since the affluent lay persons who had financed the Women's Division
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in itYearly years had been greed to stop sending their annual contri-
buf ns during the Depression. Now the Women's Division was having
gre t financial difficulties. .

No sooner were the 1936 storm clouds over the NSWA News Service
Bulletin dispersed than 1937 brought a new storm. The NSWA chair-
man of 1936-1938, backed by some committee of group within its own
organization, put outll'a surprise set of NSWA standards and principles
for women's sports disregarding not only the Flatly years of the. WD
offerings but even the rank and file of its own workers. Many openly
protested this venture and asked why it had been entered upon, es-
pecially when NSWA, at its 1936 annual Christmas holiday meeting of
all officert and committee heads, reaffirmed its support of the Wo-
men's Division Platform and publicly announced this stand.

Concern immediately arose over the differences between the two sets
of standards. The Women's Division's set was drawn up in explicit
detail to give support to the non-professionals leading girls and women
in sports by approved standards. The NSWA set was stated in broad
generalizations and drawn up primarily for in-school workers, most of
whom would be professionally trained and able to read correctly be-

e tween the lines of the generalization. We older workers sensed tip
dangers of misinterpretation of the NSWA standards, by workers in
small towns and rural areas lacking professionally-trained leaders to
guide them or purposefully misinterpreted by others to suit their own
wishes if a strict interpretation interfered with their personal desires not

to conform.

By the NSWA standards it would have been permissible for my own
University of Nebraska girls to engage. in intercollegiate athletics if
varsity teams arose from a wide base of intramural sports and 'if the
intercollegiate practices and matches did not interfere with- the sorts
program of the vast majority of other girls interested in spor ici-

pation.

Had a University of Nebraska varsity women's team played a vars :.wo-

men's team from the University of Omaha at that ti113e,tke ,news-

papers would have ballyhooed the event throughout the state.. The high
schools, very few of which had trained women in charge of physical
education and sports for their girls, would have immediately jumped on
the interschool bandwagon to emulate the university. Our actions
would have been completely misunderstood. NSWA's five points of
permissiveness would never have been recognized. The long, hard
struggle. of the.twenties to eliminate the undesirable type of interschool
sports for girls that had beelPrampant among many schools, would
have flared up again in an even more virulent form with the seeming
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. approval of the university, the example-setter for so many things within
the state.
.

I felt quite strongly about this and fortunately my staff backed me
I-00'percent. We took seriously our oiiportunity for tlatewide leadership
as good example-setteo.we stood by the so very explicit standards
of the Women's-Divisionsknowing.that by so doing we were also adher-
ing to NSWA'standafds but not takineadvantageof its permissivenest-

.

for the temporary pleasur of a ha71ful, of highly- skilled sportswomen.
As example- setters we didn't wantto cause "a younger sister "' to
stumble: .

* *

.

.

`. AlinOst immediately 4-ter publication of IstSWA's standards, the
cheirMan of WD's exeiiitive committee wrote me of the finanbial plight
of WD brought on by the--DepressiOn and asked wh4,--11,thOught\-of

,seeking a merger with ,NSWA. This letter was soon follofived by another,
telling of renewed hope. There had been e surprise financial windfall
to tide them over a bit, and now they'were planning t? pump new life
into the ,organization by holding a sort of pep rally at the time of
APEA's convention which, fortunately, was to be in New York City.

'William Moorhead, Pennsylvania State Director of Physical Education,
then president of APEA, gave WD his blessing, and he was still an-
noyed with NSWA leaders over troubles they had caused with the
unauthorized, Woman's Service Bulletin and with their standards
ignoring tgose:'Of the Women's Division.

Edith Gates, chairman of WD, wrote -that., they had secured the
promises of John Findley, editor of The New York Times, Mark Mc-
Closkey, director of National Youth Administration in New York City,
and John Tunis to speak at a rally luncheon the second day. She asked
me to sit at the head table and be ready with a few remarks including
some word of encouragement from mid-America. This of course I

agreed to do.

Immediately upon my arrival in New York City that spring day of
1937, Agnes Wayman rushed me off to a luncheon meeting with Blanche
Trilling, Alice Belding of Vassar College, Helen McKinstry and Ethel
Perrin to discuss the problem of combatting this threat to WD's Plat-
form from within our profession. We decided to stand up to the new
NSWA leaders who seemed intent upon upsetting the professional apple
cart. No sooner had the WD conference opened than it became appar-
ent that the breech was widening between the two groups as personal

*
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clashes erupted now and then throughout the sessions as certain pro-
ponents of each side became equally unwilling to compromise in order
to discover some common ground for even casual discussfon of Mutual
problems. k

e

Within the next two years,, certain uncompromising members of

NSWA even went so far as to continue the start made in 1933 to try to

dissuacle women attending APEA conventions' from attending Women's

Division breakfasts and luncheons, ridiculously claiming such. atten-

dance as evidence of disloyalty to NSWA. Those of us within the pro-
fession who served on the WD's executive committee and board of
directors were especially suspect of these highly emotional women who
seemed to regard work in NSWA as the be-all and end-all of existence..
Many men in the profession considered such women a great joke even
though they had made trouble for them, too. We women who were
deeply interested in the w&k of both groups and seeing a place of
value within our national sports field for both saw nothing funny about
these trdublemakers, the worst of whom worked anonymously (at least

so they thought) behind the scenes influentbing the elected officers and

appointed workers.

This was human nature at a bad levela small vol roup ill -
disposed toward anyone not seeing things from their own vi . Since

the WD executive committee was headed during these tro blesome
years by women trained in our field but working in the recreation,

industrial, and YWCA fields rather than in the school and college
worlds where the great majority of the NSWA workers were to be
found, they were especially vulnerable to cantankerous workers in the

NSWA groups.

In the spring of 1937 I was elected to another four-year term as
member of the WD board of directors as one of only three wo
actively working in physical education. The other two were Agnes Way-

man and Germaine Guiot of the University of Southern California,

the three of us' representing the two coasts and mid-continent. Vera
Barger of the Cleveland YWCA and Ethel Perrin, both former physical
educators from the YWCA and public school fields, wee also members

of the new board. Also re-electid was Dr. Lillian Gilbreth, the famous
industrial engineer who was a great friend of physical education. _

Of this group, Agnes Wayman and I bore the brunt of .NSWA's
displeasure in the spring of 1938 as we were the only WD board mem-
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bets taattend that convention. Since neither of us expected any trouble,
imagine my surprise to be waylaid' at the convention by the NSWA
chairman at the head of a long, wide. stairway leading to the main
entrance of the headquarters hotel. I was returning alone from .a meet-
ing and in a voice louder than necessary she said, "It would be a great
favor, Miss Lee, tocNSWA if you would attend to your own business."

Amazed, I stopped dead in my/track (as did several of the passersby')
who were also taken by surprise at this rude encounter) and stared at
my interlocuter in open-mouthed astonishment.

"You don't need to look so innocent,. You know very well what I am
talking about"

"I haven't the slightest idea," I, repliecij;

"Well, think, it over. It will cOmel
tossing her head, she started down' t
fed up with you?\troublemaking.'T
star ding there alone with the little
melting away, embarrassed. -

I dashed to my room, threw myself on
ter as Isourght release from the sudden
came a pounding on the opposite side of
was Coley who chanced to be assigned

"Lee, are you weeping or laughing?"-0
"I' am laughing.-Come er."

ter while.''Then haughtily
ith,a last barb, "We are

own the stairs leaving me
of curious onlookers now

my bed and burst into laugh-
tension. Almost at 'once there
the wall by my bed. I knew it
a single room next to mine.

And so Coley came over and r rting to her role of our student days
demanded to know "What now ?" I told her about the encounter, and
at Coley's, "What caused that outburst?" there came to my' mind the
unpleasantness of two years before when Elmer Mitchell had begged
me to come to his aid over the NSWA Sports Bulletin affait.

'That's probably it. Now ancient history. But that group is ,like
elephants. They never forget," Coley said. "But Lee," she added,
"don't let it bother you. You were acting for the best interests of our
larger organization. These women are selfishly promoting their own
lesser interests at the expense of the majority. Forget it. They are not
worth worrying over."

"Well, Coley, I was only laughing, not weeping!"

"But I know you. The next thing you know you'll begin worrying
over this. Now forget it!"

But this encounter proved to be only a prologue. Agnes, too, had
received some snubbing and rude remarks although not quite so pub-
licly delivered. We found it easier to laugh it off together.

ive

3 /4 I 9,
!..
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Charles Harold Mc Cloy of the University of' Iowa had in the spring
of 1937 become president of APEA as it changed its title to the Ameri-

can Association for Health and Physical Education. He received from t,

NSWA a long report of its activities in the summer of 1937 and later a
set of recommendations to present to the Legislative Council of AAHPE

at the Atlanta convention of 1938. Puzzled over bOfh of them, he sent

me both sets of papers, asking if I thought these women had delusions

of grandeur. Forone thing they were asking for $5,000 to finance pro-
motion work for girls' sports and paid assistance for the secretary.

I was critical of their request for money to promote sports when the
country was full of local and state school departments of physical edu-
cation, public and private, on all grade levels through college, besides
many state leagues for girls sports and local GAAs, WAAs, YWCAs
and many other like organizations promoting sports for girls and wo-

men. Why should NSWA become sports promoters as well as the official

sports rules-making body? They were also trying to take over from the
Women's Division its acknowledged function of'setting standards for

sports.

With a bit more time to think over my "sins" after that attack at
the head of the hotel stairs in Atlanta, I realized that maybe the NSWA.
chairman had been informed of my correspondence about NSWA with

both Presidents Moorhead and McCloy at their seeking\ and maybe had

even seen some of my lettett. That alone would explain\ the outburst!

Many NS-WA grassroots workers as well. as several of their subcom-
mittee workers from various parts of the country had asked me for
advice about what seemed unnecessary demands made on their time. I"

was also bombarded in person by several young girls in my profession

who were °out of tune" with NSWA and what they called its "wild
schemes." Later reports from close friends across the country disclosed

that they, too, had similar experiences. These young protesters claimed

that there was a constant drive by NSWA for them to do more and still

more work at the local as well as state and national levels, and that

much of it was just "make-work to look important" (as some of them
spoke of it). Some men also expressed their annoyance with this group

over their constant demand for large sums of money for what seemed

to them unimportant projects or for duplication of the work of others,

in particular, research work that was the province of the Research

Section.

I discussed this problem frankly with those who came to me about it.

No doubt I had been quoted by several and no telling how my remarks
had been altered by the time they had reached Madame Chairman. She
hadadvised me to think it over and on doing so and recalling all these
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seekers of advice, I began to understand a -little the possible cause ,pf
her displeasure with me.

t this time the Women's Division still hay( over 700 individual
me ers and 400 organization and institution inetnbers frin colleges,
public and private schools, industrial groups, recreational organiza-
tions, youth serving groups, and' YWCAs. ItOrad disbursed over $106,000
of donations from individuals, foundations, and trusts, in addition to
generous sums from. Mrs. Herbert Hoover.

Shortly after this, I later learned, a movemei7as underway within,
NSWA to eliminate WD as a no- longer-neded organization now that
NSWA was setting its own standards for women's athletics. Unfortu-
nately, the Women's Division Nvas1R.qo position to defendltself against
any formidable onslaught since most of its financial.sotyrces.were drying--
up because of the Depression. Also, WD was,merely an_organization
affiliated with AAHPER, not a subdivision as was NSWAi with sub-
sequent support from the mother organization. But there was ,one vAt
difference between the two: NSWA came solely and directly out of
the profession of physical education, and the Women's Division, mostly a
lay group,; stood completely alone.

With two conflicting, sets of standards, the battle lines were drawn.-
These lines were not-drawn between the young newcomers and the "old
guard," but between the liberals and the conservatives. But these _labels
do not seem correct either. As I look at it another way, recalling the
actual battle as it unfolded in 1939 in San Francis'co when I unex-
pectedly found myself in the very "eye of the-storm," I haVe come to
the conclusion that it was the bullheaded of one group pitted against;
the hotheaded of the other group, with neither side willing to give an
inch in the cause of peace and goodwill. I was caught in the middle
trying to blow the whistle for moderation and compromise but getting
nowhere, with mistrust and ill will seemingly at its worstboth sides
guilty but one side (NSWA) decidedly the aggressor. I was not only sick
at heart, I was disgusted.

* * *

The behind-the-scenes story that follows of the demise of the Wo-
men's Division of the National Amateur Athletic Feder,ation, as 1 ex-
perienced it from a front row seat, has never:before been brought out
from behind closed doors. Believing that it is part of our history, now
almost 40 years old, I offer it here in part even though it is a sad
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commentary on women's diffkulties at times to get along with each
other. Nevertheless it is a true picture of human nature as we find it.

In,1938 the American Association for Health and Physical Education I
again' changed its name, addijig Recreation. It also affiliated with NEA

as one of its departme,nts, establishing executive offices in the NEA
Building in Washington, D.C., and appointing a full - time- executive

..
secretary, Neils Neilson, formerly of Stanford University. ---

,
A feelipg now developed within the Women's Division that it needed,

some affdiation that could give .financial support. From that grew the
idea that now that AAHPER had a home of its own and an executive
secretary and a staff, Perhaps it would consider taking WD underc itsir
wings. On February 13, 1939, Anne Hodgkins, then chairman of the
WD'execut3ve committee, discussed this,-possibility. with Dr. Neilson,,.,/
who ugg'''' ted that WD appoint a special committee to meet"with nimmIt.

to pursue' he subject. On February 18'a committee of the executive
committee met and out of thiS meeting came a proposal from Dr.
Neilson that WD draw up an operating code defining the exact work
WD would hope to continue under a n1rger. On FebrUary 20 the code

was drawn up.

On March 2, nne wrote to me, and doubtless to many others,
about the possibility he merger and stating that representatives of,.
both groups would meet on March ro in New York City. She asked Me
to write to her at once wit my idea of how.best WD could me e nd

still preserve its work.' But she gave me no e as'to what was the
thinking.of the group back East and did n mentick that the VD
committee had gone so far as to draw up a code. So in my ignorance I
wrote that I felt WD should not merge with AAHPER but remain an
affiliated organization and not bury itself in a teaching organization. I
called her-attention'to the fact that when AAHPER the yearLbefore had
merged with NEA as one of its departments, it clearly defined itself as

a school orgarf4zation. I was still unhappy over that merger and now,,
here was talk of yet another non-public school merger. WD was reach;
ing- groups completely outside of our profession such as Girl Scouts,
Camp Fire Girls, YWCAs and the like. I said to her in my letter of
March 7, 1939:

NSWA should be the technical body in reference to athletics for
girls and women. As a body of experts trained in the profession, it
is, of course, the logical thing that it should prepare the rule's for
girls' sports, and I am not so sure but what it really is, after all,
the logical group that should set standards since it is the group of
experts.... On the other hand, WD should be the interpreting
group, the contact group for laymen who are interested in athletics .

for girls.... It should be a Federation and not have individual
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memberships.... NSWAtshould furnish technical information and
advice.... the Federation would disseminate this information and
advice to its member organizations.

Thus I was placed on record with W D as ne who felt'that NSWA
was after all the logical group to setup standrds for women's sports,
even though I disapproved of they standards set up by it so far. Pure
logic dittated this stand. But it was difficult to discuss this calmly with
the new young leaders in WD. They got so emotional about it and ere
,shockell at What they felt was disloyalty to WD.

I depldred the fact that -WD and NSWA were Lth now offering
standards duplicating each other's efforts and conf singipiveryone since
tfle two sets did not agree. I felt1Strongly that, unhappy as / was over
some of NSW,A's latest pronouncements, we needed tobe logical and.
fight for what we wanted regarding standards within NSWA

Agnes' Wayrnan (anotheP physical educator on the. WD board of
directors) shared my views on thik matter. ONcourse, we both- recog-
nized that WD had initially undertaken the.standard-setting project
because a set of standards,Was'greatfy needed as a 'guide to.lay persons
and no profy_ssionalgroup, ;lot even -NSWA, had yet formulated a set.
Since )4/5 6a2.lat its inception the most outstanding women physical

/1-educators in its top echelon, it was understandable that they undettook
the task in, the name of WD.

It was widely noised about by 14SWA members' that the 1936-38

standardisetters of NSWA had functioned "without official sanction and
without even a vote of approval of the new standards by its own mem-
bers. Such an uproar of disapproval ob these standards arose from_ all
parts of the country thjot a vote on this matter was called for at the
co`hvention in San FratMsco in.April 1939.

A meeting concerning a merger 4 WD and AAHPER was held
March 16,.1939 in New York City by 13 representatives of AAHPER
appointed by its'president, Frederick Cozens of UCLA. It consisted of
the executive secretary, and three ,nten and three women supposedly
interested in NSWA.in particular, and six represeitatives of the execu-
tive committee of the Women's Division and its executive secretary.
This joint group drew /up recommend,ationsi to ,be presented to. the
AAHPER Legislative Council for approval at its annual convention i6
San Francisco and to the Women's Division members for a mail vote.
If approvtd by both groups, a merger would occur. WD would be
absorbed into AAHPER as the standard-setter of sports for women,
while NSWA would continue its work of rules-making and promotion
of sports according to the standards.
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When I heard ofthis, I was amazed that the AAHPER represen-

tatives would approve such pal arrangement. Apparently the. at

least were. unaware of the feelings of-NSWA's 'leaders regarding, WD's

standards or. they would 'have, sensed that these leaders would fight

before they w uld accept WD7a e standard-setters for girls' and'

women's sport in AAHPER bvio y even NSWA's own represen-

tative in that g oup was not of their w choosing and was not aware

of or not in sytrfPathy with the NSWA andards which rejected WD's

platform:, -of

I receill a letter shortly after from Agnes Wayman. She had been a

member of the c?mmittee that had met in gewl'Ork City on Mardi 10

044, to consider the mergir but had to leave before the final vot! She,
heartily - disagree 1 with the comm so-called unanimousidecision.

She told me' gfie could not attend the San, FralKisco convention but

'wanted me to °know what her proposals were for a stIlution of the prob-
cr4, lem the hope that I would give them serious consideratio n any

ti

way that 1,might be drawn into discussion at the San Francisco t-
,

ing. .
One of her proposals was that the NSWA coordinate its published

standards, with the earlier platform of WD of NAAF, defining exactly ,

. what it meant by 'intercollegiate and intersch astic competition. The

two groups needed to,co e 'to some agreemerft on this point as it wasPr

the greatest difference of pinion between them. I felt strongly that if

we would recognize NSWA as the body. to' set standards and-tmake

sports rules and WD as the body ro endorse and nike known NSWA

standards and rules to the lay world there would. be no difficulties

between them once a set of standards could be drawn up that, both -

'could endorse. But there, was the rubhow to reconcile theSe two

opposing groups on the matter, of interscholastic and intercollegiate

athletics for, girls and women?

Looking back on this problem over 30 yearslater, I' can see it clearly

now, as.none of tis apparently did then. This quarrel was not one of;a

generation gap nor of the laity versus the physical education profession.

It was one group of women physical educators, mostly older ones plus a

large, foilowing of young women, versus, Another group of women physi-

cal'educators, mostly the middle age 'group and die-hard, outspoken

ones. It was wholly an intra-professional argument with the lay mem"-

bets of WD clearly lined up with one side alone, taking their cue frbm

it alone, that side/being the de te der ,of non-recognition of interscho-

lastic sports-and 'heir equivaleni--'n the lay world outside of the schOols

Reconciliation of the two groupsz on this point would not solve the

Women's Division's financial dif5 ulties. I couldn't see any help'for
.
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them, by merging with AAHPER since that organization had no funds
to spare to permit a presumably lay group to function in behalf of girls'
spprts alone. Really, as I told both Agnes and Ann, there seemed
nothing for WD to do but quietly close up shop, pointing with pride
to its many years of splendid undertakings otk behalf, of wholesome
sports for all, American girls and women. But I was saddened by the
thought of its demise. As I,saw it, it was sill needed. I wasn't ready
yet to call it quits.

* *

r,)

0On March 29, 1939, Anne Hodgkins wrote me that the executive com-
mittee of the Women's Division, in spite of its four representatives
voting for the AAHPER proposals, refused to go along with the joint
WDAAHPER committee on the plan for a- merger and that ac-
cePtance of its plan was now out. of consideration;, She added that she
now'also felt that unless WD could dome to an agreement with NSWA

,<on standards, it thould close doors and let its work of the past 16 years
stand on its own merits. In a separate enclosUre, Anne -said the WD
executive committee was asking me, as a membej' of the board of
directors who definitely intended to attend the San Francisco. AAHPER
convention, to be its official representative at AAHPER Legislative
Council meetings and to hold' its proxy. I as also to seek conferences
with the AAHPE12 president and the NSWA chairman and in WD's
behalf arrive at whatever decision would be in its best interest. She as-
sured me that my adyice would be honored, but added: "Do protect
the vested interest of WD members in the standards for all women's
sports whichi,they have drawn up and promulgated for all these years."
With a "best of luck sput do hold your own," she concluded the letter.

That final "do hold your own" worried me. I realized that any final
settlement about standards agreeable to both groups had to be a com-
promise, and knowing that some of the members of the WD executive
committee would adamantly insist that their version of standards not
be tampered with, any compromise I agreed to would be interpreted as
not holding my own. I was not bound by any predetermined stand on
WD's behalf so I accepted the assignment and 'prayed for guidance, for
I knew there were hotheads and iron wills to deal with both sides.
One ray of hbpe was the knowledge that the NSWA chairman who
accosted me so rudely the year before in Atlanta no longer held that
position.''Her successor, no matter who she was could not possibly be a
more difficult person to deal with. As a matter pf fact, it turned out
that she was a reasonable person although it soon became evident that
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she was under the thumb of older persons who were dictating to her

behind the scenes.

Why me? Why pick on me for this task that most certainly would be

difficult and probably unpleasant? I understood that whoever represen-

ted the Women's Division should be a professional rather than a lay

menlber. Onthe WD board of directors at this time the 12 seats were
divided evenly between lay women prominent in community life on the

national level (the one most generally known, Mrs. Lillian G4reth)
and physical educators. The latter six were Vera Barger, Germaine

Guiot, Ethel Perrin, Agnes Wayman, Eva Whiting White and 1. Most
of the other women were wives of men prominent in national affairs
and were women active in national women's movements whobrould
wield considerable influence in many directions. Of the professional
members the only person who could be counted to attend the AAHPER
convention was the one who was a committee member by virtue of her

being the chairman of NSWA. Naturally she would Ile that group's
spokesman. So the task clearly fell to me.

Anne's letter arrived just a few days before I was*leaving for San
Francisco. It was followed by a long-distance call informing me that
Mr. Hoover had been appraised of my appointment and approved it.

There was nothing to do but accept.

Almost immediately 1..'received a letter from AAHPER President

Frederick Cozens, saying that he had been asked by WD to appdint a

new committee to reconsider a nierger of WD with AAHPER, a com-
mittee that would give the matter more careful study than did the first

one'and submit recommendations. WD also had informed him that I
would serve as their official representative in any discussions that would

take place at San Francisco between WD and AAHPER and/or NSWA.

He added that he hoped I could Wye a day early so that as acting
president of the American Academy of Physical Education 1 could

accompany him to an interview with the mayor of San Francisco to

receive the keys to the city before the opening of our two conventions.

When I asked permission of Chancellor Boucher to leave a day ear-

lier than planned, telling him about Mayor Rossi, he was highly amused

and declared it to be a refreshing alibi over the old excuse of a grand-
Mother's funeral. All the way to California, I wondered just what was

back of Fred Cozens getting me out there a day early. I knew him well
enough to know Mayor Rossi alone would not have that big a pull.

I settled down and enjoyed the long cross-continent trip on the mag-

nificent Union Pacific train. The famous "flyers" were the only means
of fast transportation yet known to most of the traveling public. The
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first-class facilities were excellent, the meals enjoyable, and for excite-
ment one was sure to encounter at least one celebrity on every trip.

7
It was no surprise the next morning when I arrived to find' that Fred

had used the call on the mayor as an excuse -to get me to town early so
we could have A secret talk about WD and NSWA affairs alone before
too many other things claimed his attention.

At Mayor Rossi's office we received a warm welcome. Fred was
handed the keys of the city and I was presented' an armful of gorgeous
red roses. A phottigrapher took pictures of the three of us." Then the
mayor escorted us to a balcony from which we could see the beautiful
formal gardens of City Hall, after which he called for a secretary tk
bring him the city budget he was working on. He pointed out some of
the highlights of the city. costs and inquired how politics were going in
Nebraska. In fact he even teased me a bit about them, though I have
long forgotten what politics were boiling just then in Nebraska. Then
Fred and r dashed back to the hotel for our secret conference.

A letter from WD was awaiting each of us at the hotela last-min-
ute communication to the president of AAHPER, with a copy tvl, me,
dgted March 22. It-offered new proposals for a merger to replatte the
earlier ones arrived at in New York City which WD in the end refused
to go along with.

Apparently word that WD representatives had met with an AAHPER,
committee on March 10 to discuss a possible mergei2with WD to be
recognized as the standards-setter for girls and women's sports had
gotten around the country by some grapevine, for President Cozens had
been bombarded with letters protesting such a move. He showed me a
folder full of letters from NSWA membeis protesting any plan for.
AAHPER to take over the Women's Division. They wanted it to be
absorbed by NSWA itself and placed completely under its jurisdiction.
Some even went so far as to beg him not to allow representatives of

.-WD to confer with him. He read to me many of the letters, unwar-
ranted attacks on the good intentions and integrity of the leaders in
the Women's Division.

I was distressed to see for myself how deep was the dislike of so
many women for other women working in the same cause on behalf of
girls' sports in America. These letters smacked of jealousy, unjustified
rancor, and a meanness of spirit that sickdited Fred Cozens and me.

"What a pass have we come tor I asked Fred after he-- d read
several of these letters to me.

"What is the matter with women, not just NSWA women. ..he
) 4
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replied. He reminded me that it had tasn 'at the request of the
Women's Division itself that he had appointed a committee to meet
with members of their executive committee', and the WD had asked the
committee to approve a merger of WD with AAHPER. After plans had
been drawn up and the committee had approved it and was ready to
present the request to AAHPER for final decision, the WD's executive
committee had decided it could not accept the plan after allthis after
AikEIPER had sent a representative from Washington to New York City
to confer with. them and had wasted much time and effort and some
money on the meeting.

"They, too, seem to be a temperamental bunch, 'not sure'of what
they want," he added, and then he asked me to brief him about the
work of the Women's Division and tell him what I knew of the conflict

with NSWA.

"I tear the fate of the Women's Division is sealed," I said to Fred.
"The handwriting is on the wall. We might as well face it. In light of5;
the Women's Division's financial straits and our desire to hold onto its
standards as long as possible, we have to do a lot of compromising with
NSWA and it isobeing very difficult to deal with."

° "There can life no other decision as I see it," he replied gloomily.
"You are surely caught on the horns of a dilemma."

"But," I added, "maybe it' the, NSWA chairman and I' could get
together alone, we two just might be able to come to some mutually
acceptable agreement. We might even between us think of an alto-
gether different solution from anything considered thus far by either

side."

So I asked him to go ahead and do what WD was now suggesting,
namely, "appoint a new committee to give the matter careful study and
submit their recommendations to the AAHPER Council for vote." This
he consented to do at once.

"I'll tell the NSWA chairman that you and she are both to be 'on
the committee and that I want the two of you to get together as quickly
as possible for a conference to get discussions started while I am get-

.ting the complete committee organized and deciding who I want to
serve as chairman," he added. But this was easier said than done.

The full story of Frederick Cozens' and my efforts to bring NSWA to
the conference table, even to get the NSWA chairman to talk with me
alone, is almost unbelievable. After a three-day merry-go-round, day

and evening, she avoided a meeting with me, willing tO talk only when
I had speaking engagements which were listed on the convention pro-
gram. Finally I pinned her down to a date when she said she would see
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e and would bring two advisers with her. I reminded her that Presi-
ent Cozens had asked' that we meet alone, at which she gave in and

came to my room alone.

When we did get down to discussing the problem, at every point she
kept insisting she must return to her room "to think it over." I knew
this meant her "advisers" were in tier room .to learn what we were
talking about and to tell her what she should say; as if she had to be
protected Worn me. Then when we finally did get together on a joint
statement to present to the president's committee for consideration and
when a date was set for that committee to meetNSWA's maneuvering
killing another two daysthe NSWA representative sent word at the
eleventh hour she couldn't meet with the committee. (We learned later
that she and the other NSWA representatives, suggested by her and
appointed to that committee by President ,Cozens, decided to go to
some college nearby to play hockey.)

For six days I had been given the brush-off, but I managed to set
another hour and held NSWA to a promise to hotior it without fail.'
Thus we did belatedly get in a meeting and decided upon a proposal
to submit to the AAHPER boardlater by mail since NSWA's delay-
ing tactics had held up our meeting until the last board', meetlIng was
over.

I knew there were diehards in the WD group as well as in the NSWA
group, and I dreaded having to persuade them that they must accept a
comprwnise. Never before or since have I encountered people who
said they would talk with me but constantly refused to do so. Along
with all this, I had four speeches to deliver within those few dais and to
preside at meetings of the American Academy of Physical Eaucation
which were held in conjunction with the AAHPER convention.

There were compensations for serving as WD's reprenntative that
far outweighed the worries, chief among them a wond ful afternoon
with Mrs. Herbert Hoover in her home in Palo Alto which came about
in this way. The Women's Division put on a -lovely banquet in San
Francisco during the AAHPER convention in honor of Mrs. Hoover, its
founder. She had been informed by the New York City office that I was
to be the official WD representative for merger negotiations at the
AAHPER convention. I was also to be one of the speakers at the WD
banquet in her honor.
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Neils Neilson had been appointed her official escort to San Francisco
that:evening. Eager to learn first-hand what form negotiations between
NSWA and WD might be taking by that date, Mrs. Hoover asked
Neils to inform me that she wished to speak with me at the .close of the
banquet: At that time she had asked thaysonicone bring me to her
home for a full afternoon of talk. Neils offered to see that.l got there. I
thus had an opportunity to tell her fully what I hoped to accomplish in

behalf of the Women's Division in its troubles, kut I carefully avoided
letting_her know of the uncooperative behavior (f the AWA,Jcpresen-
tatives or of the emotional .attitudes of some of the WD people with
whom I was trying to keep in contact. I was ashamed to have Mrs.
Hoover know of the.smallness of some of our physical education wo-
men who, immature adults, could not face difficulties objectively. So as
we sat together on 'the floor of the family room and helped her grand-
children cut out paper dolts, I told Mrs. Hoover of proposals to be
presented to AAHPER for consideriition. I felt more than rewarded for.
all the worries and inconveniences of the previous few days when stet:.

(told me she felt that in light of its difficultiesM my task was well done in
-behalf of the Women's Division. V. 4)-

-As It was nbw spring vacation at the University of Nebraska, an
;entire week lay before me without professional commitment~, The timc

was my own until the convention of the,,Athletic Federation of College
Women at- the University of California. Berkeley the focrowing week,

when I was to serve as sponsor of the University of Nebraska delega-

tion. So I visited Los Angeleefdr- happy reunion with friends of Cen-
terville and Cue College years 0 bsi_.% were living there. It was a most
welcome breather from the strenuous days just passed.

I did manage to get off a long detailed report of my labors in the
Division's 'behalf as quickly ay--*sible to the WD national office. I

warned them to expect a compromise solution but that Mrs. Hoover
had approved it. considering the circumstances. For three full months I
was left on tenterhooks. Not even an acknowledgement that my letter
had been received, let alone a "thank you for your efforts." Finally, in

late summer came a curt reply which said in conclusion:

I am completely stunned over the final draft [of the Committee'
report] .... Our great mission has been to set standards not work
with the community We haven't a leg left to stand upon
I .wish something worthwhile might have come from your labors: r

I had worn myself out trying to save what I reasonably could from
he wreckage for them!,,Mrs. Hoover had congratulated me on "a job

well done." recognizing the circumstances that prevented WD from

having its own wishes fulfilled'. Logic and reason had been' on the
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NSWA side even though several of its leaders had been emotionally
unreasonable about it.

,

True enough, the Woman's Division, a lay organization, had been
the first in all the country to produce national standards for sports for
girls and women, and it was lucky that- the lay organization had recog-
nized that this was a task for the professional physical educators and
had entrusted it wholly to theril, doubly lucky in that, these members
were the profession's most notable leaders of the 1920s when the Wo-
men's Division platform had been written. But 15 years later there was
a group within our professional organization (NSWA) of a younger
generation of leaders who pointed out the logic that the profession
itself, not a lay organization, should set such standards and proceeded
to do so. There would probably never have been a rift between these
groups had the two sets of standards been in accord; had they been,
WD would probably have gracefully withdrawn its standards and con -
fined its work to promoting the standards among lay groupscom-
munity service, I had unfortunately labelled it. Upon this premise the
AAHPER committee had built its plans for a merger. The WD execu-
tive committee wrote me over three months later: "Our great mission
has been to set standards not work with the community." (Italics are
mine.) So it had been utterly impossible to make the new leaders of
WD see that golden opportunity for reaching out into the lay world. In
the end, the Women's Division repudiated this second plan for a
merger made in all good faith by AAHPER. All our efforts had been in
vain! Never/did I feel so futile!

* * *

Neils Neilson, executive secretary of AAHPER, had been the soul of
patience. With the blessing of Margaret Bell (the new AAHPER presi-
dent since the 1939 convention), he began negotiations once more to try
to save something from the wreckage since WD would certainly have to
close its doors shortly or find a sheltering organization to take it in.
Its executive committee, which apparently had power to act, was being
most unreasonable, refusing to look reality in the face and making it
difficult for anyone to help it.

By late September, the executive ccmmittee apparently was having
second thoughts for Neils Neilson wrote me on September 27 that he
was having renewed conferences with the new chairman of that group.
By October, the executive committee was offering new suggestions of its
own to AAHPER, and as of November 7, 1939, it submitted to AAVPER
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four proposals for a merger,proposing to turn over, its group member-
ships to AAHPER. On May 1, 1940, the executive 'committee and
board of directors of WD asked its members for approval of a merger
with AAHPER with no mentrdn of any tie with NSWA. The vote was
favorable. Then WD turned over its records to AAHPER and quietly
passed out of existence. . -

For 16 years the Women's Division had done a magnificent job of set- _

ting standards for girls and women's sports in America but its gpod
angels, President and Mrs. Herb qt Hoover, could finance it no longer;

nor could AAHPER take on suct0a responsibility. The leadekhip of its
early years had given way to a flew and younger group of leaders who
could not hold their own against the younger and militant leaders in
NSWA who were jealous of WD's position and challenged its right to

set standards.

As a dying gesture, Alice Sefton, one of the members of the last WD
executive committee, wrote the history of the organization which was
published by Stanford University Press and dedicated "With Deep Af-
fection and Sincere Appreciation To Our Founder, First Chairman and
Permanent Honorary Chairman, Lou Henry Hoover. This book stands

as a fitting monument to an organization born of high ideals and lofty
purposes in behalf of the very best for girls and women of America in
their pursuit of sportsan organization that was in the end one of
many victims of the Depression of the 1930s. It came to an end still
clinging to its noble slogan: "A sport for every girl and every girl in a

sport."
The details of this story'are known today to only a few people still

living. The real story of the demise of the Women's Division, aside
from its financial difficulties, is a story of the willful, obstinate be-
havior of a small group of women on each side of the conflict. In the
end there was a sad clash of personalities that made negotiations
difficulta far cry from the noble beginnings of both groups.

Twenty years later, the Women's Division and its splendid work was
largely forgotten within the profession. Thirty years later, a few grader
ate students are trying to resurrect its story as a graduate thesis topic
with little help other than Alice Sefton's book of the Women's Divi-
sion's successful and fruitful years.' Would that it had been a happy-
ending storythe story that pickS up where Alice Sefton's book ends
the part of the story I knew first-hand as only a few others did.

In the end, WD did just, what, to its dismay, Jay B. Nash had sug-
gested in the first place and which many of us came to see was the only
solution. Seeking no further affiliation, it closed shop, resting on the
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laurels of its early .years. It had filled a real need of the twenties and
thirties. Its records and its archival materials were presented to
AAHPER and they now make up a collection in that organization's
archives.

Bitterness toward me, engendered at this time by a few women,
working both in the NSWA and WD, followed me for several years,
and no doubt followed others too. But my conscience was clear! I did
the best I knew to do in a hopeless situation.

er

The 1930s were difficult and tiring years yet full of rich experiences.
I had devoted a great deal of my energies and time, beyond my work
at Nebraska, to several professional orgaRteations not only on the state
and district levels but largely on the national level.

If the courtesies bestowed upon me by my national professional
Association and later by Chancellor Boucher by his appointment of me
to his Dean's Adniinistrative Council were silver linings to my clouds in
the Depression years, there were two other never-to-be-forgotten exper-
iences of those years which have clung to my memory as bright stars.
One was the pleasure of standing at General Pershing's left with his
sister, May, at his right, Governor Charles Bryan next to May and
Chancellor B9rnett next to me, one December evening as the general
"reviewed `th) troops" at . the University of Nebraska Military Ball,
following,Wfiich the Pershing Rifles did a breathtaking precision drill in
the general's honor.

The second was the afternoon in April 1939 when, as a guest of
Mrs. Hoover in her home, we discussed the protection of high stan-
dards for the future development of sports for girls and women of
America. Such experiences were a crowning glory to a worrisome
decade.
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Chapter XVI

Another World War and
A'Call for Physical Fitness

Ever since the Great War of 1914-1918, Glory had been trying
to evade or revise the postwar peace terms imposed upon it. There
had ensued crisis after crisis, resulting in German reoccupation of the

Rhineland in March 1936, leading to Germany's attack on Poland of

September 1, 1939. Two days later, England and France declared war

on Germany and the Second World War was on.

As early as 1935 the American Council on Education, made up of
national education associations and institutions, had created the Amer-

ican Youth Commission to study the needs of youth and to publicize

and promote plans of action in their behalf. The commission was non-

partisan, non-sectarian and non-governmental. At its beginning it had

15 members with Owen D. Young, one of America's leading citizens,

serving as chairman. Serving under him were the presidents of the
University of Wisconsin and Harvard University, the ean of Teachers

College, Columbia University, the U.S. Commissibner of Education,
the president of the American Council on EducatLon, the executive

'3ecretary of the National Education Association, and other notables.

In October 1939 Owen Young called the American Youth Commis-
sion together "to consider the needs of youth in the light of the new

situation resulting from the outbreak of war abroad." At that time

he prepared a statement, "A Program of Action for American Youth."

In June 1940, onemotsth after the fall of France, the commissioner issued
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a bulletin, "Youth, Defense and the National Welfare," in which,
acknowledging the need for conscription, the obligation of the state
to youth was pointed out calling upon all citizens to serve in the com-
mon defense of the nation and to assume "full responsibility for the
provision of adequate economic, educational, health and recreational
conditions for youth."'

At this same time, Dr. Hiram Jones of the New York State Depart-
ment of Public Instruction and president of AAHPER appointed a
Committee on Legislation and Preparedness to draw up plans for
action by AAHPER. The U.S. Office of Education, the National Edu-
cation ASsociation and other related groups joined forces with this
committee and drafted a bill which was introduced in the House of
Representatives,2 calling for the "promotion of national preparedness
and welfare through the appropriation of funds to assist the states
in making adequate provision for health education, physical education
and recreation in schools and school camps."

In January 1941, the American Youth Commission issued a long
statement calling for immediate attention to the physical conditioning
of all citizens ine behalf of national defense and national welfare. It
called for curtailment of interscholastic sports in favor of all-out intra-
mural programs for all children. In May 1941 President Roosevelt, by
Executive Order, set up the Office of Civilian Defense (OCD) with Mayor
LaGuardia of New York City as its director. The 040 setup called
for two divisionsthe Board for Civilian Protection and a Voluntary
Participation Committee. The first was under military control, and the
second was divided into three subdivisionsPhysical Fitness, Partici-
pation of Women, and Group Participation.

On my own campus, as everywhere else, tension mounted. Finally
in May 1941, the University of Nebraska faculty drew up a Memorial
to the President and Vice-President of the United States, the Speaker
of the House, the Secretary of State, and the senators and represen-
tatives of Nebraska, begging that our government use every means at
the disposal of our nation to aid the allied peoples and "not necessarily
short of war."' I gladly signed this Memorial along with 186 other
faculty members, although this action caused much consternation
among many of the faculty, especially among the women.

The Division of Physical Fitness of the OCD was to be headed by
John P. Kelly, and the section on Participation of Women by Eleanor
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Roosevelt. Mr. Kelly, a prominent Philadelphia citizen, was a self-
made man who had achieved great financial success as a building
contractor. A well-known amateur boxer in his youth, he had in 1924
won the Olympic championship for the U.S.A. in both single sculls and
in double sculls. In the 1928 Olympics .he won again in single sculls
and with Paul Costello in double sculls. Since then he had retained a
keen interest in physical fitness and became well-known nationally as a

proponent of fitness.

Physical educators were not too happy over Mr. Kelly's appointment
althpugh we were glad that the President was recognizing the need for

physical fitness of the citizenry. We were pleased at least that the
appointment had not been political and felt that because Mr. Kelly
was a physical fitness advocate and amateur sportsman, he- would be

wholeheartedly sold on the importance of getting our ,citizenry phys-

ically fit as quickly as possible.

Nine 0 D regions of the country were recognized, one for each
service co mand of the U.S. Army. The Division of Physical Fitness

in each as under the person in charge of the OCD in its region. Mr.
Kelly deci ed to establish under his direction two co-directors of phys-

ical fitness ach region, one for work with boys and men, one for
girls and women. In his first bulletin he called for the use of profes-
sionally-trained persons at all top levels in the Division of Physical

Fitness.

To my great surprise in late October of 1941, I received a letter
from Mr. Kelly's executive assistant asking if I would be interested in

an appointment as regional director of the Division of Physical Fitness

in the Seventh Army Service Command, provided "Colonel Wilbur"
approves. He wrote that this would be strictly volunteer service but

necessary travel and related expenses would be provided through Col.

Wilbur's Omaha office. I sensed at once that I was interested, .so I

wrote back asking for enlightenment of the questions that puzzled' me.

I soon learned that "Col-.loyilbur" was Col. Edward LeRoy Wilbur,

military head of the Office-'of Civilian Defense of the 7th Army Ser-
vice Command covering nine central states with Omaha the head-

quarters.

My chancellor deprecated the) idea of being able to accomplish any-
thing "with that Kelly outtit,l' as he put it. Nevertheless, he was

pleased to have them offer thisissignment to a University of Nebraska
faculty member and finally gave the appointment his begrudging bless-

' ing.

Apparently the national office had assumed that I would reply in
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the affirmative and had at once sent in my name to the proper author-
ities. Before I had even sent my acceptance, the director of the Division
of Central Administrative Services of the Office for Emergency Man-
agement wrote me on October 31, stating: "At the request of Mayor
Fiorello H. LaGuardia, Director of Civilian Defense, Office of Emer-
gency Management; you are appointed as Consultant without compen-
sation for an indefinite period, effective November 1, 1941." It was
followed by information on reimbursement for necessary travel expense
and asking that I return "the oath of office and personnel affidavit
after proper certification by a notary public."

On November 5 I received a telegram from Mr. 'Kelly's office in-
forming me that I would, by co-director with Frank McCormick, direc-
tor of athletics at the University of Minnesota, as physical fitness
regional representative for women. I wired my acceptance of the offer
and immediately word of our appointment was announced in the
papers of the nine states in the Seventh Army Service Command. This
gave me my first clue as to why I had been offered this appointment
instead of one of the many other women of my profession of these
nine states.' Mr. Kelly could ,scarcely be expected to know who were
the leading professionals in the midwest states, so I wondered who had
suggested my name to him.

As soon as I learned that Frank McCormick was to be my co-worker, "\
I suspected that I had him to thank foi this appointment. The April.
before, he, then a stranger to me, had come to my rescue at a district
convention in Fargo, North Dakota. He saved the day for me when I
was speaking to an audience of men coaches and ,superintendents of
schools on the subject of interscholastic sports for girls and was being
unmercifully heckled by some of the coaches.

Mr. McCormick's selection was most understandable for besides
being the director of athletics and men's physical education at the
University of Minnesota and well-known in the Big Ten Conference, he
had recently come into national prominence as chairman of the Amer-
ican Legion's Committee on Preparedness. For over a year, the Legion
had been seriously at work on defense 'and Mr. McCormick's com-
mittee had been working ever since its first meeting in Washington in
January 1941.

Even before the Division of Physical Fitness was established within
the OCD, Governor Harold Stassen of Minnesota had set up a State
Council of Defense and had appointed Mr. McCormick chairman of a
recreation and physical education subcommittee under the Welfare
and Advisory Committee of the State Council. By October 1941, this
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committee had already published its first bulletin, a guide to all local
dcfense councils and groups of any kind concerned in the development
of-fitness and morale of the citizens.

It was not until quite some time afterward that I learned who my
compatriots were in co-directorships of physical fitness in the other
civilian defense areas. When I tried to get this information from the
Philadelphia office so I could cheCk with others on plans, I was in-

formed that other women directors had not yet been appointed. So
apparently Frank McCormick and I were the first regional directors
of physical fitness to be appointed. We were off and running before
we could get the names of any of our other co-workers at the regional
level.

As I was trying desperately to get my work planned and organized
and was feeling deeply frustrated by my inability to get necessary infor-
mation and doors opened, I received a letter from, the New York City
physical fitness director of the Second Region. She asked about my
plans and informed me that she had already been able to put across
a performance of professional skaters in Madison Square Garden and
had worked up a lot of publicity. She was planning to have a lot of
parades of thousands of school children with the fire departments
and other city groups involved to make them colorful. I was dumb-
founded! This was far from my idea, and I was sure from Frank
McCormick's and John Kelly's, too, of what a physical fitness program
should be.

I sent her an outline of my first plans trying to stress tactfully that
I was aiming everything at getting all American girls and women into
gymnasiums, on playfields, into the byways on foot or bicyclesany-
thing for all to be exercising vigorously daily instead of watching others
exercise or putting on parades. I gave her a chart showing how I hoped
to reach the girls and women in their homes, schools and business
places through an organization that would reach from the regional
level into every state and from the state level into every city, town,
hamlet and farm. This must have impressed her, for I learned later
that in a report to her Second Area Council she said she was interested
in what a woman in Nebraska was trying to do for her defense area.

Life was so frantically busy just then and continued so even into my
retirement years that I never did hear the stories of the other women
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regirkidirectors of physical fitness. If they had half the interes
. , .

exp ten es I did, they had plenty of rich memories for years to come.
One of them later did tell me that as fars she knew (also as far as
I knew), 'I was the only one of the group who Was handed a government

. railroad travel order book by the OCD retional director and given a
blanket,Termit to go ahead with .inj, wo;1$ as I saw fit to cover the
states in my area as frequently as I felt necessary.

° The next few months were one wild scramble. Up to then I was
quite ignorant of the ways of politics and gotpment bureaucracy, but
I had a real baptism by fire. Fokunately I was assigned to a regional
civilian defense director who was deeply interested in the division of
physical fitness and supported Frank McCotrnick and me for all our
plans. In fad, inthe'fisst few weeks I was on the job I worked under
three regionfal -civilian defense directors. The first, Col. Wilbur who
served until 'civilian replacement was named when he became liaison
bfween the regionalonal defense council and the Armed Services; the

Murphy,second, Be a prominent Omaha businessman, served only
a few weeks iia,December \941, then resigned because of pressure of
pets nal bus 'ess; the third, Joseph D. Scholtz, a former mayor of

atucky, was sent into the region by Mayor LaGuardia to
ikthis corps area. All were most friendly, cooperative

t The need to promote a physical fitness program.

sensing that I was a babe in the political world,
.,

as a regional director I was to work directly with state
e local ones except on invitation or advance approval

ect4 Upon entering a state to do my physical fitness
organizations vork, I must first pay a courtesy call on the governor,
then the stati dirsctor of civilian defense, then the state director of
phygial fitness i9.ppointed and if not, ask the governor with whom
I could work.

TOadvice td approach no local group except through the state,

.
LQWSVI le,

step thing
and_ cere a

M . Murp,
warned me th

.fr

directors , not
of the state di

physical fitnesVdirector was a ticklish point, for immediately after
my appointme was publicized, local groups in my region such as
women's cluif;

,in:particula
;creation groups and school groups from four states

gan inviting ,me to their communities,,to help set up
physical fitn prOgrams. All these had to be informed that they
should work through their state directors of physical fitness, and if they

. did n have such an officer, to go to their state civilian, defense council
, :Isa rid Ella one,be appointed. In the end, since the grassroots people

we e.),_ r to get started, much of my time was spent in four states
Arkansas, Missouri, Kansas and Iowaconferring with groups at the
local level in the larger cities but in each instance only on invitation
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of the state physical fitness director and, in many instances, through
state conferences on physical fitness which state civilian defense direc-
tors had convened.

The first meeting with Frank McCormick was on November 30 in
Chicago instead of within our own region. As co-cd ectors of phySical,
fitness we wanted his plans for boys and men an mine for girls and
women to be in complete accord and were delighted to find that we
were in instant agreement on all levels.

We had our conference at the Chicago Executive Office of the Big
Ten Commissioner of Athletics. Before we completed our work, Dr.
Coleman Griffith of the University of Illinois, psychologist and director
of research in athletics, and also commissioner of athletics for the Big
Ten Conference, dropped in. We went over our plans with him for a
first critical questioning. He approved and gave his blessing, making
us feel as if our plans were officially launched. We now had to present
them to our regional OCD director for approval. We had no worries

about Mr. Kelly's go-ahead orders.

The following day, on the way home, I stopped off at Iowa City on
the morning train to spend the afternoon at the University of Iowa
conferring with Dr. C.H. McCloy, who as research specialist in the
Child Welfare Department was recognized as one of the nation's
leading experts on physical fitness. A professional friend of many years
standing, he was glad to review the plans for our regional program.
He too added his approval and blessing. Then the women's physical

education department, having heard I was in town, rounded up its
staff and majors for an informal talk and I had my first chance to go
over the plans with college girls preparing to enter the profession of
physical education. I also talked with a student committee on rec-
reation which had been organized within the University's Women's
Association as one project of their college program in National De-

fense. This last group had been in touch with me by mail. Now we
were able to have an unexpected person-to-person chat about their
plans to aid in defense through promotion of a recreation program.

Although wik,were not yet drawn into the war, these Iowa college
girls were organized and on the move for national defense. Nebraska
girls, as individuals, had immediately rushed to my office to ask what
they could do to help, but as far as women's organizations were con-
cerned, the Nebraska campus had not yet awakened to opportunities
in national defense in any aspects.

Six days later (December 7, 1941), Japan made a surprise attack on
Pearl Harbor. The day after that the United States declared war on
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Japan, and the day after that Germany declared war on the United
States. We were at last into it! Now with the western hemisphere at
war as well as Asia and Europe, this new world conflict gave the Great
War of 1914-1918 a new nameWorld War I, as we were now settling
into World War II.

The day after Pearl Harbor, Lincoln's ,.Mayor Johnson Set up a local
Civilian Defense Council, calling a pufilie meeting for that evening at
city hall. I attended and learned that there was already a State Civilian

. Defense Council organized with, a Lincoln citizen, Wade Martin,
serving as its executive vice-president. Spotted in the audience as one
of the regional council members (the state and local papers had only
the week before carried the news of my appointment), I was called upon
for some remarks. I took the occasion to urge the local defense council
to give the women of the community civilian opportunities to serve in
this war effort.

It seemed that as far as Lincoln was c ncerned, every man's organ-
ization was eager to help and had nt representatives to this meeting,
but the women and their organ tions were conspicuously absent,
perhaps from the age-old belief tha war was,exclusively man's concern.
But I rejected this thought, feeling that the men of Nebraska, as men
every place else, were not yet alert that we were living in a new day
in which most women desired to stand side by side with men and do
their share in the world's work if only doors were opened to them.

Following this, Mayor Johnson invited me to attend the Lincoln
Defense Council meetings in the interest of physical fitness of the
citizenry for the emergency, but since I was swamped with my uni-
versity position plus the regional work, I urged him to name someone
to head this work for women who would be a bona fide member of his
defense council and who would represent Lincoln on a state group.

Mr. McCormick's and my joint report of plans for a, physical fitness
program for the Seventh Army Service Command was sent to Mr. Kelly
at once. A few days later I received copies of letters sent from his office
to the governors and heads of state defense councils in all nine states
of our region, specifically introducing Mr. McCormick and me as his
representatives for physical fitness work in this region. He also stated
that he would be grateful for any assistance they might give us in
setting up the physical fitness program in their state under their coun-
cil of defense. We were at last ready to go to work.
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Almost immediately upon the creation of the OCD and its "sub- ,

divisions, the Division of Physical Fitness became embroiled in a lot

of unpleasantness involving Mrs. Roosevelt and her attempts to intrude

in the women's physical fitness work. As head, under LaGuardia, of

the Division of Participation of Women she evidently interpreted her

duties as being in charge also of women who volunteered to work under

Mr. Kelly in his Division of Physical Fitness. Accordingly, out of a

clear sky and apparently unknown to Mr. Kelly, she announced to the

public that she had appointed Miss Mayris Chaney as head of women's

physical fitness work. Miss Chaney, a young woman who had a dance

studio in Washington, D.C., was a personal friend of Mrs. Roosevelt.

Although Mr. Kelly did not claim her as a member of his staff,
the entire nation was well aware of her; newspapers tiroughout the

country, particularly those of Republican leanings, were having a hey-

day poking fun at the idea of a social dance teacher heading the phys-

ical fitness program for the girls and women of the nation. When it

was ferreted out that Miss Chaney was drawing quite a nice salary for

this work, the papers seized upon it with great gusto, for all OCD work

was supposed to be volunteer (as indeed it was for everyone else in it).

We women, in particular, working in the physical education field,

were doubly incensed to learn that not only did we have foisted on us

one who was totally inadequate for the task but also one who, despite

her inadequacy, was to receive a good salary.

Perhaps it is doing Mrs. Roosevelt a disservice in intimating that

she was using this important position to offer a nice financial plum to

a friend. Be that as it may, Mrs. Roosevelt stands accused anyway of

another mistake in thinking for one moment that a woman who had

absolutely no training in physical education, sports or even dance other

than ballroom, could know enough to head up such work on behalf

of a country caught up in war emergencies.

The more the First Lady was attacked and ridiculed about this ap-
pointment the more it became difficult to learn anything about Miss

Chaney's possible talents that might recommend her for such an impor-

tant appointment. She was not even a wealthy socialite of the Democrat

party as an excuse for such an appointment. Never was Miss Chaney

listed as a member of Mr. Kelly's staff in any capacityat least not in

any matetcial sent out to regional directors.

Firkftfig no other haven for her after her resignation forced by the

great hue and cry against her in newspapers all over the country, Mrs.

Roosevelt once more forced Miss Chaney upon the OCD as director

of children's activities, thus tossing her directly into Mayor LaGuar-
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tdia's bailiwick. Ultimately he, too, got rid of her, but not without great
embarrassment since it meant opposing the President's wife.

A bit of good came frem this.faux pas of Mrs. Roosevelt. After the
flare-up, Mr. Kelly did create an official position under him of Direc-
tor- of Women's Physical Fitness and appointed Alice Marble, the
international tennis champion. It was a volunteer position which Miss
Marble filled as a splendid public relations person for the cause of
physical fitness.

But if Mayor LaGuardia had grief with Miss Chaney, it was nothing
compared to later difficulties over OCD affairs which multiplied and
stirred up contention in so many directions that on February 10, '1942
he finally resigned the OCD post and was replaced by James L. Landis,
dean of Harvard Law School and noted troubleshooter for FDR. On
February 20 Mrs. Roosevelt also resigned her post in the OCD.

The national program of physical fitness was supposed to function
through the nine regional offices with a man and a woman appointed
to serve as regional co-directors in each office. In the First Region,
Daniel Kelly of Boston and Ruth Evans of the Springfield, Mas-
sachusetts Public Schools served for Maine, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, Rhode Island, Connecticut, and Vermont; in the Second
Region, William Saunders and Mrs. Kenneth Ives of New York City,
for Delaware, New Jersey and New York; in the Thifd Region, Louis

'Burnett of Baltimore Public Schools and Lillian Davis for Maryland,
Pennsylvania and Virginia plus the District of Columbia; in the Fourth
Region, O.K. Cornwell of the University of North Carolina and Fannie
B. Shaw of the University of Florida for Alabama, Florida, Georgia,
Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolinla and Tennessee;
in the Fifth Region, Delbert Oberteuffer and Gladys Palmer, both of
Ohio State University for Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio and West Virginia;
in the Sixth Region, Carl Stockholm of Chicago and Margaret Bell,
of the State University of Michigan for Illinois, Michigan and Wis-
consin; in the Seventh Region, 'Frank McCormick of the University of
Minnesota and I of the University of Nebraska for Arkansas, Iowa,
Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota
and Wyoming; in the Eighth Region, Harry Scott of Rice Institute and
Gertrude Mooney of the University of Texas for Arizona, Colorado,
New Mexico, Oklahoma and Texas, and in the Ninth Region, Charles
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W. Davis of the* Francisco Public Schools and Louise Cobb ,of the

University of California (Berkeley) for California, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, Oregon, Utah, and Washington, with Alaska as an extra.

Of these 18 physical fitness directors, 16 of us were from the field
of physical education, and 10 of these in physical education were
friends of mine. So John Kelly did see that the °profession of physical

education was drawn into his program on the regional level.

Later the majority of states that did get state physical fitness direc-
tors appointed drew heavily upon our profession. Outstanding among
these were Dr. Prohaska of Connecticut, Mrs. Aldrich of Vermont,
George Ayers of Dela Ware, Hiram Jones of New York, Elliot V. Graves
of Virginia, Jessie Garrison of Alabama, Simon McNeely of Louisiana,
Charles Spencer of North Carolina, Seward C. Staley of Illinois, Robert
Nohr, Jr. of Wisconsin,' Wilma Haynes of Missouri, C.S. Blackburn of
Arkansas, D.K.Brice of Texas, Frank R. Williams of Arizona, Hal
Orion of California, Bernice Moss of Utah, Dean Leighton of Oregon.
Nearly all of them Were friends of mine and most were from State
Departments of Education.

On December 17, Alice Marble met with the Sixth Region group on
her way to Omaha and San Francisco. On January 3, 1942, the head
of publicity from the national office, and on January 13 John Da.
Grossa, head of the Sports Board, met with them. With the aid of
Arthur Steinhaus and his physical education staff at George Williams
College, they had a course in physical conditioning under plans for
publication. Never did anyone from the national 'office except Alice
Marble visit our Seventh Region. However, we were at work 'by the
time of our first conference November 30, 1941.

By December 9 the Third Region made its start to organize the
physical fitness program; by December 19, the Second; by December
20, the Eighth; and by' December 23, the Ninth with Alice Marble
meeting with them. All regional programs were underway before New
Year's Day of 1942 except the First, Fourth, and Fifth Areas where the
regional directors were not confirmed until later. When the First region
did get started in early January it got off to a well-publicized start
with a banquet held in Boston with 600 in attendance including man /4

sports celebrities.

In the Midwest we avoided the spectacular and instead tried to set
up a program that would reach all school children, college age youth
and adultsall aimed at participation, not "spectatoritis."

Almost at once after public announcement of my appointment in the
Division of Physical Fitness, I was beseiged by many people hopeful
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that there were pay positions in the national or regional office. How
little they knew that this was to be wholly a volunteer project. I also
received several crank letters that the Regional Office cf Civilian De-
fense advised ome to turn over to the FBI, also, as probably happened
to the other women directors of physical fitness, several proposals
of marriage no doubt prompted by my publicity picture in, the papers.
These I hastily destroyed.

u.

To be a member of the Regional OCD staff proved a most inter-
esting Aperience, for whereas my professional work threw me almost
exclusively with educators, I now was thrown with men of the armed
services, politicians, a cross-section of business and professional men,
and a few business and firofessiona women.

Mr. Murphy shortly caVed.all of us assigned to his; staff to his
Omaha office. The military group explained plans for military defense
of our nine states, particularly of highways, railroads and factories
against possible sabotage. Other group heads reported on ;heir plans_
for use of volunteers for defense. Frank McCormick and r'presented
our plans for organizing strenuous exercise and spqrts activities to
reach people of all ages and walks of life. With gasoline rationing
seriously under consideration, I made a plea for all present to take to
bicycles to set an example of gas-saving, informing them that I had
an order in for a wheel for myself. I also urged, them to get and keep
physically fit and to urge others to do the same. There was Mich en-
thusiasm for all plans presented.

-Frank McCormick suggested that since his home state, Minnesota,
was already well organized on both the men's and wornciis level,
thanks to the head start through the American Legion project, it would
be most agreeable with him if I would first organize both the men's
and women's program in Nebraska, and then we could use the pro-
grams of our two home states as models. This I gladly consented to
do.

Of all the nine regions, none had as many states assigned to it as
the Seventh, which meant that Frank McCormick and I had nine state
programs to set up, nine Governors and nine State Councils of Defense
to deal with, to only three each for three regions, and four to eight
for fhe other five. Nor had any other region as many lower schools, pub-
lic colleges and universities (114). And, except for the, Fourth Region
with 199, no other region had as many private colleges and universities
as our Seventh with 162. In all, there were 71,662 public and private
elementary Wand high schools in the Seventh Region, serving over 31/2
million pupils. These pupils-comprised 13 percent of the nation's lower
school population. Although this region had more schools, it ranked
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fifth of all the nine regions in total pupil population, meaning that it
had more schools of small enrollment" than did the other four ranked
above it.

A brief glance at these figures, which I put together front statistics
about the U.S. population and its schools sent to me from Mr. Kelly's
office shortly after my appointment, quite took my breath away. How
could we reach even a fraction of these children to gel them physically
fit, especially the high school boys and girls, and quickly? Beyond these

were all the adults who would be needed in industry and all other
war-related work and others to "keep the home fires burning," all of
whom should be fit too. It seemed an impossible task. Where to begin?

And then I recalled my mother's oft-repeated advice, "Divide and
conquer." (When the war was over, the whole world came to see that
it had been Hitler's motto, too.) I realized that this job, parcelled
out region by, region, could be tackled within each region, state by
state. Then each state committee could break it down into local units,
down to where the people were whom we needed to reach. Each local
unit could then do fRe actual job pi&e by piece.

With high hopes and much enthusiasm, encourager] by the enthusi-

asm of Lincoln's mayor and by mV own desire to get things moving, I
asked for a conference with Nebraska's governor, Dwight Griswold,
only four days following Pearl Harbor. Mr. Kelly had sent the governor
a telegram three days earlier, asking that he give "his cooperation in
behalf of the Hale America program instituted through the physical,
fitness representatives working out of the regional defense headquar-
ters.' but not naming me specifically as one of the representatives. I
felt that surely my Word for it was 'sufficient that I was coming to see
the governor not as a member of the state university faculty, but as
Mr. Kelly's representative.

However, I was told firmly that the governor was too busy with im-
portant things to give me time, nor would he give me an appointment
for a future date. Having made this gesture of courtesy, I decided that,
although rebuffed, I was free then to seek a conference with the di-
rector of the state health department, Dr. A. L. Miller, whom the
governor had appointed.as head of the Health, Welfare and Consumer
Section of the State Defense Council. Physical fitness and recreation
were among his responsibilities. But here, too, although the door was
not closed to me, the welcome was slightly chilly. Later, when the chart
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for state defense organization was published, I found many organiza-
tions listed to aid Dr. Miller, such as county health offices, county
medical societies, but no mention of physical education, sports or.rec-
reation groups. Apparently the state concern for physical fitness was
limited to the medical aspects only.

At my first conference with a state-appointed head of physical fitness
I was given only a few minutes and these mostly were filled with his
denunciation of Mrs. Roosevelt and, her dance friend. I told him that
we physical educators also were dismayed and that Miss Chaney had
been removed from the program, at which he countered: "What? With
a young girl who plays a good game of tennis?" The news had just
broken that Alice Marble had been appointed as Mr. Kelly's assistant'
director in charge of women's physical fitness.

I assured him that onlyprofessionally- trained persons were to be
appointed as regional directors of physical fitness and that the actual
physical fitness program was to be set up at the grassroots level,
not the national level. The state director of health was unimpressed. To
my dismay he told me he had no more time to talk and that I was
wasting my time on this project. Didn't I realize that physical fitness is
entirely the responsibility of the medical profession? With this I was
politely but firmly dismissed.,

Since Nebraska was one of the few states, despite repeated efforts of
various tate groups, without a directorship of health and physical edu-
cation in _state department of education, which should now take over
the work of wartime emphasis on fitness, I had hoped to make a start
in getting a state director of physical fitness appointed under Dr. Miller.
With these two rebuffs I recalled the rebuff I had suffered 10 years
earlier from Governor Charles Bryan when I had led a statewide or-
ganization attempting to secure a state director of physical education.
So the climate toward physical education hadn't changed in 1.0 years,
even now under a Republican governor. I also recalled recent unfavor-
able reports in midwest papers of Mayor LaGuardia's attempt to stir
up interest in civilian defense at a meeting of midwest governors. Ac-
cording to the newspaper reports, La Guardia had received a cool
reception from the Middle West.

This high wall of resistance could be a real obstacle when, it came
from governors and medical doctors in high state positions-. I called
Frank McCormick to as* what he thought. As to the medics, he re-
plied':

"Oh! I didn't think to warn you that you might encounter this very
thing within medical circles, but don't let it bother you! We have the
unqualified support of much of that profession."
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After this opening experience in my own state, even my hometown
where the welcome mat was decidedly not out, except in the mayor's
office, I decided to try, another state and give Nebraska time to cool
off. Shortly, I learned that because of my appointment to this position
I was immediately suspected of being a loyal Democrat and was there-
fore one to be rebuffed by loyal Republicans. This amused me for I
had always voted RepubliCan. I was dismayed that Americans would, in
wartime,, place politics above doing work in defense of our nation. As it
turned out, Nebraska was the only state in my region where I was not
given a warm welcome by everyone I needed to contact from the
governor downwell, that is, by everyone else but the governor of
Iowa, who finally did open doors for me once he learned I was a
Republican.

These rebuffs in Nebraska were soon forgotten when Mr. Murphy
called a surprise meeting of his Regional Civilian Defense Council for
December 19-20, 1941 in Omaha, when Alice Marble would visit the
regional office and meet with Omaha welfare groups. I was informed
that hotel accommodations were being held for me with the thought that
I would wish to spend the night there for as much time as possible to
confer with Miss Marble and Mr. McCormick on physical fitness work:
This was welcome news for I was chafing at the bit over the delays of
getting work underway. I drew up three whole pages of questions to
ask Miss Marble on procedures for our work. I scheduled the weekend
in Omaha with high hopes.

Miss Marble's visit turned the weekend into a gala event for not only

was she a national sports figure but also a charming and attractive
person. Everyone, it seemed, wished to see and entertain her. As her
counterpart for fitness work at the regional level, I was included in the
festivities. Sandwiched among a luncheon, an afternoon reception and
a dinner party in her honor were the Council meeting and a visit to
Boys Town.

It was a day so full that I had not a moment to talk with Miss
Marble alone. I was thus glad when her official escort infdrmed us that
because of wartime pressures they had not been able to procure two
single rooms for us and hoped we wouldn't mind sharing a double
room. We assured him it was all right. As it turned out it was a boon
for both of us for by bedtime we were weary and arrangement
permitted us to go to bed at once when free from engagements and
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thus relaxed and together we talked far into the night. Almost at once
Miss Marble called across to my bed:

"Oh, Miss Lee, I'm scared stiff of this job. Please, you must help
me!"

"I help you? It is you,who must tell me about Mr. Kelly's plans and
what the national office desires of us at the regional level."

"Oh, that! Well I can tell you, quickly all that I ,know, but I ina..y as
well confess to you right now that I know nothing at all ou physical
education except to play tennis."

She told me of her girlhood wish to go tp college and major in physi-
cal education with the thought of teaching but that family circum-
stances and the Depression had upset those plans.

"Yap must help me!" she called out. "What should I say to all these
people when they ask me what they should do to get physically fit?"

She laughingly said she had "gotten by" that dny in Omaha as she
had done in other places when her scheduled talks allowed only a few,
moments. At Boys Town she suddenly thought to give the boys a dem-
onstration of rope jumping instead of a speech other than opening
remarks. I assured her that her remarks at the various functions had
been to the, point and excellently done. We both laughed at the remem-
brance of the hit she made at Boys Town, as well as at the luncheon
and dinner. Father Flanagan had given a most ingratiating introduc-
tion at Boys Town and as Alice Marble stepped out before that roomful
of young boys, an attractive young woman of superb posture, clad in
the beautifully tailored blue OCD uniform with the eye-catching OCD,
shield of stars and stripes on the breast pocket, those boys about raised
the roof in their -welcoming applause. Then she spoke a few words
about the importance of being physically fit in this time when our
nation was at war and with sudden inspiration asked, "Would you like
to see what I do to keep fit for my tennis playing?"

The room rang with shouts of "Yes, yes!" Someone was sent to fetch
a jump rope and she gave a breathtaking exhibition, even in street skirt
and street shoes, of a great variety of rope jumping techniques. Then
she asked if many of them jumped Aope at which there was a great
showing of hands and shouts of "Where's Joe?" At this, Miss Marble
begged to see Joe do his tricks. Finally a bashful black boy was

- brought to the stage and put on a demonstration that more than held
its own with Miss Marble's, whereupon she suggested that Boys Town
would do well to have this boy instruct all the other boys in rope jump-
ing as a part of their own physical fitness program.
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"But," said Miss Marble, "I am going to have to know more than
this when I get into groups that want to get down to business and
begin to ask questions I can't answer, as might well be the case to-

morrow, for the Omaha Welfare Society meeting. You must help me!"

So we tried to think of all the questions that might possibly be asked

and I told her how I would answer each.

"You do the answering," she said. "When the question is asked, I'll
turn to you and say, 'Here is an expert in this line. Let us hear what
she has to say.'

"Oh. no you don't," I exclaimed. "To the lay world I am just a
fuddy-duddy school mu'ain alnd worse still just one of their own, a
citizen of their own state. They don't care a whoop what I might have

to say. But you are a national figure, sent out here from our national,
capital. They'll drink in every word you have to say."

I finally persuaded her to accept this thought. We planned replies
for what surely would be a stock set of questions. I set her straight on

the subject of dancing in a physical fitness program, determined that

Mrs. Roosevelt was not to have the final word on this. Apparently,

Mrs. Roosevelt, still trying to defend herself for the appointment of

Miss Chaney, had primed/ Miss Marble for when someone' at the

luncheon that day had asked her if she agreed with Mrs. Roosevelt that
dancing is an ideal colcilitioner, she had replied, "Dancing is as good

for physical recreation asalmost anything else." I knew that to the lay

world dancing meant but one thingballroom or social dancing.

I felt strongly that we should drop all support of this form of dance
as part of a specific program to get rid of the bad name thrust upon

the movement by Mrs: Roosevelt's ill-advised appointment. But, for

our purposes I recognized as very valuable such dances as folk dance,

square dance and modern dance, all of which give vigorous exercise

and are enjoyable. I felt it important that Miss Marble recognize these
forms as different from ballroom or social dance and promote them as

body conditioners.

Miss Marble brought with her a six-page plan from Mr. Kelly ex-
plaining the Hale America program. She had been studying it and had

a copy for me. This was the first writing I had seen of the national
office's- basic thinking on the program which was to be set up. I could

see that it was most useful to lay workers to acquaint them with the
proposed program and was delighted to discover that Frank McCor-
Mick's and my thinking was in accord with it.

Many of y questions on details of work Miss Marble could not
answer b ause she, too, was gropitfg about. I explained to her Frank

I I
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McCormick's and my plans at the regionalievel and from her pleasure
I gathered that this was her first briefing from any of the nine wgions.
I was beginning to suspect, and later learned, that this was her first,
"down to business" visit to any of the nine regions.'

I warned her to avoid at all costs antagonizing the medical profession
and to say at every opportunity that in speaking of physical fitness she
was referring to that part of fitness that could be attained through big-
muscle activity and under the advice of physicians. She got the point at
once.

She gave me the names of women who had been appointed to serve
as regional directors of physical fitness in a few other regions. To my
joy, they were of my profession, all excellent choices, and I was able to
allay her qualms about the work in those regions with them at t6
helm.

If I didn't get my questions answered by, her (I realized that her task'
was almost purely public relations and that I shouldn't have expected^
her to know the answers on organizational matters), I, at 'least learned
an important lessonpeople of public acclaim can be of great public'
value for any cause if only they are persons of inteeity with a, certain
degree of charisma and enough interest to become informed about

v the cause for which they are a public front. Such persons can,popufar-
t.oze a cause far more readily than so-called eggheads who might know '-
the fundamentals but do not know how to catch public attention.' I
would never again protest the political appointment of a public figure
to promote a cause if persons with the know-how ate brought'in under
the public figure to do the behind-the-scenes real work for the cause.

This was my only encounter with Miss Marble. She did an excellent
job in getting attention for our program from a public that. had to be
attracted first by some glamor. Fifteen years later through a newspaper
clipping from California I learned that she was in Encino, California,
where she was a nurse's assistant in a doctor'llpffice. She had clone
some reminiscing to the reporter about her work under Mr. Kelly re-
lating that she had given 13,441 talks on health and sportsmanship,
talking to groups ranging from 8 to. 10,000' people at a time. Earlier
she was fighting to break the color line in tennis.", She was still, all
those years after her national and international obampionsiiips, playing
tennis for pleasure and keeping fitquite unlike a later American
woman tennis champion who gave up the sport entirely once shehad
won top honors. That is the difference between one who plays for the
love of playing and one who plays to win honors.

* * *



At the meeting with Miss Marble, Frank McCormick and I u'Oetk
hided

to split the states between us. He would do all the orgathotiorli4alas
for both men and women in Minnesota, Iowa and the two Da'yohr
and I in the five other states, Nebrasl, Wyoming, Kansos, M1,/ tiye
and Arkansas. After all states were organized, he would cover (Wk p

G

states to check on the work for men, and I, his four states to the e tp
the work for women. I protested at first that the men would not VOttet
pleased to have a woman advising them, but he said, "Nohsetise!

nonsense!"

The day before Christmas, I received a telegram froth lvIr.
/4ellyz

MAYOR LA GUARDIA HAS ASKED YOUR DIVISION TO CO' N44

CLOSE MILITARY DRILLING AND CONDITIONING EXkoC ISO

AIR WARDENS, AUXILIARY POLICE AND FIREMEN AND ALL 49ieti%

PROTECTIVE PERSONNEL. USE PARKS, STADIUM SChoOL 7

AND ROPED OFF STREETS.
t° t)

This meant work at the local level and our work was supposed,;/ouict

done exclusively through the state defense councils who ih turn ies
organize the local groups who would be able to move the hutheirif
get streets roped off for military drill and conditioning exercises- deh4'
could put pressure on the local defense councils to get the jrA wa( local

auxiliary police and firemen out for these drills for which the of
physical fitness personnel would supply volunteer leaders. MI anY'isie41
regional people could do was to urge this on the various state ph ahg
fitness people who would pass the order down to the local group;
we were still begging the proper authorities to get these perso0

pointed.

`'Mr. Kelly's office couldn't help but be fully aware, from m314011.4

letters pushing to get appointments made, that I could hat fulPoy
request. It was very frustrating and a waste of taxpayet5'
send out such telegrams. As time wore on I learned how Unryollt
that Philadelphia office, as well as Mayor La Guardia'%, was el
these things. Much "hoop, hoop, hooray" but little comthco set

A1t34t
At one time that office sent me a thousand large posters to disiled ih

throughout the nine states. They depicted a comely maiden, arrPerot1-4
what my conservative part of the country would consider an inde sit

costume, doing some eye-catching bit of exercise proclaithing heit, A
11,

port for the Division of Physical Fitness in behalf of the 11,,ar eff-jp

one glance I realized that this poster would indeed call attunt ion oneh
program, but would at the same time bring down one more ava'
of ridicule upon our heads. So I hid the posters in my hohie and

11.
"

the war was over, destroyed them. Would that I had saved at le0
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for the archivesl I wonder if that poster would seem as bold today as it
did then.

These unusable posters were but a drop in the bucket compared to
the mimeographed materials that the Philadelphia office sent for dis-
tribution. They.sent so much that for weeks on end I had my dining-
room table drawn Out to its fullest length, plus at times a card table or

,two for the overflow. In my office at the university I set up a card table
and cleared the tops of my filing cabinets for these materials. Some of
it I distributed by mail with help from members of the university's
Women's Physical Education Club. But some of,these materials were so
sensational or unpractical that I considered them unusable in this
section of the country. The people back East seemed to understand so
little the nature of midwesterners or their views on many educational
matters. So I disregarded much of the material anti prepared my own
materials for Mississippi and Missouri Valley consumption, and with
help from my students, sent them out instead to state directors.

As to stationery, postage, mimeographing supplieS and the like, never
in my several months of work for the Division of Physical Fitness was I
given a penny for such expenses. When Mr. Murphy, director of our
region, learned of my jneeds,, he sent a few letterheadi and some post-
age from his office. Afearing that I was digging my own pocket,
the Woman's Athletic Association of my university offered to finance
these expenses as a war contribution. In some slates, the American
Legion, 4-H Club or other state organizations financially assisted the
state physical fitness workers. Somehow we all scraped along, got a lot
of work accomplished, and paid the bills, but with no help from the
budget of many thousands of dollars allocated by Congress, albeit most
begrudgingly, to the Division of Physical Fitness. Presumably this
money was spent only for expenses of full-time workers at the national
office.

When the Division of Physical Fitness was .first, established for the
year 1941-42, Mr. Kelly was allotted a budgeCof $96,000. That figure
represented 1/13th of one cent per year per citizen of the USAmere
peanuts. In April 1942 he asked $300,000 for the coming (fiscal) year
$5,000 to each state and $60,000 for the national office. At this the
"Economy Bloc," the Congressional faction tit:at ,opposed spending for
anything the President advocated, raised a grept howl insinuating that
all workers in the movement were to be paid salaries. They labelled
them leeches and parasites and called the program a project of nothing
but useless frills and boondoggling. Supporters of the budget pointed
out that the Axis nations were spending many times that amount to
develop fitness in their youth, also that this amount was less than one-
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third the cost of a grade-B Hollywood film.' But Senator Harry Byrd,
carrying the ball for the opposition, largely won his battle and the
budget remained at the former figure, wrecking plans to redistribute
funds to the states.

By June 1942 the public was awakening to the need to push physical
fitness programs. Things were moving in that direction in many states
and enthusiastic supporters were beginning to be heard. Even the news-

papers began favoring the Division and many were upbraiding Con-

gress for its niggardly budget. By then the Division had lost its baby

teeth and was growing up and becoming less flamboyant and better
organized, therefore, more acceptable to the citizenry.

But the bother over finances, the concern over the strange ways of

help from thi national office and the ridicule of our work from some

segments of the public were nothing compared to the work itself
getting things moving at the local level where the program was to be

put into effect.

The grassroots had to be reached through the state level and we
regional directors could do nothing until the governor of each state
appointed a state director of physical fitness. To me, this policy meant
political appointments of friends for whatever political value might

come to them without regard to qualifications for such a task. Yet in

every one of my states 1 knew professionally-trained persons who would

be excellent for such volunteer work. If only I could make recommen-
dations. I could have had all appointed in no time and work long ago

underway. What patience it took to be tied into a political setup.
Several weeks alread' wasted and by then we were actually at. NVarl

But if financial aid Mk the national office was scarce at the re-
gional level and nonexistent at the state level, apparently this was not

the case at the national level from tales that came out of Philadelphia

where the national physical fitness office was located. One person who

worked there later remarked about the seeming waste of money and the

unrealistic things that went on there.' She told me she was appalled at
much of the newspaper publicity sent out from that office which seemed

to her most undesirable. The high-powered promotional schemes she

felt warranted the accusations that the Division was indeed spending

government money on boondoggling but accomplishing little. She

found it strange to work with promoters rather than with educators. As

she said in a report later, "They would get wildly enthusiastic at times,

marching around the office exuberantly trying out new songs about
fitness. and they also phoned all over the country at the slightest ex-

cuse. Their disregard of money took a little adjustment in my thinking

after all the penny-stretching we had to do elsewhere."'
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However, that office did set up a worthwhile project using the Phila-
delphia public schools as a model for a physical fitness program to
reach all schoolchildren. With $100,000 at his disposal, this project was
put on by Grover Mueller, director of physical education for the public
schools. But the Division of Physical Fitness Pailed\to follow up and
make material on the project available to the regional directors to pass
on to the state and local groups. There was lacking a sense of realism
to get things down to earth. 16411

In the end, the following was the form of organization mostly ad-
hered to as far as I ever knew. There were five sections of personnel:
(1) administrath;e personnel, (2) advisory board, (3) coordinators, (4) a
sports board, and (5) regional directors. The administrative personnel
consisted of Mr. Kelly as director of the Division directly responsible to
the national head of the Office of Civilian Defense; Alice Marble, assis-
tant director, head of women's work; Ellwood Geiges, a full-time em-
ployee, as I understood it, onleave from the public schools of Philadel-
phia, executive assistant in charge of the Philadelphia office; Raymond
A. Hill, head of publicity; John DaGrossa, head of sports and recrea-
tion; Mary K. Browne, well-known sportswoman, deputy assistant in
the Washington OCD office; and George Holstrom, liasion officer with

OCD Washington office.

The Advisory Board consisted of a secretary, William L. Hughes,
director of physical education, Temple University, and 12 to 33 persons
representing such national organizations as the American Association
for Health, Physical Education and Recreation; American Legion;
College Physical Education Association; Industry and Sports; Medical
Board of OCD; National Association of State Directors of Physical
Education; National Collegiate Athletic Association; National Council
of Parents and Teachers Associations; National Council of Recreation
Workers; National Council of Social Workers; National Education
Association; United States Office of Education; and Veterans of For-
eign Wars.

I have often wondered how much these groups were given an oppor-
tunity to advise Mr. Kelly and his staff. The setup looked fine on
paper, but surely if they had been given a chance to make their collec-
tive voice heard, the Division would not have become so controversial
or incurred so much unfavorable publicity which only held up the work
and made it more difficult to put it across to the citizens.,,William
Hughes, Glen Howard, then at Ohio State University, and Frank Mc-
Cormick were members of that Advisor Board, all three physical
educators and practical, commonsense people. I can't believe the others
on that board were not the same. Apparently they were used only as
figureheads.
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There were eight coordinators, all working in the fields of physical
education, recreation and sports, with William Hughes. the head of the
group, designated as consultant, The others were Hiram Jones, director
of health and physical education in the New York State' Department of
Public Instruction; August Prittlatr.' dirgktor of 'physical education in
the Chicago Public Schools; Anne Schly.puggan, president of AAHPER
and director of physical educati(:), exas Statek College for,Women;
F. S. Mathewson of the New,Airsey Recreation Department;, V. K.
Brown of the Chicago Pat; s and. Recreation Board; C. W.4i3rewer of

the Detroit Recreation I) rtii Tent; and JOhn DaGrossa, coordinator of
programs in industry.* tr.:411uph this group actually served as coordi-
nators I never knew..! six of these 'eight persons were profes-
sional friends of mine, only once in the months I worked as a regional
director in the program did I have contact with any of them about the
work. It never was suggested by the national office that I might make
use of their services in my regional work.

Just what they did to coordinate our regional programs, our various
plans, I never knew. On the occasions when I saw several of the re-
gional directors following the war, we were always too busy with cur-
rent work to hear each other's stories of our war work. It is still a story
to be told. Since all of them were dedicated people, they no doubt
"coordinated" things well as far as they were given authority beyond
being a setup on paper for an inquiring public to wonder about.

The Sports Board was made up of 63 people, one each for every
imaginable sport to be put to use in a physical fitness program, plus,
for publicity purposes. a few other persons, nationally known in their

fields. This board became a great source of controversy and a
g boy .for people who had grudges against FDR, Mayor La.:

eure aror Eleanor Roosevelt and were willing to settle on a chance to
belittle the Physical Fitness Movemerlt.

This board in particular was one instance of the Philadelphia office's
complete lack of proper coordination and utter lack of common sense..
These sports persons annoyed governors with constant and repeated
requests when all such requests should have come instead to one office
the regional director of physical fitness who would have passed them

on to proper persons.

Even Mr. Kelly at times ignored chains of command. He had ap-
pointed regional directors of physical fitness supposedly to be his repre-
sentativesin a region for everything having to do with the physical
fitness program and then in many instances ignored their existence.
After every trip out in the field I sent Mr. Kelly a full report and kept
him informed on what was going on in my region, state by state, but I
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often wondered if he ever read them. For instance, in February 1942,
after several of our Seventh Region states were organized, he asked Mr.
Scholtz (the new OCD Director for the 7th Region) to have each state
in his region get local physical fitness directors appointed as quickly as
possible. Mr. Scholtz, well aware of what had been going on in his
region, for I was keeping him informed, was surprised at his being
bothered with this directive. He sent the wire on to me in Lincoln,
asking if I understood'why this wasn't sent to me instead. Why was I
appointed and then by-passed? I wrote Mr. Kelly at once that his
message had been turned over to me as the proper person to receive
it and that this work was already underway as I had reported to him
earlier.

I now studied the population statistics state by state for the Seventh
Region which Mr. Kelly's office had sent me and I found the largest
problem as far as population went would be Missouri, then Minnesota,
Iowa, Arkansas, Kansas, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, and
Wyoming, in that order. Missouri had 21 percent of the entire region
population to Wyoming's 1 percent. Unknowingly, Frank McCormick
and I had divided our region evenly between us: his four states with 42
percent of the regional, population and my five with the remaining 56
percent.

From the very start of our work together, Frank McCormick was
called to WasItingtOn so frequently for conferences with a Naval Ad-
visory Board that finally in January he asked me to take on Iowa along
with my other five states. Then in February 1942, he wired that he was
entering the army as a major and resigning his position in the Division
of Physical Fitness. He asked that I carry on in the nine states alone
since so many men were now joining the armed forces that it was hope-
less to expect to find a man to take his place. He had been such an
excellent co-worker. Now I was on my own.
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Chapter XVII
Politics and Red Tape

Having been rebuffed in my own home state on my first attempt to

set up a state organization of physical fitness, I decided that, for my
own morale, I had better try another state as quickly as possible. So

I asked Bert Murphy, the OCD 7th Region Director, to write to the
governor of Kansas, introducing me as-one of his Seventh Defense Area

Council members in charge of physical fitness and informing him that I

would call on him during the Christmas holidays.

From the very start I had realized that out of fairness to my uni-
versity work I should make my out-of-state trips on the weekends and
during vacations and, of course, take care of the desk work and plan-
ning and letters on evenings and Saturday afternoons and Sundays:
For the office work I was fortunate in that my department secretary
volunteered her services to get out my letters for this regional work
during evenings. Three of her secretarial friends helped evening after
evening for several weeks. One alone gaye me 70 hours of secretarial

work in a two-month period.,

Several women students-who were majoring under me volunteered to
do their war-service bit by helping me during the weekends when I was
in town. I couldn't have swung the job without those enthusiastic and
capable volunteers, not one of whom asked for a volunteer badge to
wear or that a record be kept of the many hours she put in in the
hopes of recognition later as an aide in civilian defense. It was all work
purely for work's sake and for love of country.

I was still trying to get information from the Philadelphia office on

how to handle travel expenses. I was also begging for some sort of
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identification card from Mr. Kelly which I could present as an intro-
duction while on official division business, but as yet I had no response
to either request. However, I did later receive two felt shields of the
OCD, Division of Physical Fitness, one 4 x 31/2 inches and one 3 x 21/2
inches. Each had three white stars on a navy blue ckground across
the top and the red letters HEALTH on a white ba ound filling the
lower part of the shield. It was suggested that the larger shield be worn
on the breast pocket of my uniform and the smaller one on my cap.
Since I never purchased a uniform I had no use for the shields except
that on my first trip after their-receipt I did wear the smaller shield
on my tailored coat lapel to stand inilieu of an official calling card. It
attracted such stares-and curiosity in the hotel lobby on my first public
appearance that I dashed to4ny room and removed it before calling on
the governor. Nothing else was issued for identification but as I always
preceded all calls by- letter of intent to call, I got by without a card,
even though I was a oman.

As I was going t be in Lawrence, Kansas for Christmas with my
family, I.decided I could drive over to Topeka from there and cover
that trip at little expense to myself (travel permits were still not issued)

<'so I decided to go ahead and try to get Kansas organized.

From the tone of the letter Mr. Murphy sent from the Omaha OCD
office to the Kansis governor, wit, i a copy to me, I gathered that he
and the Kansas governor were on most friendly terms and I departed
for Topeka the day after Christmas feeling assured of a welcome. And
how right I was! Governor Payne Ratner was most friendly and inter-
ested in my plans and quickly had all necessary doors opened for me.
He urged 'me to stay over for a second day so there would be time for
him to arrange* conference with state leaders of various groups that
could help the fitness program. He called in a group of newspaper
reporters at once so the evening papers could announce the meeting.

I spent two days there with the head of the State Department of
'Health, the publicity director, and others of the State Council of De-
fense. They arranged conferences for me with man) heads of important
state organizations such as welfare., recreation, and schools, and also
women's clubs and men's service clubs who could reach down to the
local levels. -The governor decided immediately to place the Division of
Physical Fitness under Dr. F.C. Beelman, state director of health,
saying that Dr. Beelrnan would take under advisement the appointment
of a state physical fitness director and would name this person soon.
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The rest of the Christmas vacation I spent working all day and some-
evenings on OCD work. The year ended with announcement that Mr.
Murphy, a $1-a-year man in OCD work, had resigned as civilian de-
fense head of the 7th Region and would be replaced by Joseph D.
Scholtz, a former mayor of Louisville, Kenttic1cy, with whom LaGuar-
dia had'become acquainted earlier in the Conference of City Mayors.
Mr. Scholtz had been drawn into the OCD plans from their=beginnings
and when they were put into effect LaGuardia appointed him inspector
general of the OCD. He happened to be in Omaha at the time Mr.
Murphy resigned and LaGuardia had him stay on as acting director for
the Seventh Region. He was in that position for the remainder of time
that the Division of Physical Fitness was in OCD.

I found him a joy to work with because he listened to my plans
for my work and let me know that he considered the Division of Phys-

ical Fitness an important part of his organization. When he saw that
I was a comparative newcomer in the man's world of political strife and
jealousies, of political diplomacy and government red tape, he advised
me and in many ways made my path easier. When I was held up in
setting my work underway because I was still waiting for telephone and
telegraph charge accounts and travel forms to be issued, he provided
me with the necessary accounts and a government railroad travel order
book and told me to use my own judgment without bothering him to
procure a permit to travel for each journey. This saved much time and
energy for me, functioning as I was from Lincoln instead of Omaha
where the regional office was located.

I had his constant enthusiastic support. He even took enough interest
to ask me what I was doing for my own physical fitness with a full-
time position at the university and this voli,,,L,1 I, claiming most
of my evenings and all of every weeke,',I. When I told L'm that this
problem had bothered me to the exte:it that I had a bicycle on order
so I could at least get in a six-mile r;.'e ach (1..\ hetwe,:u rry 1.1me and

university office, he clapped his har s ci called out, "Good. rood!"

Mr. Scholtz's interest extended tc turning me over to Harry Wertz,
director of public relations for the seventh OCD Area, for
educating me in the art of using unrained pet sons for our program.
He took time to educate me about ti, flag wavers" for caLses and
hoW to make use of their desire to be ht...pful.

Mr. Scholtz became so interested in ow nhysi tl fitticss program

plans for the Seventh Region that he took early opportunity on a trip
back East to meet with the new OCD director, Dean Landis, to tell
him about our program plans with the result that the Dean sent back
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a message to me, "Keep up the good work, Miss Lee." This did a lot
for my own morale working as I was against limitations of time and a
shortage of enthusiastic supporters.

If my own state proved a hard nut to crack, it was a different and
more pleasant story organizing the other states of my region. I met
with some "stiff-arming" at first in Iowa, but in Kansas, Missouri and
Arkansas, nothing but warm cordiality from the very first. For several

,weeks at the opening of 1942, each Friday night found me in a berth
on a Pullman train headed for the capital city of Arkansas, Iowa,
Kansas or Missouri. I arrived early Saturday morning, worked with
state groups all day and on Sunday, and Sunday night I was once
again on another Pullman train, arriving in Lincoln early Monday
morning and dashing to the campus to look after my university work
until the next Friday evening. It was a hectic but rewarding time for,
away from my own home state, I was no longer "a prophet without
honor" and I found I could get things moving quickly and successfully.

Arkansas was an unknown state to me and I made only one trip
there. However that seemed to be sufficient to get the state physical
fitness organizationtet up and going, for I found all with whom I
came in contact enthusiastic, self-winding, full of practical ideas, and
ready to go. My first call-was at the office of the governor, Homer
M. Adkins. Mr. Scholtz had alerted him about my visit and he had
alerted Ben H. Wooten, head of the State Defense Council, the direc-
tor of the State Department of Health, and the state superintendent
of education about my visit and asked that they give nit hearty cooper-
ation.

When the governor noted my interest in the many oil /portraits in his
suite of offices and learned that this was my first visit to his state, he
took me on a brief tour of the main parts of the Capitol, pointing out
chief items of histzical significance and briefing me on ,the state
history. It was a mMgracious gesture. Then he turned nit twer to Mr.
Henry, executive secretary of the State .Council for Civilian Defense
who wished to have plans for a State Division of Physical Fitness ex-
plained, so that he could enlighten his entire council. He was meeting
his council that very afternoon and invited me to sit in on the meeting
and explain the Division of Physical Fitness. I found it most interes-
ting. How forward-looking these Arkansans of early 1940s were! As
early as April 8, 1941, a month before the National Office of Civilian
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Defense had been proclaimed, eight months before Pearl. Harbor, they
had organized to defend the industries, the railroads and other stra-
tegic parts against possible sabotage. At that meeting I sat on the edge
of my chair -enthralled at the reports of citizen groups on how they
were organized to guard strategic railroad bridges in particular. All
such talk was new and strange to me.

The director of the State Department of Health and the state super-
intendent of education quickly agreed that Clifford S. Blackburn,
former football and basketball star at the University of Arkansas,
former director of athletics at North Little Rock High School and
presently supervisor of health, safety and physical education in the
State Department of Education should head up the fitness program for
the OCD. It took but a brief chat with Mr. Blackburn for me to realize
that he had been an excellent choice. My first impression remained my
permanent one for he was not only most personable, but also splendid
to work with and, what was of the greatest importance, deeply inter-
ested in the need for a physi fly fit citizenry and the place physical
education and sports could pl in meeting that need.

My two days there were filled with conferences and meetings. State
leaders of both women's and men's clubs, the American Legion, PTA,
and recreation groups were called together for me to talk with and to
answer questions. Not once did any of these people berate me about
Mrs. FDR and her friend, Mayris Chaney. They seemed to sense that
that episode was beside the point and that there was too much impor-
tant work to be done to waste time on trivialities.

A second group meeting was arranged for public school teachers
alone. We got down to brass tacks about the school's responsibility
for developing physical fitness in all school pupils with emphasis on
high school boys who might soon be drafted for the armed services.
Amy Mason Little, a physical education teacher of Jonesboro, was
appointed head of the women's state physical fitness program:and the

state university physical education and athletics departments swung
into line. Quickly a state program to reach every county and every
town and city was under way. Many groups had already been at work.

The American Legion started a statewide campaign to educate the
school boards to put a physical education program into all schools to
reach all boys and girls, not just the few boys who went out for inter-
scholastic sports. The State Selective Service, the American Legion and
the men's department of physical education and athletics of the state
university had set up a test program in Washington County for all men
of draft age. The Selective Service was to give to the committee the
names of all men sLiected to come up before the Draft Board. Each of
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these would be personally contacted by the American Legion Com-
mittee and urged to attend a Mass -meeting for all men of draft age to
explain the program. When the program got under way, each session
was to, offer a period of physical exercise followed by briefing in first
aid and a discussion period. All who wished to attend but had no way
to come in to the county seat for the class sessions were to be trans-
ported by an American Legion Transportation Committee. The idea
was to be tried out first in Washington County and then if successful
carried out in every county in the state. The plan was put into effect
by the first of March and according to the Little Rock papers, it did
click, as reported by a Little Rock paper:

ARKANSAS CARRIES ON WITH PHYSICAL FITNESS PROGRAM

WHILE MOST U.S. CITIZENS BICKERED ABOUT OCD'S
CO-ORDINATORS DEFENSE LEADERS HERE DIDN'T
LOSE SIGHT OF WORTHY OBJECTIVE_OF BODY-BUILDING

by Bill Shirley

The national physical fitness program may have been knocked
out by congres4nal and public tacklers, but Arkansas' adapta-
tion of that national program is still headed toward the goal.

Chief Ball-Carrier, C.S. Blackburn, is convinced that a physical
development program is necessary and is determined that Arkan-
sas shall have such a program....

The article also told about the American Legion-University of Arkansas
program for men subject to the draft as follows:

Mr. Blackburn's office encountered opposition right off the bat
on this idea from the draft boards, who finally consented but
limited the department to one county, Washington, in which to
experiment. Just to make a long story interesting, the idea clicked.

Fifty-two draft eligibles responded voluntarily to the depart-
ment's call in Washington County and just to prove he was serious
about the whole thing one youngster footed it 15 miles to Fayette-
ville for the training program.'

Later news informed me that 15, other counties had installed the
program and "that when these selectees were selected they were not
only physically fit but they also owned a pretty good idea of what goes
on in the army."

This Arkansas State Committee on Physical Fitness didn't stop with
the school and draftee,programs. They went out at once after the men
and women employed in war production industries, in railroad shops
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and the like and asked all colleges to train a "small army" of prospec-
tive instructors to supply the needs throughout the state.

The problem of drawing blacks into our plans was encountered here

as well as in Missouri. In February I received a letter from the assistant

co-ordinator for Negro activities oNthe Division of Physical Fitness,
asking what I was doing to draw Negroes into my program in the

. Seventh Civilian Defense Region. I was glad to be able to reply that I
had held a special conference with Negro leaders of recreation and

-physical education in both Arkansas and Missouri in an attempt to
search out black workers to be assigned to our state and community
councils. As yet I had found but fev who could take on such special
volunteer work in addition to their regular paying jobs and other
duties.

Missouri was another state where it was a joy to work. I had been
informed as early as January 7, 1942, that an old hometown friend,
Wilma Haynes, had been appointed by Governor Forrest C. Donnell

to be state physical fitness director in the OCD,- to work under. Hugh

Stephens who had been appointed director of the Missouri Council
of Civilian Defense. Mr. Stephens had for many years been the chair-

man of the board of trustees of Stephens college an Columbia, Mis-1

souri, and no doubt knew firsthand of Wilma'sfine work at Stephens-

College as director of.physical education and .had reFommended her
appointment to the governor: J was delighted to get the news for I rbad
known Wilma since first grade., we had even gettle to 'college .together

(--,,,

and were both 'gruluates of the professional training course in physical,
education of Wellesley College. I was well aware ()Viler excellence in
public relations work as *ell as in the rontineprotevonal job. .

c

I was able,to work:-107m3i .first trip to.JefferSkin City,,:on my wAy to i°

Little Rcicic and there'I received as warM
,
a Icoy e from Governor:

Donnell Of:Misgouri'is I was latZ-to Tteteive ais" thk governor's office

in Arkansas. I spen?an entire day, there with. rning co fences with

heads.. of the -state dep'artmen related toifitn ss'wci .For the,aftei-

noon, Wilma and her Foil, ctor of plVseal fitn ss,.' Dr.. Dave in

Hindman of the; Lrniversityof Missouri (later s-4ccee ed- by br. Jack

Mathews, also of,fhe'unive;sity) had arranged a ing open to,the
public to 41s the physical fitness program an hoW to meet fyiii-

souri's needs.,_,) (, 6
c..

. This was one meeting, during the dozens of meetingsiof dies 4hectic ..
.

. 0:

1 '' ,--
p .
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months which I can never forget because of one incident in particular.
The large auditoridm in Jefferson City was packed, for the Division of
Physical Fitness had. by then been so attacked, so ballyhooed, so
'praised, so blamed by so many segments of society all over the country
that peoPle had become very curious about it. They were also eager
to see one of those gdeer persons of the OCD even if she was only a
lesser one working. at the regional level but nevertheless one of those
supposed-to-be high paid officials wasting the taxpayers' money.

All sorts of people turned out for the meetinga good cross-section,
Ishould Say, of any state's citizenry. No sooner was the meeting open,

)
introductions made, the program from the national level explained and
uestiOns Called for, than a man arose to demand an explanation of the
arge salary I was drawing when the OCD was supposed to be built en-

tirely around volunteer service. I had a 'difficult time to get him to
accept my' word that I had a full-time paid job at the University of
Nebraska from which I was free on weekends and school vacations to
do my volunteer bit for my country and that I drew no salary from the
fitness work. He finally grunted disbelievingly and sat down to be
Followed by a woman who arose belligerently and informed me that
she considered me personally responsible for the death of her son. The
audience gasped and I, struggling to keep calm, asked her to explain
just what she meant. She burst into tears and informed us that only a
few days before she had learned that her son had been lost at sea.
His ship had been sunk and, although help was near at hand, he had
never been taught to swim so he was unable to lot to this help. And,
she concluded, he went to a school where there was a pool and other
boys had been taught to swim but not her boy.

"Why didn't your physical education teachers make every boy and
girl in school learn how to swim?" she cried. "That's the reason it is
your fault that my boy is dead!" .

It was a dramatic moment. Sure enough, why hadn't physical edu-
cators insisted that every boy and girl learn to swim, especially in every
school with a pool? But the educators of that day were shouting that
such things should not be compulsory; let the boys and girls make
their own choicesthat was democracy!

. After the war was over, figures were released informing America that
to June 6, 1944, the date of the invasion of Europe, more American

servicemen lost their lives from drowning than in battle. To think that
many of those lives might have been saved had those men been able to

./
swam to whatever aid was at hand or been physically fit enough to hang
on longer to the rafts and debris until rescuers could reach them! All
who followed the news of those early war months will recall the fre-
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quent reports of ships sunk and men lost at sea. That woman's yycal
sation led to a determination, to stress swimming in the state phi' the
fitness program. After the meeting, the stricken woman cane tooffet
platform to apologize to me and thus gave me an opportunity to 0541
her my deep sympathy in her loss and to assure her she had ail)
us to a real need. o.y

Late that afternoon I went on to St. Louis where all the next d,t11 a
worked at the State Physical Fitness Committee's invitatiorl wt my

bevy of St. Louis organizations which had been alerted about the
coming. Then I took the night train to Little Rock. All this was Ott of
between-semesters interlude at the university so I could cover a 10

ground in the one trip. oui4

By the time I returned to St. Louis from Arkansas, the 5t. Ltioh

Welfare Council had arranged a meeting with all physical cluC°.ern,

teachers and recreation workers to set up the city physical fitnessio to
gram, the real grassroots one. Wilma Haynes came from Columb the
join me. I had my first experience of speaking over the radio vvh? way

woman commentator of KMOX-CBS and we two had a three'
conversation about physical fitness.

g op

The next day was spent in Columbia, Missouri, with nicetirldien's
townspeople, university people, and groups from the two local wol'oo04
colleges, Stephens College and Christian College. Late that afteod a
in Kansas. City, Missouri. I met at City Hall with local agencies 30i at
group of 80 civic leaders from Warrensburg and St. Joseph, Lat00%

a dinner meeting I tried to calm down several disgruntled worneu
the Kansas City Chamber of Commerce. It had been nine busy and

filled every moment it seemed, taking me to Kansas, Imis5ourlfor

Arkansas. I was glad when I could settle down that last day stiotk
night's sleep on a Pullman, bound for Lincoln and my university 0tant
that seemed now like child's play after these nine days of con

meetings.
Oci

A month later the Missouri State Council of Defense artanr
d

eall

statewide conference on physical fitness in Jefferson City, Theeetnt
came jointly from Governor Donnell and State 0Q0 Di( and
Stephens and both were interested enough to attend the coitferenc°,
take part in, the proceedings. As regional director, I was Urgipter,
attend, which I did. It was an inspiring meeting and there Vete *4.,114,t

esting reports from delegates from all parts of the state Pout pro,
the schools and out-of-school groups were doing in their fitne0
grams. Mr. Stephens told the delegates: ilia

Regardless of what may be the verdict elsewhere C/d(ins,

activities for physical fitness, Missouri has no idea of 4ide-tr3
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an -activity of such importance .to human values in theSe days of
war emergency.

One of the largest and most thoroughly organized groups which
has assembled in the state capital in weeks met February 28, in
the interest of physical fitness. The lengths to.which the group had
gone in its organization was a surprise. The committee members
also are one of the most determined in their. objective, which is
building war-time stamina among Missourians:

This committee is allotted no money. They are planning no
'frills and furbelows." They are madeup for the most part of men
and women, who for years have been responsible for character-
building and health programs in our schools, in the 4-H groups on
farms, Camp Fire Girls, Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts, YMCA and
scores of others.

In these days when we are calling for gigantic production, it
would seem strangely inconsistent to me for us to demand supreme
effort on one hand and on the other hand turn down the voluntary
services of those who offer to build people -up' so they can be
capable of such production, The physical condition of the people,
ninety-five per cent of whOrn will be out of the line of military
service, should be a prime requisite for victory.'

At this conference it was reported that 750 physical educators had
volunteered their services to put on out-of-school hours programs of
physical fitness in 275 schools throughout the state, also that in St.
Louis alone 50,000 people had registered with the OCD for volunteer
work of all descriptions.

The next day I moved on to Kansas City to see how I could help a
local group calm down a very large group of women in Kansas City
who were deeply o fended at criticism from. school and college groups
of their program s nsored by the Women's Chamber of Commerce. A
movement had bee started in November 1941 as a cooperative venture
of the Kansas City dumber and the Kansas City Welfare Department,
using the Municipal Auditorium with the WPA band furnishing music
for calisthenics. By January 20, 500 business and professional women
were coming to the class once a week and having a most interesting
time getting physically fit. Wilma and I thought it splendid and we
couldn't understand the criticism of some physical educators who
thought this class was ridiculous. "The idea," one prominent woman
physical educator exclaimed, "of doing calisthenics to music when they
should be playing basketball, tennis and golf or even swimming!"

How could you bring 500 women together one night a week on one
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large drill floor and give them all a real workout in a sports situation?

Frankly I was disgusted with the unrealistic thinking of some of my

professional co-workers, but I felt it wise to hold my tongue and not
get embroiled in local jealousies. There was one valid criticism of the

Kansas City program in that it did not accept school teachers into the
program. When I later talked witlit the State Works Progress Adminis-

tration (WPA) recreation people in Kansas City they told me that the
school people "high-hatted" them because many of the leaders were
poorly trained but as unemployed people they were used in this pro-

gram which WPA sponsored. Their main complaint was that they were

being severely criticized for using mass calisthenics instead of sports

and recreational activities.

As soon as I got a chance I called these WPA and Women's Cham-
ber of Commerce leaders into a meeting with the heads of physical
education in the schools of Kansas City. I said to them:

The people in our profession who for the past 15 to 20 years have

been preaching a philosophy of softness in physical education have
betrayed our profession as effectively as the pacifists and isolation-

ists of the past 15 to 20 years have betrayed our democracy.

I said that we are at war and the Army is telling us that although
physical education is not to blame for the disabilities of most rejectees,

it is to blame for the softness of the boys who have been selected to
serve. It is up to us now to make-fit as rapidly as possible not only the
young men who may soon be called up by the draft, but also all citizens

who may serve in the war ,bffort in any way, volunteers as well as,.paid

personnel. I added that when space, leaders and time are limited,
strenuous mass calisthenics are most worthwhile for our programs. And

I called attention to the fact that giving 500 young women strenuous
calisthenics in one huge drill hall in one hour of time was preferable in
this emergency to trying to give the same 500 women basketball or
volleyball or some other sport, which to reach all would take many
more leaders, much more in facilities and equipment, and many more
hours of time. I begged the various groups to pull together rather than
war over differing philosophies of what activities serve people best.

I thought,l-had cleared the atmosphere and had made peace in Kan-

sas City but-a week later, when the Missouri State Physical Education

Association held its annual state convention in Maryville, a prominent
physical education leader in the public schools of Kansas City arose
before all the delegates and asked if the workers in the Division of
Physical Fitness were to be allowed to wreck the physical education
profession in Missouri. She went on to say that she had recently, to
her amazement, heard the regional director of physical fitness say that
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sports, swimming, dance and recreational activities were to be dropped,
keeping only mass calisthenics as our entire physical education pro-
gram. This called forth a great note of disapproval. Unfortunately I
was not present to defend myself and let the delegates know how my
remarks had been twisted to suit the pleasure of a jealous and ambi-
tious co-worker who hoped to discredit me. She probably wanted to get
even for my taking the side of the ladies of the Kansas City Chamber
of Commerce and the WPA workers who were trying so hard in the
only way they knew to be helpful in the war effort. Many Missourians,
indignant at this snide attack on me when I was not present to set
straight exactly what I had said, wrote begging me to refute this state-
ment at an early date. My opportunity came a few weeks later when
the Central District Association for Health, Physical Education and
Recreation met in convention in Des Moines, and from the platform at
a general session I did get a chance to set the record straight.

Later the St. Louis Social Planning Council invited me to come, at
their expense, as one of four guest speakers to a physical fitness con-
ference they were sponsoring. Several months later I was again guest
speaker when the St. Louis Physical Fitness Council put on a "com-
mencement" for its 800 volunteers who were graduating from a course

''it had been giving for several weeks in recreational leadership. The
course had been taught by the St. Louis public school physical educa-
tors who gave their time. Now 800 persons were ready to go throughout
the city to help put on recreation programs for all the citizens, a huge
undertaking.

This visit turned into a circle trip to Jefferson City for conferences
with state leaders, to Columbia for meetings with college students, to
Warrensburg to speak at a women's convocation at the State Teachers
College, then to Kansas City, and finally to Lawrence, Kansas, for a
brief vacation at Christmas with some of my family. What a trip it was
at that time of year with mobs of travellers for every train, missing
connections because of delayed trains, and in the final leg of it, along
with a group of soldiers, standing outside in bitter cold from midnight
to 1 a.m. on the platform of a day coach from Kansas City to
Lawrence because there wasn't even standing room left inside the coach
filled with men in uniform, young mothers with little children, and, to
my great astonishment, numerous pregnant young girls. (This latter I
became accustomed to before the war was over as wives moved back
and forth across the land trying 'to keep up with their in-service hus-
bands.) Believe me, the conductor's call, "LawrenceLawrence" was a
welcome call on that cold morning.
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Iowa was another state where, as in Nebraska, civilian defense activi-

ties were held up at first by the foot-dragging of the Republican gover-

nor who was playing politics, unwilling to follow President Roosevelt's

leadership and accept John Kelly and his Division of Physical Fitness,

seizing upon the nationwide outcry,against Mrs. Roosevelt and her
dance protege as an excuse to decry the work of all of us. It was easy
to vent the full force of one's spleen upon that movement. And that is

just what Iowa's Governor Wilson started out to do. But finally under
pressure `from Mr. Kelly's office, the governor had in late December
appointed the state superintendent of public instruction as head of the
Division of Physical Fitness under the state council of defense.

I had been invited by the Iowa Farm and Home Organization some
time earlier to be one of the speakers at its statewide convention which

was being held just about that time at the State Agricultural College at

Ames. I decided to use this occasion to tackle the Iowa situation since

would be in the Des Moines region. Mr. Scholtz, the regional director

of OCD, had informed the governor of my plans to call on him, but he

could not see me when I first arrived. I had been tipped off that he was

not at all friendly toward the physical fitness movement and I inter-

preted the "could not" to mean "would not." f refused to be put off

thus and asked his secretary for an appointment the following day

which she said was out of the question. But I persisted until I was

given a definite date for two days hence, and the secretary informed me

that it would be quite correct for me to go ahead with my plans.

Finally on my last day there I had a belated and, at first, a most

obviously begrudged appointment with the governor. My earlier rebuffs

from the governor of Nebraska had taught me a lesson. Sensing his

reluctance to give me an appointment in the first place and feeling a
decided chill in the air when I first entered his office, I hastened to

inform him that I was a native Iowan, brought up in an old Republi-

can stronghold, at which he took on an immediate look of interest.

"Where is that town?" he asked.

"Centerville," I replied.

"Then you must have known former Governor Drake whose home

was there."

"Yes, indeed. As a little girl I saw him frequently. My father knew

him."

With that, Governor Wilson waxed eloquent for apparently he had

admired Governor Drake and he spoke of the university in Des Moines

°that bears his name. This broke the ice. I was no longer persona non

grata in his office, suspect appointee of LaGuardia and John Kelly-
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those Democratsbut a native Iowan and a Republican, who as a little
girl had frequently seen former Governor Drake. All doors-were opened
to me now and it was time to return home, all interviews concluded
except for an appointment with the mayor of Des, Moines and a con-
ference that afternoon with the State Recreation Association, to be fol-
lowed by an appointment with George Walker, State WPA Recreation
head.

Kathryn Kreig, city superintendent of recreation, had told me the
mayor was interested in the physical fitness movement but was awaiting
some nod from the State Council of Defense before he set up a city
program. Sensing that such might not be forthcoming I told Kathryn,
who was one of my own University of. Nebraska graduates, that there
was no need to wait any longer. I urged her to come with me to see the
mayor, saying we could bypass t e state organization if it refused toiti/i
function. There I received a iendly reception and our conference
ended with his appointment of Kathryn as head of physical fitness on
his City Council of Defense. Now one piece of Iowa was in the bag for
us. I knew I also had the group at Ames, both the physical educators
and the extension people-, and also the physical education people at
Drake University aiKthe University of Iowa pulling for our program.
At last surely the Idwa program would get going.

Evidently after my call on him, the governor sent word to the super-
intendent of public instruct n that he was ready to recognize the Divi-
sion of Physical Fitness. N doubt he prodded her to action for she
now sent me word that s would be happy to have suggestions and
advice on the work.

By then I had Arkansas, Missouri, Kansas and Iowa orgNized at
the state level and Frank McCormick had Minnesota well organized.
Wyoming was still to be organized, Nebraska was still balking, and the
two Dakotas were Frank McCormick's territory. We were so busy I
never did hear from him how they were moving.

However, I doubt if any other regional director met with such in-
transigence from the "politicos" as did I in my attempts to get my own
home state organized. For my second at ' to see Nebraska's gover-
nor I decided to play some politics n went to a prominent
businessman in the city who was know i h. e access to the governor
and was a good friend of mine, one to v,i; m I could talk confidentially
and who knew that I was a staunch Republican. He was amazed when
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I told him the governor had refused to receive me as a representative of
John Kelly and also refused to give me an appointment for a future
day. I told him what we hoped to accomplish by pushing for a good
physical fitness program in this state where there wer so few schools
offering good physical programs, even sports programs for
all pupils, but our hands were tied by a governor prejudiced against us
because of his dislike for Franklin Delano Roosevelt, his wife and
Mr. Kelly. My friend said, "Leave it to me. I think I can get his door
opened to you. Just sit tight for a while. I think he will come around."

So I sat tight for almost three weeks and then early in January I was
tipped off that I might find the climate at the State House a bit
warmer if I once more asked for an appointment. Apparently someone
had been at work, for this time the governor was friendly but warned
me that he had little sympathy for the Division of Physical Fitness.

"Why can't the schools do this job through their physical education
departments?" he asked, giving me a long desired opportunity to tell
him how backward Nebraska was in this branch of education. So many
schools offered no physical educationr:difier than interscholastic sports
for a few boys, and many of the few schools that were offering physical
education had mostly inadequate and untrained teachers. I also

pointed Out that in this war emergency we must reach not only all high
school pupils to toughen them up quickly for possible military needs,
but also out-of-school citizens who will be helping in the war effort on
the home front. I hastened to point out that since Nebraska had no
state directdr' of physical education 'in the State Department of Public
Instruction, as did so many states, it would mean much to the physic'al

fitness movement if the person appointed for this volunteer work were
trained in the field and could quickly organize the workers at the local
level throughout the state. At this he suggested I talk with Dr. Miller

of the State Health Department again.

So Dr. Miller had been softened up, too. Maybe now we could get
on with the work. As I was leaving, the governor said, as if seized by a
sudden thought, "You might find it helpful to talk with Walter
Roberts, the executive secretary and state coordinator of civilian de-
fense. Why not go see him right now?"

It proved a good idea, for I found Mr. Roberts most friendly, eager
to hear of my plans for a state program in physical fitness, a bit
bemused by the anger of others at Mrs. Roosevelt and her dance friend
appointee and at Mayor LaGuardia and John Kelly. He was inclined to
overlook the ruckus over them stirred up by the news media. He said I
could count on him to back up the fitness program and to come and

talk with him whenever I wished.
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A few days later I was able to get an appointment with Dr. Miller
who this time received me cordially and informed me that he was ap-
pointing Charles Moon, state athletic commissioner, to be state director
of physical fitness. At this news I tried to keep a poker face although
his appOintment seemed as ridiculous as Mrs. Roovelt's. Althotigh I
knew little about the qualifications of Mr. Moon and was no better
informed as to just what the position of state athletic commissioner
mektit, It, instant premonition that any. real hopes for a state physi-
cal' fitness program were dashed. I felt at once that his had been a
trick to block the program. But I kept my first thOughts to myself,
smiled as gamely as I could, and said I would look forward to meeting
Mr. Moon and working with him.

I madel beeline to my businessman friend downtowii to tell him
what had happened and ask him what he thought it meant. He was as
dumbfounded as I, but consoled me by saying that the appointee was a
dyed-in-the-wool Republican and therefore would follow the Republican
line and have Republican backing. He added that I would find the ap-
pointee pleasant, cooperative and, incidentally, open to suggestions.
Then he briefed me on his background. As athletic commissioner
under Dr. Miller, he was in charge of boxing and wrestling permits. So
I had, after all, met the gentleman recently even if only indirectly.
Several other women and I had led a protest over his granting a permit
for "lady" wrestlers to put on a match in the state, which had resulted
in a decision to cancel Lincoln matches but to permit them in Omaha.
Perhaps he would be holding a grudge against me for this. I also
learned that before taking on the.athletic commissioner's job, Charles
Moon had run a pool hall in Lincoln and been manager of a profes-
sional welterweight champion and a baseball team (Green's Nebraska
Indians) and the Lincoln Western League Club. At least he knew some-
thing of a few sports if only from a managerial viewpoint.

I asked for another conference with Dr. Miller as early as possible
when Mr. Moop would be present so we could get down to work. It
was, two weeks before this request was granted and then the conference
was very briefwe were introduced, then dismissed. But in a brief chat
in the hallway of the State House I sensed that Mr. Moon was friendly
and willing to work, also, was taking the appointment seriously even if
his.superior Officers were not.

Recalling Mr. Roberts' cordiality, I asked him if Mr. Moon and I
could have a conference with him to -get`the state physical fitness pro-
gram under way. The following day we met with Wade Martin, state
chairman of the Civilian Defense Council, joining us. Both these gentle-
men were interested in the problem at hand. When Mr. Moon, as Miss
Marble had done ahead of him, protested that he knew nothing of or-
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ganizing and promoting a physical fitness program and frankly told me

he would lean heavily on my advice and suggestions, I felt free to

plunge in and advise and suggest. ,As 1, hoped, he asked me, with the

approving nods of the other two, to name people throughout the state

who would be good persons to invite to be on an advisory committee

for him. I suggested Ruth Diamond of Omaha University as a special-

ist in work with women, James Morrison of Wayne State Teachers Col-

/ lege, W. A. Rosene of the State Department of Public Instruction, and

J James Lewis of the Lincoln City Recreation Department. The three

then said this sounded like a good state committee and to make it

official as a state OCD appointment, Mr. Roberts offered to write to

each officially inviting them to be members of this committee. ,

No sooner were the acceptances in than Mr. Roberts sent for me to
say that when the governor learned of these_advisory committee ap-
pointments, he sent for Mr. Roberts and told him he had no intention
for such a committee to be set up. It was to be disbanded at once and

Mr. Moon would carry on alone or not at all. I could scarcely believe

my ears!
. ,

The Lincoln and /6maha Councils of Civilian Defense had been
urigingl me to meet with them, whiCh technically I Should e do except

on invitation from the std to physical fitness director and no one was

taking Mr. Moon's appoihtment seriously. However, Mr. Roberts gave

me his blanker permission from the State OCD to confer with any

group anywhere in the state in the name of a state physical fitness

setup.

I had already accepted speaking engagements With the Lincoln
Welfare Council and for the big Victory Luncheon which the Lincoln

Council of Defense had recently put on at the Cornhusker Hotel. It had

brought out the city's leading citizens who gave me a most encouraging

round of applause at the conclusion of my brief speech telling them
what we hoped to accomplish in .Nebraska whenever we could get the

state program rolling. So with Mr. Roberts' blessing I went that very

afternoon to a meeting of the Lincoln Defense Council and at their

invitation helped to organize a local physical fitness committee. Mr.
Roberts assured me the governor would have no objection to organize
locally. A day or so later upon invitation from the Omaha Council of

Defense, I went over there and finally got its Committee on Physical

Fitness organized.

In the meantime I tried to. see the governor again to see if I could
persuade him to reverse his decision about an advisory committee but

once more I found his door closed to me. All this took place before

Frank McCormick resigned. I told him of the Nebraska situation and
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tipped him off that the governor would be attending the State Ameii-
can Legion convention at Grand Island where the national commander,
who was pushing for a national physical fitness program, would be
speaking. Could he 'see that Commander Stinbaugh talked with the
governor in behalf of a Nebraska program? Evidently he did see to it,
for a week or so later the governor asked Mr. MOon to bring me to his
office for a conference. We had a good, friendly talks and the governor
relieved himself of a lot of pent-up feelings against the many so-called
sports coordinators of the Division of Physical Fitness who had become
a great annoyance t4 him.

1 was amazed at what he had to tell me. I knew that Mr. Kelly had
set up a Sports Board with a coordinator for each of the great variety
of sports, but it was my understanding that all of these would be func-
tioning within the states only through the regional directors of physical
fitness. I had not heard one word from a single sports coordinator and
was beginning to wonder when they would be ready to get to work.
Now it developed- that telegrams and letters from a great variety of
sports persons had been pouring into the governor's and Dr. Miller's
offices, urging immediate appointment of a state chairman of whatever
sport the particular person was pushing.

When the governor learned of my amazement at this and of my- dis-
approval, as strong as his own, he lost much of his belligerency toward
me. 1 assured him I would take the matter up with Mr. Kelly's office
at once and would see that he had no further annoyances of that sort,

By this time the State Department of Public Instruction had set up a
State Health Education Committee to advance physical fitness within
the schools of the state, insisting that I be a member of the committee
which would proceed at once to develop a State Bulletin for War Emer-
gency on Health and Physical. Education. We did spend several Satur-
days, all day long, at this task, stretching into the fall of 1942. I have
wondered all these years if the governor hadn't suggested this as a way
to make amendssfor-his refusing to recognize a physical fitness setup in
the State OCD.

Ever since Frank McCormick's resignation I was on my own to cover
our entire region. It was entirely too much for one volunteer to cover
nine state, so I gave no thought to Minnesota which had been so
thoroughly 'organized even before Mr. Kelly's Division of Physical Fit-
ness, was created, thanks to Frank McCormick and his American
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Legion national fitness work. I also gave no thought to the two Dalcbtas
since neither asked for help. I did get calls for help from Wyoming
which had been on my original list. But with the insistent calls from
the other four states, all heavily populated and with needs for intensive

programs, it was easy to neglect Wyoming, which was so sparsely

populated and with only a few persons trained in the field of physical

eciucation.

Those few and I corresponded and by late March, Wyoming did
have a state program Organized with H. J. McCormick of the Univer-
sity of Wyoming appointed by the governor as state director of physical
fitness. Fortunately, this group was self-winding. It persuaded the
governor and the state director of the Civilian Defense Council to serve

on the executive committee of- the Division of Physical Fitness ex
officio. It also managed things no other state group of the 7th Region
accomplishedto have its own letterheads as a Division of Physical Fit-

ness of the Wyoming State Council of Defense and funds for office
supplies and postage furnished by the council and travel expenses from
the state adjutant general's office for the state physical fitness chair-
man. Regional representatives were appointed, the chairman of each

county defense council was contacted, and finally a program was under

way with much enthusiastic backing from the citizens of the sparsely
populated areas.

The year 1942 marked the zenith of John Kelly's'dream of a Division
of Physical Fitness for America. Within the early months of the year all
his regional directors, both men and women, and most of the state and
some local directors were at last appointed. On the national level his
greatly touted Sports Board was organized with its numerous coordina-
tors. Besides these, there were coordinators in general and coordinators
of coordinators, and consultants and an advisory, board, besides assistants,
office executives, an office manager, and a publicity director.

There was a constant stream of letters and telegrams going out from

Mr, Kelly's top assistants in his Philadelphia office, many ignoring the
chains of command Mr,_ Kelly himself had set up. I sometimes won-
dered if the right hand knew what the left hand was doing. It was most
obvious he was receiving much poor advice. I wished he would come to

see what we were doing and w hat we were like out in the Midwest. He

obviously little sensed the temper of, this part of the country, the hot-
bed of isolationism, and had no understanding of the political discord

between Republicansll'and Democrats in'these parts.
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I had urged him early in our work to visit us but receiving no reply
had forgbtten about it. Then when in early March he informed the St.
Lo is peoplenot telling either the regional or state director ahead of
tim that he would drop in on them, they descended upon me via
telep one and post dispatch from several quarters begging me to have
him cancel his plans. By then he had been held up to so much scorn
(including undeserved criticism because of FDR and his New Deal) that
the St. Louis people felt he would not receive a warm. welcome. It was
an unpleasant task but.I got the plans cancelled.

Later, again bypassing me, Mr: Kelly's office alerted the Missouri state
chairman of OCD that Mr. Kelly might visit Jefferson City. Immedi-
ately a long-distance call from there asked me to get this trip also can-
celled. The state OCD director felt such a visit would be inadvisable
because of the bad feeling on the part of many citizens towards the Divi-
sion of Physical Fitness at the national level. As Mr. Hugh Stevens,
state director of OCD, said, "Just let us go about our physical fitness
work without him making a personal appearance until people have for-
gotten all this hoopla." So again I wired that the date would be incon-
venient for the state group and, as tactfully as I could, suggested that
he let me arrange the dates and places for visits in the Seventh Region
for him.

In early March I received a letter from the president of a national
woman's educational group informing me that she had been told by a
seemingly well-informed man that the Division of Physical Fitness was
to be transferred to Paul McNutt's Federal Security Agency (FSA)
under the President's Defense and Welfare Division with Mark
McCloskey as head of the Division of Physical Fitness and Recreation
of industrial workers. This woman, hoped we would be allowed to
continue under Dean Landis in the OCD. Four days later when I
chanced to be in Kansas City, Missouri, I sounded out one of Mr. Mc-
Closkey's recreation leaders. He told me that Mr. McNutt had said
that the Division of Physical Fitness was to be placed under him, but
Mr. Landis, head of OCD, said the Division was to remain in the
OCD. A week later I heard in a roundabout way that President
Roosevelt had signed papers for transfer, but there had been as yet no
official word from Mr. Kelly's office or from the regional OCD office in
Omaha.

About this same time, both Mr. Scholtz and I were informed that
Carl Nordly of the University of Minnesota had been appointed to take
Frank McCormick's place and the Division of Physical Fitness was to
carry on just as it had since its establishment.
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After carrying ten alsone'lbr4several wee s. 1 once more had a co-
worker, but there was a subtle change in the national office in regard ovi 4

to our relationship. In the'.first weeks when Frank McCormick and, I
were working toVether, all communications abo'ut our work as regional
directors of physical fitness were addressed to tis -jointly. Then whe

carried on alone for several weeks,. .all. letter's were addressed, to
alone. From now on/ I never received a word.froni,that office
indirectly from cop* they sent me of th I9 ers to Mr°.

least Mr. Kelly's-6ffice fished me to kno w had o a
co-workerw Also, I neve had any conimu{nication it sup- "'
posed-to-be co-worker, We were strangers at t4e time altho gh later
years threw us togethe and we liecdme.good friends. But ro-i." reasons I

never understood, the friendly working together that= pad existed be-

tween Mr. McCormick and me was not carri )i'aver infe-ttie new setup.

And strange as it may seem, despite many years of work together, Carl
and I never found time to reminisce about the physical fitness work.
Since all communications from the national office of Physical Fitness
were addressed to him alone, it was understandable that he did not
regard me as a co-worker.

It was late March before Mr. Notklly received travel authorization
and at that time Mr. Scholtz informed me that he had asked that my
travel authorization be extended through June. Since it was the re-
gional civilian defense office that procured these authorizations, these
expenses evidently were paid out of the general OCD budget, not out of
Mr. Kelly's Physical Fitness budget. Thus we wve spared having these
items dragged up for ridicule in Congress by Seator Byrd.

At this same time I received a letter from the Philadelphia office saying

that the work in that office had been frozen pending a decision about
transferring the Division out of OCD into the FSA under Paul McNutt.
Therefore, no more materials would be coming out to the regional
offices until further notice. I went ahead and sent out to my state
directors my third monthly bulletin in which I urged them to stress
ithuch walking for all civilians as an excellent conditioner requiring no

(facilities, no special equipment, other than correct shoes, and for high
school boys and college men, much swimming, tumbling, and wall-

scaling. I continued to send Mr. Kelly long monthly reports of what I

was doing in the various states and the regional office, with copies to

my state directors and interested workers.

No sooner were my February reports in the mail in late March, than
I received a letter from Mr. Kelly informing me that the Division of

Physical Fitness was being dropped from the OCD and transferred to
the FSA on Presidential orders of February 28," 1942. He had been

asked to appear the following week before a Senate Committee when he
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would at last have a chance to challenge Senator Byrd on his criticism
of his work. Evidently Mr. Scholtz got the word of our transfer at the
same time for in the next mail I received a note from him saying that I
was no longer a member of his regional civilian defensecouncil. He
said he regretted it very much and expressed appreciation for the work
I had done. In the end the transfer was not completed until April 14
and the work was carried under the OCD until then.

A day or so later I received a copy of a letter sent from Mr. Kelly's
office to Carl Nord ly informing him that he was to remain in the Di-
vision of Physical Fitness as regional representative of the FSA region
with Minneapolis as the headquarters. A check at the State House in
Lincoln gave me the information that the FSA region including Minne-
sota covered five statesMinnesota, Iowa, Nebraska and the two Da-
kotas. So Carl Nord ly and I still belonged in the same region but not
one word as to my own status in the new grouping. I had not been told
my position had been eliminated although Carl had been definitely
informed that he was to stay on. Some time later I received a letter
from the Philadelphia office informing me that the Division organiza-
tion was to be kept intact as in the OCD and that there would still be a
man and a woman head of physical fitness in each region. Carl Nordly
and I would work together in the five states of the Minneapolis area.

Finally in June 1942, the Division of Physical Fitness was transferred
to the Federal Security Agency when Mr. Kelly made the public state-
ment that "Our regional representatives and consultants include some of
the best-known people in the field of physical education. Sena r Byrd
and his 'hatchet men' are afraid to attack them and the pro ams in
the schools." From then on, Mr. Kelly purposely kept the ivision
of Physical Fitness out of, the schools, leaving it to each state to step up
its own fitness work in the schools on its own.3

The ongoing story of the Division of Physical Fitness, as it unfolded
under the Federal Security Agency, is told in the chapter that follows.

As said earlier to have been a member of the regional staff of the
OCD proved a most interesting experience. Almost all of the people
with whom I had to work I found to be quite different types of per-
sons from the general run of educators. And to be quite honest about
it, I found most of the people from outside the ivory towers quite
interesting with their fund. of common sense and ability to get things
done and with dispatch.
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Chapter XVIII

A Victory Corps, a Women's
Commission, and a Women's

Army Corps

In January 1942 a War Emergency National Conference of College
and University Presidents was held in Baltimore where the delegates
endorsed the promotion of a physical fitness program but urged that it
be conducted along approved scientific and educational lines. Paul
McNutt, head of the Federal Security Agency (FSA), asked John W.
Studebaker, U.S. Commissioner of Education, whose office was under
the FSA, to establish within his office a Wartime Commission to study
special services that could be given in wartime by the nation's schools.
Out of this grew a commission of 59 leaders in education (college and
university presidents and school superintendents) and representatives of

a great variety of national organizations interested in education. From
this Commission developed the realization that a permanent govern-
ment agency was the one to be concerned about physical fitness of the
nation and that the FSA with the U.S. Office of Education under it
was the logical organization to promote this. The recommendation of
this Commission was accepted by the President.and the move from the
OCD was ordered.
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The reorganization of the Divisi9p of Physical Fitness under the
FSA, authorized February 24, 1942, called for three groups aimed at
keeping the citizenry fit: the U.S. Office of Education, concerned
mainly with developing fitness in the schools; the Recreation Division,
under Mark McCloskey, a New York City social worker, to promote
recreational activities in industry; and the former Division of Physical
Fitness under John Kelly concerned with fitness of all other citizens.

What happened to the other pairs of regional directors i jthe other
OCD areas I never knew, but we two of the Seventh Are appened to
belong to states that were in the same FSA area. Carl, ordly and I
were informed that we were to carry on a FSA regi 6A- directors of
physical fi ness, but now for a different set o innesota, Iowa,
Ne sk North and South Dakota. Under the FSA, I received great
quantiti mail and information about the promotion of physical
fitness; glir although I was told I was to stay on under the FSA, my
actual position seemed in limbo. I never had been in touch with Carl
Nordly so I did not know how things were with him.

A

Needless to say, this letdown and uncertainty was a period of relief, a
rest from weeks of rush, rush, rushl I was glad Frank McCormick and
I had set up as many state physical fitness organizations as we had
efore the transfer came. I had "about knocked myself out" as the\,,a

s ying went, wee end after weekend for weeks for the OCD. Gradually
I realized that wilt on the regional level had died out in favor of all-
out attention of the FSA directly to the states. However, no official
announcement ever reached me.

We of the earlier physical fitness organization had been working
under a handicap of misunderstanding of our purposes by people out-
side the organization. But now we had to cooperate with someone in
the overall group who was as unfriendly to the Division of Physical Fit-
ness- as most outside critics, Mark McCloskey. All I knew about him
had come from professional acquaintances who had heard his snide
remarks aimed at the Division of Physical Fitness under the OCD and
all its workers. I was just learning of this man's antagonism toward us
when I was due in Des Moines to attend the annual spring converai
of my district' professional association. This gave me not only gn
cellent oppp1tunity to have a first face-to-face conference with ne
regional-liftector but also a' chance to meet Mr. McCloskey. The Fitt-
gram had been arranged a few months previously and I was assi ed to
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explain the Division of Physical Fitness of the OCD to the delegates

and introduce the various state and local directors in our district. But

after this program had been arranged, the transfer to FSA was made

and, not wishing to seem to ignore the newcomer, Mr. Nord ly, I has-

tened to invite him to share all these meetings with me and at the

general session to preside with me as a co-chairman.

Mark McCloskey, head of the Recreation Division for industrial

workers of FSA, was also booked for a speech at the convention and

I asked Mr. Nord ly to introduce us. Imagine my surprise when that

gentleman refused to acknowledge the introduction, but instead gave

me a cold look, let out a rude "Hump" of disapproval and, turning his

back on the two of us, walked away. I was thunderstruck and to this

day I still wonder what had called forth such rudeness. Later I did

meet one of Mr. McCloskey's staff, and had a most pleasant and prof-

itable chat about how our work could be coordinated.

Mr. McCloskey's dislike of John Kelly's Division of Physical Fitness

must have been deep-seated for in his speech at a general session of the

convention 'he ridiculed the Division, declaring that it had nothing to

offer for the fitness of our nation but "jerks" (referring to calisthenics,

no doubt) and all that was needed was a program of recreational activi-

ties: Highly indignant, a large number of us in the audience jumped to

(dr. feet to challenge him the minute he concluded his speech but he

hastened from the platform and disappeared through a back door. If

we were foiled in an attempt to dispute points with him, we did have

the last word after all, even if in a sort of closed-doOr situation. Charles

H. McCloy, research professor of the University of Iowa, went straight

to Paul McNutt with a protest of Mr. McCloskey's speech and said that

since that gentleman disappeared immediately after his speech he (Dr.

McCloy) hoped to discuss with Mr. McNutt the mistaken idea that

recreational activities alone would get industrial workers and draftees

physically fit in a hurry and keep them fit for the war effort. Mr.

McNutt responded with interest and later had lengthy discussions with

Dr. McCloy on the subject.

In addition to physical education groups, the movement was at last

backed- by many important national organizations, such as the Ameri-

can Medical Association, the American Association of University Wo-

men, the General Federation of Women's Clu,bs, national health or-

ganizations and the like. But we now had to reckon with Mr. McCloskey's

animosity. His rudeness to me in Des Moines was soon to be repeated.

Preceding the war he had been working in the New York section of

the National Youth Administration and was director of community

education fqg the New York City Board of Education. But these facts
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gave me no clue as to what might have aroused in him such antipathy
towards the cause of physical fitness and its workers.

About a month after the Des Moines meeting I was in St. Louis as
one of four guest speakers at a conference of the City Social Planning
Council. The other three speakers were Floyd Eastwood, a friend of
several years from Purdue University, Tom Deering of the National
Recreation Association with whom I was on most friendly terms, and
Mark McCloskey who refused to be drawn into any conversation with
me and completely ignored my presence. The four of us had radio and
press interviews and endless conferences and I, like the other three,
was scheduled for three speeches, mine all on the physical fitness
program as set up by Mr. Kelly.

In Mr. McCloskey's first speech he made derogatory remarks about the
Division of Physical Fitness which I wished to challenge but again, as
in Des Moines, I was given no opportunity. As I wrote to Mr.Kelly's
office, later:

- I resolved, therefore, to make the opportunity for myself (to
challenge Mr. McCloskey) from the platform when I was to speak the
following morningremarks that were to be made directly to him,
but again I was foiled due to the fact that although he was booked
for two speeches that morning, he failed to put in an appearance
and the committee was unable to locate him any place. He simply
walked out on them without one word of explanation.

Shortly after this, Mr. McCloskey left the FSA to become director of
the Office of War Community Services, and we physical fitness people
were no longer subjected to his rudeness.

1

The new form of organization for the Division of Physical Fitness
under the FSA functioned for over a year on a trial basis. On April 29,
1943, by Administrative Order No. 42, a special national committee on
physical fitness was created within the Division of P ysical Fitness, and
it held its first meeting in Washington on June ; 1943. At that time
it declared its functions to be fourfold: (1) to 'define and study prob-
lems relating to the promotion of physical fitness, in cooperation with
national agencies and organizations, and encourage the development of
cooperative programs for their solution," (2) to "serve as a center for
stimulation of state, district, and local programs for the promotion
of physical fitness," (3) to "make available to states, localities and
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organizations and agencies, upon request, the services of specialists in

physical fitness," and (4) to "prepare materials and serve as a clearing-

house on informational matters, pertaining to the development of a
national program of physical fitness." It also ,stated that the peculiar

responsibility of the Committee on .Physical Fitness was "with the de-

velopment of strength, agility, stamina, and endurance in the civilian

population."'

This new committee of 1943 included only three physical educators

(15 percent of the committee membership) and one of these,.C. Ward

Crampton, had long since left the profession for private medical prac-

tice. The other two were Hiram A. Jones, New York State Physical

Director and former president of AAHPER, and August H.. Pritzlaff,

supervisor of physical education of Chicago public schools and incom-

ing president of AAHPER. Not one woman physical educator was on
the committee, but also there was no wealthy socialite or sports figure,

either man or woman, for publicity value!

The other committee members represented United States Selective

Service. Athletic Institute, intercollegiate athletics; Special Services of

Armed Services, United States Public Health Ser Vice, Bureau of Naval

Personnel, Training Department of United States Navy, Community

War Services, National Federation of High School Athletic Associa-

tions, Physical Training Department of Army Air Forces, U.S. Com-

missioner of Education, one sports editor (Arch Ward of the Chicago

Tribune). one professional sports association (baseball) and the assis-

tant to the head of the FSA. Such a membership meant that experts

would have to he called in to get the actual work done, and that is

what happened. Physical educators were called into the U.S. Office of

Education and other government agencies within the FSA to work full-

time.

Women's physical education was represented by Dorothy M. LaSalle,

for many years head, of physical education of East Orange, New Jersey

public schools. She was on the adniinistrative staff as senior specialist

heading up the work for girls and women. She was also listed as- spe-

cialist in Physical Fitness in the U.S. Office of Education, with Jackson

Sharman, former Alabama State Director of Physical Education, listed

as Principal Specialist on Physic& Fitness for the U.S. Office of Edu-

cation. Frank Lloyd, on leave from New York University, was later

executive officer of this new National Committee on Physical Fitness.

Under this committee several subcommittees were set up such as one

on state and local organizations. one on schools and colleges, one on
national organizations, and one on promotion. George R. Holstrom

was named head of the first one, and, as the acknowledged but un-
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official Nebraska State Chairman of Physical Fitness, it was under him
that I continued my somewhat hopeless task with our still unyielding
governor. He was informing people that I was the state chairman
but refused to give that chairmanship official sanction. However, the
new Physical Fitness Committee blinked at this queer informality and
Mr. Holstrom placed my name on his official list of state chairmen.
Thus we in Nebraska could move forward somewhat.

From now on, much of the printed matter sent to us workers ac-
knowledged indebtedness to the Athletic Institute (headquarters, Chi-
cago) for financing the printing. Apparently even the FSA was given a
scant budget by Congress for the Division of Physical Fitness as had
been the case with the OCD before it.

A National Council of Physical Fitness was established shortly as an
advisory group for the new National Committee on Physical Fitness. It
consisted of 78 persons, 27 of whom were physical educators, 13 men
and 14 women (I was one of them). The makeup of the Council repre-
sented such national groups as AAU, American Legion, American Red
Cross, American Medical Association, ift&erican Federation of Labor,
American Camping Association, Broadcasting Corporation, CIO, Fed-
erated Women's Clubs, Four-H Clubs, Girl Scouts, NYAA, PTA, U.S.
Junior Chamber of Commerce, Veterans of Foreign Wars, War Produc-
tiOn Board, Motion Picture Industry, AAHPER, and NAPECW.

The hectic pace of the Physical Fitness Movement was now slacken-
ing for us volunteers since under the FSA full-time professionals on
salary entered the scene. They were advancing the cause quietly, effect-
ively and without political fanfare or Lallyhoo.

a

One of Mr. Kelly's first moves, after the transfer, had been to ask
regional directors to use their influence with State departments of ed-
ucation to provide school facilities for citizen use at hours not in use by
the schools. As early as December 1941, Mr. Kelly had made this plea
but few states were as yet organized for fitness programs. On his sec-
ond appeal, the heads of 33 (out of 48) state departments of education
ordered their school facilities to be made available to non-school groups.'

Now with the United States Office of Educatiallientering the picture
to take over the fitness work in the schools, the tfiovement was pretty
much taken out of Mr. Kelly's hands. Heralded as the outgrowth of the
deliberations of the War Manpower Commission and the Wartime
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Commission of the U.S. Office .of Education, fitness was given a great
push. Immediately WilliaM Hughes of physical education and Ruth
Grout of health education (both professionally trained for their work)
were added to the staff of the U.S. Office of Education to push fitness.
All lower schools and colleges were urged to (1) require physical educa-
tion daily of all pupils, (2) use all facilities for the adult population to
get physically tit, and (3) use the schools as community recreation

centers for all.

Under the Wartime Commission a subcominittee was appointed to
determine how effectively college students could be brought to a high
level of physical fitness quickly. N. P. Neilson, formerly of the Cali-
fornia State Department of Education, but then executive secretary of
AAHPER, was assigned by Mr. Studebaker to organiie this subcom-
mittee: Dr. Neilson, aware that the regional directorships of the Divi-
sion of Physical Fitness as set up within the OCD were being aban-
doned, enlisted several of us former regional directors to join this com-
mittee. So in May I picked up another assignment.

At this same time the College Physical Education Association made, a

survey which revealed that 92 percent of all colleges had made physical
education compulsory for all students. Of these, 49 percent required
daily participation, 97 percent required medical examinations, 87 per-

eent attempted to correct remedial defects, 68 'percent added new ac-
livities to the program, and 80 percent granted college credit for the
work. As a result of this survey, the U. S. Wartime Commission strongly

recommended that in this emergency all colleges require physical edu-
catani daily for all students for all four years.'

Although the National Association of Physical Education for College
Women did not make a survey of physical education requirements for
college women, it immediately began a study of the programs and what
could be done to step up physical activity for all women college stu-
dents. President Elizabeth Kelley of Pomona College and a small group
of us women college directors from seven states met in June 1942 at a
retreat cabin on the Mississippi River at McGregor, Iowa.' We drew up
resolutions and suggestions which, in the name of NAPECW, were sent
to colleges throughout the country, urging them to stress the development
of agility, muscular strength, physical courage, flexibility, and relaxa-

tion, and the correction of remedial defectsall this physical,. activity
coupled with knowledge of weight control.

From now on it began to look as if we needed to stress activities
such as walking, rut-Ming 'and general conditioning exercises which do

not require special facilities and equipment. Such a program I had all
my professional career held as valuable, so that I tell in with it at once.
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I was greatly amused at many of myprofessional friends who lamented
that we would accomplish nothing,without gyms, playing fields, pools,
and lots of ballso bats and everything else. I had been raised in circum
stances where we had no hysical education facilities, no equipment,
even no lea rship to speak of, yet we who had an inner drive for it
enoyed a ch life of physical activity. The moaning ones could not
be consol by the fact that our program could go ahead and use faci-
lities an equipment to further enrich the program wherever and When-
ever we could find them.

1- As the new form of organization for a Division of Physical Fitness
was shaping,up, Jay 13: Nash, president -of AAHPER, set up several
committees to help the rhovement. Rationing of many supplies was
threatening setbacks in some parts of physical education and sports
projects which were essential to a fitness program. Particularly we
women were being handicapped by a ruling that sneakers were to be
purchased only through, shoe-rationing coupons. Older girls, especially,
refpedto' use such coupons to purchase sneakers which they would
wear only in physical education programs. Therefore, women's depart-
ments were pushing for sneakers to be taken off the ration lists.
Through a committee 'heided by August Pritzlaff, AAHPER did get

K.sneakers and other sports. items removed from sut:h lists.

Finally with the issuance' of Administrative Order #42 creating the
Commission- on Physic'al Fitness under the FSA, Mr. Kelly sent out
letters ,which were the death knell of the regional directors'Of physical
fitness under him.' In his letter to me of dismissal from the regional
directorship under the OCD setup, he expressed thanks and hoped I:
would continue to serve unofficially' as a consultant whenever called
upon. Of couhe I replied in the affirmative. Although I' no longer had
funds for travel and telephone calls and had to refuse all long-distance
,calls,;theWomen's Athletic Association at my university continued its
financial support to meet my stationery postage and mimeographing
expenses. The volunteer secretarieS.stayed with me, so I responded to
all corn nuing calls for help as,..1 could-meet .them through correspon-
dence.l'hus ,I was able to turn oat a lot more work unofficially for the
war effort.

* * *

When it was official that the Division of PhysicalFitness was to be Of'dropped from the OCD I had a final conference at the Nebraska State
House in early April 1943 with Dr. Miller and Mr. Moon. I informed
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them officially that the Division was being reorgaaff4?transferred
to the Federal Security Agency. I fear that it was with Jongue in cheek

that I thanked them for their services to theeause,.but I was deter-

mined to make, the correct gestures. Mr. Moon ad,lieen willing to

help but his superiors never gave him a go-ahead signal

It now became a source of great but secret amusement to me that

when upper echelon workers in the FSA physical fitness prograin asked

for reports from Nebraska, the governor always referred them to me

as the Nebraska Chairman of Physical Fitness although he never offi-

cially apppinted me as such:-This was not the only area in which Neb-

raska wasi dragging its feet. It was also slow. (I was told by workers

in the OCD regional:office) in lining up volunteers,ior civilian defense,

in organizing localgfense :councils in all;countries and towns of over

5,000' populatiorWnd in getting the Amer ican Legion organized for

aircraft warning service. We were still strongly isolationist even after

the country was drawn into the wan,

Despite my repeated announcements to him that the as

still adamant that there would be no NebraSka. State Ph ss

organization, Mr. Kelly doggedly continued to recognize' .the

state's physical fitness director under him for he retained his old state

setups of OCD to ,reach out-of-schoO.I.geoups..:So materials for Neb-

raska kept comiN, to me from Mr.Aelly's :office and I did what I

Auld about the sub rosa as it were The Nebraska State Physical

Education Association backed me icri 6114 and an unofficial state

com#ftee which helped bo$i school "anci non school groups in many

ways behind thseenes. FirAllyiraffe'r fotir,.months of working in this

round-about way; the State SuPerintendent of -1.1blic Ittiructibn took

our committee under hi wink and by-Oct4Oet.1243.,we were officially

recognized as, a :State Committee on PhySical Fitness of the Nebraska

AAHPER, si)onsored by the.,ste superintetident.

When the firsrfPublished report of state programs of physical

fitnessteam".3 out in June 1942,5 '1,rSfill feeling keenly the inability

to get my home,state- organized, turned to ;he report eagerly to see

.what other'states might also .nothefiri.the physical fitness fold. There

I discoveeectfo.my relief and concern that-only half of the states were

organized Mr McCormick anil I flacl.''six states in our region that

were organized; *ire than any-other region. This was followed by three

states organized' for our regions each, two states each for two other

Regions and the state for one region, and none for one.

While. pushing for action in t4 remaining 24 states through the.

summer; Mr. Kelly asked me for permission to- reproduce the bulletins

,I had issued for my st e chairmen. I was plea9ed to grant it. In July



alone I had prepared 18 pamphlets and leaflets to send out to 10 state
directors asking for

The promotion of a High School Victory Corps was one of the devel-
opments of the Wartime Commission of the U.S. Office of Education
under the FSA which was presented to public attention through a pam-
phlet published in August 1942.6 In its foreword, the U.S. Commis-
sioner of Education called attention to the fact that the National Policy
Committee, representing the War Department, the Navy Department,
the Civil Aeronautics Administration of the Department of Commerce,
the Wartime Commission of the U.S. Office of Education, and civilian
aviation interests, had given its hearty endorsement of the VictOry
Corps and offered to help develop the program. The Secretariesof
War, Navy and Commerce (Henry Stimson,s1'ia*,Knox and Jesse H.
Jones1 as well as Paul McNutt of the FSA' and President.Roosevelt
contributed opening statements for the bulletin. In his opening words,
Commissioner Studebaker said:

We are engaged in a war for survival. This is a total wara
war of armies anvies, a war of factories and farms, a war of
homes and schools. Education has an indispensable part to play,
in total war. Schools must help to teach- individuals the issues at
stake; to train them for their vital parts in the total war effort;
to guide them into conscious personal relationship to the struggle.

Students in the Nation's 28,000 secondary schools are eager to
do their .part for victory. in utilize more Nip, thiS eagerness to,
serve, to' ort anize it into effective acti , to Channel. it into areas

ncreasin y critical need, the National Policy Conimittee rec-
o mends e organization of a Victory Corps in every American
high sc ool, large or small, public or- private.'

Physical fitness was included as a major part of the- high school
Victory Corps program and was tied into a program encompassi4.
guidance in critical services and.occupations, 'wartime citizenshi
petence in science and mathematics, preflight training in a h-'
anics, and community services. It took on an aura of respe
that assured success.

The U.S. Office of Education published A Victory Corps Physical
Fitness Manual which was produced by the jointkefforts of the armed
forces, the Public Health Service and physical educators.' The program
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for boys was developed particularly to stress aggressiveness, strength,

endurance and muscular coordination. The total program was to

include calisthenics, body-building exercises, running, jumping, climb-

ing, tumbling, wrestling, team sports. marching. hiking, swimming and

rhythmic dancing, to be accompanied by health examinations, correc-

tion of remedial defects, nutritionschedules, safety education, first kid,

and knowledge of hygiene.

This was to be a voluntarj. program offering a choice of special-

ization within five service divisions air, land, sea, production and
community, with all divisions participating in the physical fitness pro-

gram. There were insignia for the various divisions of service to be

-worn on the Victory Corps cap. The Division of Physical Fitness of the

Victory Corps set up regional three-day institutes" to cover all parts of

the country to train leaders who in turn would set up a series of state

physical fitness institutes to train local leaders for the program. Dr.

Jackson Sharman headed this project.Working under him was an 18-

man committee on Wartime Physical Education for High Schools.

Assisted by representatives of the United States Army and Navy, the

Health Education Department of the U.S. Office of Education and

AAHPER, Jackson Sharman and his group, calling themselves a travel-

ling circus, toured the country putting on these institutes, all patterned

after the program planned in Washington.

Since Lincoln, Nebraska was a state capital, centrally located within

the nine states to be covered by dne institute, to cover two FSA areas

the planning group in Washington chose it for the site. No doubt be-

cause Jackson Sharman knew me better than any of the other leaders

in these states, he asked me to serve as local chairman for the three-

day institute. The skeletal program was already made out. The Physical

Fitness Program of the Victory Corps would bit explained by the spe-

cialist, and the Army and Navy representatives from Washington, were

scheduled to put on several sessions each for boys in combatives,

aquatics and gymnastics. leaving it to me and any 16cal committees

I wished to set up to arrange demonstrations in gymnastics, aquatics

and rhythms for girls. Some foundation in Chicago would send out a

speaker on mental attitudes in relation to wartime fitness and the con-

sultant in health edUcation of the U.S. Office of Education would

handle health topiE. All announcements would be sent out from

Washington to the schools, communities and newspapers of the nine

states. My local committee and I were to till in the rest of the program

as we thought best.;

I immediately set up a locaVcommittee, including Mr. W.A. Rosene

of the State Department of Public Instruction, the Nebraska University

Health Seriiices, the president of the Nebraska AAHPER (Jimmy Lewis
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of Lincoln), and the state directors of physical education and/or state
physical fitness directors in the nine states, We filled in the gaps with
talks and demonstrations by leaders in physical education from Mi-:ne
sota, Missouri, Kansas and Iowa. We called on the Nebraska State
Department of Health, the Nebraska Agricultural D-'epartt .. -.1.

ment and the NebFaska State Nutrition Organizations ta'help .us.

When the institute-opened on November 19, 1942, we were'delighted
to have 260 registered delegates. The meetings were held on the univer-
sity canipus. One evening we put on an all-conference dinner at the ,

_ Student Union, the cost per plate, 65 cents.
. -

On-the opening day I hosted an afternoon tea at my home in honor
of the "travelling circus", or "barnstormers," inviting the state directors
of phVSical education and of physical fitness of C ,:. old OCD program,
all who were to participate in the program, and my local committee.
That "travelling circus" was a jolly bunch consisting of Major Birch
Bayh of the U.S. Army, formerly head of physical education of the
Washington, D.C. schools (father of today's Senator Birch Bayh);
Lt. John Miller, USNR, one of Tom Hamilton's Navy Air Force Staff
on lotilo the U.S. Office of Education; Lt. Commander Charles
Foi.sytT7Of the U.S. Navy, formerly Michigan State Director of Phys-
ical.Egjeation; Neils Neilson, executive secretary of AAHPER; Jackson
Sllàrthán) that delightful and gallant southern gentleman from Ala-

%,battia; ankl Ruth Grout, the last two ytith the U.S. Office of Education.
likli`p./9? I askew Birch/and Neils would "pour" at tiy tea they

sented to do seonly if I would supply them with fancy hats to wear
ey.hadnliteif was 'the accepted headdress for those who "pour"Lso.;koUtfitt e them- with flower-bedecked hats, and the get-

ted '-f01>arty -, Init'Aiately turned into a rollicking, hilarious ,

uieted down after a while for instructions to local committees
Ose; wno were to ppt on The program so that we were ready for

kfaXt,Atailt nee the institute was formally underway that evening.

e stranger in the group'. was -young Lt. 'Miller but he was a
:stratiice or a brief titrieonli,. 'After the institute was over, he wrote
me a0elightful letter of 'thanks for my hospitality and shortly after
thiitA goodbye irite saying waslëàvir for active service overseas.

was the stI heard QM, in, ave: ?ten --wondered what became
g young licute n ge, b'e c. e home safely. .
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own soft and no,w*peedecrsome toughening up. fiat the Victory

Corps was offer'A 'deeatte job. I had carefully chasen the women

to put on the"-g ise'from "among the few I knew in the nine
states who believ did_ in the values of strenuOtis disciplined

exercise for rls as for boys and had kept in touch with gym-

nastics teac 42 such teachers were a rarity but luckily we

still had a fe at hand.

With the ins i.ute over, the delegates were urged to set up a series
of district institutes'in their own states to carry the program' down to

the grassroots.

The year 1943 brought increased activity throughout schools in the
promotion of physical fitness as a res It of these regional institutes. In
Nebraska, we put on 31 district in utes on two Saturdays in January

covering the entire state in s a yay that no one nee d to travel
more than 50 miles. These institutes were sponsore by the State
Departments of Instruction d Health, State Med al and Dental
Societies, the State PTA, and th to As or Health, Physical
Education and Recreation, with the programs planned' by the still-
unoffi4a1 Nebraska State Committee of Physical Fitness. These insti-
tqes,:13ut on (presumably) in all 48 states and supported by the U.S.
Army and Navy and the U.S. Office of Education, had a far better
chance to reach the nation's 28.000 secondary schools than did John
Kelly trying to go it practically alone under the OCD.

its

At the annual convention' of the Central Association for HPER, held
in Kansas City.*-Missadti April, 1'943, I was scheduled to speak at two
general sessions-=two more chances to promote physical fitness in our

area. John Kelly had consented to be the banquet speaker to explain

the new set-up to (Air region. At last we in this part of the QOuntry had

a chance to meet him. We found him interesting, sincere and a
splenclid`exponent of physical fitness himself. Seated next to him at
the baliquet I was treated to a showing of pocket photographs of his

very pretty young daughter, Grace (today's:,J3rinces`i.of Monaco) and

his,. still younger son (recently president of todat'is4AU).

Military rejection figures were now out. General Lewis R. Heishey,
director of Selective Service, was1with us at our national convention in '.

Cincinnati in April 1943. He told us that over 40 percent of the draft-

ees we4unqualified for millr service by wartime standards. In the

.18 to 20-year-old group, 20e4pf ent*ere4ejected. axid in the 35;:to;
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38-year-old group, 60 percent were rejected. Later we learned t t as of
March 1, 1944, 3% million had been rejected with mental isease,
topping all causes for disqualifications. June 1 figures raised t at to
more t n 4 million for men_ j8 to 37 years, old. By June 1, oer a
million en inducted intotthe armed forces had been-'discharged,
mostly for physical and mental reasons.

In August 19tog' I- as called to Washington by' the United States
Office of Education to work on a committee to study how to manage
in the face of the terrific shortage of teachers confronting all schools.
This small committee was specifically concerned with the problem as it
was affecting physical education in the schools. Early in my work iri the

"15CD I had, with the help of my physical education maps at the .

University of Nebraska, made a nationwide survey of women trained in
physical education who had left teaching and could be sought out as
possible volunteers for the physical fitness movement in ,this war emer-
gency. This survey, as related in Chapter XIX,resulteil in a list of several
hundred names of women with their current addresses. I sent a copy of
the list to Mr. Kelly and to the U.S. Office of Education for whatever
help it might be there.

My invitation to serve 4hiS;:committee on teacher shortage no
doubt stemmed from this survey. This trip was my first to Washington
in many years and I found it thrilling to }be .caught up in the excite-
ment of war emergencies. The mantt , a few months before,
surrendered at Stalingrad, the,: 'been' captured recently
in Tunisia, Hitler had-started- JA gEnsive, and Allier
troops were on the, verge of 1110A. from orth Africa. This
last was of course a secret , t. ItikfAce,, and tension was
building. In Washington you atotriptubnt things were
brewt

'evades Of,the recently built StatIgr, tei were
n dreSsed in all manner of miltary tiriifornis,.

tuaing some in 'costumes of the Far"a
;MI e we 'were used to seeing-military uniforms in

eze. u an air 14se nearby, and I had recently visited
the Wo en's Army' C at Fort Des Moines, but Lincoln' and Des
Moines offered nothing as exciting, as Wash*ton.

Would that I still, ha a copy of the final report of that committee's
recommendations/to .t.fie Office of Education to give -the highlights
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of our planning. My diary and memories alone are not sufficient.
Whether any good at all came from our efforts, I never knew.

Immediately following D Day in June, the American Medical Asso-
ciation, which had been taking a new look at the Physical Fitness
Movemeneiinii the Selective Service report on military service rejec-

tions, accepted' the invitation of the Committee on Physical Fitness of
the FSA to put on a special emphdrik year for further development of
better fitness for the general population. A joint committee' of AMA
and the National Council of Physical Fitness of FSA was formed,
headed by a ruling committee made up of five members. from each of
these organizations. Among the physicians of the AMA' were Morris
Fishbein, editor of the Journal of the AMA, C. Ward Crampton, well-
known physician of New York City, and Colonel Leonard Rowntree of

the Surgeon General's QT#Fe, formerly of Johns Hopkins University.
Two physical education Manbers from the National Committee of
Physical t'Fitness of FSA were Hiram Jones and August Pritzlaff.
Colonel Rowntree was named chairman of the committee and our own
Frank Lloyd of New York University, its secretary. The committee
established coordinators, two each in six areas of concern, to help plan

and conduct the year's program. c

041though I was a member of the larger FSA Council on jphy,sical

Fitness.; I was not a member of the smaller FSA Committee on -Physical

Fitness, which had no women members. However, Colonel RoWntree

invited me to ,accept an appointment as one of two coordinators for
g--programming, repgAenting the National Council of Physical Fitness; to

worliewith a similar coordinator appointed from the AMA. This was
contingent upc n y ability to come, jo Washington July 27-28, 1944,

for a meetini
came as a gr,
page poster-ty.
explaining to

e. joint AMA and' FSA committees. This invitation
rise to;me for f Kadt,earlier received a revised four-

bulletin of the FSA ,Committee on Physical Fitness
;,.public the committee's functions and latest plan of

operation. On the hacepage were listed the names and professional
affiliations of the members of bOth the National Committee andethe
Committee of Physical Fitness. On this, my name, along with those of

10 other women and 5 men physiiaceclucators mho had been named as

members on an earlier bulletin,,,a.,snfntitted.

Since had been immersed TA steadily for these years in the
4. physical fitness work, plus my full-tiMe:position, I had accepted an
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invitation to join a small group of close professional friends for a canoe
trip over the Canadian border for a complete change in pace. The date
coincided with the date for this meeting. It had been so long since I
had relaxed that I was loathe to give up the canoe trip, but I couldn't
say no to this one more a to duty. SO I accepted this work invitation.
Here at last seemed to b hope of getting something quite worthwhile
under way.

Frank Lloyd sent a letter of instruction on travel arrangements which
were Jo cover railroad and Pullman fare plus $10 per day for expenses
as a consultant while in travel status. He had proclaimed, "This is
perhaps the most outstanding opportunity for service in the area of
physical fitness that has confronted any of us."

As the conference opened I was surprised to find that:of the 90 or so
delegates, only 6 were women, representing the Federated Women's
Clubs of America; the National YWCA; the Parent-Teacher Associa-
tion; the nursing profession; and two of us representing physical educa-...,\
tion, Dorothy LaSalle and I. The men included all the officers of the
American Medical Association, `the president of the American Dental
Association, leading physicia an; sports writers, any men physical
educators, manufacturers of sporting goods, and op male officers of
the U.S. Army and Navy. It was irideed a ma&S rld.

The one person of all that group who interested m_ the most was
C. Ward Crampton, M.D., of New York City, whom I ad heard of
ever Ace my earliest teaching years but had never met. When he saw
my name in the list of delegates as director of Physical education for
Women, University of Nebraska, he searched me out. He had been out
of touch with our profession for many years and was eager to
be brought up-to-date about it. He vyAs accompanied by an. attractive
young woman, a representative of the nursing profession, with whom he
had worked on joint AMA projects wishing support from her organiza-
tion. He insisted that the two of us have dinner with him the first
evening. We had a merry time for Dr. Crampton, whom I had known
of merely as the author of folk dance books which I had used for many
years, was an entertaining dinner companion. He had graduated from
medical school in 1900 at the age of 23 and immediately went into
private practice in New York City until he was appointed to succeed
Luther Gulick as head of physical training for the Greater New York
City Public Schools which position he held from 1907 to 1919. During
this period he had been active in the work of the American Physical,
Education Association. After a two-year stint as dean of the Battle
Creek Normal School of-Physical Education in Michigan, he had re-
turned to his medical practice in New York City. It was in this latter
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period that he had developed an interest in physical fitness. When he
had introduced himself to me, I exclaimed:

"C. Ward Crampton! Could you be the C. Ward Crampton who
wrote the folk dance books I used for many years as-afyoung teacher?"

"Imagine meeting someone these many years later who recalls those
books!" he replied, seemingly greatly amused. By then he was known
across the country for his many years of writing on physical fitness and

as the originator of the first national broadcast series on preventive

medicine, and for his Columbia Woman's Health Radio Series. Now as
a physician who was a long-time writer and radio personality in the
field of physical fitness, he was drawn into the work of this joint en-
deavor of thaiMA and the FSA Committee on Physical Fitness.

At dinner that evening Dr. Crampton was amused over the memories

of his youthful enthusiasm for folk dancing. (He had done his books on

the subject in his twenties.) He insisted that we do a folk dance or two
right there in the hotel dinirig room. I finally persuaded him that I had
long since forgotten the dances and challenged his memory, too. Dis-

suaded from public display, he exclaimed merrily:

"But wait till I get back home and tell the medics of New York City

of my youthful indiscretionmy early fling at dancing!"

What keen delight he took in reminiscingabout the turn of the
century when folk dancing was of great interest to him. Inspired by
Luther Gulick, both he and Elizabeth Burchenal put out their first folk
dance books in the same year. 'It was a special bonus for the uncom-
fortable trip to Washington to have had this brief encounter with Dr.
Crampton. Sixteen years later we were to meet again.

I also had an opportunity to chat with-Colonel Rowntree. When I
pointed out that there were no women physicians on his AMA-FSA
committee, he said that two leading women physicians had been invited

but had declined. Later I called to Frank Lloyd's attention that there
tere no women, not even a woman physical educator, on the new FSA

Committee on Physical Fitness or in the Sports Group sub-section
meeting of this planning conference, and that I had been the only
Woman at that group's meeting and then only as a last-minute guest. I
insisted that there were many competent women in the physical educa-"
tion profession deeply interested in promoting sports for women and
that they should be given an equal chance with the men to work in
these groups. He agreed to correct this e

d.er-1
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When this joint AMA-FSA conference was over, six of us physical
educators stayed for an extra day at the invitation of J. W Studebaker,,
U.S. Commissioner of Education. We drew up propos'ilsk for adequate
staff physical education specialists to serve the country in health in-
struction, physical education, athletics, and recreation. The Commis-
sioner could use these suggestions to strengthen his demands for im-
p ved services and increased budget.9 It was an interesting assign-

ent. The six were Dorothy LaSalle of the U.S. Office of Education
taff, Ben Miller, the new executive- secretary of AAHPER, Edwin
enderson, head of physical education for all black schools of the
istrict of Columbia (all three living in the Washington area) plus Carl
rdly, Margaret Bell, one of the few 41/Aien physicians in our pro-

fession, and I.

I cancelled my railroad reservations to stay over and was rewarded by
a strange but interesting experience resulting from the coincidence that
Frank Sinatra had a hotel room next to mine. In order to get out of my
room to-leave the hotel that morning I had to be rescued by police
fronothe yelling and screaming mob of teenage girls who filled the
hallway. When I arrived at the U.S. Office of Education a bit belatedly
and asked in all innocence, "Who is Frank Sinatra?" the group was
thrown into a bit of hysterics of their own to think there was a woman
anywhere in the United States who had not heard of him.

l'Where have you been living?" was all the reply I could get.
i

My memories of that extra day in Washington take on a special note
as I realize that,;this was the first time I was ever involved in a pro-
fessional meeting with a Negro in top level deliberations. Edwin Hen-
derson proved a splendid addition to the group. This belated recogni-
tion from our national association rorkers bespoke oui ;profession's
slowness in opening its door to blacks, even up to the -"World War II
period when Mr. Henderson's qualifications had been recognized by
the Federal Security Administration to the extent That lie was the one
black person on the FSA Physical Fitness Committee. He was pushing
a vigorous physical fitness program , for the schools of Washington,

-D.C. He had been teaching there in the Negro schools since 1904 and .

at that early date, he had established intramural sports, many years
ahead of most white schools.

It was627 years before we met again. I often wondered what had be-
e' of him. -Then in March 1971, when I wa's one of five guest speak-

ers.at the Big Ten Symposium on the History of Physital Education and
Sport sponsored by Ohio State University, I discovered him once more.
He, toowai a.-guest speaker. He was 88 and I, 85. We had a greats
time reminiscing of the 1890s and the turn . of the century, but how
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1fferent had been our childhood experiences. Yet how similar in a way

had been our professional experiences, he battling in his quiet way for

a place in education for blacks; I, battling in my way for women's fair

place in physical education.

We enjoyed for those two or three days, three meals a day together

with whoever else of the conference would join us. Following that, we

exchanged friendly letters and I followed his career until his death in

1976 at the age of 93. In 1974 he was belatedly inducted into the Black

Sports Hall of Fame along with Jesse Owens, Henry Aaron, Willie
Mays, Althea Gibson, Wilma Rudofph and, -several others: He }fad

years before organized the first: black. athletic league. in rArtrerie34.04ts,

the first black person to write of Negroei'-,41. port., He.,frae:ciebe'sYnIreh 7:

for blacks in sports and was most belatedlOieing recogniied. -Through'

great adversities heyetained his kindly spirii, refusing to become em-

bittered or belligerent over the racial difficulties he'encountered.

After my return home from the joint AMA-FSA conference, Colonel
Rowntree sent out a letter to those of us who had worked on the
Physical Fitness Planning Conference asking us to continue in the same

capacity for the coming year. This, of course, I agreed to. With the fall

opening of a new school year, the "CommitteeOn Physical Fitness

renewed its efforts to get all the state physical fitness committees on the

move again. George Holstrom, chief of State and Local Organizations

for the new Committee workim)( out of the FSA offtcein,,Washington,
renewed efforts to 'get Nebraska's Governor Griswold to set up- an

official state physical fitness committee. The governor was, still
.1.1,adamant that ere was to be no such organization in his state. Mr.

Holstrom Wr ill sending me literature that I was supposed to send

out over the state, suggesting various plans of action,, and I was still

protesting to him that 1 had io official status for carrying out his

suggestions. So noW a new approach to' the governor was tried. The

new Joint Committee on Physical Fitness with the AMA in partner-

ship with the FSA Committee on Physical Fitness made,an appeal to

the citizenr )f I he nati--i-4---It'ofore not done by the Committee -on

Physical Fitness alone. influence, Major General Hershey

of the Selective Service w rnof Griswold soliciting his interest

in the work of the Joint Committee. The governor2 pledged his co-

operation but did nothing." Following that, Colonl Rowntree,, him-

self, wrote the governor asking his help' to bring NebrEiska. intoi.the
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physical fitness movement. He suggested that the governor establish a
state physical fitness committee, bringing into it the state organizations
and agencies he deemed advisable and asking that he be informed of
the person .or persons with whom he could communicate if he wished
to delegate 'this responsibility.'!

As of late November the governor had not answered the letter. In a
gesture to excuse the governor, I replied that* had undoubtedly been

'too busy getting himself reelected to office to take care of such extras.
Mr. Holstrom informed me that if an answer were received he would
let me know. but the word never came, so Colonel Rowntree must have
been coialld to write off Nebraska. At home, things still drifted on
the starellFel.

In early December, Dorothy LaSalle, then sew physical fitness repre-
sentative of the Committee on Physical Fitness of the FSA, wrote to see
if I could influence the Nebraska state organization of the.,American
Association of UrfWersity Women to recognize the need for better
health education, physical education and recreation in their legislative*
platform. She also asked that I contact Bessie 0. Randolph, president
of Hollins College and chairman of the AAUW legislation Program
Committee. Since I had found it difficult to assume all the extra pro-
fessional work I had undertaken din recent years besides my full-time
position, I had some time before dropped out of th Lincoln chapter of6
AAUW. I discovered how displeased the local cfiapter was over my
frequent, absences from their Saturday meetings. So I wrote Dorothy:

In view of the fact that I have dropped out of AAUW I .am
wondaing if a letter from a non-member would mean anything.
With all the important things going on in the World that need the
attention now of college women, our branch is this year discussing
"Old Glass." I have been entirely too busy the past few years
to spend my Saturday afternoons on 'such topics even though they
are interesting."

* * *

In February 1945 I received an invitation from Paul McNutt, admin-
istrator of the FSA, to become a membei of a Women's Commission
being establithed 0 study the fitness problems of girls and women in
relation to their angipg role in society. Accompanying literature in-
dicated there would 30 members drawn from. a great variety of fields
and organiAtions. If we felt any field of particular concern had been
Dmitted we'Were to 41ert the secretary of the Commission. I suggested

,
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that the:physital training departments of the women's branches of the

-.Iiillita'ry-services be included. (By then, WAVES, Spars and similar
lengroups had joined the WACs in military service.) Apparently others

also made suggestibns because the final list included, besides the wo-

men's. military units, editors of worn-en'sMagazines, consultants, of

women in industrAnd the like.. 43,

The Commission ended .up with persons listed, 46 of whom

filially came to Washington for tci- rrx..ffeetinkg of March 21-23, 1945.

Seven were physical educators; Dorothy LaSalle, FSA executive officer

of the Commission,'Laurentine Collins of the Detroit 'public schools as

chairman, Ruth Atwell of George Washington University, Dr.

Margaret Bell of the University of Michigan, Rosalind Cassidy of

Mills College, Elizabeth Halsey of the University of Iowa representing

NAPECW, and I. It was an interesting groupseveral women editors,

top-ranking women in government work, heads of important national

women's organizations, as well as general educators and a handful of

women physical educators.

The opening morning session was chaired by John Kelly intro-

duced Dr. Lawrence Frank, well-known consultant On 69r

ment,' who gave the keynote address. At the afternoon ,ar-

gareC(Mead, a noted anthropologist, was the opening rand
after her Dr. Frank spoke again.

At this second session Dr. Frank got down to practicalltalgof:Ati.--

Biological_ Concepts Relevant to the Fitness of Girls,:a,nd=W6mem":

Officers of the WAC and Spars and the Women's Me4at-C-orps re-.

ported to the delegates on the fitness programs of womenUtthe armed

forces. Dr. Frank felt that the movement for physial-4i.ene-Ss would be

better served if we would use the term physicaOlitservation since

the word fitriss, whether warranted or not, was in disfavor among

many people and hindered the movement. But we were to habituated

to the phrase to change readily.. (Over a quarter of a century later some

people are still asking for better phraseology but none seems to serve as

well as the time-worn term.)

The next two days we divided into four small ,groups for discussions

of fitness problems liowomen---(I) in lay groups, (2) in schools and

colleges, (3) in'business, industry and labor, and (4) in youth-serving

organizations. Each group produced a set of recommendations later

released to the press.

My group tackled the problem of how to meet the fear of so many

high school and college girls that taking physical education would build

bulging muscles. The truth was that it was a rare course offered in any

physical education department anywhere that gave exercise strenuous
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or long enough to produce bulging muscles, with the rare exception of
intensive ballet dancing which overdevelops the muscles of the gluteal
region and .the calves of the legs. Such intensive exercise, we all ac-
knowledged, is rarely encountere except in schools preparing students
for the stage.

Talk of the physiological "o erload" principle occupied much of)the
group's time. This principle, though never spoken of as such,--had
been drilled into rie inf my pro sional training days and throughout
all my teaching years I had felt tha any physical education class hour
for my students waslargely time wa ed if every girl had not left for the
dressing room after a thorough wor out of all the large muscles wi
her own physical capacity, be it a 3' nastics, dance or sp ass.

-s
To my dismay I had become aware thro. the 1920s and 1930s that

ing ou
ograms

ysical ed
been trai

giving th
ing a

the new much-heralded educational philosophies, calling for life-adjust-
ment and psychosomatic'itraining, had been er principles of
the physiological whys and wherefores of ou The battle of
the humanities versus science had affected at until it was
difficult to finfttaff members who had ed to respect the
tenets of physioTgy of exercise. They we it pupils exercise

.periods se mild-there wa$ little need for do rrinastic or sportsfcostume. .

Class work ha ome to such a pasT that I felt many times, even in
my own departm nt, that the girls had a real complaint about the
demand to 'change costumes or the suggestion for a shower following
class when they hadn't exercised enough to require either. As I had
looked 'about me at my own departmental program as 'well as many
others across the country, I became somewhat cynical about our cur-
rent physical education professional training courses. As I became
more and more disturbed over the demise of gymnasticsvictim of
thekri in the name of progressive educationI became more and
more interested in modern dance; the one activity common to all col-
lege courses. hat day that was really worthy of the designation,Ap,f0
"course for ysical fitness."

Now I was delighted to sit in on a meeting where important lay
women were questioning our physical education activity Classes as of4r-,
ing too little strenuous exercise. We even drew up resolutions urging
fitat schools and colleges in their physical education classes offer class
work that would actually build physical strength and endurance.

At these, meetings I became acquainted with Judge Anna Kross of
New York City. spoken of as "the posor, man's judge." On my next trip
to New York City I spent a day as her guest at her-court in Harlema
never-to-be-forgotten experience.
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Of all the many meetings,of top level workers I attended throughout

the wasr years in behalf of physical fitpess, none was so down-to-earth
and,t0the point as this conference of the Women'sCommission of the

FSA. .

Thrpughout 19.45 the Committee on Physical Fitness, supported by

our profession and many other groups, was trying to get through the

79th Congress a bill known as the 'United States Physical Fitness Act,
sponsored by Samuel Weiss, Democrat of Pennsylvania and Fred A.
Hartley, Republican of New Jersey. The bill (H.R. 2044) called for a
commission to advise and aid the states and territories to set up pro-
grams of physical fitness to serve everyone. This commission was to

consist of nine persons appointed for two-year termstwo senayrs
appointed by the President of the Senate, two representatives appointed

by the Speaker of the House, and Qve perton§ appointed by the Presi-

dent of the United States. Of the five presidential appointees, there was

to be one :man and one woman "expertly qualified in physical training"

and one other person qualified in the conduct of athletic competition.

, This commission Wks to appoint aft administrator to be known as the
U.S Commissioner of Phygeal Fitness. The bill called for an appropria-

tion of $25 million annually to start July 1, 1945, with each stater and
territory matching its allotment by 50 percent, the money allocated'

according to the population of each state. The Commissioner'sxsalary

was set up at $10,000 per annum, the pembers of the commissim_were

to receive $25 per diem allowance plus travel expe e'S when on com-

mission work. The bill did no pass, but it was a g

On June 30, 1945, Mr. Kelly wrote me, as he did the rgalny others

who had worked with him, as follows: .

On Atril 29, 1943, the Committee on Physical Fi ;less was es-

tablished by President Roosey4m1 was given a budget of $80,000
per year from Presidential funds. You were appointed as a mem-
ber of the Council under authority of this orde

Because of the size of our budget we have not been able to meet

very often but we feel that the money has been well spent and we

have laid the groundwork for a real phys'idal fitnss movement.

Funds for the Committee beyond June 30, 1945,_ have not been

' appropriated. Therefore the Committee on Physical Fitness will
cease its functions as of that day. The reason for this is that The
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Director of the Federal budget feels that physical fitness ha grown
to such proportions that it sho'uld' be put on a permanent asis by
Act of Congress.

We regret that we have not been able to accomplish more but
we are quite encouraged by the impetus given to physical fitness in
schools and in industry and by the great interest shown in Living
War Memorials which is promoted by a commission appointed by
your Committee.

I wish to thank you for the service you have rendered to the
cause and I feel certain that one'day iou will see this great nation
aroused to the need that we have seen for many years.

So the great venture was over. I was glad to have had a part in it,
starting with the work under the OCD in the 11 of 1941 and termina-
ting with the work under the FSA in July 1945. I had been an interest-
ing four years of time-consuming but worthwhile ork.

...

With the war intensifying, an American Women's Auxiliary Army
Corps was established on May 14, 1942. In the British Isles, tflonsands
ofl`eonscripted women were already at work in the uniform of thef
Auxili y Territorial Services (ATS),' not only on jobs common to
wom n but also as truck drivers, electricians, radio mechanics, gun-
ne , and the like. On May 16, Mrs. Oveta Culp Hobby was named
director of the WAAC wilkthe rank of colonel, and the old Army Post
at Fort De's Moines wp made a training center for officer candidates.
Catherine Van Rensselaer, a pupil of the Central School of Physical
Ed cation in New York City and of Nils Bukh School of Gymnastics of

en ark, was appointed physical director of the Corps.

Since a howl of protest went up at once from women physical educa-
tors over this appointment, I decided to withhold judgment (also my
tongue) until I learned about her work.firsthand. I wrote the Coniinan-)
dant and asked if visitors were permitted at Fort Des Moines an
explaiped my interest. Receiving a prompt reply of welcome, I dashed
over in August. To my surprise, I found in Miss Van Rensselaer's place
as head of physical training, a pupil of my good friend, Marjorie
Bouvd, Brenda Boynton, who had resigned her physical education
position at Boston University to "join up." The following spring I met
her again at the AAHPER convention in Cincinnati along with Capt.
Donna Niles, a graduate of St. Olaf College who had majored in physi-
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61 education under my good friend, Mabel Shirley. She was assigned

6 tq the Surgeon General's Office in Washington, D.C. as head of Health

and Welfare. of the WAAC.

'/i. The following month I was able to bring Lt. Boynton to the Univer-

sitysity of Nebraska to talk With our women students, the great nfajority of

whom were cynical about the WAAC and war work for women in

general, She was a sensation, even among the men student Army train-

ees who by-then had taken over several university buildings for their

quarters. Practically none of them or the regular students, faculty or
townspeople had as yet seen a woman in military uniform. In the
meantime, as president of the American Academy of Physical Edu-

cation, I had written Colonel Hobby offering the services of the

Academy and of myself, as one trained and experienced in the field

of physical education, in whatever'way we might assist in the civilian

capacity.

By July 19473 the WAAC had ceased to be an auxiliary organilation

and had become a regular part of the U.S. Armythe WAC. The

following May, to my amazement, I received a letter from General

George C. Marshall, chief of staff of the U.S. Army, inviting me to

become, a member of a Natiottal Civilian Advisory Committee of the

Women's Army Corps. He was setting it up to adv' e hirtion matters of

recreation, health, nutrition, housing and the like in the military's first

venture of accepting women into service. Chancellor Boucher was

delighted with the news and 1 accepted he invitation.

My experiences on that committe , which extended over a four-year

period, serving under Generals arshall, Eisenhower. and Bradley,

proved most interesting. The ful story is enough for a whole book in

itself. Suffice it here to touch n it lightly and only on the aspects

relating to physical training an orts for the WAC.

.,.
In my far years on this committee, we were called to Washington

for one meeting under each of the three generals and once at Fort Des

Moines when all Lt. Colonel WACs were called from posts all around

the world to meet with us. Other meetings were in small subcommittee

groups sent to posts for specific investigations. I made one trip to Fort

Des Moines, one to-New York City to meet "off the record" with mili-

tary representatives from Washington, D.C. on future plans for the

WAC, and one Jwo-week inspection trip to Arm), hospitals on the West

Coast in the summer of I945-to,check on the first WAC medical tech-

nicians and physical therapists being used after a crash training course

to help with the 40,000 or more wounded or sick soldiers arriving per

month from overseas. ,

This committee of 22 women was the Chief of Staff's own personal
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committee. Thus our reports, records, queries and recommendations
did not go through military channels but through Colonel Hobby di-
rectly to him. Of the 21 other members, I knew Dr. Lillian Gilbr&h,
the famous industrial engineer with whom I had become adquainted in
the 1930s. I was delighted to have this new contact with her. Twelve of
the members were professional women representing diverse fields. One
member represented Negroes, and one each the interests of three re-
ligions, Protestant, Catholic and Judaism. The remaining members
represented the nine Army Service Commands /and the District of
Columbia.

I soon discovered that the top echelon of WAC officers under Col-
onel Hobby were most'unhappy with the WAC physital training pro-
gram, particularly with the fitness tests to which officers were to be
subjected at regular intervals. But I found it difficult to get the
problem on the agenda for discussion in either the committee or
in the subcommittee on health and welfare. Even these many years
later, I still do not understand why this PT program 'situation existed.
I soon saw that my value, if any, on that committee was in giving
moral support from the civilian approach to the young WAC officers at
the head of the PT program who were 100 percent committed to aistiff
physical development regime for all WACsa program many young
lieutenant colonels were obviously unhappy about.

The statisticswfor rejection of women desiring to enlist was.as pOritZlas
for the drafted men. Among those accepted for training, the percent-
ages of women who were overweight, undefweight ,or in poor physical
condition were also bad. The need, as I saw it, was for strenuous physi-
cal conditioning. I was all for it, and Dr. Gilbreth supported me. The

I

young lieutenant colonels who had hoped for my support to ease up on
the PT program were disappointed with me, once they learned that I
was no follower of the progressive education movement to make all
facets of education 4 soft as possible for everyone.

As .to the' WAC sports program, as early as July 1944, the War De-
partment released its circular #282 which called for all commanding
officers to ensure that WAC activities be conducted according to the
rules approved by the National Section on Women's Athletics of AAHPER.
But this directive was ignored in many situations where Army men
rather than WACs ,were in charge of WAC sports. Anna Espenschade
of the University of California, Berkeley, was at that time chairman of
NSWA, and we worked together on this problem.

An interesting outgrowth of this committee work developed as the
war closed and thousands of young women were pouring through mili-
tary separation centers. Mang wondered how to return to their former
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fields of work. 1 decided that here was something down-to-earth and

useful I could do on that committee establish .a setup whereby physical

educators could help physical education trained women find positions

quickly.. Through NAPECW we set up a special- placement committee.

The. University of Nebraska physical education majors came to my
assistance, and from my home in Lincoln we ran a placement aid

bureau, establishing contacts through the military services separation

centers throughout the United States. As a result we helped over a

hundred girls find positions quickly, as related later.

This WAC National Civilian Advisory Comthittee was a worthw,hile

and interesting assignment. Out of it came my first experience with

flying. A few years before the war I was scheduled for a speaking
engagement in Fargo, North Dakota and was having difficulty finding

trains that went there from Lincoln that were not too time-consuming

or impossible'for hours and connections. Just then Jay B. Nash came to

town from New York University and hearing me "fuss and fume" over

this, said "for Heaven's sake, why don't you fly?" I had never been on,

a.plane and at that time the only flight to Fargo from Lincoln meapt

two or three hops each\in a little two-engine plane:

"Oh, no'!" I exclaimed, "when 1 have my first ride on an airplane, I.

want it to be something glamorous!"
t.

At this Jay B. laughed and said.; "When you do have your fit ride,
promise me'you will let me know'what it turns Out to be!"

I'prYmised, and in September 1945, safely back home from my first

meeting in Washington of the National Civilian Advisory Committee of

WAC, 1 sent Jay B. Nash a special letter:

I have just had my first trip on an airplane, flying one day from

Washington to Des Moines, the next from Des Moines to Chicago

to catch a night train back to Lincoln,both flights onguess
t! It was gl'amorous! Geneal Marshall's own army pane!

a
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Chapter XIX

A War-Time Campus

As soon as the United States entered the war, the Military .services
commandeered for training purposes facilities in many c ..ges ang
universities, including the University ofiNebraska.

By Detember 1942, the entire university 'was in an phea*11#4use
of the war. The army had taken.. over the just competed,Ongiclsome
Love Library and the new Field Housg for barracks krihe ,inAtiry
unit assigned to our campus. It also commandeered the ki0en$',and....
dining rooms of the-rather new Student Union for mess' facilitieNla
under the Union management. On the Ag Campus; thiee',°Miles4east.
of the main city campus, it had also.taken over the- new ,Foods and\i
Nutrition Building for barracks and headquarters fat STAR ,unit; th4'."
Specialist Training Assignment Reclassification .5choc)r. By spring the
old ROTC unit had vanished from campus end the boys of the Arrnr-
Air Corps had moved into the new 1,4ve Library with "signs posted: '!No
Tres'passingGovernment Property."-'At- the tune. there were around
2,500 civilian students on campus, with 2,500-2,800. 'men trainees in
uniform, marching to and from class and mess and usually singing as
they marched. On weekdays the meff in uniform had scarcely a free
momept. Campus life as usual was out of the question. The women
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students outnumbered the civilian men students by 3 to 1-4 most
unusual situation at Nebraska and men students in uniform counted
practically not at all in the extracurricular or social life of the campus.

As for my own departmental work, I immediately set about trying to
strengthen our offerings to the women students to embody the reso-

. lutions and suggestions of NAPECW and the Wartime Commission of
the U.S. Office of Education for the physical education of college

women. My staff fell into line 100 pacent behind me as did our majors0

and many other women students. But we struck an immediate snag
not only with the faculty but also with many women leaders on campus

who could sway campus thinking.
A

Under the OCD, a National Youth Activities Organization had been

set up and Oder it a College Volunteer 'Services SectiOn to interest

college student's to organize their own local war emergency committees
which would pun for all students to get physically fit and to work on

war projects 'during their free hours. My work. as direetor, of physical

fitness for girls and women- of the OCD of the Seventh Army CPI-
Area gave me an opportunity to watch developments elsewhere and

compare the Nebraska student war-consciousness with that of of
universities. The impressions of these experiences confirmed my belief

that Nebraska students were dragging their feel. In April 1942 I had

attended a national conference in New Orleans, where.I had an oppor

tunity to check the experiences of physical education departments from
the two4coasts and the south, where great war-consciousness existed

even at that time. This still further confirmed my belief that Nebraska

women, students were not ready even then for the emergency changes

that were fast becoming necessary. Two months later I attended a
conference of several Directors of Physical Education for ..,,College

Women from across the country, called by.the United States Office of
Education for the revision-of our college programs to meet war needs.

Exchange of experiences there once again showed that our Nebraska
women students were slow in acquiring an appreciation of the war
situation as- it might affect them personally.

Two months later, glizing that it was the college woman who was
being called upon for officer material for both the WAVEs and the
WAACs, I spent a day with the WAACs in chafe of the physical
training program at Fort Des Moines discussing the physical fitness
needs of women who may be drawn into that type of war work.

As a result of these experiences, I resolved to Sound out students
early in the fall to see if they had awakened on their own to the need

of a vigorous conditioning program, fully determined that if not, the
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staff would assume active and vigorous leadershipto lake our young
women. understand that every young woman must' do everything she
could to make herself,as physically fit as possible so she could contri-
bute her utmost to the war effort.

Our effort soon paid off. A number of upperclass women elected to
join Our body-conditioning classes offered for the lower-class girls.
Some, of the older girls were backing a movement to require all women
students to' take physiCal education all four, years as the U.S. Office
bf Education was recommending to all colleges. Still others, somewhat
unrealistically, inquired about the possibility of sendikg our instructors
to the organized houses to give the girls setting-up drills, at bed time or
early in the morning. Many women were awakening'to the emergency
'at last.

But what foot-dragging there was by most .women students, not only
lack of interest in getting physically fit but also in committing them-
selves to the war effort in any way. Even The Daily Nebraskan carried
indignant letters to the editor deploring this apathy.

-----,
Besides tht°"tletter writers: the student leaders of the Svobien's

Athletic Association as well as the women physical education majors
were impatient to get into war work of some kind, such as women
studen0 were doing at other colleges litnd universities al ,across the
country. I waited patiently, but ,in vain for the Associated Women
Students (AWS) oti Mortar Boardboth Greek controlled at' Nebras-
kato take the lead, and finally the WAA put on a rally luncheon to
which were invited the heads of all women's organizations on campus.

This started the ball\rolling. Within a week the heretofore ineffective
Student' Defense Committee changed its name to Student War Council.
It stirred up a rally and convocation for all faculty and students, get-
ting out the ,university band, the Innocents (men's senior honorary)'
and Mortar Boards (women's senior honorary),. the chancellor and.
deans, the, commandant of the campus military, even U.S. Senator
George Norris, and others, including about 3,000 students. Bui, even
this awakening with promises of support of the war effort did not
deter the editor of The Daily Nebraskan from having a blast at the
many feet-dragging coeds the very day of the rally (March 12, 1942).
le said, among other things:

This editorial also has a point: that university women, University
of Nebraska women in particular, still have not figured out what
they should be doing,now that the nation is at war. They ha e just
found out that there was a war; a lot of their boy - friends are
leaving, so they have reason to fret....

)
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This isn't to suggest that every woman, immediately drop

out of school to join the W,AACs, WAVES, WAAFs, SPARs or

the "Marionettes," altho that wouldn't be such a bad idea for
more than a few of them.

But it's about time they stop sneering every time they learithat

a girl is joining one of the service organizations. They seem to look

down upon these organizations. Coed snobbery?

And, more important, it is about' time they stopped griping

about phys ed and go about the business of getting themselves into

the best physical condition, for absurd or not, that is what the
government wants them .to do.

At that time I was just swinging into intensive work- in the Division

of Physical Fitness undep. the OCD and was very conscious of the need

. to awaken the women of-my university to their nvcr to get physically

fit. To arouse the women students to the realities of the emergency, I

had worked Jong hours to organize a movement for physical fitness

on campus. The Women's Physical Education Club and WAA were

behind the movement but found it tough going against campus com-

placency, student inertia, and still existent pre-war student politics,

particularly among certain sororities. With these difficulties in -mind,

we adopted a policy of watchful waiting, sounding out student opinion

as the months passed and seizing every opportunity' to discuss the

problem with student leaders.

While pursuing this policy toward the 'upperclass and graduate

women not enrolled in our classes, we revised our freshman course in

the direCtion of more vigorous body mechanics and strengthened our

offerings in.o\her directions.

Despite our lack of adequate facilities, my staff put on -such a pro-

i gram of class credit work that we managed to have our work approved

by thetudents to a degree that surprises me as I look back on it after

30 and more years. It is easy to recall the girls who loudly proclaimed

they "hated" gym and to forget the others, the big majority. In my

last,,years before retirement 83 percelit of the junior girls. who had

completed the two-year physical education requirement elected to take

more work in the department for their junior year and 81 percent of

them in their senior year decided to take a fourth year of work with us.

After much prodding, women students finally began to give serious

thought to their own need to be physically fit resulting in criticism of

class work that did not give them a strenuous. physical workout. Now

students began dropping into my office 'complaining that this or that

teacher did not work them hard enough and that there was too much
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talking by the teacher and too little strenuous exercising. I had sus-
pected .this to be the case in some of our classes but no amount of
prodding seemed to convince those particular teachers, so with the
backing of, my dedicated teachers I created a student board to let
student voices be heard by all in the hopes of stirring up one or two

"

foot-draggers on the staff. We called it a Planning
each class section to elect a representative.

d and asked

.To my surprise and pleasure, the girls took this board very
and looked upon election to it as a privilege la the end,
the board meeting once a month became so valuable to the department
in creating interest in our class work that 1 kept it in existence 01 the
remaining years of my directorship. It took up departmental

seriously
and honor:

rules
concerning cuts, absences, make-up work, costumes and the like.
The student members made many valuable suggestions
important sideline, -each representative interpreted the

and as an
department

administration to her class, establishing for us a bond with the great
run of students.

To our surprise, some of these students called for stricter rules than
we teachers set up, as for example, compulsory shower-taking after
each class with a system of checking on ita ruling most departments
of physical education for women had long since dropped. This request
the staff was not willing to grant. The students asked fora new
of costume. This we gladly granted and help selectpermitted them to

o f

the new one. They asked that we have lots of jump ropes at hand in
minuteboth the gymnasiums so that the girls could use them the

style

they"
arrived on the floor instead of standing around lazily waiting for roll
call. This we gladly did, feeling a bit foolish that we hadn't thought
of this ourselves after one enterprising teacher with a stall class had
asked for ropes for her class. She motivated the girls to use them; they
enjoyed this informal pre-class rope jumping so much that many made
it a point to arrive early for this bit of warming-up and the word about
it had spread to other classes. Now we ordered 100 more ropes and
hung them conspicuously all along the gymnasium walls
were used happily and continuously after that, one more thing the

"

girls themselves asked for once they got the idea.

and' they

Although a plan minority who disliked physical education work were
very vocal abai. boardit, many students suggested through this 1-.
physical education should be a daily.

m
requirement and that thee teac hers

should make the exercising a greater pact the class period and

that

more
strenuous. We were constantly amazed at the interest expressed by so
many students after we established the ,Planning Board and communi-
cation between us had thus been established.
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As a result of Planning Board discussions, we revamped parts of our
freshman fundamentals course year by year, and, unrealized by the
girls and with no thought on my part to procure such information, I

got a good idea of which teachers were doing a tine job and which, were
not, Unfortunately one or two were not, having become *sically
lazy themselves and therefore, not committed to pushing theiVstudents

to serious hard vA5rk.

When I reflect that in the 1940s women students at the University
of Nebraska had no athletic field (previous fields having been taken
over for building sites and not replaced), so that we had to use bor-
rowed space wherever we could get a toehold and without rights for
permanent markings, and that indoor sports were limited to no more
space than we had at our disposal a quarter of a century earlier, I

marvel that we interested more than a mere handful of the women

students.

Some way though we managed a big sports- program. The intramural
..program Alone called out over half of all women enrolled in the uni-

versity. In post-war years even a larger percentage turned out, thanks
to the skillful management and promotion of our staff member, Mary
Jean Mulvaney, who did her undergraduate work at Nebraska, her
graduate work at Wellesley College, and is today head of both physical
education and all athletics for both 'men attet women at the University

of Chicago. 7-,i
In my last year before retirement, 81 percent of all women gistered

in the university came -out for' some sport in our intramitttl program;
23 percent of all women entered the volleyball tournamIntal ne.

During the post-war years the athletic department bar ned with

the Women's. Athletic Association to give up the '6onces ons`contract

they had held for around 30 years. It was becoming increasingly dif-

ficult to get girls to come out and sell, at football games in particular
where the big money was, and the men felt they could work it into

a bonanza for their grants-in-aid fund if only they could have it back

into their hands. The WAA president and I had several conferences

,:,..._.....- with Assistant Coach Klein of the athletic department and Edward
Schwartzkopf, the student assistant business manager for the Athletic
Board. We finally settled on an Athletic Department contract to pay
WAA $1,500 plus up to an extra $500 each year as needed for the
WAA cabin.
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This contract was honored for over 25 years when finally Robert
Devaney, then head of the athletic department, in light of grants-in-aid
demanded by women athletes, which because of Title IX interpretations,
had to be paid out of athletic department funds, refused, to hondr it
any longer. By thekthe old WAA' had died out victim of a new day.
(Today Edward SchNvartzkppf, member of the university board of
regents; just having completed two years as chairman of that group,
and I have 4'liugh' together over the excitement that $1,500- $2,000
anpual- payment to AAA caused in light of 'the vast sums 'of money
taken.in-on concessions in these days of "Go Big Red!" football. But
as Ed says, the percentageoprofit is about the same, todray as it was ,

then.) "

In these war years, conditions off the
.
whole were fat from favorable

for interscholastic sports for high school girls, even. for intercollegiate
-sports, except in a fei, unusual cases. Of the sum total of lower schools
and colleges in the country only a few could boast of girls and women's
physical education departments directed by women professionally
trained or of facilities and staffs even adequate .6r good intramural
Kograms let alone interschool programs. The wise thing still seemed
to be to take a stand against interschool and intercollegiate sports for
women in the best interests of the total physical education program
for the' great majority of girls and women. This stand was applauded
and supported by the great majority of men physical educators and
school administrators, the loudest voice against it coming from men
sports promoters' whose motives in wishing to advance their own pro-
grams for girls were far from altruistic.

Some men were still trying to lure high school girls into the inter-
school sports field; patterned after boys's sports programs. Profes-
sionally-trained women were few, and these few were deeply committed
to looking after the interests of the great majority of girls, not just
the highly skilled. But with most men caught up in the war effort,
there was a let-up of men's attempts to promote girls' sports. We had
few complaints against AAU compared with the many confrontations
in the 1930s.

In Iowa, the Girls' High School Athletic Union was still going
strong, with high school girls as a rule not drawn into the war effort
and the older men who promoted their Union also free. However there
was a let-down in travel even for them with gasoline rationing cutting
deeply into "plans as usual." During the war years I was qiit off the
air twice on radio stations in Iowa wherf I was asked what I thought
of the Iowa State High School Girls Athletic Union and started to
tell the truth as I saw it. Both times before I had finished the "give
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away" sentence as to my honest feelings about it, I was off the air
facing an indignant interviewer.

In my first year at Nebraska with an intramural prOgram well under-
way opened to all women, in the university, 3 percent of the women
enrolled turned out for it, in my last year 81,percent. The number of
sports offered increase from 5 to 20. In the forties it shot up to 51
percet4; varying from 24 to 51 percent and averaging.32 percent This

happened under the enthusiasm and expert management of Mary lean

Mulvaney as related earlier.

Shortly after the war We were drawn into the fight against the Ameri-

can Bowling Congress because of its ruling against black players.
Bowling was a very popular sport -with the University of Nebraska
girls and we had heavy enrollments In several sections- of bowling

classes'besides large numbers out for our WAA bowling tournaments.

With no alleys on campus we rented commercial bowling alleys. As

we used the alleys at hours and days when they were not in popular

use, this was a great boon to the alley management and they were

eager for our trade. But when the day came that the first black girl

registered for a .bowling class and was refused admittance, the war

was on. The poor manager was caught between the American Bowling

Congress that would withdraw his charter and the university that

would close down our use of the alleys. Even before this, our de-

partment had year after year refused ABC's plea that we join their

organization. We informed ABC officials we would never join as long

as they had a clause discriminating against blacks, even though a

black had not registered for bowling.

At this time the Recreation Department of United Auto Workers-

Congress of Industrial Organizations from its national offices in

Detroit was waging great battle over this and our Women's Athletic

Association joined forces with it and urged other WAAs in colleges

across the country to 'join also. Finally, ABC capitulated and the
bowling alleys of America were opened to blacks. We were proud 'to

have taken active part in that crusade.

0

With the end of the war, much attention diverted for the past several
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years into the war effort could be re-directed to "normal" pursuits.
Women's acceptance into the armed services and many positions here-
tofore closed had brought an awakening to women's rights, to equal
consideration with men, and this became an undercurrent felt in 'edu-
cation as well as in other realm§...In my own work at Nebraska, I
began an intensive study of salaries of my staff, all women, compared
to those for men physical education teacOrs.

I no longer accepted the dictum from the finance office ofJearlier
years that there was no salary scale to go by in .making out budgets,
that each teacher's salary was a law unto itself according to his or her
merifs- and not defined within maximum or minimum scale's according
to academic rank. A new finance director faced to the truth with
me and other women heads of' departments (what few of us there were):
We learned that.there were-indcel,, . y scales which had been 'known
to men, heads dt departments ears.

Only a few members of t -.being paid even the minimum
for their rank. Even I, at the' t lily retirement after holding the
rank of full professor for 28.'3/earl 'aird head of a department in ad-
ditibn, was getting only 5 percent above the minimum to be paid a full
professor without administrative responsibility. However, I waged battle
first to bring all other salaries on my.staff up to the minimum ranks.
This was not an easy fight considering that women had been so under-
paid all the years previously. It was a pattern hard to break. It was a
task for my successor to bring those salaries up toward even the aver-
age. In thefew years left to me, I could only do what I could-to break
that pattern of discrimination against women in my corner of the edu-
cational world. We did not as yet have federal laws to back us in this
struggle.

Salaries were not the only target for battle in this women's war now
emerging. Another form of discrimination against women which I had
to fight at the University of Nebraska (and no doubt.my friends at
other colleges and universities were waging the same battle) was to
procure a staff large enough' to keep a favorable ratio of teachers to
pupils. Men athletic coaches and physical education teachers had
much lighter schedules than the women. Some of them, I had noted,
had plenty of free time to play chess and checkers during, school hours
and to visit together, a great deal. They also had time to moonlight,
selling insurance or managing service stations, while my staff of women
carried average schedules of 25-30 hours of classes a week. Also I
discovered that my staff were for the most part carrying heavier sched-
ules than most women physical education teachers in other schools.

U,nable to break the pattern without facts I undertook a study of
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the situation for women at other schools. I found Smith College at the

top of the list for favorable teaching loads with one woman physical

education teacher to every 81 women studentsa woman's school
with no pressures to favor men's departments. Of the state universities,

the University of Michigan headed the list with one physical education

teacher to every 122 women students. In our department, almost at the

bottom of the list of 14 colleges and universities of my survey, we had

one teacher to every 157 women students. These figures did impress the

chancellor and procured for me One extra staff member.

As Grant Memorial Hall deteriorated more and more, year by year,

every strong wind made us fearful of using the main entrance for fear

of swaying_ overhead -structures. On more than one occasion faculty

members in neighboring buildings, seeing the possibility of imminent

danger, telephoned us to put up danger signs. In the early forties

the administration finally alerted us to prepare new building platis

at once. Still remembering our disappointment with our first plans

under Chancellor Burnett, we persuaded Chancellor Boucher to list

the women's gymnasium as the top priority on the university building

agenda.

The entire staff labored many a .Saturday and Sunday afternoon on

that assignment. I worked many nights at home alone until 2 and

a.m. to have all our wishes and dreams transformed into definite state-

ments against the day the regents would give our building the go-ahead

signal. But to our dismay we had to give up these second plans in

preference for a new library. We, too, felt deeply the need of a new

library. After that our gymnasium was back at the top of the list and

we were seriously beginning to wonder if Grant Memorial Hall would

be able to stand up to any more heavy wind storms from without and

deterioration from within. Hoping for a new building for us soon, the

chancellor would no longer permit large sums of money to be spent

for the upkeep and repairs for the old building.

When at last we were to have our new building, the home economics

department opened a campaign for, a new building. It was a difficult

defeat to accept having a home economics building crowd our gym-

nasium out of its preferred place on that building priority list. As it
turned out we were glad it happened, for World War II engulfed us

as this building went into construction and desired materials were no

longer available. They had to accept all manner of second choices

in materials and cut here and there on size until the finished building

was a great disappointment to that department. Today that unfor-

tunate building has already given way to something bigger and better.

So we lost our building plans a second time, but again kept our

dreams.
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In the late 1940s and early 1950s, under Chancellor GifStayson,
we were again alerted. By then our ideas had changed, new materials
rere on the market, and a more favorable site for our building was
available, permitting more ambitious pltins. Also nev\staff tnemiSfers
were offering new ideas. So for the third time we went to work, once
more burning much midnight oil gild foregoing weekend freedoms,
and, with a third set of staff committee members, produced plans and
detailed specifications for a women's gymnasium. This time, knowing
exactly where the site would bea lover}iiu.?Ntract of land affording
a large* athletic field on a lOwer te7ace, adjacent to the building and
stretching to the north and east zee planned The building on the upper
terrace at street level. Its facade would be a comp9nion to its neigh-
bors, the coliseum and Morrill Hall. Our building was to be at the
northeast corner of the plaza with a semi-circular portico main en- r
trance at the corner of Vine and 14th, 'with white-coltimns to match
those at the entry way of the Coliseum and with wings strething to
the east on Vine Street and to,the north on 14th Streef,'"und a central
wing extending out toward the playing fields from the central portico:
We were ;enthralled with the vision of the plaza with a new building
adding its beauty to the enclosure, with the stadium and its main
entrance enclosing the west end; the coliseum and its fields, the north
side; Morrill Hall. and Bessey Hall and the Mueller Tower of carillon
bells, on the south side; the open street on the east side; and the
women's gymnasium on the northeast corner.

The building was promised to us before I retired which would be
early in the 1950s. But again fate intervened, our building was shunted
aside for first this, then 'that, for other departments until I knaifi
retired without the dream of 28 years yet to come true. -My *sudbessor
in her turn was promised a new building but she was on the job 16
years before it became a reality.

In the spring of 1945, both the head of the Health Service and Dr.
Clapp (then 70 years old) retired, and Chancellor Boucher did some
reorganizing of those two departments. He brought in a new person
to head up both departments and for good measure threw in the de-
partment of physical education for women to make it a division of
three departments. Before this the Health Service had been under
Dr. Rufus Lyman, the dean of Pharmacy College, a physician. Now
a specialist in physical education was brought in as head of a new
Division of Health and Physical Education and under hitp a young
medical doctor was appointed as head of the Health Service.

After 21 years of being directly responsible to the chancellor, I was
now under the direction of a man who was not only head of physical
education for men but also the head of the three-section division.
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The chancellor gave me every assurance that I was still absolute head ,

of all physical education for women, that the department was not t9
be absorbed into the department for men. But that proved to be easi6
said than done. In no time I had to begin fightingto protect our bud-
get from the budget for the-men. It soon became apparent that the
women's budget was to be cut to cover raises in salaries, equipment
and additions in staff for the men. ..

The women's outing cabin which the women had financed and built
and maintained for exclusive use was now to become the property of

both the men and women. I no longer had direct access Ito die chan-
cellor in behlli of women's interests and needs. Fortunately, just ten ,,
John Selleck, business manager of the Men's Athletic Department,'

was advanced to the position of university finance secretary We had
Worke together for many years amicablOn- relation tti WAA 'con-

cessio for the Athletic Department. Now I turned to him for helpr,
with these troubles threatening the total welfare of my department and

_

he was able to rescue us from these onslaughts._ .
-

It
i . ,.

It soon became, apparent that the Health Service was faring no

. better than my department under this new division organizatidn. In
a way unknown., to me, it was able to summon enough help and in-

fluence by the e) f the first year of the new arrangement that it
was able to..gain its freedom. We were reduced to merely a two-section

department of physical education, headed by a man whose direction
proved to be a most unhappy experience We were relieved from it

only when at the end of the second year the chancellor separated the
two departments, leaving him only head Ofii hie 's physical education,

and moved .both departments into Teachers College. This move, hbw-

ever, proved to be "jumping from the frying pan into the fire." ...o.

...,

The next five years before I retired proved to be the most frustrating
and unhappy years 'of my entire career. I found, it utterly imRossible to

adjust to the unpredictable whims of an educator who was a dictator
of the first water. He brooked no divergence of views from his own

and loved to crack the whip over the heads of those in a position below
him, especially women. Since his philosophy of education was at great
odds with mine, and I stubbornly clung to my ideals and beliefs, we

were 'in constant conflict and from his position he had the last word
well almost always. On more than one occasion he threatened to fire

me and each time I gritted my teeth, looked him straight-in the eye

and dared him. Each time he cked down and the conflicts between
us went on. This made the ought of retirement seem a pleasure
indeed.

Never before had I experienced working under a tyrant. Strange
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to say that although an autocrat, he was in great demand as a high
school commencement speaker. He was spoken of as being particularly
good on the topic, "democracy." Ho ordered me about, shouted com-
mands at me, pounded his desk and told me "what,was what" and
constantly refused to listen to my -explan tion or opinion about any-
thing.. He even gave me orders one day s to how I was, to conduct
my own staff meetings. How he loved to "lay down the law", to women
placed in positions under him!

The four chancellors under whom I served t Nebraska\ aliet(eated
I-me as in equal in the educational work Ike dr pursuing. All were

VA.

"gentlemen of the old school" in their attitude t rd me' as a woman.
They held to the idea that' accepting a woman as ansokqat was in no

/ way incompatible with treating her with courtesy. 1

341,

The 1940s were an eiceptionally busy time fo' r everyone. Asfor myself,
the extra volunteer work in the -Division of Physical Fitness in par- 4
ticutaTand%6n the Civilian Advisory Committhe of the Women's Army
Corps to a lesser, extent claimed much of my extra time as related
earlier,Special assignments with the United States Office of Education
and the committee of NAPECW to find positions for returning service-
women and the Sub-Committee for Physical Education of the Fulbright
ComSiittee for International Exchange of Persons under the State
Department claimed time. In addition,' there were many university
claims on my spare time, such as work on the Honors Convocation
Committee, Vacuity Alemorial Services Committee, and on the Board
of the Student Unint as the faculty women's representative, including
a stint in the forth' as president of that Board, a great time-con-
suming, thankless, yet interesting job.

As if all this were not enough, I was concerned about young people
on the facultxo,who seemed to be somewhat at a loss to find satisfying
recreation during the tense war years. So,, juseas I had earlier in the
tense years of the Depression, I started square dancing for them Friday
evenings at the gymnasium with a few equally-concerned staff members
helping me out. We found an old fiddler and his wife who came to
help us and liven things up. Out of these efforts and the earlier ones
grew much of the leadership that later developed into the Lincoln Folk °
Festival, a tradition still surviving today although in a greatly changed
format.
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With so much activity beyond my university' work in the forties, my

writing projects suffered. I thrnethaut only a few .rnagazincarticles but
did produce my, second book 4sparked by the sudden interest in

physical' fit ess aroused *by0Yorl War II), Fundamentals of Body,
Mechanics,. d Conditioning wri 'with one of my former staff
membersas c -author. Wert-the b o together during a few summer,

vacations and had it, off press by 1 4 It hall a brief poplilarity and
surprising fdreign sales, °chiefly in So America and Japan, but as,_
memorils of the last war faded into the istance a340 interest in body

conditidning died out, it was soon no longer in demand. But producing

it had been` a good experience and, It did meet some need of 'the mo-yr

ment, ,

v.

In these.mirs tragedfostruck my famil/. My mother-4rd her mem-

ory.
41,

These,were years before priviAtenursing horrkcs and care-of-elderly

homes abounded on arsides as today. My three sisters and searched

diligentlx for a proper home in our four states,- Illinois, Iowa, raska

and Kansas. 'Finally Ave found one in Missouri, and still later, unha
with hare there, we -found a, splendid home- in Kansas,' whge, al

though she no longer knew ns, thre four of us visited her frequently.

It was heartbreaking, and I was glad to have all my many projects to

keep my thoughts from fruitless worry bvecr her.

was drawn into controversial matter that for a period drove Jill

other'con,cerns out,.octily mind and I glad when one f my ,

uates who had become a North Woods guide insisted that-.1 needed to

"get away from it all" and should go on a cano trip with her. Ten

days in,the wilderness of canoe country in northern Minnesota, doing a

bit of the trail of, the Fr4ch voyageurs, was an experiehce never to be

forgotten with Ruth Schellbergas guide. Today she is active in Camp )
Fire Girls work on the natibtial level and has for years taken not only

her parents but her brothers, their wives and children, on family ca-

noeing trips-and dozens upon dozens of college bOys and girls. -

My two trips with her in the forties were old-maid canoe trips and

what glorious life-renewing and enemy- restoring canoe trips they were,

The firSt ventukinto the wilderness of Qnetico ForeSt was with, Ger:- 4.

trude Moulton and Anh Hughitt. (an, .old BNSG classmate), both of,
Oberlin College, and Mabel Shirley of St.',01af College. What a quintet

we were , ranging' from the '30s to the 60s in age!

About'this time Mrs. William E. Barkley, wife of orie of Lincoln's
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leading businessmen (who before her marriage had been the Univer-
sity's first dean of women) was seriously losing her hearing. She be-

' came interested in a method of body mechanics which was being taught
'privately in Lincoln. Feeling that it was helping her in her hearing and
speech difficulties, she decided that, this method should be taught' at
the university to help all such handicapped persons as well agAihers
needing correction of poor body mechanics. With that in mind she
approached Chancellor Boucher, offering to finance the establishment
of this work in the university. Since it seemed to him that it was related
more' to physical education than any other department, he sounded me'
out on the subject. He said that if I approved he would accept this
offer and I would set up the work as a future of my department's
curriculum.

"-What do you know about this method of body mechanics?" the
chancellor asked me.

"Not as much as I' should in light of this offer, but I do know a'little
about, it," replied.

"Enough to tie interested in bringing it -here?" he asked.

"Well, I, am afraid not," I hedged and, seizing any straw, quickly
added, "anyway I have no one on my staff who would be prepared or
licensed to teach. it."

"That nerl nof be a worry. If we accept this gift it is with the under-
standing that this special work will be taught by a person^who has been
licensed to teach it by the person who has .created this method.
Mrs. Barkley is prepared to pay the salary of this teacher and finance
the work."

Then I confessed to the cha ncellor that I was deeply troubled for I
couldn't see how the university could afford to become involved in
teaching a theory which could be taught only by a person licensed by
the creator of the theory.

"And that is not all about this that is bothering me," I added.
took the occasion to tell him how, in the late thirties as a Student
Union Board member, I had been placed in the position of seeming to
be the one who influenced the Union to refuse a mural planned in honor',
of Mrs. Barkley and financed by a committee ofinfluential alumnae.
The students and faculty members on the board objected strenuously
to having a mural in the main lounge. As the only woman faculty
member on the board at the time, I was assigned to inform the ladies
of
with

decision. Unable to change the board's decision I did manage
with help of the alumna representative to change the decision from total
rejection to acceptance for the mural to be placed in the women's lounge
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on the main floor. Alt-hough this offer was accepted, this compromise
pleased no one. But it was I who bore' that brunt of the'4adies' dis-
pleasure: (As long aS most of these ladies lived I was from then on
pers6na non grata with them.)

"Now this!" I added, "Caught up in another controversy in which

I will probably be placed once more in the position of seeming to be

against Mrs. Barkley."
This Student Union affair the chancellor had not been aware of and

he said he was glad to get the story from' me, who knew about the

controversy first hand. He sympathized with me over the possibility of

still further offending. Mrs. Barkley, and also seemed to be most under-

standing about my lack ofi.enfhusiasm over the new offer of a gift, this

one from the lady herself.

I told the chandellor that as early, as January 1938, a woman in the

community, a stranger to me, had tried to interest me in this .method

of body mechanics, hoping that "might- wish to use it in our university

classes. She was taking the course from the person licensed to teach it

in Lincoln. I had invited her to meet with my staff one evening in my

hom'e to explain this system to thtm. She had left some pamphlets .for

us to read, and three days later the staff met again at my home to

discuss our reactions. They were unanimously of the opinion that this
method smacked too much of being an "ism" and they were against

following up. on it.

The chancellor and I discussed the matter from several angles and

finally,. I said, "Why should I, alone, decide this? Why let my lack of

enthusiasm stand in the way of giving this method a thorough investi-

gation? Why.don't you appoint a committee to look into this?"

"Splendid," the chancellor replied, seizing upon the suggestion at

once. "Who' should make up such a committee? I think first of all of

Pr: Lyman as the chairman since he is head of our Health Service.

Who else?"

.So I 'suggested the 'dean of the Medical College, the head of the
educational .psychology department, the head of the speech depart-
ment ('since this seemed to involve speech correction also), some woman
fronTitheltiSme economics. department of Agriculture College and my-

self fOr :the'Women's.department. He 'appointed the committee and in-

forined Mrs..Barkley's secretary, asking that all members of this com-
mittee be,supplied at once .with copies of literature about the method.

At this Mis...13Arkley aSkedJo.meet with the committee in person to
discuss the matter.

The committee came together in Dr. Lyman's office, and Mrs.
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Barkley and companion arrived with several copies of one book and
various pamphlets to be parcelled out among us for study. In hisopen-
ing remarks, the chairman chanced to say that the, committee would
study these materials and make an appraisal of them and then _make
recommendations to the chancellor.

At this, Mrs. Barkley became highly indignant, saying, "This method
does .not.need to be appraised by you. It has already been thoroughly
appraised by people in Europe. I do. not approve any further apprais-
ing. All I need to know from you is whether you approve it as a course
to be offered by the' university."

After Mrs: Barkley and her companion left, the committee decided
that in spite of her disapproval of any appraising and testing by the
committee, it could not give consideration to any method of teaching
that could not stand' up to investigation. Therefore two members
agreed to work together to plan-some sort of appraisal and testing
procedure to be undertaken that would be acceptable to Mrs. Barkley.'

All agreed that although this method of body mechanics might have
certain good features, it was nevertheless, as they saw it, placed in the

/ class of a cult by the sort of secrecy surrounding it and dependence
upon its creator who would keep close hold on the teaching by his
"disciples," by the seeming unwillingness to have the beliefs questioned
and the almost fanatical loyalty of its followers. This matched my own
feelings about it.

In the end, the heads of the departments of educational psychology
and speech, along with me, carried the brunt of the task of getting
evidence and studying the course work .as offered by the local teacher,
Each of the other two had personal conferences with Mrs. Barkley,
summoning up all the tact possible, I am sure, to appease her for she
was offended that her offer had not been snapped up at once without
this "to-do." They explained to her fully the proposed research project
to which she. begrudgingly finally gave her assent.

It was decided to organize a class of university students, some from
each of the three departments, to take then proposed course. From Itny
department I sent a staff member, Aileene Lockhart, a, Ph.D. who was
teaching our courses in physiology of exercise and kinesiology and was
in charge of dipartmental research-jerk, a senior major who was
taking Dr. Lockhart's courses, and a freshman major who had not,
as yet, taken the requirement courses in hit_man anatomy and who also
was seriously in need of special posture training. Nine, students from
the educational psychology department volunteered to take tills course,
also several students from the speech- department.

Li
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The class meetings progressed in the Temple building under the care

of the speech department (we wanted to keep it away from the depart-

ment of physical education for women Ayring this appraisal period).

The committee appointed by the chancellor, having had a chance to

look into the literature, met fiat. lengthy discussion and finally in one
voice declared the method to he a cult and that it was ridiculous for
the group to waste any more time discussing it. In the end with
appraisal in from the experimental class the committee reported to the
chancellorthat in its opinion the university should not engage- in the
teaching of this method of body training as a part of its educational
program. This let me and my department off the hook! Or did it?

in no time. the chancellor was called upon by a gpup of women
graduates of the university, all highly indignant that Mrs. Barkley's

offer of a gift to the university had been rejected,_ demanding an ex-
planation. He referred them to the chairman of the Committee that had
advised, the rejection of the offer. When the irate ladies descended
upon him, that gentleman, apparently completely cowed by them, got

himself out of the difficulty by informing them that "You'll have to
talk with Miss Lee. It was her decision."

As chance would have it, one or two of these ladies had served

on the Student Union mutt] committee and were still angry with me as the

supposed villain in that *ama. Now this seemed, a second insult to
Mrs. Barkley from me! If I had been relegated to the dog house by the
first episode, I was now pushed far back into its darkest recesses by
this second episode.

The word now got around by some mysterious woman's grapevine

that the Barkley millions would not after all come to the university
because of its bad treatment of Mrs. Barkley, this due completely to
MiSs Lee's intransigence. In a way it was falsely flattering to think
that I wielded such power, in another way it was ridiculous to jump at
such conclusions, and in yet another way it was most unfair to me that
1, dragged into both episodes most innocently, had to bear the brunt of
the displeasure of Mrs. Barkley and her loyal friends. Needless to say,
the rumor upset me very much. As the rumor went, $4,000,000 had
been at stake. It was all very disturbing, to say the least. I felt very

guiltyyet quite innocent!

Before these rumors of my unwarranted attacks on Mrs. Barkley (as

some put it),reached me, a mutual friend of the two of us asked me
one day if she could take me to call on Mrs. Barkley. I replied I would
be happy to meet her. But when my friend asked for an appointment,
Mrs. Barkley hastily informed her that I would not be welcome ip her
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home. Amazed, my friend reported this to me and I then told her about
the latest incident, which was yet a bit hush-hush.

In 1944, the year before this unhappy incident, Mr. Barkley died
and in 1956 Mrs. Barkley passed away. By then I had retired. Several
years after that, unknown to me, a group of young women who had
majored at the university under my direction were pushing for a special
honor for me. When this became knoWn to some of the women who
had been so indignant with me over the Barkley incidents they or-
ganized to see that this honor would not come to me. So imagine my
surprise and delight to pick up the local evening paper one day several
years later to read tfilslieadline:

Batkley Estate Settled! Four Million To The University!

II could scarcely believ.e my eyes! I haan't'kept the university from
geltting the four million after all! Yet all these year I had Len so
accused! What a load off my shoulders! Yet I knew if I had those two
incidents to live over again I would still make tht same decisions, come
what may! 0

On September 24, 1976, the William E. Barkley %Memorial Center
was dedicated on the East campus of the University or Nebraskato be
dewted to the preparation of teachers of special education for the deaf
and hard of hearing, to speech pathology, and to educational needs of
other handicapped persons. Thus Mrs. Barkley's desire to help those
suffering from a handicap similar to her own is at last being met and
on a scientifically sound basis which an educational institution can be
proud to offer.

The most satisfying part of my work at. the university was the prepa-
ration of women teachers of physical education. Athough I thus
touched the lives of but-li small minority of the total university enroll-
ment, I reached these few in a very close personal relationship which
meant much to them and to me. Their letters of apptgciation through
the years attest to this.

Our majors were my joy. Frequently frustrated by the mediocrity of
some staff members and tempted by offers to go elsewhere at consider-
ably better salary, I almost gave up and resigned, but each time I
could not bring myself to abandon these wonderfully fine girls majoring
under my direction at Nebraska. They were so appreciative of help, so
fine in every way, so starry-eyed and eager about the future, so un-
sophisticated, trusting, and full of enthusiasm and fun that I couldn't
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leave them. They were Nebraska to meand I felt a great loyalty
toward them.

They were worthy of 'my loyalty, even the kw "late bloomers" whom

we nursed along assiduously because wv saw in them line potential' for
the future. Some of them I saved from dismistial for low grades by
begging the dean of student affairs to give them yet another chance,
promisidg that my entire staff had faith in them if only they could (ince

get on their collegiate feet and "get going." One of these late bloomers

was later the first physical education major to earn the Ph.D. negree at

one of our large state universities. Another Went on to achieve high
rank in the Army Medical Corps in physical therapy; another was

later spoken of as the "distinguished" professor of one of our most
prestigious women's colleges. Early bloomer, normal bloomer, or fate
bloomerall were important to its and the placement .records of these

young women, have been a source of great pride to me.

In college during the war years they helped- me unstintingly in my

6- various war-related projects. On Saturdays, when he16w4,s imppssible

- to find, they gave me a lift at my home chores uncirr their orga
-nation of Union Local Number 13 of the AMalgamated Styr,m-,114,in owl
Taker-Downers and Screen Putter-Uppers. This same gronp of, irls

inveigled the staff to take over the Omaha YWCA for an unofficial
course in -camping (when the faculty refused to honS our request for
such a course) to be given on out-of-school dates on a voluntary staff
basis. This we did and the camp, a week-long venture, wag in existence,

for several years. When wilwoz.e. in residence it took on the temporary
name of Camp Loy-a-Lee, in my honor, at the insistence of the irre-.
preSsible majors.

The good sportsmanship ot students showed up on another occasiotf

when .1 was waging a war with them Against gum-chewing-. We wer4
going through an epidemic of this bad habit on our campus and with

our majors in particular when suddenly the problem was solved for us

nicely by a government decree- that diverted practically all chewing gum

supplies to the Armed Forces thus drying up supplies to civilians.

Shortly after this, my physician decided I needed drastic throat treat-
ment for an old diftiCulty. The thickening of my vocal chords, resulting
from an attack of laryngitis several' years before and subsequent ablese

of vocal chords, had to be burned off by acid. The dbctor ordered me

to keep complete silence (which turned out to he a nine-week ordeal)
and also to keep my( throat constantly. moist. This last called for chew-
ing guman embarrassing situationand at a time when gum was on

the market in very short supply and only at infrequent intervals.
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Those wonderful majors passed the word about the campus, in the
dormitories and sorority houses, that Miss Lee must have chewing gum
because of a throat operation. Once the word .got out students began
dropping into my office, sometimes with a packet, sometimes with only
one stick of gum, leaving it for rne without leaving their name. Ap-
parently the girls had passed on the word to their boyfriends for now
and then a man dropped by. with a donation. Thanks to these students,
many of whom I had been scolding for gum-chewing, my supply held
out for the necessary nine weeks. Teacher's, gum-chewing had made it
impossible for her to do any more scolding on the subject to the great
glee of the students.

The Local #13 girls and the Camp Loy-a-Lee girls were especially
irrepressible. It was this group who for three years went about lustily
singing at every opportunity the song they prepared for the Physical
Education Club spring banquet their freshman year, with due apologies
to the Yale Whiffenpoof Song.

First Verse
To the P.E. room at Grant
To the place where majors dwell
To the memory of that roof ii we love SQ well
We must serenade the freshmen, the sophomores, juniors, too
Till we pass (we hope) and exit like the rest.

Chorus: (as in the Whiffenpoof Song)

Seconti_Vetse
'To the head of our department
To our dear instructors too
To Ruth, Herr Kahler and the rest,
We will serenade the freshmen, the sophomores, juniors, too
Till we pass (we hope) and exit like the rest.

"Ruth, Herr Kahler and the rest" in that second verse referredao the
WAA office girl, the janitor, and the office help and matrons. No one
was overlooked. The version above was as they sang it in their senior
year.

Yes, these fine young girls at the University of Nebraska, of all the
years of my teaching. there, left me filled with fond memories. Their
songs, their pranks, their loyalty to each other and to us the staff, their
ups and downs, their constant eagerness, their joy of life, all contrived
to make working with them such fun and so worthwhile!
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Never can I forget 'the difficult task 7 had to-face one day to teach
a group of war-years majors a lesson in professional ethics. They made
an innocent mistake but neverthless I could not overlook it as a golden
opportunity to drive home a lesson about the rights of authors and
publishers. A group of majors had, in great exuberance and at mat
expense of time and some money, prepared a booklet on camp counsel-
ing to be named Camp Loy-a-Lee Notebook inr my honor. One of the
younger staff members was sponsor for this project. It was to be mime-
ographed, bound and financed by the Dysical Education Club to be
sold to the majors and any 4er interested persons.

When the book was ready they asked me to sign the Foreword,
which I gladly did, although I had not read their material but had un-
bounded faith in their sponsor. When it was "off press" they eagerly
ran to my office to present me with the first copy. How proud they
were of their 80-some pages of original offering. It boasted nine au-

thors, each "doing" a chapter. Very busy at the time, I put the booklet
aside and rejoiced with them as they reported their good sales cam-
paigneven graduates had heard df the booklet and ordered copies by

mail.

Before I got around to it, various staff meatnbers began complaining

that this and that in the booklet was strangely familiar. Finally I called
the authors in and put, the question to them, "Are parts 'of the booklet
copied from published sources?"

"Oh, yes," the girls replied unhesitatingly, and each pointed out
what she had copied, and from what sources. To my amazement it
developed that much of it was copied material. They added that they
had listed their references at the end of the chapter (as if that were.
sufficient.)

"But where are your 'quotation marks showing what parts are copied
material? And did you ask permission of copyright holders to use their
materials? And where are your acknowledgments of sources?" My
questions amazed them!

Never was I confronted, by a groupinore innocent of knowingly doing
wrong. My amazement was still further confounded when I learned
from the young sponsor of this project (a graduate of one of the most
prestigious departments of physical education in the country) that never
in hersntire course had the subject of rights of authors and publishers
been called to her attention. As for our Nebraska majors, not one of
them had as yet taken my course in principles of physical education, in
which I always discussed professional ethics, including the rights of
authors and publishers. How could they be so unaware that one does
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not quote from others without using quotation marks and naming
author and publisher? I pointed out that it is not only unethical just to
do it but then to sell the material is illegal, and these booklets were
being sold. I told theni I only hoped that none of the authors or pub-
lishers would ever learn of it before we could undo the harm.

After a long talk they themselves decided all books should be re-
called and all money from sales refunded. To set up a situation to im-
press upon their mind indelibly the rights of authors and publishers,
they decided that they would undo every vestige of wrong-doing by
having one big bonfire and burning the entire edition and, by some
project earn the money to cover the cost of their error. I was proud of
their decision. We urged the entire Physical Education Club member-
ship to attend the burning ceremony. It was not a bonfire of jubilation
or anticipation as are most college campus bonfires, but one of contri-
tion. As the last copy went up in smoke there were tears in most eyes.
Later wh6n these student authors were'sjn my course in principles, and
this topic came up, I was greeted by hilarious laughter in which I could
join wholeheartedly. The girls were such good sports. They had taken
discipline in a splendid, wholesome way, without bearing a grudge.
They had lost the money on their venture, too, but without one word of
complaint as'far as I ever knew. And they learned the hard way that
authors and publishers have rights, moral as well as legal, which
should be observed.

Shortly before this I, myself, had been the victim of a serious breech
of ethics and it was still on my mind. As related earlier a young writer
had p 'blished an article in a professional periodical which carried two
entire 'ages of an over 20-year-old publication of mine. It was copied
Verb nn without even quotation marks or reference to my earlier work
in any way, and palmed off on an unsuspecting editor as her own
original work. It was flattering that the young author had considered
my old material adequate for her day but, nevertheless, for the good of
the author I confronted both the editor and the author with my charge
of plagiarism. I was promised an acknowledgment of this use of my
'material in an early issue of the periodicala promise that, to my
knowledge, was never kept.

* * *

The sprint of 1945, a captain of the British Auxiliary Territorial Ser-
vices came out from Washington to Lincoln to discuss with me the physi-
cal fitness program of the OCD and FSA and the physical training pro-

-.
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gram of the Women's Army Corps. She told me of the great need for

women's clothing for nurses and aides in hospitals in France and
England. I suggested that she talk to our women students directly
about this as well as about volunteer services for women in general.

This she gladly consented to do and the Women's Athletic Association

called a mass meeting of all women students to hear her speak.

The girls toured all the sorority houses as well as the women's dormi-

tories announcing the mass meeting, hoping to get out a crowd. Only a
handful of girls responded beyond the WAA girls and the physical
education majors; the sororities still dragged their feet. But with
enthusiasm thus kindled in a small group of students for British and
French relief, the two groups started a project that was to last through

three and a half years and finally embraced Germany as well. In short

order we established a shipping center in the basement of my home.
The university physical education majors and the WAA girls collected
clothing and delivered it to my office and on Saturdays it was trans-
ferred to my house for shipping preparation.

During the war, our department graduates served in the American

Red Cross, the American Medical Corps, and the WAC in many for-

eign countries as we'll as at home. Abroad they served in Australia,

England, France, Germany, India, Iran, Italy, Japan, Korea, Luxem-

bourg, Panama, Scotland, South America, and the South Pacific.

Others served at home in the Marines, Coast Guard Reserves (SPARs),

WAC, WASPs (flying bombers for the U.S. Air Force from factories to

air bases), and WAVEs. Still others served in civilian jobs with the

armed forces, in defense jobs in factories, in USO as directors of

recreation, and in YWCA war assignments.

Our physical education majors and WAA leaders still in college gave

unstintingly of their late afternoon free hours ,a,tfd Saturdays and Sun-

days to help me with Division of Physical Fiqiess tasks. The first of

three large projects the majors helped me with was procuring names

and current addresses of graduates from professional training schools

and physical education major departments of colleges all over the

country who had left the profession but perhaps could be called upon

to volunteer their set-Vices in their home towns to help in the physical

fitness work.
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Women's PE Major Clubs of the state universities of the Seventh
Army Service Command helped with the project, each doing the schools
of one of the other areas and sending the returns to us. From this we
collected the names and addresses of over 2,500 women which we made
into a master list, town by town, state by state according to current
addresses. Copies of this master list we sent to John Kelly to distribute
to his regional directors and to the U.S. Office of Education for help
in their problem of shortage of teachers.

Later our Nebraska majors helped me in my emergency "placement
bureau" hunting for, positions for physical education trained girls re-
turning to civilian life from war services, and also in foreign aid work.
The Women's Athletic Association gave generously of its treasury to
finance this war work, and many of the members, non-physical educa-
tion majors, gave freely of their time.

By September 1945, the war was ended in the Pacific as well as in
Europe. A year later when I was in New York City attending a meeting
of the National Civilian Advisory Committee of the Women's Army
Corps, under General Eisenhower, I had an opportunity for a visit with
Elizabeth Burchenal. I told her of my students' project of sending
clothing to England and France.

"Why don't you interest them in sending some boxes to the Leh-
mann family in Germany?" she exclaimed. "At last after many tries I
have been able to get in touch with that family. They still are in their
old home in Hamburg. Dr. Lehmann's two granddaughters, both now
college age, are almost destitute for clothing."

I was instantly concerned for I had for several years heard Elizabeth
talk of her dear friend, Herr Doctor Otto Lehmann (a leading citizen
of Hamburg, Germany, founder and head of the Hamburg Museum,
until Hitler ousted him, and president of the German Folk Arts Society
and president of the International Folk Arts SocietyCommisseur
Internationale des Arts Populaire) and of his interesting family.

It had been several years since she had heard a word of their situa-
tion, nothing in fact since the outbreak of war. Now with the war over
she had established contact once more and learned that Doctor Leh-
mann, then in his 80s, his wife, his daughter, Frau Gertrude Thorning,
and her two daughters had lived. in their home in Hamburg throughout .

the war but their lovely home had been taken over for 21 evacuees with
the Lehmann family permitted to remain in two of the rooms. When
the Russian troops that had commandeered their house left, they took
with them almost all of the warm bedding and warm clothing, with no
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possibility of replacing it with their bank assets frozen. This meant that

in the long winters they were confined to their home since all their

warm outer garments were gone. The two granddaughters were so des-

titute for clothing that they could not go on to school.

Dr. Lehmann's three sons were being held captive in Russia. The

two who were physicians had been there since 1942 with assurance that

they would be held there as long as any German prisoners were still in

Russia. (They were finally released in 1950.) The daughter's husband

who was a successful businessman in Hamburg before the war was pre-

sumably away someplace. At any rate, he was still living, perhaps a

prisoner in Russia. He was soon reunited with his family, for.in March

of 1947, Frau Thorning wrote me that her husband joined her in send-

ing greetings and thanks for our kindness.

From the spring of 1947 through 1948 we turned our entire clothing

project to the Hamburg family sending many boxes each spring and fall,

and inc ding clothing for the grownups. As they wrote us, they

divided t all with relatives and friends and other needy families. In one

shipme t we sent what was left of the WAA concessions jerseys, and

the gra daughters wrote that they and their friends were dashing

about the s is of Hamburg explaining that the letters WAA on their

jerseys meant Women's Athletic Association of the University of

Nebraska, U.S.A. After the last shipment in the fall of 1948, they
wrote us that their situation was greatly improved and that we should

now turn our attention to others but to remember always that we

had their everlasting gratitude for our help in time of dire 'need.

It had been a project we all loved for we knew that we were doing

something most useful. And incidentally we had lots of fun in those

twice-a-year bouts of sorting and boxing and wrapping and then parcel-

ling out the cartons to the post Office, one per week until all were on

their way. As we posted each carton I wrote a letter to ,Frau Thorning

listing the contents of the package and in all those three and one-half

years not one carton wObst. Our Physical Education Club and the

Women's Athletic Association paid all the shipping costs. Those girls

more than made up for their many foot-dragging sisters on the campus.

In the summer of 1947 Elizabrchenal, representing the United

States, attended the first post-war meeting of the International Com-

mission on Folk Arts in Paris when Dr. Lehmann was in absentia

elecied honorary life president of the group. He was unable to make

the trip because of failing health and Elizabeth was unable to get per-

mission at that time to go into the British Section of Gewany where

Hamburg was located. In the years before the war she hd'd frequently

been a guest in the Lehmann home.
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In 1949 Dr. Lehmann wrote me as follows:
Prof. Dr. Otto Lehmann Hamburg 39, den Febr. 14./1949

My dear Miss Mabel Lee!

You will allow me to send a few lines of gratitude for the kind-
ness you 'tender and have rendered to my daughter and grand -
daughters. ;This, on account of your friendship to Miss Dr. Eliza-
beth Burchenal, my dear good friend, who has so amiably ar-
ranged that Connection. By my daughter and the granddaughters I
learned somewhat about your work. The lectures and practice of
your students, and that with great interest. I have some knowledge
about the education of the females in most countries of Eu-.
rope. The worst as I think, is in Spain, where the education lies
almost-especially of the upper classes, in the hands of the clergy.
The women are so their instrument without a will of their own,
stupid, knowing nothing but pray. When, in 1933 on a voyage in
Spain, I sat in a compartment with an earl and his wife,,on the
whole way from Madrid till the end she did nothing but turning her
rosary, trimmed with precious stones, and murmuring prayers
but did not participate in our conversation. Also in France and
Belgium the girls are mostly educated in cloisters and when mar-
ried, they live their own life. Far better it is in London, where bork
and girls are coeducated. For GermapY we esteem too much the in-
tellectual cultureit must be always a good balancq between the
intellectual and physical sectoraccording the old ford: meal
sana in corpore sano. I thinks you are on 'the right waya reason-
able education of the girls is the best check for the future of the
nation.

Excuse my detailed letterand allow my request, to maintain
your friendship to my daughter and the two granddaughters.

I am, my dear Miss Mabel Lee

sincerely yours Dr. Lehmann

A few months later one of the granddaughters, Armgard, wrote to
the university girls as follows:

We thank you very, very much for every gift. You hav,e helped
us and our friends and relatives through hard times which are over
now, thanks .God. We are searching now for something nice for
your Clubroom, that you also may have some pleasure in return
for your kindness and troubles about vs here in Germany.

In the package from Germany was a family heirloom, a tile trivet
from Friesland, a gift from the:grandmother for me, a tea cozy hand-
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emb-roidered by the two granddaughters for me, and an etching for the
girls' club room, the work of an artist friend of the family. It was a
lovely gesture of gratitude.

In 1951 came the black-banded notice of the death of Professor Dr.

Ott, Lehmann on June 27 at the age of 86. Would that I had person-

ally known this kindly internationally known defender of the folk arts

as my friend, Elizabeth Efurchenal, had known this man. Three years

later while travelling in Germany after my retirement; I and my

three travelling compariionsmy sister, Madge, Gertrude Moulton and
Ann Hughitt, both retired from Oberlin Collegeplanned our trip to
include Hamburg. We wrote ahead to Frau Thorning to reserve rooms

for us at some hotel convenient to her home and when we arrived she
and her husband met us at The rail station. When we entered our hotel

rooms there were beautiful flowers from the family to welcome us toe

Hamburg.

Needless to say the two days in Hamburg were the high spot of seven

months in Europe. We met Frau Lehmann (a charming but frail
grandmother), Herr Thorning and his wife and one daughter. The

. other daughter was at school at the, University OT Tubingen. They had

long since been free of the 21 evacuees, and their lovely home was once

more their own. The first thing we did upon return to New York City

was to have tea with Elizabeth Burchenal in her home in Brooklyn to

take to her greetings from the Lehmanns and Thornings. It was a
happy occasion, but as Fate would have it, it was the last time I ever

saw Elizabeth whose friendship had meant so niuch to me. She shortly

became an invalid and before I could see her again, passed away.
What a joyous spirit she had been!

* * *

ro

It was quite some time after the war ended before the campus came
back to some semblance of a peace-time setti , before old collegiate
activities abandoned during the war picked up ag n, longer still before

the student body itself came back to some appr ach to days of yore.
Although male students returned in large numbers, in a large percentage

they were older than usual, many of them married and with families, so
that housing for married students became a new and serious problem.

College life was never to be the same again!
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Chapter

Post-War Avvcenings.
and Some Final Thorns

,..,.. 1

What (frantically busy time the 1940s were, as I have declared
before!. Bwon the demands of miscellaneous_ local war-related work,
ih,e

A
Division q. Physical Fitness covering three and a half years of

rather heavy work: and interests concerning the physical training and
sports of they Women's Army Corps, there were concerns of several

lttlofessional organizations, each claiming much of my time beyond the
local full -tie appointment at the university.

.-- ,

In the fca '6rmy of Physical Education, Dr. John Brown carried on
as presi ))etween 1939 and 1941. By then almost all the men of the

,irAcademy re On leave and scattered throughout the Armed Services.
Now it was imperative for us few women members to carry on. The
ho gust in Europe had wiped out all opportunities:to be in touch with

eign associate members. There was no longer valid reason why I
refuse the presidency of the Academy, so I permitted my name

'to be put up for election.
t

Within a month after the United States had declared war, I received
a long letter from our founding pat -"n. Clark W. Hetherington, who
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despite serious illness, was pushing himself to complete some scientific

studies he had been engaged in since his retirement seven years before.

He had returned from New York University to his alma mater, Stan-
ford University, where he had been a classmate of Herbert. Hoover and,

under Thomas D. Wood, had been introdi9d to the profession of
physical education. There with special endowments for his research he

was still at work for the profession. He wrote me as follows:

January 12, 1942

408

My dear Lee:'

The Academy of Physical Education should right at this moment
be dominating the problem in the nation's war effort of the physi-

cal education, health and recreation of soldiers as well as the
citizens in civilian defense. When our national war effort is so poor

that ex-pugilists can be put into the head of the administration of
physical education and recreation of our soldiers, it is time for
action by the Academy. Here is the most scientific task of any
phase of the war effort except the applied physical sciences in the
machines and materials of war and the strategy directed by gen-
erals and admirals, and the doctors who control the care of the
wounded. No one in physical education or health or recreation is
properly trained for the functions of these fields of work, but there
is a whole list of men and women who have the best training and
experience available, and the ghastly horror of seeing mere expugs
and mere athletic trainers put into jobs that should strain the
resources of the best trained among, uswell the situation should
rouse us to fighting action.

And then there are the examinations and tests to determine
fitness and human quality for all these war functions. Just as
surely as the night follow&day, a great number of the men inducted

into the Army and Navy will come back as mental cases. I was
delighted to hear that Doctor Mc Cloy was mixed up in this latter
test problem. A young man here, by the name of Craig Taylor,'
is doing work on organic tests, and it is very encouraging to me
after forty years of promotional effort to get something done about
that problem that Taylor has money from the government to carry
forward his work. Craig Taylor and Elizabeth Kelley have really

gone after that problerh. It requires a deeper training in physiology
and chemistry than that required for the medical profession.

We will win the war whatever it costs, but I am not so certain
about winning the peace. Personally I am convinced that we will not

win the peace unless we have an organization of the intelligence and
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character of this nation and other nations of the world that will
use science and apply science to see that civilization gets a chance
to progress.

I hope you reign as a queen in the Academy and show the men
what they should do, as womenhate shown up the men in most of
the everyday aspects of human life:

Very sincerely yours,

Clark W. Hetherington

Eleven and a half months later (December 27, 1942), at the age -of -

72, Clark Hetherington died, his work, to our great loss, unfinished.
In the death of this man our profession lost another great leader.

As the Academy had established th McKenzie Lectures in honor
of its first president, it now establish the Clark W. Hetherington
Award to be conferred upon its retir members in recognition of
their leadership in the profession.'

It was at the University of Missouri at the turn of the century that
Clark Hetherington (at a starting salary of $1,000) perhaps met his
greatest challengeit developed into one in which he met much op-
position and suffered much personal vituperation but he clung tena-
ciously to his ideals. This battle, no doubt, laid fOr his later profes-
sional years the foundation on which he adamantly stood against all
comers who questioned his 'Standards. This battle was his crusade
to clean up the unfavorable situation in intercollegiate athletics of that
daya crusade also being bitterly waged back East by Dudley Sargent
at Harvard. Out of the struggle, Hetherington had fathered the Mis-
souri Valley Athletic Conference.'

He was the first in our profession to do intensive research on indi-
vidual differences of pupils including psychological as well as physical
tests. Fighting physical frailty all his life, at times even having to give
up his work altogether to regain his health, he was handicapped in his
attempts to write his philosophy of physical education which the pro-
fession eagerly awaited. Before his masterpiece was completed, he was
claimed by death.

The two men, R. Tait McKenzie and Clark W. Hetherington, were
giants of our profession: McKenzie 'strengthening the ties between
physical education and medicine,' and through his sculptured work
of athletes uniting physical education and the world of art; Hether-
ington serving as physical education's link with the world of psychology
and philosophy.
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Again as happened after Dr. McKenzie's death four years befOre,

fate withheld the sad news from me for several days. It was 10 days

after Dr. Hetherington's death before I received word of it and could

offer his family .condolences as president of the Academy.

Since our 1939 meeting when, as acting president following Dr.
McKenzie's death, I presented Dr. Hetherington with the Academy's

Creative Award, I had had an opportunity to become better acquainted

with him through what a group of six of us called "conversation by

mail" in the interest of advancement of the Academy. The sextet also

included John Brown, Jr., Fredetick Cozens, C.H. McCloy and Arthur

Steinhaus. This six-way ``conversation," which lasted until Dr. Hether-

ington's death, was most interesting. It proved that the nineteenth
century art of conversation by mail -was still alive in the twentieth
century. We added a modern touch through the use of typewriter'
carbons. This `.`conversation" became so interesting that our exchanie

of ideas and frank criticism and discussion of what the others had last
"said" usually ran three to five single-spaced pages. It was a stimu-

lating experience among six persons whose remarks and criticism of

each other's ideas were given freely and with friendly warmtha fellow-

ship not too frequently enjoyed by busy twentieth century folk. Of this

congenial, harmonious group, I, the one woman, still live.

In "April 1944 the Academy of Physical Education and AAHPER

were granted permission by the government to hold conventions in

New York City since, important military personnel had what the War
Department considered messages to bring to both groups. Major Gen-

eral Hershey, head of the Draft Board, and Joseph Raycroft, long re-

tired from Princeton, were our special guests at the Academy dinner.

Following that dinner, we learned that Jessie Bancroft was in the city

driven back to America by the war after many years of retirement as

a resident in Paris. She was the first woman member of the Academy.

I had long admired her 'pioneering work in- physical education and

had hoped someday to meet her. One evening as I entered the lobby

of the Pennsylvania Hotel with my old Philadelphia friend, I glanced

up the great stairway and saw a couple descending the stairs who

instantly caught my attentionJohn Brown and a handsome woman

of beautiful carriage and magnificent poise. She had snow-white hair

and over her black dinner dress she wore an ermine stole. What a
picture she was! Seeing me, John Brown motioned me to wait and
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when he and his companion reached the lobby I was presented to
Jessie Bancroft. I have never forgotten that moment at the foot of that
great stairwaythe very spot where a few years before R. Tait Mc-
Kenzie had introduced me to. Joseph Lee of Boston, the grand old
man of the American Playground Association. I never saw Jessie Ban-
croft or Joseph Lee again.

A year later the government granted the Academy permission to
hold its convention again in the spring in New York City, but AAH-
PER was denied a permit. The State Department had approved our
petition because we were sponsoring visits to New York and Wash-
ington of several foreigners whose missions had asked for appointments
to meet physical education ,leaders. Seven Of these from India, China
and South America were to be our guests. Our American "brothers"
were surprised at the amazement of these foreigners at the presence of
three women as members of such an organization. Now I knew that
at last they understood why I h4 so determinedly refused to allow
myself to be nominated for Academy president in the spring of 1939 to
succeed Tait McKenzie, when the war clouds were blackening over
Europe and we were deeply concerned over how best the Academy
could serve our foreign colleagues.

One of these guests was a high-ranking South American Army of-
ficera dashing fellow who spoke no English. He had indicated a great
desire to see the play Oklahoma which was having a great run in New
York City. The State Department wished him to be given special at-
tention so the Academy decided to treat him to dinner and an evening
at the theater, with me for his compdnion. Although' I would be de-
lighted to attend, I protested vehemently for. I did not speak Spanish.
But the Academy president, Arthur Steinhaus, would not take a re-..L
fusal, He arranged for Charles McCloy, who spoke fluent Spanish, to
dine with the two of us and then, since Dr. McCloy could not attend .

the play, for an interpreter to accompany us to the theater. The in-
terpreter, an attractive graduate student at Columbia University, was
glad to see the play and receive a fee for her services. It was quite
an experience, easier than at first imagined since after "Mac" left,
most of the evening was spent watching the play. Between acts, the
interpreter proved quite capable, and the three of us enjoyed the action
and music of the play, even if our guest missed the dialogue.

At the last Academy meeting I attended before I retired, which was
held in Los Angeles in April 1952, I had a reunion with Amos. Alonzo
Stagg. I hadn't seen him for several years and because he was 90 years
old I doubted if he would remember me. But (just) as I began to say "I
am Mabel Lee," he interrupted me with a pat sn the hand,
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"Oh, yes! Miss Nebraska! You were my dinner partner at a banquet

25 or so years ago. Remember?"

Yes, indeed, I remembered. It was that evening in Chicago (as told

in Memories of a Bloomer Girl) when, because I chanced to be wear-
ing an evening gown, I was suddenly summoned to the head table to
be seated next to him when Mrs. Hoover's wired regrets had left a
vacant place at the Women's Division banquet. That had been my
introduction to Coach Stagg. I was flattered that he remembered.

At this meeting Dr. Ernst Jokl, a corresponding fellow from South

Africa (for many years now of the University of Kentucky) and Mr.
Stagg had an interesting discussion of the physiology of aging. Mr.
Stagg attended all of the sessions for two days. "4

He lived) another 13 years but I never saw him again. However, I
did receive a note from him on his 100th birthday in response to my
speCial greetings on that occasion.

Having become interested in the American Youth Hostel Movement

in the thirties, I continued my interest into the forties as best I could
with all the war work disrtiptions. Having kept in touch with the na-
tional office by mail I soon found myself a member of the National
Board for one year just in time to attend a board meeting in New York

City while there for the Academy and AAHPER meetings in April
1944. For the next four years I served on the AYH national council

and again chanced to be in New York City on Women's Army Corps
business in the fall of 1946 when the AYH Council was meeting just

before a few of us civilians on the WAC Advisory Committee were to

meet in Mrs. Oswald Lord's Park Avenue home with a small group

of Army personnel.

Ambassador John Gilbert Winant, deeply interested in the Youth
Hostel Movement, having recently resigned from his position at the
Court of St. James, had accepted the presidency of the AYH Bomb,

replacing John D. Rockefeller, Jr. who had held the position for several

years. Ambassador Winant expected to attend the AYH Council meet-

ing and I went with great expectation of meeting him but was disap-

pointed when illness prevented him from being with us. (He died
shortly thereafter.)

The AYH movement had needed help seriously. John D. Rockefeller
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had tried to shift It to some semblance of a business-like organization
from its earlier "floating about in the clouds," at which I had been so
shocked when I attended the board meeting in _1944. Now John Winant
was taking an interest in the organization. In 1948 our own physical
educator, Ben Miller, resigned as executive secretary of AAHPER to
assume the AYH executive kecretaryship, but shortly gave it up to
resume work in our profession at UCLA.

g)T is organization had wonderful potential and I regretted its seem-
in friability to function successfully on the national level. I also re-
gretted that the 'idea which Chancellor Boucher and I had talked of
together in the late )930s of wagon caravan trips along the Oregon
Trail as Nebraska's offering to the American. Youth Hostel.Movement
died aborning because of the war.

.t.,

* * *

..
In 1948, AAHPER conferred, its Gulick Award upon me. The history

of this award is interesting but little known. It was conceived by the
Physical Education Society of New York City and Vicinity which in the
early 1920s was one of the largest units in the American P,hysical Edu-
cation Association. After Dr. Gulick's death in 1918, Nis society,
which Gulick had founded, decided to honor memory by conferring
a medal annually upon one leader for outstan service to the profes-
sion.' Gulick's friend, Tait McKenzie, was commissioned to design
the medal. By 1923, the medallion was ready for presentation.

Jesse F. Williams, who was then president of the Society, presided
at the dinner meeting at the Waldorf-Astoria on May 2, 1923 when the
Gulick Award was first conferred. The first ceremony was a memorial
to Luther Gulick and the award was conferred upon him, posthu-
mously. The spring of 1924 the next awardee was Jessie H. Bancroft;
1925, Thonial"-}). Wood; 1926, Thomas A. Storey; 1927, no one; 1928,
Clark W. Hetherington; and 1929, George J. Fisher.'

Following this, the Society died out and the Gulick Award was in
limbo for 10 years until AAHPER took it over as a national award.
As such, it was firstawarded,in 1939 to Jesse Williams. In 1946 Ethel
Perrin became the second woman to receive the. award; in 1947,
Blanche Trilling became the third; and I the fourth, in 1948three
years straight to a woman. Before I retired, Elizabeth Burchenal be-
came the fifth woman. Recognition of women for high honors was
picking up.
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During the years when the award was the property of the New York

City group alone, the ceremony 'took place at a dinner meeting when
the members took an evening off in honot of Gulick. Surrounded
by friens, the honoree received tributes. Then, having been extolled
and fetrd, the recipient was given an opportunity to say what may
have been in his heart.

After AAHPER assumed this award and made it into a national
honor, it lost this. personal touch. There was no longer the intimate
gathering of friends since it now belonged to a large nationwide group.

In the new ceremony, a tribute was paid to the man in whose honor
the award is named fqllowed by a tribute to the honoree of the year,
the presentation qigthe medal, and a handshake from the president.
The honoree had no opportunity to say anything more than "thank
you," and the ceremony was over. Gradually as more eirents became
included in the opening General Session, the tribute to Luther Gulick
was dropped and the ceremony became briefer.

Because of die strange circumstances surrounding the ceremony, I

can never forget the evening I received this honor! At the eleventh

hour the chairman of the Gulick Award Committee was called out

of the city on what no doubt seemed important business to him. Not
willing to give up his duty of paying the tribute to Gulick and of pre-
senting the- honoree to Vaughn Blanchard, cur president, he, without
consulting even the president,. hastily arranged for the ceremony to be

transferred from the General' Assembly to the only opening he could

find in the convention programa meeting of the exhibitors one day
at 4 p.m. in a small conference room. The exhibitors had obligingly ,

offered to give up a part of their time to the AAHPER Council to
make the presentation to me in a private ceremony for the Council

alone.

After he had left town late that afternoon, messages were delivered=,

to President Blanchard'and me that the Gulick Award ceremony would

not be held that evening but two days later in a private ceremony in

a conference room. President Blanchard was as amazed as I. He im-
mediately declared that plans to make the award that evening at the
General Session were not to be interfered with. But Mr. Chairman had
left town without leaving a copy'of his tribute to Gulick or the tribute

to the honoree the president, was to read. By then it, was the dinner

hour with the opening ceremony following shortly after that: In great
embarrassment, President Blanchard, phoned and asked if I could

suggest someone who could prepare at this late hour a tribute to Dr.

Gulick and reported that he had asked a member of the Executive
Committee to prepare a tribute to me. As fate would have it, Arthur
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Steinhaus was conferring with me that very moment, having stumbled
on a rumor of strange "goings-on." He gladly offered to forego dinner
to help me prepare the tribute to Dr. Gulick. It had to be done hastily
and without a chance to check for data, but having long been a great
admirer of Dr. Gulick I had read all I could find about him and was
glad to prepare the tribute with Arthur Steinhaus to help. Somehow,
we prepared the tribute and Arthur delivered it to President Blanchard.
Then. I kept a belated dinner engagement, put on my new evening
dress and presented myself on time to go on stage at the proper mo-
ment..

Since this convention was in Kansas City, not far from Lincoln, a
large group of Nebraska physical education staff and majors was in
the audience. In those days,'-it was a deep dark secret as to who would
receive the various awards, the darkest secret of all, the Gulick Award.
When I saw so many of my students in the audience, I thought what
a pity if the award had been conferred in a private ceremony. As it
turned out, when I was called to receive it my students, taken com-
pletely by surprise, leaped to their feet, screaming and yelling at the
top of their lungs.

If I had been Frank Sinatra or a football hero I could have under-
stood all this shrieking and yelling, but me! The whole convention
crowd was convulsed with laughter at the girls' antics while I stood
thete,_gondering if the audience was wondering what else we might
be teaching those girls besides yelling. Finally they calmed down and
the ceremony proceeded.

When the session was over, the girls mobbed me. I was totally un-
prepared for their reaction. Then they dashed for a telephone and
called the chancellor of the university and shouted to him that I had
just received the Gulick Award. Later that bemused gentleman called
me from Lincoln, laughingly reporting to me the call from the excited
schoolgirls and offered his congratulations. The convention delegates
teased me about the "yelling Nebraska girls" for several years after
that. How could I ever, for a multiplicity ofcreasons, forget the evening
I received the Gulick Award!

As for the chairman of the Award Committee, he must have been
bewildered to return to the convention city two days later to learn that
the ceremony went off as first scheduled. Although we were good
friends for many years after that, he never offered a word of expla-,
nation for that peculiar incident. To round out the story, his letter
informing me in the first place that I had been chosen to receive the
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Gulick Award was dated April 1. As a child I understood that one

should never take seriously any message written on April Fool's Dayl

* * *

During the war years I had an interesting assignment from the
NAPECW. On April 9, 1946, in connection with the AAHPER con-

vention in St. Louis, it gave a special luncheon in honor of eight mem-

bers who had recently retired or were just then retiring, all women

who had in the opening years of the century established our profession

in many parts of the country and opened new doors to women. I was

invited to be toastmistress (with Anna Hiss of the University of Texas

chairman of the program arrangements). The eight honorees were
Florence Alden, of the University of Oregon who had worked for many

years in the Pacific Northwest; Alice Belding of Vassar College; Violet

Marshall of the University of California (Berkeley); Gertrude Moulton

of Oberlin College; Helen McKinstry, president of Russell Sage Col-

lege; Ethel Perrin, whose latest venture was as executive,xecutive secretary of

the American Child Health Association; Blanche Trilling of the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin; and Agnes Wayman of Barnard College. An
active member had been selected to pay the tribute to each and for.

Ethel Perrin I had asked Mary Channing Coleman to do the honors.

It was a gala affair. The organization had never before (nor since)

paid such special honor to its retired and retiring members. The

honorees were seated at a long head table on a dais in the great ball-

room of the Hotel Jefferson in St. Louis and those who were to pay the

tribines were scattered about at the many tables below.

Coley had sent word that she would arrive early morning after a

night flight from Greensboro, North Carolina, with two or three

changes of planes and one long wait and would see no one until

luncheon time. This was the first I had known of a personal friend

flying to a convention. So I thought nothing of it when she did not

appear for the luncheon, but when it came time to start the program

and she had not yet appeared, I sent a page to call her room and was

informed np such person was registered at the hotel.

As I introduced the speakers and resumed my seat, I studied the

audience franticallX to see if she could have come in unnoticed. Not

finding her, I sent pages to watch every possible entrance and finally

began searching for someone to pay the tribute to Ethel Perrin extem-

poraneously. Two persons refused. I was beginning to feel desperate

and decided that I would have to pay the tribute myself. As the last
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tribute to the others was being gi4en (I had put off Ethel Perrin to
last), I saw Coley being ushered to a seat. Almost immediately it was
time to call on her. I was almost a nervous wreck but not Coley. In
her nonchalant manner, she arose calmly and quietly asked us to
excuse her dishevelled appearance for she had been up all night, her
plane several hours late, and her baggage, including the copy of her
tribute to Ethel, lost. Then she launched into a beautiful tribute to
Ethel Perrin as only Coley could.

Following that, we had a joyous reunion for we had not been to-
gether for a few years. It was our last meeting. One and a half years
later she died of a heart attack. What a rare soul she was!

With the close of World War II it soon became evident, as following
all preceding wars, that there was no such thing as returning to nor-
mal. The lack of discipline in the schools and in the home, even in
life in general, which had been increasing since World War I, inten-
sified with the new war. This resulted in a revolt of many parents and
educators. It included attacks on the easy-to-master subject matter of
much of the school curriculum and the stress on humanistic subjects
at the expense of the sciences. The great failure of the schools of the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries had been their failure to
recognize humanistic needs, but now the corrective pendulum had
swung too far in favor of previous neglect.

Both the permissiveness and subject matter failures were blamed on
the progressive education movement which had flourished from the
late nineteenth century through the 1930s. Now strong reaction against
it revived an interest in William James and his emphasis on hard work,
clear thinking and disciplined education. There arose a revival of
interest in his Talks to Teachers (1892), and his writings on Habit
and The Stream of Consciousness. His books were in print once more,
especially Principles of Psychology (1890), which he spent 12 years
writing. He put out this work in a two-volume version for graduate 4
students and a few years later in a one-volume version for undergrad-
uates. According to legend, the Harvard students nicknamed them
"James" and "Jimmie," respectively. The Jimmie version had been
recently off press when I had used it as an undergraduate at Coe
College. Now in the 1940s, some 50 years after its publication, it was
being rediscovered.

Following the war, citizens, disturbed by postwar evidence that much
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was wrong with the education of our youth, held meetings throughout

the country, asking, "What is it that is wrong?" "What can we do

about it?" Periodicals carried articles by college professors critical of

teachers colleges and schools of education, and by parents urging a

re-Vision of school and college curricula, particularly for those in the

teachers colleges training teachers for the lower schools; these letters

and articles urged a return to previously high standards. When I joined

in an effort to retain the history requirement in the teachers college

in my university, I was roundly squelched by one of the top authorities

there. That experience came quickly back to mind when, a decade

later, I ran across the following remark of the noted University of

Illinois historian, Arthur Bestor, as reported in one of our leading news

weeklies:

A citizen who stands up and says he wants more science, more

history and more foreign languages in his child's school is likely

to have his ears pinned back by the school authorities. r know

from personal experience.'

I, too, knew from personal experience. As the cold war between

Russia and her former allies began to develop almost immediately

after World War II, there was much talkrthat Russia, with its dis-

ciplined form of education, was developing more scientists, engineers

and medical doctors, ,even far more women in the professions, than

the United States. mid-1950s figures were out to prove the claini.

The discussion c) incompetence of public school teachers took on

large proportions in the late 1940s, finally superseding the arguments

that more Russian yowl& psoplespecialized in serious subjects than

American youth., So-called "piofessional educationists" now came

in for much criticism: Who of us ,dbes 'not recall the attacks up

American schools by Admiral Hyman G. Rickover,- the famous atomic-

submarine expert? He. voiced his criticisms in a book, American Edu-

cation, A National Failure' in which he speaks of American education

as the vapidity of the "progressive" system. He advocated lengthening

the school day and year, eliminating all extracurricular activities during

school hours, having textbooks prepared by "scholarly experts," up-

grading teacher education, and above all, finding some way to "pre-

vent the educationist bureaucracy from acting without a public man-

date."'
There. was such outspoken opposition to the progressive education

movement by the early 1940s that membership in the Progressive

Education Association was greatly reduced. But it managed to hold

on until X955 when it ceased to exist, although its journal, Progressive
Education, was published for two more years. This movement had,
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from a feeble start in the 1870s; developed into a real force by World
War I. It had influenced education profoundly for over 304years, but t,
in the end John Dewey, its proclaimed philosopher andt.guiding spirit, k.
disclaimed it, asserting that his ideas, out of which the movement had
grown, had been incredibly distorted by its later' followers..

My own feelings about progressivism were well expressed by Profes-
sor Lawrence A. Cremin of Ohio State University, who said: "I'll never
forgive my teachers-for letting me flounder without help to which I was
entitled." Here was one critic who 'did not bow to William ,Heard
Kilpatrick of Teachers College, Columbia University, who, departing
from Dewey's theories, became the new fountainhead Of progressive
education.

At its best, progressive education never supplied a sufficient body
of teachers skilled in teaching according to its precepts. Its precepts
(teaching the whole child; recognizing individual differences; devel-
oping the child's personality; giving the child opportunities for social,
and emotional growth and creative self-eXpression, adjusting the school
to the child's needs; teaching children not subject matter; and ad-
justing the teaching to life situations) excellent as they seemed, re-
quired teachers of superior teaching skill and great understanding of
children. Such teachers the movement failed to produce, in any but<
a mere trickle and teaching by these precepts, when done by mediocie
and poor teachers, turned into a sorry waste. Poor teaching 'was as
rife in physical education as in other sectors of education, playing
false to the wisdom of our leader, Thomas D. Wood, through misinter-
preting his philosophy or through inability, to implement it at the
teaching level.

However, the progressive education movement improvea American
schools in many ways. In my own journey through life both as a school-
girl and as a teacher, I had in the 1890s witnessed the use of the birch
rod on unruly boys by a man principal or superintifident or `maybe
even a janitor called in to punish the boy if perchance the room teacher
was a woman, as most usually was the case. As ''a schoolchild, I expe-
rienced severe reginientation in marching in and out 'of the school
building at opening and closing' sessions and at.recess periods but I
never minded it for I did not have to fight fora place in line. I also 4,-.
perienced, along with the other little girls and the timid boys; the abuse
by bullies who took frequent advantage because there was no super-
vision or leadership of our play at recess. These things largely vanished
with the coming of the progressive education movement.'
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As told in an earlier chapter,- I had been trying since the late 1930s'

to put together our department history, and now I forged ahead with

my research on it. By the late 1940s, having the record more accurate

and more complete, our department decided that since we had in
1940 celebrated the 40th anniversary of the graduation of our first
professional training student, we should now celebrate the graduation

of the 50th class and the 55th anniversary of the founding of the
women's department. It was in the fall of 1894 that physical education
classes for women" were officially recognized by the faculty and
and *scribed courses offered and a woman employed to teach the

courses. -

For our celebration, the first Nebraska grailuate of the academic

major in physical education, Alberta Spurck) Robinson, came from

Anchorage, Alaska. A handsome and vivacious woman, she looked

exactly as we like to think a physical education trained person should

look 50 years after graduation. In my research I had already unearthed

the fact that one of Nebraska's early graduates had established the

department of physical education for women at Ohio State University

and now I learned from our first graduate of her part in helping to

establish the department at the University of Washington. At the turn

of the century the University of Nebraska played a big part in open-

ing doors for women for our profession at both of these universities.

Our three-day celebration brought back to campus many graduates

and several nationally-known professional friends as speakers. In ad-

dition to luncheons, teas and exhibits, there was a demonstration
drill of the 1870s (than16 to Dorothy Ainsworth of Smith College for

the historical research on that), an Indian club drill of the 1890s, an

esthetic dance of the 1900s, a sports review, and modern dance of the

1940s. It was a great satisfaction to me as I wa§ due to retire shortly

and I felt it a fine ,climax to my career.

The last few years of my teaching career were a strange mixture of
joys and woes, the woes almost completely confined to the Nebraska

scene, the joys, except for loyal staff members and majors, largely

from contacts with the rest of the world established in years of giving

fully of my time and energies to several organizations and to many

people.

Speaking engagements at state teachers conventions in states as
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far as Tennessee and serving as consultant at career-day conferences
at neighboring colleges and universities and as guest speaker at a
preschool opening faculty conference at Cornell College one fall where I
shared honors,with the head of the physics departfhent of the Uni-
versity of Iowa and the head of.the sociology department of the Uni-
versity of Chicago, kept life stimulating in the postwar years. In a
large way these appearances counterbalanced the unhappiness and
unpleasantnesses that at times overwhelmed me on campus in the last
years of my teaching career.

The year 1947 in particular held special personal sorrows for me.
February 5 brought the death of my mother (after seven years of worry
and unhap iness as my sisters and I watched helplessly as her memory
slowly le li4r). Mother had been such a wonderful and understanding
person an , in the 15 years before her health broke, had created a
wonderful home life for this daughter who was having a career such
as she, a generation earlier, had no doubt often dreamed of. Shortly
following Mother's death came that of Dr. Carl Oscar Louis Collin,
my Swedish gymnastics te.cher, in March, which saddened me deeply.
Fifteen years after his death, I, then 76 years:old and unable to get
help, couldrilill climb a stepladder and swing a 0-foot porch awning
into place and secure it by myself, yet I wa itever the "powerful
Katrinka" type. I am sure Louis Collin could take l much credit for my
fitness for it was he who, in my early twenties, had faith that I could
make good in my chosen career. He drove me relentlessly to become
physically fit and gave me an interest in fitness which through all the
years has kept me alert to this need.

On October 1 of that year, Mary Channing Coleman was talking in
her office at North Carolina College for Women with some of her
staff members about her retirement coming up the following spring.
She asked that there be no special concern over it.

"I just wish to walk quietly out of my office 'without any fuss," she
said. With that she walked quietly out of the office and got into her car
to drive to the president's office for a confdrence. On returning to her
office, she suffered a heart attack in the car and, with her foot pressing
down on the fe, pedal, the car careenect:wildly along the driveway,
running over a curb, knocking down a student caught in its path, and
finally stopping when it rammed a gatepost: When bystanders reached
her car, she was dead. So I had lost another dear friendColey whose
bravado had acted as a shield between sensitive me and stern Miss
Homans when the going got too rough for me as it -.frequently did at
the Boston Normal School Of Gymnastics. She helped me safely through
professional training which, had it not been for her, I might have given
up.
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Coley, who had carved out for hersyll a most successful career in
physical education, had left behind a great following, of personal and

professional friends and former students who were deeply grieved over

her death.

The ytar before this Chancellor Boucher had resigned amidst much

unpleasantness between him and some of the faculty. It had been caus-

ing tensions that permeated the entire campus, making relaxation in

'work almost impossible. By then I had become the unwitting victim of a

faction of women in the city that I came to recognize as a well orga-

nized hate group aimed at making things as uncomfortable for me as

possible. It was not a current campus situation although the one fa-

culty woman who had resented my presence on campus throughout my

tenure there because of my philosophy on women's sports, was quick to

enlist these women, all university alumnae, in whatever crusade she was

leading against me at any given time. She was a leader against me in

search of followers; they, crusaders against me in search of a cause.

As Chancellors Avery and Burnett had at some provocation over this

woman's attacks on them as well as on me exclaimed i my presence,.

"That woman is a thorn in my flesh!" so, on more than one occasion,

had Chancellor Boucher made the same remark to me. In a way we

had-been drawn somewhat together in our struggles to hold our own

against this outspoken and vindictive woman. So I was sorry to see

Chancellor Boucher depart, leaving me to stand up to her alone. Al-

though she had retired at age 73 during Dr. Boucher's chancellorship,

she was keeping the irons of her crusading weapons fired and both of

us were now and then made aware of the heat.

As far as I have ever known, Dr. Reuben Gustayson, who succeeded

Dr. Boucher in the chancellorship, escaped these experiences. But by

then I no longer enjoyed the privilege of being able to go to the chan-

cellor directly with my troubles, so there had been no occasion to

discuss this woman with him.

Whatever the cause or causes of accelerated hate actions aimed at

me, unpleasantnesses that had to my great relief died down during the

war, acceleratgd in the postwar years. These were my last few years

before retirement. They accelerated to such an extent that these last
four years became a veritable nightmare to me and from the distance
of 25 years later I look back upon this period as the low tide of my
career. As the tide went out, it left uncovered a series of misadventures

that even I, who suffered from them, am inclined to believe I must

have dreamed all thatit just couldn't be true. But records at hand

and my diaries prove that they were.
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As troubles multiplied, I found myself quite alone. There was no one
in authority upon whom I felt I could impose my troubles in my need
for a safety valve and for help. Chancellors Avery, Burnett and Bou-
cher were all gone. They would have listened to my story. Chancellor
Gustayson's door was closed tO me and the dean under whom I worked
did not have one iota of sympathetic understanding toward anything I
ever needed to discuss with him. So I kept to myself my worries and
the tales of the unpleasant unexplainable things that were constantly
happening to me.

I became the victim of harassme t by telephone. Then annoyances
whenever I worked at' my office aloe at nights as I frewently did all
through the years began to multipl, until even I became aware that I
was under some sort of police surveillance.

Then I began receiving anonymous letters which did not bother me,
too much until they took a queer turn. They were strange letters sent to
me by acquaintances to whom they had been sent, written on my
departmental letterhead. To each of these my name had been forged.
No two letters passed on to me were the same. Each was astonishing
for it either didn't make sense or was of such a 'nature that the receiver
found it hard to believe I was in my right senses when I had written it.
All were typed with only the signature in longhand. A few receivers of
these letters, quite familiar with my handwriting, questioned the sig-
nature. Others evidently didn't suspect forgery but were puzzled that I
would send out such a letter and for some reason wanted me to see it
again.

In the last weeks of my last year troubles increased and Chancellor
Gustayson sent word to me one day to come to his office. When I
reported to him, I found him deeply concerned for a citizen had in-
formed him that I was in danger because he had overheard threats
made against me. The chancellor asked if I had any enemies and when
I told him I had several and it was a long story, he suggested that I
come to his home the following morning for breakfast and tell him all
I cared, to of whatever I had on my mind that might possibly have any-
bearing on this rumor. Thus the door was open and at last I could
pour out to him all that had been bothering me for quite some time
the hate group and all.

The upshot of this was that I was sent to a psychiatrist on a uni-
versity appointment to tell these same tales and ask for advice on
handling them. Evidently the chancellor sought advice, also, for shortly
he sent for me again and informed me that I was from then on to_be
on special secret protection on campus. He turned me over to a plain-
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clothesman who advised me and made plans for my arrival,on campus

each morning and departure late each afternoon, and also for leaving

for lunch and returnin
When alone in my of
members were let in
cover up the secret. It

I was never to be caught ,anyplace alone.

ice, the door, was; o be 4pt locked. Two staff
the secret, fief Only to help me but to help

s inrpgireAt'''tflat no one sensed' anything

amiss. I never went into other rts-of our building alone, and on the

rare occasions I went back 'Onevenings or Saturday afternoons or

Sundays, I went only wi e,c,Ompanion.,

It was a tedious as rtrittinvi At home I was on my own, but under

advice, I alerted tw tighbors to be on the lookout for anyone hanging

about and if so to call the police.

Shortly the forged letters became a larger problem and the chan-

cellor and I had several sessions together about them. Handwriting

experts were called in; it became a.big undertaking still unsettled when

I finally turned in my keys and ended my teaching career at the Uni-

versity of Nebraska. I never have known what happened after my

departure, but before I left these forged letters came back to me from

questioning acquaintances from all parts of the country, leaving me

wondering how many people not familiar enough with my handwriting

to suspect forgery receivea peculiar letters and if so, what did the

letters say and what did they think of my sending them a queer letter.

One that I heard of in a most roundabout way several years later

was sent to a former student telling her that I was doing research on

the subject of homosexuality (a word which no respectable woman at

at time would utter in the presence of either man or woman) and

suspected a friend of hers of being homosexual and would she

her and report to me what she learned about her. Unfortunately

the girl who received this letter had' no suspicion that my name was

forged and was so shocked that she would never speak to me again,

as she put it to another student several years later when telling her of

the awful letter I had written her. Ever after that whenever I felt that a

person might be snubbing me or a bit lacking in cordiality, I Would

ask myself, "I wonder if she (or he) got one of those queer letters with

my signature forged! If so, what could it have said?" The fact that all

were typed on my departmental letterheads made them seem authentic.

* * * *

°There was one final thing to do before I retiredget that so long-
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talked-of new gymnasium a- bit closer to reality. I had already made
plans twice for a new building, only to have hopes dashed. Now we had
a third set of plans ready. But not until 16 years later did a new build-
ing materialize --a building far surpassing the dreams of earlier years.
By that time my third set of plans were 20 years old calling for an
altogether different set of plans for a new day and a new site. By then
the site on the corner of Fourteenth Street and Vine had been ruined
for us by a small building of Teachers College.

* *

I was delighted the spring before my retirement when I received a
long-distance call one day from the State Department in Washington,
D.C., saying that they had learned through AAHPER that I would be
retiring in Jun'e. They asked if I would be interested in a foreign as-
signment for the coming year in either India, Burma or Iraq. Indeed I

cepted a Fulbright Professorship in Iraq with head-was! I finally ac
quarters in Baghdada most interesting experience and a story for
another day.

Before I had heard of the possibility of such an assignment I, had
accepted a position as visiting professor for the following summer at
the University of Southern California, so that in the end I had as a
climax to my 42 years career, a summer session of teaching at the Uni-
versity of Southern California and a school year in Baghdad serving as
a consultant on physical education in the Iraq Ministry of Education.

As a climax to my years of teaching, the staff, the WAA, the majors
and the depa rtment alumnae united to give me a farewell banquet that

planned, organized, and carried out. My three sisterswas beautifully
and two brothers-in-law came from Illinois, Iowa and Kansas, also
friends from Coe College, one of whom had helped initiate me into my
first year of teaching 42 years earlier. Many graduates and professional
friends came from distant parts. The committee in charge planned a
fun-filled program and with Ruth Diamond Levinson as toastmistress,
all went splendidly. It was a wonderful send-off into retirement. It
made up in a large way for many recent frustrations.

As I retired, I proudly left behind a department that had been built
on an excellent foundation but which had sadly deteriorated from early
1900s on until, in the late twenties when my staff and I had brought it
back to its original excellence. Beyond that, we had given it an enviable
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reputation throughout the nation for excellent undergraduate prepa-

ration of women teachers of physical education.

During my 28 years as Director of Physical Education for Women at

the University of Nebraska, 136 different colleges and universities

asked for teachers trained under my direction. Calls came for gradu-

ates of our department from every state in the union but two; also from

China and Japan (before World War II) and .from Canada, Australia,

India. Chile, Uruguay, Panama, Mexico and the Philippines. The

colleges and universities that have taken my graduates on their faculties

make a lo g, proud list, ranging from the Atlantic to the Pacific, from

the Canadian border to the Gulf. Many who went into high schools,

YWCAs, Camp Fire Girls, Girl Scouts, recreation, and physical ther-

apy work, as well as in colleges, have filled top p&itions in those fields.

It was always a source of regret that we didn't have more girls to

place for we offered-so little help to the lower schools of the country

because the other openings offered better inducements to the few

graddates available. At the conclusion of the war an English couple

froth South Africa came to Lincoln to talk with me about sending their

daughter to major under my direction, having heard of the work of our

department from a government agency. When they learned I would be

retiring before she would graduate, they chose another school.

.

I also.proudly left 'behind me an interesting list of young women

teaching in our profession. Graduates of other professiOnal training

departments, they came to my staff "fresh off the assembly line" as I

liked to speak of them and "cut their eye teeth" under my direction.

I was never afraid of inexperience as were many of my co-workers, and

I liked to have youth at the helm when it came to teaching activity

courses. Several of our own graduates I was happy also to retain for

our own staff. Most of these, both Nebraska and non-Nebraska gradu-

ates, who stayed 'on in the profession after acquiring their early teach-

ing experience under my tutelage,, W\ ent on to graduate work and to

splendid positions in other colle:gEtY and universities, where salary

budgets were more favorable. I looked upon all of them as "my girls."

Others did their graduate work and then came to my staff while still

quite young to garner early experience under my direction. Several of

these went on to important top positions, and a few are now retired

themselves. Others still at work are, in some of today's top positions in

our field. '
I

The sum ers afer I went to Nebraska-28 of themalthough never

on a summr payroll; -whenever in town I was on constant call from

administrative offices, students and prospective students, and .at the

office some part of a few days each week. Without office help and with

staff scattered for the summer,
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the coming new schiiol year. This usually totalled up to the equivalent
of three to four weeks of full-time work at the office each summer, and
this summer work alone for all those,,years added up to the equivalent
of at least two full nine-month school years of work for the University
of Nebraska without one penny of pay. I a sure there were other
department heads who were not employed on 11- or 12-month basis
who could tell the same sort of story throughout those years.

For those of us who retired before the University of Nebraska ac-
cepted the Social Security plan (and at that time it had but a sorry
pension plan), retirement proveji a difficult time financially if one had
not seen the handwriting on the wall and built up other protective
plans. In all' my more than 25 years of retirement not one penny has
been added to this meager pension- in recognition of the constant rise
-in cost of living. Despite repeated university requests to the legislature
Social Security and pre-decent pension years, the legislature year after
year lets the bill die in committee.

Recalling the year several years ago when the university faculty
women came to the financial rescue of one woman retiree of that pre-
Social Security period, I realize that had she lived longer her need for
financial help would have increased materially. We women felt that
because she was a woman the responsibility was ours. Perhaps, faculty
men came to the financial aid of needy male retirees, also.

In the 42 years of my teaching career, (the year 1919-1920 out for
illness) all on the college level, life was much simpler than today with
its many strata of administrative staffs. A low!y head of a department
today has many echelons of higher-ups to :.rani between him and final
authdrity. In my first 35 years I was directly responsible to the presi-
dent .Or chancellor. Then for one year I was under a man who was
directly responsible to the chancellor.as head of a Division of Health
and Physical Education of Which my department was one of three
divisions. Then for a second year and a half of a third, I was under
this same man but with health removed from his division. Then'the
department of physical education for women was removed from the
Division and the two departments were placed in Teachers College
under the Dean of that college. Thus I served the last four and a half
years of my career. Those seven years under these'two men were miser-
able, yet with most men I got along splendidly.
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Both of these men were unable to accept a woman under their com-

mand as an equal in the educational game. It was a humiliating ex-
perience after 35 years of independence. My dean became increasingly
difficult to work with, treating me as if he considered me utterly in-
competent in every way, not to be trusted to make any decisions, there-

fore to be ordered about and dictated to in every aspect of my de-

partmental work. The four and one-half years finally turned into a
nightmare, especially for the last two years until Chancellor Gustayson,
sensing that things were wrong, called me in, let me pour cut my frus-
trations to him, and for the short time remaining, left his door open to

me.

How I regretted that I had refused the splendid offer of 1946 to go

to another position. But I was so near retirement and also did not

forsee the miserable changes so shortly to come at Nebraska. Also

family considerations made it impossible to give, a change of position

serious thought. So caught in this unhappy web there was nothing to

do but suffer it out. I at least had some wonderful loyal staff members

to stand firmly back of me and a wonderful group of majors, knowing

nothing of my frustrations yet sensing my distress over something,

offering me their youthful loyalty and concern.

It would have been difficult upon retirement to say goodbye to my

loyal staff members and majors had I not been committed to teach a

summer course at the University of Southern California in Los Angeles

which forced me to pack up and leave shortly. In 42 years my third

summer teaching engagement! This one proved so interesting that I.

had no desire to mark out the days on the calendar one by one; they

raced along too speedily. Immediately with that over, I had to rush

home to get ready to leave for the'Eull.,,.,.;1, i irofessorship I had ac-

cepted for the year 1952-1953 in .q.'

It was not as if, after I turtle(' in my keys at 11,-"-raska. I was going

home to sit on my porch with n hing I.) do. I ww, free and I was

heading straight into high adventur

The American Export Line S.S. Constitution pulled put of New

York Harbor at noon on a beautiful !et_ Septcmber da-, with the
orchestra playing and flags flyir,:, with me aboard. As glided past

the Statue of Liberty, I stood on o. : of the upper decks alone watching

the skyline of New York City fade I. *o the distance.,T e were tears

in my eyes but a smile on my lips. I in bardly ,--1114qc th, " Id girl," as

Coley, my school-days roommate, would ,e cpok' .1 o' the'statuethe
tears for the many happy years gone by that transeerf ed the hurts of

the past few years, and the smile for the inner assuran e I strongly felt
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that the years ahead were to be free of harassments, happy ones. And
indeed they have'been just thatfar beyond any expectations!

Except for the thorns I had found much satisfaction in my career.
Now I welcomed retirement!
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Epilogue

Retirement! My teaching careen over! There was much I wanted to

do yet and fortunately I was in excellent health. For the immediate

present I was committed a Fulbright professorship for the schoolif
year of 1952-1953 to help aq establish teacher-training work in physi-

cal education for women. I wouldn't have, missed this undertaking for

anything in the world. It was a year of strange new lands, new friends,

to me strange peoples, and new kinds of experiences. I discovered for

myself much of the Near East with headquarters in Baghdad and,

travels in Iraq, Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, Palestine, Egypt, Turkey and a

wee taste of Greece. Never could life be the same again after 10 months

of living in such history-filled surroundings.

The following year my sister Madge, Gertrude Moulton, Ann Hugh-

itt, my old Boston Norrtial School of Gymnastics and Wellesley College

classmate, both now retired from Oberlin, and I spent seven months

running about Europe. My sister Madge's husband, Earl Vincent, the

Iowa district judge with whom I had done so much summer mountain

hiking, had died of a sudden heart attack while I was in Baghdad.

Just a few weeks before that, my sister Ferne had also passed away

most unexpectedly. The two deaths in the family so close together were

devastating. Madge was having difficulties adjusting to living alone in

her home in Iowa. I was planning what to do next, for Ferne, too, had

retired and we had planned to make a home together for the years

ahead. Now my plans had to be revised. We decided the thing for the

moment, for bah Madge and me, was to close both our homes and

take off for several months in Europe. With two such good compan-

ions, we had a splendid seven months of travel in Europe and came
home ready to r ice the task of adjusting to life without the dear ones

with whom we had expected to spend retirement years.
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Life seemed to be pushing me into the very things I enjoyed doing.
There were invitations to speak here and there throughout the country.
A publishing company asked me to revise an old physical education
textbook whose author had died. At the same time, I was cleaning out
the enormous stack of professional records and correspondence that
filled my study and overflowed into the attic. I came upon a large
carton filled with the diaries I had kept from my grade school days on.
I had not given them a thought for years. While pondering what to do
with them, I received an announcemen t/from Wellesley College that
they were closing out the funds left from the Mary Hemingway Endow-
ment that had financed both the Boston Normal School of Gymnastics
and its successor, the professional training section of the department
of hygiene and physical education at Wellesley College. With that
department by then closed out, they planned to parcel out the last
of the funds in fellowship awards to graduates for research and writing
projects, relative to advancement of physical education.

.1 realized that these diaries could mean something to my profession
and I applied for one of the Ainy Morris Homans Fellowship Awards to
write my professipal memoirs. The request was granted and what
developed into years of research and writing followedinterrupted for
long periods by other professional writings of a historical nature, and
for other projects that had an =canny way of intruding upon my
attention now and then.

Hence this one project has spread over a 20-year period bearing final
fruit in the publication, March 1977, of a first volume, Memories Of A
Bloomer Girl, and this book, its sequel. The third book of professional
memoirs entitled From Bloomers to Bikinis, is, as of this writing,
complete in its third draft. I hope to put it into final draft in 1978.
After that there is enough non-professional material left in my diaries
for three other books for lay readers, which should keep me happily
busy for another few years. After that my Fulbright year diary calls for
attention.. The years dash away too quickly for all I have yet to do.

The many things that caused me to put my memoirs aside have been
interestig. In the late fifties and sixties I discovered Florida and spent
many withers there with my. sister Jean, and her husband, Theodore
Aszman who upon his retirement the same year as mine went to Miami
to live.

In the months of the late fifties when I was back in my home in
Nebraska, I rewrote entirely the America part of the old Rice book on
A Brief History of Physical Education and in the late sixties, revised
the revision. Between these two works, I researched and wrote the
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histories of both the old Middle West Society of Physical Education

and the Central Association of Health, Physical Education and Rec-

reation, and with Bruce L. Bennett of Ohio State University wrote the

75-Year History of the American Association for Health, Physical

Education and Recreation for le Association's 75th Anniversary in

1960.

As the AAHPER was approaching its 75th year in 1960, having

heard nothing of special plans underway to celebrate this special anni-

versary, I wrote President Arthur Esslinger, asking what was brewing,

just as I had to the president 25 years before. He and his officers were

taken by surprise ab6ut this bit of our Association history just as the

officers had been in 1935. 4ain it was history-conscious I who sounded

the alarin, this time well in 'advance of the important event. Caught up

in a time-consuming emergency matter, the president' begged me, since.

as he put it "you are retired and have time free," to whip up a 75th

anniversary celebration "if we give you a whole block of convention

program time for it." Anticipating that it would be a most interesting.

and exciting assignment I accepted the challenge and started plans at

once. This led to a request that I write the 75-year-history to be pub-

lished in convention month which I cotisentechto do for the first 40

years with Bruce Bennett, a recognized historian in our profesSiori, td'

cover the last 35 years,

For the one general ,session all6wed our anniversary committee for ab

program, Laura HuelSter of-the ,University o Illinois whipped together ;

a group of yoting teachers in the professiott fora progr4m long to be

remembered: Cost4m d in attire 6f the lat!.4800s this dedicated group

of young men and w m
'stagedasonverition't*gram,,of thlt period,

giving: portions of the a Wit speeches the`;earlY sloclers had'given

the early-conventions. Ifwa
that ev'ening° is one whit 'br
memory of the day before
were caugfkin a cloudb
tions look' more 'Aker
pians out o klark. By.
Wines god out and

"smash b
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t 'of rain ,iirriv
ost drowned- :creature

ome hook or crook/. the
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At the, nArsary convention luncheon' on. another dap, at

PresidentEssl n s insistence, I served as toastmistreSS.,To keep it ori,.

the historical theme; we rounded up early leaders, still livin is special'



gue:sts, with C. Ward Crampton and John Brown, Jr., both in their
eighties and living in Miami, as the stars of the occasion. A message
from Amos Alonzd Stagg, then 98 years old, opened the program. To
honor the' occasion as toastmistress I wore the long, all-over eyelet
embroidery gown I had worn for my college graduation 52 years
earlier, along with, my huge willow-plumed Merry Widow hat which had
been in the family attic. The hat in particular delighted Dr. Crampton.
The minute he spied it he called Out joyously, "My wife was wearing a
hat just like that, the first time I ever saw her." Shortly after that
encounter, C. Ward Crampton went to his reward, and not long after
that, John Brown, too.

For the occasion the quartet that had made itself famous at APEA
Conventions since my own presidency 28 years earlier staged a revival.
Sporting old-time handlebar moustaches, Bill Streit led his group
though a series of oldtime songs. Unexpectedly a flood light was
thrown on me at the head table and the quartet burst into Let Me
Call You Sweetheart. I jumped to my feet and beckoned Minnie Lynn,
the new incoming president seated nearby, to join me. The two of
us, the first woman president and the next woman president, took
the tribute together with that huge crowd in the Miami Beach audi-
torium joining in the singing. That moment clings to memory!

Other groups equally dedicated put on special programs on various
aspects of our history, held special "do you remember" get-togethers
for retired members, and for one meeting had as a special guest,
Margaret Hitchcock Emerson, the granddaughter of our first president,
Edward Hitchcock. She came from Amherst to talk with us informally
about her recollections of he grandfather.

Having been greatly frustrated the summer of '59 in trying to re-
search our Association's history when we had not yet established our
archives and brought together our records, I began a campaign to
educate the officers of that day to a need for establishing our archives
at once. In fact I made quite a nuisance of myself about it. Finally the
executive secretary hailed me at the close of that 1960 convention
saying: t

`1"You'll be glad to learn that_ a have decided to establish our
archives at once and to appoint an arcfifvist to undertake and advance
the project."

/ "Wonderful," I exclaimed. "Who is die archivist to be?"

"You!" was the reply.

"I? Why me? I know nothing of being an archivist."
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AAHPER's 75th Anniversary Luncheon Quartette and Toastmistress,
Miami Beach, April 1960. From left, Harlan Metcalfe, CliffordBrownell,
Mabel Lee, Louis Roth and William Streit.

"Who of us does? We've all decided that since you are so deeply
interested and are retired with your time free and since we can't now
afford a paid person who is professionally trained as an archivist, we
will offer to pay necessary expenses for secretarial help and office
supplies if you will volunteer your services to make a beginning of
this work."

So I asked
Association

time to think it over. Later I accepted the appoint-
ment if the Association would also pay my membership dues to join
the Society of American Archivists as its representative and my ex-
penses to attend the annual convention of that organization so that
I might learn as quickly as possible something about archives work,
also expenses to visit the national office now and then to look after
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archival collections. This request was granted and I entered; upon
what turned out to be a 94' 2 year appointment from July 1960 di ough
December 31, 1969, an utterly fascinating assignment althoug very
time-consuming. At this same time Dr. Bruce Bennett was appointed
the first historian and a year orso later, 'Dr. ,Paul Washke of 0 egon
State University at Corvallis, was appointed chairman of a cen nnial
commission to set wheels turning for that eventful 1985) in the
life of our profession.

In 1962, a temporary, archives depository ir established at Ohio
State University; in 1968, our Association employed a full-time as-
sistant to the archivist, and the young National Foundation for HPER
rented space ?or a depository for our archives in Washington, D.C.,
near our-national Association offices. When I "passed the torch" on to
Dr. Elwood Craig Davis, retired from the University of Southern
California, I felt that I could drop my self-appointed role of watch dog
over our historical milestones. Today Dr. Ruth Schellberg, retired from
the University of Minnesota-Mankato, carries

The 75th anniversary celebration itself plus the;drive to establish our
archives sparked a great interest in our Assocition's history. There
quickly arose to the surface a heart-warming [group of young people
deeply concerned about history and archives who evidently had only
been awaiting\ some signal to take up the challenge. As for myself
what a new
old.

rld was opened to me and after I was past 74 years

In pursuit of these duties I visited one fall the archives of the New
England colleges which were the fountainhead of our profession
Amherst, Harvard, Springfield, Smith, Wellesley, the Sargent School
of Physical Education at Boston University. While I was on this trip I
also met and talked with students at Sgfield and Smith Colleges,
Bouve-Boston School, and the University of Massachusetts. On other
trips in connection with SAA conventions I visited the state archives of
North Carolina, Georgia, Texas, New Mexico, and the archives of
several cities. Today our Alliance is looking forward to greatly en-
larged archival quarters in a new building. It was pure pleasure to
have been the one to spark the beginning of all of this.

Suddenly in the summer of 1965 the state fire marshall condemned
Grant Memorial Hall at the University of Nebraska and it was razed
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almost immediately, leaving my successor and her staff to carry on here

and there all over the campus. The splendid new building of $2%
million was finally completed in 1968, 44 years after that first promise

to me. As the fire marshall had reported, "This 1887 structure, the

oldest building now left on the campus, is a hazard to life," adding

there is no mortar left between wall bricks, window frames are
sagging and apparently so rotten they could fall out, coping stones

over the doorway are dangerous, Walls and roof leaking, down-

spouts need replacing, east and west arches need repair, floors and
ceilings are in hazardous condition.

When the local paper announced that demolition would begin the
following day, I drove to the campus alone that evening and in the
twilight walked all about the huge, old building, reading for a last
time the plaques, at the two entrances, the one at the west dedicating
that wing to the memory of the soldiers of the University of Nebraska
who had given their lives to their country in the Spanish-American
War, reading slowly all the names, each name representing a young

man struck down in the prime of life. Now this old building com-
memorating their sacrifice was to die too, but it, unlike these young
men, had lived a-long lifethe east wing 78 years, the west, 66.

In another 24 hours, its great walls would be levelled, the fleet of
trucks would begin hauling away the last vestiges of its former gran-
deur. And as I walked sadly back to my car alone, I brushed aside

a tear for the east wing of the old building that had known General

Pershing also Wilbur Bowen, Robert Clark, and W.W. Hastings, pi-
oneers in physical education. Would the University's fallen heroes of

the Spanish-American War still be remembered after the west wing,

Memorial Hall, erect\ed to their memory was gone? In the waning

twilight as I paid a lone homage to these soldiers I thought of the

lines of Rupert Brooke that begin "These laid the world away," written
of other soldiers of a later war, lines I had long remembered from
World War I.

In no time at all the old turreted building disappeared and as if to
wipe out all memory of it, quickly the ground where the building stood

was lev,elled and returned to greensward, as if the building had never
existed. Of that trio, which the college textbook and gym suit salesmen

liked to Run about when they went to Lincoln to see Lee in Grant,
Lee, the tacher, has long been retired, Grant, the building is now van-
ished, but Lincoln, the city, is bigger than ever. However the name Lee

is now on the 1968 building that replaces Grant Hall.
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At the christening of Mabel Lee Hall at University of Nebraska-Lin-
coln, May 7, 1977. (Courtesy of Ruth Schellberg and Arbor Print Shop,
Lincoln, Nebraska).

The 1960s brought more sorrows when my sister Madge developed a
brain tumor. I put aside my writing projects, closed my home and
moved into her home in Iowa to be at her side for almost a year and a
half as she slowly slipped away into death. A few years later Jean's
husband also died in Florida and I spent much time there with my
sister. Only Jean and I survive of Our immediate family.

In the meantime more and more of-my old friends passed away or
gave up for the role of invalid in some nursing home, until I find my-
self almost alone in my own age group. Fortunately, I have ,been able
to build up new friendships of the two generations following mine.
These younger people offer rare friendship that enriches life immeas-
urably.

I have continued to attend our professional organization conventions
and thus keep the coals of both new and old (what remains) friend-
ships alive. I keep up my home and enjoy living alone but among all
ages old, young, middle-aged--a resident of the normal world. And
life is exciting.

In the mid-sixties I met Carl Diem of Germany, the world-wide
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acknowledged spiritual successor of Baron de Coubertin, in the home
of Arthur Steinhaus in Chicago. Meeting him was a high spot of
memories!

The seventies which have catapulted me into my nineties have out-
done themselves in thrills. Early in 1976 a long-distance telephone
conversation was arranged between one of the classes of professional
training students at the Metropolitan State College in Denver and me
at my home in Lincoln. We had a half hour's chat with questions and
answers and much merriment for a unique experience. Then in April
I had the pleasure of presenting to the president,,,the first awardees for
the Mabel Lee Award at the AAHPER conventionthis award having
been established the year before in recognition of International Wom-
an's Year. The first two recipients were two charming young women,
Sharon Ann Plowman and MG Sholtis, who according to the terms of
the Award, were not yet 36 years of age and showed unusual promise
in the field of physical education. Then, in May a return to my alma
mater and the scene of my first teaching position, Coe College, to be
crowned Queen of thQ Maythis in celebration of the college's 125th
anniversary and of the 65th year since I started pageantry and the May
Queen tradition at Coe. A May Queen very close to her 90th birthday!
The occasion was celebrated with TV appearances and news interviews
following the crowning ceremony. Again I recovered from storage the
eyelet embroidered dress of my college graduation in 1908 which I
als wore at my first pageant as director in 1911, again at my 50th
ye class reunion in 1'958, all at Coe College, and at AAHPIER's 75th
Anniversary celebration at Miami Beach in 1960. That gown\ has been
worn in the 1960s and 1970s in many colleges around the country much
more as an historic relic than, when it was new and still in style.

In July 1976, as an 89-year old Queen of May, I was "cover girl"
on Coe's July issue of its Courier that goes out to all graduates. Again
I was the "cover girl" in the December issue of the Nebraska Journal
of Health and Physical Educationt,,and: Recreation, with an article

about my retirement activities.

The year 1977 kept up the pace of 1976in January 1977 a feature
article about my activities in retirement in the Journal of National
Retired Teachers Association, in March my Memories of a Bloomer
Girl off press with an author's autograph party at the AAHPER con-
vention in Seattle, in April a trip to Wisconsin for a' honorary Doctor
of Humanities degree from Beloit College where I spent four happy
years in the early twenties, in May a ceremony at the University of

° Nebraska-Lincoln naming the Women's Physical Education Building
Mabel Lee Hall, now that it is a coeducational building. Then there
were Nebraska Education Television interviews at home, indoors and in
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my garden, the television showing in late June including scenes at the
building-naming ceremony. In October I returned to Coe for more TV
and radio interviews and for induction in Coe's Sports Hall of Fame,
not as a sportswoman but as one who has spent a full career in organ-
izing and promoting sports for women.

As Edna St. Vincent Mil lay, I fear I, too, at times have burned my
6. candle at both ends. I pray that of mine, as of hers, it also can be said,

"It gives a lovely light."

I started my schooling ip the gay, nineties, did my high school and
college years at the turn of the century, started my teaching career in
pre-World War I years, pursued it through the terrible twenties, the
depression thirties, and fighting forties, retired in the frustrating fifties,
took a new volunteer career in the sick sixties (the Age of Rubbish as
Richard Hofstadter, DeWitt Clinton professor of American history at
Columbia University calls it),1 and am still "going strong" for my
yearssomewhat slowed down but in my nineties loving an active life
in the world's seventies.

So in the words of Browning:

Grow old with me!
The best is yet to be,
The last of life, for which

the first was made
Our times are in his hana.2

fi

Author in her ninetieth
year. -(Courtesy of Ne-
braska State Commis-
sion on Aging).
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Chronology

1886 Born in Clearfield, Iowa (August 18)
1893 Moved with family to Centerville, Iowa
1900-1904 Centerville High School
1904-1908 Coe College, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, B.S. Magna Cum Laude.
1908-1909 Boston Normal School of Gymnastics
1909-1910 Wellesley College, Massachusetts, Certificate of Physical

Education
1910-1918 Director of Physical Education for Women, Coe College
1914 Student, Chalif School of Dance, New York City (Summer)
1917 Student, Vestoff-Serova School of Dance, New York City

(Summer)
1918-1919 Director of Physical Education for Women, Oregon Agri-

culture College, Corvallis
1919-1920 Disabled by influenza epidemic
1920-1924 Director of Physical Education for Women

Beloit, Wisconsin
, Beloit College,

1922 Summer Physical Education Teacher, New York State
Teachers College, Oneonta

1924-1952 Professor and Director of Physical Education for Women,
University of Nebraska-Lincoln

1925-1927 President, Middle West Association of Physical Education
for College Women

1926 Co-founder, Nebraska State PE Society
1926-1927 President, National Association of Physical Education for

College Women (NAPECW)
1929 Acting President, Middle West Society of Physical Educa-

tion (Feb-April) upon death of President
1'29-1930 President, Middle West Society of Physical Education
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1930 Vice-President, American Physical Education Association

(APEA)
1931 President, APEA (first woman)
1932 President, APEA (January-April) in transition period

1932 Elected into American Academy of Physical Education

1933 Recipient of APEA Honor Award
1935-1940 Member, Board of Directors, Women's Division, National

Amateur Athletic Federation
1938-1939 Acting President, American Academy of Physical Educa-

tion, upon death of president
1937 Author, Conduct of Physical Education, A. S. Barnes &

Co.
1939 Recipient of honorary Doctor of Laws, Coe College

1939 Summer Visiting Professor, University of Texas, Austin

1940-1942 President (first woman), American Academy of Physical

Education
1941-1943 Director of Physical Fitnests, Seventh Army Service Com-

mand under the Office of Civilian Defense

1943-1944 Member, Board of Directors, American Youth Hostels

1943-1945 Member, National Council on Physical Fitness, Federal
Security Agency

1943-1945 Member, Women's Commission on Physical Fitness, FSA

1944-1945 Member, U.S. Office of Education Committee on Physical

Education Policies in Colleges and Universities

1944-1948 Member National Council of American Youth Hostels

1944-1948 Member, Chief df Staffs National Civilian Advisory Com-

mittee, Women's Army Corps
1945 -1949 Member, Board of Directorsof American Folk Arts Society

1948 Recipient of AAHPER Gulick Award

1949 Co-author with Wagner, Fundamentals of Body Mechanics
and Conditioning, W. B. Saunders Co.

1952 Retired, Professor and Director Emeritus, University of

Nebraska-Lincoln
1952 Summer Visiting Professor, University of Southern Cali-

fornia, Los Angeles . -

1952-1953 Consultant, Iraq Ministry of Education as Fulbright Pro-

fessor, Baghdad
1955 Honorary member, Central Association of Physical Edu-

cation for College Women
1956 Honorary member, NAPECW
1956 Recipient, honorary Doctor of Physical Education, George

WilliamS College, Chicago

1957 Recipient Hetherington Award, American Academy of
PhySical Education
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1958 Co-author with Rice and Hutchinson, Brief History of
Physical Education 4th ed., Ronald Press.

1958-1959 Chairman, AAHPER International Relations Section
1960 Co-author with Bennett, 75-Year History of AAIIIPER,

"This Is Our Heritage" JOHPER, April 1960
1960-1970 AAHPER's First Archivist (July 1960 -Jan. 1, 1970)
1963 Author, History of Middle West Society of Physical Edu-

cation-1912-1960.
1966 Author, History of Central AHPER-1933-I963.
1967 Recipient, Honor Award of New Mexico AHPER
1968 Recipient, R. Tait McKenzie Award of AAHPER
1969 Author with Rice and Hutchinson, Brief History of Physi-

cal Education, 5th ed., Ronald Press.
1969 Recipient, Honor Award of Nebraska AHPER
1974 Recipient, Presidential Service Award as first woman pres-

ident and first archivist of AAHPER
1975 AAHPER Mabel Lee Award established
1976 Recipient, Honor Award, North' American Society fOl.

Sport History
1977 Subject of article, "Doctor PhyS Ed" in Journal of Natjonal

Retired Teachers Association, Jan. issue
1977 Author, Memories Of A Bloomer Girl, AAHPER publi-

sher.
1977 Recipient, honorary Doctor of Humanities, Beloit College
1977 Former Women's Physical Education Building renamed

Mabel Lee Hall, University of Nebraska-Lincoln'
1977 Inducted in Sports Hall of Fame, Coe College
1978 Author, Men)pries Beyond Bloomers, sequel to Memories

Of A Bloomr Girl. AAHPER publisher
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\s.t, APTER XV. "A PRETTY KETTLE OF FISH"

1. William S. Gilbert, lolanthe. Act 2, Peers' Chorus.

2. Original 16 resolutions in Alice Allene Sefton, The Women's Divi-
sionNAAF (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1941), pp.
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7. Ibid.
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2. Missouri State Council of Defense, Progress Bulletin, No. 20,
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CHAPTER XVIII. A VICTORY CORPS, A WOMEN'S COMMISSION AND A
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6. Hyman G. Rickover, American Education, A National Failure
(New York: Dutton, 1963.

7. Hyman G. Rickover, "The Trouble With United States Schools,"
U.S. News and World Report, Nov. 25, 1963, pp. 69-70.

8, Lawrence A. Cremin, The Transformation of the Schools, 2nd ed.
(New York: Knopf, 1961), p. 222.
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